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PREFAOE 

More than twenty years have elapsed since we have first treated 
the subject of Buddhist logic and epistemology as they were taught 
in the schools of Mahayana Buddhism.. Our nearly unique source at 
that time was the Nyaya-bindu and tika, this solitary sanscrit remnant 
-of what has been a vast field of literary production. Since that time our 
knowledge of the subject bas been considerably enlarged. Important 
sanscrit texts have been discovered and published in India. The inter
connection and mutual influences of Indian systems are better known. 
The Tibetan literature reveals itself as an almost illimited source of 
information. Prof. H. Jacobi has contributed a series of articles on the 
early history of Indian systems. Prof. J. Tucci has recently elucidated 
the problem of Buddhist logic before Dignaga. Prof. de la Vallee 
Poussin has brought to a successful end his monumental translation 
-of the Abhidharma-Kosa. Prof. Sylvani Levi has enriched our know
ledge by important discoveries in Nepal. Prof. M. Walleser bas founded 
in Heidelberg an active society for the study of Mahayana. A great 
deal of work has been done by Indian and Japanese scholars. The 
Nyaya-bindu is no more a solitary rock in an unknown sea. Buddhist 
logic reveals itself as the culminating point of a long course of Indian 
philosophic history. Its birth, its growth and its decline run parallel 
with the birth, the growth and the decline of Indian civilisation. The 
time has come to reconsider the subject of Buddhist logic in its histo
rical connections. This is done in these two volumes of which the 
second apears before the first. It contains translations which aim at 
being intelligible, a reservation not unnecessary in Indian matters, 
since we have witnessed translations by authoritative pens which read 
like an absolutely unintelligible rigmarole. In the copious notes the 
literary renderings are given where needed. This will enable the reader 
fully to appreciate the sometimes enormous distance which lies between 
the words of the sanscrit phrasing and their philosophic meaning 
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rendered according to Our habits of thought. The notes contain also 
a philosophic comment of the translated texts. The reader who would 
like to have a vue d'ensemble of Buddhist philosophy as it is repre
sented in its logical part will have to go through the labyrinth of 
these notes and texts and make for himself a statement as well as an 
estimate of that doctrine. This task is facilitated in the first volume 
which will cOiltain a historical sketch as well as a synthetical recon
struction of the whole edifice of the final shape of Buddhist philosophy, 
as far as it can be achieved at present. The second volume thus con
tains the mat.erial as well as the justification for this reconstruction. 
The first volume is in the press and we hope that it will appear 
before long. 



A SHORT TREATISE OF LOGIC, 

NYAYA-BINDU 

BY 

DHARMAKIRTI 

WITH 

.A COMMENTARY (TIKi) BY DH.ARMOTTARA 





CHAPTER 1. 

PEROEPTION. 

§ 1. SUBJECT MATTER AND PURPOSE OF THIS W PRK. 

1. All successful human action is preceded by' 
rig h t k now 1 e d g e. The re for e t his (k now led g e will 

be her e) in v est i gat e d. 

(1. 6). In this sentence the importance of the subject of the pre
sent work is pointed to. The body of a literary work, indeed, has a double 
aspect, it consists of words and subject matter. The words, in the 
present case, have no other purpose than to convey their meaning; 
they will not be analysed. But if the subject matter were of no use, 
no work could be devoted to an enquiry 1 into it, just as no reason
able man would ever undertake an enquiry about the teeth of the crow, 
because this would serve no purpose.ll Wishing to show that this trea
tise deserves to be written, the author points to the importance of 
its subject matter (1. 10). Because (says he) all successful human ac
tion is preceded by right knowledge, therefore this (phenomenon) 
must be investigated, and with this aim the present treatise is under
taken. Such is the meauing of the (prefatory) sentence.3 (2. 2). (By 
making this statement, viz.) by statinp; that right knowledge - the 

1 pratipatti = bstan-pa. 
II We would expect kaka-danta-par"i,k~a-prayojana-abhaMit, since the melLll

ing is not that the teeth are useless, but that an investigation about unexisting teeth 
is useless, cpo Tlitp., p. 1. 17, !lJld infra, p. 2. 22. (text). This would agree with 
Vinitadeva's interpretation according to whom the vyutpatti (=par"i,k~a) must 
have a prayojana. Since vyutpatti is already the prayojana of the treatise itself 
(prakara~a-sarira), its importance will then be prayojanasya prayojanam. To this 
double prayojana Dharmottara takes exception, he is thus obliged to give & so
mewhat awkward turn to his example. But cpo Tatp., p. 28. 12, ni~prayajane (-iim?) 
parik~am. 

3 VinItadeva, p. 81. 10, has interpreted the first sentence as conta.ining an 
indication 1) of the subject-matter (abhidheya = samyag-jflana), 2) of its aim 
(prayqjana = vyutpattl), 3) their connection (sambanaha) and 4) the aim of the aim 
(prayojanasya api prayo,janam), the latter referring to the real importance of the 
study of the theory of cognition, since cognition is involved in every purposive ac
tion. Dharmottara objects to the unusual prayojanasya prayqjanam. He takes 
the first sentence as a whole, indicating the importance of a study of the theory of 
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subject matter of this treatise - is the cause 1 of all successful human 
action, the importance (of a theory of cognition is alone) stated (di
rectly). (2.3) But by making such a statement the subject-matter (of 
the work), its aim and its fitness 2 (for that aim) are (indirectly) in
dicated. Indeed when it is being stated that right knowledge, the 
source of all (successful) human action,S will be analysed in the pre
sent work, it is also implied that right knowledge is the subject-mat
ter of this literary composition, its aim is an analysis of (the pheno
menon) of knowledge, and the work itself represents the means 
through which the analysis (is aChieved). (2.5). Directly stated is thus 
only (one) point, the importance of the subject matter, (the other points), 
its fitness etc., are then implicitly understood:' The (prefatory) sentence 
alone is not adequate to give a direct statement of the subject mat
ter, the purpose and the connection between them (separately). By 
naming directly only one point, it indirectly alludes to all three. (2. 7). 
The word "this)) (knowledge) points here to the subject matter. The 
words ((will be investigated» - to the purpose. The purpose here meant 
(is double). For the author it is the task of composing the work, 
whilst for the student it is the task of studying it. (2.9). Indeed, all 
reasonable men set themselves to work when they have some useful 
aim in view. To the questions:; as to why has the Master written this 
treatise and why should it be studied by the pupils, it is answered 
that its purpose is an analysis (of knowledge). It is written by the 
author in order that he may himself become the teacher for those 

cognition, and then the three usual preliminaries as implicitly contained in it. He 
thinks that a. distinction between prakara'f}asya sarira-prayojanwm and abhiilheya
prayojanam is useless, since sarira is first ofall sabila which is not investigated. 

1 uktvii mURt be inserted before prayojana, p. 2.2, cpo Tib. rgyu.fl,id-du 
b8tan-pas. 

2 sambandka. 
3 puru~a-artha-upayogi = puru~a-artha-siddhi-hetu. 
4 Lit., p. 2.5. «Therefore by the force of direct sta.tement (abhiilhana) of 

the importance (prayojana) of the pa.rt (which is) the subject, connection etc. are 
expressed». Dh. thus insists that the first sntra, as a whole (samutiayartha), refers 
directly to abhidheya-prayojana, i. e. to the importance of a theory of cognition, 
the three usual preliminaries are then to be understood implicitly. Vinihdeva 
thinks that abhiilheya and prayojana are expressed directly (read mnon-au instead 
of anon-au, p. 32. 2 of M. de la Vallee-Poussin's edition in B. I.) and 
sambandha indirectly. The importance of a theory of cognition is theu conceived 
by him as a prayojanasya api prayojanam (p. 3S. 8). 

5 iti satrtsaye. 
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who are being instructed in (the theory of) cognition, and it is stu
died by the pupils desirous of acquiring for themselves the instruc
tion delivered by the Master. An analysis of knowledge is thus the 
purpose of both the composition and the study of the work. (2.13). 
No word (in the prefatory sentence) indicates the connection between 
the subject matter and the purpose. It must be supplied from the 
context.] Indeed when a reasonable man is working at this treatise 
for the sake of an analysis of right knowledge, this treatise is just 
the means of attaining his purpose and there is no other. Thus it is 
dear that the relation between this treatise and its aim is that of an 
expedient and the thing to be expedited. 

(2. 16). However, (the advisability of stating these topics at the 
beginning can be questioned), since, even if they are stated, no rea
sonable man will accept them without further evidence, before having 
looked into the book. This is true! Without a foregoing study of 
the book these topics, although stated, cannot be appreciated. But when 
stated, even without being authenticated, they provoke the spirit of 
inquisitiveness 2 by which people are incited to work (2.18). Indeed, when 
reasonable men presume that a thing may be of some nse to them,B 
they (immediately) set to work; whereas when they suspect that it is of 
no use,4 they give it up. (2. 19). Therefore the author of a scien
tific work is especially expected to make at the beginning a state
ment about the connection (between his aim and the subject mat
ter). Fot· it is all very well for writers of romance to make false 
statements in order to amuse,5 l)ut we cannot imagine what would be the 
aim of a scientific author if he went (the length of) misstating his subject
matter. Neither (do we see that this actually) occurs. Therefore it is 
natural to expect inquisitiveness concerning such (works). (2.22). If it 
were not stated, the student might possibly think that the snbject 
matter served no purpose at all as, e. g., an enquiry about the teeth 
of a crow; or that (the aim) was irrealizable as, e. g., the instmction 
to adorn oneself with the demon Tak§aka's crest jewel which re
leases from fever 6; or that its aim was undesirable, like the instruc-

1 samarthyiit. 
II sal"(l-8aya. 

8 artha-saf!l6ayn.. 
4 anartha-sal1;6aya. 

:; Lit., 2. 20. «Indeed the words of story-tellel's may be imagined ill a 
different way for the sake of sport etc. (Tib. = k'r"i4iidi) I). 

6 Cll. the same simile Tatll •• D. 3. 6. 
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tion about the ritual to be followed at the (re-)marriage ceremony of 
one's own mother 1; or that the aim could possibly be attained in an 
easier way than through this book; or again that it was altogether 
useless. If any such presentiment of uselessness arises, reasonable 
men will not apply themselves to the study of the book. By stating 
the subject matter etc. some useful purpose is (always) suggested, 
and this checks the suspicion of uselessness. Reasonable men are thus 
incited to take action. Thus it is clear that the connection (be
tween the subject matter and the purpose) is stated in order that 
the book may be credited with efficiency, since such consideration 
incites hmnan activity. 

§ 2. RIGHT KNOWLEDGE DEFINED. 

(3. 5). Right knowledge is knowledge not contradicted (by ex
perience).2 In common life we likewise say that (a man) has spoken truth 
when he makes us reach the object he has first pointed out. Similarly 
(we can also say) that knowledge is right when it makes us reach 
an object it did point to. But by ((making us reach an object,) nothing 
else is meant than the fact of turning (our attention) straight to the 
object. Indeed knowledge does not create an object and does not offer 
it to us, but in turning (our attention) straight to the object it (eo 
ipso) makes us reach it. Again «to turn a man straight to the object» 
is nothing else than to point it out as an aim of a (possible) purposive 
action. Indeed, (one should not imagine) that knowledge has the 
power forcibly to incite a man (against his Will).3 

1 This is an indication that Buddhists had in India the same aversion to the 
remarriage of widows as the brahminic(ll Hindus. 

2 This is the Buddhist definition of empirical knowledge (Ba1llyag-jiiana =pra
malJa). It is opposed to the definitions of the Mlmal!lsakas (artha-avabodha), 
of the CarvIikas (artha-darsana), the Naiyayikas (prama-kararta). MIidh
yamikas and Yogacaras held that this knowledge is a transcendental illusion 
liila1llbane bhranta1ll). With this reservation the first accepted the realistic Logic of 
the Naiyayiks, the second adhered to the reform of Dign:tga, cpo my NirviilJ.a, 
p. 156 n. For VinItadeva, p. 34. 1,40.13, and K amalaiHla, Tattvasg., p. 392.6, 
the definition refers to the field of experience only (prapaka-vi~aye) and thns agrees 
both with the YogIiclira and Sautrantika views (ubhaya-naya-8amIUraye~a). 

But the Tipp., p. 18-19, thinks that the Yoglicara idealism is here forsaken Ilnd 
the Sautrantika realism adhered to. As to Jinendrabuddhi'8 view cpo Appendix. 

8 Thus jriiinam is a F!iipaka-hetu, not a ka·raka-hetu. These remarks are 
probably directed against Vinitadeva who explains purufartha = prat/ojana, 
siddhi = siidhaka (gj'ub-par-byed-pa) and piirvaka as ''''etu. He thus converta 
joona into a karaka-ht.tu. KamalasHa, just as Dh., defines avisaf!lfJaditfJG 88 
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(3.9). For this very reason (as will be stated later on) 1 the 
Qnly ultimate result of an act of cognizing is (simply) a distinct co
gnition. When an object has been cognized, man has been (eo ipso) 
turned towards it and the object reached.2 The (proper) function of 
cognition is thus at an end just after the object has been cognized. (3.10). 
For this very reason cognition is concerned with an object not yet co
gnized. But when it has been first cognized, the same act of cognition 
has also drawn (the attention) of man and has made him reach 
the object, (i. e., reach it by his cognition). Any further act conceming 
that very object cannot be regarded as its cognition.s Consequently (a 
purposive action directed towards) an object already cognized will not 
be an act of cognizing it.4 

(3. 12). (Turning now to the different modes of cognition we see 
that) when an object has been apprehended by direct experience,s it 
has been converted into an object of (possible) purposive action 
through sense-perception. Because (we say) that sense-perception has 
pointed out an object, when the function of that knowledge which 
consists in making us feel its presence in our ken is followed by a COD

struction (of its image).6 Therefore (we say) that an object has been 
pointed out by sense-perception, when it is cognized as something 
directly perceived. (3.15). Inference (or indirect cognition, differs) in 
that it points out the mark of the object, and by thus (indirectly) 
making sure (its existence) submits it as an object of possible purpo
referring to a possible, not to an actual slIccessful action (=abhimata-artha-kriyii
somartha· artha·prapatJa-saktimattvam, na tu 1'1'apanam eva., op. cit p. 392.7). 

1 Abont prama~~a-phala cpo infra, text, p.14. 16 and 18.8 cpo trans!. and notes. 
II The Mimlll}lSaka. assumes three stages in the development of every co

gnItive act, the first apprehension (dar8a~), m~n's purposive action (pravartana) 
and the successful reaching of the object (prapaTfa or hana-upadiincr), every fol
lowing stage being the result (phola) of the preceding one. According to Dh., the 
first stage alone belongs to the domain of cognition proper, the subsequent idea of 
a purposive action is not an act of cognizing the same thing, cpo Tip p., p. 8. 5, and 
Slokav., pratyak~a 60-70. 

3 Lit., p. 3. 12. « Regarding that very object what can another cognition make 
additionally? l) 

4 «Reaching" (prapa1,la) as understood by the Mimal}lsakt\ and Naiya
yika means actual successful action; as understood by Dh., it here means possible 
purposive action,pfiipa1!a-yo9yi-kara~a, cpo Tipp., p. 8. 6. Cpo T3 tparya t., p. 15.5. 

5 dr§f.a refers to all sense.facultir.s, not vision alone. 
(l This is the real definition of sense perception, it is conceived as a moment 

of indefinite sens~tion (l'ijfiana) which is followed by a construction (kalpanif = 
vikalpa) of a definite image. The definition as given on p. 6. 15 is madf' 1'ipratiprrtti
niriikar((~lal·th((m, cpo the same definition illf)'(1·. text, p. 11.12. 
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sive action. Thus it is that sense-perception points out a definite 1 

object, (i. e., an object localized in time and space) which appears be
fore us directly,S and inference likewise points out a definite object by 
way of the mark it is connected with. These two (methods of co
gnizing) point out definite objects, therefore they are right know
ledge. (3. 17). What differs from them is not (right) knowledge. Know
ledge is right when it makes us reach the object, and it makes us 
reach it when it has pointed to an attainable object.s But an object 
pointed out in some different way, not according to the above men
tioned two (methods of right knowlegde), is either absolutely unreal 
as, e. g., water seen as a vision in a desert - it does not exist, it can
not be reached - or it is uncertain as to whether it exists or not 
as, e. g., every problematic object. Since there is no such object in the 
world, which at the same time would be existent and non-existent, 
therefore such (a problematic object) can never be attained. (3.21). 
And all imagination 4 which is not produced by the (real) mark of the 

1 niyata is here contrasted with sa'fl}saya and viparyaya, it is the same as 
niscita. Cpo niyata-pratibhasa on p. 8. 10, and niyata-akara on p. 70. 11, where 
the meaning of niyata varies. 

1I pratibhi:i8a = nirbhiisa = 1ibhasa = prattbimbana, cpo '1;'ipp., p. 12.12. 
8 Lit., p. 3.17. «There is no other v-iji'lana. What points to an object, which 

it is possible to attain, fetches, and by fetching it is right knowledge». We would 
have a better meaning if this :first sentence were united with the following two. 
«No other sensation (vijnana) indicating (adarsayat=upadarsayat) an object. cap
able of being reached is such as «makes reach)) (prapaka) and through making 
us reach (the object) is right knowledge». But the Tibetan translation does not 
support this interpretation. Vijilana in logic loses its meaning of an inde:finite pure 
sensation (= nirvikalpaka·jilana) which it had in Abhidharma where it was con
trasted with sarrjila as a definite idea. With the Yogacaras and Mli.dhyamikas 
it is often contrasted with ji'lana which has then the sense of transcendental 
knowledge (= Tib. ye-ses). Here it has the general sense of knowledge, idea, or re
presentation, just as in the term 'V-ijilana-vadin; jilana and vijfiana are here used 
indiscrilninately, as the next following jilanena proves, anyaj ji'lanam is then = 
mithyli ji'lanam as p. 3. 23, cp.my Nirvlil)a, Index. However there are some contexts 
where,as will be seen below, we must take into account the original meaning o~vijilana 
or viji!ana-skandha as pure sensation. Cpo Vacaspati's remark that when jilana 
stands instead of vijilana = vistfta-jiiana it excludes every element of smrti or 
saf!llJkara, cpo N. vart., p. 48. 5-6 and Tatp., p. 114. 1. But the relation 
may be reversed, cpo Jinendrabuddhi, f.40. a. 7. 

4, kalpana meaning primarily «arrangement» (yojana) and vikalpa meaning 
choice, dichotomy (dvaidhi-kam'1}Cl), are both used in the sense of imagination, but 
pure imagination (utprek~atla-vyapara) is distingnished from constructive imagina
tion (linga;a-vikalpa). A doubt appertains always to the imaginative part of know
ledge,not to sensation,yas tu san}saya~, (sa) vika7Iakasya jiianasya, Tipp., p. 10.11. 
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object, which operates (freely) without taking notice of limitation (by 
reality) can but refer to a problematic fact (about which we neither 
know) that it exists nor that it does not exist. Such an object can 
never be reached. Therefore every cognition other (than perception or 
inference) is not a source of right knowleuge, since it presents an 
object which cannot be reached, an object which is (either) abso
lutely unreal (or) uncertain as to whether it exists or noti 

(3.23). (Sentient beings) strive for desired ends. They want that 
knowledge which leads them to the attainment of objects fitted for 
successful action. The knowledge that is investigated by the theory 
(of cognition) is just the knowledge they want. Therefore right 
knowledge is knowledge which points to reality, (a reality which) is 
capable of experiencing purposive action.ll (4.1). And that object alone 
which has been pointed out by such right knowledge can be «reached)), 
(i. e., clearly and distinctly cognized), because, as we 11ave stated above 
(p. 4), we understand by ,<reaching)) an object its definite cognition. 
(4.2). Now, if there is a divergence between what is pointed out (by 
our cognition) and the real object, the latter has either a different 

1 The realistic systems as well as, in a limited sense, the Madhyamikas 
and Vedantins admit additional SOllrces of knowledge, besides perception and in
ference, e. g., testimony, analogy, negation, similarity. Buddhist logic includes 
them all in inference, or indirect knowledge. Therefore whatsoever is neither per
ception nor inference is wrong knowledge. In realistic systems there is alEC a di:fi'e
rence between pratJla'l}-a (= p?·ama-ka?·a.~2a) and JJ7·ama (= pramii'l}-a-phl1.la). In 
Buddhist logic this difference is denied andpramana=samyag-jilana; the «reaching 
of the object (priipana)>> which was interpreted above, p. 4, as «reaching by defi
nite eognition» is here taken in the sense of an actual successive action. 

2 Although the school of D ignag a (thE'Y are called the later YogacJras, or 
the Vijilanavadi logicians, or the SautrJIltika-Yogi1cl,ras) deny the reality of an ex
ternal world corl esponding to our idea!;:, they in their logic and epistemology iu
"Vestigatc cognition from the empirical pOillt of view, cpo Candrakirti, Mitdhy. 
"Vrtti, p. 58.14. trausl. in my NirvaJ},a, p. 14.0 if. Therefore their definition of reality 
as ef:ficiency (artha-7criya-karit't;(f) and of knowledge as u1·tha·kriy'fi,-samartha
artho-1J1·adar§ana are purely empirical. But they contend that their analysis of ern
pirical cognition leads to the establishment of an uncognizable transcendental sub
stratum, the sva-laTc~a't)((-paramartha-sat, the «thing in itself». The validity (pTii
mal}yam) of empirical knowledge is thus established by 11 subsequent step (pam
taM. The question whether the act of cognizing can-ies in itself (8'1/ataM the feeling 
of its validity, or whether this is due to a further cognition (paTatal) is very much 
debatE'd in Indian philosophy. The school of Dignaga has thus established the 
"Validity of cognition in opposition to the condemnation ofalllogic by the Madhya
mikas. This pramii~l(I-villi~Clfya-fJ(ida is represented by V:lcaspati, Tatpar
ya t., p. 7.28, 
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quality or a different place or a different time.1 Indeed every vari
ation in its characteristics (makes the characterized object) «another» 
object. (When we say that) the real object is «other)), (we mean) that 
it either has another quality or another place or another time (than 
what is contained in our cognition).ll Thus cognition representing one 
form of the object, is not to be considered as a right cognition when 
the real object has a different form, e. g., the yellow conch-shell seen 
(by the daltonist) is not a right cognition of this conch-shell, since it 
is really white. Neither is cognition right when it wrongly represents 
the place of the object, e. g., the radiance of a jewel seen through 
the chink in a door, when mistaken for the jewel itself which is in 
the room (behind the door), is not a right cognition of this jewel.4 

(4.6.). Nor is our cognition right when it represents the object as 

1 The proper place for these remarks would have been, as stated by the 
~ipp., p. 11. 8, later on, p. 16, when discussing the non-illusiveness of senae-per
ception. They are directed against "Vinitadeva's theory that the image may be 
wrong while sensation is right, since the rcal object is nevertheless reached by 
subsequent purposive action (artha-matrasya prapte~t, Ti p p., p. 11.4). 

II The law of « otherness», as understood by the Buddhists, is here alluded 
to. Concepts, ideas, objects are artificial cuts in an uninterrupted flow of moments. 
Every variation in time, space and quality (svabhiiva) is an indication of some
thing «otber,) (yad viruddha.dharma·sa11"s?'~tam tan niina). The identity of an 
idea or an object thus reduces to a single moment which has neither duration in 
time (kiila-ananugata), nor extension in space (desa-ananugatrr), nor any quality, 
IN}a1}-abhedena vIXstuno bhedalf, desa-kala-vyatirikta-avayavy-abhavat (read thus 
'J.'ipp., p. 11. 7). From this point of view every definite cognition, since it corres
ponds to a subsequent moment, when the sensation is over, will be a cognition of 
an (( other,) object, strictly speaking it ",ill be wrong. But empirical cognition re
fers to series of moments (santana), infinitesimal time (suk§ma-kala-bheda) is not 
taken into account. The definition of knowledge is fra.med so as to agree with 
realities having some stability, santana-apek§aya prama~ya-lakfa'.tam ucyate, 
'.fipp., p. 11.16 About «otherness» cpo W. E. Johnson, Logic I, p. XXXI. 

3 Cpo Tltparya t., p. 56. Some logicians have maintained that since the object 
reached in a subsequent action is the real white conch-shell, the cognition will 
be a right one. But Dharmottara thinks that the image of the yellow conch
shell is nevertbeless a wrong cognition, the white conch-shell is «reached» on 
the basis of another cognition. He has enlarged upon this point in his 1Ikil UpOll 
Prama~a-viniScaya of Dharmakil'ti. 

4 The shining of a jewel, as well as of light in general, is moving matter 
(gati-dharman) and spreads in light-waves (taran,qa-nyayena). But this is only the 
empirical view. The transcendental reality of what appears as a motion is but a series 
of point-instants in contigllous places following one-another, each representing an 
«other» thing, cpo Tii tpa rya t., p.394. 10. But this theory is here overlooked and 
empirical illusion alone referred to. cpo also N. h. t., p. 69. 2-na kfa~layor virodha{l. 
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existing at a time when we really do not perceive it. E. g., seeing in 
a dream at midnight an object which we really have seen at noon 
cannot be considered as a right cognition of an object really present 
at midnight.l 

(4.8.). (It can be objected) that a cognition of the object's own 
form or its own place can be admitted, but to cognize its own time, (the 
unique moment to which its real existence) is confined, is impossible. 
However we do not maintain that it should be reached by distinct 
cognition at that very moment to which its existence is confined. We 
have the moment of se11sation and the different moment of distinct 
perception. We maintain that we can distinctly cognize that very 
object wbose existence was confined to (a previous) moment. (The unity 
which thus appears to exist between different moments) is a unity 
produced by the synthesis of distinct apprehension, and represents (in 
reality) a chain of momentary existences. 

(4. 12). (The prefatory sentence) mentions right knowledge 
which « precedes)) successful human action, i. e., which is the cause of 
it. The cause exists previously to the result, therefore it is said that 
knowledge precedes (action). If the word «cause)) had been used (in
stead of «precedes») we might have understood that right know
ledge is the immediate cause producing successful human action. 
But by using the word « precedes» its mere antecedence (is elicited). 
{4. 13). Right knowledge is twofold, it either is (intuitive), directly 
presenting to the mind the right way of action,2 or (discursive), di-

1 Lit., p. 4. 2-4.7. « Here the real object which is different from what is pointed 
out has another form, another place and another time. Indeed by comhining with in
compatible qualities, the real object is other, and a difference of place, time and 
form is a combination with incompatible qualities. Therefore when apprehending 
a real object in another form cognition is not right in regard of the object having 
a different form, as apprehending a yellow conch-shell (is wrong) in regard of a white 
one. And apprehendingwhat is situated in one place cognitionis notrightfor what is situ
atedin a different place, as cognition apprehending a jewel in the radiance in the chink 
of a door (is wrong) for the jewel in the room. And apprehending what is related 
to another time is not right cognition regarding a real object at a different tIme, as a 
dream at midnight about an object (seen) at noon is not a right cognition of a real 
object (existing) at midnightn. About the Buddhist theory of dream and the cele
brated identification of reality with a dream by the Vijuanaviidins interesting 
remarks are to be found in Dharmaklrti's Santanlill tara-siddhi. But here 
again this theory is overlooked and dream is taken as an illusion in the usual em
pirical sense. 

II artha -kl'iyiiyii nirbhasa~1 = a?'tha. -kriyli -sadhano· nirbhasa~~, cp 1-' i pp., 
I). 12. 11. 
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recting our attention towards a possible object of successful action.! 
Of these two only (the last variety), that knowledge which stimulates 
purposive action, will be here examined. It merely precedes, but does 
not directly produce successful action. (4.15). When we acquire right 
knowledge we must remember what we have seen before. Remem
brance stimulates Will,ll will produces action and action reaches the 
object. Therefore such knowledge is not a direct cause. (4. 17). In cases 
when purposive action presents itself directly (the aim) is reached 
straight off and (the process) cannot be analysed. But in cases when reason
able men strive and doubt, it may be analysed. By intuitive know
ledge 3 the aims of man are attained (directly), in such cases men 
have no doubt about their aims. This makes an analysis impossible. 
(4.19). Thus it is that the word cccause)4 has been omitted, ancl the 
word (cprecedes)) used in order to suggest that right knowledge, 
when it is not immediately followed by action, is worthy of being 
analysed. 

(4.21). Human action has an aim. That which is aimed at is an 
object, i. e., that which is desired.s There are objects to be avoided 
and objects to be attained. An object to be avoided is an object which 
we wish to avoid. An object to be attained is an object which we 
wish to attain.6 There is no other class of objects different from these 
two. The indifferent object, since it is not desired, belongs to the class 
of undesirable ones.7 

(4.23). Success is the (actual) attaining or avoiding of the object. 
When success is achieved by causes, it is called production. But when 
it is achievecl by knowledge it is called behaviour.s It consists in 

1 artha-kriya -sarnarthe must be interpreted as artha-kriy7i-slidhana-sa
rnarthe (Tipp, p. 12. 13, read evam uttamt?·7ipi ... . ). But an alternative explana
tion is likewise suggested by the Tip p., p. 12.13-15, according to which artha
kriy1i-jil1inam would be anantara-k7iratlam in the :first case, and with respect to 
behaviour it would then be vya'/:a7litam sadhana-nirbhiisa-jifiinam. 

II abhilii~a, desire. 
s artha·kriya'nirbllasej?1ane, lit., «when there is knowledge (Be. conscionsness) 

reflected in pnrposive action». 
4 Vinitadeva has interpreted piirw.ka as meanig hetu. 
~) artha is here derived from the root arth: the usual etymology is from the 

root?' with the utllidi suffix than. 
"Vinitadeva has explained artha-siddhi as meaning prayojana-ni§patti, 

but this is wrong. since samyag-:jnana is a jifiipaka-hetu, not a kiimka-hetu. 
cpo 1'ipp., p. 13.3. 

; Indifferent objects are assumed by the )l'aiyi'\yiks, cpo Tatp., p. 65. I ff'. 
f anufthiinrl. 
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avoiding the avoidable anu attaining the attainable. Behaviour con
sisting in such activity is called succesful action. 

(5.2.). When the (prefatory sentence) mentions ((all successful 
human action)) the word «all" is used to indicate the totality of the 
objects, but not the different ways of action. Therefore it is not meant 
that the (above stated) two varieties of purposive action depend upon 
right knowledge, but it is suggested that every successful action, 
what:soever it may be, the totality of actions, depends upon right 
knowledge. Accidental success through false knowledge is impossible.1 

(5.5). Indeed, successful action is possible when (knowledge) has 
rightly constructed 2 the object whose (existence) has been pointed out 
by sensatioll.3 And this is done by right knowledge alone, not by wrong 
knowledge.4 How could cognition which has not rightly constructed 
(its object) lead to successful action? Wrong knowledge indeed does 
not lead to it. That knowledge which alone leads to it is right know
ledge. (5.8). For this very reason it must be carefully investigated. 
And since it is the only cause of every successful human action, 
therefore the author, when stating this, (has emphasized) that «all" 
(success) is preceded by right knowledge.5 (5.10). Thus the meaning 
of the (prefatory) sentence runs as follows,- because every efficient 
action is preceded by right knowledge, therefore this knowledge is 
investigated in the present treatise. 

(5. 14). The word (dnvestigated" refers (to the method adopted) which 
consists in expounding the subject (indirectly) by refuting all contrary 
opinions. They are fourfold, in so far as they concern the number of 
varieties, their definition, their object and their result. 

1 Vinitadeva and Santirak~ital?)think that a succesful action may hap
pen accidentally when acting upon a supposition, as e. g., when you approach a well 
and reach water without knowing beforehand whether there really is water in the 
well. They thus interpret the word ((all» as referring to both ways of behaviour, 
obtaining and abstaining. They maintain that success is mostly (biihulyena) achieved 
when acting upon right knowledge, but may be accidentally produced by uncertain 
or wrong cognition. D h. denies that, but he has a special theory about accidental 
successful action explained in his Pl'amliJ,la-viniscaya-tika, cp.1'ipp., p. 10.13, 
13. 12 ff., and infra p. 17, 3. Cpo also Kam al asila, p. 404. 2 and Dh.'s own words 
above, p. 3-4. 

2 prapayati, cp above, p.4 n. 3. 
a pradar sana = aelarsuna = upadarsana = iilocana = nirvikalpaka-pratyak§a. 
4 Lit., p. 5. 6. « What produces the reaching of the shown is right knowledge 

only, what does not produce the reaching of the shown is wrong knowledge». 
5 Lit., p. 5.10. «The word iti is used in the sense of «therefore», yael and 

tad are necessarily correlative ». 
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§ 3. VARIETIES OF RIGHT KNOWLEDGE. 

(5.15). In order to reject misconception regarding the number of 
its varieties, it is said,-

2. Rig h t k now 1 e d g e i s two f old. 

(5.17). It is twofold, it has two varieties. By stating the number, 
the division into two varieties is indicated. There are two varieties of 
right knowledge. When the division into two varieties has been stated, 
it becomes possible to make a definition of right knowledge which 
(will consist of definitions) confined to each variety separately. (5.19). 
Otherwise it is impossible to indicate a unique essence which would 
embrace all varieties. Therefore the indication that there is a number 
of different (varieties) is nothing but an (indirect) way of stating that 
the essence (of knowledge) is double. Without mentioning the number, 
i. e., the different varieties, it is impossible to express this double 
essence. The number has thus been stated at the beginning, because 
this is the only way to specify the essenee of knowledge.] 

(5.22). Now, what are these two varieties? 

3. Direct and indirect (perceptive and infe
ren ti al). 

(6.2). The word for direct knowledge (or perception) means 
knowledge dependent upon the senses.2 (This meaning) of a know
ledge dependent upon the senses is suggested by the etymo-

1 This remark is a repetition of what later on, p. 17, text, is said in regard 
~f the twofold division ofinference. But there it is quite natural, since two absolutely 
different things are designated by the term «(inference», a method of cognition and 
its expression in propositions. In this place the remark is strange, since the author 
has just been dealing at some length with a general definition of right knowledge. 
It may be Dharmottara had the feeling that his definition of right knowledge 
as uncontradicted by experience was, to a certam extent, merely verbal, meaning
less without reference to its both varieties of direct and indirect cognition. VinI
tadeva's comment contains the remark about the impossibility of a general defini
tion only in the right place, i. e., with regard to the definition of inference. 

2 Lit., p. 6.2. C<P'I'atyC/k§a means that the sense-organ is approached, reposed 
upon. The compound word is composed according to (the rule) that prepositions 
like ati etc. in the sense of (ati)·k'l'iinta etc. can enter into composition with (their 
()omplement) in the accusative case. In words compounded with priipta, iipqnna, 
alam and prepositions (the rule) according to which the gender of the componnd 
must be the same as the gender of its last member is not observed, (and therefore) 
it agrees in gender with the Object to which it is referred, (and thus) the word 
pratyak~a is established as (an adjective whicl1 can be used ill any gender)>>, 
cpo Vart ad PIT r;tini, H, 4. 26. 
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logical analysis 1 of the word, not by its actual use 2 (in philo
sophy). The idea of being dependent upon the senses contains, as 
its impliration,3 the idea of direct knowledge 4 which is thus being 
suggested.5 This alone is the real meaning 6 of the term perception. There
fore any knowledge that makes the object (appear) before us directly 
is called perceptive. (6.6). If the proper use of the word involved 
nothing but dependence upon the senses, then sense-knowledge (or 
sensation) alone could be calleu direct knowledge, but not (the three re
maining varieties of it), mental sensation etc. Thus it is, e. g., 
that the (sanscrit) word go «coWll, although it is etymologically de
rived from the root gam «to move», is actually used to express the 
idea of a cow. This idea is incidentally suggested by the fact of 
motion when it is inherent in the same object. But then it comes 
to be generally accepted to denote a cow, whether she moves or not,7 

(6. 10) (The word for inference means etymologically «subsequent 
measure»). The word ((measure» suggests an instrument (by which an 
object is measured, i. e., cognized). A source of knowledge is thereby 
indicated, whose characteristic essence is coordination.s It is called 
«subsequent measure », because it appears after the logical mark (or 
middle term) has been apprehended, and its concomitance (or major 
premise) has been brought to memory. (6.11). When the presence of 
the mark upon the subject (i. e., the minor premise) has been appre
hended, and the concomitance between the minor and the major term, 
(i. e., the major premise) brought to memory, the inference (or conclu
sion) follows. Therefore it is called «subsequent». 

I fJyutpatti. 
2 pravrtti. 
:3 samaveta. 
-4 af'tha.sak~at-karitva. 

!) lak§yate. 
6 pravrUi-nimitta. The Tib. translation contains, p. 13. 5, a characteristic 

addition «pratyak§a has not the meaning of being dependent upon the senses». 
This definition (ak§arn prafiitya jnanam) belongs to Prasastapada, p. 186. 12. 

7 The word go «cow» is explained as deriving from the verbal root gam 
«to go ') in order to conform with the general conception of the Pli\linean school 
of grammarians according to which every word must be necessarily explained as 
deriving from some verbal root. According to this interpretation of the term «per
ception» it will embrace also the supernatural mystic intuition of Saints, Bodhi
sattvas and Yogins. 

8 Coordination (sarupya) is a characteristic not only of inferential, but also of 
perceptive knowledge in its final stage (prama~phala), cpo infra, p. 15 (text). Pure 
sensation Inirmkalvaka) alone contains no coordination. 
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(6.12). The word «and" (connecting direct and indirect know· 
ledge) coordinates perception and inference as having eqnal force.1 

Jnst as perception is a source of right knowledge, becanse being al· 
ways connected with some (real) object it leads to snccessfnl pnrpo
sive action, just tbe same is the case of inference. It likewise is a 
source of right knowledge always connected with some (real) object, in 
as much as it leads to the attainment of an object circumscribed by 
its mark. 

§ 4. PERCEPTION DEFINED. 

4. D ire c t k now led gem e a n s 11 ere n e it her c 0 n
s t r u c t ion (j u d g III en t) nor i 11 u s ion. 

(6. 16). The word « here I) indicates localization,\! but it is (more
over) used to indicate a selection. Thus the meaning of the sentence 
is the following one. (( Here)), i. e., among direct and indirect knowledge
this is a reference to the inclusive whole, (( direct knowledge» - this 
refers to one part of it. A part is thus separated or selected from the 
whole, because the latter is the general term 3 (with reference to the 
former). (6. 18). Direct knowledge is here taken as subject and the 

1 The tenet that there are only two sources of cognition, the senses and the 
intellect, has a capital importance for the whole Buddhist system. Cpo the discussions 
about prama~-samplava and prama1Ja-vyavasthii, in Nyayavart., p.5.1, and 
Tatparyat., p.12.3ff.; cpo Candraklrti's polemic against it in myNirval}a 
p. 141 ff. The realistic systems admit a greater number of pramii'l}as and maintain at 
the same time that perception is the chief prama~la. In the Buddhist view both are 
mental constructions on the basis of pure sensation, in this they have equal force. 
Perceptive knowledge is directly produced by an object (vastu), inferential is indi
rectly produced through the medium of something identical with it or through its effect 
ttiidiitmya-tad1~tpatti), cpo Vinltadeva, p. 39. 1. The Buddhist division pretends to 
be exhaustive since it corresponds to the double essence in every object, the particular 
(conceived as the extreme concrete and particular, the uniqne, the k?a'l}a, the 8va
lak§a1Ja) and the general, or the coordinated, the similar. The concrete individual 
object as far as it represents a complex of general features is not considered as a 
particular (sva-lak~a~a). All general charecteristics are universals even when in
cluded in a concrete object. Every cognition of a universal is not sense-cognition. 
The term inference thns has a much wider conuotation than our inference. When 
80 understood perception and inference represent the passive and the active part 
in cognition, the senses and the intellect. They have thus an equal force, because 
they produce knowledge together, they can produce no real knowledge separately. 
Without any possible sensation it will be pure imagination, without any inferring 
or comparing (saropya) it will be pure h.definite sensation. 

\! Baptmni-arthe. 
8 pratyak§atva-jiitya = Tib. mnon-su1I!-fiid-kyi rigs-kyis, cpo ripp., p. 17.2-

pratyrrk?a'l}iim bahutviit. 
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characteristics of non-constructive and non-illusive (cognition) are 
predicated. (It is not a definition of its essence.1 What its essence is) 
you and I very well know (in general). It is a kind of cognition which makes 
us (feel) that the objects are present to us directly. It is (now intimated) 
that it should be viewed as (something) non-constructive and (something) 
containing no illusion. (It may be objected, that since we do not very 
well know what these characteristics mean, we neither can know what 
direct knowledge is. But this is not so!) We must not imagine that jf 
(the notions of) non-constructive and non-illusive are not familiar tous, 
we must refer them to some different special kind of direct knowledge 
which has been given this name and is here spoken of. The term «direct 
knowledge» (or perception) is familiar to everybody from its application 
(to that variety of direct cognition) which makes the object present 
to our sense-faculties and which is invariably connected with them. 

(6.22). This (perception) is referred to, and the characteristics of 
iJeing neither a construction nor an illusion are predicated. Not ll to 

1 As e. g., in the sentence «sound is impermanent» impermanence is a charac
teristic (lak~a'IJa) of the sound, but not its essence (soorupa). These remarks are 
directed against Vinitadeva who has interpreted the siltra as containing a defi
nition and has even reversed the order of subject and predicate by stating that 
«whatsoever is non-constructive and non-illusive is direct knowledge» (p. 39. 12). 
The same is done by Kamalaslla, op. cit. p. 366.25, who maintains that, although 
pratya7c~a is here the lakfya, it is also the predicate (fJidhiyate). Cpo Tipp .. , 
p. 17-18. The term pratyak~a is greater in extension than sense-perception (indriya
jnana), cpo above, text p. 6. 6-7. But a thing must be known in general when its 
special characteristics are given and what « direct knowledge)) is in general that 
everyone knows from the example of sense perception. 

\! Thus this celebrated dflfinition(kalpanapo4ha) of Dignaga whichis discussed 
almost in every sanscrit work on philosophy or logic is not at all supposed to re
present any exhaustive definition of perception, but only an iIldication of one of its 
characteristics. The feeling of the presence of the object in the range of our sen
ses is its essential functi<m (8ak~at.karitva·vyapiira) and it is followed by a constru
ction or judgment (vikalpena anugamyate). The Buddhists admit both pure 86nsation 
(nirvikalpa7ca = kalpanPipoqha) and definite perception (saviTcalpaka), the latter 
under the names of pramPir;a-phala, artha.pratiti, sarUpya-jnana. The same dis
tinction is already contaiIled iu Nyaya-slitra I. 4, where, according to the interpre
tations of Vlitsyayana, Uddyotakara and Vacaspati, the word a"1lapade§ya 
refers to the nirv{kalpa7ca, and the word vyaoosPiyatmaka - to the Bav{kalpaka 
pratyak~a. The difference between both conceptions consists in the prominence 
given by Dignaga to pure sensation (nirvi7calpaka) as the only source of know
ledge through which we come in touch with II absolute reality» (paramiirtliasat), 
with the «thing in itself» (sva-lakfar;a). In my «Logic and Epiiltemology» 
(German translation, p. 192) I ascribed the distinction of pure sensation and 
definite perception to Dignliga, and its introduction into brahmanic Nyaya to 
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be a construction means to be foreign to constrnction, not to have the na
ture of an arrangement (or judgment). "Not an illusion)) means not contra
dicted by that (underlying) essence of reality which possesses efficiency. 
This essence consists of patches of colour which are the substratum 
underlying the arrangement (of rarts in an object).l Non-illusive means 
knowledge which is not at variance with this (direct reality). 

(7.3). (However, as they stand) these two characteristics are in
tended to clear away wrong conceptions, not (alone) to distinguish 
( direct from) indirect cognition. The characteristic of "not being a con
struction}) would have been alone quite sufficient forthat. (7.4). But if 
(the second characteristic) of «not being an illusion" were not added, 
(the following misconception would not have been guarded against. 
(There are some who maintain that) the vision of a moving tree (by 
an observer travelling by ship) and similar perceptions are right per
ceptions, because (there is in this case an underlying reality which) is 
not a construction. (7. 5). Indeed a man acting upon such a perception 
reaches something which is a tree,ll hence (it is supposed) that ex
perience supports 3 his perception. It would thus be consistent know
ledge and so far would be direct, as not being a (mere) construction. (7. 7). 
In order to guard against this view the characteristic of {( not being an 
illusion)) has been inserted. It is an illusion. It is not a (right) per
ception. Neither is it an inference, since it is not derived from some 
mark in its threefold aspect.4 No other way of cognition is possible. 
We maintain therefore that the vision of a moving tree is error. (7. 8). 

Vacaspati, but this is perhaps true, to a certain extent, only in respect of the 
formulation of the theory. I did not realize then that its essence is already per
fectly well known to the earliest Buddhists, where it is contained under the names 
of '1)ijiiana-skandha (= nirvikalpaka-jnana) and sa~jna-skandha (= savikalpaka
iiliina) respectively. Cpo my Central Conception, p. 18, and Udayana' 
Paris uddhi, p. 214.1. 

1 By pure sensation we may cognize the presence of an object which is a 
patch of blue colour, (we shall have nila-vij1"ianam = nilasya vijiiiinam), but we 
will not know that it is blue (we will not have the nilam iti tJijiianam), since this 
knowledge is arrived at by contrasting it with other objects and contrast (vyiivrtt~) 
is the work of intellect, not of pure sensation, cpo my Nirvli~a, p. 162 n. S. The 
reading vm'!latmaka is supported by the Tib. trans!. The alternative reading dhar
tIIattliaka conveys just the same idea since ooT'l~a (or rUpa) is here a dharma, an 
ultimate element in the system of Hinayana, cpo Central Conception, p. 11. 

II vrk§a-matram = '/J?'k§a-soorUpa, sc. artha-kriya-k§arnam vastu-rupam. 
3 satltVadakatvat. Dignaga assumed that such perceptions are right, cpo 

Tattvasg., p. 394.20. 
4 About the three aspects of a logical mark cpo p. 18.17 (text). 
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If it is error, how are we to explain that a tree is nevertheless reached 
(when acting upon such erroneous perception)? The tree is not (really) 
reached upon it, since a tree changing its position in space is the 
definite image 1 (corresponding to the visual sensation), and a tree 
fixed on one place .is actually reached. (7.10). Therefore the object 
which has produced the sensation of a moving tree is not actually 
reached,2 and (vice versa.) the tree actually reached is not (the object 
which) has produced the visual sensation. Nothing at all is reached 
on the basis of this (wrong cognition). If a tree is actually reached, it 
depends upon an altogether different cognitive act. Thus it is that 
the characteristic of «non-illusion» has been introduced in order to 
clear away the theory (that illusion may lea(l to success).3 

(7.12). However, the characteristic of «non-illusion» might also be 
taken as suggesting a difference between (direct cognition and) inference.4 

In that case the characteristic of « neither construction I) would be directed 
against those contrary theories (which include some synthetic activity of 
the intellect into direct perception).5 For, indeed, inference, (as indirect 
knowledge, is to a certain extent) an illusion. The course it takes 
consists in having to deal prima facie with mental contents of a (ge
neral), unreal character, and in ascertaining through them some real 
fact. On the other hand, what direct cognition prima facie apprehends 
is (pure reality), not unreality.6 

1 pariechinna. 
2 Lit., p. 7. lO. «Therefore where-placed the moving tree has been seen there

placed it'is not reached ». 
3 Dharmottara has discussed this question at length in his PramaJ}.a

viniScaya-tik'ii. Ta ttvasg., p. 394.16 :If., ascribes the view that illusion may some 
times be right (vibhrame'pi pramiitlatii) to Dignaga, who therefore has omitted 
the word abhriinta in his definition. Healso objects t() the inclusion of the cha
racteristic «non-illusive» (avyabhiciirin) by the N aiyayikas into their definition of 
sense-perception, N. S., 1. L 4, because, says he, illusion is always mental (yid-kyi 
yul ni ~khrul-pai yul yin, cpo P r. sam uec., 1.19). Under karika I. 8 he states that 
pratyak?a-iibhiisa, or illusions, are due t() imagination (brtags-naslfdug.pa=v1kalpa
pravrtta). Cpo 'I; i P p., p. 10. 11-saf(lsayo vikalpasya. 

" In the printed text of my edition (B. B. VllI) on p. 7. 12 the following pass
age, confirmed by the Tibetan translation, must be inserted after niriisartham
tathiibhriinta-grahatleniipy anumiine ni1:artite kalpaniipoeJ,ha-graha'f}am viprati
patti-nil''itkli'fJiirtham, (bhriintam hy • •.. ). 

;, According to the A b h. K 0 S a, I. 30, there is always included in every sen
sation a rudimentary synthesis called svariipa-vitarka (vitarka=m'kalpa). 

6 Lit., p. 7. 12-13 (with the sentence restored according to the Tib.) «Thus 
likewise by mentioning «non-illusive)) inference being rejected, the mentioning 
of «non-constructive» is (then) in order to reject divergent views. Indeed iJI.-
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(7.13). (In any case) one should not take «non-illusive» to be 
here an equivalent of «consistent)). Direct perception is nothing but (a 
variety) of consistent knowledge. This circumstance alone is sufficient 
for making it consistent. To repeat it would be useless. The meaning 
of the sentence would then be, - "that kind of consistent knowledge 
which is called direct perception is free from construction and is 
consistent». Perfectly useless repetitionl Thus it is clear that non
illusive here means not contradicted by that (underlying) essence of 
reality which possesses efficiency.l 

(7.19). What kind of «construction)) is here alluded to? 
ference is an illusIOn, since it operates through ascertaining an object in the non
object which represents (this inference's) own reflex:. Perception, on the contrary, 
is not mistaken in regard of the essence (riZpe = sva-riipe) grasped (immediately)). 
Perception, e. g., of fire proceeds from a momentary sensation to a constructed re
presentation of the object fire. The first possesses more reality than the second. 
The first is a sense-datum, the second, the physical object « fire», a construction, 
a «non-object (anartha)). The first, as Bertrand Russel (Problems of Philo
sophy, ch. V.) puts it, is cognized «by acquaintance», the second uby descrip
tionll. When we infer the presence of fire from the presence of smoke the process 
of thought can be regarded as reversed. The cognized, or inferred, fire is a gene
rality. The Buddhists do not distinguish here between concrete and abstract gene
rality. Both for them are constructions (kalpanii). But the constrl1ction in order to 
be a real cognition must be referred to a possibility of sensation. Thus inference 
proceeds from the general to the particular, whereas perception takes the opposite 
course, from the particular sense-datum to some general construction. The term 
pratibhiisa is used to denote the printafacie mental content. Both perception and in
ference possess a sva-prah"bhasa (= griihya-svarupa as contrasted with their 
adhyavaseya-svarupa). Thus kalpanliporJ,ha refers to sensation, but abhriinta, accor
dingtosu:tra 1.6, to Vinitadeva and Kamalasila, is the same as avisal1lvCidin, 
it refers to false comtruction (prapya-vi~aye); accoding to Dh. it differs from 
avisamvCidin, and refers to seusation (grahya-vi?aye). Cpo Anekantaj., p. 203. 

1 In this alternative interpretatiou the term «non-illusive Il (abhranta) becomes 
almost a synonym of (cuon-constrnctive» (kalpanapo~ha), since all construction, 
every judgment or inference, represents illusion when compared with pure sensation, 
the geuuine source of real cognition. Inference is indirect knowledge, it is an 
illusion, because it is indirect. It is constructed, synthetical, subjective knowledge. 
It is nevertheless right knowledge, since it, although indirectly (paramparayii), 
also leads to successful purposive action (bhrlintam apy anuntlinant artha-samban
dhena pramiitulm, Tlitp. p. 262). Thus it is that inference (or judgment) is right 
knowledge empirically, but at the same time it is an illusion transcendentally. 
There are for Dignag a, just as in Kant's Transceudental Dialectic (M. Mtlll er' 8 

transL, p. 238), two kinds of illusion, an empirical and a transcendental one. The 
moving tree is an empirical illusion, but the stauding tree, o.lthough an empirical 
reality, is an illusive construction when compared with the underlying u thing in 
itself». All the fabric of the empirical world, this interconnected whole of substances 
and their qualities (dha1'mi-dharma-bhZiva) o.nd the inferential knowledge founded 
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5: Construction (or judgment) implies a distinct 
lCognitionl of a mental reflex ll which is capable 
of coalescing with a verbal designation. 

(7.21). A «verbal designation» is a word of speech through which 
something is denoted. To «coalesce)) with a word means (such a condi
tion when) the denoted aspect of the object and its verbal aspect 8 are 
mixed up in its apprehended aspect. Thus, when the denoted fact 
and the word denoting it have entered into one act of cognition, then 
the word and the object have «(coalescedn.! 

(8. I). A distinct cognition of such a denoted reflex is thus men
tioned which is capahle of coalescing with a word. We may have, 
upon it (sarvo'yam anumana-anuf!leya-bhava) is, according to Digna ga, a con
struction of our mind (buddhy-ariir},ha = kalpita), it does not adequately represent 
external reality (na sad-asad apek~ate), cpo Tatp., p. 39. 13, 127. 2, 252. 14 and 
H. N. Randle, Diilnaga, p. 51. But «the senses (= pratyak~am), says Kan t, 
loco cit., cannot err, because there is in them no judgment at all (= kalpaniipor},ha) 
whether true or false (= abhriinta) ». The coincidence between Kant and D har
makirti in this point is remarkable. That kalpana means jl1dgment is proved 
below, p. 20 n. 6. Thus it is that Dh.'s alternative interpretation of the term 
abhranta can be vindicated. The circumstance, however, that he is giving two 
somewhat different interpretations of the same term in the same context betrays 
a certain artificiality of his position. Vi nitad eva, p. 40.14, has interpreted abhranta 
as meaningthesameasavisa1~viidin;Kamalaslla, p. 392.5, likewise. Dignli.ga's 
definition, both in Pro samucc. and in Nyaya-dvara, does not contain the word 
abhriinta; it is an innovation of Dharmakirti, and Vacaspati informs us, 
Nyaya-Kal.lika, p. 192, that he introduced it in order to exclude from the 
province of perception hallucinations, or objectless illusions (niradhi~thanam 
kesiidi-jnanam apratyak~atayii vylikhyatam). This is also attested by S an t ar ak~i t a 
in Tattvas., p. 392. 3 .. But Pro sam ucc. treats in kariklU. 8 about pratyak~iibhli8a, 
and this corresponds to sutra 1.6 of the Nyaya b.Both D ignaga and Dharmakirti 
are perfectly aware that error is produced by a wrong interpretation of the sense
datum by the intellect, cpo above, p. 17. n. 3. If they nevertheless consider the 
characteristic of «non illusive », it is probably because they, like Kan t (loco cit.) 
think that «sensibility .... is the source of real knowledge, but sensibility, if it 
influences the action of the understanding itself and leads ito n to a judgment, may 
become an (indirect) cause of error u. A wrong construction 18 not a sensation, but 
it may be metaphorically called a wrong sense-perception (pratyak~abhasa) when 
a sensation is its asiidhiil·a'f.!a-kiirafJa, cpo Pl'. sam uc c., I. 4. Thus it is that 
sense-illusion (indriya-bhrrlintt) is also possible, cpo Tattvas., p. 392.19. 

1 pratifi. a pratibMsa. S liklira = pratibhiisa. 
4 Vinitadeva, p. 51. 6, has explained abhtTiipa as 'Viicya~ siimiinyiidi~. 

D h. insists that it means (as kara'f.!a-siidhana) w,cakal} §abdalJ" since the word yogya, 
in his interpretation, proves that abhiliipa refers to the word and not to its meaning 
The latter (jiityadi) is of conrse also understood, but indireotly (samMthyiit), cpo 
T i pp., p. 21. 8 ff, and the controversy below, p. 23, cpo p. 23 n. 2. 
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indeed, a distinct cognition in which the mental reflex 1 has coalesced 
with its designation by speech!! as, e. g., the constructed 8 (cognition) 
«jar» with a man to whom this word is familiar.! It contains such a 
mental reflex which is accompanied by the word «jan). 

(8.3). But we may also have (mental constructions) which, although 
not accompanied by corresponding words, are capable of being so accom
panied as, e. g., the mental constructions of ~ baby not knowing the 
import of words. (8.4). If constructions referring to mental reflexes 
accompanied by words were (alone) here mentioned, the constructions 
of those who do not speak would not have been included. But since it 
is said «capable of coalescing», they also are included. Although the 
mental constructions of a new born 5 babe are not accompanied by 
words, they certainly are suitable for such a connection. Those that 
are connected are (eo ipso) also suitable. Thus by inserting the word 
(fcapable» both (the primitive and developed constructions) are in
cluded. e 

1 abhasa = pratibhasa. 
2 Lit., p.8. 1-2. uAmong them (tatra) some distinct cognition (pratitij exists· 

possessing a reflex (abhasa = pratibhasa = pratibimba) united with a word)l. 
3 kalpana = yOjana, more lit. « the constructive judgment (It this is a jar») \lJ. 
4 tyutpanna-sanketa. 
5 tadaharjata, cpo Tattvas., p. 367.12 if'. 
6 This kalpana (= vikalpa) must be distinguished from the vikalpa (= vi

tarka) of the Vaibhaeikas. About the meaning of '1!itarka and vicara in the 
Abhidharma, cpo my Central Conception, p. 104. They also assume a special kind 
of vitarka which they name 8vabhava-vitarka, a rudimentary instinctive synthesis 
inherent in all sensation, cpo Abhidh. Kosa ad r. 30. The Yogacaras under
stand by vikaTpa ( = dvaidhi-kara1Ja) the bifurcation of consciousness into subject 
and object,grahya-griihakatra-vikalpa. Dignaga, PramaJ}.aosamucc. 1. S under
stands by this term nama.jati-gu'f.W-kriya-dmvya-kalpanii, i. e., a construction or 
an arrangement (yojana) of a presentation wbich includes name, genus or species, 
qnality,function and appurtenances, the whole complex being referred to a particular 
moment of efficient reality (sralak§a1Ja). The name, i. e., the proper name (yad
rccha sabda = lJdod-rgyal·gyi sgra, e. g., l}ittha) is here by no means the de
signation of an extreme particular, as in European philosophy. Devadatta (or So
crates) would be for Dignaga only the designation of a series of occurrences 
Sal!ISkara-samuha). Thus we must consider here abh~1apa-Sa1[!Barga as including 
all other syntheses,cp. Tattvas., 1226-8. The ripp., p. 21. 8, remarks that if we 
understand the mental synthesis in the same way as it is done in other systems 

we will not get the meaning of pure sensation for perception - te§iim gralza'}e sati 
indriy((-viji!lin({-pratyak?att·a-anupapatti~l. Kalpanli thus corresponds to onr judg
ment and more specially to a judgment in which the subject represents Boc .Ali-
uid. i.e., something mdefinite to be made definite by the predicate, a judgment of the 
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(8.8) It may be questioned that if (mental constructions) are not ac
companied by words, how can we have the certainty that they are 
capable of being accompanied? We answer- because they are mental 
reflexes not limited 1 (strictly to the actually perceived). They are not 
limited, inasmuch as the cause which would be a limit, (the fact which 
would exactly correspond to them) is absent. An object apprehended 2 

(by acquaintance) can produce in the mind only something limited (to. 
the actually present) as, e. g., a patch of colour producing a visual 
impression 3 can only produce a mental reflex limited to that very 
patch. But constructed knowledge 4 is not produced by the object 
(actually apprehended) and therefore it is not a (narrowly) restricted 
mental reflex, since the factor corresponding to it does not exist, 
(it is created by the synthesis of productive imagination). (8.12) Wby 
is it that such a construction (of productive imagination) is not produ-

form «this is that» sa evayam, cpo Tipp., p. 23.4; e. g., «this is l)ittha» is nama
lealpanli, « this is a patch of blue colour» is gU1Ja-kaZpana, «this is a cow» is fati-kal
:pana etc. This can be called the « epistemological» form of judgment and every 
judgment reduces to this form, since it is a known fact, admitted now in European 
Logic, that in every real judgment a reference to some reality is always under
stood, cpo Sigwart, Logik,3 p. 67. It can be also viewed as a construction, a divi
sion, a bifurcation, an imagination (vtkapla) etc., since every such judgment sug
gests in its predicate a division of the whole into the predicate and its couuter
part, e. g., blue and not-blue, cow and not-cow etc. Cpo about v~"kalpa Madhy. 
vrtt4 p. 350. 12 . .A. detailed discussion of Digna ga's kalpana is found in T a ttvas., 
1214-1311. 

1 The term niyata was used above, p. 3. 16, in the sense of niscita, it was 
then the contrary of doubt and error. Both pratyaklja and anum ana have each 
their niyata'p1"atibhiisa = sva-pratibhiisa, cpo p. 7. 13 and 12. 19, this 1)rati
bhiisa is referred to anartha in the case of anumiina, hence it is vikalpa-viljaya 
Infra, p. 70. 11 (niyatn·iikii1"a~ kalpito dral!~nvyaM it likewise refers to the con
structed, synthetic object, not to the momentary sensation (k?aJ.!a), not to the abso
lutely particular (8valak§a~~a). But here, in the sense of « limited)), it is referred just 
to that momentary indefinite sensation. Even the representations of a new-born 
-child are supposed to be synthetic images when compared with such sensation. The 
author assumes as quite evident that a mental construction is not something 
«limited», i. e., limited to a single indefinite momentary sensation, vikalpa·jila
nasya aniyata-pratibhasatvam eva, cpo 'ripp., p. 22. 13. Thus it is that what is 
-called aniyata-pratibhiisa (= aniyata-akara) in the context of p. 8. 8, is called 
.niyata-akara in the context of p. 70. 11. 

l! grahya is contrasted with adhyavaseya = prapa1J'iya, cpo p. 12.16-17. 
s cak~ur-viji'!iina. Here vijiiana is used 8S in Abhidharma, it is «pure sensa

tion» produced by colour and the organ of sight, cpo my Ceutral Conception, p. 16. 
4 vikalpa-vijj1anam. In the Abhidharma this would not be termed t'ijiICina, but 

samiflii (= nimitta-udg'raha,,!-a), cpo Centrn.l Conception, p. 18. 
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ced by the object, (i. e., the particular moment which is being appre
hended)? Because it does not (exclusively) depend upon what is pre
sent. A (new born) babe indeed does not stop crying and does not 
press his lips upon his mother's breast, so long as it has not produced 
a synthesis 1 of the breast it sees before him with the breast it has 
experienced in the foregoing (existence), by thinking (instincti
vely), «there it is». (8.14) A cognition l! which unites former experien
ces with later ones has not its object present to it, because the former 
experience is not present. Not having its object present it does not 
depend upon it. An independ~nt cognition is not a reflex 3 (nar
rowly) restricted (to one momentary sensation), because the (assem
bled) factors which would (exactly) correspond (to the synthetic image) 
are absent.' Such (a synthetic image) is capable of coalescing with 
a word. (8.16) Sense-knowledge is (strictly) dependent upon its object, 
since it is receptive only in regard to what is (really) present before 
it. And since the (real) object is a cause confining the reflex (to itself), 
(the corresponding cognition) refers to a (strictly) limited reflex, (to some
thing unique) which therefore is not capable of coalescing with a word. 

(8.18) (This equally applies to every particular sound of the 
speech). Although we admit that a (particular sound) can have a mean
ing,S we nevertheless, just for the reasons (stated above), maintain 
such non-constructiveness 6 of the particular,7 (the absolutely unique 
sound). Indeed although the strictly particular (sound) can be signifi
cative, nevertheless the cognition of an object associated with such 
verbal expression is a (synthetic) construction. 

(8.20) (Objection). Now, a sensation,S since it is a reflex strictly 
limited (to a unique particular) object, cannot produce a reflex capable 

1 pratyavatliTsati = pratyabhijiiniiti = ekikaroti. 
2 Here again tJijniina is used contrary to its meaning in Abhidharma, it 

refers to a judgment, «sa eriiyam» ity a'l'lena 'Vikalpa~ya a'Vasthii tlcyate, cpo ri p p., 
28. 4-5. The abhidharmic sense is then expressed by the compound indriya
tJijnana, cpo p. 8. 16 and 8. 20. 

B pratibhiisa = pratibimba « reflex", «as in a mirror» (adarSavat), as appears 
from this passage, can be either simple and direct (niyata) or indirect and condi
tioned (aniyata). Its counter part is niBcaya = adhya'Ca8iiya. l)harmakirti 
says - pratyak~am - grhr,!ati na niscayena, kin tarhi tat-pratibhiisena, cpo A ne
kantaj., p. 177. Inference has also a sva-p'I'atibhiisa, cpo text p. 7. 18 and 'Vikalpa. 
can be avastu-nirbhiisa, cpo N. kaJ}.ika, p. 124. 

4 Lit., p. 8. 15-16. «And the independent,since there is no cause limiting the 
reflex, possesses DO limited reflex». 

5 viicya-viicaka-bhava. 
7 svalak~a'fJa. 

e avikalpakatva. 
8 indriya-vijiiiina. 
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of being associated with a word, it is non-constructive. But an auditive 
sensation 1 apprehends a strictly particular sonnd. This strictly parti
cular sound (has a double character), 011 the one side it is a sound, on 
the other it can have a meaning. It follows that the strictly particular 
(sensation of a) sound corresponds to a mental reflex which is capable 
of coalescing with a word, and (there you are!), it is a constructionl 2 

(8.23) (Answer). The objection is not foun(led! It is true that the 
strictly particular sound may have this (double character) of a sound 
and a meaning, (and that meaning involves synthesis), neyertheless it 
is really apprehended in this double aspect (not as a present fact, but) 
as something which was experienced at the time of the formation of 
language 3, (when sounds at first received their conventional meaning). 
(8.24) The fact that an entity has been experienced at that time (IS 

bygone and) does not exist at present. And just as that experience' 
has now vanished, just so is it impossible for a present object to be 
apprehended by past experience. 5 Hence an auditive sensation cannot 

1 We would expect, p. 8. 21, srotra-vijiial1a, cp. Tib., p. 20. 5, ma-bai rnam
par-ses-pa. 

2 These remarks are directed against Vinitadeva. He has explained, p 41. 6, 
that the words « a Dlental reflex capable of coalescing with a word)) refer 
to the fact that the general aspect of an object can coalesce with a general term, 
because there is between these two generalities lln invariable connection (anvaya
vyatireka). There can be none between particulars. The particular must here be 
taken in the Buddhist sense as the absolute particular, the unique (k~a'IJa-s1:ala
kfa'IJa). The point-instant cannot coalesce with a word, cannot be named, (p. 41. 8) 
arthasya 1:ise~a~" s'l:arupnsya (81:a)-lnk~ar.wsya riiparn, abhilCipayitum na sakyate 
(read mi-nus-ie instead of bzhus tel. Neither can any particular sound or word 
han a meaning (ibid., p. 41. 15., = sabda-vise§etla abhi/apayituln na sakyate), 
cpo Tattvasg., p. 378.7 nu hi st'alak~a?Je sa!llketl1~', niipi sabda-sm-lak§ar,u, ..... 
.... asakya-samayo niladiniirn iitma. But the coutention that «the particula1' word 
can have no meaning») has given Dharmottara an opportunity for criticism. 
He insists that a particular word can have a meaning. not the momentary sound by 
itself, but its traditional associations which may rench back to the time of the 
formation oflanguage. No doubt Vini'tadeva means the same and Dh armottara's 
criticism is unfair. The 'J'ipp. remarks, p. 23. Hi-16, paramlilrthatal.! samanyayor 
eva vacya-'l:iicakatvam, niirtha-sabda-vise~((syC!. If such particulars would be named 
we would have a so called atipmwnga, an « over-absurdity», we could name the 
cow a horse anll 'Lice ?;ersa, bec!\use the underlying point-instants, the S1:alak~attas 
are undistinguishable. Cpo also above p. 19 n. 4. III his introduction to Santana. 
ntara-sid dhi-tika Villitadeva gives expression to similar ideas. 

3 sa~!keta-kli1a. 

4 dal'sana. 
5 Lit., p. 9. 1. « Indeed just as perception existing at the time of name-giving 

is now extinct, just so thl:re is to-day also no «its ohJectirity») of the thing». 
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directly grasp the sound and the meaning, because it cannot apprehend 
(now) what has been experienced a long time ago. 

(9.2) The same kind of argument must be applied to the (excep
tional) sagacity of the Yogis. The meaning of all words is present to 
them, (they know it directly). It is not synthetic knowledge however, 
it does not grasp former experiences which happened at the time of 
the formation of language. (9.4). 

6. Knowledge exempt from such (construction), 
when it is not affected by an illusion produced 
by colour-blindness, rapid motion, travelling on 
boa r d ash i 11, sic k n e s s 0 rot her c au!:! e s, is per c e p t i v e 
(right) knowledge. 

(9.6). Knowledge which is free from constructiveness. i. e., contains 
(an element that is not) an arrangement (or judgment), if it is (at the same 
time not illusive, is perceptive knowledge-this is how the sentence should 
be connected with what follows, because absence of construction and 
absence of illusion constitute the definition of perception taken to
gether and not separately. In order to point out this, it is said that 
knowledge which is free from construction, if at the same time it does 
not produce an illusion, is perceptive knowledge. Thus it is shown that 
both these characteristics combined with one another determine the 
essence of perception. 

(9.9). Colour·blindness is an eye· disease. This is a cause of illusion 
located in the organ of sense. Rapid movement (calls forth an illu
sion) as, e. g., when we rapidly swing a firebrand, (we have the illu
sion of a fiery circle). If we swing the firebrand slowly, we do not 
have it. Therefore the swinging is qualified by the word ((rapid)). This 
is a cause of delusion which is located in the object of perception. 
(9.11). Travelling by ship (produces illusion as, e. g.), when the ship 
is moving, a l)erson standing (on the deck) has the illusion of moving trees 
on the shore. The word ((travelling)) points to this circumstance. Here illu
sion depends on the place where one is situated. (9. 13). Disease is the dis
turbance (of one of the three humours of the body, i. e.,) the gaseous, 
the bilious and the phlegmy.l When the gaseous principle in the body 
is disturbed, deceitful images like that of a flaming post arise. I! This is 

I These three humours do not represent exactly air, bile and phlegm, but 
three very subtle principles conventionally so called, whose equipoise is equivalent 
to health, whose disturbed equipoise is equivalent to sickness. 

l! All psychical diseases are attributed to an abnormal condition of the gase· 
ous princillle. 
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an internal cause of illusion. (9.14). But each of these causes, whether 
they be located in the organ or in the object, whether external or in· 
ternal, invariably affect the organ of sense, because when the organ of 
sense is normal 1 there can be no illusive sensation. 2 All these causes 
of disease, dOWIl to the internal one, are but an exemplification of the 
possible causes. (9.16). The words ((and other causes)) are added in 
order to include such organic diseases as the disturbance of vision by 
jaundice, such objective causes as a rapid movement to and frow. When, 
e. g., the firebrand is seen rapidly moving to and fro, we have the illu
sion of a nery-coloured stick. Such external causes as riding on an 
elephant and such internal ones as the effect of strong blows on vul
nerable parts of the body are also included. Cognition when it is free 
from illusion called forth by these causes is perceptive knowledge. 3 

§ 5. THE VARIETIES OF DIRECT KNOWLEDGE. 

(9. 20). After having thus given the definition (of direct knowledge 
the author now) proceeds to point out its different varieties, in order to 
refute the divergent opinions of those who maintain that there is no other 
direct knowledge but sense-perception, of those who find fault with our 
definition of mental sensation, and of those who admit neither selfcon
sciousness nor the transcendental intuition of the Buddhist Saint. He says, 

7. It is f 0 u rf 0 I d. 
(10.2). There are fonr varieties of direct knowledge. 

1 aIJikrta. 
2 indriya-bhranti. It follows from this expression, if it is not a metaphorical 

one, that illusions are partly to be put Oll the account of the senses, aud partly 
on the account of the interpretation of sense-data by the reason, cpo above, p. 19 n. 

3 Vinitadeva, p. 43.9, calls attention to the fact that the word «knowledge» 
(jf/lina) is absent in siUra 1. 4, where the definition of perception is given, but 
it appears here, in siltra 1. 6. It seems a.s though some opponents had objected 
to an absolutely pure sense-perception without the slightest admixture of the 
combining intellect and maintained that it would not even represent knowledge, 
since the senses are by themselves unconscious, njiiana-st,abhiil)am .. . pratyal~~am, 
cp. Tattvasg., p. 366. 21. Vinltadeva, p. 43.10 ft., and Kamalasila, p. 367. 
1 ft., therefure maiutain (in supporting their view by the same example) that jnana 
must be understood in the definition implidtly. This apparently is approved by Dh., 
cpo 'fipp., p. 26. 6 (read bhriillter). Dharmakirti's addition of the wordabkriinta 
has given. rise to a great deal of disagreement among all commentators. He himself 
here explains it as inclnding not ouly hallucinat.ions, hnt every kind of illusive per
ception. Dignuga includes all empirical knowledge (samvrti), as well as all infe
rence into his pratyakfCibhiisa, cpo Pl'. sam ucc, 1. 8. The term prama~a is thus 
used either ill a direct or in an indirect SellS~. Realllramatta iil only the pure 
l)ratyakfa . 
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8. Sen s e k now 1 e d g e (s ens a t ion). 

(10.4). Cognition, as far as it depends (on the activity) of the senses 
(alone), is sensation. 

(10.5). In order to answer the criticism raised against the theory 
of mental sensation the author proceeds to give its definition. 

9. Mental sensation follows (the fi rst moment of 
every) sense-cognition (which is thus) its imme
d i ate I y pre c e din g hom 0 g e n e 0 usc a use. (T he 1 at tel') 
is coo per a tin g wit h (t h e cor res p 0 n din g ill 0 men t 0 f) 
the 0 b j e c t, (i. e., wit h t hat mom e n tar y 0 b j e c t) w hie h 
imm ed ia te ly fo 110 ws the prop er (mom en t ary) 0 bj ect 
(of sensation). 

(10.8). The proper object of sense-knowledge (is the object in the 
moment corresponding to sensation). The following object is the ob
ject which is not different, (is quite similar to it). Difference here means 
interval in time as weHas difference in quality. (10. 9). Thus, (every) differ
ence (between the two momentary objects) is denied. The quite simi
lar second moment following upon the moment when the object has pro
duced sensation and supported (by the preceding one) is here alluded 
to. I (10.10). This being the case, (it is clear) that the next following 
moment of the object, after the moment corresponding to sensation, 
a member of the same compact series of moments, is here meant. This 
(second moment) is here said to cooperate with sensatioD. (10. 11). Co
operation (or causation) can have two different meanings. It can mean 
either a real mutual influence of (one fact upon the other), or (the 
compresence of two facts followed by another fact called their) one 
result. (10.12). Since we are here (on Buddhist ground) all reality is 
reduced to momentary (sense-data). A momentary reality can not pos
sibly have an increment (as a result), therefore cooperation (is to be 
taken in the second sense), as one resulting fact (following upon preceding 
two facts). (10. 13). Because the object and the sensation (first produced 
by it) are together producing (i. e., are only followed by) one mental 
sensation, therefore there is no mutual (real) influence between them. 11 

1 Lit., p. 10. 9-10. ccTherefore when difference is excluded, the supported 
(upiideya) moment of the object of sensation (indriya·vVf!lina) which exists in the 
second moment (and) is homogeneous, is taken». 

l! Buddhist philosophy has gone deeper into the analysis of the idea of Cau
sality than perhaps any other philosophy has done. The literature devoted to that 
subject is very extensive. Some details will be found in my NirvaJ;la, p. 89 ff. and 
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(10.14). A similar (correlation exists between the sensations of 
ordinary men and those of the Yogi who is supposed to be capable of 
apprehending them directly. But in that case a foreign) sensation is the 
objective fact followed by the Yogi's perception of it.1 In order to di
stinguish this (analogous case of correlation between a sensation and 
the following moment of consciousness) the words (dmmediate)) and 
((homogeneous» have been inserted. It is homogeneous as a mental 
content, and it is immediate, since there is no interval between them, 
and it is a cause, since it is followed by it. Thus it is an immediately 
preceding (moment in the same chain of momentary entities). Upon it 
(a mental sensation follows, i. e.), springs up. (10.16). Thus it is being 
expressed that the outer sense and the inner sense represent (two 
succeeding moments), two parts of the same compact series (of one 
stream of thought, and in this sense) mental (or internal) sensation is 
a species of direct knowledge. Thus the intuition of the Yogi is discri
minated, since it is part of another stream (of thought, different from 
the stream to which the sensation he is able to divine belongs). 

(10.18). (Two objections have been raised against this theory of 
a mental sensation, 1) it is a repeated cognition of the same object 
and is no new cognition at all, and 2) if it is a real cognition of an 
external object, then the blind and the deaf would be able to appre
hend colour and sound through mental sensation). But since the object 
of the inner sense differs from the object of the outer sense, (the re
proach of repetition, i. e.), of not being a cognition because of appre
hending what has been already apprehended by the outer senses, is 
ill-founded. (10.19). On the other hand, since the moment of grasping 
by the outer sense is underlying the moment of grasping by the inner 

164 ff. and Index 6, s. v. Causality. The main point is here very well ex
pressed. There is no question, in the Buddhist outlook, of one entity really produ
cing or influencing another ont of itself or with the help of other forces, but there 
is a coordination between moments following one another in an uninterrupted flow 
of a stream of becoming events. There is no duration, no stabilized entities which 
could have the time to produce one another. This is the real general import of 
pratitya-samutpada as contrasted with adhitya-samutpada and other theories. 

1 Lit., p. 10.14. ((By such sensation, when it becomes an objective condition, 
a direct perception of the Yogi (can) be produced», i. e., the Yogi owing to his extra
ordinary gift of divination may guess what the sensations of another man are, but 
the relation of the guessed sensations to his intuition will not be that of sam.ana1/.
tara-pratyaya tow&rds its pkala, but that of an iilllmbana-pratya.ya. In an irre
proachable (k~oda·k~ama) scientific definition even such subtle faults against pre
cision must be foreseen in order to make it secure against all cavil. 
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sense (both are inseparable). The deduction acl absurdum, that 
namely the blind and the deaf would not exist, if the inner sense could 
apprehend a special object, (a moment of it) not apprehended by the 
Quter sense - this deduction is thereby refuted. I 

(10.21). Now we contend that such internal sensation is (a kind 
of) direct cognitive process (in the presumption that) the efficiency of 
the outer sense is extinct (in one moment). The (indefinite) sensa
tion of colour which we have at (the moment) when the sense of vi
sion is efficient is entirely and eXClusively sense-cognition. (10. 22). 
Otherwise (if both these sensations, by the outer sense and by the 
inner sense, were simultaneous), we would have no (pure sensation at all), 
no sensation at all depending (e. g.) upon the organ of sight exclusively.!! 

(11.1). This internal sensation is a postulate of our system. There 
are no facts to prove it (directly). But there is no contradiction in 
admitting it, if it were of the described kind. In this sense its defini
tjon has been given.s 

(11. 3). Self-consciousness is next being defined. 

1 Lit., p. 10.18-21. cc And since the object of mental sensation (mano-mjna
nasya) is different from the object of sensation proper (indriya-jnana correspond
ing to the abhidharmic vijniina), thenlfore the fault of non-validity, imputed 
{iisafl,jita) because of cognizing the cognized, is discarded. And since the moment 
is taken which has a sl.Jbstratum in the object of sensation, therefore the deduction 
of the fault (do~a-prasanga) of the absence of the blind Bnd the deaf is discarded, 
because it cognizes another object which has not been cognized by sensation ». 

2 Since the second mOment would be likewise indriya-vijnana it will not be 
possible to distinguish between indriya-vijfiiina and mano-vijfiiina, cpo '.ppp., 
p. 30. a-5. ee If the organ of sight will operate, why indeed should the (same) sen
sation not arise in the second moment, it is the same, provided it will make the 
object present (yogya-karar;e = sakfiitkiirir:i). Therefore how is it that both 
will not be called sensations (of the outer sense)?)) Cpo also Tlitp., p. 111. 2. 

S The siddhiinta mentioned p. 11. 1 can include tbe iigarna quoted in tbe 
'J'ipp, p. 26.10, where Buddha declares that colonr is apprehended in two ways, 
by the sense of vision and by the internal sense evoked by the external one. 
Dh. deems it a sufficient proof and no other proofs are needed. The remark is di
rected against Jiiana,garbha and his followers who devised a formal argument in 
favour of the existence of such a thing as mental sensation. Since sensation and 
mental construction are, in this system, two quite heterogeneous sources of know
ledge, something intermediate must be fonnd which would be sensuous on one 
side and mental on the otber, in order to account for a knowledge which combines 
sense-data with men tat constructions. Thus the existence of an internal sense is 
proved by the existence of a subsequent mental construction (nila-mano-vijf!iinat 
samlina-jiit'iya-nila-vikalpa-udayiit). Dharmottara rejects the argument, as the 
'fipp., p. 30, assumes, because he admits the possibility of a result being pro-
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IO.Every consciousness andevery mental pheno
men 0 n are s e If-c 0 n sci 0 u s. 

(11. 5). Consciousness simply apprehends (the presence) of an ob
ject. Mental phenomena apprehend special states of conscious
ness, such as pleasure etc.1 It is (em:vhasized) that every (flash of) 
consciousness and every special state of it are self-conscious. Indeed 
pleasure etc. are being clearly experienced and therefore are present 
to the mind. (Self-consciousness) is not itself a (special) mental pheno
menon differing from all others. In order to remove this supposition 
the word ee every I) has been inserted into the definition.2 (11. 7). There 
is no mental phenomenon whatsoever it may be which could be un
conscious of its own existence. (This feeling of its own existence, is) 
immediate (direct) cognition. S (11. 8). For, indeed, (we feel our own 
existence in some way or other, and) this aspect of our knowledge, 
which represents a feeling of its own existence, is direct knowledge.4-
(II. 9). According to our (system When an external) reality, such as 
(a patch) of colour, is apprehended, we at the same time feel some-

duced from a heterogeneous cause. But then the hypothesis becomes useless. 
Dharmottara seems to say eclet it be useless, but it involves no contradiction». 
It is evidently not what wa.s meant by Dignaga. Dh. is again misled by his pole
mical fervour. The position regarding mano.vijfiana or mano·vijrUina·dhiitu, the 
dh7ittt M 18, is quite different, cpo my Central Conception, p. 17. After having 
established a radical distinction between the parts of the senses and of the intel
lect in cognition, Dignag a was evidently in want of something which would 
be partly sensuous and partly mental. He thus established his «mental sensation». 
A similar course, as is well known, has been taken in European philosophy. Some 
particulars about this exceedingly interesting theory of a mental sensation as well 
as translations from Vacaspati and the Tipp. will be given in an Appendix. 

1 Not aloue feelings are here meant, but all other mental phenomena, all 
caitasika.dharrllas, ideas, volitions, passions, etc. 

2 According to the Abhidharma consciousness (cittam = mana~ = vijniina = 
mana.ayatana = mano.dhiitu) is imagined as a separate element of pure consci· 
ousness which accompanies every cognition, cpo my Central Conception p. 16. 

SLit., p. 11. 7-8. aThere is whatsoever no condition of consciousness in 
which the cognition of its own self is not immediate II. 

4 Lit., p. 11.8. «Indeed in what form the Self is felt in that form the feeling 
of the Self is immediate (pratyak§a)). This remark is directed against the Indian 
realists, the Naiyayikas and the Mima~sakas who imagined in self-percep
tion a real relation of cognizing mind towards a cognized Self. According to the 
Sautrantikas and Yogacaras this relation does not exist in reality. Our know
ledge is self·luminous (svayam-prakii8a) like the light of a lamp that does not 
want another light in order to be illuminat.ed. The Vaibha~ikas and Madhya
mikas did not agree in this doctrine; 
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thing (internally) in the shape of well-being or (some other emotion) 
which is a thing different (from the patch of colour). It is not possible to 
maintain that a patch of, e. g., blue colour is felt as being itself the 
pleasure (it affords us), because the verdict of our intellect does not 
support (the judgment) « this patch of blue colour has itself the form 
of pleasure.)) (ll.ll). If it were the case, if we were satisfied that 
blue and pleasure are felt as equivalents, then we could maintain such 
identity.l (11. 12). (We call) cognized directly that aspect of (the ob·· 
ject) regarding which the function of direct perception, i. e., the mere 
pointing out of its presence, is followed by the construction (of the 
corresponding image). But (we cannot maintain that the sensation pro
duced by a patch) of blue is followed by an image (not of blue, but of) 
pleasure. (11. 13). Therefore we really are experiencing pleasure as 
something quite different from the object blue, as something which IS 

not equivalent to blue, and this is, no doubt, knowledge. Therefore we 
do experience our own knowledge. Selfconsiousness is essentially a case 
of knowledge, it makes present to us our own Self. It is not a con
struction, it is not an illusion, and therefore it is direct knowledge. 

(11.16). The intuition of (the Buddhist Saint), the Yogi, is next 
explained. 

11. The (mystic) intuition of the Saint (the Yogi) 
is produced from the subculminational state of 
deep meditation on transcendental reality.2 

1 These remarks are directed against the Sankhya theory which assumes 
that pleasure and pain are something external, inherent in the objects which pro
duce pleasure and pain. Cpo '.fipp., p. 32.10. 

2 This is a kind of perception which is entirely mental, not at all sensuous. 
It can be, to a certain degree, assimilated to sense-perception because of the vi
vidness with which the contemplated picture presents itself to the imagination. In 
:t system which assimilates a.1l representations, even the perceptive presentations, 
to dreams, the difference between a dream and a perception consists mainly in the 
vividness (sph14tiibhatva) of the latter. A new cha.racteristic of perception is there
fore introduced, the vividness of the mental image. The two former characte
ristics of ((non-constructive» and « non-illusive)), and the general characteristic of 
(enot contradicted by experiellce J) (at'isa~l:iidi) may be interpreted so as to cover 
this kind of perception, but not without some difficulty. Mystic intuition (yogi
pratyak§a) is that faculty of the Buddhist Saint (iil'ya) by which he is capable 
completely to cbange all ordinary babits of thought and contemplate directly, in a 
vivid image, that condition of the Universe which has been established by the ab
stract constructions of the philosopher. The Buddhist Saint is a man who, in ad
dition to his moral perfections: is capable of contemplating the Universe sub specie 
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(11. 18). Reality is something really existing, (i. e., transcendental 
reality). Such reality is elicited (by the philosopher) after logical 
criticism, e. g., the Four Truths of the Buddhist Saint.1 The contem
plation of transcendental reality means its repeated forcing into con
sciousness. The culminating point of such contemplation means the 
point when our mind, containing the image of the contemplated object, 
begins to reach a condition of clarity (as though the fact were present 
before the meditator). (11. 20). The adjoining (stage is that stage) 
when the clarity is as yet not quite complete. Indeed, as long as the 
clarity of the image is not quite complet~, progress is going on, 
when it is complete progress ceases. Thus, what is called a con
dition nearly culminational is that degree of clarity which precedes 
complete vividness. (11. 23). (A state of mind) which is brought about 
by this underculminational point, a knowledge apprehending with abso
lute vividness the contemplated (image), as though it were actually 
present before the meditator, this is the Saint's direct perception. 

(12.1). There are indeed here (three degrees of transic absorbtion, 
the first) is that when the image begins to be clear, contemplation 
is in progress; the (second) is the subculminational degree, when 
(the Saint) contemplates the (ideal) reality as though it were veiled 
by a thin cloud; in (the third) the object is perceived just as 
clearly as though it were a small grain on the palm of one's haud
this latter is the Saint's direct knowledge. 2 (12.3). It has indeed the 
aeternitatis. cpo my NirvaJ;l a, p. 16 fi'. The MimalJl sakas deny the existence of 
yogis and of mystic intuition altogether, cp 'J.'ipp., 25.5, where correct na santi 
instead of na samprati. 

1 About the Four Truths cpo my NirvaJ;la p. 16 and 55. Their Mahayanistic in
terpreta.tion is here alluded to. They then are the equivalent of the «two truths», the 
empirical and the absolute, the latter is the bhutartha=yan-dag·pai don,i. e., the real 
condition of things, or transcendental reality, so as it has been established by the phi
losopher (pramliIJena fJi:niscita), it is k~ar.fikatviiai-graki mana v\jflanam (Tipp., 
p. 33. 9), k~alJi katva is contemplated also by the Hi:nayanistic Saint, the Arhat. 
The Bodhisattva contemplates sunyata either in its idealistic (Yogacara) or in its 
relativistic (M"'adhyamika) interpretation. But the abstract form of these philo
sophic constructions (aliki.ikaram vacya-vacaka-rUpam) then va.nishes and remains 
a kind of direct vivid consciousness (niyam viUi.rilpam), cpo '.l'ipp., p. 34.7. 

2 According to Vinitadeva, p. 47, the bh1ivanii-prakar~a comprises 4 de
grees, smrty-upasthana, ufmagata, murdhan and k~anti; the prakar~a-paryanta is 
the same as lauh7cagradharma. About these so called nirvedha-bhagiya.stages and 
the smrty-upasthiinas cpo Abhidh. Kosa, VI. 14 fi'. and VI. 20 if. After that comes 
the decisive moment, the meditating man snddenly acquires the faculty of trans
cendental intuition (yogi.pratyak~a), he changes completely: it is another pudgala, 
a Saint, an arya, a bodhisattm. All his habits of thought have changed, he has 
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vividness (of direct perception), and just for this reason it (ceases to be) 
a construction. (12.3). Constructed (synthetic) knowledge would ap
prehend the (same) reality in mental images capable of coalescing 
with words, (indirectly including) experiences (which go back to the 
time) of the formation of language. An experience (which reaches 
back to the time) of the formation of language means that its object 
has been apprehended by some knowledge produced at that time. 
(12.5). But just as a cognition that has happened a long time ago is 
gone and does not exist any more at present, just so is it impossible 
for an entity to be apprehended by past knowledge at the present mo
ment. (12.6). This (synthetic knowledge) apprehends something that 
does not really exist, and since it does not apprehend its object as some
thing present before the observer, it lacks the vividness (of direct 
perception) withollt which it remains a construction. But when this 
vividness is reached it becomes non-constructed (direct, non-synthetic 
knowledge). (12.8). Moreover it is not contradicted by experience, 
since (the object of meditation) which is being apprehended represents 
the "pure)) object (the point-instants of efficiency that are elicited) by 
acquired the habit of realizing the Relativity (sunyatii) and unreality of the pheno
menal veil (sa'l(lvrti) concealing absolute Reality (paramlirtha = bhutiirtha). He 
enters the Mahityanistic dr§ti-miirga and the first of the ten Mahityanistic stages 
(bhuml), the stage called pramuditli. At the same time he becomes filled with over
whelming devotion to the Salvation of all living beings (mahli-k1i1'U~a). Cpo Mltdhy. 
a va tara, r. 4 if. He then understands the «Four Truths of the Saint» in their Maha
yanistic interpretation as a formula intended to suggest the eqnipollency of Sa!psara 
and Nirvitl}a in a monistic Universe. This intuition is a transcendental ~okottara) 
capacity, it is not, like Spinoza's intuitus, supposed to be rational. Yogi
pratyakija is not a prama"fa in the sense indicated above, p. 8 n. 2. It is an intui
tion of a condition uncognizable by logical methods (aprameya-vastunam aviparita
dr§tiM However, according to the school of Yo gacara Logicians, it is a pramli~a 
indirectly, because the relativity of all our conceptions (vikalpa) Or judgments 
(kalpanZi), as well as the non-relative, absolute (para7lllirtha) character of the nn
cognizable «thing in itselfn (svalak~a~) is established by logical analysis. Logic 
de~troys the naive realism of a pluralistic universe. The underlying Unity 
slimvrta sunyata) is uncharacterizable (annacaniya) according to the Relativists 
(S'unya-viidin), it is pure, undifferentiated consciousness (sunyatli = vijfllina
matram grahya-grlihaka-nirmuktam) according to the Idealists (tijiilina-t'lidin). 
Cpo the controversy betwel'n the Logicians and the Relativists in my Nirvalta, 
p. 140 if. Cpo also the masterly exposition of the Naiyiiyika-abhimata-yogi-pratyak§a 
in Tatp., p. 49.17 ff. and N. Ka:Q.ika, p. 147.4 ff. According to Sautltnantaras. 
(concl.) the supreme Yogi, i. e., the Buddha alone possibly intuits the undifferentiated 
Absolute, the ordinary Yogins can intuit only its subject-object aspect, cpo infra 
1,.34 n. 4. Cpo analogous ideas of Kant on impossibityofc<intellectuelle Anschau
ung:., Kritik,2 pp. 72, 149, 308. 
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logical (analysis).1 Hence it is direct knowledge, just as (sensation) 
and other varieties of direct cognition are. Yoga is ecstatic (direct) 
contemplation. The man who possesses this faculty is a Saint.1 

(12.9). So much is to be said about the different varieties of di~ 

rect knowledge. 

§ 6. THE OBJECT OF DffiECT KNOWLEDGE. 

(12. 11). Having done with the exposition of the varieties of direct 
knowledge which (includes) no construction and no illusion, (the author) 
proceeds to clear away the misconceptions concerning its object and says, 

12. Its object is the (extreme) particular. 

(12.14). Its object, i. e., the object of the fourfold direct knowledge, 
must be conceived as being the particular. The particular means an 
entity or an essence which is unique, which is shared by nothing else 
(which is the thing in itself). 8 

1 pramar.ta~§uddha-artha.grahi either meaRS pramiir.tena §uddham artham 
grhttiiti or §uddhartham pramiittena grhttiiti. The first would mean pramiittena 
lttddham = pramiir:ena vini§citam, artham = bhiltiirtham, grhttati. The second
§uddhiirlham = svalak§a'f}CIm = artha.kriya·k1iri-k~ar.tam pramattella grh~ti. 

The Tip p., p. 35.1, seems to favour the second interpretation, on p. 24.5 and 24.9 
it uses the word Buddha in a similar way. The expressions Buddha kalpana, 
Buddham pratyak~am, §uddhiirtha~ remind us of Kant's terminology of ureine 
"Vernunft», « reine SinnlichkeitD, (( reines Objectll. The definition of right know
ledge as knowledge «not contradicted by experience» (avisa,!,viid~), which sounds 
so empirical, is here, in mystic intuition, interpreted as referring to the transcen
dental object. 

2 "Vinitadeva, p. 48-49, reckons likewise as yogi-pratyak~a the various 
gifts of supernatural divination and prophesy with which the Yogis are 
credited. D h. 's comment contains here not a single word about them. 

8 The peculiarity of Dignaga's doctrine a.bout the particular and the gene
ral consists in its conception of the particular as the unique. The existence in 
every direct cognition of «something unique by being present to me in perception» 
is also pointed Oll t by B 0 san que t, Logic, I. 76. Here it assnmes the rMe of the 
«thing in itself», it is the absolute particular, the limit of all synthetic construction. 
It represents a single moment (k~atta), it has no extension in space (desa
ananugata), no duration in time (k1ila.ananugata), it is similar to nothing (8a'l'1lato' 
1Jyiivrtta), it is unique (trailoTcya.vyavrtta), cpo TiHparyat. p.12. 20. It is a 
transcendental reality, since it cannot be realized in a definite representation 
Cinanena prapayitum asakyatvat). Cognized are only generalitiee or similarities, 
relations, coordinations, by a synthesis of moments (purviipara-7c~a~nam abheda,. 
adhyavasiiyat). It is the absolute reality, the uthing in itself» which nnderlies 
every efficient empirical reality (diihiidy-artha-kriya). Dignaga has established 
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(12.15). (Every) reality, indeed, has its real essence which is the 
particular (the unique) and a general (imagined aspect). That which is 
apprehended in direct perception is the unique. The object of cognition 
is really double, the prima facie apprehended and the definitely re
alized. (The first is) that aspect which appears directly (in the first 
moment).l (The second is the form which is constructed in a perceptive) 
judgment.2 (12. 17). The directly perceived and the distinctly con
ceived are indeed two different things. What is immediately appre
hended in sensation S is only one moment. What is distinctly conceived 
is always a compact chain of moments cognized in a construction 4 on 
the basis of sensation, (e. g., ccthis is blue»). A.nd just this con
structed synthesis of a chain of moments is (finally) realized by direct 
perception, because a unique moment can never be realized in a defi
nite cognition. (12.19). (The opposite course is taken by) indirect 
knowledge (inference). A.n unreality appears in it to the mind, and its 
course consists in distinctly cognizing an unreality as (a kind of) 
reality.s It apprehends (prima facie) an unreality. But this imagined ob
ject, which is apprehended (by inference), is definitely referred to an 
(imagined) particular. (12. 21). Thus it is that constructed parti
culars are the proper province of inference, but its immediate object 
is an unreality. (12.22). Consequently when the author makes the 
statement that the object of direct knowledge is the particular, he means 
the immediate (prima facie) object (i. e., one moment, the unique). 6 

(12.23). Further, how can we recognize (the presence of such a 
momentary) object of knowledge which is the particular? 

this point of absolute reality against the Madhyamikas who maintained a 
Universal Relativity (sunyatii) of knowledge, and tried to prove that even thi~ 

«thing in itself» was relative, cpo the interesting controversy about the relativity of the 
«thing in itselfll between Candrakirti and Dignaga in the Madhy. v:rtti, transla" 
ted in my Nirval:la, p. 149 ff. Cpo 'J.'ipp., p. 35 and Bradley, Princ,2 p. 647 ff. 

1 yadakiiram is an aryayibhlillJa = yasya iikaram anatikriimya. 
2 yam adhyavasyati. 3 'Pratyak~asya. 

4 niscayena = kalfJanayii = vikalpena = ailhyava8ayena, cpo Tatp., p. 87. 25. 
5 For the lit. rendering cpo p. 17 n. 6 (text, p. 7.13). 
6 Dharmakirti evidently uses the term «thing in itself» (8valak~a~a) in 

more than one sense. The same, as is well known, has ha.ppened in European 
philosophy. It means, 1) existence absolntely indefinite, not even differentiated 
into subject and object, it is then griihya-griihaka-kalpanii-apoq,ha-it is the Abso
lute of the Yo gacaras, the sunyatii in its idealistic conception (budilhy-a;tmii), 
cp. my Nirvalla, p. 146 fr., the verses quoted in Sarvad., p. 16.7 ff.(B. 1.) and the 
concluding passage ofSantanantara-siddhi; 2) the extreme concrete and parti-
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13. When the mental image varies according 
a s the 0 b j e c tis n ear 0 r rem 0 t e, the 0 b j e c t the n 
i s the par tic u 1 a r. 

(13.2). The term «object» means object of cognition, i. e., an ob
ject which is being cognized. {(Near). means localized in a near place, 
« remote II -localized in a remote place. 1 (13. 3). According as the 
object is near or remote, it produces a different mental image, a dif
ferent form of the directly cognized (first moment), making it either 
vivid or dim. 2 (13.4). When an object of cognition produces a vivid 
(flash) of consciousness, if it is near, and a dim one, if it is, although 
remote, but still amenable to the senses, it is a particular. (13.6). In
deed, all (external) reality is vividly experienced when near, and dimly 
apprehended at a distance. 1'his is (an indication of the presence of) 
a particular. 

~ular, the Hoc Aliquid_kil!lcid idam, the pure alamo ana, existence localized in time
space (k§atta), the limit of all mental constructions (nama-jatyadi-kalpana-apoqha, 
but not grahya-grahaka-kalpana-apoqha), the point-instant of efficiency capable of 
affecting our sensibility (artlul-kriyti-samartlul); it then already contains what 
Kant would have called the a priori forms ot our sensibility, the possibility of coordi
nation (sarupya), if not already some rudimentary coordination; such is the 
meaning here and on this score it is sometimes supposed (Tipp., p. 19.10) that 
Dignaga's school was partly Sautrantika; 3) (metaphorically) every concrete 
and particular (= vyakti) object, since its substratum is the thing in itself. 

1 Yin itadeva has explained sannidhana as presence in the ken and asan
nidhana as total absence, p. 50.1, thams-cad-kyi thams-cad-du med.pa, cpo ~ipp., 
p. 36. 9-10. The sutra would then refer to the presence or absence of an object 
in the ken. This interpretation seems much preferable. 

2 In order to understand thie passage we must fully realize that, according to 
Dh.'s terminology, e. g., a fire. the physical object fire, is a construction, hence it is 
a generality Qr an assemblage of generalities. The strictly particular is its under
lying substratum (upiidhtJ, the efficient point-instant (artha-kriya-samartlul). If the 
same reality could change and produce a clear image in one case, and a dim one in 
another, it would not be uuique (riipa-dvayam syat). The author of the 1'ipp., p. 36. 
14 ff., asks, «But is it not a generality that, being perceived at a distance, appears 
in a dim image? it is not the particular (point-instant)). And he answers that a 
generality by itself is something unreal, it does not exist in the sense of being effi
cient, efficiency always belongs to a point-instant of efficiency. And further, 
p. 37. S ff., «The clear or dim image of the blue patch is not transcendentally real 
(vastu =paramiirthasat), but that blue which represents the atom, (the underlying 
point-instant) which is capable of being efficient (is the real object); the clear and 
dim images are produced by the underlying substratum .... , the real object (ar. 
th(lSya = paramartha8ata~) appears as clear or dim not by itself (paramartlultaM, 
but iindirectlv) throul!'h the clearness or the dimness of the imallll (iflanas'l(al; an 
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(13.8). Further, why is the particular the exclusive object of 
sense-perception? 1 Indeed, do we not realize in distinct thought a fire 
(when its presence is indirectly inferred from smoke), as something 
capable of being experienced, (as a permanent possibility of sensation)? 

14. l' hat a Ion e (w hie his u n i que) rep res e n t suIt i
mat ere a Ii t y. 

(13. ll). Ultimately real means something not constructed, not ima
gined. What so exists is the ultimately real. That object alone (which 
contains no construction), which produces an impression sharp or dim, 
according as it is near or remote, is the only real. Since it is just 
that thing which is the object (producing) direct perception, therefore 
the particular, (i. e., the unique moment, the thing in itself) is the 
exclusive object of sense-perception. 

(13.14). Why again is this (absolute particular, the non-constructed 
point-instant) alone the ultimate reality? 

15. Because the essence of reality is just 2 effi
ciency. 

(13.16). What is aimed at iR the object. It is either something to 
be avoided or something to be attained. The first repels, the second 
attracts. The object, i. e., the aim, has an action, i. e., produces some
thing. The efficiency, i. e., the capacity to produce something, is 
a force. Just that is the character, or the essence 3 of reality, (viz. to 
be a centre of forces). The test (of reality) is to be a force producing 
action (attracting or repelling something). For this reason (the unique, 

universal (samanyasya), on the contrary, does not (change) in its image as clear or 
dim». (Read, p. 37. 5, jrliinam na bhavati). According to VinHadeva asphuta would 
mean dim in the sense of abstract, imagined, absent. 

1 The following words are an answer to an objector who thinks that whatso
ever produces a reflex (pratibhiisa = pratibimbana) in us is real, the universal 
(siimiinya) produces a corresponding reflex, therefore it is also real. It is answered 
that the efficient point-instaut is alone ultimately real, the universal does not possess 
any separate efficiency of its own. The existence of a renex is not It proof of reality, 
because by the infiuence of the force of transcendental illusion (avidya-balat) nnreal 
things can evoke a reflex. A mental image does not exactly correspond to any 
efficient reality, because the image of a universal can be produced without the real 
existence of the universal (viniipi siimanyena), simply by the force of inherited 
mental habit (vasana-balat), cpo ripp., p. 38.2-9. 

2 Read, p. 13. 15, - lak~a'{tatvad em 'l:astuna~. Cpo Hemacandra's 
PramalJ.a-mimaJ!lSa,1. 1. il2-33. 

3 riipam = 81:arUpanl. 
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i. e., the point-instant is the only reality). The term (creal objecb> 1 is 
synonymous with "ultimate reality'" 

(13.18). The following is meant. We apply the term «ultimately 
real» to anything (that can be tested) by its force to produce an 
effect. 2 Such an efficient object (is always localized, it) is either near 
or remote. Depending on (its localization) it produces different impres
sions. S Therefore such (a localized point) is the ultimately real. 
(13.20). This indeed is the reason why purposive actions are realized 
in regard of objects directly perceived, not in regard of objects con
structed (by imagination). (13.21). This explains the fact that an ima
gined object, although we can in thought realize it as something quasi 
visible, is by no means directly perceived, because no purposive action 
is possible upon (such fancied image). (14.1). A (really) perceived object, 
on the other hand, produces purposive action. Consequently real is 
only the particular (i. e., the unique point of efficiency, the thing 
in itself), not the constructed object (of imagination).4 

16. D iff ere n t fro mit i s the u n i v e r s a I c h a ra c
t e r (0 f the 0 b j e c t). 

(14.4). The object of knowledge which is other than the unique 
(point), which does not represent the unique point, is its general cha
racter. An object, indeed, which is distinctly conceived by synthetic ima
gination does not produce different impressions when it is (imagined) 
in a near or in a remote place. (14.6). An imagined fire owes its exi
stence to imagination, and it is imagination that makes it near or re
mote. When it is imagined, may it be as near or as remote, there is no 
different impression on the mind in regard of vividness. Therefore it 
is said to be different from the particular (from the unique). (14.8). The 
universal character of something is that essence which exists owing to 
generality, i. e., that essence which belongs equally (to an indefinite 
number of) points of reality. Indeed, (the fire) existing in imagination 
refers equally to every possible fire. Therefore it represents the uni
versal essence. 

1 tJastu. 
I artha-kriya-Bamartha. 
SLit. «reflexes », jfliina-pratibhiisa. 
4 Although Time, Space and Causality are regarded as constructions, but 

their underlying efficient point-instants are the ultimate reality, cpo infra, 
p. 69,11 (text). They correspond to the second conception of a «thing in itself", 
cpo above, p. 34 n.; it is partIy different from the Kantian one. 
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(14. 10). (The author) now states that this universal essence can be 
apprebended by indirect knowledge. He says, 

17. It is the pro vi n ceo fin d ire c t k now 1 e d g e 
(i n fer en c e). 

(14.12). It is the province of indirect knowledge, i. e., it is prima 
facie apprehended 1 (by inference).\! 

For convenience's sake this remark about the object of inference is 
inserted in the chapter on direct perception, because if it were in
tended to discuss the general essence as the object of inference in the 
(second chapter), it would have been necessary to repeat the whole 
passage in which the essence of the particular is treated. 3 

§ 7. THE RESULT OF THE ACT OF COGNIZING. 

(14.15). After having repudiated misconceptions regarding the ob
ject of perception, (the author) proceeds to clear away that wrong 
theory which assumes a (difference between cognition and its) result. 

18. T his d ire c t cog nit ion its e If i s the res u 1 t 0 f 
co gn iz i n g. 

1 grahya-rUpa. 
l! Lit., p. 14.12. «The pronoun has assumed the gender of the (word deno

ting) the subject-matter ». 
3 As the object cognized through inference we must here understand its im

mediate, prima facie object (grahya-riipa) which is always an imagined (vikalpita), 
unreal (anartha) obJect. When we, e. g., infer the presence of fire from the pre
sence of smoke: we imagine the fire, it is prima facie a fire in general. But the 
second step in this act of cognition will be to imagine it as a real fire, a possible 
object of purposive action, a possIble sense-datum. Thus the particular sense-da
tum will also be an object cognized ultimately through inference, but indirectly. 
The result (pramar,ta-phala) of both modes of cognition from this point of view is 
just the same, cpo ch. II.4. Inference is sarU'pya-lak~a1Jl1m p'I'amar,tam, text, p. S.lO, 
but perception is also sarUpya-p'l'amiir,wm, I. 20. The divergence between the 
schools about the object of cognition (vi~aya-'!'ipratipatti) concerns only this prima 
facie object of each, cpo '.p pp., p. 3S.5-S, g'l'ahya eva vi~aye sarve~iim vip'l'ati
patti~. Since all the exposition is here made with a view to combat divergent opi
nions (vi.pratipatti·nirakara~iirtham), therefore, when it is stated that the object 
cognized through inference is the universal, we must understand only that the first 
stage in indirect cognition of reality is not that pure sensation (nirvikalpaka) 
which is characteristic in sense-perception. In this there is divergence with the Rea
lists who assume a direct contacl (8allnikar~a) between the senses and the Universal. 
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(14.16). Just that direct knowledge which has been described above 
is the result of the act of cognizing. (There is no difference between 
the act ()f perception and the i)ercept).l 

(14.18). In what sense is it a result? 

19. It has the form of a distinct cognition. 

(14.20). Distinct cognition means determinate knowledge. 2 When 
direct knowledge assumes this form it possesses the essence of dis
tinct cognition. This circumstance is the reason why (the result does not 
differ from the act of cognition). (4.21). The following is meant. Right 
knowledge is efficient knowledge. 3 The faculty of bemg efficient (i. e., 
capable of guiding men's PUfl,osive action) is not produced exclusively 
by its dependence on the presence of some object (i. e., by passive 
reaction from some object). A sprout, e.g., is invariably connected with 
a seed, but it is not capable (of cognizing it).4, Therefore cognition, al
though produced by some object, (is not ~ mere reflex), but it necessa
rily has to accomplish some spontaneous function of absorbing the 
object, which alone when achieved makes the object distinctly cognized 
(i. e., assimilated). (15.3). And this is just (what we call) the result of 

1 It is clear from the whole exposition that the author assumes two difierent 
stages in perception, a first indefinite moment of sensation and a following mental 
construction. Since the second is called forth by the first, it can be called its result. 
But here the problem is envisaged from another point of view. The Realists consi
der the act of cognizing as an act of «( grasping» the external object by the senses 
and of conveying its «grasped» form through the intellect to the Soul which alone 
is self-conscious. For the Buddhists thereisno «act» of «grasping», no «grasped" 
form, no Soul and no adequate external object, but in every idea (vijf!iina) there is 
immanent self·consciousness. A distinct idea (pmtiti) may by imputation be regarded, 
just as the case may be, either as a source, an act, an instrument (pramiitla) or as 
an object, a content, a result of cognizing (prama~w-phnla). The result of cognizing 
is cognition, cpo the notes on p. 42,43, 46, and 49-50. Cpo ~'ipp" p. 39 if. There 
is a difference between chitti and chidli in the act of cutting, there is no difference 
between paricchitti and jnii11(t in the act of cognizing. 

2 pram i = atagama = bodha = priipti = paricchitti = niScaya = adllyava
siiya = ka/panii = vikalpa are all nearly synonyms, Cpo Tatp., p. 37.20,38.2,87.25. 
They all contain an element of smrti or sa'!lskara. 

8 Cpo above, text., p. 3. 5 ff. 
4 aprapakatvat, according to the context, means here aniscayakaZviit = 

ojiiapctkatt·at. The example then means that there is an ordinary case of causation 
between a seed and a sprout, the latter is the result of the former: butin cognition 
the product cognizes the object \vhich is its cause, and this act of cognition is 
also the result. The author of the ,+i pp., p. 40. 16 ff., suggests another expla
nation of this example. 
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'ight knowledge. When this (result) is reached, knowledge becomes effici
lilt. (But this does not mean that the efficiency-function is something 
lifferent from knowledge itself). (15. 3). We have indeed stated above 1 

,hat the efficiency function of efficient knowledge is nothin~ but the fact 
,hat it makes manifest tl.e object of possible purposive action. Just the 
lame perceptive knowledge ll possesses (both) the character of being a di
ltinct cognition of the object and of pointing to (the presence ofthe object 
.n one's ken). Therefore the result of cognizing is but cognition itself. 

(15.6). But then, if knowledge as a cognizing act S is the result of 
~ognition, what indeed is the instrument, (the source) of that act? 

20. The sou r c e 
nation (between 
rea 1) 0 b j e ct. 

o f cog n i z i n g con sis t sin coo r d i
the constructed image and its 

(15.8). The fact of coordination,'" or conformity between cognition 
and its object, this is (a fact that might be interpreted as a kind of) 

l Text, p. S. 5 ff., transl., p. 4. 
Il pratyak~a is here used not in the meaning of sensation, but it is comprehen

sive of definite perception (savikalpaka) also. 
3 pramiti-rUpa. 
4 There is a coordinatioll of the «thing in itself» with all the elements consti

tuting the superimposed image or UniversaL The term sariZpya is suggestive of a 
special theory of Universals. The Buddihsts are neither Realists, nor Conceptualists, 
but extreme Nominalists (apoha-vadina~). The school of N yaya-IT ai8e~ika represents 
in India an extreme Realism, they use the term siimiinya and admit the objective 
reality of classes (jati), individual forms (iikrti) as well as particular things (vyakti). 
The Sankhyas deny siimanya and admit siirUpya, cpo my Central Conception, p. 56, 
57, 64. The M'imal!lsakas, very characteristically, admit both 8iimanya and sarfipya 
(= siirl!rsya), as two separate padarthas, the latter is said to be relative, while the 
former represents the positive content of general features residing in an individual 
thing, its «form» (iikara). The Buddhists of the Sautrantika and Yogacara schools 
likewise admit, but with very important qualifications, the (cforms J) of our ideas, they 
are siikara-vadina~. Pure consciousness alone (vitti-sa,ttii) could never produce a 
distinct cognition, because it is not differentiated (sarvatra-avi§~at). But «simi
larity» (sariipya), or generality, «entering» into it (tam iivi§at) is capable of 
giving it a form (sal"Upyamttt'am ghatayet), i. e., of prodncing a clear and distinct 
idea. However we cannot, on this score, characterize the Buddhists as Conceptualists. 
Their Universals are purely negative, or relational (atad-vyavrtti-rilpa). Their scope, 
their content, is always determined by the greater or lesser amount of negations, of 
contrasts or «coordinations» which they may include. An elephant and a dog, 
although qnite dissimilar, may be united as belonging to the « class» of «non-ante
lopes II. The class II cow» is formed by contrasting it with horse etc. The Universals 
are relative and therefore unreal, the human mind's imagination. They obtain 
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a source 1 producing knowledge. For us 2 (Buddhists, when we say that) 
a cognition has sprung up from an object, this (simply) means that 
this cognition is a fact which is coordinated to a (momentary) object, 
as, e. g., the cognition produced by a patch of blue colour is coordi
nated to (the substratum of) this blue. 

This coordination is described (in other terms) as an idea, 3 or 
representation 4 (of the object). 

(15.11). But then, is not r.oordination just the same thing as cog
nition? In that case, the same cognitive fact would be the source and 
the resuWng (content) of cognition? Howerer, it is impossible that the 
same entity should be its Own cause and its own effect. 5 In what 
sense then is this fact of coordination an act? 

21. 0 win g tot his, a dis tin c t cog nit ion 0 f the 
o b j e c tis pro d u c e d. 

(15.14). "This)) means coordination. (lOwing to thisH means 
through the influC'nce of the fact of coordination. The distinct cogni-

some reality only through a substratum, the efficient focus (wrtha-kriya-kari), the 
point-instant (kfa1}a), the « thing in itself» (svala7c§a1Ja). A distinct cognition is 
thus produced from two sources: its coordinations, arranged by the human mind 
according to its own laws, and au indefinite «thing in itself)). ThE' «object-intent
neSS» (vi§ayata) of our knowledge does not consist in «grasping» (graha'l)a), but 
it is the expression of these two facts (tat-sar'iipya.tad-ut]Jatt~Dhyam '1'i§ayatm1/1). 
Opponents have stigmatized this theory as a « purchase without paying the price 
(a-m,Ulya-diina-kraya)), since the supposed reality receives perceptibility (prat
yak§atam labhate), i. e., becomes a clear and distinct perception, but «does not 
pay any equivalent», i. e., does not impart its «form» to this perception, since it 
is itself formless. Translating this phrasing into Kantian terminology we could 
say that the empirical object consists of an uncognizabJe substratllm, the ((thing 
in itself», and a superstructllre which our reason imposes upon it accordmg to its 
own categories of understanding. The best exposition of this theory is by Yacas
pati, NyayakaJ}.ik;t, p. 256 fi'., 289 If., (reprmt), he also several times alludes 
to it in the Tat p a1'ya pka, e. g., p. 102. 14 ff., 269.9 ff., 338 ff. Cp also my 
Soul Theory, p. 838. 1 pra.mii'l)(t. 2 ilia. 

3 a7ciira. 
4 abhasa. This iibhasa = pratibha8a possesses the immanent feature of being 

sarupya-sarp,vedana throllgh which bodha = prat'iti is attained, it ca.n be regarded as 
a kind of prama'l)a = sadhakatama = prakr§~a-upakiiraka, cpo l' i P p., p. 42. 3. 

5 In Vinitadeva's avatara~ there is no qllestion of the same entity being 
its own cause and its own result, he simply asks what will be the process of (defi
nite) perception, if perceptive knowledge is regarded as a result, and answers 
that the process consists in coordination or in contrasting. 
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tion of the object means a self-conscious idea 1 of it. Coordination is 
the cause producing (distinctness). (15.15). Direct cognitionl! of an object 
in the form of a perceptive judgment 3 is possible, i. e., (the object is 
really) being cognized, owing to the coordination (of an image with 
a point of external reality and its contrast 4, with correlative images). 
(15.16). Indeed, as soon as our awareness 5 (begins to present itself as) 
an image 6 of something blue, only then can we judge 7 that we have 
a distinct cognition of it (in the form «this is blue)), (cit is not non
blue))). It then is (really) cognized. 

(15.17). The senses, indeed, and 8 (the object which together) 
produce (in us an indefinite) sensation 9 are not equal (to the task) of 
determining it as an awareness of the presence in us of a self
conscious image 10 of something blue. But as soon as we become aware 
of its similarity with (other) blue (objects and its contrast with 
everything non-blue), it then can be determined as a self-conscious 
image of (what is) blue. 

(L5.18) However, the relation (which is here admitted to exist between 
coordination) as producing and (cognition) as obtaining (distinctness) 
is not founded upon a causal relation (as between two things). 
It would be a contradiction (to assume such a relation in what, in our 
opinion), is but the same entity. On the other hand, the relation of 
being determined (as a content) and of determining it (as a process can 
be assumed to exist in what is essentially but one thing).l1 

1 avabodhaisthe term preferred by Mimarp.sakas,=adhigama=pratit' 
= prapti = adhyava8iiya, cpo N. KalJ.ika, p. 161.26, 167.21. 

II vijilana means here ,iii ana, cpo siItra I. 18, = Tib., p. 35. 4, sfs-pa. 
3 pratiti = adhyavasaya=kalpana, cpo above, p. 20 n. 6. 
4 3aropya = anya-vyavrtti = apona. 
5 vijilana = Tib., p. 35. 6, rnatn-par-scB-pa, includes the abhidharmic sense 

of pure sensation. 
6 (nila)-nirbhlisa = pratibhiisa = akiira. 
7 avasiyate, hence pratiti = adhyavasaya, atlaBiyate = pratitam bhavati. 
8 ad, refers to iilatnbana, siuce according to the abhidharma two pratyayas 

produce sensation, iilambana and adhipati (=inWriya). 
9 vijilana includes here also the abhidharmic sense of pure sensation, the Tib. 

p. 35. 7 has tes-pa instead of rnam-par-ses-pa, cpo above, p. 6 n. 3. 
10 sa1[lvedana = Bva-saf!lvcdana. 
11 In this and the following passage we must distinguish, 1) the relation between 

perceptive li:nowledge as a mental act (pramiti-ru,pa) and perception a8 an instru
ment (prama~) of cognizing through the senses, and 2) the relation between the 
initial, indefinite moment of sensation (nirt'tkalpaka) produced by the object 
and the final constructiOll of its image by synthetic thought (sadkalpllka). The 
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(15.20). (This depends upon the point of view). If we therefore 
admit that the same entity has the (double) aspect of being, to a 

first question should not astonish us, it is something similar to a problem which. 
European psychology has also discussed, the question whether perception shonld be 
envisaged as a content or as an act or as both, cpo B. Russel against Meinong, 
Analysis of Mind, p. 16 ff. Just as this author, D har m akirti maintains that there IS 

no difference bewteen perception as a mental content and perception as a mental act. 
It is the same thing, it can be viewed either as a mental content or as a mental act, this 
depends upon the view·point. When constrasted with other processes, it is a process 
of coordination. When contrasted with other contents, it is a coordinated content. 
This evidently refers to the final stage of the synthetic image, and by no means to 
the initial sensation. The Indian realists, the MlmaI)lsakas and Naiyayikas, clUng 
to the idea that cognition is an « act of grasping» which must have an instrnment and 
a separate result, just as the «act of cutting wood» has an instrument - the axe, 
and a result - the fissure. Cognition and self-consciousness were for them a pro
perty produced in the Soul by the outer and the inner senses. This was opposed 
already by Dignaga who maintained (Pr. sam uce., I,9-10) that, l)the« act» and 
its ccresulting» content are two different aspects of the same cognition; 2) the 
(, result» is also (yan-na) a self-conscious image (?'an-rig = Bva-sa1l1V<Jdana = 
anUVlla1;a8aya). Self-consciousness is not the property of a Soul which does not 
exist altogether, but it is inherent in every image, whatsoever it may be. That such 
is the meaning of the much discussed Buddhist theory about cognition as containing 
in itself its own result is very clearly stated above by D h. himself, cpo p. I) (trans!.). 
Perception is here taken in its final form, as a unity, not as a consecution of mo
ments, anakcilita-k~a'l!a-bheda (cp. Nyaya-kandali, p. 191.3). That the momen
tary aspect of existence must he very often left out of account when considering 
Buddhist logical theories has been stated above, p. 8, n. 4 (transl.). But when the 
relation between the first moment of sensation and the subsequent clear image 
is considered, this momentary aspect can by no means be disregarded. The first 
is evidently the cause of the second. D h. himself states it, since on p. 9 (transl.) 
he speaks about the two different moments of sensation and distinct perception, 
and when treating of mental sensation (manasa-pratyak;;a) he clearly says 
that the first is the cause (upadana-k~a?!a) of the second. He also 
characterizes perception as a process where sensation is followed by consu:nc
tion (sak~at-kara-vyapiiro vikalpena anugamyate, cpo p. S. 13-14, 11. 12, text). 
The whole trend of Dharmakirti's system reqnires ns to admit here two entities, 
two moments, and the first is clearly the cause which produces the second, if we 
understand Causll.lity in the Buddhist sense as a consecution of discrete moments 
in an uninterrupted flux, cpo Vacaspati's exposition of the problem in Ap
pendix about manasa-pra,tya'kfa. The fact that a distinct perception is at once 
( obtaining and bestowing» distinctness without being causally related has 
been misunderstood and has given to opponents an opportunity of easy ttiumph. 
Hemacandra remarks that «one undivided moment cannot contain in itself two 
things, the one obtaining and the other bestowing distinctness», cp. his Commeut 
upon Syad vada-manjar! in the Ya sovij aya Series, J\I2 30, p. 120. Cpo also Hari
bhadra's AnekiintajayapataKa. Vinltadeva's comment is quite simple, 
it avoids all the difficulties raised by D h. ; itH translation is given in an Appendix. 
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certain extent, a process of cognition and, to a certain extent, a 
resulting content of it, this will not involve us into contradiction. 

(15.21). Coordination is indeed the cause imparting distinctness 
to our cognition. Our self-conscious image of (e. g.) a blue patch is, 
on the other hand, the content obtaining distinctness. And if it is 
asked how is it possible for the same cognition to be (at once) ob
taining and imparting distinctness, we shall answer as follows. 

(15.22). When we become aware of the similarity of our cognition 
{with other blue objects), it then appears (as though) grasping 
something blue in a definite judgment, (<<this is blue»). 1 But (at the 
same time our cognition is being determined as a self-conscious image 
of the blue, (it may then be regarded as a content which is being 
grasped and thus) obtains distinctness. 

(16.3). Therefore coordination, when (it is regarded as a process 
and) contrasted (with other processes which are) not coordination, 
becomes the cause conferring distinctness (and self-consciousness on our 
cognitions). But when (the process has been, as it were, stabilized and) 
our cognition appears as a self-conscious image of the blue, it is then 
contrasted (with other ideas which are) not images of the blue (and it 
then can be regarded as a content) obtaining distinctness.ll 

(16.4). What imparts distinctness (to our cognitions) is a con
structed image. It must be regarded as something which is called 
forth (in us) by the influence of (pure) sensation.a But it is not itself 
(strictly speaking) a sense-perception,40 because the latter is (passive), 
non-constructive:; and therefore it is not capable of delineating its 
own self in the shape of a self-conscious image of the blue patch.6 

(16.6). Althongh our sensation which has not yet been determined 
in the judgment 7 «(( this is blue») really exists, it is nevertheless 

I ni~caya-pratyaya = kalpana, cpo above p. 20 n. 6. 
II Lit., p. 15.22-16.4. ((Because this cognition (mjfliina), being experienced 

{anubhuyamiina) as similar, is settled in a thought of ascertainment as grasping the 
blue, therefore similarity, when it ia grasped, is the cause of establishing. And 
this knowledge, when being established in a thought of ascertainment as a self
conscious cognition (sa1!lvedana) of blue, i. (the result) which is being established. 
Therefore similarity is a cause establishing cognition by excluding the non
llimilar. And its having the form a conscious idea (bodha) of blue is being 
established by excluding the idea of non-blue». 

3 p,.atyak~a·bala = nif'Vikalpaka-bala. 
4 pratyak?am eva. 5 nirtJikalpakatvlit. 
6 nila.bodha. 7 nwcaya-pratyayena. 
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quasi altogether non-existent,l (if we want it to represent) the self
conscious idea of the blue patch. Therefore our cognition (begins) 
really to exist as possessing its essence of a self-conscious image of 
the blue 2 only when it is being definitely shaped in the judgment 
("this is blue )).3 (Coordination is then immanent to the image). 

§ 8. PERCEPTION IS A JUDGMENT. 

(16.7). (Pure) sense-perception thus becomes a (real) source of our 
knowledge only when it has elicited a judgment. As long as the 
judgment has not been produced, our cognition has not been determi
ned in its essence of a self-conscious idea of the blue. 

(16.9). Thus it is that without such judgment cognition is resultless, 
since its essence, the distinct image of the object, has not been 
elicited. Such a mental (process) cannot even be regarded as cogni
tion, since the most characteristic feature of cognition is here in 
abeyance. (16.10). But when the definite judgment (((this is blue,,) 
has been elicited (intemally) and the mental process contains the 
self-conscious image of the blue patch as determined through its 
coordination, it is then proved that just this coordination is the (real] 
source of our knowledge, since it is the cause which gives it distinct· 
ness. 

(16.12). If it is so, then sense-perception becomes a (real) sourcE 
of our knowJedge only in combination with a (constructed) judgment 
and not (in its genuine form of) a pure (sensation). Not (quite) so. 
Because in a perceptive judgment which is produced on the basis of 
a sensation, we judge that we see the object, but not that we imagine it.4 
(16. 13) (I Seeing" is the function of direct cognition, we call it presen
ting the object directly (in our ken). ((Imagining", on the other hand, 
is the function of constructive (synthetic) thought. 5 

(16.14). Indeed, when we mentally construct an absent object, we ima
gine it, we do not sec it. Thus it is that our own experience proves that 

1 asat.1caZpam et'a. 
2 nila-bodha-atmanii. 
8 niScayena = kaZpanaya. 
4 Lit" p. 16.13. ((Beca.use by a judgment (adhyatla8aya) which has been 

produced by the influence of sensatIon (pratya~a = nirvikalpaka) the object is de
finitely realized (atJa8iyate) as seen, not a.s imagined ». 

5 tJikaZpa = kaZpana. 
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the procedure of constructive thought consists in imagination.1 (16.16). 
Therefore, when we have a perceptive judgment (concerning the preserce) 
of an object (in our ken), (although it is a construction, nevertheless) 
our synthetic thought conceals (as it were) its proper function, and 
gives prominence to the function of direct presentation. We then 
(usually say) that it is just perception alone that has brought us this 
knowledge. 2 

End of the first chapter of the Short Treatif'e 
of Logic. 

1 Lit., p. 16. 15-17. «Thus from experience (amlbhata) they resolve 
that the functiou of thought is (productive) imagination. Therefore in what object 
judgment (adhyavasiiya) preceded by sensation (pratya'J.:§a), after having concealed 
its own function, presents the function of sensation, there just pure sensation alone 
is the source of knowledge (prama~a) '). 

2 This concluding passage mig'ht have been easily misunderstood as suggesting 
that the discussion about the process and the result of cognition refers to the 
relation between the sensation and the following construction, or judgment, but it is 
not so. The trend of the discussion is to show that self·consciousness is not the 
attribute of a Soul, but it is immanent to every cognition without exception, it is 
neither a substance, nor the attribute of a substance, it is k§a1'!fka. Pure sense
perception, says Tattvas., p. 390.7, although containing no construction, possesses 
the force of evoking a construction, or a judgment, avikalpakam api jniinam 
'1;tkcilpotpatti.saktimat. As stated above, p. 43 n, there is here a causal relation 
between two facts. The Buddhists do not in the least deny that in cognition the 
first indefinite sensation (nirtika.7paka) is followed by the construction of a definite 
image or idea (lavika7paka = pratW), and the latter by a purposive action (artha
kriyii). They do not deny that the preceding step is the cause and the following the 
result, (with the proviso of the Buddhist conception of Causation). But in considering 
the question of the result they neglect the separate moments (purviiparayo~! 
Tc~a1Jayor e'kat'l:1idhyar;asayiit, Tipp., p. 41. 1), they take cognition as a unity and 
maintain that the result of the act of cognizing is cognition, or the self-conscious idE'a. 
As against the Realists they maintain that we do not know the external object, our 
images are not constructed by the external world, but the external world is con
structed according to our images, that there is no ((act of grasping» of the objert 
by the intellect, that our idea of the object is a unity to which two different aspects 
are imputed, the «grasping» aspect (griihaka-akara) and the « grasped» aspect 
(grahya). This same idea is also the idea of the potential purpQsi,.e action (prapa~U/
Jjogy'i- kara!~a·likiira). In this sense there is no difference between the act and the 
result of cognition, between prama~ and pramii1'!a.phala and we may by imputa. 
tion speak of a coordination (si!j'upya) of the blue with a recognizable point of rea· 
lity, and its distinction from the not-blue, as a kind of source of our knowledge, 
cpo below the note on p. 49-50. 



CHAPTER II. 

INFERENCE AS A PROOESS OF THOUGHT. 

§ 1. DEFINITION AND RESULT. 

(17.1). After having done with perception, (the author) proceeds to 
~nalyse inference and says, 

1. I n fer e n c e i s two f 0 I d. 

(17.3). Inference is twofold, i. e., there are two different inferences. 
Now, what is the reason for (our author) to start suddenly by poin
ting out this division, when we would expect a definition? We answer. 
Inference «for others)) consists of propositions, (it is a communication). 
Inference Ie for oneself II is an (internal) process of cognition. Since they are 
absolutely different things, no inclusive definition is possible. (17.5). thus 
it is intended to give (two different) definitions, each appertaining to 
one class only, (and for this aim it becomes necessary) to start with 
a division. FOr a division is an indication (of the number) of instances. 
When this has been done, it becomes possible to frame definitions 
suited to each case separately. Not otherwise. Thus to state a di
vision means (here) t.o divide the definitions.l Having realized that it 
is impossible to do it (here) without previously indicating the number 
of instances, the author begins by setting forth the division. 2 

1 Lit., p. 17. 7. ccTherefore the statement about the division of species is (here) 
nothing but (eva) a means (anga) of distinguishing between the definitions». 

2 Dignaga's reform in logic aimed at a distinction between logic as a theory 
of cognition and logic as a teaching about various dialectical methods. The logic 
of the early N aiyayikas was exlusively dialectical. Dignaga therefore deals with 
dialectics under the heading of inference afor others». The three-membered syl
logism belongs only indirectly to the province of epistemological logic along with 
other dialectical methods. But inference as a process of thonght distinguished from 
seose-perception is quite a different thing. Our t.erminology is so much influenced by 
Aristotle that we cannot free ourselves enough to find terms corresponding to In-
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(17.9). What are these two varieties? 

2. For 0 n e s e If and for 0 the r s. 

(17.11). (Internal inference is) inference (tior one self». When we 
~ognize something (internally) for ourselves, the inference is an internal 
:process of cognition). (Its formulation in speech) is inference (Cfor 
:>thers Il, it is (a method) of communicating knowledge to others. 

(17.13). Between these two inferences, for oneself and for others, 
what is the characteristic of the first? The author says, 

3. .A. cog n it ion w h i chi s pro d u c e d (i n d ire c t I y) 
through a mark that has a threefold aspect,and 
w hi c h ref e r s to an 0 b j e c t, (n 0 t per c e i v ed, but) 
inferred-is internal inference. l 

(18.2). The threefold aspect of the mark will be treated later on. a 
.A. (logical) mark is that by which something is marked off, which con· 
veys something, (from which something indirectly follows). (18. 3). The 
words (.produced from this threefold mark» characterize internal inference 
by its origin. (18.4). The words «referring to an inferred object)) charac
terize it from the objective side. What is produced by this threefold 
mark is also an object upon which the threefold mark is directed. 
(18.5). Thus the definition will be - internal inference is cognition 3 

dian conceptions. Every synthetic operation of thought, sarUpya-lak~a~am pra. 
matwmanumanam, as opposed to the non-synthetic idealsense-perception,isiuference. 
Ran t's conception about two transcendental sources of knowledge, the senses and 
the intellect, comes much nearer to Dignaga's standpoint than our usual ideas about 
sense-perception and inference. In Pro samucc., II. 1-2, the reason is given why 
inference alone receives a double treatment. as a process of thougbt and as a mode 
of communicating it, whereas perception is treated only as a process of cognition: 
perception namely is imo;pre88ible (abh~'1apa-kalpana-apQiJ,ha). About a similar 
division in the VaisejJika school cpo H. Jacobi, Indische Logik, p. 479:1f, my 
article in Museon 1904, L. Suali, Introduzione, p. 417, FaddegoJ;l, The 
Vaisefjika-system, p. 314 ff. 

1 Read p. 18. 1 tat st'arthZinumanam. 
2 On the three aspects of the logical reason see i!riff'lt, § 2. They are here 

mentioned, as Vinitadeva remarks, p_ 56, in order to distinguish a valid infe· 
rence from logical error which is always produced by a deficiency in one or several 
aspects of the mark. 

S The word iftanam, according to the same author, lays stress npon the fact 
that the logical mark ~inga) or reason (hetu) produces cognition when it is defi
nitely cognized. Sensation (nit""{kalpaka-pratyak~a), indeed, works automatically 
(sva-sltttaya, stJa-raaikatltyli)! whereas a logical mark leads to a conclusion when 
it has been definitely cognized (jfiiita;tvBnIt). Inference or indirect lmowledge repre
sents thus the spontaneous, synthetic, definitely conscious element in cognition. 
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produced by a three-aspected mark and concerning an inferred 
object. 

(18.7). This is (our author's) answer to the different definitions (of 
other schools). He now proceeds to repudiate the misconception about 
(the supposed difference between inference and its) result. 

4. The dis tin c t ion bet wee n a sou r ceo f cog n i
tion and its result is here just the same as in 
the case of perception.1 

(18.9). (The problem of a special) result produced by the act of 
cognizing must be solved here, in the case of inference, just in the 
same manner as it has been done for perception. (18.10). Indeed, 
when we have some (indefinite) sensation (and) begin to feel that it is 
coordinated with the object (blue», (our sensation) then takes the 
shape of a definite self-conscious idea 2 of the blue. We thus (may 
regard) the fact of coordination of our cognition with its object ((blue» 
as (a kind of) cognitive activity producing distinctness. (The same 
cognitive fact) viewed as a definite self-conscious idea of the blue (may 
be regarded as) the resulting (mental content) obtaining distinctness.s 

1 Vinltadeva's comment on this siitra, p. 56.16 ff., runs thus. «Just as in 
the case of perception this very cognition (i. e., the definite presentation) has been 
said to be the result of that cognitive method, just so in this case (i. e., in infe
rence) just the cognition of the inference (anumana8yajnanam) is the result of co
gnition (pramatl-a-phalam), since it has the character of definitely ascertaining the 
object (artha-viniscaya-svabhavatvat). Just as coordInation (or similarity, siir'Upya) 
with the perceived object is a mode of (definite) cognition, just so coordination of the 
inferred object is a mode of (definite) cognition, because through it (i. e., through 
coordination) the definite ascertainment of the object is established». 

2 nila-bodha = nila-sa~1'eaana = nila-anubhava = nilam iti vijfianam, cp_ 
above, p. 16 n. l. 

3 The realistic systems pondered over the problem of a special result for every 
special mode of cognition and considered it as a series of steps in the act of cogni
zing, the following step being a result of the preceding one. The result of the 
inferential mode of cognition of an object consisted in the conclusion of the inference, 
it was considered as the result of the preceding step, the minor premise (=t'{tiya
linga-paramarsa). A further result was the idea of a purposive action and that 
action itself. Without at all denying the existence ofthese steps and their character 
of cause and effect, the Buddhists applied to them their conception of Causality 
(pratitya-samutpada = nirvyiiparal: sarve dhaf'rn1il}, cpo Pro samucc. 1. 10 and 
KamalasIla, p. 392. 12). But the problem of the result, as has been stated above, 
p. 39, they considered from an altogether different standpoint. The result of cogni
zing, they declared, is cognition. In this respect there is no difference between per
ception and inference. The latter is not then regarded as consisting of a sequel 
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(18.11). Just the same (can be maintained in regard of the object 
cognized through) inference. (Supposing we have cognized through an 

of judgments, but as a single judgment or even a single idea, ekam '1Jijnanam, cpo 
Kyaya-Kanikli, p. 125.2 ff. In perception we cognize the object in its own form 
directly, in inference we cognize it indirectly through its mark. But the result is 
the same, it is a self-conscious idea coordinated with some external reality. This 
idea has a double aspect, the object-aspect (gj'ahva) and the self-aspect (griihaka). 
There is no difference between cognizer, instrument, act, object aud result, thl.'y are 
merely different aspects of the idea (vijiUina). Thus these Buddhists are called 
Idealists (~jjl,ana-vadin). When we, e. g., cognize through an inference the pre
sence somewhere of fire, the selfconscious idea of the fire is the result. In its incho
ative state it is just a feeling of something either desirable or undesirable, this is 
its self-aspect which through coordination develops an object-aspect (Pr. samucc. 
1. 10). The difference between perception and inference is not in their result which, 
from this standpoint, is the same, but in their essence and in their respective objects, 
says Dignaga, Pro samuec., ILL The essence of perception is to give a vivid, 
immediate image. This vividness is inexpressible in speech. If, comment~ Jine n
drabuddhi, f. 95. a. 4, it could be so expressed, then the hlind could see colours 
through verbal testimony. Iuference produces an abstract, dim, non-vivid image of 
the object. As regards the prima facie object, in perception it is the particular, ill 
inference the universal, the abstract, the imagined which is always dim. The self
conscious idea being the only result can nevertheless be viewed in different aspects. 
Coordination of the image with a recognizable point, the judgment (( this is blue », 
produces its identity and distinctness, its contrast with everything else. This 
aspect can be regarded as the act or the source of knowledge (prama!la), because 
this feature appears as the most decisive factor of cognition, prakr~~a-upakaraka 
c:r i p p., p. 42.3) = siidhakatama-kiira1Ja = adhipati-pratyaya. The self-conscious 
distinct idea (prat'iti = bodha = sa'f!lVedana = vijniina) can be regarded as a kind 
of result (pramatuX-phala).-The statement that the result of inference is the same as 
the result of perception reminds ns of the view expressed, among others, by B. Bo
sanquet that (the task of drawing a line between what is and what is not infe
rence is an impossible one» (Logic, II. 16). When this author further states that 
(I at least a suggested distinction» is as «between direct and indirect reference to 
Beality» (ibid. n. 27), we see at once that this is quite the view of Dignaga. 
When we also read that ((the processes of Recognition, Abstraction, Comparison, 
Identification, Discrimination ... are characteristics which no judgment or inference 
is without» (ibid. II. 20), and that perception always contains some inference, we are 
reminded of the rOle attributed to sa"uP!la and vyavrtti. When it is stated that 
«every idea which is entertained must be taken to be ultimately affirmed of reality» 
(ibid. I. 6, 76 ff., 146 if.) we are reminded of the rOle of 8vtl-la7c~a!l-a, and when the 
sanscritist reads that «consciousness is a single persistent judgment» (ibid, I. 4), he 
cannot but think of adhyavasaya = niscaya = 7calpana = buddhi = vidniina. -
Some details about the interesting fact of a certain similarity betwee.u Digniga's 
Logic and that form of this science which it has received in Germany, under the 
influenceofKan tian ideas, at the hands of Lotze, Schuppe andSigwart and in the 
works of B. Bosanquet and others in England, will be found in the Introduction. 
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inference the presence somewhere of a patch of blue colourY This 
image of the blue arises (at first indefinitely); it is then settled as a 
definite self-conscious idea of a blue patch (by the way of its contrast 
with other colours which are not blue). Thus the coordination of the 
blue, (its contrastS! with other colours, may be regarded) as the source 
()f such a (definitely circumscribed image), and the imagined 3 distinet 
representation will then appear as its result, because it is through coor
dination (and contrast) that the definite image of the blue is realized. 

(18.15). The misconceptions about the number (of varieties), the es
sence and the result (of indirect cognition) have thus been repudiated. 
The misconception. concerning the object cognized through inference 
has been repudiated in the chapter on perception. 4 

§ 2. INVARIABLE OONCOMITANCE OR THE THREE ASPECTS OF A 

VALID LOGICAL MARK. 

(18.16). When specifying the definition (of an internal inference), 
the three aspects of the logical mark have occasionally been mentioned. 
They are now defined. 

5. The three aspects of the mark are (first)-((justl) 
its pre sen c e in the 0 b j e c t cog n i zed by in fer e n c e. 

(18.18). The three-aspected mark means that the mark has three 
aspects. We must understand ~ that they will now be explained. The 
(author) accordingly goes on to explain what these three aspects are. 
(18.19). What an object of inference (a minor term) is, will be stated 
later on. The first aspect of the mark consists "just)) in its presence 
in this object, (i. e., in its presence there in any case, but not in its 
presence exclusively there. 6 This presence is) (Cnecessary». 

1 A patch of blue colour is the usual example of sense-perception. But here it 
is taken as an object whose presence is not perceived, but inferred. As a matterof 
fact, any real object can be cognized either directly by sense-perception or indirectly 
through inference or verbal testimony. Vinitadeva. refrains from thIs example. 

2 saropya = atad-vyiivrtti = anya-vyavrtti = anya-yoga-vyavacckeda = akiira 
= abhasa. 

3 vfkalpana. 
4 See above, p. 37. 
5 Lit., «we must add (se~a~)). 
6 The usual example of an inference is the following one, 

Wherever there is smoke there is also fire. 
On this spot there is smoke, 
Hence there is fire. 
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(18.20). Although the word «necesRary" is not expressed in the 
definition of this (first aspect), it nevertheless (will be) found at the 
end, (when defining the third aspect). It must be equally referred to 
both the preceding aspects. (19.1). Because the mark produces a cog
nition of an absent object (by logical neccessity), not by a possibility 
to do it, as e. g., a seed (which is capable of) producing a sprout. (The 
seed, even if we do not perceive it, is fit to produce a sprout). 1 But 
smoke, (the mark of fire), if we do not perceive it, will never produce 
the cognition (of the presence of fire in a given place). (19.2). Neither 
is the mark comparable to the light of a lamp (when it reveals the 
presence) of, e. g., a jar. (Such) revelation of concealed objects is a cause 
(producing) knowledge of anything (that happens to be present). (There 
is no necessary bond between the lamp and the jar). 2 Supposing, indeed, 
(smoke) is perceived, nevertheless we will not know (the presence 
of fire) if we know nothing about its necessary 3 concomitance (with 

The object of the inference, or minor terms must necessarily posses, Cfjust" the 
presence of the mark, or middle term, smoke, i. e. smoke must be ((just» present, 
not absent. The particle ((just» (era) lays stress on tbat word of the sentence to 
which it is attached and thus changes the meaning of the sentence altogether. In 
the sentence (cOn this spot there is "just" presence of smoke») the intention of the 
speaker is to express that smoke is really pres~nt, not ahsent. If it were said that 
(I "just" the smoke is present), this would mean that the speaker's intention is to deny 
the presence of something else. If it were said that (I the smoke is present "just" on 
this spotll, the intention of the speaker would be to deny its presence elsewhere 
and to assert its presence exclusively on one spot. Every word of this definition is 
full of meaning, because each of them precludes some special logical error in the 
complete system of fallacies. Special fallacies will ensue 1) if the middle term will 
not be present at all, 2) if it will not be «just» pr~scnt, i. e., present in one part of 
the minor and absent iu the other, and 3) if its presence is not necessary, i. e., 
problematic. The translation of eva by cejust)l is resorted to for want of another~ 

1 Cpo Tipp., p. 40.16. 
2 Lit., p. 19.1-2. (( Because the mark is not the cause of the cognition of the 

concealed by possibility, as the seed of the sprout, since from an unseen smoke :fire 
is not kuown. Neither is it an illumination of concealed objects depending upon 
(the production) of a cognition (having) its own object, as ..• )), cpo Tib., p. 42.4. 

3 The Buddhist conception of concomitance is that it represents an inva.ri
able and necessary connection. They then give what they suppose t() be an ex
haustiye, although very simple, table of all possible logical connections. This is 
part of their general idea about the validity of knowledge, pt'amatta-viniScaya
viida, cpo above p. 7. Vinitadeva says, p. 58.2, that concomitance is a neces
sary bond, because such is the nature of knowledge, yatllii-p'1'arnii'!la-s~·abhiivena. 

There is a divergence all this point between the Buddhists and the N aiyiiyikas. 
The :first maintain the II necessity)), (winiibha'l:a, nantariyaKatta, of invariable con-
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the latter) 1 (19. 3). Therefore the function of the logical mark, owing 
to which it is able to create cognition of absent things, is nothing else 
than the necessity of an invariable concomitance between (the per
ceived mark and) the absent object. (19.4). It follows that the word 
« necessary» must be referred to aU the three aspects in which the 
mark manifests itself, since all these three forms, viz. 1. the positive 
concomitance of the mark with the deduced predicate, 2. its contrapo
sition (or the inverted concomitance of their negations) and 3. the 
presence of the thus characterized mark upon the subject of the 
conclusion - all these three connections, since they represent the 
essence of the function performed by a logical mark, must be ascer
tained as being necessary. 

(19.6). The word «presence)) (in the above definition) aims at exclu
ding a (quite) unreal (non-existing) mark, as e. g., the mark of being 
amenable to the sense of vision (in an inference like the following one), 

Thesis. The (spoken) word is non-eterna1 2 

nection founded on an exhaustive table of necessary a priori existiDg principles 
(tiidCitmya-tadutpatti, cpo below p. 52, text). The second admit invariable connection 
sahacarya, avyabhiciiritva, but not necessity, since «the devil of a doubt» 
(sankli-pUiici) can never be completely removed; they deny the exhaustive table 
of connections (sambandho yo vii sa vii bhavatu) and maintain that the cODnections 
are various and can be cognized by induction, by the method of agreement and 
difference (anvaya-vyatireka), by summarizing (upasa1!lhiiretla) some observed facts, 
cpo Tatparyat.", p. 105 ff. The characteristic na yogyataya haul} (lingam) is 
repeated below, p. 47. 9 and 49.15. The comparison with a lamp is admitted by the 
N aiyayikas. 

lOne ofthe words for a logical reason, or mark, is in sanscrit hetl/, which also 
means cause. It is here distinguished as not being a producing cause (utpailaka-hetu) 
like the seed of a plant, since it does not operate automatically (slJa-sattayii) like th!l 
senses, but only when cognized (jnatataya = dr~tatayii). Neither will it be quite 
right to call it an informatory cause (jflapaka-hetl~, jflana-utpiidaka, the Tib. 
translates, p. 42.4, jfllinapek§a as if it were jfliinotpada'Tca-ape'hta-) ~omparable to 
the light thrown upon an object in the dark, because it is an ascertaining reason 
(niAcliya7ca), a fact whose connection is « necessary». 

2 The syllogism deducing the impermanent, evanescent character of the 
spoken word, and of the Bound in general, from the fact that it is produced by 
special causes, for whatsoever has a beginning has also an end,- this syllogism 
performs, in the manuals of Indian logic and in all countries which have borrowed 
their teaching of logic from India, the same fuuction as the syllogism about the 
mortality of Socrates ill European logic. The orthodox brahmanic school of Mi
maIPsakas have exhibited their religious zeal by establishing a theory according 
to which the sOlmds of the words of their Holy Scriptures were eternal substances, 
something comparable to Platonic ideas, th.e actually spoken words were then ex
plained as the accidental manifestations of these unchanging subatances. The 
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Reason. Because it is perceived by vision, etc. 1 

(19.6). The word «just)) aims at excluding a mark which is partly 
unreal, (which is present in one part of the subject only) (19.7), as 
e. g., in the infereuce,-

Thesis. Trees are sentient beings. 
Reason. Because they sleep. II 

Trees, the subject of the inference, (the minor term), possess 
sleep which is manifested by the dosing of their leaves (at night). 
But in one part of them this mark is non-existent. Indeed all trees 
do not close their leaves at night, but only some of them. 

(19.8). The definition lays stress upon the circuIDstance that the 
mark, or middle term, must in any case be connected with the minor 
term, the subject of the conclusion, (i. e., the minor premise must be 
in any case realized). If, on the contrary, the emphasis were put on 
the word «object», (i. e., the object of the inference, or the subject of 
the conclusion, the minor term), then the definition might have been 
misunderstood as intimating that the middle term must represent 
something which is the exclusive property of the minor tenn, in which 
case an inference like the following one,-

Thesis. The spoken word is non-eternal, 
Reason. Because it is apprehended by the sense of audition, 

might have been regarded as a valid inference. 8 

(19.10). The word «necessary)) aims at excluding every proble
matic mark 4, of whose presence in the object of inference we can 
have no certainty.S 

Indian logicians and all tmorthodox schools assailed this theory vehemently, it 
became thus the principle point of dissention between the early logicians. This 
syllogism was thus introduced, with infinite subtle variations, as the usual example 
in manuals, and retained its place, although the theory to which it owed its origin 
had lost very much of its importance. 

1 Read, p. 19. 6, cak§uaat'fad ity adi. 
II This syllogism is the argument by which the Jains establish the animation 

of plauts in accordance with their idea of universal animation. 
SLit., p. 19.8-10. «By putting the word «just» after the word ((presence» 

an exclusive quality (asiidhliratl0 dharma~) is set aside. If it were said «the presence 
«jush in tile object of inference, then IIjustll andibility would be a reason». 

4 sa'f!ldigdha-asiddha. 
:. As e. g., in «someone is omniscient, because he speaks~, cpo p. 56 n. 1. 
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6. It s pre sen ceo n 1 yin s i mila rca s e s. 

(19.12). The definition of a similar case will be given later on. The 
second aspect of the logical mark consists in its necessary presence 
only in similar cases. Here likewise (every word of the definition aims 
at precluding some logical fallacy). The word ((presence)) aims at exclu~ 
ding a contrary mark. Such a mark is absent in similar cases. 1 

(19.13). The word ((only» sets aside non~exclusive marks, for such 
marks are not present in similar cases «only", but in both the (similar 
and dissimilar ones).2 (19.14). The emphasis is put on the word «si
milar)), (the mark is present in similar cases ((only)), never in contrary 
cases. This does not mean that it must be present in every similar case 
without exception, but it means that it must be found in similar 
cases only, never in contrary cases). Thus the mark of «voluntary pro
duction)) will be valid (in the following inference,-

Thesis. Words are non-eternal. 
Reason. Because voluntarily produced). 

This mark (of production at will) does not extend to every case of 
non~eternality, (but it never occurs in eternal substances). 3 

(19. 15). If emphasis were put on the word (( presence", the meaning 
would have been, «just" the presence, (i. e., presence always, never 
absence), and the mark of « voluntary production» would not have been 
valid, (since it is by no means present in all non-eternal entities). 

(19.16). By the word «necessary" an uncertain logical mark is set 
aside, a mark of whose direct concomitance (with the predicate) we have 
no certainty, e. g.,-

1 As e. g., «there is here fire, because there is water >l, or « words are etprnal, 
because they are voluntarily produced». 

2 Lit., p. 19.13. «By the word «just» the general-uncertain (is set aside))), 
i. e., an uncertain reason (anaikantika,) which is overcomprehensive (siidhara,1}a), it 
is found in similar and in dissimilar cases, as e. g.,-

Thesis. Our words depend upon volition, 
Reason. Because they are impermanent. 

Impermanent things are found in similar cases, in objects whose production 
depends IIpon volition, and ill dissimilar cases, e. g, in lightning whose production 
does not depend upon human volition. 

3 Lit., p. 19.14-15. eeBy putting the emphatic word before mentioning «pre
sence» the validity (hetutvct) of «dependence on an effort» is indicated, which possesses 
existence not embrac.ing (all) similar cases)). 
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Thesis. Someone is omniscient. 
Reason. Because he speaks. 1 

The similar cases are cases of omniscience. (The existence of omni
scient beings is problematic, hence it never) can be made out with 
certainty whether they speak, (or not). 

7. Its absolute absence in dissimilar cases is 
ne ce s sary. 

(19.20). What a dissimilar case is, will be stated later on. The third 
aspect of a logical mark consists in its absolute absence in dissimilar 
cases, (such absence being characterized by) necessity. Here the word (( ab
sence)) aims at exeluding a contrary mark, since the contrary is present in 
dissimilar cases. (19.21). By the word «absolute)) an overwideII mark is 
excluded which embraces (all similar cases and) part of the dissimilar 
cases (as well), e. g., 

Thesis. Words are produced voluntari!y. 
Reason. Because they are impermanent. 

In this example the mark (impennanence) is present in one part of the 
dissimilar cases, such as lightning etc. (which are not voluntarily pro
duced and are impermanent), and absent in another one, e. g., in Space 
(which is not voluntarily produced, but is eternal). Therefore, it must 
be necessarily rejected (as a valid mark). (20.1). If instead of sa.ying 
«absolute absence in dissimilar cases)) the author would have put em
phasis on the word (( dissimilal')) cases, the meaning would have been the 
following one - «this is a valid mark which is absent in dissimilar cases 
onlY)I. Then (in the above example) the quality of «being produced vo
luntarily II would not make a valid mark, because it is really also absent 

1 The origin of this strange-looking inference is probably the following one. 
The Buddhist Saint, the arya, the Bodhisattva, is credited with the faculty of ap
prehending the Universe sub specie aeternitatis, cpo p. 32 n. When he has reached 
the dr§ti-'I1larga all his habits of thought are changed aDd he directly intuits by 
mystic intuition (yogi-pratyk§a) that condition of the world which reveals itself to 
the monistic philosopher. This is called omniscience (8arva-iikara-jrlata, 8Qrva
jnata). But this outlook is something beyond verbal expression (anirvacaniya). 
Therefore whosoever puts his teaching into words cannot be omniscient in this 
sense of the term. Cpo Nyaya- kal,kika, p. 110.15:1i. and 181. 25 ii. The problem 
reflected in this example is that Omniscience is beyond our knowledge. The terms 
have then been arranged in every possible, positive and negative, combination, as 
will be seen later on, ch. III, ailtra 76, If. Cp.alsoKamalaiiIla, p. 882. 7 and 890lf. 

2 8adhara~a, «( over-embracing », 
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in (some) of the similar (i. e. impermanent) cases (such as lightning).l 
Therefore the words "in dissimilar cases)) have not been emphasized. 
(20.3). The word «necessary» (absence) sets aside a problematic mark, 
a mark whose absence in dissimilar cases is uncertain. 

(20.5). The following question arises. When the presence of the 
mark «only)) in similar cases has been stated, its ((absolute» absence 
in dissimilar cases must evidently follow by implication.l! Why is it 
then, that two different aspects of the mark have been mentioned? 
(20.6). The answer is as follows. Either the positive concomitance 8 (of 
the mark with the predicate) 01' (its contraposition, i. e.), the inverted 
concomitance (of their negations),4 should be actually used. 5 But both 
must be without exception. 6 Not otherwise. In order to emphazise 
(this necessity) both aspects have been mentioned. (20.7). If however 
both were actually used without being applied strictly, we would have 
the following result - "a mark which is present in similar and absent 
in dissimilar cases is valid ", and then we would have a valid inference in 
the following example, 

Thesis. The (child in the womb of this woman) has a dark complexion. 
Reason. Because it is her child. 
Example. Just as her other children whom we see. 

In this example the fact of being the son of this woman would be 
a valid mark, (although this is not the case, since the complexion of 
the future child depends upon the diet of the mother).7 (20. 9). There
fore, either the positive concomitance Or its contraposition must be 
actually used in inference. But both must needs be without exception 

1 Lit., p. 20. 1-2. «(Supposing) the emphatic word precedes the word 
absence, the meaning would be the following one, «that is a reason which is ab
sent in dissimilar cases only D. But the «being produced by a voluntary effort» is also 
absent in some of the similar cases, (i. e., in some impermanent objects), there
fore it would not be a reason ». 

2 Lit., p. 20.5. (cBut when it is sa.id the presence (<just» in similar cases, 
does it not necessarily follow that in the dissimilar cases there is «just» absence?'}) 

3 anf)aya, corresponding to the major premise of the first figure of Aristotle's 
syllogism. 

4, vyatireka, contraposition. 
5 prayoktavya, lit. «formulated». 
6 niyamavan, limited, necessary. 
i When a pregnant woman feeds on vegetables the complexion of the ehild is 

supposed to turn out darker than when she keeps a milk diet. This is th.e usual 
example of an unsufficiently warranted generalization. 
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in order that the necessary connection of the proving (mark) with the 
derived (predicate) should be established. (20.10). And since they mUf(t 
necessarily allow of no exception, only one of them should actually be 
expressed, not both together. Thus it is that these two aspects of the 
logical mark are given (out of practical considerations), in order to 
teach precision in using either the positive concomitance of the mark 
with the predicate or its contraposition. 

§ 3. MINOR TERM. INDUCTION FROM SIMILAR AND DISSIMILAR 

INSTANCES. 

(20.13). When giving an aceount of the three aspects of the logil'al 
mark, (the terms) «object of inference)), ((similar case)), «dissimilar 
casell have been mentioned. Their definition shall now be given. What 
is here understood under object of inference? 

8. The object (cognized in) inference is here the 
substratum whose property it is desired to cognize. 

(20.16). The word ((here)) means that the object of inference ap
pears as a substance (a substratum) when the definition of its mark is 
considered, (the mark being an attribute of this substance). But from 
another standpoint, when the deduced (conclusion) is realized, the sub
ject of the inference would be a complex (idea of the substratum to
gether with its property).l (20. 17). And when the invariable concomi
tance (between the middle and the major terms) is considered, then 
the inferred fact appears as an attribute 2 (of this substance, as the 

1 anumeya, ((the thing to be inft!rred ». In a general sense.it may mean an object 
which possesses the united properties of the major, the minor and the middle 
terms, e. g., «the mortal man Socratesll, it is then ekam 'lJijnanam. It may also mean 
the major term or the conclusion separately, as well as the thesis which is 
also the conclusion (= pak§a = sadhya). In a special sense it means the minor term, 
the subject of the conclusion,and even, more precisely, the underlying substratum 
(dharmin), the efficient point·instant, that underlying point of reality upon which any 
amount of interconnected qualities may be assembled as a superstructure. The Bud
dhists do not admit the transcendental reality of the relation between substance and 
quality (dharma-dharmi·bhara). The snbstratum alone is reality. the qualities are 
construction. Therefore in the formulatioD of inferences the subject of the conclu
sion, the minor term, since it contains a reference to this indefinite substratum, is 
usually expressed by «herell, «now», «this". And even when not so expressed it is 
a.lways so understood in every judgment or inference, cp.B.Bosanq uet, Logic. 1.146. 

2 dharma, not dharmin, i. e., the major term, the inferred, the deduced 
quality. 
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major term). In order to point out (these differences) the word 
«here)) has been used. We call «object of inference» an object whose 
property, or specification, it is desired to cognize. 

What is a similar case? 

9. A s i mil arc as e is an 0 b j e c t w hi chi s s i mila r 
through the common possession of the inferred 
property. 

(20.21). A similar case is a similar object. An object which is si
milar, which is analogous to the object of the inference, which meta
phorically is called its copartner. It is characterized by the word « si
milar)).l (20.22). All right! But what is this similarity which unites 
one part with its counterpart? The answer is, (they are similar) by the 
common possession of a quality which is the logical predicate. It is 
(the predicate), the thing to be proved, since it is not yet provbd (as long as 
the inference is not concluded), and it is a property, because its existence 
depends upon a substratum from which it difl'ers. Thus it is a predi
cated (or derived) quality, (a property whose existence is being de
duced). (21. '2). No partieular can ever make a logical predicate. ll It is 
(always) a universal. Therefore, it is here stated that the thing to be 
cognized, (the logical predicate) is a common property. It is a predi
cated property and it is general. The similar case is similar to the 
object of the inference, because both are comprehended in the univer
sality of the predicated quality. 

(21. 5). What is a dissimilar case? It is said, 

10. A case which is not similar is dissimilar
(it can be) different from it, contrary to it 01' 

its absence. 

(21. 7). That which is not similar is dissimilar. What is it that 
cannot be similar? That what is different from the similar, what is 
contrary to it, and what is equivalent to the absence of a similar case. 
(21. 8). Both the being different and the being contrary cannot be con
ceived so long as the concrete absence 8 of the similar case is not 
realized. (21. 9). Therefore the conceptions of being different and of 

1 Lit., p. 20.22. «The word 8a is a substitute for 8ama1laD. 
11 Particular (1!iSt~a) is here called what we would call substance (= dharmin)t 

since it is contrasted with every predicate. In sntra II. 8, on the contrary, tnSl¥a = 
dharma, it refers to a general quality which characterizes a particular. 

3 svabhava-abhiiva, this refers to the second virodha, cpo III. 77; virudd7ta of 
IL 10 would then refer to 8ahiinavasthiinam) cpo p. 70.22. 
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being contrary include the conception of the absence of a similar 
case, because through the analysis of these two conceptions (the third 
one) is revealed. 1 (21. 10). Thus it is, that absence is conceived as so
mething representing the non-existence of a similar case directly. Dif
ference and contrariety are conceived as representing it indirectly. 
Therefore all three are dissimilar cases. 

§ 4. THREE KINDS OF LOGIOAL MARKS. CLASSIFICATION 

OF INFERENUES. 

11. And there are only three varieties of the 
three-aspected mark. 

(21. 13). Owing to its three aspects the logical mark is threefold. 
Another division in three varieties is now added (in the words (and 
there are only three varieties of the three-aspected mark))).2 The que
stioner 3 has first asked about the three aspects of the mark, now he 
has (another) question concerning (the varieties of) the three-aspected 
mark. Of them the three aspects have already been defined. The three 
varieties are next going to be defined. The threefold marks are just 
three, i. e., there are only three varieties (of the mark). What are 
they? 

12. Neg a t ion, Ide n tit y and C a usa t ion. 

(21. 18). The predicate (is either denied or affirmed), when it is 
denied, negation 4 (is its mark and it has) the three aspects. When it 
is affirmed, (its mark is either) existentially identical 5 with it, or (when 
it is different, it represents) its effect. (Both) possess the three aspects. 

(21. 20). An example of Negation is (now) given. 

1 Lit., p. 21. 10. (Therefore by the force of the realization of the «otherll 
and of the « contrary ll, the other and the contrary are realized as possessing the 
form (or essence = 8varilpa) of the non-existence of the similar D. 

l! Lit., p. 2l. 13. «The word «andll aims at the addition of another (group of 
three) which will be indicated». 

S This interpretation of the word paretu' is supported by the Tib. transl. 
Otherwise it seems more natural to translate, ceone threefold division has been 
given above, another threefold division follows)). 

4, anupalabdhi; upalabdhi =jfl,ana, cpo text p. 22. 6, i. e., definite cognition, 
savikalpaka. 

1\ 8vabhava, own existence, essence. One thing, e. g., sif!/sapa, is said to be the 
«own existence» of the other, e. g., « tree», when it contains the latter in its intensi
on (comprehension, connotation) and is itself contained under the latter's extension, 
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13. Between these (three, the formula) of Nega
tion is as follows. 

Thesis. On some particular place there is no jar. 
Reason. Because it is not perceived, although 

the con d i ti 0 n s 1 0 f per c e p t ion are f u If i 11 e d. l! 

(22. 3). Formula 3 means generalization. oj, Any other instance of 
negation is such as this one, not this alone. A «particular place)) is 
a place before the eyes of the observer, but not every such place (hap
pening to be before his eyes). It is added «some', (particular place). 

being subaltern (ryapya) to the latter. Both are then said to be « existentially 
identical (tadUtman) and become subject and predicate of an analytical judgment, 
e. g., « Asoka is a tree ». According to the Buddhist conception it is not a judgment 
or proposition with two terms, but an inference with three terms, since a point
instant of reality, a localisation in time-space, must be added, or tinderstood, in order 
to make it a real cognition, or a cognition of Reality. It then receives the form of «this 
is a tree, because it is an Asoka)). (( Tree)) is analytically connected or deduced from 
« Asokall. This conception of identity is the counterpart ofthe Buddhist conception of 
( otherness ». According to the law of otherness (viruddha-dharma-aa1[lsarga), as has 
been mentioned above, p. 8 n., existence is conceived as split into chains of discrete 
moments (k~atla). Two consecutive moments in the existence of what appears to us as 
the same thing constitute two different realities, every moment is ccanother» object. 
All the characteristics which can be given to au object at the same moment are called 
ccexistentialIy:connected» or «identicaill. Thus Asoka, tree, hard body, thing, sub
stance, existence etc. will be identical in this sense, we would say analytically 
connected. This relation of Identity is contrasted with the relation of Causality 
which is a relation between two moments jollowing one another. The relation be
tween seed and sprout, fire and smoke is a relation of two consecutive moments. 
Every relation which is not causality is regarded as a relation of identity. This of 
course does not exclude the existence of di:IIerent local, temporal and logical re
lations, even very complicated ones, such as the catu~-ko~i logical relation of two 
terms, but they are secondary or derivate relations. The primary relation of 
every point-instant of reality (k§at'a) is either its identity or its otherness in regard 
of the preceeding moment. The right translation of svabhava-linga would thus have 
been-a mark which is existentially identical with the fact deduced from it, since 
both are the characteristics of the same moment of reality. Cpo Sigwart's remarks 
on "essence» - das Wesen, die Natur des Dinges, - op. cit. r. 264, and notes 
below on p. 64, 65, 69 and 73. 

1 lak~ar;,a = siimagri (text p. 22.6) = hetu-pratyaya-siimagri. 
II priipta =janakatvena antarbhiita (text p. 22.7); priipti and apriipti are 

conceived in abhidharma as two special forces (viprayukta-Ila'f!lskiira) which either 
bring an element (dharma) of existence into its right place in II complex pheno
menon, or prevent it from appearing in an undue place, cpo Abh. KoSa. II. 35:II. 

3 yathii, the exact term for a syllogistic formula. is prayoga, it is very often 
replaced by simple yathii. 

4 upadarsana is here = vipllii. 
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The object 1 of the inference is constituted by a particular spot, vi
sible to the observer. (22.5). «No jar)), this is the predicate. II Percep
tion 3 means (here) knowledge. The totality of causes producing know
ledge are essential" to it, because they constitute its essence. An 
object included 5 among these (causes is so called). because it is inclu
ded among this totality, as (one of the causes) giving birth to (cogni
tion). (22. 7). An object which is in the condition of cognizability is 
(nothing else but) a visible object, (an object which could be visible). 
The words « because we do not perceive any)) contain the reason (or 
middle term). 

(22.8). Now, (it can be questioned), how is it possible for a (jar) 
to be perceptible in a place from which it is absent? It is said to be 
perceptible, although it is absent, because its perceptibility is ima
gined. We imagine this object in the following way: (df it were present 
on this spot, it certainly would have been perceived». In this case an 
object, although absent, is ex hypothesi 6 visible. (22.10). And what 
is the object which can be so imagined? It is the object whose (empty) 
place (is perceived), all the causes of this perception being present. And 
when can we judge that the causes7 are all present? When we (actually) 
perceive another object included in the same act of cognition. We call 
((included in the same act of cognition)) two objects, dependent upon 
one another, amenable to the same organ of sense, (two objects) upon 

1 dharmin = anumeya, cpo siitra II. 8. 
2 sadhya, the thing to be proved, to be deduced, to be inferred, the major 

term, it is also called anumeya, cpo comment on sntra II. 8, since the inference, or 
conclusion, represents the minor and major term combined. Subject and pre
dicate, anuvada and vidhi or vidheya, are the terms of a proposition. Since In
dian logic distinguishes sharply between judgment and proposition the term pre
dicate is used only for want of another one. 

s upalabdhi is cognition in general, but anupalabdhi is non-cognition or nega
tion conceived as the absence of sense-perception (drsya-anupalabdhi), therefore it 
ean be here rendered as perception, cpo text, p. 37. 5 - upalabdhi~. = vidhilJ,. 

4 lak8a~a = la~yate anena. 
5 prapta = antar-bhuta. 
6 samiiropya. 
7 samagri or hetu-p'ratyaya-samagri are the four pratyayas which also in

dude the hetus, hetu-pralyaya, iUambana-, 8amanantara- and adhipati. The alam
balta or artha being here reckoned separately remain the three conditions, the adhi
pati - the organ of sense, the samanantara - the preceding stream of conscious
ness, the hetu or sahakari-pralyaya, light and other circumstances. Under karatla
hetu the whole condition of the universe with respect to a given moment is 
included, cpo my N irvaJ;la, Index. 
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which the eye or another organ (can be simultaneously) fixed with 
attention. (22.12). Indeed, when two such objects are (before us) we can
not confine our perception to one of them, since there is no difference 
between them as regards possibility of perception.1 (22.13). Therefore 
if we actually perceive only one of them, we (naturally) imagine that 
if the other were present, we should likewise perceive it, because the 
totality of the necessary conditions is fulfilled. 2 Thus something fan
cied as perceptibile is imputed. The non-cognition of such an object is 
called negation of a hypothetical visibility.3 (22.15). Therefore that 
very spot from which the jar is absent and that cognition which is in
tent upon it are both styled negation of a possible visibility, since 
they are the real source of negative judgments. 4 

(22. 16). Indeed we must at first be able to assert the presence of the 
(second) object which is a part of the same perception, and (then be able 
to assert that we have) this cognition. As long as (these two judg
ments are not made) we will never be able to assert the absellce of 
something that could be present.:> (22.17). Consequently what we 
call negation is (not absence of knowledge, but) a positive reality,6 and 
an (assertory) cognition of it. (22.18). The simple unqualified absence 
of cognition, since it itself contains no assertion at all, can convey no 
knowledge. But when we speak of negation whose essence 7 is a negation 
{)f hypothetical perceptibility, these words may be regardell as 
necessarily implying S a bare place where there is no jar and the 

1 yogyat1i. 

2 Lit., p. 22. 13-14. «Therefore when one (thing) combined in one cognition 
is visible, if tbe second would possess the whole totality of vision, it wonld be just 
(eva) visible )). 

3 drsya-anlJpalabdhi, it is contrasted with adrsya-anupalabdhi, negation of 
such objects which can never be visible, which we therefore cannot imagine as 
visible, i. e., transcendental objects, as c. g., an omniscient being whose existence 
can neither be affirmed, nor denied, since it is somothing nnknown to experience, it 
cannot be imagined as being experienced. Negation is a source of real knowledge 
(niscaya) only in regard to objects experimentally known. 

4 Lit. «the cause of a judgment (niscaya) about non-cognition of the (hypo
thetically) visible (drsya))). About niscaya as jndgment cpo above, p. 20 n.6. 

5 Lit., p. 22.16-17. «Indeed as long as the object combined in one cognition 
is not asserted (niScita) and its knowledge (is not asserted), so long there is no as
sertion of a non-cognition of the (hypothetically) visible ». 

6 vastu. 
7 Tupa. 

S vacana-samarthylid era. 
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cognition of that same bare place. (Negation means the presence of a 
bare spot as well as the fact of its cognition). 

(22. 20). Further, what is meant by the presence of (the totality) 
of conditions producing cognition? 

14. The presence of (all) the conditions of 
cog nit ion con sis t sin the pre sen ceo fan i n d i v i
d u ale n tit y and the tot a lit y 0 f a 11 0 the r c 0 n
ditions of cognition. 

(22.23). The conditions of cognition are present,-this means that 
the totality of the causes producing the perception, e. g., of a jar, is pre
sent. The words (ethe totality of all other conditions)) have the follow
ing meaning. The cognition of a jar is produced (partly) by the jar 
itself, (partly) by other factors, the sense-organs etc. The words «other 
conditions)) refer to the conditions other than the perceptible jar 
itself. The (I totality)) of them means their presence. (23. 1). The exis
tence proper, that what distinguishes (one thing) from another, that 
peculiar (fact), i. e., separate (discontinuous, individually distinct 
existence).l Thus it is that an individually distinct existence and the 
presence of all other conditions must be both considered as constituting 
the perceptibility of jars and other (individual objects). 

What is an individual? The (author) says, 

15. It is a t h i n g w hi c h, be in g pre sen t, is n e
cessarily perceived when all other conditions of 
perceptibility are fulfilled.ll 

1 st;abhi'iva-vise~a means an individual in Locke's sense (Essay, XXVII. 4), 
existence individually distinct, « existence itself» (svabhiiva eva), existence which is 
« the same as long as it is continued ", existence determined by the priftCipium 
individuationis, or Grundsatz del' Individualisierung (Erdmann, op. cit., p.143). 
It must be distinguished from the extreme concrete and particnlar momentary thing 
(8valak~ar.ta = k~a'IJa) which has no duration and which is characterized by L 0 c k e, 
in a truly Indian manner, as "each perishing the moment it begins» (yasminn eva 
k~ar,te utpadyate tasminn eva vinasyati). Rgyal-thsab says, f. 25, gha!o bhiltali'it 
8vabhi'iva-t-iSi~1a~, i. e., when a jar stands out in relil'f so as to be distinguished. 
from its place, it is an individual, otherwise - according to Leibnitz' principle 
of Identity ofIndiscernables it would not be an individual. Vinitadeva explains it 
as sensible existence, a possible sense-datum, not metaphysical, na !;iprakr~ta'IJ. = 
sakya-darsana'IJ. = drsya~. The notions of sensible existence and individual exis
tence are here characteristics of the same fact. Cpo also Kamall\sila, p. 476. 1 and 
481.15. 

II .According to Dh., p. 28.7, the Tib., p. 51. 7, Vinitadeva, p. 62.5 and 
Rgyal-thsab, f. 25. a. 2, the sutra reads - 8at8" apy anye~u upalambha'p'l"aty
ay~u ya7], st1abhiiva'IJ. 8an pratyak~a eva bhavati. 
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(23.6). A.n individual means an entity which, being present, neces
sarily is perceived when all other conditions of perceptibility, i. e., the 
causes other than the perceptible jar itself, are fulfilled. The following 
is here meant!. It is a definition of perception made from the stand
point of an individual observer. (23.8). Indeed, if a man is actually 
observing something, the perceived thing possesses the two (above 
mentioned requisites of perception). But things imperceptible, whose 
place, time and essence are inaccessible/ have no distinct reality for 
him, although all other conditions of perceptibility be fulfilled. (23. 10). 
The (subjective) factors which allow the observer to see are, indeed, 
present. (Even if he sees nothing of the sort) they are present when 
he looks.s But if he does not look at all, objects, although they be 
in a place amenable to his senses, cannot be perceived. The distinct 
object is then present, the remaining conditions are not fulfilled. Things 
remote in time and place will then lack both conditions of perceptibility. 
(23. 12). Thus it is that if somebody is looking on, the distinct thing 
might be absent, but all other conditions are not absent. If he does not 
look on, then an object, situated in his ken, (an object) which he could 
perceive, (but does not perceive), is deficient with regard to the other 
(the subjective) conditions of perceptibility. (23.14). All other objects 
(the remote and the inaccessible) are then deficient in both respects. 

(23.15). After having done with the example of negation, (the 
author) proceeds to give an example of an analytical reason (founded 
on Identity). 

16. Identity is a reason for deducing a pro
perty when (the subject) alone is by itself suffi
c i e n t for t1l at d e d u c t i 0 n.4 

1 M all a vadi, fol. 49, says-nanu desa-kiila.svabhCiva.viprakr~Fi'IJ. pWiciidaYQ 
'smad - iidi -pratyayiintara- sakalyavantas, tathii iaddesa· tatkiil a- varti-puru€Qsya 
pisaca·rUpa.apek~aya apratyak~as ca, te~am apy 'U1Jalabdhi·lak~arJ-a-praptatviid 

upalabdhi-lak§u,f,Ul·priiptasyeti yad vise~at'am (22. 1) desiidi-viprakr~ta-vyiivarta
kam tad ana,.thakam evety asankya aha tad ayam iti (23.7). Cpo text, p. 33. 20 tI. 

II de§a-kiila-svabhiiva vip,.akr~ta refers to things metaphysical, uDcognizable, 
neither by the senses nor by the rea.son (= adrsya, not adrsyamiina), cpo infra 
sutrae IL 28,48,49, III. 97 and KamalasHa, p. 476. 3. Mallavadi, f.49, has 
adrsyeti, not adrsyamana. Vinltadeva seems not to involve viprakr~ta here. 

3 nanu yadii cak~ur-adibhiq· merv-adin na pasyati, tadii 7eatham cak~r· 

ii.dayafl, .mnnihital]., paddrtha-jiUinena 8lJ,nnidhya.anumitea ~lJ,m it'!! aha, ata8 cdi 
(23.10), cpo Mallavltdi, fol. 49-50. Read atas ca sannihita yair ... 

4 Lit., p. 23.16. « Own existence (svabhava) is a reason for a deduced property 
(Biidhya-dharma) which exists in its own (the reason's) existence only (read 8va-
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(23.17). The essence of a thing (can be a valid) logical reason. 
This is the idea.1 What kind of logical reason consists in its merely 
being contained in its own predicate? The predicate possesses the cha
racteristic of existing wheresoever the mere existence of the reason (is 
ascertained). (23.18). A predicate whose presence is dependent on the 
mere existence of the reason, and is dependent upon no other condi
tion besides the mere existence of the fact constituting the reason
such is the predicate which is inseparable from the reason (and can be 
analytically deduced). 

(23.20). When such (a predicate) is deduced, the reason represents 
the same fact of existence as the predicate, it is not different, (it is 
identical). 

(23.21). A.n example is given. 

satti'i-mi'itra-bhavini)). Cpo Sigwart, op. cit. I. 264, ((WO ein Subject fUr sich aus
reieht (= ,va-satta.miitra) seine Bestimmugen (= sadhya·dharma) nothwendig zu 
machen .,. fassen wir die N othwendigkcit (ni~caya) als eine innere». The subject 
in an analytical judgment is thus the « snfficient reason» for deducing the predi
cate. It is therefore rightly characterized here as a reason (ling a, ketu). It will 
also appear as "subjectJ> of the ma,jor premise in the fully expressed formnla of a 
deductive reasoning. When two characteristics are essential and coexist in the 
same object, at the same moment, the mere fact of the existence of the object 
(sca-satti'i-matra) is then sufficient for deducing the presence of its essential pro
perty. The analytical judgment «Asoka is a tree» is thus conceived as an infe
rence in the form of «this is a tree, because it is an Asoka; whatsoever i~ au Asoka 
is also a tree». The major premise in this inference is an analytical judgment. Its 
subject represents the reason (hetu), its predicate the major term (si'idhya). Their 
connection is a connection of Identity (ti'idi'itmya). Between the tree and the Asoka. 
tree there is nO difference in the underlying point of reality, the Asoka is existenti
ally identical with the tree. Dharmaklrti, therefore, characterizes their relation, 
in this sense, as founded on Identity (ti'idiitmya), cpo sUtra II. 211-25. Kant, Kri
tik d. r. V.fl, p. IV, calls analytical those judgments where the connection of the 
predicate with the subject is conceived «throngh their identity». Wundt, Logik2, 

1.234, calls it «partielle Identitl1tJ>, Bosanquet, Logic, 1.14 - «identity in diffe
rencell, Sigwart, Gp. cit, I. Ill, objecting to Kant's view, prefers to call it« agree
ment» (Uebereinstimmung). The last named author, ibid. 1.264 ff., gives also expres
sion to the view that the necessity of everything existing is deduced either out of 
its essence or out of its origin (aus dem Wesen nnd der Ursache); this would corre
spond to Dharmakirti's division of affirmation as founded either on Identity Or 
Causation (tadatmya-tatlutpathl, cpo also Schuppe, Logik, p. 128. All judgments 
which are not founded on a causal relation between the terms, and which are 
not negative, can be reduced to such a formula where the minor term is a point
instant, the major is the predicate, and the middle, which is the subject in the 
analytical judgment, represents the justification for predication. 

1 sambandlla. 
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17. As e. g.-Thesis. Th·is is a tree. 
Rea son. B e c a use it i san A S 0 k a. 

67 

(24. 2). The word « this II points to the subject (of the conclusion), 
the words (( a treell contain the predicate, the words ((because it is an 
Asoka)) contain the reason. This means,-this object is fit to be called 
a tree, because it is fit to be called an Asoka. (24.3). Now, if some 
unintelligent man who does not know the proper nse of the word ASoka 
(would reside) in a country where such trees are abundant, and if so
mebody would point out to him a high Asoka and say "this is a tree ", 
then the man, being unintelligent, will think that the height of the 
Asoka is the reason why it is called a tree. Looking at a small Asoka, 
11e would thinl{ that is not a tree. (24.6). This unintelligent man must 
be induced (to use the word tree properly, as being) the general mark 
of every Asoka. It means that not the height or some other special 
mark are the reasons for nsing the word tree, but (its essence alone), 
the mere fact of its being an Asoka, its (general) characteristics, its 
boughs and other attributes, are the reason.l 

(24.9). In order to exemplify (a deduction by causality, where the 
reason is) an effect, the author says. 

18. The e ff e c tis as f 011 0 w s. 
The sis. Her e i s fir e. 
Rea son. Be c a use the rei s sm 0 k e. 

(24.11). «Firen is the predicate (major term). "Here II is the subject. 
(minor term). "Because there is smoke)) is the reason (middle term). 

Causality is a conception familiar in common life. 2 It is known to 
be derived from experience (of the presence of the cause wherever 
there is an effect present), and from the negative experience (of the 
absence of the effect when its cause is deficient). Therefore the defini-

1 Judgments referring to the extension and comprehension of concepts are thus 
brought under this head. Vinitadeva gives here no example at all. The formula of 
Dharmakirti refers to all analytical judgments or inferences, and not to such 
cases of name-explaining alone. 

£ This of course does not mean that the every-day conception of causality is 
admitted. Dharmakirti develops his views on that subject in Pramapavinis.. 
caya. The exposition in Sarvadars. S. (p.5 :if.) is borrowed from that source. 
Cansa.lity exists only between point-instants (k§atta) which are not producing, bUi 
merely following one another. Dharmottara alludes to this theory above, text 
p. 10. 12 and in the sequel, p. 70 Jr. But predication, inferring, purposive action, 
cognition, and consequently causation are examined in logic mainly from the em
pirical point of view. 
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tion of causality is not given, in contradistinction from the analytical 
reason (whose definition has been given). 

§ 5. How ARE SYNTHETIO AND ANALYTIC JUDGMENTS POSSIBLE. 

(24. 13). (The consistency of a division into Negation, Identity and 
Causality) might be questioned. (If they are quite different) three prin
ciples, we cannot at all speak of one logical reason (in general). Ancl 
if they are the different varieties (of one genus), then (the varieties 
may be endless), because the various cases of an analytical deduction 
alone are innumerable, and it becomes impossible to reckon only three 
varieties of logical deduction. To this we answer that (the principle of 
the division) is the following one. 

19. (Cognition) is either affirmation or nega
tion, (and affirmation) is double, (as founded either 
on Identity or on Causation).l 

(24. 16). The word « here)) mean::; « among these three different 
logical reasons». Two reasons establish realities. TIlCY are the foun
dation, or justification,2 for an affirmative judgment. 3 The (remaining) 
one is the reason, or justification, for a negative judgment. It must be 
kept in mind that by negation we mean (all deductions of) absence and 
the practical value of negation in life.4 (24. 18). The meaning is the follow
ing one. (The reasons are different not by themselves, but indirectly, 

1 Lit., p.24. Hi. «Here two are establislling real things (vastu), olle is the 
reason of negation)). 

2 gamaka. 
~ Very noteworthy is here the identification of reality (vastu) with affirmation 

(vidhi). The following terms must be regarded as synonymous vastu = paramiirtha
sat, cpo p. 13. 18, = stalak§a1}a, cpo p. 13. 10, = k§alJ.a, cpo p. 12. 18, = artha
kriya-kiiri, cpo p. 18. 15, = vidhi; cpo Tu tp., 430. HI p. - bahyasya = 8valak~a
f!.asya = fJidhi-riipasya = paramiirtha-sata~!, and Tarkabha~a, p. 31 (Bombay ed.) 
where samanya is cbaracterized as prama1}Q-nirasta-vidhi-bhavII. 

4 abhava-'l:yavaMira. This point is insisted upon because negation is also in
terpreted as the cognition of a point-instant of efficient reality (mst!t), cpo text p. 
2S.22-artha-jiiiina et·a .... ghafasya. abhat'a tlcyate. It is the result of tbe first formula 
of negation, while abhava is deduced in the rcmaning ten formulae, cpo infra, text 
p. 29. 22-24 and 38.4-5. Acarya SUkyabuddhi objects to this sUtra. In the 
inference «the word is not eternal, because it has an origin» the reason is positive, 
the conclusion negative, and in the inference «there is fire removing cold on the 
mountain, because we see smoke ", the conclusion is positive, if the presence of 
fire be the main thing, it is negative, if the absence of cold is intended as the main 
thing, cpo Rgy,t!-thsab, Rigs-thigs-J;tgrel, f. 26 (Lhasa ed). 
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through the difference in the things they help to establish). The reason is 
subordinate to the deduced predicate. Its aim is to assert the existence 
of the predicate. The predicate constitutes the main (independent) part. 
Therefore the reason which is subordinate to the predicate is split into 
varieties not by itself, but in accordance with a division of the main 
part, the predicate. (24. 19). The predicate is sometimes positive, 
sometimes negative. Since affirmation and negation represent attitudes 
mutually exclusive,l the reasons for them both must be different. 
(24. 20). Affirmation 2 again, (i. e., the reality which is asserted, can 
only be) either different from the fact from which it is deduced or 
identical S with it. Difference and non-difference being mutually 
opposed by the law of contradiction, their justifications must also 
differ. (25.1). Therefore, there is altogether no inherent difference 
in the reasons qua reasons,4 but when the deductions 5 (that follow) 
are exclusive of one another, their reasons become different (indirectly). 

(25.3). Why again is it that these three (relations) represent lo
gical reasons? Why are there no other (relations) representing valid 
reasons? 6 In his answer (the author) shows both why the three men
tioned varieties are alone valid reasons, and why the others are not. 

20. B e c a use 0 net 11 i n g can con v e y the (e xis ten c e 
() f) a not her 0 new hen i tis e xis ten t i ally d e p e n
{lent (on the latter). 

(25.6). Existentially dependent means dependent in its own existence. 
Existential (and necessary) dependence means dependent existence. 7 When 
the cause of something is to be deduced (synthetically), Or an essential 
quality 8 is to be deduced (analytically), the effect is in its existence de
pendent upon its cause, (and the analytically deduced) fact is by its 
€ssence dependent upon the fact from which it is detluced. (25.8). Both 

1 paraspara-parihara is the second mode of the law of contradiction, cpo be
low, siUra III. 77. 

2 Here again affirmation (viddh~) means object of which the existence is af-
firmed, vidhiyate iti vidhilJ. (karma-sadhana). 

3 abhinna, cpo p. 48.9 - sa eva vrksa'IJ., saiva §il~§apa. 
4 svata eva. 
5 sudhya. 
o The Naiyayikas assume an indefinite variety of relations (sambandho ... yo 

~a so vii bhavatu) established by experience, Tlitp., p. 107.10. 
7 Lit., p. 25.6--7. «Being tied np by one's own existence means having one's 

own existence tied up. The composite nonn is according to the rnle, Pi'i:Q.ini II.1.32». 
8 The term svabhata is here used in two different senses, svabhata-pmti

bcmdha is existential tie whieh include, the relation of the effect to its cause. But 
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these (connections) are contained in the one expression «existentially 
dependentn 1 (25.9). (This means that) because the fact (expressing) 
the reason can prove the existence of the fact (corresponding to) the 
predicate, only if it is existentially dependent (on the latter), therefore, 
the above mentioned three relations alone can prove something, and 
there are no other relations which would allow to deduce (one fact 
from another). 2 

(25.11). Now, why is it, that we can deduce one fact from another, 
only if there is existential dependence? 

21. Because a fact which is not so dependent 
upon another one, cannot be invariably and ne
e e s s a r il y con com ita n t wit 11 th e 1 a t t e r. 

(25.14). (e80 dependent» means existentially dependent. A fact 
whose existence is not dependent upon another one, is not so depen
dent. (25.15). If one fact is not existentially dependent on another 
one, it is independent, and there can be no regularity S in its conco
mitance with the latter. Such a fact, representing that part from which 
the other part depends, cannot itself be subject to a rule of concomi
tance. 4 (25. 17). The meaning is the following. If a fact is not tied up 

in 8vabhiiva-anumana this term means identity in the sense indicated above, p. 66, 
it then is exclusive of the relation of cansality. We must distinguish between 
sva"bhiiva-linga, identity and 8vabhliva·pratibanlIha, dependence. Smoke is 8vaMa
vena pratibaddha with fire, but they are two different 8vabhiivas, it is synthesis. 
On the other hand Asoka, although likewise 8vabhlivena prntibaddha with tree, 
includes the latter in its svabhliva, the 8'Cabhiiva is one, it is analysis. In the latter 
sense svabhiiva refers to the intention, the essential properties, of a term. Thus, 
e. g., Sim~apli is vrk~'Hvabhiivii = vrklJa-vyiipya, but not vice versa, vrklJalf is 
not Ai,¥!,~apii-8vabhavalf. 

1 Lit., p. 25.7-8. «When cause and essence must be established, the essential 
tie (svabhiivena pratibandha) of the result and of essence (svabhiiva in the sense 
of identity) is not different, thus both are comprehended in one composite word. 
The word hi has the sense of « because )). 

2 Since internal inference (sviirthanumana), as stated above p. 66 n., corres
ponds rather to our jndgment, the classification of affirmative jndgments (vidhi 
cpo text, p. 24.16) in Sl:abhiiviinumana aud karyiinu1llana corresponds to our clas
sification of judgments in synthetical and analytical. That the judgment (( this 
Asoka is a tree» is analytical will not be denied. All non-analytical, i. e., synthe
tical judgments are conceived as judgments of causality, because, as just mentioned~ 
every regular connexion between two pOint-instants of reality is regarded as 
causation. 

S niyama. 
4, Lit., p. 25.15-16. (( What is not tied up to what, by its essence, for tbis not 

tied up to that, there is no rule (niyama) of non-divergence in that. Non-diver-
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by its existence to another one, it cannot be necessarily concomitant 
with the fact to which it is not tied up. Therefore, there is no rule 
of their invariable concomitance, i. c., of the impossibility of the 
olle being existent without the other. 

(25.18). The possibility of deducing one fact from the other 1 re
poses upon an invariable rule precluding the existence of the one 
without the existence of the other. (25.19). For lIe do not admit, that 
the logical mark is comparable to the light of a Jamp which occasio
nally 2 brings to our knowledge some unperceived objects. 3 On the 
contrary (the logical mark is always a fact whose invariable connec
tion) is ascertained beyond the possibility of exception. 4o (25.20). There
fore if (two facts) are existentially connected, we can assert that one of 
them cannot exist independently from the other, and therefore from 
the presence of the one follows the presence of the other. Hence it is 
established that the existence of one fact can convey the existence of 
another only when it is existentially dependent on the latter,not otherwise. 

(25.22). Now, if among two facts one deIlends upon the other, 
there must be a dependent part and nn independent part. 5 And here, 
between the logical reason and the logicall)redicate, who is dependent 
upon whom? 

22. TIt is is a de pen den ceo f the log i cal rea son 
upon the fact which is deuuced from it, (upon 
the predicate). 

gence in that, is non-divergence in this object of being tied up, its rule .... J) Ren.d 
pratibandha-vi~aya = (~brel-pai yul gan yin-pa de-Ia.... According to the Tib. 
p., 57.8, we would expect ya(! prutibandh(t-'vi~aya8 tasminn avyabhicaras tad-avy
(Juhicara?~; pratibaddha is the term of lesser extension, e. g., the Asoka tree, 
pratibandlta-vi?aya is the term of greater extension, e. g., the tree in general; 
apratibandha-ri§aya = ma-(!brel-pai yul, Tib. 57.11, is an object from which there 
is no dependence, with which another object is not invariably concomitant, cpo 
text p. 26. 3. The logical mark, or middle term, is always a term of lesser extension 
as compared wi th the deduced fact, or major term. Therefore it is Q tied np» or 
dependent. 

1 lJamya-gamalca-bhliw. 2 yogyatctya. 
3 About invariable concomitance cpo above, p. 52 n. R j it is here charll.cterized 

as necessary; cpo also below, p. 72 notes 6 and 7. 
4 niscaya is here used as a synonym of niyama, cpo p. 25.16, jnst as ahovr, 

p. 18. 20, and below 26. 16. Otherwise it is also used as a synonym of kall'a.na, 
vikalpa, adhya'l:asiiya and then means assertion, judgment cpo above, p. 47 aud 
Tatp., p. 87.25. 

5 Lit., p., 25.22. .. And is it not a tie of the dependent on the other npon 
the independent on the other»? 
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(26.2). This existential dependence is (a dependence) of the logical 
reason upon the fact (corresponding to the predicate). 1'helogicalreason, 
being the subordinate part, is dependent. On the contrary, the fact 
corresponding to the predicate is not subordinate, and therefore it is 
(the principal part), the part on which the mark depends, l and which is 
itself independent. (26.3). The meaning is the following. Even in those 
cases, where there is (an analytical deduction founded on) Identity2 (of the 
predicate with the reason, there always is a dependent and an inde
pendent part). It is the dependent part that possesses the power to 
convey the existence of the other. The (independent part, that) to 
which the other is subordinated,l is the deduced part. (26.4). If the 
essence of ttn attribute 3 is such that it is invariably concomitant 4 with 
something else, it is dependent upon the latter, e. g., the fact of « being 
produced by a voluntary effort» is invariably concomitant with,(and depen
dent upon, or subordinate to), the fact of (mot being an eternal entity)).:; 
On the other hand, a quality whose essence admits of being some
times concomitant, and sometimes not, do'1s not depenrl; it represents 
the fact upon which the other depends, e. g., the quality called ((non
eternity)) versus the quality of ((being a voluntary product)), (for there 
are other non-eternal objects besides those produced by a voluntary 
llUman effort). (26. 7). The possibility of deducing one fact from another 
reposes on a necessary connection. 6 The essence of a thing produced 
by a voluntary effort is never to represent an eternal (substance), this 
is a necessary characteristic (of such things). (26. 8). Therefore it (repre
sents) just the fact which invariably is concomitant with the fact of 
impermanence. Thus it is that concomitance cannot be anything but 
the (necessary relation) of a determined object. 7 

I pratibandha-vi§aya. 
2 tlidiitn!ya-amse~e. lit. (e in non-difference of identity)); about identity between 

the terms of an analytical judgment cpo above, p. 66 n. 
8 dharma .. ni.yata(1 8vabhavli~l. 
5 Whatsoever is voluntarily produced is non-eternal, as e. g., a jar, but not 

dee Ve1'sa, a thing ran be non-eternal without being voluntarily produced, e. g., 
lightning, although not created by human effort, is evanescent. 

6 Lit., p. 21.7. (( The relation of deducer and deduced (gamya-gamaka-bhCi1:((.) 
refers indeed to necessity)); niScaya = niyama . 

.. Lit., p. 26.8. ((Therefore the relation of deduced and deducer possesses just 
a determined object, not otherwise)). The an thor insists repeatedly (text :pp. 19, 26, 
47, 49 etc.) that logical concomitance is a necessary relation. Invariable conco
mitance is always of the middle with the major term, it is n1yata-'1)i~oya, i. e., it 
refers only to the middlc term. The reason is always a dependent fact, and becausc 
it is dependent, it proves the reality of the other fact upon which it is dependent. 
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(26.10). Further, why is it that the mark, (i. e., the reality under
lying the reason) is existentially so relatecl to the predicate? 

23. Because, as regards (ultimate) reality, (the 
entity underlying the logical reason) is either 
just the same as the entity (underlying) the pre
d i cat e, 0 r it is c a usa 11 y de r i v e d fr 0 m i t.1 

(26. 12). In reality (there are only two necessary relations, Identity and 
Causation). «Identity>' with the predicated fact means that (the mark) 
represents (the predicate) itself, its essence. Since (in those cases) the 
essence of a logical reason is contained in the predicate, therefore it 
is dependent upon the latter (and invariably concomitant with it).2 

(26. 13). The question arises, that if they are essentially identical, 
there will be no difference between reason and predicate, and then the 
argument will be (a repetition or) a part of the thesis? 3 Therefore it is 
said, «as regardS reality», i. e., the two are identical with reference 
to what is the ultimately real essence, (i. e., the sense datum under
lying both facts). (26.15). But the constructed objects, those (conceptions) 
which have been superimposed (upon reality), are not the same (in the 

1 Lit., p. 26. ll. (cBecause in reality there is identity with, and production from. 
the thing predicated». The author insists that there can lIe only two kinds of logical 
relations. The priuciple of his division is this. Existence is split in point instants. 
Every efficient point-instant can be the substmtnm of a variety of characteristic~. 
It can be a tree, an Asoka-tree, a solid body, a snbstance, etc., etc. All such 
characteristics refer to the same entity, they are simultaneous, they will be, 
according to the terminology of the author, identicaL But if a tree is characte
rized as produced from a seed, this will be a relation between two realities, two 
underlying point-instants, smce there is a causal relation only between the bst 
moment of the seed and the first moment of the sprout. Therefore there can be only 
two relations between the terms in cognition, either the one is containecl in the other, 
or it is produced from it, either analysis or synthesis, either identity or causatioll. 

2 Lit., p. 26.12-14. (! From reality etc.; of what this probandum is the Self, 
the own existence, that is (the possessor) of its Self. Its condition is its-selfness, 
(the Self of one thing belonging to another thing); for this reason. Since the pro
bans possesses the own Self of the probandum, therefore it is existentially tied up. 
This is the meaning. If the probans possesses the own existence of the probandum, ... ». 

8 The thesis will be, e. g., ((this is a tree)), and the reason «because it is an Asoka· 
tree ». The reason « Asoka-tr~e» contains the predicate «tree », or Asoka-tree is 3 

part of trees in general; pmtijna is here the same as sadhya or pak?a, cpo III. 40 
The analytical judgment being reduced to the formula «the Asoka-tree is a tree) 
seems utterly useless. This problem continues to puzzle European philosophers 
The Indiau solution is here hinted, it will be reconsidered infm, in sUtra III. 20 
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facts constituting) tIle reason and the consequence.! (26.16). (We have 
already mentioned that) 2 the possibility of deducing one fact from the 
other always reposes upon a necessary (connection between them). 
Therefore their difference (in an analytical deduction) concerns exclu
sively those (constructed) conc('ptions which have been superimposed 
(upon the same reality) and which are necessarily (connected). 3 The 
(underlying) reality is the same. 

(26. 17). But Identity is not the only (possible relation between, 
a logical mark and what can be deduced from it). There iR moreover 
(the relation of Causality). The mark can represent an effect of the fact 
(whose existence is then) inferred from it. The logical reason (middle 
term) can be existentially dependent on, (and therefore invariably conco
mitant with), another fact, the existence of which is deduced from it, 
because (the reason) owes its existence to it.4 

(26.19). Why is it that a logical connection can be the outcome of 
no other relation Ii than these two, (Indentity and Causality)? 

24. B e c a use wIt e n a fa c tis n e it 11 ere xis ten t i ally 
identical with another one, nor is it a product 
oft h e 1 at t e r, i t can not ben e c e s s a r i 1 Y d e pen den t 
upon it. 

(26.21). If one fact is a characteristic of the same (underlying) 
existence as another one, they are (here said to be) existentially iden-

1 Lit., p. 15-16. «But the object of mental construction (vikalpa), that essence 
(1'Upa = nampa) which has been superimposed by imagination (samaropita), with 
respect to it, there is a split between the reason and consequence)). 

2 Above, p. 26. 7. 
<I Lit., p. 26. 16. «Therefore their difference is all right (yukta) only when 

referred to (that their) essence which is situated upon liiril~ha) necessity (or as
sertion, niScaya)>>.-It has been noted above, p. 7n., that the conception of niscaya or niy~ 
ama is assimilated to pramiitza and 8amyag-jiiana. All definite knowledge (pmtiti =-= 
bodha=adhigama etc.) is constructed knowledge,ka7pit(~=vikal:pit(~ = samiirOlJtta= 
'l}lkalpa-aruq,ha=niscaya-arU4ha = buddhy-avasita. Every definite assertion is thus 
contrasted with the indefinite, transcendental character of ultimate reality. And 
because all assertions are founded upon some invariable concomitance between 
constrncted concepts, the term niscaya implies both necessity (= niyama) nnd 
judgment (adhyavasaya = ka1l)(tna). 

4, Lit., p. 26.17-18. (,Not alone from identy, but also there is origination of 
the mu.rk from that deduced Object, and because of origination from it, there is an 
essential tie of the mark to the deduced object». 

!\ nimiita., 
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tical, if not, they are existentially non-identical. l If one fact represents 
the effect of another one, it is a product of the latter, if not, it is not 
its product. (26. 22). Now, a fact which is neither existentially 
identical, nor is it an effect (of another definite fact), cannot be neces
sarily dependent on the other fact which is neither its cause, nor 
existentially the same reality. For this reason (there can exist no other 
basis for a necessary logical connectirm than either Identity or Cau
sality).ll (27.3). If the existence of something could be necessarily con
ditioned by something else, something that would neither be its cause, 
nor essentially the same reality, then only could a necessary connection 
repose on another relation, (besides the law of Identity and the law of 
Causation). (27.4). Necessary (or essential) connection, indeed, means 
dependent existence. 3 Now, there is no other possible dependent existence 
(than these two, the condition of being the effect of something, and 
the condition of being existentially identical with something). Therefore 
the dependent existence of something (and its necessary concomitance) is 
only possible on the basis either of its being the product (of a defi
nite cause) or of its being essentially (a part) of the same essence.4 

(27.6). Now let us concede the point and admit that there is no 
other necessity in our knowledge than that which is founded either 

1 Lit., p. 26. 2l. « Of what this is the essence, it is Ipossessor) of that essence, 
not having that essence is possessor of an essence other tban that». 

II Lit., p. 26.22-27. 3. «What is not having the essence of what, and not 
having origination from what, for this not having the essence of that, and not ba
ving origination from that, there is an essence not tied up to that, to the not ha
ving that essence and to the non-producer, thus this is (the fact) wbose essence is 
not tied up, (not dependent). Its condition is the possession of independent own
existence. Therefore (i. e.) because of the independent condition (of every fact which 
is neither analytically nor causally dependent) .... ». 

3 This is a repetition of what has been said above, text p. 25. 7. The author 
insists tbat relation (pratibandha = Sa1?!8arga) means dependence, this interdepen
dence directly affects the constrncted conceptions of our productive imagination, 
and indirectly the underlying «things in themselves»), between wbich also these 
two relations of identity and causality are assumed. 

4 The commentary of Vinita de va upon this sntra, p. 65. 10-15, runs thus. 
cr What does not possess the same (underlying) essence with the predi
cate, and what does not originate from the entity (corresponding to) the predicate, 
in what way could it be said to be connected? What is not connected Is not a 
mark, because an universal absurdity (atiprasanga) would follow, (evel·ything 
could be deduced from anything). Therefore we can assert a (logical) connection 
only on the basis of an identical (fact of existence) or on the basis of causality, not 
otherwise ». 
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on Identity or on Causation. But how are we, nevertheless, to explain 
the circumstance that nothing but a comprehended fact or a produced 
effect have the force necessarily to establish the existence of something 
by inference. 1 

25. It is (s imp 1 y) b e c a use Ide n tit Y and C a u s a
tion (causal origin) belong just either to a com
prehended property or to an effect. Infer ential 
reference to Reality is possible exclusively on 
th i s bas is. 

(27.10). Since the possibility of deducing one fact from another is 
based exclusively upon these two relations of (underlying) Identity and 
Causation, and since they (in their turn) are founded exclusively upon 
either the presence of a (comprehended) attribute (allowing analytical 
deduction of the comprehensive fact), or upon the fact that a result 
(must have a cause), therefore the establishing of reality, or affirmatioll, 
is possible only upon the basis of these two relations, Identity and 
Causation. 2 

1 Lit., p. 27. 6-7. «Let it be, for sure, that the Own· existence-bond comes 
only from Being-originated-by·this, but how is it that Own-existence, (i. e., the subor
dinated 8vabhava, the comprehended property) alone (and) the effect (alone) are 
conveyors? » 

2 Lit., p. 27.8-11. « And these Identity-with-that and Origination-from-that 
belong to the « own existence)) and to the effect alone, thus from them alone is re
ality (vastu) established.-And these etc. The word iti ill the sense of ((therefore)). 
Since Identy and Causation have their stand on ((own existence)) and result only, 
and conditioned by them is the relation of deducer and deduced, therefore from 
them alone, from ((own existence)) and result, comes establishing of reality or affirma
tion».-The fact of being a tree (v?,k~at1)a) is included in the fact of being an Asoka 
U'I!!sapaft'a), the first fact ((depends)) (pratibaddha) upon the latter, it is invari
ably concomitant with the latter, because the latter is (tits own existence» (st;a
/lhiiva), i. e., both are characteristics of the same underlying reality (vastu = para
martha-sat = svalak?at/-a = k?a~a). vVe have here two terms so related that by 
the analysis of the one we get the other, by analysing the term of greater com
prehension (vyaptu) we get the term of greater extension (vVapaka). This relation 
is here explained as «idl'ntityn (tiidiitmya) of existence, since l)Oth terms ultimately 
refer to the same underlying sense-datum. A result, on the contrary, points to 
another reality which is the cause from wich it is derived. These two relations 
aloue point to realities. Upon such a basis alone caa we establish inferential refe
rence to reality or truth. The term vastu «reality)) is used as a synonym of vidki 
«affirmative judgment»), cpo text, p. 24. 16 and 27. 11. All affirmative judgments, 
so far they represent cognition of reality, can be reduced to these two patterns, 
«this is a tree, because it is an Asoka)), and «(there is fire there, because there is 
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§ 6. THE PRINCIPLE OF NEGATIVE JUDGMENTS. 

(27.12). Now, why is it that we do not consider non-cognition of 
a thing 1 unimagined as the cause of success, (when purposive action is 
evoked) by a negative judgment? 2 

26. The success of negative behaviour is only 
o win g t 0 a neg a t i v e cog nit ion 0 f the for m d e s
c rib e dab 0 v e. 

(27. 14). The success of negative behaviour reposes exclusively 
upon such a (process of) repudiating in thought the imagined presence 
of an object. No other basis for it is therefore given. 

(Two questions are now raised, 1) why does it repose upon such 
a basis, and 2) why no other basis, e. g., no real non-cognition of a real 
non-existence is possible)? 

(27.16). First, why does it repose upon such (a process)? 

27. Bee a use w 11 e n are a lob j e c tis pre sen t (i t 
is per c e i v e dan d it) be com e s sup e rfl u 0 n s (t 0 i m a
gin e its pre sen c e). 

(27.18). Because if the object to be denied 3 were present, (this 
would be perceived and) it would be impossible to deny its imagined 
presence.4 This proves that negation is founded upon such (a process 
of repelling some suggestion). 

smoke)). It will be noticed that judgments, or iderences, abont future results are 
not considered as valid, e. g., «there will come a rain, because there are clouds)) 
is a valid inference for the Naiyayibs, but not for the Buddhists, because they 
assume that causes are not always followed by their results, cpo text, p. 40.8. 
Resnlts necess,crily must have always some canse or causes, therefore there is 
« necessity» (niScaya) in such affirmations, but no necessity in deducing a future 
result from its possible cause. 

1 adrsya-anupa7abdhi is always problematic, cpo in/fa, p. 78 ff. 
2 prati:~edha-siddhi = pratiljedha-tyavahiira-siddhi = pratiljedha-vasiit puru

ljii1·tha-siddhi. 
S E. g., the visible jar (Rgyal-thsab); for Dh. this seems to refer to vipra

lrriJta-1:astu., cpo p. 28. 9. 
4 The Indian realists maintained that negation is a cognition of real absence. 

Just as affirmation is cognition of real presence, they thought that negation is a non
cognition of real absence. The MimaIJlsakas viewed non-existence as a reAlity SUl 

generis (vastt'antaram) andadmittedyogya-pratiyogy-anupalabdhi, though not as anu· 
miina, but as a specialpramiilJ-a which they called abhiiva. The N yaya-VaiSesikB 
school viewed it as a special category (padartha), a reality cognized by the senses. 
owing to a special contact ('lJi§e~ya-viseiJa~a-bhiiva-,an'lVikar~a). The Sankhya! 
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(27.20). Why this alone is the basis, (and why is negation of 
unimaginable things impossible)? 

28a• Be c a use 0 the r w is e, (s c. if the a b sen t t h in g
has not bee n i mag i ned asp res en t, its a b sen c e, 
and the entailed successful actions, cannot follow with 
logical necessity).l 

(28.3). Because otherwise etc. The word «otherwise» implies -
« because unimaginable (sc. metaphysical or problematic) negation is 
possible even if the (corresponding) entity be present». That is the 
re3.son why successful negation (in life) is founded on no other (but 
imaginable) denial. But why is that so? Why is it that even admitting 
the reality (of metaphysical entities), their (non-perception by the 
senses) can be (only problematic).2 

28 u. Because when entities do not conform to 
t 11 e con d i t ion s 0 f cog n i z a b iIi t y, w hen the y are 
ina c c e s sib lei n spa c e and tim e and (i II vis i b 1 e) b y 
nat u r e, sin c e all hum a n ex per i en c e is the n ex c I li
d e d, a pod i c tic neg a t i v e j u d g men t S are not p 0 s s
i b 1 e. 3 

(28.5). We have stated above 4 that an object is said to be satis
fying to all conditions of perceptibility, 1) when all the accompanying 

applied their idea of pratik~a~a-pari?Ziir/!a and viewed ghata-abha~a as a pm'iniima
k~at'ta of bMUala Which, as all parit'tama-bheda, is cognized, they maintain, by sense 
perception. 

1 anyathii ca, according to Vinltadeva, p. 66.18, and Rgyal-thsab, f. 27, 
= drsyiinupalabdhim anasl'itya, according to Dh., = adrsya-anu21alabdhi
sambhatat. 

2 Vinltadeva, p. 67 and Rgyal-thsab, f.27, interpret aUtra II,28 as 
meaning «because otherwise there can be no definite assertion (niscaya) of non
existenc,e (rrbhat:a) concerning .. , I). 

3 The anupalabdhi of the Sankhyas, e. g., is an adrsya-an1!plllabdhi, it refers 
to entitiel:! which are not sensibilia, not individually distinct. Thry maintain that 
their Matter (pradhana) and Souls (puru~a) are metaphysical (suk?ma=atindriya). 
Their non-perception alone (anupalabdhi = pratyak~a·nivrtti-rIlatram) does not 
entail apodictic negative judgment (abhava-niscaya). They are cognized by samanya
to-dr~ta-anumi'ina which is explained as adr~ta-8valak~at'tasya siimanya.vise~asya
darsanam, cpo S.-t.-kaumudi ad K. 5-6. The 13l1ddhists admit valid denial 
only if tbere is some svalak~a'(la = vidhi-rupa = vastu = artha-kriyii.kari, i. e., in 
regard of such objects which can alternately be perceived and not perceived, 
present and abs~nt, cpo infra, text, p. 38.18. Cpo also, sUtra III. 97 where the 
jlldgment « he is not omniscientJ>, being metaphysical, is proved to be problematic. 

4 8litra II. 14; on Db.'s interpretation of riprakr~t(f cpo notes on p. 64 and 65. 
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necessary conditions are fulfilled, and 2) when the individually distinct 
object itselfis present. When one or the other of these clauses is deficient, 
the object is said to be in a condition of non-perception. The words 
«do not conform to the conditions of cognizability» point here to the 
absence of the first clause. The words «inaccessible in space, time and 
invisible by nature» point to the total absence of individual distinctness. 

(28.9) There can be no certainty about the absence of such objects. 
We contend that we never could know it with certainty, eveu if such 
entities did really exist.1 

(28.10). Why is it that there could be no such certainty? It is 
impossible, because human experience of such objects is excluded. 

(28.11). Since human experience 2 in respect of (metaphysical 
objects) which do not satisfy to the conditions of possible experience is 
excluded, and there can be no apodictic knowledge of their non
existence,S therefore, even supposing that such objects really exist, 
only a metaphysica1 4 negation regarding them is possible, a negation 
whose essence is to be beyond human experience. 

(28.12). Thus the basis of negative judgments is that (process of 
thought which we have) described above. 

(28.14). The time to which such cognition, if it is valid,5 refers 
its essence, and its function will next be stated. 

29. Negative behaviour 4 is successful when a 
present or a past negative experience of an ob
s e r v e r has hap pen e d, pro vi d edt h e ill e ill 0 l' Y 0 f 
t his f act has not bee nob 1 i t era ted. 

(28.17). The prp.ception by somebody of an object, e. g., of a jar, 
has not happened. This is called negative experience. This means that 
the essence of negation is the fact of some experience having not 
happened.6 

1 Lit.,p.28.9-10. « Even if reality exists, its non· existence is admitted u. tasya 
abhlivalJ, = niscayasya abhlivalJ" sati vastuni = prati~edhye sati vastuni. 

II litma-pratyak~a-ni'lY{tti. = vadi-prativlidi-pmtyak~a-ni'lY{tti (Rgyal-thsab). 
3 abhliva-niscaya-abhiiva; no)ssertiou as of a reality (vastu), ibid. 
4 adrsya = 8vabhava-vi§e~a·vipra7cr~ta, cpo siItra II. 15. 
5 pramli~a. 

6 abhliva-vyavahara, a negative judgment, a negative proposition and a cor
responding successful purposive action are suggested by this term, cpo text, p. 20, 
22-28, for abbreviation we may express it as negative behaviour. 
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(28.18). For this reason negation is not really deduced (by an in
ference), because simple negation, (being its fundamental aspect), is 
established (by direct perception). (But how can non-existence be per
ceived by the senses? It is perceived in imagination!) 1 An object, e. g., 
a jar, although absent, is nevertheless said to be perceived, because it 
is imagined as perceived, as being cognized in all normal conditions 2 

of perception, upon a place which appears as part of the same act of 
cognition. 

(28.20). Therefore what we call negative experiences is this object 
(the substratum) itself appearing as part of the same cognition, and 
the cognition of such a substratum. Because on the basis of this percei
ved substratum and of its cognition we arrive at the judgment 4 on 
the absence of an object which is being imagined as perceived in all 
normal conditions of a (possible) experience. 

(28. 22). Consequently when we assert the absence of the 
perceptible jar, we necessarily assert something positive, (we 
assert the presence of the bare place and the fact of its cognition). S 

1 Lit., p. 28.17-18. «The object jar etc. perceptible to the observer; its ab
sence is non-cognition; its essence means so much as the absence of this (object). 
Just this non-existence is not deducible, because «non'perception of own existence» 
(the fundamental :first formula of negation) is established (itself)>>. abhiiva-vyat'a
hara is deduced in the :first formula, abhiiva is deduced in the remaining ones, cpo 
text p. 38.4. 

2 samagra-$amagr'ika. 
3 PTatyalc~a.nivrtti. 

4. avasiyate = nisciyafe = vikalpyate = pratiyate = p1'iipyale etc. 
lS Lit., p. 28. 22. «Therefore jnst (positive) cognition of a thing is calJ ed non

existence of a perceptible jar». Cpo Bradley, Principles2, p. 117,- «every nega
tion must have a ground and this ground is positive», it is affirmation of a quality 
Ie which <tis not made explicit», and, p. 666, he even maintaius that the negative 
is more real than what is taken us barely positive; B. Erdman n, LogikS, p. 500,
"die Urtheile mit verneinendem Pradicat sind trotzdem bejahend». According to the 
Indian view every judgment reduces to the form «this is that)), sa era ayam, it is an 
arrangement (7calpana), or a conjunction (yojana), at the same time it is a resolve, or a 
judgment in the real sense of the word (adhyavaBiiya) and a Choice, a distinction, a 
contrast, the result of a disjunction (vika7pa). These terms describe the same fact 
(anarthiintaram, Ta t p., p. 87). Now, in the conjunction of the two parts «this» and 
((that», of Thisness and Thatness (ida'?tta and tattii, cpo N. KaJ,lika, p. 124) the 
part (cthis» refers to Reality, to the point-instant, to the (( thing in general» (Ding 
fiberhaupt), or «thing in itself» (s'/)alak~a~a = vastu = vidhi-st:arupa). This is an 
intrinsic af:frrmatioll (va!tu = mdTti, cpo above, p. 68 n. 3, niistity anena lIa sam
badhyate, Tatp., p. 340.11). The judgment is made up by the second part, by 
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And 1 since we are dealing here 2 (with inferential knowledge as far as 
it controls our purposive actions), absellce is not the bare (phantom) 
of a non-Ens, because this alone could not produce an ascertainment 
of the absence of a (definite) perceptible thing. 

(29.1). Now,s (if) the absence of a visible thing4 is ascertained 
through sense perception,5 (and not through an inference, the practical 
importance of negation as a guide of our actions, could be derived 
from the same source)? Quite true! (It could be so derived). However,s 
(inference likewise plays a part, from the following point of view. At 
first) an object is imagined as visible (in the following manner), "if a 
jar did (really) exist on a place which would be a part of the same cogni
tion, this jar would certainly be visible», and then, on the basis of such 
(a hypothetical judgment), we ascertain our negative experience.7 (29.3). 
When it has been ascertained that an object perceptible (by its nature) is 
not being perceived, we just eo ipso 8 realize its absence. If the visible object 
would have been present, its non-perception would never have occurred.9 

(, thatness», which contains no intrinsic affirmation (nirasta-vidhi-bhiiva), it can be 
Loth, affirmation and negation (gaur ast?, gaur niistt, ibid., p. 340. 10). It is always 
a universal (siirniinya·lak~a'l)a). a construction, not « a thillg in itself», it involves l), 

choice, a contrast, a distinction. A judgment without any reference to reality (i. e., 
to sensation) in the element «this», will be, as the Indian says, a lotus growing in 
the sky. All real cogmtlODs are, in this sense, positive, whether they be expressed 
in the affirmative or ill the negative. Cpo also H. Bergson, Evolution Creatrice,ll 
pp. 29i 11.; S. Alexander, Space, Time and Deity, p. 19811. 

1 tu-sabda?> punar-arthe (Mallavadj). 
2 iheti linga-pra8tiive (ibid). 
3 nanu yatha bhutala-grahi-pratyak~am ghapa-abhiive p1"ama~am, fatha a'bhii

va-vyat,ahiire'py astu, kim drsya-anupalambhena linga-bhutena kii;rya~, iti para
krtam prakat"yann aha nanv ityadi (p. 29. 1) (ibid). 

4 drliya-mvrtti7' ghapa-abhiival), (ibid). 
5 drsya.anupalambhiid iti kemla-bhutala-griihi-pratyakfiid iti tato 'abhiifa

vyavahiiro 'pt tata~. syiid tti pariisayal), (ibid). 
6 nanu '!lady asmad-uktasya satymn ity iidina (p. 29.2) anumatis, tada: drsyii

nupalabdhi-linga,tii na yuktii, ity iisankya iiha, keralam ity iidi, ki7(1tu sarniinadhi
kara~yam iti (ibid). samiiniidhika7"a'l)pam here eVIdently means that the same fact 
can be viewed either as a sense-perception or as an illfm ence, cp. KamalasIla, p. 
481. 12-yatriipi kevala-prad esopalambhiid(pratyakfiid J ghata.abhiivalJ,siddhal,l, 6iipi 
ghapiinupalambha-kiirya-anupalabdhir eva (an'lln!linam). The absence of noise is per
ceived by kiiryiinupalabdhi, ibid. 

7 drsyiirillpalllbdhir. 8 siima7"thyiid em. 
'J Lit., p. 29.1-4. «And is not absence of the vi~ible ascertained from non

perception of the visible? This is quite trnel Howe"er, if on a visible (place) united 
in the sa,me cognition there were a jar, it necessarily would be viSible, thus the 
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(29.4). Therefore,lwhen we have realized the non-pt'rception of the object 
after having imagined its presence, (this process contains) by impli
cation 2 the idea of its non-existence. However, this idea has not yet 
been translated into life.a It can therefore receive practical application 
on the basis of (an inference whose middle term is) non-perception;4 
(29.6). Consequently we must keep in mind that what is called ne
gation (has a positive ground in) the associated bare place and in the 
fact of its being perceived, because this can be regarded as the middle 
term in an inference which repels the suggested presence of a visible 
object.5 

visible is imagined, from it non-perception of the visible is ascertained, and just 
from the capacity of the ascertainment of non-percl'ption of the visible, the non
existence of the visible is ascertained». 

1 ata evambhiUiid drsya-anupalambha-niscayiid iti samiilliidhikara1!yam (ibid). 
2 siimart71yad. 
8 vyavaht:ta. - On the practical importance of negation in life (abhltva

vyatahiira) B. Erdmann delivers himself, Logik3, p. 500, as follows, <cdas 
formulierte Denken tindet... AnIasse fur die Bildung kontradictorischer Artnnter
schiede, eben weil es das Wirkliche vom Stanrlpunct der practischen Weltanschauung 
aus deutet, der das anschaulich und practisch - teleologisch Ilervortretl'nde vor 
allem ins Auge fallen lasst». Cpo H. Bergson, op. cit., pp. 297, 312, 315, R21. 

4 atha yadi drsya-anupalambhena kevala-bhutala-griihi-prafyakfet:Ul drsya
gha~a-abhiivo nisc'iyata eva, na t:yavahriyate, tarhi kena vYflvahartavga ity iiha 
drsyetyiidi (p. 29. 5), drsya-anupalambhena linga-bhutena vyaVl/harfarya ily 
arthal,t (ibid). Cpo Ka.mala.sila, p. 481.18,-tasmiit sartI/ira s1'abhiiviinupalab
dhir asad-vyavahiira-hetulf paramiirthatalf kiij'yiinupalabdhir eva dra~~ta~·yii. 

" Lit., 29. 6-7. «Therefore another thing which is being perceived and asso
cia.ted in one cognition and its cognition, since they Ilre the logical reason (het7t) 
for the ascertainment of the absence of the perceived (thing). should be regarded 
as called absence of the perceived ». - The fully expressed-formula of a negative 
inference is given in III. 9. - All these subtleties are probably the outcome of 
controversies with the Mimaljlsakas who also admitted «repelled suggestion» or 
«challenged imagination» (dr~ya-anapalabdhi) as a method of cognizing real non
existence (vastu), though they viewed it not as an inference, but as a third, i.ade
pendent source of our knowledge, cpo note 3 on p. 77. For the Buddhists the 
reality (l·astu) is the bare place which is cognized by the senses. The Mimamsakns 
retorted that the place is also perceived when the jar is present. We would then 
have the absurdity that the absence of the ,jar must also be perceived if the jar be 
present. Therefore. they concluded, absence must be a realit.y ,ui gene~ (vllstvan
taram). - Among European logicians Si gwart incliues to the view that negation 
is really an inference (<<secundarer und ahgeleiteter Ausdruck», op. cit. I. 167), 
J. N. Keynes, in despair, thinks that «the nature of logical negation is of so 
fundamental and ultimate a character that any attempt to explain it is apt to obscure 
rather than to illumine II, cpo Formal Logic4, p. 120. 
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(29.7). And just as a jar, although absent, (can be now) imagined. 
s present on a perceived spot which is part of the same perceptioll, 
rve can likewise remember the absence of a jar in the past). The 
laracter 1 of the jar is the same, it is a non-existing jar, it is imagi
ed on a present, or remembere(l on a former, place, it is appertaining 
) the same cognition, provided the memory of the latter has not been 
blitera tetl.2 

(29.9). Thus the essence of logical negation 3 has been explained, 
, is the perception of a jar that has not happenecl. And this is a 
eal fact established (by introspection).4 Thus the non-existence of a 
1r cannot be deduced, but the negative judgment, as mentioned above,S 
s deduced (from that fact). 

(29.1l). "Not obliterated" refers to an impression 6 produce(l by 
n experience and having the capacity of evokillg a recollection. This 
efers to a past experience of some human individual, and a present 
xperience of' such an individual is likewise referred to. (29.13). But 
he qualification of «lion-obliterated» memory does not refer to the 
Iresent cognition. It occurs that an impl'esf'ion produced by a spot 
,ithout any jar upon it leaves no traces, neither is the imagined jar 

1 fad-1·upam. 
2 Lit, p. 29.7- 9. ee And just as the perceptibility of a jar on a perceived 

)lace) united in one cognition, although it does not exist, just so on this (place) 
nited in one cognition past, if the memory-impression has not been obliterated, 
nd present, this form of the jar is imagined although non-existent, thus should 
G be considered)). 

3 ilriiya-anupa7abdhi. 
4 so. ea siildha, p. 29. 10 = sa ea siddhli, Tattvas., p. 481.2, cpo 47!l. 22, 

it. ecit really exists ", ecit is established as an objective reality»), the reality 
s the bare place. The realists who maintained that negation is a llegativ,' 
ognition of real absence (ru1?,s!fa-anupaZabdhi) contended that the Buddhist 
dea of a non-Ens had no corre~ponding objective reality, that it was asi(ldha, 
uecha. The Buddhists answered that their view was proved and the ohjective 
eality of their idea of a lion· Ens established as an active principle of cognition and 
:onscious behavionr (abhava-vyavahara), by both perception and introspection (sva
al?t")edana), perception of the bare place and introspective awareness of that per
:eption. Cpo M all a va dI, fol. 58,-atha bhavadiyapi anupalabilhi~ paro7.'sa-nivrtfi· 
natra-tuceha-riipa-anupalabd7!imd asiddha syad ity asankya aha, ~a cetylifli 
p. 29. 10). ke'Cala-bhfitala-grahi-jnana-riipaya anupalabdhe~ sva-,a'!Hwll1na-pm
yak~a-siddhatvat, kevala-bhutala-,upayas ea kevala- bhiitala-grahi-prntyak§CI-ina
m-siddhatvae ceti. 

5 p. 29.5. 
6 Here the term sa1!,skara = smrti-vija is used in the Naiyayika sense, as the 

:pecinl faculty included in the smrti-janClka-siitnagri. 
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remembered, nor the fact of the failuro to perceive any. But a present 
spot, when there is no jar on it, cannot escape memory. Neither the 
imagined jar, nor the failure to perceive it can then be forgotten 
Therefore the qualification of non-obliterated memory is not meant 
as a characteristic of a present negation. 1 A present object is never 
severed from the trace which it leaves in memory. 2 

(29.18). What is meant is this. Negation is valid in regard of a 
past object, if this is clearly remembered, and in regard of a present 
one. We can (;ognize "there was here no jar, because we did not 
perceive any», "t.here is here no .iar, because we do not perceive any». 
But the judg111ent "there will be here no jar, because we will not 
perceive any)) is impossible, since a future non-perceptioll is proble
matic. The time of vnlitl negation has thus been defined. 

(29.22). Its function will be next indicated. It consists in making 
use of the idoa of nOll-existence (by applying it to life). (It includes) 
1) the judgmellt "there is llot", 2) the words expressing it, and 
3) successful llUrposive action, consisting in movillg about with the 
certainty (not. to fall upon the absent object). The last case is the 
physical 3 use of t he idea of non-existence. \\'hen a man knows that 
there is no jar (ill the place), he moves about without oxpedillg (to find 
it). This threefol(l practical awlication 4, of the idea of nOll-existence 
is based upon nOll-perception of the hypothetically visible. 

(30. 1). But has it not been stated above that the judgment « there 
is llO jar)) is p'fodllcetl by (sense-perceptioll, hy the perception of) the 
bare place? h (And. now we include this judgment iuto the practical 
conscquence8 deduced by inference from this perception). (30.2). (Yes, 
we do not deny thatl). ~ince the bare place is cognized by Sen!Je- per
ception, and :;ince the negative jud.gment «there is hero lIO jar)) is a 
judgment produced by the direct function of pnrception, (that fUllction 
which makes the object present to Oll!' senses), th<'rdore (it is quite 

1 Vinitadeva has interpreted this passage as iftbe qualification of anon
obliterated memory)) could refer to both the present and the past expcrien~,e, cpo p. 
GS. 1-5, (but not in 69.14). Dharmottara takes great pains apparently to redress 
this slight inconsistency. 

2 Lit., p. 29. 17-Ht «For tbis very reason tIle word «and» has heen used, 
« and of the pre~ent», in order that it should he known that the « present» without 
allY qualification is combined together with the past as possessing: qualificn,tion». 

;{ kayika. 
4 &yaralz'iira. 
5 anupalabdhei', p. 30.1, is explained by M:allavadj as = bhUtaliid. 
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,rue) that the negative judgment immediately following on the 1>e1'
:eption 1 of the bare place is a perceptual judgment. (30.4). Indeed, 
Jie negative judgment, according to what has been said above, is 
lirectly produced by sense-perception, because (qualifiecl) perception 
1D.S just the capacity of producing a judgment as to the existence 
:before us) of a bare place.2 (30.5). However,3 (the proper function of 
1egation consists in the next following step). Objects might be not percei
I'ed, but this only gives rise to doubt, (the feeling arises as to which 
)f them) might be present? So long as this doubt lIas not been rem 0-

I'ed, negation has no practical importance, (it cannot guide our pur
posive actions).4 (30. 6). (Imagination then steps in, and) it is thns that 
[legation, (as a negative deduction), gives practical significance to the 
idea of a non-Ens. Since an object which I imagine as present on a 
given place is not really perceived, just therefore do I judge that (dt 
is not there». (30.7). Consequently this negation of an imagined pre
sence (is an inference which) gives life to the ready concept of a non
Ens, it does not newly create this concept itself. Thus it is that (the 
author) maintains that the negative judgment receives its practical 
significance (through an inference) from challenged imagination," al
though it is really produced by sense-perception and only applied in life 
(through a deductive lJrocess of an inference whose logical reason con
sists in the fact of) a negative experience.G A negative inference, there
fore, guides our steps when we apply in life the idea of a non-Ens.7 

1 pratyak~a.v1Jiipiim = nin'ikalpa7"l-p1"atyak~a, tad'arlUsiir'i ni8caya~ = savi
ka7:pa7ca·pratyak~a, in the sense explained above, text p.16, transl. p. 45. 

l! dr.§ya-anupalambha-sabdena (p. 30. 4) bhutal{(~jniillam bhutalam coktum 
Mallavadj. 

3 ke1:alam, the cheda after salllbha1:iit must be dropped. 
4 vyat'a7lartum = pravartayitum. 
5 anupalambhZillirlgat, ibid. 
6 anu.palambhena linga-ruper;ta, ibid. 
7 Lit., p. 30.1-30.9. (( And although the cognition «(there is no jar)) appears 

just from nOll-cognition and just this i8 an ascertainment of non-existence, never
theless, since 1)y perception the bare place is cognized, and therefore the ascertain
ment of non-existence follows on the function of perception thus ( there is here no 
jar », therefore the ascertaining of non-l'xistence which follows on the t'nnction of 
grasping the bare place is done by perception. And moreover, nOll-existence is as
certained just .by perception in the above mentioned manner, just by its capacity of 
making an ascertainment of the non-cognition of the visible. (30.5). However, since 
(things) non-perceived can also exist, through the doubt of existence he is not able 
to nse non-existence. Therefore non· cognition makes us use non-existence. Since 
the visible is not perceived, therefore it does not exist. (30. i). Therefore non-cog-
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(30.10). Why is it then that negation is valid (only) in regard 0 

past or present events? The (author) says, 

30. It is ex cl u s i vel yon t II e bas i s 0 f 
(n ega t ion) t hat a 1J s e 11 e e can be as c e r t a i ned 
log i cal nee e s sit y). 

s u el 
(wi tl 

(30.12). The absence (of a thing) is ascertained only from it, i. e 
exclusively through a negation of a determined time, as haR been indi 
cated above. A future negative experience has always the nature c 
being itself problematic. Since it is itself uncertain,l a negative JUG 
gement 1I cannot be (sufficiently) founded on it, but a past or presen 
(non-perception is a sufficient reason for deducing a negativ 
judgment). 

§ 7. THE DIFFER EN l' FORUlS OF NEGATIVE JUDGMENTS. 

(30. 14). The different varieties of negation are next shown. 

31. This (negation) has eleven varieties, aeeOI 
din g t 0 d i ff ere nee 0 f for III U 1 a t ion. 

nition of the visible turns out the ready made cognition of non-existence, but dOl 
not make the unmade. Therefore the ascertainment of nOll-existence, although tu: 
ned out by non-cognition, is made by perception, it is said to be turned out by nOl 
cognition. Thus non-cognition is directing the run of non·existence».- M all a vat 
calls attention to the circumstance that this passage should not be regarded as 
mere repetItion of the argument contained in the passage nanu ca etc. 011 p. 29. 
and explains that the objector in 29.1 if. contended that the practica.l use oftbe ide 
of a non-Ens is produced directly from the perception of the bare place, just a.s tl 
idea itself (abhilm-niS'caya) is produced. The solution, in the passage kevalam etc 
p. 29. 2 Jr., is that sense-perception produces a negative perceptive judgment, tl 
negative inference deduces its practical applications. In the second instance, in tl 
passage yady api ca etc., p. 30. 1, the objection is tbat the judgment « there is nol 
is also comprized under the practical applications of the idea ofa non·Ens (abhaq;, 
'liyamhilra) and must be, accordingly, characterized as inferential, not as perceptu, 
vVe are thus seemingly landed into a contradiction, since the negativejudgme 
which was at first said to be produced by sense-perception and just its practic' 
consequences deduced through the help of an inference, is now also included amO! 
these practical consequences. The distinction established in the first passage is th 
jeopardized. The solution is given in the passage beginning with tathapi, p. 30. 
and establisbes that the negative judgment is p?'oduced by sense-perception. B 
this does not prevent its being actually in life deduced from a negative logi( 
reason, i. e., from a repelled suggestion, - tathilpityCidinil pratyak§a-krtatq;C 
samarthya a'ltupalaOr?her abllil-ra-sildhakatvam tlktam iti (fo1. 61). 

1 asiddha. 
2 abhiim-niscaya_ 
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(30. 16). This negation, such (ati Jtati been here described), has 
eleven tlifferent varieties. What produces this difference? It is a diffe
rence of formulation. We call formulation t1le method I of expressing 
something in speech. Speech indeed may sometimes express (negation 
indirectly, through) what prima jac-ie 2 would be an affirmation of so
mething else, or it may some times express a negation, (but also an 
indirect one, a negation) of something else. Nevertheless (a repelled 
suggestion), the negation of an assumed perception,3 will always be 
understood, evell if not expressed (directly). Consequently there are 
different varieties of negation ~ccording to the different methods oj 
expressing it. This means that in its essence 4 it is not (different, it 
always reduces to the same formula). 

(30.20). The different varieties are (now) explained. 

32. (The first formula) i::; existential (or (lirect: 
neg a t ion, i tis the follow i n g 0 n e. 

(Thesis). There is 11ere no smoke. 

(R e a son). Sin c e, the con d i t ion f; for it! 
llerception being fulfilled, nOlle is perceived 

(31. 3). (Simple negation), or non-cognition of the existence of tIlE 
Jenied object, is exemplified.5 «Here» is the subject of the inference.1 

((No smoke» is the predicate. II Because of non-perception of (an ima 
gined smoke) which nothing would prevent to perceive, if it existed», 
this is the logical reason. It lliust be understood as explained above 

(31. 6). (The second formula) expresses the absence of an effect 
from which the absence (of the cause) is deduced. An exampl, 
(follows). 

1 Lit.,p.30. 17. « Application or appliance is called the denoting power (abhidha 
na-vyapiiraj of the words)). 

2 sak~at. 

3 drsya-anupalabdhi. 
4, st'arupa. 
5 Lit., p. 3 \. 3. «What is the own existence (s,;a-bhii,,;a) of the thing to b 

denied, its non-cognition is as followsll. 
1\ dharmin, « the possessor of the quality", i. e., the real substratum (sww 

K:satlu) of the constructed cognition (kaZpana). 
7 Lit., (! Because of non-cognition 01 the contained in the essence of cognitiOI 

thus the reason». 
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33. Negation of an effed is as follows. 

(T It e sis). T II ere are her e II 0 ef fie i e n t 
causes producing smoke 

(Reason). Because there is no smoke. 

(31. 9). ((Here)) is the subject. Ullchecked, i. e., efficient. "Causes 
whose efficiency in producing smoke is not checked, are not present", 
this is the predicate. "Because there is no smoke» is the logical reaS011. 

Causes, indeed, do not necessarily produce their effects. Hence, 
when we observe the absence of the effect, we can infer only the ab
sence of such causes whose efficiency has not been interfered with, hut 
not of other ones. Causes whose efficiency remains unopposed are the 
causes which exist at the ultimatr moment (of the preceding com
pact chain of moments), because the possibility of all ot.her (prece
ding moments) being checked (in their efficiency) never can be ex
cluded. 

(31. 12). (This method) of negation of an effect is resorted to in 
cases where the cause is invisible, because, if it were visible, the method 
of direct negation (first formula) would hal'e been adoptceJ.l 

(31. 13). The following (is a case where this method must be 
applied). (Supposing a man) stands (Ill the roof of a. palace wherefrom he 
fails to perceive the court grounds. He looks at the upper extremi
ties of the walls enclosing the court on its four sidc8, and at the same 
time lIe sees the space which is called tIle range 2 of his sight, free 
from smoke. (31. 15). Since he is surf:: that there is no smoke in this 
space, be must conclude that there is (also) no fire, the efficiency of 
which to produce smoke is unchecked, in a place wherefrom the smoke 
would reach the court.s (31. 17). The smoke which would be produced 
by a fire situated in the court would be present in the space (visible 
to him). Therefore he must conclude that there is no fire in that place. 
(33.18). Then the man standing on the roof (produces a judgment)the sub
ject of which i::; the court, surrounded by the walls, as well as the space, 
surrounded by the upper parts of the walls, the space which constitutes 
his range of sight and which is free from smoke. (31. 19). Therefore the 
subject consists here of a particular space actually perceived and of an 

1 Lit., «Just non-perception ofthe perceptible is valid (gamma)>>. 
2 liloka. 

3 Lit., p. 31. 15-16. « Because of the certainty of the absence of smoke in 
that (place), we must learn the absence of fire whose efficiency is unchecked, hy 
which lire, in whlch-place situated, the produced smoke would be ill this place)). 
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un-perceived part, (not of the pel'c('i Yed part alone). It is a complex of 
something cognized directly an(l something invisible. It lIas the power 
of bringing about a judgment 011 the absence of fire. The word ((here ", 
which points to perception, refers to the visible part. 

(31. 21). The subject of an inference (or the substratum of a 
judgment) is a combination of a llart perceived directly and a part not 
actually perceived not only in the present case, but in otber cases 
also. E. g., when it is being deduced that the sound represents (a com
pact series) of discrete momentary existences,l only :-;ome particular 
sound can directly be pointed to, others are not actually pCl'cei veel.Just the 
same occurs in the present example. The subject of an inference (or of a 
judgment.) represents a substratnm, (an nndl'rlying reality), upon which 
a conception (correspondin g to) the llredicate (is grafted).2 On the 
present example it has been shown to consist of ft part directly per
ceived and a part unperceived. That the same is the ('ase in the follow
ing formulae of negation (the reader) will be able to make out by 
himself. 

(32.3). The third formula repre:;ent;; 11!'gatioll of a fact of greater 
extension from which the absence of a subordinate fact is deduced. 
An example is given. 

04. Neg a t i a 11 a f it t C r 1lI 0 f g rca t e r (' x ten s ion 
i s a s f 0 1I a w s. 

(T he sis). T 11 ere ish ere n a As a Ie it tr c e, 
(R e a son). B e c a use the I' ear e not r e e s. 

(32. !J). "Here)) is the subject. ((No Asoka tree", i. e., the absence 
of such trees, is predicated. "lkcause there are (altogether) no 
trees ", i. P., the term of greater extension is absent. ThiR is the logiml 
reason. This formula of negation is used when a suboruillate term 

1 ki}a7.tika. 
2 Lit., p. 31. 21-32. 1. (( And just as the suhJect (dhal'mtn), being the substra

tum for the cognition of the probandum (siidhya-prntipatt-i-adhlkarar,ta). is here 
shown to consist ... ». The real suhject of a judgment (adhyavasiiya = niscaya = 
vi7calpa), whpther it be an inferential or a perceptual judgment, is always a point of 
reference to reality which in speech i~ exprcssed pronominally as «this )), ((there)) 
etc., it then corresponds to the Buddhist (thing in itself)) (s'l:a7ak~WI;Ia), or it may 
also include some characteristics, it then consists of a visihle and an invi
slble part, and is expressed by a noun. Cpo the remarks of Sigw art, op. cit. 1. 142, 
upon the judgment «(this rose is yellow» which reduces to the form «this is yellow)) 
the real subject being expressible only by the demonstrative (( tbis», the actually 
perceived part. 
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like the Asoka tTee is not being perceived. If it were in a condition 
affording possibility of perception, simple negation of the hypotheti
cally visiblp, (i. e., the first formula), would be sufficient. 

(32.7). Now (let us imagine before us) two contiguous 1 elevated 
places, the one covered with a forest, the other consisting of mere rock, 
without tree or bush. (Let us imagine) an observer capable of seeing 
the trees, but not capable of discerning their species, Asoka or other. 
For him the presence of trees is perceptible, but the presence of Asoka 
trees is not. (32, 10). Then (turning) to the treeless place which con
sists of bare rock, he pl'oduces a judgment.!! (uI cannot discern Asoka 
trees in this wood, but on that place beyond there are surely none, 
hecause there are altogether no trees»). The absence of trees he 
ascertains through i'imple non-perception,8 because they would be 
visible, the absence of Asoka trees - (indirectly) through the absence 
of the pervading term, the trees. 

(32.11). This method of negation iii resorted to when non-existence 
is predic::atel1 in cases analogouli to (the example here given). 

(32.12). (The fourth formula) consists in the affirmation 4, of some
thing which by its nature is incompatible with the presence of the ne
gatived fact. It is exemplified. 

35. A ff i r mat ion 0 f 
(w i t h the fa c t w h i c h 
follow ti. 

something incompatible 
is be i n g den i e d) is as 

(Thesis). There is here no tiensatiol1 of 
c () I d. 

(Reason). Because there is fire. 

(32. 14). « Here I) is the subject. (( There ii' no tiensatioll of cold ", 
i. e., a negation of such a sensation, is the prediclte. II Because there 
is fire» is the logical reason. This variety of negation must bl:' applied 
where cold cannot be directly experienced. Otherwise ::;imple negation 
would be sufficient.s Hence it is applied in such cases where fire is 
directly perceived by seeing a characteristic (patch of) colour, but 
cold, because of its remoteness, although present, cannot be felt. 

1 pU1"I:a-apara-upr,.\li~ta. 

2 am81Jati = niScinoti = kalpayati. 
:l drSya-anupalambhiit. 
,\ upalabtIhilJ = fJidhih, cpo infra, p. 37. 5. 
5 LIt., p. 32. 15. (I Because, when it is perceptible, Don'perception of the per

ceptible is applied». 
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(32.18). (The fifth formula) consists of the positive perception of 
the effect of something whose presence is incompatible with the pre
sence of the fact denied. This gives valid 1 (negative judgments). 

36. The affirmation of an incompatihle effect 
is as follows. 

(Thesis). There is here n() sensation of 
cold. 

(R e as 0 n). Be c a use the rei ssm 0 k e. 

(32.20). (( Herell is the subject. « There is no sensation of cold", 
i. e., the absence of such sensation, is the predicate. (cBecause there is. 
smoke" is the logical reason. 

(32.21). In those cases where cold could be felt directly, its simple 
negation will give a valid judgment. Where fire which is incompa
tible with such sensation is directly perceptible, (the fourth formula), 
the affirmlltion of the incompatible, must be resorted to. But when both 
are beyond the range of sense-perception,' we can avail ourselves of 
(this fifth method, consisting) in an affirmation of an incompatible effect, 
(i. e., in deducing the absence of something from the absence of 
something else, this second thing representing the result of a cause 
whose presence is incompatible with the presence of the denied fact). 

(33.1). (This happens, e. g.), in following cases. Supposing somebodY 
perceives a thick column of smoke coming out of a room. This allows 
him to infer the presence of a fire capable of removing cold from the 
whole interior of the room. After having inferred the presence of such 
an efficient fire, he concludes that there i:; no cold. In this case the 
subject (onsists of the visible place in the door together with the 
whole interior of the room, as hal'; been noticed before? because, when 
realizing the predicate 3 (absence of cold), we must conform (to its 
peculiar character of filling up the whole interior). 

(33. 5). The (sixth formula of a negative reason) consists in the affir
mation of a fact which is subordinate to (or less in extension than) 
another fact, when the latter is incompatible with the presence of the 
fact denied. An example will be given. 

37. (A negative reason consisting in) the affir
mation of something subordinate to an incompa
tible fact is as follows. 

1 gamaka. 
2 Cpo above, p. 89. 
3 tdidhya-pratiti. 
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(T 11 e sis). The e van esc en t c h a r act e r, eve 11 

o f s u c h t h i n g s w h i c h h a v e a nor i gin, i s not 
something constant. 

(Reason). Because (their destruction) de
pen d sup 0 n asp e d a I c a use. I 

(33.8). Constallt is what necessarily, constantly, occurs. « Not con
stant», i. e., the denial of constancy, is the predicate. « Evanesccnee» 
is the subject. « Even of such things that have an origin)) is a quali
fication of the subject. (The opponents of the Buddhist theory of Uni
versal Momentariness mailltam that) the impermanent character of 
products, i. e., of things that have a beginning, is not something 
constant. Still stronger are tlte reasons for denying COIlS taut evanescence 
in unproduccd (eternal) substances.2 That is why the qualification 
«(eyen" (even of things that have an origin) has been added. (33.10). 

I The next example is apparently chosen with the aim of meeting the objection 
that, if eVf'ry negation is nothing but a repudiation of imagined visibility, then 
objects and processes which arp invisible to ordinary men by their nature, will 
never be liable to this kind of negation. The objcetors mailltaill non-perception of 
the lllvisible (adrsya-n.nu]urlabdTli), cpo above p. 81 amI infra slitra II. 4R-49. Since 
the Buddhists are advocates of Ulliversall\Iomclltal'illeSS (or destruction) the author 
seelllS willing to tell his opponents" if you wish to repudiate my idea of impercep
tible constant destruction, yon can do it only by oenying a visihle, sensible form of 
constancy, not an invisible, metaphysical one)). Mallavadi says-ath((i1,a,n vya
paJca-anl/palllbdhir dTsya-sil!ISapatve prayujyate, adTsye cety a~ankyahrr, op. cit., 
fol. 64. R gya 1- th s a b mtroduces the cxample with the foIl wing, words, oJ!. Cit, fol. 
SO,-log-togs clgrrg-pai-ched-dl~ tlw,l-bai-sbyor-ua-smras-par ::r.td-kyi, flea ~tphan8-JJa 
ni, dnos-po ehos cat!; Mig-par-~g!fur-ba-p"yis-byun-gi rgyu-la bltos-pa-med de, 
l}jig-ne8 yin-pai-phYl:?' ces-P(W; thal-ba-ltm' raii-rgyud-dpe-Ia suynr-na, 1'118 dkar
po ckos-can ... = 1·ipm.tipatti-nif·akara'l}-artham pmsanga-prayoga-vaeana-matram, 
niscayas tit, bhal'O dluwm'i, vinii.sa-hetvantara-anapek?al}, 1!inasa-niyatat'l:lid ftij 
yatha-prasangam 8V(ltantra-udi'ihal'a~am prayufl,jiina(t, pa~a(t 8ulda (iti) dharmi .•. 
The vipratipatti nlluded to hy Rgyal-thsab is evidently the view of the Sunkhyas, 
the ~aiy1iyik9s and the l\limarpsakas that metaphysical entities and processes aro 
Mntpalabdlm = adrsya = aprllty{/7,!~a. 

II All Iudian systems, except the Buddhists, assumed the existence of several 
eternal and ubiquitous suh~ta,nres. The early Buddhists postulated the reality of 
three eternal, i. e., unchanging, unprodllCed, permanent elemeuts (asa'!l,skrta-dhar. 
ma), viz" empty space and two kinds of eternal blank supervening after the total 
l'xtinction of all forces in the Universe. In Mnhll,yana they are declared to be 
relative and therefore unreal. The Sautrlintikas fl.nd Yogacal'as identified existence 
with constant cbange (k§attikatm). 
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A speeial cause 1 is a cause different from origination,2 c. g., a 
hammer (by whose stroke a jar is destroyed). Evanescence (ac
cording to Realists) is dependent upon such a (special cause). 
«Because it so depends» is the logical reason. (33.11). Now, 
(the fact of being) dependent on a special cause is not something 
constant,3 e. g., the colour of a cloth depends upon a fortuitous pro
cess of dyeing which is not constant. Non-constancy is the opposite of 
constancy. (33.13). Evanescense (interpreted) as the fact of having an 
end, is assumed (by Realists) to depend upon special causes.4 They there
fore deny its constancy, on the ground of experience, (which teaches) 
that it depends upon special causation, (and this fact of accidental 
causation disproves constancy), proves the opposite (of constancy). 5 

1 hetv-antara. 
2 The Buddhist theory of Universal Momentariness (klfa·Yfikatta), converting 

the universe into a kllld of cinema, maintains that there is no other cause of de
struction than origination, entities disappear as soon as they appear, the moment 
when the jar is broken by a stroke of a bammer does not differ in this respect from 
all preceding moments, since every moment a new or «otber» jar appears, con
stant destruction or renovation is inherent in every existence whIch is really a 
compact series of ever new moments. The realistic opponents of the Buddhists admit 
the duration (sthiiyitm) of entities from the moment of their origination up to tbe 
moment of their destruction by a special cause (hetv-antara). The Siinkbyas establish
ed the theory of constant change(pari~ama-nityata)ofMatter. The Buddhist theory 
of Universal Momentariness is once more alluded to below, sutra III. 11 ff., cpo notes. 

3 Lit., p. 33. 11. « Dependence upon a sp<'cial cause indeed is contained under 
(vyapta) 1I01l-constancYJl. 

4 IJit., p. 33. 13. « And destruction, being the very essence of the destmctibJe, 
is admitted to be dependent on another caUBell. The Tib., p. 75. ll, emphasizes in 
repeating Mig-pa van. According to the realists destruction which they call 
pmdht·al!lsft IS a reality sui generis (bhiiva-soorupa = bhavantara), according to 
the Buddhists it is a name for the thing itself, for the momentary thing, since every 
existence is a flow of discrete moments, bhava e,'a vinasyrrti iti lqtva mniisrr. ity 
likhyayate cpo Kamalasila, p. 137.22. This simply means that every duration is 
really a motion and that causal (",onnection exists between moments only, a concep
tion of causality which is not ulllamiliar to stllden.ts of European philosophy.From the 
Buddhist standpoiut the lietvantam can be only the preceding moment, (cp. p. 88 
nnd Tattvas, Irar. 375), but not mndgaraili. Hence, if vinasa is tbe Rvabhata of 
existence, it cannot depend upon a special cause. The passage therefore means« the 
things which we, Buddhists, hold to be evanescent every moment by their nature, 
you, realists, assume to possess duration and to be destroyed by special causes» 

5 Lit. p. 3~. 13-14. ClAnd destruction whose essence is to possess an imper
manent nature is admitted to depend upon another cause. Therefore observing 
dependence upon another cause, (this dependence) being subordinate to what is in· 
compatible (viruddlla) with (constancy), constancy is being negatived ll. 
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(33.14). For us 1 (Buddhists) constancy is permanence (eternity), 
non-constancy impermanence.2 Since permanence and imperma
nence are (qualities) exclusive of one another,S it would be a con
tradiction to assume their (simultaneous) presence in the same place. 
(33. 15). In such Cases, if one of the two contradictory qualities i~ 
present, the presence of the second must be eo ipso denied.4, (B 3. 16). But 
such negation is possible only in regard of an (object) whose percep
tibility is hypothetically assumed. 'rIlen denying the reality (of the 
predicate) we, indeed, must argue in the following manner.:> «If the 
fact before us were permanent, we would have some experience of its 
permanent essence, but no pel manent essence is being experieueed, 
therefore it is not permanent)).6 (33.18). It follows that when we deny 
permanence this denial refers to objects of a possible experience. 

1 iha, cp above text, p. 10.12. 
2 The argument is that the real thing being one (unus numero), cannot possess 

two such contradictory characeristics as origination and destruction nir!l1!I~'a era 
bhava~~ ••. katham tasyn uttaralciilam kiirar;iintami~ M'abhiivantaram iirih"iyate, 
Kamalaliila, p.1S4. S. The real thing can be either '1lifya, eternal a.nd unchanging 
or anitya = k.~ar;ika, Dlonlentary - apracyufa-anufpannrr-sthimikas'l'abhiimm m
tyam iikhyiiyafe, 'Prakrty-ekrr.-k~a~la-8thiti-dhal'makam ciinityam (Allekun ta,j. 

p. lS). The Realists and the Jain a s assume a limited duration of some things which 
in t.hat Lase possess both characteristics of origination and destruction. The Sankhyas 
assume parir;iima-nifyata, a.n ('vel' changing substance, the Buddhist - a constant 
change without any substantiality, simple mOlllentary flashes. Since viniisa is the 
name for s11ch a flash, and adhrumlihiivin is the same as anityatva, the problem 
here alluded to amounts at asking whether anifyatm is itself anityrr, a problem 
the solation of which attracted the attention of the Buddhists already in the Kathii
vlltthu, XI. 8, just as III later times they were interested in tile problem whether 
sunyat! a is itself Minya, cpo my N ir v ii.:[l:t, p. 49 fT. 

II paraspara-parihiira, cpo below, text p. 69.20. 
4, tlidatmya-ni~~eclTla, lit., (cits identity (i.o, its preRellce in that thing) mURt 

be denied» fhis expression means evidently the same as eTc'l:atvlibhiiva~ or ekiitma
katva-virodhrr(1 on p. 70.11-12 (text), cpo below the notes on the translation of 
that passage. Between Vrk?a and Si".lsapiitva, as noted above, p. 7H ff., thero is no 
tadiitmya-'1li~edha with regard to the vastu, but between two consecutive moments 
of the same tbing there is one. 

SLit., p. 3S. 17. « Because the denial of the identy (of the fact constitnting 
the predicate, i. e., of permanence) is done thus ». 

6 Lit., p. 33.17. «If this thing we look upon were eternal, it wonld appear in 
its eternal essence (rufla = svarii.pa), but it does not appear in an eterDllI 
essence .. ,ij. The term drrrsrrna is used where we would say « experience», dar
saniit means cc becanse we know from experience ». Cpo the use of that term in the 
Karikn of Dharmakirti quoted in Sal'vad, p. 22 (BomLay S. S. ed; incor-
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(33. 19). Even (supposing we have) a really invisible thing, such 
as, e. g. a ghost, we could deny its identity with some other (visible) 
object, e. g., a jar, only after trying to imagine (for a moment) its 
own visibility.! (We then are doing it in the following manner). "If this 
visible o~ject were identical with a ghost, we would perceive the ghost, 
but we dont perceive him, therefore it is not a ghosb>. (33.21). When 
we intend to deny the identity of a visible real ohject, say ajar, with 
some other object, (it doeR not matter whether the latter) be real 
or unreal, amenable to l)erception or not, we must begin by hypothe
tically assuming its perceptibility, (thus merely can we arrive at the 
judgment "this iR a jar)), «it is not a gbostll).2 

(34.1). If this is true, then just as we deny the presence of a jar 
only after having (for a moment) imagined it as visible, just the same 
are wo doing (when we realize tho « otherness» of something according 
to the law of cont.radiction). Wheresoever we deny the preRence of an 
object which is ((other)) than the object perceived, we do it only (In the 
basis of (a negative judgment, i. e.) non-perct'ption of something 
hypothetically visible.s Consequently (if we interpret) this formula in the 
manner just described, it is (virtually) included in (the first formula, 
i. e.,) direct negation of what hypothetically is visible. 

(34.4). (The seventh formula of a negative reason) consists in 
the affirmation of something incompatible with the effect of the de
nied fact. An example is given. 

38. A ff i r mat ion 0 f so met 11 i n gin com pat i b lew i t h 
the effect is as follows-

reet rea.ding in the B. 1. ed., p. 7), where positive and negative experience (darsana· 
adarsana=anvaya-l:yatirel,a) are contrasted with logical necessity (niyama). Here 
drsyamana means an object we look upon, nitya'rU}Ja drsyeta means that we must 
bave some real experience of what permanence or eternity is in order to predicate it. 

1 Upon this point, namely that tbe invisible things in our knowledge arf) 
nothing but repelled hypotbetical visibilities cpo the somewhat parallel argument in 
Husserl's, Logische Untersuchungen, II, p. 313 - «Jupiter stelle icb nicllt 
anders vor als Bismark ... » 

9 Lit., p. 33.21-34. 1. «And the negatiou of identity is preceded by assuming 
i,lentity with the perceived in a perceived entity, a jar etc. (wbetber it be the ne· 
gation of identity) of a real or unreal, a. perceptible or unperceptible tbing». 

3 Lit., p. 34.1-2. «And if it is so, just as we deny (tbe presence) ofajar after 
having assumed its (possible) per. eption on (the basis of) just non-perception of vi
sibility, just 80 on the (the basis of) tbat very nOll'perception of visibility, the 
denial (is made) of every mntually incompatible thing, (the denial of its presence) in 
something else (which. would be) perc"ptible ». 
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(1' h e sis). l' her ear e her e no e ff i c i e n t c a u
ses of cold. 

(R e a son). B e c a use the rei s a fir e. 

(34.7). «Here)) is the subject. «Causes of cold», i. e., causes whose 
efficiency to produce cold has not been arrested, this is the predicate. 
eeBecause there is a fire» is the reason. (34.8). We can avail ourselves 
of this formula in those cases where neither the causes producing 
cold, nor the cold itself are directly felt. Where cold is felt we will 
use the (second formula), the formula of denying the result (lthere 
are here no causes of cold, since there is no cold»), and when its 
causes are amenable to sensation, we will use the formula of a simple 
negative judgment, (the first formula, «there are no causes of cold, 
because we do not perceive them))). 

(34.10). Consequently this is also a method of deducing non
existence. We avail ourselves of it in cases where the observer is 
situated at a distance. He can neither feel the eold, nor perceive the 
causes which would prodlH:e cold sensation, but fire, notwithstanding 
the distance, is perceived through its refulgence. 

(34. 12). (The eighth formula of a negative judgment) consists in 
affirmation of something incompatible with a fact of greater extension 
than the fact denied. An ('x ample will be given. 

39. Affirmation of something incompatible with 
a fact of greater extension is as follows-

(T 11 e sis). The rei she r e nos ens at ion p r 0-

d u c e d by s now. 
(R e a son). Bee a use the rei s a fir e. 

(34. 14). «Here)) is the subject. (eNo sensation of snow)) is the 
predicate. (( Because there is it fire)J is the reason. This method (of 
proving the absence of snow) is used in cases where neither the fact 
of lesser extension, the snow, nor the fact of greater extension, the 
cold, can be directly experienced, because when they can be experien
ced directly, either (the first formula), the simple negation (of snow), 
or (the third formula), the negation of the fact of greater extension 
(i. e. of cold) will be resorted to. (34. 16). Consequently this is like
wise a method of deducing non-existence. For a remote observer any 
variety of cold lies beyond the range of sensation, and th~ sensation 
produced by snow is but a variety of the sensation of cold. Fire, on 
the other hand, owing to its specific refulgence, is seen even at a 
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distance. Hence from the presence of fire the absence of cold in gene
ral is deduced, and from it the absence of its variety, the sensation 
produced by snow, is ascertained, because the specific sensation is 
included in the general one. This method will accordingly be resorted 
to in specific cases. 

(34. 20). (The nilleth formula of a negative reason consists in) a 
negation of the causes of the denied fact. An example is given. 

40. Neg a t ion 0 f c a use sis a s f 0 11 0 w s. 

(T h e sis). The rei she r e nos m 0 k e. 
(Reason). Because there is no fire. 

(35.2). «Here)) is the subject. «No smoke)) is the predicate. «(Be
cause there is no fire.> is the reason. This method is used when the 
effect of something, although existent, is not directly perceived. When 
perceptible, we will avail ourselves (for denying it) of the method of 
simple negation of the hypothetically perceptible, (the first formula). 
Consequently this is likewise a method of deducing non-existence. 
(35.4). (It occurs, e. g., in following cases). Supposing we have a pond 
covered by an extensive sheet of motionless water which in the dim 
twilight in winter time emits vapour. Even if some smoke were present, 
it would not be possible to discern it (in the darkness). Nevertheless 
its presence can be denied through non-perception of its cause. ]'or if 
there were fire, (in a piece of wood) swimming on the water, it would 
be visible through the characteristic refulgence of its flames. (35. 6). 
Even supposing it is not flaming, but lingering in some piece of wood, 
then this fuel being the place where fire is concealed could be visible. 
Thus fire would be in any case visible, either directly or through the 
object in which it is concealed.l In such cases this formula is applied. 

(35.9). Next comes an example (of the tenth variety) which con
sists in affirmation of something incompatible with the cause of the 
denied fact. 

41. The affirmation of a fact incompatible 
with the causes of something is as follows. 

('1' h e sis). He h e t ray s nos y m p t 0 ill S 0 f col d, 
s u c has s h i v e r i n get c. 

(R e as 0 n). 13 e c au set It ere is an e ffi c i e n t 
fire near him. 

I adhara-rupe~a. 
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(35. 12). ccHe)) is the suhject. ccShivering», chattering teeth etc. 
are special symptoms produced by cold. They are different from the 
expressions of fear, devotion and other (emotions), therefore they are 
called special symptoms. Their absence is predicated. An efficient fire 
is a fire which is distinguished from other fires by its capacity of 
removing cold. For there are fires which are not capable of that, as 
e. g., the fire of a lamp. In order to set aside such fire, a qualification 
has been introduced, cca proximate good 1 fire». Its presence is the 
logical reason. 

(35.16). This formula is applied in those cases where cold, although 
existent, cannot be directly felt, and its symptoms, like a shivering 
produced by it, can neither be seen. When these symptoms can be percep
tible, direct negation of the hypothetically visible (t.he first formula) is 
used. When cold can be directly felt, the negation of the cause is 
applied. Consequently this is also a method of deducing non-existence. 
(35.19). Indeed, fire is perceived at a distance owing to its specific 
refulgence when neither the cold can be felt nor the shivering observed 
directly. Therefore their absence is deduced (indirectly), from seeing (a 
fire) which is incompatible with their cause. In such cases this formula 
is used. 

(35.21). (The eleventh formula of negation consists) in affirmation 
of an effect of something which is incompatible with the cause of the 
fact denied. An example is given. 

42. A ff i r mat ion 0 fan e ff e c t 0 f s 0 met h i n g i n
com pat i b I e wi t h the c a use i s a s follow s. 

(T he sis). In t his p I ace nob 0 dye x h i bit s 
s y m p tom s 0 f col d, sue has s h i vcr i n get c., 

(R e a son). B e c a use the rei ssm 0 k e. 

(36.3). ((This place ll is the subject. It is devoid of men exhibiting 
shivering and other symptoms of cold, this is predicated ... Because 
there is smoke II this is the reason. When the shivering can be obser
ved, we use direct non-perception, (the first formUla). When the cause, 
the sensation of cold, can be directly felt, we use (the ninct.h formula), 
the formula of non-perception of the cause. When the fire is percep
tible, we use (the tenth formula), the fOl1uula of the perception of 
the thing incompatible with the cause. But when all the three cannot 

I dahana-tis6§a 
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be directly perceived, we use the present formula. Hence, this is also 
a way of establishing non-existence. 

(36.7). This formula is a suitable means of cognition in those cases, 
when neither the fire nor the cold nor the shivering can be directly 
perceived by a remote observer, but smok~ is perceived directly. Such 
smoke is here meant which points to a fire capable of extinguishing 
the cold in that place. If fire in general is inferred from the presence 
of some smoke in general, then neither the absence of cold nor the 
absence of shivering can be ascertained. Thus it must be borne in mind 
that the reason does not consist in the mere presence of some smoke 
in general. 

§ 8. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FORMULAE OF NEGATION. 

(36.12). If there is only one reason, (i. e., one logical process) of 
negation, how is it that we have enumerated eleven (different) reasons 
from which non-existence can be deduced? 

43. All these ten formulae of a negative judg
ment, beginning from the second, are (virtually) 
included (in the first), the (direct) non-perception 
oft 11 e e xis ten ceo f s 0 met h i n g. 

These, i. e., the formulae of negation. The word (these» points to 
the formulae which have just been specified. How many of them are 
meant? The non-perception of the result (the seconu formula) and the 
following ones. Three or four or how many out of their number are 
meant? He says, ten. Are the ten examples alone meant? He says, 
all. (36.18). The following is meant. Although not mentioned, but 
similar to those which are mentioned, are all (the cases of nega
tion). Thus it is that since the word .. tenn comprises all the adduced 
examples, their totality is suggested (through this word alone, 
the word «all)) becomes superfltlous). However, since the totality of 
the quoted examples is already suggested by the word «ten)), 
the additional word (all» refers (to another totality), the totality 
of the cases similar to the examples.l They are idelltical with simple 

1 This superfluous remark is probably directod aga.illst Vinitadeva who has, 
quite naturally, interpreted the word « all» as meaning that all the ten varieties of 
negation, without any exception, can be reduced to one fundamental formula, the 
first one, cpo p. 78. 16. As usual, Dharmottara seizes every possible subtle occasion 
to find fault with Vinitadeva. 
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negation, and therefore included in it, i. e., their essence is direct 
negation.1 

(37.1). However there is a difference between the formula of direct 
negation (the first formula) and the formulae of non-perception of the 
result, (i. e., the second) and other formulae. Therefore how can they 
be included in the former? He says, 

44. Indirectly. There is a difference of formu
lation, (a fact is denied indirectly) through affir
m a t i 0 11 0 r neg a t ion 0 f s 0 met h i n gel s e. 

(37.4). Although there is a difference of formula, i. e., of verbal 
expression, nevertheless they are included. How is this different formu
lation to be understood? (Our author) says, through affirmation and 
(negation of something else). In the (fourth formula), tIle formula of 
affirmation of something incompatible with the existence of the object 
denied, we lIave, e. g., a positive cognition, or affirmation,2 of something 
different from the denieu object. In (the second formula), the formula 
of non-perceived result and similar formulae, we have a negation (of 
something different from the object which it is intended to negate). 
(37.6). Thus by affirmation of another, (i. e., of an incompatible) fact, 
and by negation of another, (i. e., of a connected) fact, the formulae 
are different. 

(37.7). If in different formulae some connected facts are either 
affirmed or denied, how is it that they are included? He says: in
directly, i. e., mediately. (37.8). The following is meant. These (ten) 
formulae do not directly express a negation of imagined visibility, 
but they express an affirmation or a negation of something else, 
and this invariably leads 3 to simple negation of the hypothetically 
visible. Therefore, they are included in simple negation not directly, 
but mediately. 

(37.11). Now, if the differeme is olle of verbal expression, this 
should be discussed under the head of inference «for others» (or syllo
gism)? Difference of formulation is, indeed, dift'erence of verbal expres
sion. But speech (is not internal inference or judgment, it) is external 

1 Lit., p. 36.21-22. «They go tllfOUgh identity into inclusion in the non
cognition of own-existence, this means that they possess own-existence of non
cognition of own-existence ll. 

II upaZabdhi = t'idhi. 
3 avyabhiciirin. 
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inference (or syllogism). In answer to this question (the author) 
says, 

45. The formulae have been specified under 
the h e ado fin t ern a lin fer e n C e, b e c a use b y the i r 
repeated consideration the distinct conception 
o f w hat a neg a t i v e j u d g men t Ire pre sen t sin t e r
nally (as a process of thought) becomes thus 
also clear to the (scrutinizing individual) himself. 

(37. 15). Formula.e are scientific constructions. The repeated oc
currence of their cognition, again and again, also leads the cognizing 
individual himself to a right conception of what limitation or nega
tion is, in the way which has been analysed just above. 2 (37.17). 
The meaning is the following one. By a study S (of these different) 
formulae we oursdves also in the way thus (indicated) arrive at 
understanding (what negation rea.lly meaos).4 Therefore, since 
\. the study) of the different formulae (does not exclusively serve the 
J DITCH' of communicating knowleuge to others, but) since it also 
serves the purpose of our own analysis 5 of them, they have been con
sidered (in the chapter) devoted to internal inference (or inferential 
judgment). On the contrary (the methods) which are exclusively used 
to communicate with others will be necessarily examined (in the last 
chapter), as a verbal expression of inferences,6 (not as a process of 
thought). 

1 l'yavaccheda is ),roperly limitation, contrast or distinction, but here it is 
explained, p. 37.17, as =prati§edha. 

2 Lit., p. 37. 15-17. «Consideration of the formulae etc. Oftbe formulae 
which have been constructed III science (siiHtra) the consideration, the knowledge. 
Its repctition, its reoccurrence again and again. Therefore, for (thiS) reason. Also 
for himself, i. e, also for the cognizer himself. Thus, in the above mentioned manner. 
Of the contrast (vyavaccheda), of negation, the distinct knowledge (pratitl) arises. 
The word iii in the sensc of «therefore II. 

S aMyiisa. 
4, i. e., that it means «contrasting» (!'yavaccheda), and since a contrast is invol

ved in every act of definite cognition, negation is inherent in every clear thought. 
About the importance of pariccheda and vyavaccheda in cognition cpo below, text 
p. 69.22 if. and Tittparyat., p. 92.15 if. 

;, p!·atipatti. 
8 pariirthiinumana, as stated below, text p. 40, is not an inference, but only 

mt formulation. 
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§ 9. NEGATION FOUNDED ON SENSIBLE EXPERIENCE. 

(37.21). However, it may be questioned, how are these formulae 
all implied in the (first one), in the negation of a (hypothetically) 
visible object? Indeed, in such formulae as, e. g., the (fifth) which 
represents the non perception of a result, the presence of causes is 
denied which are anything but perceptible, because in casps when 
something that might be perceptible is denied, we are obliged 
to use the formula of direct negation. If such be the case, their denial, 
(it would seem), is not made on the basis of an imputed percepti
bility? 1 

The answer is as follows. 

46. Neg at ion i ~ the pro c e sst hI' 0 ugh w hi c h 
either the absence of something or some prl1C
tical application of the idea of an absent thing 
is deduced. Whether the facts be denied by way 
of an affirmation of something incompatible with 
them or through the negation of their causes 
etc., eve r y w her e neg a t ion, 0 nan a I y sis, l' e fer s t 0 

po s sib il i tie s 0 f sen sat i 0 n.2 

(38.4). Absence and its application (arl' here mentioned, because 
in the first formula), in dirL'ct negation, the deduction refers to the 
practical application (of the idea of an absent thing, of a non-Ens, 
as produced by sense perception), in the remaining formulae the absence 
(of the denied facts) is itself deduced. The negative cognition on 
which both are founded (always refers to sensations actual or pos
sible). 

(38.6). An the formulae of negative deduction reduce to the for
mula of direct negation, because whatsoever be the facts denied in 

1 Lit., p.37.21-23. "And how is it that there is negation of just impercep
tible causes etc. in non-cognition of effect etc., since there is the consequence of 
the formula of non-cognition of own-existence in the negation of the perceptible, 
and, if it is so, there is no negation of them from non-cognition of the perceptible, 
therefore how are these formulae included in non-cognition of the perceptible?». 

2 Lit., p.38.1-3. ccAnd everywhere in this non· cognition which establishes 
non-existence and the application of non-existence, (the things) whose negation is 
expressed through cognition of the incompatible with own-existence etc., and 
through the cognition of causes etc., their cognition and non-cognition mnst be 
understood exclusively as of (things) reached by the essence of (sense-) perception». 
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all of them, they are all sensibilia,1 i. e., objects susceptible of sense
perception.2 

(38.7). How is it proved that they are all sensibllia? They are all 
sensibilia because in all these formulae there is either affirmation of 
the contradicting counterpart of the denied fact or the denial of its 
cause etc., (and the laws of Contradiction and Causation refer to sensi
bilia only). 3 

(38.10). To be sure, negation is expressed in them either by the 
affirmation of something essentially incompatible (with the fact denied) 
etc. or by the negation of its cause etc. But nevertheless, does it fol
low that negation refers to sensibilia only? 

(:38- 11). They refer to sensibilia only for the following reason. In 
order to establish the subalternation of two facts or their causal rela
tion, ancl in order to know what will contradict these relations, we 
necessarily must have had some experience of them, i. e., we must have 
had some perception of their presence and some experience of their 
absence, preceded by a perception of their presence.s Objects which 
have been alternately perceived and not perceived are necessarily l)or
ceptible. 

(38.14). Consequently when incompatible and other fa~ts are being 
denied either hy t1.e way of an affirmation of their correlative part 
or by an elimination of their rauses etc., we must know that this 
refers to sensibilia only, to such objects whose presence and ahsence 
have heen alternately obsel'ved.4 

1 d?"sy(t. The term sensibilia as contrastt'd with sense-data we borrow i'r('m 
B. Russel, M}sticism, p. 152. 

:J upalall(llii lak~ar.ta-Jlrapta. 
3 It is intt'rcstillg to compare on thi8 topic the view of Herbert Spencer 

(upud Stu art l\T ill, Logic 8 I, p. 322) - «the negative mode cannot occur without 
excluding a corl't'lative mode: the antithesis of positire and negative being, indeed, is 
merely an expression of this experience». According to the Buddhists the concrete 
content of every single case of contradiction, as of causality, is provided by expe
l'ilmce, the causal laws have an application to sensibilia only, but whether the laws 
themselves are mere generalizatiolls from ('xpericnce is another question, cpo p. 
G!l. 11 (text). 

4 Li t., 38. 1\-15. II And everywherE'. The word ca is used ill the sense of II beca
use II. Because everywhere, in non-perception of what (facts) the negation is express
eu, of them the negation (refers to ohjects) reached by the condItions of cognition of 
the perceptible, therefore it is included in non-perct'ption of the visible. Why is it 
that this (refers) only to perceptibles? lIe says, own-existence etc. Here also the word 
0(1 has the meaning of cause. (38. 8). Because !legation is expressed by affirmation 
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(38.15). Thus a series of questions have been raised (and answered) 
conjointly. Since such and such are the answers, the corresllonding 
objections are discarderl. Therefore these answers have been arrayed 
together. 

(38.18). Further, why is it that (the existence of both) a positive 
and a negative sense-perception must be assumed whenever the denial 
of an incompatible fact or of a (cause or effect) is made. 

47. Because (the laws of) Contradiction and 
Causality do nut extend their sway ovor other 
(i. e., 0 v e r met a p h y sic a 1) 0 b j e c t s. 2 

(38.20). Objects different from those which (alternately) are per
ceived and non-perceived are (metaphysical) objects which are never 

of those (facts) among whom the essentially incompatible is the first, and by nOD
perception of those (facts) among whom the cause is the first, therefore negation is 
only of the perceptibles. This is meant. (38.10). If, to be sure, negation is expressed 
by affirmation of the essentially incompatible etc., and by non-perception of the 
callse etc., nevertheless why is negation of perceptibles only? Cognition etc. Here 
also the word ca means the cause. Since the contradictories are known as being 
inclusive and included, as being cause and effect, Just necessarily their perception 
and non-perception preceded by perception must be understood. Those that possess 
both, perception and non-perception, are necessarily perceptibles. (38. 14). Therefore 
hy perception of the essentially incompatible etc. and by non-perception of the 
cause etc., the negation being made of the incompatibles etc. as p08sessing percep
tion and non-perception, must be considered as being made of perceptibles only ".
The interpertation of the three ca's as (( because)), and the coordina.tion of the 
three different question!> seems artificial. Vinitadeva has nothing of the sort. 
Malla vadi does not comment upon this passage. 

1 Lit., p. 38. 15-17. « Because many objections have been gone through, the 
word ca which has here the meaning of collecting the answers together has the 
meaning of II because», (therefore) «because we have sllch aud such answers, 
therefore such and such objections are not rightn, this is the meaning of call. 

2 In the text of sUtra 47 the word abhiiva must be inserten before asiddhe~, 
cpo Tib. This aMava is interpreted as abhavas ca vyapyasya vyapakasya abhiive. 
The Tib., p. 88. 1, has no equivalent for vyapyasya. Tbis word abhava would thus 
refer to the fourth formnla, the vyapaka-anupalabdhi, cpo siitrn. II. 34; but Vini
tadeva, p. 82. 10 ff., divides virodha-~iiry(!7ciira'l)a-bhat'iibhavau and explains it as 
virodha8ya bhavaB ca abhavaJ ca, kt'iryakara1)atvaaya bhaVaB ca abhaVaB ca. This 
explanation seems preferable, since the vyaplika-anupaZabdhi can be regarded as 
included in virodha. The lit. translation of the sUtra, as nnderstoodbyDh.,is-(,be
cause Contradiction, Causality and Subalternation of others are not establisbed»; 
as uuderstoo(l by V., it is-« because the existence and non-existence of Contradic
tion and Causality of others is not established». Dh.'s interpretation seemfl n,rtifi
cial and is probably due to his polemical zeal. 
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perceived. Their contradiction with something else, their causal relation 
(to something else), their subalternation 1 it is impossible (to imagine). 
Therefore it is impossible to ascertain what is it they contradict, and 
what are they causally related to.2 For this reason contradicting facts 
(causes and effects) are fit to be denied only after their observation 
has been recurrent.s Therefore, since the impossibility of contradiction 
or of causal relation is established, the incompatible facts can be denied 
only when they refer to objects which alternately are perceived and non
perceived. Those which are open to both (perception and non-per
ception are called sensibilia), they are necessarily capable of being 
experienced. Therefore, negation refers only to objects of possible 
experience.4 (39.1). The following is the meaning. Contradiction, Causa
lity, Subalternation are necessarily based upon negative jud
gments, (upon non perception of sensibilia). (39. 2). Contradiction is 
realized when on the presence 5 of one term we distinctly cognize the 
absence of the other. Causal relation is established when the fact which 
we accept as the result is absent, if another fact which we accept as 
cause is also absent. Subalternation is established when it is precisely 
known that on the absence of the term which is admitted to possess 
greater extension the less extensive term is definitely absent. 
We must indeed be alive to the fad that the extension (and 
comprehension of our concepts) are founded on Negation. The (compa
rative) extension (of the terms tree and Asoka) is fixed when we know 
that, if on a certain place there are no trees, there are also no 
ASokas. (:39. G). The knowledge ofthe absence of something is always pro
duced only by the repudiation of an imagined presence. (39. 7). Therefore, 
if we remember (some cases) of Contradiction, of Causality or of different 
extension, we needs must have in our memory some negative experi
ence. (Negation is) the foundntion of our concept of non-existence 
which iR underlying I) our knowledge of (the la.ws) of Contradiction, of 

1 Lit., p. 38.21. « Alld absellce of the cont(tined (the term of lesser extension) 
when there is absence of the container (the term of greater extension)". 

2 Lit., p. 38.22. (( Therefore, for the cause of nOll-establishment of the contra
dicting, of the relation of cause and effect and of non-existence (of the subaltern) I) 
(according to Dh.). The real meaning is probably «because the absence of the con
tradicting and of causal relation is not established». 

3 Lit., p. 38.22. «Can be negatived contradicting (facts) etc. oJlly when they 
possess perceptioll and non-perception ». 

4 dr§yanam eva. 
~ samnilthi in the sense of presence (not nearness as in sutra I. 13). 
I) vi§nya. 
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Causality and of Subalternation. (39.9). If we do not have in our me
mory some negative experience,2 we will not remember contradiction 
and other (relations), and then, in that case, the non-existence of it 

fact 3 would not follow from the affirmation of an incompatible fact 
or from the negation (of its cause) etc. Since the negative experience 
which we have had at the time when we first became aware of the 
fact of incompatibility or (of a causal relation) must necessarily be 
remembered, (it is clear) that a negative cognition is founded exlusi
vely on such (a repudiation of imagined visibility). (39.11). Thus, 
although the negative experience is not occurring at present, it did 
occur at the time when the incompatibility of the facts and tlleir other 
relations have been first appreht'nded. Its presence in our memory is 
the real foundation of our negative judgments. 4 (3D. 13). The negation 
of the result, (i. e., the second) and following formulae, differ from the 
(first) formula, the (lirect repudiation of all imagined presence, in that 
they deduce the absence of something from a past negative experience,s 
but since, by the affirmation of the presence of an incompatible fact 
or by the negation of the presence of the cause, they implicitely refer 6 

to a negative experience, therefore (in these cases also) negation i is 
based just on such a repudiation of an (imagine(!) preseIlce which 
occurred at another time, but h; llevertheiess present in memory, and 
therefore these formulae are (virtually) include(l in the (first) formula 
of sensible negation. Thus it is clear that the whole (of the preceding 
discussion) proves that the ten formulae of negation art' at tl1(' hottom 8 

nothing but negative experiences of sCll~ibilia. 

§ 10. THE V.~LUE OF NI'JGA'J'ION IN ME'!'APHYRIC::l. 

(an. 18). Negation which has been herc analysed (as reducing to i.l. 

negative experience of sensibilia) is a valid cognition of the absence 

2 dr/,ya.allupalabdhi. 
:J -itarrr.abhara. 
4 ab1!ata-prat-iprrtt'i. 
1> Lit., p. 39.13-14. «Therefore - there is no perceptioll of the visible now

thus by prodng non-existence the formulae of nOll-perception of a result et(·. differ 
from the formula of non-perception of the visible II. 

s a,k~ipta. 
7 abldira.pratipatli. 
S pi.i1"a1llpa1·yer;,a. 
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(of the denied objects) and (a source of the corresponding) purposive 
actions. 1 Now, what may be the essence and what the function of a 
negation of non-sensibilia? 2 

48. Negation of objeets inaccessible (to expe
ri e n c e) is the sou r ceo f pro b I e ill at i c rea son i n g, 
since its eSRenee is exclusive of both direct and 
indirect knowledge. 

(39. 21). An object can be inaccessible in three respects, in time, 
in space and in essence. Negation regarding such objects is a source 
of problematic reasoning. 3 What.is the essence of such reasoning? 
It is repudiation of both direct and indirect knowledge. 4 This means 
that they are not (knowledge at all, because) the essence (of know
ledge is to be an assertory) relation between cognition and its 
object.s 

(40. 1). However, cognition 6 proves the existence of the cognized, 
therefore it would be only natural to expect that absence of cognition 
would be a proof of the absence of the cognized? 7 (This question) is 
now answered. 

49. When there are altogether no means of 
cog nit ion, the non - ex i s ten ceo f the 0 b j e c t c a n
not bee s tab lis h e d. 

(40.4). When a cause is absent the result does not occur and 
when a fact of wider extension i~ absent, its subordinate fart is 
likewise absent. But knowledge is neither the cause nor the extensive 
fact, in regard of the object of cognition. Therefore, when both the 
ways of cognition (the direct and the indirect one) are excluded,S this 

1 abhCiva-vyavahara. 
2 adrsya, i. e., objects unimaginable as present to the senses. 
3 sa'Y{l§aya-hetu, i. e., doubtful reasons or non-judgments. 
4 pratyak~a-anumana. 

5 jnana-jneya-svabhava. 
6 prama~a. 

7 This was the opinion of the Naiyayikas and of European science up to the 
time of Sigwart. 

S It is clear from this passage that viprakrf~a=tn'bhir viprakar§air t!iprak!'~ta= 
de§a-kala-sl'abl!'iiva-viJY1'akr~ta refers to metaphysical entities which are to ipso de
clared to be uncognizable by their nature = na jrtana-jneya-s'I;abhava, they are 
un cognizable neither by sense-perception=atindriya, nor by inference =pratya7c~a. 
anumana-ni'l;rtti·lak~atla, cpo K amalasil a, p. 476. 3. Thc example of such a meta-
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does not prove the non-existence of the object, and since (this absence 
of knowledge) proves nothing, the negation of the non-imaginable 2 is 
the source of problematic reasoning, not of (ai!sertory) judgments. 3 

(40.7). But on the other hand it is only right to maintain that 
the existence of a (suitable) source of knowledge proves the existence 
Qf the correspondent object. A right cognition" is the product of its 
Qbjet:t. A product cannot possibly exist without [l, cause. But causes do 
not necessarily carry their results. Therefore the existence of right 
knowledge proves the existence of real objects, but absence of know
ledge cannot prove the non-existence of (the corresponding) 
object. • 

End of the second r.hapter of the S h 0 rt 
Treatise of Logic. 

physical, declared to be uncognizable entity, as is clear from siltra Ill, 97, is an 
Omniscipnt absolute Being, a Buddha. This agrees with the views of Dharmakirti ' 
as expressed in other contexts, cp., e. g., the concluding passage of Santilnantn
rasid dhi. Such entities are also characterized as ant'palabdhi-Ia7c?a7fa-prapto 
(II. 28). svabhava-viSe§a-rahita, p. 23.9, 28.8, and adrsya, p. 39. 18. In regard of 
such flntities no judgments, no deductions which would possess logical necessity 
(niscaya) are possible. A negative judgment in regard of them is possible only by 
tadatmya-nisedha, i. e., by assuming for them a kind of visibility for a moment, us 
t'xplained under sutra II. 37. 

2 adrsya, the non-sensible. 
3 ni§caya-hetu, the reason of an inferential judgment. A problematic judgment 

from the Indian point of view, is II contradictio in adjecto, a judgment is a verdict, 
the solution of a problem, as long as there is no solution, there is no judgment 
{niscaya = adhyavasaya). 

4 pramatta, in the sense of prama. 



CHAPTER III. 

SYLLOGISM. 

§ 1. DEFINITION AND VARIETIES. 

(41. 1). Between the two classes of inference, (internal) (<for oneself» 
and (verbal) «for others)), the first has been explained. The (author) now 
proceeds to explain the second. 

1. Inference (<for others») (or syllogism) COll

sists in communicating the three aspects of the 
logical mark (to others). 

(41. 3). Communicating the three aspects of the logical mark, 
i. e., (the logical mark appears here also in) three aspects 1 which 

1 The three aspects are those mentioned in ch. II, sUtra 5-7. Its first aspect 
(II. 5) corresponds to the minor premise (pak~a-dharmatva), its second aspect 
(II. 6) - to the major (anvaya), antI its third aspect (II. 7) - to the coutraposition 
of the major premise. It will be noticed that, although the tree aspects of the logi
cal mark are the same in internal inference and in syllogism, their order is diffe
rent. Inference start~ with the minor premise and ascends to a generalization cor
roborated by examples, it looks more like a process of Induction. Syllogism, on the 
other hand, starts with a general statement in the major premise, whether positive 
or negative, and then proceeds to its application in a particular case. It represents 
Deduction, although the examples are always mentioned as a reference to the in
dnctive process by which the major premise has been established. In the third 
posthumous edition of his mODumental work 011 Logik, the late Prof. B. Erdman 
has decided to reverse the traditionH I order of the premises in all syllogisms, 
because the traditional order of beginning ,vith the major premise is in contradic
tion with «(the real connexion of the premises in the living process of formulated 
thought» (p. 614). The Indian inferE'nce when treated as a process of thought also 
starts with the minor premise (an'llmeye satt,,;arn linga~ya) and proceeds to a gene
ralization of similar cases (sapak~e eva sattram = altvaya = vyiiph). But when syl
logism is regarded as a method of proving a thesis in a controversy, the exposition 
begins with the universal proposition or m~jor premise and the minor premise 
occupies the second place. 
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are called (respectively) direct concomitance 1 (or major premise 
expressed positively), its contraposition (or the same premise expressed 
negatively) 2 and (the minor premise or) the fact of the presense of the 
mark in the subject (of the inference, i. e., the fact that the subject of 
the inference is characterized by the logical mark). 3 (41. 4). The logical 

1 anvaya, e. g., «wherever there is smoke, there is fire», or « whatsoewer is a 
product is non-eternal», it corresponds to the major premise of the first figure of 
Aristotle. 

2 vyatireka, means that subject and predicate, or the middle and major terms, 
exchange their places and change quality at the same time, it is a conversion of 
the negations of both the suhject aud predicate of the mn;jor pI emlse, e. g , « where
soever there is no fire, neither is there smoke», or «whatsoever is eternal, (i. e., 
not non-eternal) is not a product». Although one of the premises, thr judgnlents 
«there is no smoke. and «it is not a product» are nt'gative, the inference itself will 
not, according to the Indian view, be a negative process of cognition, because the 
conclusion is positlve, e. g. -

Major premise. Wheresoever there is no fire, neither is therc smoke. 
Minor premise. But there is here smoke. 
Conclusion. Hence there is here fire. 

The conclusion, and therefore the inference, i. e., the infprreu cognition of 
some reality, is exactly the same as when the major premise was not contraposed. 
Under a negative syllogism, or negative inferred cognition, something qnite diffe
rent is understood, as bas heen explained above, ch. II, p. 77 if. and will be exem
plified below, ch. III, p. sUtra 9 if 

3 pak§a-dhannatva docs not correspond to A l' i s t 0 tl e'~ minor premise exactly, 
for it not only ascertains the presence of the middle upon the minor, but it refers 
to such a middle H'rm whose invariable concomitance wi1;h the major has already 
been ascertained ill the foregoing major premise, e. g., « thl'l'e is here that very 
smoke which is known to he invariably concomitant with fire». Therefore there is 
practically no uepd of ('xpressillg the thesis and the conclusion ill separate sentences, 
they are both understoo(l without being explicitely stated, cpo bdow, siitra III. 36 fl. 
The syllogism of the N aiynyikas counts five members, because both the thesis (pra
tijna = pa7c§a) and the conclusion (nigarnana = sii(lTlya), although they !lre equiva
lents, appear liS separate propositions, and the minor premise appears twice, once 
ill the ascending process of InductIOn and once in the descending process of De
duction, e. g., 1) the mountain has fire, 2) because it ho.s smoke, 3) just as ill the 
kitchen etc. smoke is always concomitant. with fire, 4) this very smoke is present 011 

the mountain, 5) the mouutain has fire. The Indian syllogism is thus the verbal 
expression of the normal type of ratiocination which is always inductive and dednc
tive, cpo J. S. Mill, Logic R, 1. 228 ff. Digniiga in his reform has dropped thesis 
conclusion and the double appel!.rance of the minor prcmise. Thus the Buddhist 
syllogism reduces to two members since the major and its contra position express 
exactly the same thing. It consists of a general statement and of its application to a 
given particular case. The general statement is alway~ followed by ~xamples, positive 
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mark possesses these thl'ee aspects and they are being expressed, (i. e., 
communicated). Expression is (an expedient) through which some thing 
is being expressed or communicated. (41. 5). And what is this (expedient)? 
Propositions. 1 Indeed the three aspects of the logical mark are com
municated to others by propositions. Therefore it is called (<inference 
for others)). 

(41. 7). An objection is raised. Has not inference been defined as 
(a variety) of knowledge, (viz. as indirect cognition)? How is it then 
that it is now said to consist of propositions? The (author) answers,
(propositions are given the name of an inference) -

2. Metaphorically, (by naming) the canse instead 
of the effect. 

(41. 10). When the threefold logical mark has been expressed (in 
propositions, the person to whom it has been commnnicated) retains 
them in memory, and hi::; memory produces an inference (in him). Of 
this inference the propositions expressing the logical mark are the 
indirect 2 cause (through his memory). Thus the propositions are the 
cause and the inference the result, there is a metaphor, an imputation 
of the latter upon the former. (41. 12). By dint of such a metaphor 
propositions are called inference, (whereas they really are its) cause. 
This means that they are an inference metaphorically, not in the 
literai3 application of the term. (41. 13). Nor should it be supposed 
that whatsoever is capable of being indirectly indicated by the word 

and negative, which correspond to the part performed in modern European logic by 
Induction. Tllus the full form of the Buddhist syllogism will be represented in the 
following example, 

1) Major premise. Wheresoever there is smoke ther·e is also fire, e. g., in the 
kitchen where both are present, or in water where there is no smoke, becaus there 
can be no fire, 

2) Minor premise and conclusion combined. There is here such a smoke ixuli
eating the presence of fire. 

The ultimate result is an inferred judgment (ni§caya = adhyavasaya), i. e., 
a reference of a mental construction to a pOint- instant of external reality (st'ala-
7c~a1J-a = paramartha-sat). 

1 vacana. We see that the question which has been so long debated in Euro
pean, especially in English, logic, viz. the question whether logic is concerned with 
judgments or with propositions, is here clearly Rolved by a distinction between what 
is the part of a thought-process and what the part of its verbal expre'8si-on. 

2 parampara.ya. 
3 mu7.hya. 
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inference will be here discussed. (41.14). On the contra.ry, the aim 
being to explain what inference is, its essence should be elicited, and 
its cause found out.] This cause is the three - aspected logical mark, 
(the middle term and its concomitance) which produce inference either 
when cognized directly or when communicated by another (42.1). 
Therefore both the essence of the logicalmal'k and the words by which 
it is communicated must be elucidated. The first has been done (in the 
preceding chapter), the second will be done now. (42. 3). Hence, the full 
meaning 2 is the following one. Our Master (D i g n it g a) has given the 
name of inference to propositions,S in order to suggest that (the 
methods of) expressing inference must necessarily be discussed. 

(42.5). The varieties of this kind of inference ((for others))4 are 
now given. 

3. It i s two f old. 

(42.7). "It .. means syllogism. 5 It is «twofold», i. e., it has two 
varieties. 

(42.8). Why has it two varieties? 

4. B e c a use i tis d i ff ere n t I Y for m u 1 ate d. 

(42. 10), Difference of formulation is difference in the expressive 
force of words. Formulation/ or expression, means (the capacity of 
words) to express a meaning. (The verbal formulation) of an inference 
is divided into two varieties according to a difference in the expressive 
force of the words, (they can express the same meaning differently). 

(42.12). In order to show this difference, produced by the method 
of expression, the (author) says. 

1 Lit. (( Because the essence (s'l:a1'upa) of inference must, be explained, its cause 
should be explained». 

2 pMamartha. 

3 sabda, it is reckoned in the majority of schools as a separate source of 
knowledge including Scripture. 

4, It would have been mOl e precise to call it an inference (tin others », se. in 
tbe hearers, cpo text p. 41.10. 

II parartlia-anumana. 

6 prayoga has the meaning of a formula: or mode of a certain syllogistic figure, 
cpo p, 37.15 (text); here and above, p. SO. 15, it is identified with abhidha or sakti, 
i. e.) the direct expressive force of words is compared with their capacity of indirect 
suggestions (lakfatli.i, 'Vyakh). The two methods of inference are here ascribed to a 
difference in the direct meaning (abhidhi.ina-'Vyapiil·a) of the propositions composing 
a syllogism. 
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5. (M e tho d) 0 fAg r e erne n tan d (m e tho d) 0 f D if
fere n ceo 

(42.14). To agree means to possess the same attribute. The (cor
responding) condition is agreement. To disagree means to possess a 
different attribute. Difference is the condition of one who possesses attri
butes which do not agree. (42.15). When there is an agreement, produced 
by (the common possession of) the logical reason (middle term), bet
ween the subject 1 of the conclusion and the similar cases 2 (from 
which the positive form of the general proposition is drawn by induc
tion), we call it Agreement. But when there is a contrast, produced by 
the logical mark, (between the subject and the examples, i. e., when 
the examples are negative), we call it the method of Difference. 

(42.16). Out of these two (methods, the method of Agreement) 
consists in propositions proving 3 this agreement (directly), as e. g. 

(Major premise). (All) products 4 are impermanent. 
(Example). Just as a jar (etc.). 
(Minor premise). The sounds of speech are such 

products. 
(Conclusion. They are impermanent). 

(42. 18). The directly expressed meaning is here the agreement 
between the subject of the inference (or minor term) and the similar cases 1) 

(the jars etc.), an agreement on behalf of the fact that both are pro
ducts. 

(42. 19). But when the (prima facie) expressed meaning is disagree
ment, we call it (the method) of Difference, as e. g. -

1 sadhya-dharmin. 
2 i1r~tanta-dharmin; the agreement is, more precisely, between two substratums 

(dharmin) upon which concomitant qualities (dharma) have been superimposed by 
constructive thought. 

s 8adhana-vakya, or simply vakya, is the term more closely corresponding to 
our syllogism, as a. complex of propositions proving something; when the method of 
a.greement is used, the analogy, between the given case and those eases from which 
generalization is drawn, is expressed directly (abhidheya), the prima-facie meaning 
is agreement. When the method of difference is resorted to, the primafacie meaning 
is divergence, the examples are negative, but the result is the same. 

4 krtaka corresponds to what in Hinayana is called sa'1T}skrta or stJ1p8kara, 
e. g., in anitya1j, sarve saf!l,skara1j,. 

5 Lit., «between the two possessors (dharmit}<oh) of the similar and of the 
inferred qualities ». 
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(Major premise). Eternal entities are known not to be 
products. 

(Example). As e. g., Space.L 

(Minor premise). But the sounds of speech are a product. 

(Conclusion. They are impermanent). 

(42.20). These (propositions) express (prima facie) a divergence 
between the sounds of speech, the subject of the conclusion, and Space, 
the example. The divergence is produced by the fact that the one is 
and the other is not a product.s 

(42.22). If the (prima facie) meaning expressed in both these 
syllogisms is different, how are we to understand that (the conclusion 
is not different, i. e., that) they express the same logical (connection) 
in its threefold aspect? 

1 Space (iika8a) is a reality (vaSltt or dharma) only in Hinayana where 
it is entered into the catalogue of Entia as (/.sa1)}s7crta-dharma N~ 1 along with 
nirodha or Nirv~a which in these Buddhistic schools represents a lifeless reality. 
The Mabayanistic schools and the intermediate school of the Sautrantikas did not 
admit the reality of eternal, unchanging (asamskrta) clements, becanse they did 
not fit in their definition of reality. But although unreal, Space could be used as a 
negative example to confirm a universal major premise. For negative examples the 
rule is laid down that vostv avastu rii vaidharmya-drstanta i~yate, cpo text, 
p. 87.3. In the Brahmanical systems iikasa means Cosmical Ether, it is either one 
and indivisible or atomic and entering in the composition of material bodies. 

2 The Methods of Agreement and Difference have been established by J. S.Mill 
in European Logic as methods of experimental inquiry. They are treated under the 
same heading by Sigwart, op. cit. II. 477 ff. Bnt A. Bain, LogicS, II. 51, calls 
the Method of Agreement - «(the universal or fundamental mode of proof for all 
connections whatever ... for all kinds of conjunctions». The same, no doubt, applies 
to its corollary, the Method of Difference. It is in this generalized function that we 
meet both methods in Indian Logic. They are used not only for singling out the 
cause of an event, but also for establishing the limits of every notion. Since those 
methods are methods of Indnction, it is clear that Indian Logic, especially its 
Buddhillt variety, considers every process by which:anything is inferred as consisting 
of an Induction followed by a Deduction. This is, according to J. S. Mill, op. cit., 
I.232, the « universal type of the reasoning process» which «is always snsceptible 
of the form, and must be thrown into it when assurance of scientific accuracy is 
needed and desired D. The methods of Concomitant Variations (pratyaya-bheda
bheditva or tad-m7cara-v17caritva) and of Residues (se~anumiina) are very often 
discussed in Indian Logic, in the Nyaya, the Vaisesika and in Pro samuccaya, 
but they are not given the fundamental importance of the first two methods 
and are not put on the same level. Both methods are already mentioned in the 
Nyaya-sUtras, I. I.l:l4-S5, cpo below p. 126 n. 5. . 
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6. There is no virtual difference between the 
two (meanings). 

(43. 2). The meaning is the aim (ofthe syllogism), the real fact which 
must be expressed by it, the fact concerning which both the syllogisms 
are drawn. (43.3). There is no difference whatsoever in the fact whicll 
they aim at establishing.1 Indeed, (the aim) is to express a logical con
nection 2 which (always has) a threefold aspect. For that purpose both 
(methods) are used. (Although they represent) two (different methods), 
they express (just the same fact of one) logical connection having 
three aspects. The idea 8 which they should express is just the same. 
From this side there is no difference whatsoever. 

(43.6). But then, indeed, we would neither expect any difference 
in expression? It is answered (that there is 110 difference) -

7. Except the difference of formulation. 

(43. 8). Formulation is verbal expression. Except a difference 
merely verba~ there is no other difference, no difference in the aim.s 
(43. 9). The meaning is the following one. The prima facie mea
ning 4 is one thing, the aim for which it is used another one. 
The expressions differ so far the prima facie meaning is concerned, 
but regarding the (aim) for which they are used there is no diffe
rence. (43.10). Indeed, when the (direct or positive) concomitance has 
been expressed (in the major premise), its contraposition follows 
by implication. The method (of this contraposition) will be explained 
later on.5 And likewise, when the converted (i. e., contraposed) con
comitance has been expressed, its positive form follows by implication. 
(43.11). Thus it is that the threefold logical reason which should be 
expressed remains unchanged. Indeed the implied meaning does not 
always change when the words expressing it are different. (43.12). 
For if we have two propositions: «the fat Devadatta does not eat at 
day-time)) and «the fat Devadatta eats at night)),6 although the direct 

1 Lit. « Between both no difference whatsoever from the aim (prayoianat)>>. 
2linga. 
8 prayojana. 
4 nbhidheya. 1) Cpo sutra III. 28 if. 
6 This is the usual example of the method of Necessary Implication (arthii

patti), a method of proof very much in vogue in the school of MYmaI\lsakas. They 
applied it wherever the consequence seemed to them immediate and quite unavoi
ilable (anyatMnupapatti), the contrary being simply impossible (sambhava-abhiitla). 
The Naiyayikas reduced all such cases to simple inferencell in which one proposi-
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meaning is different, the intention is quite the same. Just so is it in 
the present case. Although the words are different, the conveyed real 
fact is quite the same. 

§ 2. 'fHE METHOD OF AGREEMENT. 

8. Among these two (methods, the method) of 
A g r e em e n t (i s now ill u s t rat e cl bye x amp 1 e s). 

(43.16). The first to be exemplified among the two (methods) of 
Agreement and of Difference is tbe method of Agreement. The author 
gives an examll1e of a negative deduction 1 (in the formulation of 
agreement). 

tion is deduced from another, uecause it is virtually contained in the latter 
(samudayena itarasya [/rahal.lam), cpo N. bh., II. 2. 2 ff. European logic treats these 
deductions mostly under the head of immediate or apparent inferences. How diffi
cult it is to draw a line of demarcation between immediate and mediate inference 
is proved by the fact that in modern times some logicians are trying to reduce all 
inference and even the whole field of logica.l relations to Implication (B l' a dl ey, 
Bosanq uet, and New Realism, p. 82). The Buddhists make a distinction between 
propositions which llre virtually synonymous and those which contain real deduc
tions. The criterium is the fact of external reality about which the proposition 
contains a communication. Speech is at once a result of external reality and of the 
intention of the sreaker, cpo below text p. 60. 11 ff. If the fact communicated is abso
lutely the same as, e. g., the fact that Devadatta eats at night, in the above example, 
the propositions are logically synonymous. The major premise is ~ynonymous with 
its contraposition. But if the facts are however slightly different, it is a deduc
tion, e. g., when the part as contained in the whole is deduced from it, or even 
when ausence or negation is deducrd from non-perceptiol!. 

1 The (cthree·aspected mark» (trirupa-linga) is but an other word for conco
mitance (vyapti). Three kinds of such logical connection have been established 
which are respectively called Negation (amtpa!abdht'), Identity (tlidatmya) and 
Causation (tadutpatti, more precisely, the hct of being necessarily caused by 
something). Tbus the middle term, or logieal reason, i. e., the fact used as a logi
cal reason, may be either 1) the fact of non·perception of something that conld be 
visible (dr~ya.anupalabdhi); all negative deductions are reduced to this simple 
fact as has been explained above; 2) or the fact of greater comprehension and lesser 
extension from which a fact of lesser comprehension and greater extension can be 
deduced; the reaSOn is called Identity, becDuse it is inherent in the SRme entity 
as the deduced term; all analytical processes of thought are reduced to this type, 
(vyapya-vyapaka-b1lliva) and 3) the fact tbat every event has necessarily a cause or 
causes; all synthetic or causal cognitionitions are rednced to this type (7cli'l'ya-7cara~
bhava). Each of them can be expressed according to the method of Agreement or 
the method of Difference. We will tbus have six principal types of reasoning which 
the author is now going to illustrate. 
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9. (Major premise). Wheresoever we do not 
perceive the presence of a representable 
t h i n g, wee x h i bit cor res p 0 n din g b e h a v i 0 u r 
towards it. 

(Example). Just as when we fail to per
ceive another thing known from experience 
t 0 b e qui t e un e xis tin g, tho ugh rep res e n tab I e, 
e. g., the h 0 r n son the h e ado f a h are etc. 

(Minor premise). On a certain place we do 
not perceive the presence of a jar which is 
rep res e n tab 1 e. 

(00 n c Ius ion. Web e h a v e wit h 0 ute x p e c tin g 
to fin d itt her e ).1 

(43.21). ceA thing (known) to be essentially perceptible»,l! i. e., a 
thing which can be imagined as perceived, and «is not perceived» -
these words represent the subjectS (of the major premise), it is the 
fact of the absence of a cognition of something representable.'!' (43. 22). 
This is a case when we are justified to behave in accordance with its non
existence/ i. e., we can take action knowing that it is absent. (44.1). Thus 
it is stated that the fact of not perceiving (the presence) of a represen
table object is necessarily associated with the possibility of negative 
purposive action towards it. This means that a representable object 
not being perceived affords an opportunity for a corresponding nega
tive action.6 (44.2). Now, the statement that the logical reason is 
necessarily associated with its consequence is a statement of invariable 
concomitance; this is according to the definition - invariable conco
mitance (between a subject and its predicate or a reason and its 

1 Lit., p. 43. 18-20. « What, being contained in the essence of perception, is 
not perceived, it is established as an object of non-Ens-dealing; just as some other 
established hare-horn etc.; and on some special place a jar contained in the es
sence of perception is not perceived». 

l! The word lak§atJa is here rendered in Tib. by rig-bya =jfleya = vifaya, and 
priipta by gyur -pa = bhiita, thus upalabdhi -lak§ar:a -priipta = jfliina-~aya
bhiita, i. e., an object which does not transcend the limits of our knowledge, which 
is representable, is not something transcendental, cpo above, transl. p. 107 ff. 

3 aniidgate. 
4 dr1ya. 
5 Lit., p. 43.22. «This is the established object of (our) dealing (vyavahiira) 

with non-Ens, it means we can behave with the thought (iti) "it is not"». 
6 Lit., p. 44. 1. « Through this predication is made of the fitness (gogyatva) of 

the (object) for non-Ene-dealing I). 
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consequence) consists in 1) the necessary presence (never absence: 
of the predicate upon the subject, and 2) in the presence of the subjec1 
exclusively in the sphere of the predicate, (never beyond it).l 

(44.4). The example (points to induction), to the evidence by whid 
the invariable concomitance has been established.2 In order to indio 
cate it, it is said «just as (when we fail to perceive) another object) 
etc. This means that the example is some other object, different froIT 
the subject of the conclusion (or minor term). (44.5). «Known from expe 
rience)) (to be quite unexisting) means ascertained by evidence. ThE 
horns (on the head) of a hare have indeed never been perceived by vision 
nevertheless they are imaginable, and this is the evidence owing to whicl 
we conclude that we will never have an opportunity of experiencing (then 
as efficient). These (utterly unexisting) horns are indeed an evidenc! 
proving that the idea of a non-Ens has a practical value (for ou] 
purposive actions) and it is exclusively founded on our capacity tf, 
imagine their existence and then to repudiate that suggestion. Thi! 

1 Lit., p. 44.3-4. « Concomitance is necessary presence (bMi1'a eva) of thl 
embracer (vyapaka) there and the presence of the embraced (1yapya) necessaril: 
there (tatra eva)), e. g., in the judgment, or the deduction, «the Asoka is a tree) 
concomitance requires the necessary presence of the term of greater extension, tbl 
« embracer)), « the tree», with the subaltern, or embraced Asokn, but it may be alsl 
found ontside the Asokas, in other trees, whereas Asoka, the term of greater com 
prehension and lesser extension, is necessarily present among trees only, not amonl 
non-trees. Reduced to Aristotle's phrasing this rule means that a universal affirma 
tive jndgment is not convertible otherwise than per accidens. Now, the Ilegativi 
judgment, or npgative deduction, in its basic form, is not a tautology of the forll 
« there is no jar because there is Ilone)), but it is a deduction of the form « there i 
no jar because there is a bare place I). It is a cognition of all undt'rlyillg point 
instant of reality and this makes it a true cognition or judgment (niscaya). Th 
term « a bare place)) (c7rsya-anupalabdhi) is greater in comprehension an(llesR i 
extension than the affirmation of non-Ens which is deduced from it, ~illce there ax 
other non-Ens'es which are not associated with a bare place (adr.~ya·anupalabdh 
transcendental objects, ll11imnginahle concretely, cpo sutra II. 48-49. Cpo H. Berg 
son, op. cit., p. 310- ( De l'abolitioll (= drsya-anupalabdhi) a 10. n6gatio 
(= nasti iti), qui est une operation plus generale, iJ n'y a qu'un pas)). 

2 Lit., p. 44.4. «The example is the sphere (vi?aya) of proof (pTl.lma~a),estab 
lishing concomitance». It is clear that the examJlle performs the part of Inductio 
from paricnlar instances; pramatta thus has the meaning of evidencc>, of an ascertai 
ned fact, pramar,ta·siddham trairiipynm menns concomitance establishC'd upon aijcer 
tained facts or upon experience (avisa~vada)j dT~ta, aa,.sana corresponds to ou 
experience, pramattena niscita, or sometimes pramatta simply, means au establi 
shed fact, induction from particular facts, cpo the meaning of this term in p. 45. 1 
61.10, 80.21, 81. 1-2, 81. 20, 86.11 etc., cpo below p. 147 n. 7. 
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alone is the evidence. (44.8). By this proposition (containing a refe
rence to the evidence proving the general law), we must be satisfied 
that the invariable concomitance is (fully) expressed. 

(44.9) After having established the general concomitance (in the 
major premise), the (author) now proceeds to state its application 2 

to the subject (in the minor premise). He says «and we do not 
perceive (the presence of a jar somewhere on a definite place) JJ. A place 
is one (definite) place on earth. It is «just this place» because it 
is distinguished from other places.:\ One definite place means the 
place upon which (there is no jar). «Somewhere)) means a place 

1 Lit., p. 44.6-8. (e Bnt by evidence (prama!tena), by non·perception of the ima
gined, it is known to be fit for non-Ens-dealing. The hare-horn is the first (example) 
of an object of a non-Ens-dealing, it is so expressed. On the hare-horn etc., indeed, 
the non-Ens-dealing is proved by evidence to depend on nothing but non-perception 
of the imagined. J uat from this evidence ». tata eva pramatl-iit - is a separate sen
tence.-The horns of a hare or of a donkey, tbe son of a barren woman, a lotos flo
wer in the sky are the usual examples of absolute nnrealities. They differ from the 
absent jar which is a contingent unreality. The author lays stress on the fact that 
even absolnte unrealities are representable and have some negative importance in 
guiding our purposive actions, this being the test of reality. It is real absence, it 
is not nothing (tuecha), because nothing could not guide our actions even negatively. 
Bnt it is not a reality sui gene'l'is (vastvantaram), as the realistE maintain, it is 
imagining (dr§ya). Unimaginable are metapbysical entities, e. g., Buddha or 
Nirvli:Q.a in their Mahayanistic conception (sart:aj'i'latvam l!y adr§yam, p. 71.3). 
Malla vlid i, fo1. 75-77, expatiates on this example as proving that negative behavi
our (asad-vyavaha'l'a) has no other logical reason, i. e., no other necessary reason 
than imagination of a thing absent or unreal. Others, says he, have maintained that 
the absence of a perception (gha~a-jilana-abhiiva), the fact that we do not name it 
(ghata-sabda-abhiit'a), the fact that we do not use the jar for fetching water (jala
fiOOra!tiidi.kriyii-abhava) are the reasons for availing oneself of tb e idea of a non
Ens in practical life. But these facts of non-existence are either simple nothings (tuc
coo), they are then unreal (asiddha) and can have no influence on our actions; or 
they are meant for their positive connterparts (pratiyogin = pa'l'yudfisa) which is 
cognized, as stated above, p. 30. 8, by sense-perception, when the perceptual jud
gment «there is here no jar» is the outcome. But when the facts of speaking of 
other things, not of the absent jar, and the fact of doing something else than fet
ching water in a jar (paryudasa) are the outcome, this is already a practical con
sequence of the idea of the absent jar, and it thus, being itself purposive action, 
cannot be the reason of that very purpQsive actioll (na hi sadhyam eva sfidhanam 
bhavat,). Therefore the only reason of our negative hehaviour is imagination. 

S! pak~a-dharmatva. 

a Op. H. Bergson, op. cit., p. 301- «quand je dis que l'objet, une fois aboli, 
laisse sa place inoccupee, il s'agit ... d'une place, c'est a dire d'un vide limite par des 
contours precis, c'est·a-dire d'une espece de choselJ. 
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lying before the eyes of the observer. (44.12). Although it is «some)) 
place, but that place alone is the object of a negative purposive action 
which is present to the observer, not any other place. (A jar) satisfyng 
to the conditions of perceptibility 1 means a jar which can be imagined 
as perceived.2 (44.13). The manner in which a non-existing jar is placed 
by imagination in all the necessary conditions of perceptibility has 
been explained above.3 

(44.15). In order to give the formula of an analytical reasoning4 
according to the Method of Agreement 5 the (author) says-

10. The a n a 1 y tic a Ire a son in g can bee x pre sse d 
a c cor din g tot he sam e (Ill e t 11 0 d). 

(44.17). Just as the negative deduction has been formulated 
according to (the method of) Argeement, just so will an analytical de
duction now be formulated accordindg to this same (method). 

11. (Major premise). Every thing that exists 
ism 0 men tar y. 

(Example). Just as a jar (representing a 
com pa ct ch ain 0 f III om en t ary e xi s t en c e s). 

(Minor premise. The sound exists). 
(00 n c 1 us ion. It is a c 11 a i 11 0 f mom e n tar y 

ex i s ten c e s). 

This is the formula of a simple (unqualified) 
a n a I y tic a Ide due t ion. 

(44. 19). « What exists ", i. c., existence, is the subject. It Every thing» 
is momentarp, i. e., momentariness is predicated. The words « every 
thing)) are inserted for emphasis. All is impermanent, there is nothing 
which is not impermanent. What exists is necessarily impermanent. Over 
and beyond impermanence, there is only eternity and that is no existence.fl 
(44.21). Thus it is declared that existence is necessarily dependent on 

1 upalar)dhi-lak~ar:a-priipta. 

2 drsya. 
a Cpo text p. 29, trans]. p. 81 it'. 
4 svabhiiva-lIetu. 
r. slidharmyavat . 
• ; Different definitions of what is meant by existence, or reality, ha.ve been cur

rent at different peliods of Buddhist philosophy. In the Ilinayana the Sarvastivitdins 
and other schools defined existence as whatRoever has a character (dharma-8va
bhiiva) of its own (sra-8t~abhii'lia-dhiira!liid dharma~I). This involved a plUralistic 
view of the Uni\"erse. The 1I1itdhyamikas defined existence as non·relative (anapek~a), 
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the predicate of impermanence, (i. e., momentarine:'is).l Consequently the 
(major) premise expresses their invariable concomitance. (45.1). The 
words ICjust as a jar etc.» is a statement concerning the evidence by 
which the general law is established. This is the formula of a simple 
analytical reason.1! ((Simple I) means without qualifications. 

(45. S). In order to give the formula of a qualified analytical rea
son, the (author) says-

absolute reality, this involved a monistic view of the Universe. Cpo my NirvaJ;la, 
pAO if. The Santrantikas and the later Yogacliras, the Bnddhist Logicians, de
fined rea.lity as efficiency (artha-kriya-karitva) cpo above, sutra I. 12-14. This 
involved the theory that ultimate reality is represented by the focus of effici
ency, the point-instant (k§a~a). Thus every existence without exception is split 
in discrete moments. Every stability, every duration is, on the contrary, a con
struction, an integration of moments (7qa'l}-a-santana). Impermanence (anityatva) 
is here an equivalent of nlomentariness (7,§a'l}ikatva). There is nothing between 
eternity and momentariness, nityam=apracyuta-anutpanna-sthira-eka-svabhavam, 
anityam = prakrtya eka-k§a'J}a-sthiti-dharmakam, see H a r i bh a d r a Anekanta
jaya-pataka, f. 2. a. 31 (Ahmedabad City Printing Press), cpo Jayanta, p. 115.3. 

1 That jars etc. are suitable examples where universal momentariness is 
established by Induction may seem strange to us, bnt this is proved by a very subtle 
argument which i~ reproduced by .Madhavacarya in :::larvadars p. 20ff. (Poona 
1925) where it is borrowed from D h armakirti's Pramil1.laviuiscaya. It has been 
translated by Cowe1i and by Deussen (in his History of Philosophy), but I doubt 
whether these literal translations can affor d much help in understanding the real ar
gument of Dh arm akirti. Virtually his argument is very similar to the one stated 
by B. R u sse I, Mysticism, p. 184 if., in the following words-ccifthe cause is purely 
static ... then, in the first place, no such cause is to be found in nature, and in the 
second place, it seems strange - too strange to be accepted, in spite of hare logical 
possibility, that the cause after existing placidly for some time, should suddenly 
explode into the eifect, when it might just as well have done so at any earlier time, 
or have gone on unchanged without producing its effect ", cpo = 7;;adiipi na 7,·uryat, 
op cit., p. 21. The conclusion is drawn that there is an imperceptible change going 
on in the jar at every moment of its existence, the supposed duration of the jar, 
assumed by the realists, from the moment of its production by the potter up to the 
moment ofits destruction by a stroke of It hammer, is an illusion. R gyal-thsa b, fo!. 
34, translates sart'am sat in this passage very characteristically by dhios-par-yod
pa = vastuta~~ sat, thereby indicating thllt the absolutely real, the point-instants 
(svalak§a'l}-Il = 7,§a'l}-a) are here taken as the suhject of the gem'raJ proposition. 
The example in Sanad., p. 20. is It cloud Ijaladltara·patalll), but this makes no 
difference. Since it is established that there can be no other causation but between 
moments, hence a jar is a series of momentary existeuces where every preceding 
moment is the cause of the following one. This subtle theory is criticized at length 
l,y Vl!caspatimisra in Tlitparya~. p. 379 if. and very often ::tlluded to almost 
in every Indian philosophical work. 

2 This argument is directed against the MimlIIJ1sakas who assumed that the 
sounds of speach are but a manifes tation of eternal entities. The non-eternality of 
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12. The formula of an analytical syllogism with 
a middle term which is differentiated by a quali
fication existentially identical with it, is the 
following one-

(M a j 0 r pre m i s e). W hat s 0 eve r has an 0 ri
gination is impermanent. 

(Example). (Just as a jar 
(Minor premise). (The 

sp eech po S sess 0 ri gina tio n). 

etc.). 
sounds of our 

(Oonclusion). (The sounds of our speech 
are impermanent). 

(~5. 5). «Origination» means assuming one's own essence.1 The 
words «what has an origination» express the subject (of the major pre
mise). The words «js impermanent» express the predicate. Thus the 
invariable concomitance of everything having an origination with imper
manence is expresnd. 

(45.7). This is a formula whose raison d'etre 2 (as compared with 
the preceding one) consists in a special qualification which (however) 
is existentially identical,3 essentially the same, (as the preceding one) . 
.An entity is called «having an origination» when contrasted with 
beginningless entities, (which is the same as permanent, eternal enti
ties). When we wish to give expression to a contrast independent from 

sound is deduced here out of a special conception of existence. This is a specific argu
ment of the Buddhists, the advocates of Universal Momentariness or Continual Flow 
of Existence. The realistic N aiya:yikas and Vaise~ikas, in combating the Mimarp.saka 
theory of eternal sounds of speech, deduce the non· eternity of words from the fact 
that they are products and even wilful products of man. These arguments are also ad
mitted by the Buddhists, but they begin by a deduction from their general idea. of 
existence as a flux and continue by deductions from its suba.ltern or narrower 
characteristics, such as production, wilful production etc. 

1 8variipa-labha = 8vabhava-labha = atma-bhiiva, usually rendered in Tib. by 
lll8 = larira (the sentence is here omitted, in the Tib. transl., cpo p. 101.15). 

2 hetiikrtya. 
8 We have noticed above, transl. p_ 70 n., the two different meanings of the 

term 8vabhiiva, in 8vabhiiva-prattoandha where it includes causation aud 8vab
hiiva-hetu, where it excludes causa.tion and means «inherent property). In Butra 
II. 15 we had 8vabhiiva-vis~a meaning «an individual).). Here we have a further 
differentiation of the second meaning. Inherent property is divided in s'I)(1bhiiva 
proper and upadhi. The first is an inherent property which «seems to mean so· 
mething Jl (vyatirekitJiva), but means nothing additional, it is synonymous. Since 
existence according to the Buddhist theory of Universal Momentariness is notlJing 
but permanent origination without any stability, origina.tion and existence practi. 
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any other (real) contrast, (a contrast limited to expression), it is called 
apparent contrast,! as e. g. IC the beginning of existence." (existence is 
nothing but permanent beginning). A (momentary) reality qualified by 
a beginning which is only apparently different from the (reality itself) 
is described as something having a beginning. (45.10). Thus the 
analytical reason here formulated must be regarded as characterized 
by an attribute which is included in the same thing itself and can be 
distinguished only in abstraction (i. e. in imagination).2 

13. The formula of an analytical syllogism 
with a middle term containing an additional 
(a c c ide n tal) qua Ii f i cat ion is the foIl 0 win g 0 n e -

(M a j 0 r pre m i s e). W hat s 0 eve r i sap rod u c t 
is imp e r man e n t. 

(Examples). (As a jar etc.). 
(M i nor pre m i s e). (T h e sou n d s 0 f 0 u r 

s pee c h are pro d u c t s). 
(00 n cl u s ion). (T he sou n d s 0 f 0 u r s pee c h 

are impermanent). 

(45.13). The attribute of ((being a product» is the subject, ((imper
manence)) is the predic!lte (of the major premise). It expresses that the 
fact of being a product always includes 3 in itself the notion of 

cally become synonyms. The second is an inherent property which really means 
something additional, something different (vyatirekin). The difference however is 
only of the point of view, since both the attributes of «origination» and ((produc
tion from causes)) are conterminous and coinherent in every existing thing. From 
one point of view every thing appears as constantly changing and haviug no dura
tion at all, but without any reference to causal laws. From the other point of view 
every thing represents a constant change ill coordination with antecedent moments 
according to causal laws. For the Buddhists they are correct inferences supported 
by the totality of the similar cases and contrasted with the dissimilar, or eternal, 
cases, since the latter have no existence. For the Realists who admit the existence 
of both the eternal and non-eternal entities tbey will be logical fallacis (anupa-
8a1!!hiirin ). 

1 vyatirekir.iit'a. 
2 The difference between Asoka-tree and tree in general is also said to be produ

ced by imagination (kf11pita-bheda=vikalpa-vi~aya cpo above, text 26. 15, cpo 48. 9), it 
is logical, not real, since both these concepts are different, although they appear as 
the characteristics of the same moment of reality (va8tl~taM. Here, on the contrary, 
the difference is produced not by different concepts, but only by two expressions 
which, taking into aecount the theory of Universal Momentariness, are synonymous. 

3 niyata = p"atibaddha, lit., «the being a product is fastened to imperma
nence», i. e., the notion of being a product is subaltern to the notion of impermll.-
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impermanence. Therefore it shows that there is an invariable conco
mitance between every product and impermanence. This is the formula 
of the analytical reason with an additional (accidental) qualification.2 

(45.15). "Qualification)) means characteristic. An analytical reason 
characterized by a difference of qualification, by an (accidental pro
perty) which is different from it, is here formulated. (45.16). Now, 
sometimes (in life) we name a thing simply, sometimes accompa
nied by a characteristic which ist not separate from the object itself, 
sometimes accompanied by a characteristic which is separate. E. g., 
«Devadattall is a proper name, «long-eared)) is a name by which he is 
characterized through both his ears which are not beyond him. « The 
owner of a brindled cow)) is a name by which he is characterized by 
(the accidental characteristic of the ownership) of a brindled cow which 
~xists beyond him. (45.18). Similarly the word "existence)) is a simple 
deSignation (of a fact). HHaving origination)) is (a deSignation of the 
same fact) through a characteristic which does not differ from it. «A 
product)) is a characteristic (of the same fact) through something 
(additional), that lies beyond it, (viz. through its causes). 

(45.20). The following objection (will be perhaps made). In the 
example of the « owner of a brindled cow)) there are two words 
expressing the qualification (of Devadatta), the word brindled and the 
word cow. In the example «(a product is impermanent)) a single word 
«product)) is used without any qualifications. (How can it represent a 
qualified reason?}).8 The answer is as follows. 

14. ((A product)) means an existence (viewed as 
S 0 met h i n g) w h i c h for its 0 w nco ncr e tis at ion i s 

nence, it is contained in the latter, it is greater in comprehenSion and less in exten
sion (vyapya) than the latter (the vyapaka). This would mean that the proposition 
«all products are impermanentll is convertible per accidens, that momentary entities 
are assumed which are. not products, but from III. 128 it seems that both con
ceptions are conterminous. 

2 Lit., p.45. 14-15. «Through a difference oftbe condition (upadhi), the words 
«formula of self-existence (svabhava)>> are connected (from the preceding sutra)ll. 

8 This introduction of Dhal'mottara does not refer to the fact that the quali
fication is expressed by two words in citra-gu, this seems quite immaterial, it might 
have heen expressed by one word as well. Important is only the fact that the a.cci
dental characteristic is expressed. Vinitadeva's avataratla states that in the word 
« prodnct II there is no qualification perceptible (mnon-p~ = s(i"k~at), and explains 
that it is not expressed but understood, p. 88. 1-2. 
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dependent upon the efficiency (of entities) other 
(t han its e If). 

(46. 2). The efficiency I of causes other (than the entity itself) is 
needed for the appearance of a (concrete) entity.2 This is the reason a 

(why the word product contains this meaning). Since we call produced 
(an entity) which depends on the efficiency of something else, there
fore we say that the analytical reason 4 is qualified by something 
(additional, something) lying beyond it.s (46.4). There is here no word 
corresponding to this additional characteristic, nevertheless it is implied 
in the word «product)) itself. That is why this word has the shape 
of a technical term,G since grammar enjoins to build technical terms in 
this way.? In those cases where the attribute is implied there is no 
necessity of using a special word for it. 

(46.8). Sometimes the (accidental) attribute is undp.rstood (but not 
expressed), as e. g., if we say «a product)) we understand «produced 
by causes I). In such cases, the word (( causes)) is sometimes expressed 
and sometimes not. 

15. The (expression) ((variable 
with a change in the causes)) and 
expressions) must be understood 
way.s 

concomitantly 
ot h er (s imi la r 
in the same 

(46.11). (The accidental characteristic) is expressed by a correspon
ding word, e. g., in the expression (a function) ((variahle concomitantly 

1 vyapara. 
2 svobhiira in the sense of 8vabhiiva-viSe?a « an individual» cpo siitra I. 15. 
~ Lit., p. 46.3. «The word indeed (h~) in the sense of because». 
4, svabhata here in the sense of 81:abhava-hetu. 
5 vyatiriktena viAe~e~a. 
6 The term 7crta7ca,as stated aboTe,corresponds to theHinayanist termsat?l8krta= 

kara'l')aiJ: (..:. sam8kiirai~l) sambhUya krtam. The connotation in Hinayana is diffe
rent, since reality is there divided in sa'tlskrta and asa7?lskrta elements, whereas in 
the Mahayana and in the Sautrantika school the definition of reality having been 
changed, the a8af!lSkrta8 including NirviiltR have no separate reality, cpo my Nir
viiQ.a, p. 42. 

7 Lit., p. 46.6. « Because the suffix kan is prescribed for names», cpo PiiQ.ini 
IV. 3. 147. 

8 This siitra) according to Vinitadeva, p. 88.9, included the word prayatnii7la
ntariya7catva also. This would make two further arguments for proving that the 
sounds of our speech are not unchanging metaphysical eternal elements, 8S main
tained by the ancient MimalJ1sakas, viz. 4) whatsoever exhibits concomitant 
variations is impermanent, and 5) whatsoever is produced by a cODscious effort is 
impermanent. 
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with a change in the causes". Here the words expressing it are ((con
comitantly with a change in the causes". This expression and other 
similar ones, as e. g., the expression (£invariably dependent on voli
tion)) 1 are instances of the analytical reason 2 where this reason is 
accompanied by an indication of an additional (accidental) attribute,S 
just as in the word ((a producb). (46.13). The sounds of our 
speech vary according as the causes (producing them) change. Their con
ditions or causes4 being different, being variable, they have themselves 
the nature of changing concomitantly, according as the conditions vary. 5 

(46.15). Thus from the fact that the sound is variable, dependent on a 
change in its causes, it is deduced that it is a product. From the fact 
that it (£invariably depends on volition)) its impermanence is deduced. 
(46.16). In the first instance the words ((concomitantly with a change 
in the causes» and in the second the word ((volition» express such 
qualifications which are additional (to the fact adduced as a reason). 

(46.17). We have thus shown that there can be a threefold diffe
rence in framing the analytical reason, it may be simple, essentially and 
accidentally determined. This we have insisted upon in order that no one 

1 prayatna-anatariyakatva. This attribute is introduced here by Dh. as an 
instance alludt'd to by the word adi of the siitra, but in the text commented upon 
by Vinitadeva it was included in the Butra. 

2 8vabhaoo-heto~ prayogalj,. 
3 bhinna-vi8e~ar;a-svabhava.abhidhayin. 

'" pratyaya condition and 7,arar;a cause are here used synonymously. 
5 We find the method of Concomitant Variations for the first time applied in 

Indian Philosophy in theAb h.koSa, 1.45, (cp. V.S.Il. 2. 29), where it appears under 
the name of tad·vikiira-vikikit1:a, i. e., « the fact of (this thing) undergoing a change 
when there is a change in that thing ». It is there applied as a proof of the con· 
nection between the senses and feeling, i. e., as we can put it, between the brain 
and the mind. European logicans will be perhaps astonished to see that a similar 
statement of Prof. A. Bain, Logic 2, II. 63, was anticipated by Vasllbandhu. 
They will perhaps be still more astonished when they have fully realized the 
implications of the fact that the Buddhists were lead to this conclusion by their 
conceptions of Causation (pratitya·samutpiida = asmin sati idam bhavati) of which 
the psycho.physical parallelism is an illustration. Indian philosophy has thus 
abandoned the anthropomorphic view of Causality at a very early date, and repla
ced it by the idea of what in mathematics is called a function, cpo my Nirvii:r;la, 
p. 39 :If., pratyaya-bheda-bhtditva is of course just the same as tad.vikara-vi
kliritoo and Vicaspatimisra thinks that we must interpret upacara in N. S. II. 
2.13 as tabda-bhtda-pratyaya. Of course the Method of Concomitant Variations is 
not treated here as a separate method, in coordination with the fundamental 
methods of Agreement and Difference; it appears here as a method of proof 
subordinate to the method of Agreement. 
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should be misled by a difference in the wording when using the 
analytical reason (i. e., a reason from which the predicate is analyti
cally deduced).l 

16. The sou n d S 0 f s pee c h are ex i s ten t, the y 
h a v e a (r e a 1) 0 rig i n, the y are pro due e d - the s e 
are the ill i nor pre m i s e s. 2 

1 Dh. warns us against committing mistakes in uSing the term analytical or 
essential reason (svabhava-hetu). The latter has been defined above, sUtra II. 16, II.S 

a reason which alone by itself is a sufficient ground for deducing the consequence, 
the consequence is contained in the reason, no other additional or accidental con
dition is needed (na hetu-sattaya vyatiriktam ka1(lcid dhetum apek§ate, p. 22. 19). 
We were, accordingly, justified in assigning to the major premises of Dharma
kirti's analytical syllogisms a place among the class of propositions in which the 
predicate is of the eSsence 'of the subject. But now we are warned that if an acci
dental or additional attribute (u,padhi) is contained in the reason (or snbject), the 
judgment will nevertheless remain analytical. The analytical reason can, in its turn 
contain either an essential or an accidental attribute (I'yatiriktena vise~at1-ena m§i§
ta~ sV(lbhavaJ~, p. 46.4). The judgments «whatsoever changes concomitantly with 
a change in its causes, is a product of these causes)) and «whatsoever is consequent 
on au effort is impermanent>, are, according to Dharmakirti. analytical or essential 
judgments, the predicate is included in tbe subject. Now what is contained in the 
subject and what is not yet included in it is very often questionable, and acciden
tal attributes may become essential when the observer has satisfied himself from 
experience that the subject always possesses that attribute. The extension and in
tension (vyapya-t'yapaka-bhava) of attributes, is determined by their definitions 
founded on observation (cp. text, p. 3!:l. 5 ff.). The subject is thus supposed to inclu
de all those attributes, whether essential, previously known, or accidental, newly 
added to it ~s a result of assont to a judgment, which are co-inherent in him. It 
has been acknowledged in European philosophy that tbe line of demarcation be
tween attributes essential and accidental is constantly shifting. In India all attribu
tes known (siddha) to be coexistent are considered as constituting the essence of the 
thing. The difference is between coexistance and snccession. 

2 The ancient MimaIpsakas (.iara(l-mima~saka) in their speculations on the 
nature of sound established a theory according to which the sounds of speech (ga
kariidl) were imagined as unchanging eternal appurtenances inherent in the cos
mic aether (akiisa), their existence occasionally manifested itself when a concns
sion of air was produced by the conjunction or disjunction of objects, cp"Tatp., 
p.307. The Naiya:yikas, N. S. II. 2.13 ff., cpo V.S.Il.2.32, opposed this theory by 
three arguments, 1) the sounds of speech have a real beginning or canses, 2) they are 
perceived not in the place of their origin but when having reached the organ of audi
tion, hen ce the existence of a series (santana) of momentary sounds must be assumed 
in the interval, and 3) these sounds are variable in intensity and character, hence at 
every moment we have a different sound (this is the meaning of krtakatad upaca
<rat, according to commentators). The last argument, Uddyotakara remarks, is 
Buddhistic, since it implies Universal Momentariness - sarva-anityatva-siidhana-
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§ 3. ANALYTICAL DEDUCTIONS ABE DEDUOTIONS OF 

COEXISTENCE. 

(46.21). Follows the question, can these analytical reasonings be 
used when the connection of the reason (with the deduced property) 
is already known or when it is not known? In order to show, that. 
they must be used in such cases where the connection (of the subject. 
and the predicate) is already known, (the author) says -

17. All these attributes (which are given as) 
reasons 1 (for the deduction of corresponding 
predicates) should be conceived (as logical rea
sons) for deducing only such predicates 2 whose 
necessary dependence on nothing but (the pre
sen ceo f) the rea son i s est a b Ii she d b Y proof s, 3 

(whatsoever they may be) suiting every spe
cial case. 

(47.3). They are called reasons, since they prove (the presence of 
something else), and they also are attributes, since they inhere in 

dharma~, and Vlicaspatimisra, loco. cit., p. 313, identifies it with a reference 
to the Buddhist «law of otherness» (viruddha-dharma-Ba~8arga) according to 
which every variation in time, place and character makes the object «another» 
object, cpo above note 2 on p. 8. The Buddhists start with a deduction of the 
non-eternity of the sounds of speech from their conception of every existence 
in general as a run of momentary events having only apparent stability, and then 
proceed in order to refer to the 1) fact of having a beginning, 2) causality, 3) con
comitant variability, 4) dependenee on a wilful effort. The first and 4th of these 
arguments correspond to the 3d argument of the Naiyayikas, and the 2d and Sd 
are contained in their first one (adir = karatzam). There is more logic in the Bud
dhist arrangement. The first argument contains in itself all the others, the second 
directly (svabhiioena) the third and others - indirectly (upadhinii). All these con
ceptions, existence, origination, causality, concomitant variation, dependence on the 
will are analytically connected, in the Indian sense of the term BVabhii'IJa, the first 
includes all the others, it is of greater extension and less intension than the others 
which are its subalterns. The extension and intension of all these attributes are 
determined, according to what has been sta.ted above, p. 88-39 (text), transl. 
p. 103 ff., on the basis of actual observation, on the basis of «perception and non
perception». From this point of view all judgments of Coexistence, or co-inherent 
attributes, are also founded on experience, just as those which are founded on uni
formity of Succession or Causation. 

1 Biidhana-dha'l''fllii~. 2 aadhya-dha'l'me. 
3 p1"amatw is here an equivalent of dr#iinta, cp. above p. 44. 8 (text) cpo below 

p. 147 n. 7. 
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something else.l These attributes «alone)),2 i. e., nothing but their 
mere (presence is sufficient for making the deduction of other co
inherent attributes). By the words (mothing butu S every additional 
circumstance which should be taken into account is excluded. (47.4). 
Their « necessary dependence» 4 means their following, their flowing 5 

(necessarily from the nature of the fact representing the reason). 
(47. 5). The necessary dependence upon nothing but the presence 

of (the fact representing) the reason which is here mentioned is 
« established )).6 By what is it established? By corresponding proofs. 
Every predicate is established just by that proof which is the proper 
proof (for the given generalization). (47.6). Since the reasons by the 
analysis of which 7 (the predicate of impermanence) may be esta
blished are many, the proofs establishing the (analytical) tie 8 are 
likewise many, therefore they are mentioned in the plural. 

(47.8). (The deduced Or predicated attribute is characterized as) 
"deduced)) because it is made to follow (from the presence of the rea
son), and it is also an attribute, because it is inherent in something 
else, (it is co-inherent with the attribute representing the reason). 

(47.8). What the (author) means is really 9 this. A logical reason 
does not produce cognition (of some unobserved fact) accidentally, as 
e. g., a lamp (producing knowledge of such unobserved objects which 
it accidentally happens to illumine).lO But it produces knowledge (by 

1 dharma is here used in the ordinary (and original) sense of a quality belon
ging to some substance. It does not follOW that the objective reality of the categories 
of substance and quality (dharma.dharmi-bhiiva) is admitted, but the Hrnayiinistic 
view that there are only dharmas and no dharminB at all, that, as Yasomitra puts 
it, 'lJidyamiinam drat;yam (cp. my Central Conception, p. 26), this view is 
forsaken, and replaced by the admittance of a logical connection between a sub
stratum and all the variety of its possible attributes, this logical connection has 
also an ontological meaning so far the ultimate substratum of all logical construc
tions, the ultimate dharmin is the point-instant as the thing in itself (8valak~atw). 

2 eva. 
8 miitra. 
" anubandha. 
5 am;aya. 
6 siddha. 
7 B'lJabhiiva-hetu, as, e. g., the three conceptions of « existence», of «having aD 

originJl and of «being produced from causes» through the analysiS of which the 
predicate non-eternal is deduced. 

8 Bambandha =pratibandha, cpo Jayanta, p.1l4. 9 - nanu ciinya~Bamba1l
dha~, anYaSca prati'bandhal). 

9 paramartha. 10 Cpo text p. 19.2 and 49. 15. 
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logical necessity) as an ascertained case of invariable concomitance. 
(47. 9). The function of the logical reason is, indeed, to produce the 
cognition of an unobserved faC't, and this is just (what is meant by) 
as(!ertainment of the reason's invariable concomitance with the latter. 
(47.10). First of all, (as a preliminary step), we must be certain that 
the presence of our logical reason is necessarily dependent upon the 
presence of the predicated consequence, (we must verify it by trying 
to find) contradictory facts.l We then can proceed to syllogize and 
avail ourselves of the general proposition recorded in our memory, 
(the proposition) intimating that its subject is invariably concomitant 
with its predicate, e. g. -

Any object produced (according to causal laws) is non-eternal. 
(47. 12). After that we can connect this general record with the 

given particular case -
That causal origin which is a characteristic of the sounds of our 

speech necessarily coexists with the attribute of non~eternity. 
(47.13). Between these (two premises, the major) contains the mne

monic record, it is a knowledge of the logical reason (and its con('omi~ 
tance, acquired by whatsoever evidence). The syllogism (proper is 
contained in the next step, when we in the minor premise) assert2 that 

1 biidhakena pramiitlena. We take pramatla here as meaning drstiinta as in 
44.4, 61. 10, 80.21, 81. 1-2, 81. 20-21, 86.11, 87.5. Rgynl.thsab, f. 35, 
explaius it as meaning that the deuial of an analytical judgment is impossible, 
since it would be a contradiction, « eternal (i. e., immutable) substances cannot pro· 
duce anything, since they cannot be efficient, neither gradllRlly, nor at once» cpo 
SarvRd, p. 21-2~. Another verification, according to the same author, would be 
a reference to the Buddhist doctrine of Universal Momentarines - '1'afi.yod-tsam. 
nas lJ,jig-pa raii-gi no~bo·nid·du_rjes-8u lJ,brel·te. The anthor of Pram a.J}. a-vart ika· 
alaIpkara (Rgyan~mkhan·po), Prajiiakaragupta, Bstan.l}gyur, Mdo, vol. 
99-100, thinks that this doctrine is au extraordinary intuition of great men 
(aniisrat'a-jiliina of Mahatmas) which cannot be arrived at in the ordinary way. 
Ac.cording to Rgyal-thsab, siitra III. 17 sugge~ts (evioently in tbe words yatllii. 
svam·pramiit,lailJ,) that the usual methods of induction indicated in sUlra n. tiff. 
(sapak~e sattvam e1:a etc.) do not apply in these caqes, that the reasoning starts 
here with the general proposition - go-byed-du.lJ,gyur~ba lJ,brel-ba thsad-mas khon· 
du-chud-pa.la bltos-pa = gamaka~hhii.ta.sambandha·prami.iiJ-n-prat"iti~apek~a. Thus 
we would have here, according to the author of the AlaIpkara, «rationdnation 
independent of any previous induClion» (cp. J. S. Mill, Logic, book II, ch, 2, § 4,). 
This however is not the general view. Mallavadi has here a lacuna. 

51 Lit. «rememberll. Rgyal·thsab, f.35, mentions that tile interpretation 
of the syllogism here as two acts of memory belongs to Dharmottara, (the minor 
premise is usually represented as a judgment by analogy, cpo Tatp., p. 40.7). 
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the causal origin which is inherent in the particular case of the sound 
is necessarily coexistent with the attribute of non-eternity. (47. 15). If 
that is so, then cognition (or communication) of an unobserved fact is, 
for sure, nothing but a cognition of invariable concomitance. It is 
therefore stated that analytical deductions (or deductions of coexi
stence) can be resorted to when the deduced fact is known (by whatso
ever evidence) necessarily to be present wheresoever the mere fact of 
the presence of the reason is ascertained, and not in any other 
cases.l 

(47.17). If that is so, (what we have to do in ratiocination) is to 
ascertain the connection of the logical predicate with the logical reason. 
But here the predicate (necessarily) follows on the mere fact of the 
presence of the attribute representing the reason. Why is it then that 
something already quite certain is being (here) sought-after? (An ana
lytical deduction is it not a petitio principii?).2 (No,-) 

1 Lit., p. 47.9-16. (The reason is not like a lamp, producing cognition as a 
possibility, but it is ascertained as an invariable concomitance, for the function 
(vyiipara) of the reason to convey a cognition of the prObandum consists just in an 
ascertainment of (its) invariable concomitance with (this) probandum, it is nothing 
else. At first through a contradicting proof the dependence of the r~ason on the 
probandum must be ascertained, «the attribute (- tva) of being produced, namely, 
'Possesses the essential attribute (s1,'a-bhiiva) of non-eternityu. Then, at the'time of syl
logizing, he joins the meaning (artha) remembered in general with the particular case 
«(this attribute of being produced which is inherent in the sound possesses also the 
essential attribute of non-eternity». Among them (tatra) the memory oftha general 
is cognition of the reason, and the memory of the particular, of production inhe
reut in the sound as possessing the essential attribute of non-eternity, is cognition 
of the syllogism (anum ana = pararthiinumana). And if it is so, the fact of commu
nicating an unobserved thing is just a cognition of invariable concomitance. There
fore it is said that « own-existence» -reasons (or co· existence reasons) must be 
applied for a probandum which follows the mere (presence) of the (probans), not 
anywhere else». 

2 Dh.'s introduction to sntra III. 18 suggests that in this sutra we shall have 
an answer to the objection very much urged in Europe by the assailants of the 
syllogistic doctrine, namely that the syllogism contains in the conclusion nothing 
that has not been stated in the premises, that it is therefore a petiti.() prinripii, 
niscito mrgyate = siddha-siidhanam. This is repeated by Rgyal-thsa b, fol. 36-
nes-par ~brel-ba btsal-bar-bya-ba yin-teo We would expect an answer somewhat 
similar to that which has been given in European logie, (cp. J. S. Mill, loco cit. 
§ 5) namely, that the syllogism contains an extention of the general proposition to 
unobserved and new individual cases (paro7c~iktha, p. 47.15). But we then find in 
the sntra III. 18 only a restatement of the doctrine that (in analytical judgments) 
the snbject by itself is a sufficient reason for deducing the predicate. This is by no 
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18-20. Because (what we call an analytical 
rea son) is jus t the fa c t t hat the pre d i cat e is a 
nat u r a lou t fl 0 w 0 f the rea son, (n 0 t a fa c t 0 u t
sid e it), it is con t a in e din the e sse n ceo f the 
latter. The underlying reality is the same for 
both (the reason and the fact deduced from it). 
If the rea son c 0 u Ide xis t wit h 0 u t the pre d i cat e, 
the latter would not be contained in the essence 
oft h e for mer. 2 

(47.19). Such connection alone represents its, (the analytical 
reason's), essence.3 ((Such (connection) alone" means the established 
fact of a necessary concomitance (of the logical predicate) with every 
case where the property rellresenting the reason is present. « Repre
sents its essence)) means, belongs to the essence of the attribute 
representing the reason. Indeed, wherever a fact is deduced which is 
necessarily inherent in every instance of the reason, it is necessarily 
(comprehended) in the essence of the latter. No other (property can 
be so deduced). 

means a ~atisfactory answer to the accusation of begging the question. Vinita
deva's introduction. p. 90.14 if., is much more reasonable. According to him sutra 
III. 18 answers the question why is it that the deduced property here follows (on the 
mere fact of the presence of) the attribute representing the logical reason? And 
the answer is then quite natural, viz. because in reality (V. adds diios-su-na = 
vastutas, as in siitra III. 20 which he omits) the deduced property is already 
contained in the reason. 

1 Lit., p. 47. 17-18. df thus the tie of the deduced (.~adhya) with the rea
son (siidhana) must be ascertained, why is it that the following, which is certain, 
of the deduced from the fact (dharma) (representing) the reason, is sought for? 
He says .... » , 

2 Lit., siitras III. 18-22. «Because just this (following upon the mere reason) 
is its (the reason's) essence. (19) And because this essence (of the reason) is the 
reason. (20) Because in reality they are identical. (21) Because the non-appearing 
when this appears is not its essence. (22) And because of the possibility of diver
gence)).-Siitra III. 20 is omitted by Vinitadeva, but the word 'Vastutas is added 
in siitra III. 18. 

S s'Vaolza'l:a here in the sense of essential property as indicated above. This 
means that the proposition c,Asoka is a tree» is susceptible only of a conversio per 
accidens, the si'l1.!sapii is 'l:rk§a·s'Cabha'l:li, but vrk~a~~ is not si~sapa·s'IJabhii'VllJ:!, the
refore the siItra emphazises tasyaiva; tat-svabhiiva is here felt as a tat-put"u~a, 
sadhyam (= 'IJfk§att'am) tasya (= sadhanasya = si?!tsapatvasya) svabhava~, we can 
change the expression and say sadhanOlm 8adhya-8Vabha/cam, then the last word 
will be a bahu'V?'ihi as in 47.12 - krtakat'Vam anityawa-8'Vabhavam. cpo N. K an
dali, p. 207.20, Jayanta, p. 114.10. 
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(47.23). All right! Let this be just the essence (of an analytical 
deduction)! Why should we then deduce this essence? Why should we 
have recourse to logical reasoning for deducing from the reason what 
is already given in the reason? 1 

(48.2). Because the essence is the reason, (i. e., we deduce out of 
the reason its inherent property). 

(48.2). We are dealing here just with (the analytical reason which 
is a reason in whose) essence (the deduced property is included). 
Therefore we can deduce merely such facts which are included in the 
essence of the fact (serving as a reason). Now, this essential property 
can be nothing else but a fact present wheresoever (the other fact 
representing) the reason is also present.2 

(48.4). But if the deduced fact is included in the reason (the 
deduction will be a tautology), the argument will be ineluded in the 
thesis? 8 (Yes), because in reality they are one. (48.6). ((In reality» 
means from the standpoint of the ultimately real.40 (Viewed as pro
perties of an underlying reality, both) the deduced property and the 
property from which it is being deduced are identical. They are diffe
rent by imputation.:; 

(48.7). The logical reason and the logical predicate are (here), 
indeed, two aspects (of the same underlying reality). (These two aspects) 
have been constructed in our judgments.6 But a logically constructed 
aspect is (always relative). By such an imputed differentiation (reality) 
becomes split (in two parts seemingly) exclusive of one another. Thus 
the attribute representing the reason is one thing, and the attribute 
representing the consequence is another one, (but in reality the one 

1 Lit., 47.23. « Why the application of a reason for deducing (slidhya) of just 
one's own essence?». 

2 Lit., 48.3. « And essence (svabhliva) is following upon the mere fact 
(dharma) of the reason ». 

S pratiJnli, e. g., «this is a tree», hetu « because it is an Asoka·tree ». In the 
adopted phrasing the «thing to be deduced» (slidhya) means predicate, conclusion, 
major term and thesis ae well, whereas hetu means reason, middle 'term, subject 
(anuvlida in the major premise) and argument also . 

.I, paramlirthata~. 

:; Ramliropita. 
6 Or, as J. S. Mill, in discussing a problem somewhat ana.logous, expresses it, 

according to his ideas on propositions and names, tYp. cit., § 6, « have been added 
as a result of assent to a proposition ». To the Indian realists both conceptions are 
realities, there is no existential identity between them, an identity would have been 
between synonyms vr'kfa and taru, not vrk~a and Aifllsapii, cpo Tatp., p. 309.5. 
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is wrapt up in the other). (48.8). Indeed when we at a distance 
observe an object having twigs and \.leaves), we assert e<it is a tree», we can
not assert ecit is an Asoka tree». Next to that, (when we are near the 
object, we assert) ((just the same thing is a tree and an Asoka». The 
(underlying) reality is thus quite the same, but our judgment imposes 
upon it a construction which makes it appear as divided (between two 
notions) different only by the contrasts (implied in them).l (48.10). 
Therefore reason and consequence are here different (not as realities), 
but on account of those conceptions which have been superimposed 
upon reality by constructive judgments.2 

(48.11). In this sense (analytical) reasoning (is not a tautology), 
the argument is not a portion of the thesis. But the (underlying) rea
lity is identical. 

(48.12). Further, why is it that the deduced essential attribute is 
necessarily coexistent in every particular instance where the attribute 
representing the reason is found? It is said, 

21. (If it were not co-existent, if the conse
quence) could have appearecl without the reason 
having also appeared, it could not represent an 
inherent property of the latter. 

(48. 14). If one thing is not necessarily implied in the other, it 
can be absent when the other is present. Such an attribute which can 

1 vyii/rrtti·bhedena «through It difference of contrasts», e. g., when we charac
terize an object as «Asoka» we have in mind its contrast with birches, pines and 
other trees, but when we characterize the same Object as a (dree », we have in our 
mind its contrast with houses, mountains, rivers etc. The reality is the same, only 
it is put in a different light by a difference of those objects with which it is being 
contrasted, cpo Tatp .• p. 340.19 if. A similar difference mnst be assnmed between 
the notions of (( being produced» and «beind impermanentll, the first meaus pro
duced from causes and conditions (hetu-pmfyayailJ, krtam), it is contrasted with 
space or a motionless cosmical Aether (in:asa); the second means inherent evanes
cence, every moment a new thing (lJ,jig.pai ran-thsul·can-gyiran-bzhin=8'Ga-rosa
vini.isa-st:abhiita), it implies a denial of the ordinary view of a limited dllration of 
empirical objects, cpo Vinitadeva, p. 90.17 ff. 

II Lit., p. 48.7-10. «Indeed the relation of deduced and dedncer are two 
forms (rupe) which are lifted up upon certainty (i. e., superimposed upon reality by 
constructive thought, niscaya = vikalpa = kalpana). And a form which is imputed 
certainty by an imputed division produced by mntual exclusion of one another 
becomes divided, thus the deducer (reason) is one thing, the deduced part another 
thing ..• Therefore certainty (i. e., constructive thought) points out to us a.s divided 
jn a division of mutual excluliion a reality (vastu), although it is not divided II. 
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be absent at the time when the reason is present cannot be its inhe
rent property. (48.15). Indeed, presence and absence is the same as 
existence and its denial. Existence and non-existence (are correlative), 
they have their stand in mutual exclusion. (48. 16). If there could be 
a unity betveen what has already appeared and what has not yet ap
peared, then the same thing could be at once exi~tent and non-exi
stent. (48.17). However existence and non-existence, being contradictory 
of one another, can impossibly be united. Becanse absence of unity 
(or «otherness») consists in assuming attributes exclusive (of one 
another). (48.18). Moreover, a thing appearing after another one (not 
only possesses a different time attribute, but) is produced by other 
causes, since every difference of the effect presllpposes a (hfference in 
the causes. (48. 19). Therefore a thing which has already appeared and 
a thing which has not yet appeareu represent a difference consisting 
in having attributes exclusive of one another, and a difference of causes 
which produce the difference of these attributes. How is identity then 
possible? Consequently an (analytically) deduced inherent property 1 

is (coexistent with the reason), it necessarily is present wheresoever 
the fact constituting the reason is present. 

(48.21). All right! We admit that the subsequent fact cannot be 
an inherent property of a foregoing fact. However why should (the 
subsequent fact) not he deuucible (from the foregoing fact)? 

22. Because they can exist separately. 

(49.2). A thing appearing later can exist separately, quite distinctly,2 
from a thing appearing before. Because of such a possibility the later 
fact (the effect) is not (analytically) deducible from the former one.s 

1 8adhya~~ svabhiiva(l. 
2 parityiiga = paraspara.parihara = virodha. Between every two moments in 

the existence of a thing there is thus divergence (vyabhiciira), incompatibility 
(parityaga), mutual exclusion (paraspara-parihiira), contradiction (virodha) «other
ness I) (virl.lddlla-dharma-sa?!lsarga). It will be noted that the terms (( opposite II, 
«contrary II and «( contradictory II cannot be used strictly in the Aristotelian SFJnse 
since tbese conceptions are here applied not to terms and propositions, bnt to 
cognitions of the type «(this is blue », blue and not-blue are opposed directly, blue 
and yellow also opposed, because yellow is only part of the cc not-blue ». A tree and 
an Asoka.-tree, although identic~,l fClr the underlying reality, are opposed (vyii
vrtta, cpo p. 48. 8) logically, they are mutually ((other». On the cclaw of Otherness» 
cpo above p. 8 n. 2, on the law of Contradiction cpo below, text p. 69 ti. 

8 Vinitadeva, p. 91. 12 ti., gives the folloving example, .if II product did 
exist (= krtakatve Biddhe) and afterwards by a cause like a stick impermanence 
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(49.3). Therefore (analytically) deducible is only such an inherent pro
perty which is always coexistent with the (fact representing the) reason. 

(49. 4). And thus it is fundamental that analytical reasoning 
should be applied only to such cases where an inherent property is 
already known to be always coexistent with the fact from which it 
is deduced.1 

§ 4. SYLLOGISM OF CAUSALITY IN THE METHOD OF 

AGREEMENT. 

(Next comes the reasoning from causality, where the logical 
reaSon corresponds to the result and the logical predicate to the 
cause). 

{anityatva) would be produced, then divergence would be possible, since sticks and 
similar objects ·are likewise produced from their own causes. Thus it necessarily 
(must be admitted that) if something is not a product it cannot be annihilated ». 

Th us existence and evanescence are coinherent and the latter conception can be 
analytically deduced from the former. But in order to make this deduction we 
must previouly know by appropriate arguments (yathiisvam-prama,!"ai~) the exact 
meaning of both conceptions. How the Buddhist theorem of existence is proved has 
been hinted above, p. 121 n. 

1 The argument in 8utras III. 17-22, expressed freeely in terms of modern 
philosophy, seems to be the following one. There are analytical judgments, they are 
concerned with co-inherent or coexistent attributes. When the subject of a general 
proposition contains in itself a «sufficient reason» for an affirmation of the predi
cate, when the mere presence of the thing denoted by the reason necessarily 
implies the presence of the connoted consequence, then wheresoever the first is 
found, the second is necessarily present. The connotation of the subject can be 
established hy whatsoever methods, by dl'finitions founded on observrttion, by an 
extraordinary intuition (aniisrat·a.jiliina), testimony, Scripture or some complicated 
analysis (as the one by which Dharmakirti has established the theory of Uni
versal Momentariness). Whatsoever its origin the general proposition establishes 
that the reason A contains in itself the predicate B, because (18) B is the inherent 
property (svabhiiva) of A. But (19) A, the reason, is also the essence (svabhiiva) of 
the consequence B. Docs that mean that the analytical judgment is a tautology? 
No, because (20) the identity is of the underlying fact of existence, the logical 
superstructure is manifold but coinherent in this underlying reality. (21) If it were 
not coexistent, the consequence would not be the inherent property and (21) it 
would then be a separate existence. - Some difficulty of interpretation arises from 
the double mraning of svabhiiva, in slitra III. 19 st"abhiiva~~ = 7!etU.~I, ill p. 48. 4.- it 
is = siidh'Ya-dharma~l, in p. 23.20 we have hetlt~1 = BvabhiivalJ, siidhyasya and in 
p. 47. 21-23 sadhya-dharma~1 = .5vabhavrr~l, s'l:abh'iiv8 = siidhye. The solution can 
be found in the fact that as siidlltya, svabhiiva means essential property and as hetl! 
it meallS identity of that reality ill which both the hetu and the s1idhya. coinhere. 
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23. (The deduction by causality, where) the 
reason represents the effect, has the following 
formula, also (expressed by the method of Agree
ment) -

eM a j 0 r pre m i s e). W her eve r the rei ssm 0 k e 
the rei s fir e, 

(E x amp 1 e). A s e. g., i nth e kit c hen, etc., 
(M i nor pre m i s e). Her e the rei ssm 0 k e, 
(0 0 n c 1 u s ion). (H ere the rei s fir e). 

(49.8). This is a formula where an effect (takes the place of) the 
reason. It follows from the context that this formula is expressed 
according to (the method of) Agreement. (( Wherever there is smoke» 
means that smoke is the subject (of the general proposition). «(There 
is fire» means that fire is its predicate. Their connection should be con
ceived as a necessary one,l (not an accidental one), just as in the pre
ceding case (of the analytical tie). (49.9). Consequently this (proposi
tion) represents an invariable concomitance based upon the law of 
causality.2 (49.10). Pointing to the sphere of observation from which 
this concomitance is established 3 (by Induction), it is said, ((just as in 
the kitchen etc.». In the kitchen and similar cases it is established 
by positive and negative experience,'!' that there is between smoke 
and fire an invariable connection representing a causal relation. The 
words ((here there is (smoke)>> wind ups (the syllogism by applying) 
to the subject of the inference 6 its deduced characteristic 7 (i. e., they 
contain the minor premise). 

24. Her e a 1 s 0, w e can ass e r t to hat an e ff e c tis 
the logical reason for deducing from it the 
c a use, 0 n 1 y w hen the fa c t 0 f the ire a usa 1 r e 1 a
t ion i sal rea d y k now n Ci n g en era 1). 

(49.14). The words (chere also») mean that not only in the case of 
analytical deductions, but also here, when the syllogism is founded 

1 niyamartha. 
2 karya-kara'!Ja-bhava.nimitta. 
s vyapti.8adhana.praTlla'l}a-vi~aya. 
4 pratyak§a - rtnupalambhabhyam, cpo above p. 38.13, 39.7 (text), traus!' 

p.103-105. 
5 upasaf!!hara~. 

6 sadhya-dhartnin. 
7 pak~a-dltarma = 8iidhya-dharma. 
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on causation. The words ((is already known» mean that the existence 
of a causal relation (must) be ascertained 1 (by induction from particular. 
cases). 

This certainty must necessarilly be established, because, as we 
have said,2 the logical reason conveys a deduction not accidentally, 
but on the basis of an invariable concomitance. 

§ 5. DEDUCTION BY THE METHOD OF DIFFERENCE. 

(49.17). The analytica~ causal and negative syllogism according 
to the method of Agreement have been thus exhibited. The author pro
ceeds to exhibit the (method) of Difference. 

25. The met hod 0 f D i ff ere n c e 3 (w ill ben 0 W 

ex hi bit e d). Neg a t ion rep res en t s the nth e f 011 o
wing formula-

(M a j 0 r pre m i s e). W hat e xis t s, a 11 con d i
tions of pel'ceptibility4 being fulfilled, is 
necessarily perceived. 

(E x amp Ie). A s, e. g., the par tic u I arc a s e 
of a pat c h 0 fbI u e colo u r 5 etc. 

(Minor premise). But on this (spot) we do 
not per c e i v e any ex is tin g jar, a I tho ugh all 
conditions of perception are fulfilled. 

(00 n c Ius ion). (T her e for e t 11 ere ish ere no 
jar). 

(50.4). The method of Difference (will now be uemonstrated). «What 
exists, aU conditions of perceptibility being fulfilleu», means what 
exists and is perceptible; (hence) existence is taken as the subject of 
(the general proposition). eels perceived», i. e., perception is preuicated. 

1 niscita, characterized by necessity, i. e., the major premise must be shown 
by an induction from particular instances, no counter-instance being producible, cpo 
above, p. 19 ff. (text). The necessity consists in the fact there is nQ effect without a 
preceding cause. Therefore, strictly speaking, permissible are only the deductions 
of causes from effects, not vice versa, of future effects from causes, cpo above text 
p. 31. 10, transl. p. 88. 

II Cpo text, p. 19.1 ff. and p. 47.9. 
3 Read vaidharmya-, instead of vaidharma. 
4 upalabni misprint in stead of upalabdhi 
:; niliidi-vise~a = nuiidi-8valak~atta, the latter in the tbird sense indicated 

transI. p. 34 n. 4. 
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(50.5). Thus this (proposition) expresses that the existence of some
thing perceivable, (the totality of the conditions being fulfilled), is 
invariably followed 1 by perception. Existence is ·the negation of non
existence/I and cognition the negatio.l of non-cognition. Hence (we 
have a contraposition), the negation of the predicate is made the 
subject, and the negation of the subject is made the predicate.s (50.7). 
Thus the (general proposition) expresses that the negation of the con
sequence is invariably concomitant 4 with the negation of the reason, 
because it is necessarily dependent 5 upon the latter (i. e., wheresover 
there is some sense-perception, there necessarily is some existence). 
(50.8). If the deduced fact (the consequence or major term) were not to be 
found with the subject of the inference (minor term), neither would 
the reason (middle term) be there present, because the absence of the 
latter necessarily involves the absence of the former. But the reason 
is present, (hence its consequence must also be present).6 (50.9). Con
sequently the negation of the reason is the term of greater exten
sion to which the negation of the consequence, being the term of 
lesser extension, is subordinate? When (the first) is absent, it follows 

1 vyapta. Lit., «is embraced in the fact of being and object of perception». 
2 P. 50.6 read - kathitam, asattva-nivTtti§ ca sattvam, anllpalambha " . 
3 i. e. the contraposition of the same major premise as formulated according t() 

the method of agreement in sUtra III. 9, transl. p.117. There it was said, «the possi
bly visi ble, if not perceived, is absent», here it is expressed by contraposition « the 
possibly visible, if it is present, is necessarily perceived». Both these formula
tions represent expressions of the principle underlying every negative deduction. 
Howsoever complicated, the negative deduction can be reduced to it. The method 
of this reduction has been explained in sUtra II. 48-46, p. 116 ff., and a classifi· 
cation of all negative deductions has been given there, II. 31-42. The Naiyayikas 
have remained faithfull to their theory of the perception of non-existence, or 
absence, by the senses. They accordingly reject the Buddhist theory of negation. 
But this does no prevent Vacaspatimiha very often to formulate complicated 
negative deductions according to one of the formulae prescribed by Buddhist logie, 
cp., e. g .. Tiit p., p. 88. 12, 88. 17 etc. 

4 vyapta. 
5 niyata = pratibaddha. 
6 This conclusion tbat right cognition (pramat\a) is a proof of existence has 

been already mentioned above, text p. 40.7. Cognition is conceived as an effect 
of an objective reality and the principle is laid down that we always conclude from 
the existence of an effect to the necessary existence of its cause, but not "ice versa. 
Since a po~sible cause does not necessarily produce its effect, the conclusion about 
a future effect is always more or less problt!matic for a non-omniscient being. 

7 Lit., 50. 9-10. Ie Therefore, since the embracing non-existence of the reason 
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that the (second) is also absent, hence (we arrive at the absence of the 
absence of the consequence, i. e.), at its affirmation.l 

(50. 10). The following rule is therefore established, - when a 
deduction is made according to the method of Difference it always 
must be shown that the negation of the deduced consequence neces
sarily involves the negation of the reason.lI 

(50.12) The formula of an analytical deduction according to the 
method of Difference is next given. 

26. (Major premises). What is changeless is nei
ther existent nor has it an origin nor can it be 
a product. 

(Example). (As e. g., the Oosmic Ether etc.). 
(Minor premises). But the sounds of 

speech exist, have origination, are a pro
d u c t (0 f c a use s). 

(Oonclusion). (Hence they are imperma
n e n t). 

(50. 15). The consequence to be deduced (i. e., the major term), is 
here the impermanence (or non-eternity of the sounds of speech).8 Its 
negation necessarily involves 4 the absence of the logical reason. By this 
(proposition) it is expressed that the negation of the consequence 
necessarily involves 5 the negation of the reason, in all the three cases 

is absent, the embraced non-existence of the consequence is non existent, thus 
there is ascertainment of the consequence (8tidhya)". 

1 8iidhya-ni~caya = siidhya-vidhi. 
II Thulil the major premise in a negative deduction, i. e., the fundamental for

mula of it, is always all affirmation. The fact that subject and predicate have been 
substituted by their negations and have changed places does not aftect the qnality 
of the judgment, it remains affirmative. But the minor premise, as well as the 
conclusion, are negative. 

S As against the view of the MimaIpsakas, cpo above, p. 127 n. 2. 
4 niyata = pratibaddha = vyiipya, e. g., « wheresoever there is no fire, as in 

wa.ter, there necessarily is no smoke I), or cc wheresoever tbere are no trees, there 
necessarily are no Asoka-trees ». 

5 vyiipta, lit., p. 50. 16, « the absence of the consequence is embraced by the 
absence of the reason». In the major premise, as in every judgment, the predicate 
or major term is greater in extension (vyapaka), it (! embraces» or contain. the 
subject or middle term. But it is also ccbound up" (pratibaddha) to the latter, 
because the presence of the latter involves necessarily the presence of the major 
term, which becomes (cnecessarily following» (niyata, anubaddha, pratibaddha, 
anvita). In a contraposed major premise the same relations obtain between the ne-
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of analytical deduction.1 (50.16). ((The sounds of speech exist, have 
origination, are a product)) - these words refer to the presence of the 
reason in the subject of the conclusion, (i. e., to the minor premise), 
equally in all three cases. (50.17). Here again it is (thus) stated that in the 
present case the absence of the reason is missing, (i. e., it is stated 
that the reason is present). And since the absence of the reason con
tains in itself the absence of the consequence, (this latter absence 
being subordinate to the former), it follows by implication that the 
absence of the consequence must also be missing. The absence of the 
absence of the consequence (i. e., its double negation) is equivalent to 
its affirmation. (Hence the presence of the consequence is proved).9 

(50. 19). The formula of a causal deduction according to the method 
of Difference is next given. 

gation of the predicate and the negation of the subject. Expressed as a Mixed 
Hypothetical Syllogism modo tollente the present example mnst be thrown in the 
folIowing form -

If a thing has an origin, it is non-eternal, 
Non-eternity is absent, e. g., in the Cosmic Ether. 
Hence origin is also absent. 

But this is equivalent merely to the contraposed major premise of the Indian syllo
gism, which gives rise to a. new mixed hypothetical syllogism, -

If a thing is non-non-eternal (i. e., permanent), it has no origin, 
The attribute of having no origin is absent in the sound, 
Hence the attribute of non-non-eternity is also ebsent, (i. e., sound is 

impermanent). 

When all double negations are stripped off, the conclusion is affirmative, «sound is 
impermanent ». But in its negative form -

Sound is not non-non-eternal, 
Because it has not the quality of non-origin, 

it is a negative syllogism according to the third figure (vyiipa"kiinupalabdhi, cp. 
siltra II. 34, because sadhaniibhiiva is vyiipa7ca in regard of siidhyiibllava). 

1 A full cheda is needed aftpr hetu~u and the one after uktClQ must be dropped. 
1I Lit., p. 50.15-18. «Non-eternity being absent etc. Here it is expressed that 

the non-existence of the consequence, of non-eternity, is necessarily dependent 
(niyata) on the absence of the reason. By this it is said that the absfnce of the con
sequence is embraced by (or contained in) the absence of the reason, in the three 
«own-existence» reasons also. The sound is existent, has an origine, is a product
thus the presence (- tva) of (these) attributes in the subject (pa7c§a) is indicated. 
Here also the nOll existence of the non-existence of the reason, (whicl1 non-existence 
of the reason) is the container (vyiipa7ca), is stated. Hence also the contained 
(vyiipya), the non-existence of the consequence, is precluded. Thus the existence 
of the consequence (is proved)>>. 
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27. The formula of a reason representing an 
~ffect is as follows-

(Major premise). Where there is no fire, 
the r e n e i the r iss m 0 k e. 

(Example). (As e. g., on the water of a lake, 
etc.). 

eM in 0 r pre m i s e). But the rei she res 0 m e 
smoke. 

(C 0 n c 1 u s ion). (H en c e the rem u s t be so m e 
fi r e). 

(50.21). Here also it is stated that the absence of fire involves 1 

the absence of smoke.!! The words ((but there is here some smoke)) 
express that the involving 3 part, the negation of smoke, is absent. 
Hence the involved 4, part, the negation of fire, is likewise absent. And 
when (the negation of fire is denied, its affirmation, i. e., the presence) 
of the consequence becomes established.s 

§ 6. EQUIPOLLENCY OF THE METHODS OF AGREEMENT AND 

DIFFERENCE. 

(51. 1). The following question is now answered. How is it that in 
the formulae expressed accordmg to the method of Agreement, the 
contra position of the general proposition is not expressed, and in those 
which are expressed according to the method of Difference the original 
form 6 of it is not stated? How can it then (be maintained that syllo
gism) is an expression (in propositions of all) the three aspects of a 
logical relation, (concomitance, contraposition and minor premise)? 

28. Fro m a for m u lao fag r e e men t the cor r e s
ponding formula of difference follows by impli
cat ion. 

1 Lit., vyapta ccis lembraced», is included, is involved, is subaltern, is less in 
extension, i. e., there can be no smoke without fire, but fire may be present where 
there is no smoke, as e. g., in a hot iron-ball. 

l! Hence the absence of fire involves the absence of smoke, but not vice ver8a. 
S vyiipaka, embracing, including, containing, pervading. 
4, vyiipya, embraced, inCluded, contained, pervaded. 
5 siidhya-gati. 
6 anvaya. 
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(51. 4). When a formula directly 1 expresses agreement (i. e., the 
positive concomitance of the reason with its consequence), their diffe
rence, i. e., the contraposition (of the general proposition) follows virtu
alIy,2 i. e., by implication. Therefore (each formula) is a verbal expres
sion of the three aspects of the logical mark.s (51. 6). Although the 
contraposition of the general proposition is not directly expressed 
when the concomitance is expressed in the original form, it neverthe
less is understood 4 as implied in the latter. 

Why? 

29. Because if that were not so, the reason 
could not be invariably concomitant with the 
con seq u e n c e. 

(51. 8). If the contraposition of the general proposition were not 
ascertained in thought,S neither could the positive concomitance of 
the reason with the consequence be so ascertained. (51. 9). When the 
original general proposition 6 testifies that the reason is invariably 
concomitant 7 with its consequence, no doubt is possible as to the pre
sence of the reason where the consequence could be absent, otherwise 
it could never be invariably concomitant with the latter.s (51.10). 
The contraposition is realized when it is realized that in the absence 
of the consequence the reason is likewise absent. Thus when stating 
in the original general proposition that the reason is invariably con
comitant with its consequence, it is also implied9 that their contrapo
sition holds good.10 

1 abhidheyena. 
2 nrthiit. 
S The three-aspected logical mark (trirupa-linga), as explained above, 

sutra II, 5 ff., is equivalent to an induction from particular instances, no counter
instance being produCIble. 

4 avasillate = niSciyate = gamyate =jftayate. 
5 buddhy-avasita is here :1n equivalent of ni§caya-avasita, niScaya,-{iriirj,ha, 

.niScaya-apek~a, cpo p. 26. 16.; the term b·uddhi thns refers to savikalpaka-jf!ana, 
buddhy-ariliJha = ni4caya-ariiiJha (p. 48_ 7) = vikalpita. But in other cases bud
dhi = sa'!tvtd especially in ka"ikiis, may refer to nirvikalpaka-pratyak~a, cpo Tipp., 
p. 31. 6. 

6 anvflya-viikya. 
7 niYQta. 
8 LIt., p. 51. 10. «Otherwise (the reason) would not be conceived (pratita) as 

.n"cessarily tied up to its consequence». 
9 samarthyat. 

10 avasita. 
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30. Similarly (when the deduction is expres
sed) by the method of Difference, the original 
(positive) concomitance follows (by implication). 

(51.13). If we apply the method of Difference, the direct concomi
tance (of the reason with its consequence), although not prima facie 1 

expressed, follows simply by implication, just as in the case when direct 
concomitance is expressed, (its contraposition follows also by impli
cation). 

(51.14). Why? 

31. Because otherwise the absence of the rea
SOn in c,a~es where the 2 consequence is absent, 
would not be established. 

(51. 16). If the general proposition, in its original form, would not 
be present to the mind,S the absence of the reason when the conse
quence is absent could not be established, i. e., could not be ascertai
ned. (5l. 17). If it is realized, through the contra position of the gene
ral proposition, that the absence of the consequence is invariably con
comitant 4 with the absence of the reason, it cannot be expected that 
the consequence will be absent where the reason is present. Because 
otherwise it could not be known,s that the absence of the consequence 
is invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason. (51.18). 
The concomitance is realized 6 when it is realized that in the presence 
of the reason its consequence is invariably present. (51. 19). Therefore 
when in a contraposed general proposition it is directly expressed that 
the absence of the consequence is invariably concomitant with the 
absence of the reason, the positive (original) form of the concomitance 
is also conveyed 7 by implication. 

(51. 21). (When constant change is being deduced from the notion 
of existence), space and other (immutable substances are adduced as 
negative examples proving) the absence of the reason wherever the 

1 anabhidhiyamana. 
l! tasmit misprinted for tasmin. 
3 buddhi-gr'hita is here the same as above, p. 51.8, buddhy-avasita, but in 

other cases grahat}a is the opposite of ad'hyavaBaya, both are contrasted, cpo tha 
explanations of siitra I. 12. 

4. niyata. 
5 pratita = niscita = adhyavasita = buddhi·grhita. 
6 gati. 
7 anvaya-gati. 
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consequence is absent. Does it follow that (these examples) can like
wise prove the presence of the consequence when the reason is pre
sent?1 

32. (Nol) If their concomitance 2 is not (ascer
t a in e d), the nth e a b sen ceo f 0 net e r m can not 
n e c e s s a r il y ,f 0 11 0 w fr 0 m the a b sen ceo f the 
ot her. 

(52.2). (Concomitance is based upon) an essential dependence (of 
one thing upon another). If there is no such dependence (between two 
things), the negation of one of them, of the logical consequence, does 
not necessarily imply the negation of the other one, of the reason (or 
middle term). 

33. It has been stated above s that there 
are only' two kinds of dependent existence, what
soever the case may be. (The dependent part re
presents either existentially) the same thing or 
the e ff e c t 0 f (a not her ex is ten t). 

(52.5). Whatsoever (be the content) of the dependent part, (the 
form of the dependence is of (one of) two kinds. The essence or the 
cause (of one form of dependence) is Identity (of existence). The essence 
or the cause (of the other one) is the fact of being an Effect (produced 
by causes). If one (existence) is dependent upon some other (existence), 
the thing upon which it is dependent represents either (essentially) 
the same fact of existence or a cause. (52.7). To be dependent upon 
something else is impossible. Therefore has it been stated (above) 
that there are (only) two kinds of dependence.s (52.8). And we have 

1 Vinitadeva's introduction to the next siItra is much simpler. He says «if 
it be asked why is it that when there is no concomitance the contraposition is not 
valid, (the following sntra gives the answer)). (anvayabhave vyatireko' sidrIha it'll 
etat kutaM Dharmottara's a'l;ataratla means lit., p. 51. 21-22: «If really in 
space etc. in the absence of the predicate (major term) there is absence of the 
reason (middle term), nevertheless for sure (does it follow) that in the presence of 
the reason the predicate is present? To this he answers». 

2 svabhiiva-pratibandha = vyiipti. 
8 sutra II. 25. Lit. « consisting in identity-with-that and conHisting in origina

tion-from-that.>. 
'ca~ (p. 52.4) punar-arthe, evarthe vii, tena dti-prakiira eveti yojaniyafll 

(MallavadI, f. 85). 
5 Cpo B. Russel, Mysticism, p. 152- «the only way ... in which the exis

tence of A can be logically dependent upon the existence of B is when B is part 
of A». This is the same as the Indian view. The Dation of a tree (B) is an inherent. 
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on that occassion also stated 1 that the dependent (part is the fact 
represented by) the reason, (it is dependent upon the fact correspond
ing to) the deduced consequence.!! 

34. It follows therefore that if the (concer
ted) absence (of two terms) is expressed, their 
interdependence must reveal itself. Therefore the 
contraposed general proposition always contains 
an indication of their interdependence. This 
indication is nothing but the genera} proposi
t ion (i nit 8 po sit i v e for m). T h u sit is t hat 0 n e 
single general proposition, either directly or 
i nit s con t rap 0 sed for m, dec} are s t hat the log i -
cal mark is present in similar and absent in 
dis s i mil arc a s e s. The ref 0 rei tis not i n dis pen -
S a b 1 e toe x pre s s bot 11 the s e pro p 0 sit ion s. 8 

part of the notion of a sif!tsapli (A) and it is the latter that is logically dependent 
on, i. e., subordinated to, the former. The foundation of this dependen('e is Identity 
of the underlying reality But, according to the Indian view, it is not the 
«only way». There is It dependence of Coexistence and a dependence of Suc
cession. Every thing is the result of some causes, it is therefore logically, or 
neces8anly, dependent on its causes. But a cause does not necessarily proQuce 
its effect. Therefore there is never logical necessity (niscaya) in the predication 
of a future result, cpo transl. p. 108. 

1 siltra II. 22. 
l! .It is here again pressed with emphasis that there is no other logical 

depend~nce than the dependence founded either upon what is here termed Identity 
(tadlitmya) and explained as coexistence of coinherent attributes, or on 
Causation which is explained as a logical necessity for every entity to have a cause 
(tadutpatti). Every fact is thus either coexistent and coinherent with another fant, or 
it is its product. Thus the general proposition either expresses a Uniformity of 
Coexistence or a Uniformity of l:lucression. It follows that whatever be the method 
applied, whether it be the method of Agreement, or the method of Difierence, a 
logical deduction or logical thought in general cannot possibly express something 
Else than what either directly reprE'sents or finally reduces to these two kinds of 
logical relations. Contraposition is therefore equipollent with the original propo~ition. 

8 Lit., p, 52.9-13. ItSince (it is so), therefore who speaks abolition must show 
connection. Thert'fore the proposition of abolition (the negative proposition) i:l just 
an indirect sh()wing of suggested connection. And wbat is suggestion of conne("tion, 
that is just expression of concomitance. Thus hy one proposition formnlated with a. 
concomitance-face or with a contraposition-face the prest'ncl'-absence of the mark 
in the similar-dissimilar cases is declared Thus the formulation of ~wo propositions 
is not necessary. hi in the sence of" because" ». 
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(52.13). When (two facts) are essentially interdependent/ the ab
sence of the one conveys the absence of the other. Therefore, if it is 
shown that the reason is absent wherever the consequence is also 
absent, the interdependence of both these absences II will be shown. 
(52.14). If the reason is dependent upon its consequence, then it will 
necessarily be absent wheresoever the consequence is absent.3 (52.15). 
And since it is (impossible not to) indicate the dependent (character 
of the reason), therefore the proposition indicating the absence of the 
reason, if its consequence is absent, contains 4 an implied indica
tion 5 of its dependence. (52. 16). This indication is nothing but the 
general proposition (or major premise) itself.6 The interdependence (of 
reason and consequence) must necessarily be stated, but (this does not 
mean that it should always) be made in the positive form, because the 
example will always establish the interdependence by induction,7 and 
this will represent nothing else but the general proposition in its posi
tive form. (52.18). Therefore when the negation of something depends 
upon the negation of something else, the interdependence of both these 
terms must reveal itself, and this becomes simply a cognition of their 
positive concomitance.8 (52. 20). Since the positive concomitance implies its 
contraposition and (vice versa) the contraposition implies the original 
proposition, therefore one \I of them is (sufficient) to declare the pre-

1 i. e., when one fact represents either the identity of the underlying reality or 
its production from another reality. 

l! nivartya-nivartakayo1} pratibandhalJ, lit., «the dependence of the stopped 
and the stopper». 

3 as e. g., smoke being dependent upon fire, is not to be found in places where 
there is uo fire. 

4 ak~ipta = sa'!'ur7!ita. 
:; upa-dar§ana. 
6 Lit, p. 52.15-17. «And because its dependence must be shown, therefore 

the proposition about the non-existence (nivrtti) of the reason when the predicate 
is absent, by this (proposition) an indirect indication (upa-dar§ana) of the depen
dence is suggested (ak~pta). And what (represents) the indirect indication of the 
dependence suggested by that, just this is the concomitance-proposition». 

7 pramattena. Concomitance must be shown by an induction from particular 
instances, no counter· instance being producible, these particula.r instances are 
termed drstanta or pramfitz,a, cpo the use of this term in the if. passages, 44. 5, 
45. 1, 58. 1, 61. 10, 64. 1, 80.21, 81. 1, 81. 2, 81. 20, 81. 21 (apramatz,a). 

8 Lit., 62.19- 20. «Therefore the connection (interdependence) of an abolished 
and the abolisher most be known, and thus just (eva) concomita.nce is known. The 
word iti in the sense of "becatlse"lI. 

9 The word viikyefla must be inserted after ekenapi, cpo Tib. p. 119.9, thsig 
gcig-gis kyaii. 
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sence of the mark in similar cases and its absence in dissimilar cases.1 

(53.1). The positive concomitance may be prima facie expressed. It is 
one method of expressing it. Similarly the contraposition may be prima 
facie expressed.!! But since a single proposition conveys both (these 
meanings), there is no strict necessity for the formulation of both in 
every single syllogism.s (53.4). Words are used to convey a meaning, 
when the meaning is conveyed, what is the use of (superfluous) words? 

(53.4). Thus it is that either the original form of the general pro
position must alone be used or its contraposition, (but not both together). 

35. (T his r u I e a p p 1 i e s) a 1 sot 0 (N ega t ion, i. e., to 
a deduction of absence whose reason is) non-per
c e p t ion. W hen we s tat e (t 11 e con t rap 0 sed for m u 1 a 4 

o f neg a t ion, viz.)-

(' W hat s 0 eve rex i s t s, all con d it ion S 0 f p e r
ceptibility being fulfilled, is necessarily per
c ei v e dll, 

the original concomitance-
«If such an object is not perceived, it is 

a b sen tll, 
i s est a b lis h e d b y i 1ll P 1 i cat ion. 

(53.8). Even 5 in a (proposition expressing Negation foundetl 
on) non-perception, the original positive concomitance follows when 
the contraposition is expressed. « Whatsoever exists all conditions of 
perceptibility being fulfilled II - these words express that the predicate 
(in the formula of simple negation) is cancelled, i. e., the possibility 
of such behaviour (which follows upon a perception) of absence (is 

1 i. e. the induction from particular instances, no counter-instance being pro
ducible. 

2 Lit., p. 53.1-2. «Positive concomitance is the fttce, the means, because it is 
directly expressed, this is a proposition whose face is positive concomitance. Thus 
(also the proposition) whose face is contraposition. The word iti in the sense of 
"because" ». 

3 sadhana-viilcya. 
4 anvaya, the positive or original concomitance. Negation in contraposition 

will be double negation, i. e., affirmation. The formula of negation expressed as di
rect concomitance in a general proposition will be «Don-perception is concomitant 
with absence >, its contraposition will be flnon-a.bsence is concomitant with non
non-perception» or "presellce is followed by perception». 

5 na keralam kiirya-svabTlliva ity artka'f;, (l'.Iallavadi, f.86). 
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denied). It means essentially the same as the existence of something per
ceivable. «Is necessarily perceived))-these words express the absence 
of non-perception. It means essentially the same as perception.1 (53.10). 
Thus it is shown that the absence of the consequence (or predicate) 
is invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason.!! Supposing 
the consequence could be absent even if the reason were present, then 
the absence of the consequence would not be invariably concomitant 
with the absence of the reason.s (53.11). Indeed, when we realize the 
(contraposed) concomitance, we must (also) realize that the presence of 
the reason is invariably concomitant with the presence of its conse
quence. (53.12). Therefore (the negative conclusion) is drawn in 
the words « if such an object, i. e., a representable object, is not perceived, 
it is absent)). Since this (conclusion) is cognized, since it is simulta
neously present to the mind,4 the original concomitance (of the formula 
of negation) is thus ascertained.s 

§ 7. Is THE CONCLUSION A NECESSARY MEMBER OF THE 

SYLLOGISM? 

36. When either of these two (methods) is ap
plied, it is not always necessary explicitly to 
mention the thesis (or the conclusion).6 

1 upalambha-rUpa. 
l! i. e., we cannot deny the existence of something when it is present in the 

ken of our sense-faculties. 
3 The absence of the consequence means here the presence of the object in the 

range of our senses, the absence ofthe reason-its perception. If the object could be 
present without being perceived, then we could not maintain that its presence 
(accompanied by all other factors of perception) is invariably followed by its per
ception. 

4 sam-pratyayat. 
Ii anvaya-siddhi. 
6 The term paJc§a means here the standpoint of the disputant, it includes both 

-the thesis and the conclusion. In siitra III. 41 it is identified with sadhya which is 
also as sadhya-dharma the name of the major term. In the five membered syllogism 
of the N aiyayikas both the thesis (pratiiila) and the conclusion (nigamana) are ad
mitted a.s separate members, beside the reason, the major and the minor premises. 
The Mimalj\sakas and the later Naiyayikas were inclined to reduce the members of 
their syllogism to three, roughly corresponding to the three members of Aristotle. 
But Dig n ag a makes a distinction between inference as a process of thought (sIJiirtha) 
and syllogism as a method of proof in a controversy, and points to the fact that very 
often when the point under discussion is evident out of some former argnmentation, 
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(53.15). (The core of a syllogism is) the logical reason (or middle 
term), its invariable concomitance with the deduced property must be 
expressed, and this again, (as we have shown), is based either upon ne
cessary co-existence or necessary succession between the facts corres
ponding to the reason and the deduced property. Whether we apply 
the method (of Agreement or the method of Difference), in both cases 
the fact to be deduced is the same. Therefore there is no absolute 
necessity of expressing separately (the thesis or) the conclusion. (Sup
posing) the reason has been cognized as invariably concomitant with 
the deduced property, (we then know the major premise). If we then 
perceive the presence of that very reason on some definite place, (i. e., 
if we know the minor premise), we already know the conclusion. (What 
is then the use of mentioning this fact once more?) The repetition of 
the deduced conclusion is of no use! 1 

(53.18). That just this 2 (principle) applies to the formula of a nega
tive deduction (as founded on a repelled suggestion), will be next 
shown. 

37. In ours formula of Negation, expressed ac
cor din g tot hem e tho d 0 fAg r e e men t, i tis Ii k e
wise (superfluous to mention the conclusion se
parately). When it is stated that -

(M a j 0 r pre m i s e ). W hat s 0 eve r i s not p e r
c e i v e d, a 1 tho ugh b e i n gin con d i t ion s 0 f p e r
c e p t i b il i t y, is p rae tic a 11 y non - e xis ten t. 

suffices it to state the major and minor premises, the conclusion or thesis being 
then implicitly contained in the minor premise. Mall a viidi, f. 87, introduces this 
section with the words, atha matantaravad bhat,an-mate'pi pa'k~a'1! 'kimiti na nirdi
§yate? - an allusion to N. S., I. 1. 33. 

1 Lit., p. 53.15-17. ox And because in both formulations the probans (sadh
ana) must be understood as tied up to the probandum (sadhya) from «identity with it» 
and « production by it», therefore the stand point (pak~a) must not be just necessa
rily specified. What prabans is cognized as confined to the probandum.just from it 
when it is perceived upon the substratum (dharmin) of the probandum, the proban
dum is cognized. Therefore nothing is (achieved) by the specification of the pro
bandum».-According to the Tib. pratUeQ is perhaps to be read instead of pra
t'itiQ in p. 53.17. Biidhya·nirde§ena = pak~a-nirde§ena. If we have ascertained by 
induction the invariable concomitance of the smoke with its cause the fire, and then 
perceive smoke upon some remote hill, we then have present to our mind the judg
ment «there it is, this very smoke which is invariably concomitant with fire». It 
becomes quite superfluous to repeat the conclusion, cpo p. 152, n. 6. 

II Read etam eva. 
3 Read atra in stead of yaBmat, cpo Tib. transl. 
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(M in 0 r pre m i s e). 0 nth i s p I ace n 0 jar i s 
per c e i v e d, a It h 0 ugh a 11 0 the r con d i t ion s for 
its perceptibility are fulfilled. 

(The Oonclusion) "There is here no jar» 
follows entirely by implication. 

(53.22). In (negation) expressed according to the method of Agree
ment (the conclusion) «there is no jar on this place)) follows entirely 
by implication.l The (author) shows the process of implication. (53.23). 
The words "whatsoever is not perceived, although being in conditions 
of perceptibility», refer to a negative experience as a subject. The 
words" it is an object practically non-existent)) refer to the possibility 
of our behaviour towards it as non-existent. (54.1). Thus it is shown 
that the non-perception of something imagined (as present) is invariably 
concomitant with corresponding purposive actions.!! (54.2). The words 
(( a jar) is not perceived)) prove that the logical mark is present 
upon the subject of the conclusion (on the minor term). 3 If the deduced 
fact would not have been present upon that substratum, neither 
could the logical reason be there present, because the latter is inva
riably concomitant with the former.4 This is how the (conclusion) is 
implied. 

38. The sam ere fer s a Iso (t 0 t his for mula e x
pressed according to the method) of Difference-

(Major premise). Whatsoever is present 
(as an object of our purposive actions) and is 
in conditions of perceptibility, is necessarily 
per c ei v e d. 

(Minor premise). But on this place no such 
jar is being perceived. 

T h r 0 ugh mer e i ill P 1 i cat ion (t h e con c 1 u
sion) follows that as au object of our purpo
s i ve act ion s t his t hi n g is a b sen t.s 

1 samarthyiid eva. 
l! Lit., p. 54. 1-2. (C If it is so, the non-cognition of the visible is shown to be 

contained in the fact of being fit for a non-Ens deal». 
a sadhya-dhannin. 
4 sadhya-niyatatviit tasya. 
5 Lit., p. 54.6-7. «Just by connotation (siimaf'thyad) it becomes "there is 

here no object of dealing as existent with"». 
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(54.8). In the formulation according to the method of Difference, the 
conclusion «there is here no jar as an object for our purposive actionu fol
lows by mere implication. It is the same conclusion as in the formula 
(expressed according to the method) of Agreement. The (author) then 
proceeds to indicate the pocess of implication. (54. 9). A thing which can be 
an object of purposive action means a thing which is present.l An object 
being in the conditions of perceivability means an obj ect imagined as pre
sent. This represents the negation of the deduced consequence.1! (54. 10). 
The words (<is necessarily perceived» express the negation of the logi
cal reason.s Thus it is shown that the absence of the consequence is 
invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason. (54.11). The 
words ((no such (jar))) etc. mean that on this place the possible percep
tion of ajar has not happened in the manner in which other perceivable 
objects (usually) are perceived. Thus it is proved that upon the sub
ject of the conclusion, (i. e., on a definite place) there is absence of the 
reason (i e., of perception) which invariably involves the absence of the 
deduced consequence (i. e., of the jar). (54.13). Supposing the con
sequence would not be present upon the subject of the conclusion, 
neither could the reason be there present. But the fact 4 representing 
the reason is present, (hence the consequence must also be present). 
This is (how the conclusion) is implied. (54.14). Therefore, since it is 
implied, there is no need of explicitly stating it, because we understand 
(without such a statement) that ((there is here no jar). 

(54.15). Similarly in the formulae of an analytical or causal de
duction (the conclusion) becomes simultaneously present to the mind 5 

by implication. There is, consequently, no necessity of stating it 
explicitly.6 

1 vidyamana. 
J! The deduced consequence is the absence of the jar. 
S The logical reason is non-cognition, its reverse (nivrttt) is cognition. 
4 dharma. 5 sam-pratyaya = sama-kalina-pratyaya. 
6 Par thasarathimisra remarks, S astra-dt pika, p. 239 (Benares, 1908) that 

the Buddhists, thinking that the Naiyayiklts have introduced superfluous details in 
their 5-membered syllogism, have reduced it to two members, major and minor pre
mises (which he calls udliharana-upanaya). After having remembered the major 
premise «what has a cause is non-eternal», aud then having merely mentioned 
« the sounds have a cause Il, it is quite superfluous to repeat the conclusion that 
«the sound is non-eternah, because this is implied in the minor premi~e. Cpo Sig
wart, op. cit. I, p. 478 n. - «Ebenso setzt ••. der Untersatz die Conclusion voraus; 
denn wo bliebe die Wahrheit des Untersatzes, dass Socrates ein Mensch ist, wenn 
es noch zweifelhaft wAre, ob er... die Sterblichkeit hat die der Obersatz als a11ge
meines Merkmal jedes Menschen auffiihrt)). 
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§ 8. DEFINITION OF A THESIS. 

39. Nevertheless what is it that we can call 
a (sound) ((thesis,,? 

(54.18). It must be nevertheless explained what is the meaning atta
ehed to the word thesis. 

40. A (sound) thesis is (a proposition to be 
m a i n t a i ned by the dis put ant, i. e., apr 0 p 0 sit ion) 
which he himself accepts "just as such», (i. e., 
jus t as the poi nth e bona fide in ten d s tom a i n
tain, if from the start) it is not discredited (by 
s elf- co n tr ad ict i 0 n).l 

(54.20). «Just as such)) means just as (the proposition) to be 
maintained. ((Himself)) means the disputant. "Accepted)) means that 
(the proposition) is not only expressed in words, but also (bona fide) 
accepted (to be true). Such a topic, if it is not invalidated (from the 
start) by perception or other proofs, is called a thesis. 

(54.21). But if the thesis is not to be explicitly mentioned (in the 
conclusion or at the beginning of a syllogism), why do we give the 
definition of such a (member) which call be dispensed with? We 
give the definition not because it should be a (necessary) member of the 
syllogism,2 but because there are (logicians) who mistake a wrong 
thesis for a right one and vice versa.3 Therefore, in order to set aside 
misconceptions about what can and what cannot be a (sound) thesis,4 
the definition of a proposition to be maintained is given. 

(55.4). The words "as such» are next explained. 

41. "As such» means accepted as (the proposi
t ion) to be m a i n t a in e d. 

1 Lit., p. 54. 19. « What is accepted just as the proper form and not repudia
ted, is a thesis Il. 

l! hadhana-vakya-avayava. 
3 This remark is directed against N. S. I. 1. 33 and possibly also hints at both the 

schools of the MMhyamikas. The Prasangika school was prepared to defend any 
amount of theses, bnt not bona fide, its aim being to undermine logical methods alto
gether and to demonstrate the hopeless contradictions of the principles npou which 
logic is built. The other MMhyamika school,the Svatantrikas, the followl'rs of Bhava
viveka, although admitting logic, have established a series of quite incredible theses 
in contradiction to common sense, cpo my NirviJ}.a, p. 115, 

4 sadhya = pak~a. 
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(55.6). Since the thesis represents (the proposition) which must be 
deduced, there is nothing else 1 (to which we could give that name). 
rherefore its essence 2 consists in its being deduced. 

(55.8). In order to expla.in the meaning of the word eejust»,8 it 
is said -

42. « Jus t ass u c h)) mea n sac c e pte d a s the fa c t 
w h i c h m u s t bed e due e d, inc 0 n t r a dis tin c t ion) fro m 
the reason from which it is deduced. 

(55.10). It might perhaps be asked why do we not take 4 the word 
((just)) separately? Why do we repeat it in the combination ((just as 
such))? We answer. The word ((just» is a particle of emphasis. It empha
sizes the quality contained in another word. Therefore it is repeated 
together with the word which points to the emphasized part. (55.12). 
(The thesis is the fact which it is intended to deduce), not also the 
fact which is admitted to represent the reason. What is expressed as 
being the reason, is also accepted as being the reason. (55.13). When 
the reason is not accepted (by the opponent), he may also regard it as 
something that requires a proof, (as a fact which must be deduced). 
But this is excluded. The word «just» is an indication (that not every 
unproved thing is a thesis).f> 

(55.15). An example -

43. Supposing the non-eternal character of 
the sounds of speech must be established 
(a sag a ins t the M i mit 1p. s a k a), and the rea son w 0 u 1 d 
be, (say), its visibility. Since the visibility of 
sounds does not exist, it might be regarded as 

1 aparam rupam. 
2 svc;>,-rupam. 
3 eva. 
-1 praty-ava·mrs, (e to reconsider singJy». 
5 The definition of the Naiyayikas (Ill. thesis is a statement of what wants t() 

be proved", N. S. 1. 1. 33, was assailed by Dignaga on the ground of his theory 
of the purely relative character of the meaning of all words (apoha). If the 
expression « wanting a proof» only excludes the things proved or real (siddha), then 
every reason and every example, especialJy if they are quite absurd (anupapa
dyamana-siidhana) can be characterized as being in want of a proof and would be 
included in the definition, as e. g., «sounds are eternal because visible », - sad· 
hyayor hetu-drsfantayor api prasango, yathii nityal) sabdal) cak~u~atvlit, cpo 
N. bhiieya, p. 40, N. vart., p. 113 and Tatp., p. 183 if. 
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a fact which is in need of proof. But it is expres
sed as the reason, therefore it is not here in
tended to be proved, (albeit it is unproved). 

(55.18). Supposing the non-eternal character of the sounds of 
speech is to be proved, and (someone would point to their) visibility as 
a (possible) reason. Since the existence (of visible words) is not estab
lished, one (could be misled to suppose) that it is just the thing which 
(the disputant) wishes to establish. (55.19). Therefore it is said that 
((this), i. e., visibility, "here)), i. e., in regard of the sounds of speech, 
is not admitted as just the point to be established. It is said that there 
is no necessity (to envisage it here) as something that is intended to 
be established, since it is expressed as the reason. Whatsoever is 
expressed in the form of a reason is also admitted to represent the 
reason, but not the consequence.1 

(55.22). The word "himself)) is next pointed to and explained. 
44. "Himself" means the Disputant. 
(56.3). ((Himself" is a pronoun.2 (Disputant)) is the proximate 

(subject to which it refers).3 
(56.6). Who is this Disputaut? 

45. That one who at this occasion sets forth 
a n a r gum e n t. 

(56.8). ((At this occasion)) means at the time of some philosophi
cal disputation. He sets forth an argument. As there can be many 
disputants, this is a specification of the disputant, denoted above by 
the word (chimself)). 

1 Therefore the Naiyiiyika. definition in N. D. I. 1. SS, s1idhya-nirdesaTJ, prati
jfla, has been corrected by Dignaga in adding eva. 

2 nipata = thBig·phrad-kyi sgra, «a particle meaning some relation ». 
3 Lit., p. 56.2-5. «The word «himself» is a particle which is used for the 

(reJiexive pronoun) «self» in the Genitive and in the Instrumental cases. Now, here 
the word 8vayam is used in the sense of the word self in the Instrumental case. 
Moreover the word self is a pronoun (sambandhi.sabda). And the disputant is 
near. Therefore of whose disputant the self is endowed with the sense of the In
strumental case, just that one is specified as endowed with the sense of the Instru· 
mental case: « by the disputant». But «by the dispntant» is not here the syno
nym of «himself». - This perfectly useless explanation is characteristic for Dhar
mottara's scholasticism. Vinitadeva (p. 102) links this slUra with the following 
and simply says, « a thesis is only that topic which (the author) proves himself, but 
not the one that is established by the originator of the system (.§aBtra·k1ira)>>. 
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(56. 9). If that is the case, the meaning is (simply) that the thesis 
is what the disputant wishes to prove. What is the use of such a 
statement? This means that only that fact is a (real) thesis which a 
definite disputant, at the occasion of a (definite) disputation, intends 
to prove, and not any other fact. It is equivalent to saying that we 
cannot force anybody to defend a cause which he himself does not 
care to defend.1 

(56.12). But at what juncture could it occur that (the disputant 
would be expected) to prove (not the thing he would himself care to 
prove, but) something else? To guard against what has it been neces
sary to make this spedfication? 

46. The foIl 0 win g ism e ant. Sup p 0 sin g s 0 m e
one takes his stand on a definite system and 
quo t e s a r gum e n t sac cor din g I y. Sup p 0 sin g the f r a
mer of the system has admitted several facts 
c h a r act e r i z i n g the sam e sub j e c t. N eve r the I e s s 
the thesis will be represented by that fact 
a.l 0 new h i c hat a g i v e n 0 c cas ion, a d e fin i ted i s
putant himself chooses to argue, not by any other 
one. 2 

1 Lit., p. 56. 11. «The result of these words (means) so much as a repu
{Uation (nivartana) of the advocation (si'idhyatva) of an undesirable feature (ani§ta
dharma)>>. 

2 Since in the laconic style of the sutras every superfluous syllable must be 
avoided, Uddyotakara declares that the word «himself» is quite useless. He 
exclaims «there you are I so keen upon finding the fault of superfluous syllables 
in others, you make this mistake in your own proposition ... no reasonable man 
will say d am myself going to wash», cpo N. vart. p. 120. According to Dignaga 
((myself» in this case meanR (tnot another one». His principle is that every word 
includes a negation (apoha), the disputant « himself» means « not the initiator of 
the system to which the disputant adheres». The point ofDignitga is apparently 
directed against dogmatism, he wishes to vindicate the freedom of the philosopher 
to choose his arguments, he is not bound to quote only the arguments accepted in 
the school to which he belongs (abhyupagama-siddhanta). This is denied by the 
Naiy!yikas. If, says Vacaspatimiara, someone known to be an adherent of the 
Vaiseeika system would appear in a. learned society (pari~ad) and advance the 
tenet that the sounds of speech are eternal entities, which is a tenet of the Mi
m!qlsaka school against which the Vaisesikas always protested, neither the society 
nor the official opponent would care to listen. He would not even be allowed to 
state his argument, he would be declared beaten as soon as he had pronounced the 
thesis, ap Tit t p., p. 187. I) if. 
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(56.16). The possibility of some other fact 1 being deduced in 
regard of the same subject arises when the author of a system, accep
ted by the disputant, has admitted several facts characterizing the 
same subject (about which a variety of discordant views are current).2 

(56. 17). It is indeed quite wrong to suppose that if somebody 
ranges himself at the side of a definite system, he is obliged to advo
cate every doctrine which is there admitted. This (wrong view is here) 
cleared away. Many doctrines may be accepted, nevertheless that topic 
alone which the dispuntant (at a given occasion) chooses himself to argue 
will represent the thesis, but not any other one. 

(56. 19). The following question might be asked. Should not a 
logical argument S disregard all established doctrines and be guided 
(exclusively) by the weight of real facts? 4 Therefore a philosopher 
should never take his stand on a body of established doctrines, since 
they must be left out of account? (56.20). Quite right! But, as a mat
ter of fact, even in those cases when (a philosopher) selfreliently 
takes his stand on a body of established doctrines, i. e., if he is an 
adherent of a definite system (an<l) quotes arguments (in accordance 
with that system), nevertheless only that proposition will represent his 
thesis which he himself chooses to advocate (at a given occasion). In 
order to declare this, it is stated that (the thesis is a proposition 
which the philosopher ((himself» chooses to advocate at a certain 
occasion).5 

(56.23). The word (( accepts» is next taken (separately) and ex
plained. 

47. The word ((accepts)) (in the above defini
tion of a sound thesis) means (that there is so
metimes no necessity of expressing the thesis 
i n w 0 r d s). W hen a n a r gum e n tis add u c e din an -
swer to an objection on a subject which one 

1 dharma. 
2 tasmin dharmi!li=vipratipatti·vi~aya-dharmitJi, cpo Yinitadeva, p.l02.13. 

Probably an allusion to the great variety of views on the same subjects advocated 
in the different Buddhist schools. 

8 linga. 
4 vastu-bala-pravrtta. 
5 Lit., p. 56.21-22. «But although, as a consequence of infatuation, he takes 

his stand upon some teaching (siistra), admits some teaching (and) says the reason, 
nevertheless just what for him is desirable, just that is his thesis (siidhya). In order 
to declare that, thus has it been told». 
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w ish est 0 est a b lis h, the the sis, eve n if i tis not 
e x pre s sly s p e c i fie d, i s (u n d e r s too d fro m the c 0 n
t ext). 

(56.3). ccOn a subject», e. g., on the existence of the Soul. (Sup
posing) a doctrine opposed to the existence of the Soul is being 
discussed, a doctrine denying the existence of the Soul, (a doctrine 
maintaining that) there is no Soul. Since affirmation and negation are 
('ontradictories, this doctrine contradicts the view that the Soul exists. 
(Supposing) that in answer to this contrary tenet an argument is 
adduced by someone who wishes to establish, i. e., to prove l the existence 
of this object, of the Soul. The word ((accepts)) intimates that this fact 
(the existence of the Soul) wil be his thesis (even if it is not explicitly 
stated).2 (57.6). This is the meaning suggested by the word (( ac
cepts)).3 Although in a verbal inferencp, (in a syllogism), we would 
expect that the thesis to be deduced should be expre'3sed (in a sepa
rate proposition), nevertheless, even if it is not expressed, (it is clear) 
what t.he thesis really is, because it is expressed by implication. 

(57.8). Why is that? 

48. B e c a use i t rep res e n t s the poi n tag a ins t 
which the opposite view is directed. 

(57.10). ccIt)) means that topic which is the subject (of the 
discussion), the subject matter against which the opposed view is 
directed. Because of this circumstance (the real intention of the spea
ker becomes evident from the context). 

(57.11). The following is meant. The disputant adduces a proof in 
order to confute the opposed view. Therefore the tenet which the op
ponent aims at disproving is eo ipso the topic he himself wishes to 

1 niscaya is here a synonym of siddhi, meaning something « logically proved 
to be real I). 

2 Or even if the thesis explicitly proved is different from what is really the 
intention of the speaker. The real thesis is the intention of the speaker. A thesis 
can be clearly understood out of both premises without expressing the conclnsion 
separately. But even if it is expressed s~parately, it may sometimes represent the 
real intention of the speaker only half-way, indirectly. This happens when the 
speaker intends to prove his tenet surreptitiously, through an indirect suggestion, 
as is illnstrated by the following example. 

3 Lit., p. 57. 6. « What is mentioning at the end (sntra 49, p. 57. 17) of ity uktam 
bhavati, with regard to this place the sentence must be closed». Instead of repea
ting these words twice, at the end of sntra 47 and 49, they have beeu taken only 
once at the end of satra 49. 
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prove. (57. 12). His argument has just the aim to confute the opposed 
view. If this were not his thesis, where on earth could you find some
thing as definitely representing a thesis, as this one ~ 1 

(57.15). This case is exemplified. When an argument is advan
ced against an opponent, something may be understood to represent 
the deduced thesis without being expressly stated. 

49. An example 2 -

(Thesis). The sense of vision and other 
senses (are organs) to be used by someone 
e I s e. 

(Reason). Because they are composite 
(substances). 

(E x amp 1 e). Jus t as bed s, c h air san dot her 
implements (composed for the use of man). 

(Major premise. Whatsoever is a compo
site substance is not an independent exis
tence). 

The aim is to prove that (the senses) are the 
organs of the Soul (which is a simple and inde
pendent substance), although this is not express
ly stated. Thus the thesis is not always that 
alone which is expressed. That is the meaning 
(0 f the w 0 r d (( a c c e p t S n). 

(57.18). ((The sense of vision, the sense of audition etc.)) are the 
subject) (the minor term). They exist for the sake of someone else, i. e., 
they have dependent existence, this is the predicate, (the major term). 
(( Because they are composite (substances) I), that is the reason, (the middle 
term). (57.20). The words ((just as beds, chairs and other implements) 

1 Here again, according to Dignaga's method, the word (caccepts» includes 
a negation, «accepted» means (( non-expressed», as illustrated by the next follow
ing example «the senses are the organs of some one else". The Naiyayikas an
swer that this qualification is superfluous. «Noone will establish what he does not 
accept«, Bays Uddyotakara, N. vart., p. 118 and yacaspati comments, «if the 
aim of the word «accepted)) is to include an unexpressed intention, this cannot be 
done in the syllogism which would then be wrong (ananvayo hetu~~). But words 
have always beside their direct expressive power (vacyam) a power of indirect 
suggestion (lakwam). If the words are not suggestive, they cannot point to an un
expressed intention, cpo Tapt., p. 186. 

2 Cpo Sankhya-karika. 17. 
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refer to the facts on which that generalization is established.! Bedst 

chairs etc. are requisites serviceable to man 2 and they are composite 
substances. 

(58. 1). Thus, although this example 3 does not (by itself) mean 
that the organs of sense are employed by the Soul, neverthelesst 

although unexpressed, this is the thesis. (58. 2). Indeed, the San k h y a 
philosopher maintains that the Soul exists. The Buddhist maintains, on 
the contrary, that the Soul does not exist. Thereupon the Sank.hya philo
sopher, starting from 4 the Buddhist view which is opposed to his own, 
brings forward an argument, with the aim of confuting the opposed 
view and of establishing his own. (58.4). Therefore, the fact that (the 
senses) are in the service of the Soul represents the (real), although 
unexpressed, thesis (which the disputant has at heart), since the op
posed view is directed against it. 

(58.5). It is not proved that beds, chairs and other requisites 
used by men are in the service of the Soul. The major premise 5 

«((whatsoever is composite is controlled by the SouIIl is not proved at 
all). Established is only the simple fact that these composite things 
are made for the use of somebody, in this sense they are called objects 
c.for use)) by somebody. (58.6). The (real) intention is to prove that 
the Intellect is also an organ of something else. This is suggested by 
the words (cand other senses)). This ((something else)) in regard of the 
Intellect can be only the Soul. (58. 7). Thus it would be proved that 
consciousness 6 is in the service of another (higher principle). The 

l vyiipti-'1;ifaya-pradar.~ana, «pointing to the scope of the concomitance ». 
2 puru~a-upabhoga-anga has here probably a double sense, with regard to 

beds, chairs etc. it means the requisites serviceable to man, with regard to the Soul 
(purUfa) of the Sankbyas it means the experiences imputed to the Soul during 
its state of bondage in some particula.r existence, as conditioned by the deeds (karma) 
in former existences. 

3 atra pramiilJe """ thsad-ma hdir; pramalJa is here used in the sense of 
drfpiinta, cpo 52.18 and 7 note to transl. p. 147. 

4 hetu-krtya. 
5 anvaya. 
6 'lJijiLiina = vijfliina-skandha. For the Sii.nkhya undifferentiated «conscious

ness », pure changeless consciousness, is an eternal substance, the Soul (puru~a). 
For the Buddhist this same undifferentiated conB,ciousness is pure sensation, consi
sting of momentary, ever changing flashes. There is thus in the argument of the 
Sankhya a quaternio terminorum, since he understands under v\jflana, manas, 
anta1JkararJa unconscious, physical principles: consisting predomineutly of a spe
cial intellect-stuff (sattva) or nervous matter capable only to be reflected in con
sciousness which, in the shape of a :::loul, is a quite different principle. For the Bud-
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words eefor the use of someone else)) have been inserted in the hope 
that one could surreptitiously 1 prove the Intellect to work in the service 
of the Soul. 

(58.9). Consequently the statement that the thesis is something 
«accepted)) (by the disputant) has the following meaning. The thesis 
is not always (a proposition) expressly mentioned. It might be expres
sed and it might be merely understood from the context, (especially) 
when it is something the disputant wishes to prove (surreptitiously), 
in answer to a contrary opinion advanced by an opponent.2 

(58.13). The words «not discredited (from the start by self-con
tradiction))) must be now explained.3 

50. The w 0 r d s « not dis c red i ted (f rom the s tar t 
by s e If - con t r ad i c t ion))) are ani n d i cat ion 0 f the 
fa c t t hat ace 0 r din g tot his de fi nit ion a (p r 0 p 0 s i
t ion) can be a c c e pte d (b Y the dis put ant as ex pre s
sin g) the fa c t t 0 bee s tab Ii she dan d n eve r the 1 e s s 
not represent a thesis, if it is in contradiction 
with perception, with inference, with (the iden
tit y) 0 f a con c e p t ion 0 r wit h the ve r y w 0 r d s (i n 
w hi chi tis ex pre sse d). 

(58.13). eeThis (definition))) means the definition explained above, 
namely, eethe thesis is a proposition which the disputant himself 

dhists it is consciousness itself. The argument from the analogy of composite things, 
and the induction from chairs, beds etc. is of course very feeble, but it was admit
ted in the Sankhya-school, cpo Sankhya-karika, 17. Since the thesis, or conclusion, 
is not an indispensable member of the Buddhist syllogism, its definition may have 
been omitted. Nevetheless Digniiga and Dharmaklrti expatiate on it in order to 
show 1) that the definition of the Naiyayikas in N. S. 1. 1. 33 lacks precision and 2) to 
give them a lesson on the precise meaning of words, since all words according 
to the apoha-theory of the Buddhists imply negations or contrasts, - atra anya
vyacchedam (= apoTlam) vakyartham manvano bhadanta~ pratijna-Zak~a1Jam ati
vyapty-aV'!Jiiptibhyiim ak~ipati, cpo TIHp., p. 182.34. The Naiyayika tHm pratijfla 
«thesis, proposition)) is here repla.ced by pak~a eetenet». Dh. uses both terms indis
criminately, cpo 26. 14, 48.4, 58.20, 59.14, but the Naiyayikas make a difference, 
cp.N.virt., p.1l7.14ff.andTiitp., p.1b5.7ff. Vasubandhu in his Vida
vidhana avails himsalf of the term pratijfla, cp_ N. vurt, p. 121.2. 

1 siimarthyiit. 
2 It is evident from this example as well as from the addition of the words 

«accepts himself» in the definition that the termpakfa refers bere to the real tenet of 
the disputant, not to its formulation in speech alone. Cpo N. kandali, p. 234.13-
vacanasya pratjflatvam, tadarthasya ca pa7qata. 

8 This sentence must precede the autra III. 50. 
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accepts just as such etc.)) The words ((not discredited (from the start)" 
are added in order to declare that a proposition may conform to 
(this part of) the definition and nevertheless not represent a thesis. 
(58.15). What is the fact that cannot be a (sound) thesis, although 
(the disputant) may be willing to defend it? The (author) answers. 
Supposing (the disputant) intends to prove a topic which is discredited, 
i. e., its contrary is proved, either by perception or inference or (the 
identity) of a conception or his own words, this will not be a thesis.l 

51. Among them, contradicted by perception 
is, e. g., (t he foIl 0 win g pro po sit ion), 

The sou n dis not per c e i v e d by he a r i n g. 

(58.18). There are four kinds (of contradiction), viz. by perception 
etc. Among them what is a proposition contradicted by perception? 
The following is an example. It is an example because there are other 
cases of contradiction with perception, which must be understood just 
as this one. Perceptible by hearing means perceptible with the ear, 
«Not so perceptiblen is not to be heard, not to be apprehended by 
the sense of audition - this is the (intended) meaning of the thesis.2 

(58. 20). The non-perceptibility of the sound by hearing is contradicted 
by its perceptibility which is established by direct perception. 3 

1 These words (i. e., the four syllables, ak~ara-catu~tayam, 'ni-ra-kr-ta, for 
every syllable counts) are redundant, says Uddyotakara, p. 119, because if the 
word «accepts)J is inserted in order to exclude unacceptable and unaccepted (ani~pa, 
an'ipsita) theses, the contradictory theses are already excluded by it. Moreover 
Yasubandhu has also omitted them in his defiuition - sadhyabhidhanampra
tijna, cpo N. vart., p. 121, and Tatp., p. 186.67. Dh. thinks that a thesis may 
satisfy to all conditions already mentioned and nevertheless be unaceptable, not to the 
disputant himself, but to the audience. The judge (madhyastha) will then declare 
the diseomfiture of the disputant without allowing him to continue, cpo Tatp., 
p. 187. 5 if. 

II Such a thesis as «the active sense of vision does not perceive the visible» 
has been advanced with a special intention by the celebrated «sophist» B h h a
Jliveka, cpo Madhy. vrtti, p. 32.9 (E. B.), cpo my NirviiJ}.a, p. 115. 

S The full inference according to Dignaga is, asrava~?1 §abha~ krta'katvad 
ghaWdivat. His idea. is that this inference cannot even be admitted to discussion, 
because of its glaring contradiction to fact. Uddyotakara proposes another 
example, «the fire is not hoh, cpo N. vart., 116.21. He thinks that «audibility» 
cannot be perceived directly, because the process of the operation of the sense
faculties is imperceptible, indriyavrttinam atindriyatvat. According to the Buddhist 
theory of Negation (anupalabdhl), if !l sound is not heard it does not exist as an 
~bject influencing behaviour (vyavahiira). But for the Naiy§.yiks the denial of audibi-
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52. A the sis con t r a d i c ted by in fer e nee is, e. g., 
{when an adherent of the Vaise~ika system affirms), 

The sou n d s 0 f s pee c h are e t ern a len tit i e s. 

(59.2). Contradicted by inference is, e. g., (in the mouth of an 
adherent of the Vaise~ika system the proposition) ((the sounds of speech 
are eternal entities)). The intended thesis, the proposition that the 
sounds of speech are eternal, is contradicted by their non-eternity 
which (the Vaise~ika) prove::; by inference. 1 

53. A the sis con t r a diet e d by the (i den tit y) 0 f 
a con c e p t ion i s a s foIl 0 w s, 

The word «hare-marked)) does not mean 
the moon. 

(59.5). The following is an example of a proposition standing in 
contradiction to the (identity of the corresponding) conception. The 
word ,. hare-marked II does not mean the moon, i. e., cannot be denoted by 
the word moon. This is disproved by (the identity of) the conception 

lity does not mean denial of existence, na sabdiibhave tan-(sriiva~atva)-ni~edho 
'vakalpate, cpo Tatp., p. 31.12; and even the non-existence of a sound is for them 
something real, na ciibhiivas t!tccha~l, ibid; hence even this non-existence is appre
hended by the sense of audition. For the Buddhist, on the contrary, non-existence 
of the sonnd is not a reality (abhiivas tuccha(~), bnt its substratum is a reality, 
therefore it only can be inferred on this substratum by kiiryiinltpalabdhi, cpo 
Tattvas., kar.1689 and Kamalasila's Comment. According to the Vaise~ikas 
sound is directly perceived, cpo V. S., II. 2. 2l. 

1 The text commented upon by D harmottara has nitya~ sabda1!- and this i, 
snpported by the Tibetan translation. But Vinitadeva reads ghapo nitya~ = bum· 
pa ni rtag-pao, and this probably has been One of the current readings 
Dignaga originally has characterized this class of wrong theses as contrary t( 
the accepted doctrine (iigama-viruddha). Owing to the ambiguity of the tern 
iigama this could also mean ((contrary to Scripture». Uddyotakara, p. 117.5 
then objected that the Vaise~ikas prove the nOll-eternality of the soullds of speecl 
not from Scripture, but by argument, cpo Y. S. II. 2.28 ff. This criticism has appa 
rently been accepted by Dh armakirti, he then has changed iigama-'l.;iruddh. 
into anumiina-viruddha. The reading ghapo nitya~ seems also to have found it 
way into some Mss. for similar reasons, cpo N. vart., p. 117.8. Since Dharma 
kirti enumerates in this place such theBes which are not worth the while of bein, 
dispro'l'ed, the example of Vinitad eva seems much more natural than the Mimarp. 
saka thesis round which war has been waged during centuries. Otherwise ever 
thesis opposed by the Buddhists would fall into the category of impossible thesei 
The text is either to be corrected accordingly or it must be understood as referrin 
only to a V aise~ika.philosopher to whom the audienco will refuse to listen. Thi 
is another instanc~ of very old text corruptions, cpo above sUtra III. 18-20, 
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(corresponding to both these words). (59.6). A thing is said to be
distinctly conceived I when it is an object (apprehended by a synthe
tic) mental construction.ll To be a concept or to be conceived means to 
be an object of a mental construction. (59.7). Owing to the circum
stance that the thing « bearing the image of a hare» corresponds (in 
our speech) to a mental construction which has the form of a concept, 
(of a distinct image), it is established beyond doubt 3 that it can be 
given the name of the moon. (59.8). Indeed, what corresponds to a 
constructed image 4 is capable of coalescing with a word,s and 
what is capable of coalescing with a word can be designated by 
a name chosen (arbitrarily) by convention. (59.9). Oonseqnently the pos
sibility of giving it the name of the moon, and the contradiction 6 of de
nying it, are established by (the identity) of the object of mental con
struction, i. e., by the (identical) form of the (corresponding) image. 7 

1 DignTI.ga called this case loka-prasiddhi-viruddha «contrary to what is ge
Derally known». 'V i nltadeva and the Tibetan translators interpret pratiti as me
aning the same as prasiddhi = grrrgs-pa. U J d yo t akau thinks that this cannot be 
a separate class and must be included in the preceding ones, cpo N. vart., p. 117.9 ff. 
The change of prasiddhi into pratiti by Dharma kirti nevertheless seems inten
tional, cpo Tat p, p. 185.4. Dh. tbillks that this must be considered as a case of 
an analytical syllogism, it can then be thrown into the following form, 

Major premise. Whatsoever appears as the distinct image of the moon 
can be given the name of the moon. 

Minor premise. The «hare-marked» ob,iect appears as the distinct 
image of the moon. 

Conclusion or Tbesis. It can be given the name of the moon. 

Both names represent two coexisting possihilities, tbe presence of the one is by 
itself a sufficient reason for inferring the necessary presence of the otber, the de
Ilial of this would be a contradiction (badhita). 'Vacaspati thinks that the Bud
dhists ought to bave considered this wrong proposition as repudiated by introspection 
(svasa'1!1vedana), and the Naiyayiks as a case repudiated by internal evidence 
(miinasa-pratyak~a). The difference between these two views is that tbe first implies 
simultaneous self-cognition as inherent in every moment of' consciousness, cpo above 
sutra, L10, the second considers it as a subsequent moment, cp. Tritp_, p. 18!). 4- 5. 

~ llikalpa-vi}niina = Tib. !'nam-par-rfog-pai rnam-par-ses-Jla; p. 59.8 our text 
has vikalpa-jnana, probably a mistake for vij!1ana, because the Tib. bas, p. 134.11, 
rnam-par-ses-pa. Cpo Tatp., 185.4. where we nevertheless have vika7rpa-jt1Citla
gocaratva. All difference between vi,jI'1ana and ,Ji'!ana is here obliterated. 

S eva . 
.J. ~:ikalpa-jfjana,-grahya = vikalpa-vijfiana-ri~(Jya . 
. > sabda-iikiira. 8 biidhaka. 
7 Tbe interpretation of 'Vinitadeva. is mucb more simple and natural. He 

takes pratiti not in its technical sense of a mental construction, but in its general 
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(59.11). The existence of a distinct image is here an analytical 
reason, because the possibility of giving some name, arbitrarily chosen, 
flows naturally just out of the circumstance that it is a mental con
struction. (59.12). Thus the possibility of giving the name of the 
moon, and the contradiction of denying this possibility must be conside
red as established by analytical reasoning.1 

54. Apr 0 p 0 sit ion con t r a d i c ted by the w 0 r d s 
i n w h i chi tis its e If e x pre sse d, i s a s f 0 11 0 W s, 

Inference is not a source of knowledge. 

(59.14). When the intended thesis 2 is contradicted by the proper 
words of the proposition which expresses it, it cannot be deduced, as 
e. g., «inference is not a source of knowledge". This proposition 

sense of something being known to (Jverybody. A thesis is inadmissible when it 
runs against the generally accepted meaning of the words. Everybody knows that 
the moon is called (in sanscrit) the thing « marked by a spot in the form of a hare», 
therefore it is impossible to deny it. He adds the very characteristic remark that 
this wrong thesis is also overthrown by the fact that «every word can have any 
meaning» (sarvasya sabdasya sarvartha.vacyatvam.), since the meaning of a word is 
It matter of conventional agreement (sanketa). This reminds us of a saying current 
among pandits sarve sabda~ 8arviirtha·vacaka~, an allusion to the exceedingly 
developed metaphorical use of sanscrit words. VinItadeva adds (p. 106.7) «you 
may (if you like) call the jar a moon!». 

1 The comment of Vinitadeva on this Butra, p. 109.1-7, runs thus. «There 
are some who maintain the thesis that the thing having the mark of a hare is not 
-called the moon. This (thesis) is repudiated on the ground of universal consent 
(pratiti = pra8iddhi) that the « hare-marked» is a name of the moon. It is more
over repudiated by the fact that every object can receive any name, because the con
nection between a thing and its name is arbitrary (read brdar-btags-pa), e. g., we 
can give to a jar the name of a moon». - Thus, according to V., the meaning of 
words is founded on convention (prasiddhi = sanketa). This, of course, is not denied 
by Dh. But he calls attention to the fact that the possibility of giving a name is 
founded upon the existence of a concept (or distinct image = pratibkiisa-pratiti) 
constructed by the synthesis of our thought (vikalpa-vijnana = kalpana). Such a 
concept contains in itself the possibility of being designated by a conventional name 
{abh{liipa-sa'?~8arga-yofllja, cpo sutra I. 5). Therefore the judgment expressed in the 
proposition (f every distinct conception can be given a conventional name» is an 
analytical judgment, since the predicate, the possibility of giving a name fixed by 
convention, is contained in the subject, in every distinct conception. Thus D i gn ag 8, 

the Tibetans and Vinltadeva are satisfied with a reference to the conventional 
meaning of words (prasiddhi=sanketa), but Dharmakirti,and Dharmottara 
ma.ke the addition that this is founded on the existence of constructed concepts 
(prasiddki is founded upon pratiti). 

Il pratuM-artha = pak?a. This indeed has been a thesis of the Oiirvakas. 
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means that the character of being a source of right knowledge is de
nied of inference (or jndgment).l But this is contradicted by the 
proper words in which it is expressed, i. e., by the words ((infe
rence is not knowledge ». (59.16). The fact that the speaker resorts to 
such a proposition is an indication that he admits the idea produeed 
by its expression 2 to be a true one. (59.17). Indeed if the speaker 
intended to convey the following meaning (( the idea which will be 
produced 3 in you by my words is a false onc", he never would have 
pronounced them. Supposing the idea to be communicated (to my 
hearer) is that my words have a wrong meaning, well, my words will 
then (really) have a wrong meaning.4 (59.19). Supposing somebody 
says «whatsoever I speak is wrong", even then the speaker pronounces 
this proposition in order to convey:; that these his words (at least) 
have a true meaning. If this proposition is shown to be true, then 
his other propositions will (eo ipso) be shown to be false. (60.1). If 
this proposition were not true, his other propositions would not be 
declared to be false. There would then be no use of pronouncing them. 
He would have never pronounced them. (60. 2). Consequently when a 
speaker pronounces a proposition he (eo ip.~o) really declares that 
the idea 6 produced by his words, the idea corresponding to the 
meaning of the proposition is a true one, (i. e., reflects reality). 
(60. S). If this be the case, (the speaker) can show that the 
meaning of his words is truth only in showing (eo ipso) that there 
is an invariable concomitance 7 between speech and external reality. 
It is a relation of an effect to its cause (60.4). Thus our words 
(can be regarded) as an effect of those objects of the external world 
which they denote. By using them we wish to show that the ideas 
communicated by them represent truth, (i. e., they express external 
reality, their cause). We thus clearly show that the process of under
standing the meaning of a word is nothing but an inference from an 
effect of external reality to its cause, reality itself. (60. G). Therefore 

1 It has been indicated above, paSSim, that the 8varthanumana is in many 
eases equivalent to our judgment. Here the proposition «inference is not II source 
of knowledge» virtually means «a judgment is not a judgment». 

9 siibda-pratgaya. II yo 'rtha-8ampratyaya~. 
4 aplirthaka. 
5 adarsayan «clearly showingD. 
6 vUfllina is here, as well as in 60.4 and 60.6, in the sense of the old 8a1!'inii, 

but Tib. has in all the three cases, p. 186. 6, 186. 9 and 136.12, se8-pa =jfliina. 
1 niintariyaka. 
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if someone sa ys « inference is not a source of knowledge ll, what he 
really says is this: « knowledge communicated by words does not 
apprehend reality», because not to be a source of knowledge is nothing 
else than not to apprehend reality.l (00. 7). However, the fact that 
we have recourse to words proves by implication that our words 
are necessarily connected with reality, and thus the reality of their 
corresponding objects is (also) proved. (60.8). Consequently, since 
we conceive (i. e., imagine) 2 the words as a product of reality, we 
then infer the existence of this reality, (the reality) which corresponds 
to the idea produced by our words. This reality contradicts the 
unreality which is expressed in the (intended) thesis. (60.9). The 
meaning is thus the following one. From the proper words of the 
speaker the existence of a corresponding reality is inferred. Thus the 
unreality which is prima facie expressed 3 is contradicted by those 
very words in which it is expressed.4 

(60. 11). Others uphold (the following theory). Words are the 
result of the intention (with which they are pronounced). They pro
duce (in the hearer) a knowledge of the speaker's intention. It is his 
intention (to communicate) truth. He avails himself of language (only 
to communicate this intention). Tho prop<lsition that «inference is 

1 Lit., p. 60.4-7. « And it being so, who shows that the word is invariably 
concomitant with external reality must show that the idea produced from the word 
possesses a true object. Therefore that one who shows that the idea produced from 
the word which is an effect of the external object (that this idea) possesses a real 
object, has shown that verbal cognition (prama~a) is an inference produced by the 
mark of an effect. Therefore that one who says ccinference is not cognition» has 
said that verbal cognition does not apprehend a real object; indeed we ca.lI ((non
cognition» (aprlimiittya) just the absence of a real object». 

2 kalpita. 
3 vlicyamana. 
4 The interpretation of Vinitadeva is virtually the same, but Simpler. He 

says that since knowledge communicated hy speech is a kind of interna.l inference, 
it follows that if there were no inference the words would never have been pro
nounced. The words thus appear not as a product of external reality, but as a conse
quence of the intention with which they are spoken. Vinitadeva says (if these 
your words do not communicate knowledge, why do you pronounce them?» It means 
that the words are the product of tho intention of the speaker to communicate 
truth. This simple interpretation Dharmottal'a has again complicated by intro
ducing the difference between the real canse of speech, which is the intention to 
communicate truth, and the imagined, or indirect one, which is the truth itself, or 
external reality. 
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not knowledge» is contradicted by this (intention of the speaker to 
communicate something). 

(60.12). This is wrongl That our words are really the result of 
the intention with which they are spoken? (we do not deny). But we 
do not allude here to the real (immediate) cause (which produces lan
guage).2 We have just mentioned that the identity of a conception is 
a sufficient reason (for inferring the identity of the meaning of two 
different words), and (we now contend) that our language is a suffi
cient reason for inferring the existence of some real facts of which it 
is an expre~sion.ll But we take these relations in their logical,'" not in 
their real (or psychological aspect).:; 

(60.14). And further, (we admit) that if someone denies inference, 
he will have no right to infer the presence of fire from the presence 
of smoke, he likewise will have nO right to infer the intention of the 
speaker from his words. Nevertheless we avail ourselves of speech 
in order to make a communication about something really existing in 
the external world. Therefore language is not caused by a conviction 
that it is an expression of our intentions. 

(60. 17). And then, we do not pronounce words in order to inti
mate that we have the intention (of doing so), but we do it in order 
to make a communication about the existence of some external reality. 
Therefore language is caused by our conviction that it is an expres
sion of real facts existing in the external world.6 Thus our interpre
tation as given above is the only right one.7 

I Except when he is mistsken himself or wishes to deceive others, cpo Tlitp., 
p. 185.10. 

2 The real cause is here evidently conceived as the bet moment of the prece
ding series of efficient moments, all other moments can be only logically or indi
rectly constructed as canses, cpo above, text p. 31.11-12. 

S In the first case we imagine coexistence between two attributes of the same 
reality or an analytical relation founded on identity of the underlying reality. In 
the second an indirect succession of two facts. 

'" 7calpita. 
5 Intention is viewed as the psychological cause of pronouncing words. Truth 

may be regarded a.s its logical foundation, or reason. Vinitadeva is thus guilty of 
not having sufficiently distinguished these two relations. 

6 The existence of real objects in the external world (bahya'VQBtu.8attva) must 
be understood as explained above in the notes to ch. I, sutrae 20-21. 

7 Lit., p. 60.11-19. «But otbel's have said, knowledge produced from a word 
which is the resnlt of intention has (this)' intention for its object, the use of words 
belongs to a man who wishes a. real meaning, by this the thesis, the fact of not 
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55. The four kinds of an inadmissible thesis 
are thus rejected. 

(60.21). The words (enot discredited (beforehand))) are intended to 
reject four impossible points. 

(60.22). Next it will be shown what meaning results if the nega
tive counter-part of every word is taken and all the negations collec
ted together.l 

56. Thus (a sound thesis should not be) 1) a fact 
aIr e a d y pro v e d, 2) a fa c t, a It h 0 u g b not yet pro
v e d, but add u c e d a s are a son, (n 0 t a sac 0 n s e
quence), 3) a fact which the dispuLant himself 
doe s not in ten d top r 0 ve at t hat 0 c cas ion, 4) it 
m u s t not n e c e s s a r i 1 y b e a f act e x p Ii cit 1 y s tat e d, 
5) it m us t not be a fa c tim p 0 s sib 1 e (b y s elf
contradiction). (All this is excluded), and just 
this contrast will show that our definition (of a 
sound thesis) is unimpeachable, namely, 1) it is a 
point which the disputant himself has chosen to 
est a b Ii s h, 2) w hie h h e him s e If a d mit san d 3) w h i c h 
is not (internally) imposible. 

(61. 5). «Thus» means in the manner just eXJlosed. A thesis to be 
proved 2 is contrasted with a point already proved. A point which 

being a source of knowledge, is contradicted. This is wrong, because here we ad
mit the distinct idea (pI'at'iti) as an imagined own-existence-reason, and one's own 
words as an (imagined) effect-reason, not as real. And the fact of being an effect of 
intention is quite real for the word. Therefore it is not taken here. Moreover, just 
as the one who does not admit inference does not understand the non-discrepancy 
(avyabhiciirit~,a) of smoke with tire, just so will he not understand the nOll-discre
pancy of the word with intention. And the word is used for communication of exter
nal reality. Therefore the use of words is not preceded by admitting an invariable 
connection between words and intention. And again, words are pronounced not in 
order to make known an intention, but to communicate the existence of external 
reality. Therefore the use of words is preceded by admitting (their) invariable COn
nection with external reality. Therefore just the preceding interpreta.tion is 
faultless)) . 

1 In order to wind up this lesson 011 the theory of the relative or negative 
meaning of words (apoha) the author now repeats the Whole definition from the 
negative side by collecting together all negations implied in the positive formu
latlOIl. 

2 sadhya = pa~a, a thesis and a predicate. 
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must be argued in a controversy is the opposite of a point already 
previously established. The thing proved is contrasted with the thing 
unproved. Therefore a thesis to be proved cannot be something 
already proved.1 (61. 7). But not every unproved point (makes a the
sis). It is further contrasted 2) with the fact adduced as the proof, 
3) with the fact which the disputant himself does not intend to prove 
on that occasion, 4) with the necessity to give it expression in words, 
(it can be understood without being expressed), 5) with a fact which 
although unproved it is imposible to prove. 

(61. 9). The point which is free from these five negative characte
ristics (with which it is contrasted), a point which is 1) not yet pro
ved, 2) not a reason, 3) intended to be proved by the disputant, 
4) which may be either expressed or understood, 5) which is not inva
lidated (from the start by counter) proofs - such is the pOint which 
has been defined by the words ccis intended as such by the disputant 
himself and not discreditedll.ll 

1 Lit., 61. 5-7. cc The predicate (sadhyaM must be envisaged by opposition, 
by the reason of its being the opposite to the proved. This means that to what 
object the proved object is opposed, this is the predicate, the proved is the oppo
site of the non· proved. Therefore the unproved is (the predicate) to be proved ». 

2 Thus the inadmissible theses are, 1) according to Dignagapratya~a-, 
anumana., agama-,prasiddhi- and svatacana-niriikrta; 2) according to l)rasasta, 
pad a who borrows from Dignaga, pratyak~a-, anllmiina-, abhyupagata-(= agama-), 
svasiistra- and svatacana-1,'irodhin; 3) according to Dharmakirti -pratyak~a-, 
anumiina- (= 8'1:asiistra), pI'atiti (= prasiddh~) and sra'l:acana-niriikrta. Sa Ijl ka r a
svamin in his Nyaya-pravesa has added four further varieties of !In impossible 
thesis, thus increasing their number to nine. The Naiya.yikas and the united Nyaya
Vaiseijika school reject the wrong theses, on the score that a thesis is never right or 
wrong by itself, but only on account of the reason, cpo N. vart., p. 116 if. and Tiltp., 
p. 32.2-3. They accordingly reckon two additional wrong reasons, or logical fallacies, 
the counterbalanced (satpratipak~a) and the self-contradicting (biidhita), and like
wise two additional aspects of a valid reason (asat-pratipak~atvarn and a/!iidhitu
~agatvam), since they have borrowed from Dignaga the view that the classification 
of wrong reasons must correspond to the number of the aspects of a valid reason, 
cpo my Th80rie bouddhique de la Connaissance in the MUSSOll, V p. 42 
(reprint). The asat-pratipak~a- form of the reason corresponds to what in the defi
nition of the thesis is hinted at by the words 8iidhyatvenrt i~ta~, cpo N. KandaJi, 
p. 203.10 - pak~o nama sadhya·paryiiya~, siidhyan~ ca tad bhavati yat sadhanam 
a.rhati, sambhiivyamiina-pratipak?a6 ca artho na siidhanam arhati, tastuno dvai
riJpya-abhavat. The abiidhita-d~ayatta- form of a valid reason corresponds to the 
four inadmissible (niriikrta) theses, cpo ~1Jid. - pratyak~adi-viruddho'pi pak~o na 
bhavati. Therefore these both additional aspects of a valid reason are to be included 
iu the first one (anumeye sattvam), ibid. - In the final form of the Nyaya-system 
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(61.12). What must thus be proved is called the thesis. The de
finition is thus 1 shown to be unimpeachable. There is nothing incon
sistent in it. 

§ 9. LOGICAL FALLACIES. \I 

(61. 14). Having concluded the examination (of the syllogism which 
is) the verbal expression of the three aspects of the logical mark (or 
reason), and having incidentally dealt with the (correct) definition of 
the thesis, the author now proceeds to examine the logical fallacies. 
By way of introduction it is stated -

57. We have defined the syllogism as the ver
bal expression of the three aspects of the rea
son. Now, if eve non e 0 f the t h r e e asp e c t sis 
not (correctly) expressed, (the result) is a fal
lacy. 

(61.18). The following is meant. If someone wishes to g'ive verbal 
expression to the three aspects of the logical reason, he should do it 
with precision,S and precision is attained when the negative counter
part 4, of (every aspect) is likewise stated. When we know what is 
to be excluded, we then have a better knowledge of the other part, of 
what is to be accepted. (61. 20). The definition of a syllogism has been 
given above, it is (( the verbal expression of the three aspects of the 
logical mark». Now, i. e., in the light of this definition,S if even one 
of the aspects is not (correctly) expressed - the word «even» implies 
that the same consequence will follow, if two of them are not (cor
rectly) expressed 6 - a fallacy will ensue. A fallacy is what resembles 

as settled by GangcSa in his Tattva-cintama~i the impossible theses of Dig
n liga appear as impossible reasons (biidhita-hetviibhiisa) and ten \'arieties of them 
are established. 1 Lit" p. 61.12. «The word iti in the sense of "thus"». 

2 All the implications, the originality and the importance of the Buddllist 
theory of Logical Fallacies will be elicited only when Dignaga's Table of 
Reasons (hetu-cakra) will be analysed and translated. An edition of it with a 
commentary by Bstan-dar Lha-rampa and an english translation by M-r 
A. Vo stri koff will shortly appear in the Biblioteca Bu ddhica series. 

S sphuta. 4, prati-rii,pa7ca = praU-yogin. 5 Lit., «if this exists», 
6 No fallacy of omission of one of the aspects of the logical reason is mention

ed in the sequel. But some examples will be given of syllogisms which although 
valid by themselves are not correctly formulated, cpo below text, p. 88-89. The 
three aspects of the logical mark are those mentioned under Ill. 1, but not those 
mentioned in n.5-7. 
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a syllogism, but does not represent a (valid) syllogism. It is a fault 
consisting in some one of the three aspects being deficient. 

58. And also (there will be a fallacy) if they 
are, although expressed, but either unreal or 
u nee r t a i n, e i the r for the 0 p p 0 n e n tor for the 
speaker himself. 

(62.4). Fallacy is produced not only by deficient expression, but 
also through unreality or uncertainty of the reason, either to the 
hearer, i. e., the opponent or the speaker, i. e., the respondent.1 

§ 10. UNREAL REASON. 

(62.6). Now, what is the name of the fallacy corresponding to 
each unreal or uncertain form of the reason? 

59. If one aspect of the reason, namely, its 
(f irs t asp e c t), its pre sen c e up 0 nth e sub j e c t 0 f 
~he conclusion, is either non-existent or uncer
Gain, the reason is called unreal. 

(62.8). If one of the aspects (of the middle term), its necessary 
~onnection with the subject of the conclusion, i. e., its presence upon 
that subject, is either non-existent or uncertain, the fallacy is called 
~.unrealll reasonll. Just because it is .. unrealll, it conveys no knowledge 
!l.bout the subject. It neither conveys cognition of the predicate nor 
of the reverse of it nor of something uncertain, it is a reason of 
cognizing nothing. Such cognition would never convince anyone.ll This 
meaning is clearly implied just in the name (e unreal )1. 

(62. 12). An example is given. 

1 This is the celebrated rule of Dignaga which lays down the fundamental 
principle that a philosophic debate must have some common ground to Iltart with. 
Neither the speaker nor his opponent has the right of quoting facts or reasons 
that are not admitted as real by the other party. This rule proved very embarras
siug to such philosophers as the Madhyamikas who denied altogether that the 
Absolute, the «thing in itself» (8valak~a~a), could be cognized by logical methods. 
They nevertheless produced arguments, but only with the aim to show that all 
arguments were mutually destructive of one another. They pointed to the fact that 
D ignaga himself was obliged to admit that in religious matters (agama) it wa! 
impossible to find a common ground between two opposed religions, cpo my 
Nirvav.a p. 119. 1I asiddha. 

S This remark refers only to the first example in III. 60. 
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60. E. g., w hen i t m u s t b e pro v edt hat the 
sou n d s 0 f s pee c h are not an e t ern ale n tit y, the 
reason ((because they are visiblell-is unreal for 
both parties. 

(62.14). This reason is wrong for both sides, the respondent, (the 
M i m it 19- s a k a who maintains the eternity of the sounds of speech),! 
and the opponent, (the Buddhist who denies it). 

61. «Trees are animate beings»-this shonld 
be deduced from the fact that ((they die when 
the entire bark is taken off». It is not accepted 
by the 0 p p 0 n e n t. He de fin e s de a t has an ext in c
t ion 0 f sen sat ion s, sen s e - 0 r g a n san d Ii f e. Sue h 
a death does not occur in trees. 

(62. 18). The Dig a mba r a s maintain that trees are sentient 
beings.!! They point to the fact that they die as soon as they are 
entirely stripped of their bark. (The reason) is unreal in the eyes of 
their opponent, the Buddhist. Why? Because (a Buddhist understands 
by death the cessation or extinction of sensations, of sense organs 
and of life).3 

(63.1). Sensations - means here visual and other sensational con
sciousness.4 Under sense organs we understand some special (subtle) 
matter" in a (living) body, located on the ball of the eye a.nd in 

1 Cpo above, p. 127 n. 2. 
II The Jainas assume that plants are animate beings possessing only one sense

faculty, viz. the tactile sense, cpo v. Glasenapp, Jalllismus, p. 172. 
SLit., 63. L «Sensation and organ and life is a dt·andva-compoundl>. 
4. vijniina or vijfiiina-slcandha means in HInayana exclusively undifferentiated 

pure sensation, the mere sensation of the presence of something indefinite in the 
ken of Ollr sense·faculties (prati-vijnapti). It is one element (dha'l'ma), has by 
itself no varieties, but distinguished into visual, auditional and other sensations 
according to tile cause which evoked it. Cpo my Centra.l Conception, pp. 16 and 
63. In the Mahaylinistic abhidha'l'ma another vijniina has been imagined. the 
i'ilaya-viji'liina which is the store house for the germs of all future ideas and 
for the traces left by all the former ones, but the school to which Dharmakirti 
belouged seems to have rejected this theory. 

5 riipa or 'I'upa·s"kandha means every element of matter as characterized by 
resistance or impenetrability, it must be distinguished from rupa·iiyatana which 
means only colour and lines, i. e., visual matter, cpo Central Conception, p. 11. 
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other parts of the body.l Its existence is inferred from the fact of the 
production of visual and other sensations. Under « life ", in common par
lance, breath is understood. The meaning attached to this term in (Bud
dhist) science S is (that of a special transcendental force determining a 
priori the term of an existence), it is here out of place.s Therefore 
life as manifested in breath is here meant. The extinction or cessation 
(of these phenomena) is the mark or the essence of death. This death 
is meant by the Buddhist when he contends (something about this 
subject). 

(63. 5). However, why is (this reason which is advanced by the 
Dig a mba r a s) unreal? Because there is no such death consisting 
in the extinction of sensation etc. in the trees. Extinction presuppo
ses previous existence. If someone admits the extinction of conscious
ness in trees, he cannot but admit its (previous) existence. There
fore, since no consciousness in trees is admitted, neither can its extinc
tion be maintained. (63.7). It might be objected that exsiccation is 
death, and this really occurs in trees. This is true. But the reason 
adduced (by the Dig a mba r a) is a death which is conditioned 4 by 
the (previom;) existence of consciousness, not mere exsiccation. Hence 
that death which is taken as a reason is unreal, and that death which 
is real, consisting in exsiccation, is not the reason. 

(63.10). The Dig am bar a takes as reason death in general, 
without making a difference between a death concomitant with the 
predicate (sentient being) or not so concomitant. Hence the respon
dent is here mistaken (about the connotation of the word) death 
which he adduces as a reason. Consequently he thinks that exsiccation 
is a real (reason), because experience teaches:; that trees are subject 
to death from exsiccation. The opponent, on the other hand, has the 
right conception, therefore the reason is for him unreal. 

1 According to the abhidhm'ma an organ of sense (indriya) consists of an 
imperceptible (atindriya) subtle kind of matter different in every organ, it has been 
compared with the nerves, cpo my Central Conception, p. 12 ff. 

II agama-siddha, agama includes all Buddhist literature, religious or revea
led (sUtra) as well as scientifical (Iastra). But when dogmatical knowledge is con
trasted with empiric:>.] (vastu-darlana-bala-pravrtta), agama refers to the former, 
cpo below, sutra III. 116. 

a ayu?!-sa'l/lskal'a or jivita, one of the non-mental forces, citta-viprayulcta
sa.f!lskara, cpo Central Conception, p. 105. 

4 vyapta, concomitant. 
5 darlanat. 
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(63.13). But if someone produces an argume~t which he himself 
also acknowledges (to be wrong), the rule is that the argument 
remains unreal for him, (e. g.), 

62. Supposing a supporter of the Sankhya 
s y s t e m wi she s top r 0 vet hat the em 0 t ion s, pie a
sur e etc., are u nco n sci 0 u s, and ref e r s tot h e 
fact that they have a beginning or that they 
are impermanent. This argument is ((unreal» for 
the disputant himself. 

(63.16). ((Pleasure etc.» means (emotions) like pleasure, pain etc. 
Their unconscious character it is intended to prove by pointing to 
the fact that they have a beginning or that they are impermanent. 
What has a beginning or what is impermanent is unconscious, a.s for 
instance, the elements of Matter are (in Buddhist philosophy).l Plea
sure etc. indeed have a (perpetual) beginning and are impermanent, 
therefore they (must be) unconscious. Consciousness, on the other 
hand, is the essential attribute of Soul (which according to the San
khya system has no emotions).2 In this instance beginning and imper
manence are to be taken separately (as reasons), not simultaneously.3 
Both these attributes are not real from the standpoint of the disput
ant, of the Sankhya. (G3.20). Now, a logical reason is advanced for 

1 Here evidently the riipadi-ayatana are meant, i. e., the sense·data, ayatana 
Mt~~ 7-11, cpo my Central Conception, p. 7. It cannot be rupadi-skandha, 
because although they are also impermanent and momentary, but only the first of 
them is unconscious, all the others are intent (salambana) upon an object. 

2 Consciousness (puru§a) in the Sankhya system is imagined as an eternal, 
changeless, motionless substance, as the pure light of consciousness which is being 
reflected in the mentnJ phenomena. The latter are imagined as being by themselves 
mere collocations of material particles (gunas), unconscious (jaqa) in themselves. 
For the adept oftbis system whatsoever is impermanent (pari!liimin) is unconsciou8. 
But from another point of view the Sankhya decla.res all phenomena to be eternal 
(sarvam nit yam), since they are only modifications of one Matter (prakrti) with which 
they are identical according to the principle of identity between cause and effect (sat
ki'irya-vada). The Buddhist, on the other hand, denies the existence of a substan
tial Matter, and replaces it by momentary fhashes of special elements tdharma), or 
forces (sa~8kiira). In the present case the Sankhya apparently wishes to deduce 
his idea of unconscious mental phenomena. ont of the Buddhist idpa of imperma
nent elements, assuming evidently that whatsoever is a momentary fla.sh cannot be 
conscious, since consciousness includes memory. 

3 This remark probably hints at the Sarvastividin theory that all elements 
{dharma) appear and disappear in the same moment, cpo my Centra.l Concep
tion, p. 40. 
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the sake of convincing the opponent, (the Buddhist). Therefore such a 
reason must be given which is valid for him.l The opponent admits 
as true that (elements) which never have existed are produced (out of 
nothing), and that the existent is impermanent, i. e., vanishes without 
leaving anything behind, (reverts to nothing).ll Both these tenets are 
wrong in the eyes of the Sankhya. (63.22). In such a case the reason 
is fallacious for the respondent (who brings it forth), because he bas 
no knowledge of the manner in which both the (absolute) beginning 
and the (absolute) extinction are argued.s (64.1). If he did possess a 
knowledge of the arguments by which these (theories) are supported 
(and jf he did be1ieve in them), they would be real reasons for him~ 
but since he has no proper knowledge of them, they are unreal from 
his own point of view. 

(64.3). Next comes the unreal, because uncertain, reason. 

63. If d 0 u b t pre v a i I s reg a r din g the v e r y (f act 
add u c e d a s are a son) 0 r reg a r din g it s 10 c a Ii
zation, the reason is unreal. 

(64.5). If the reason itself is subject to doubt or its localization 
uncertain, it is unreal (as a reason). The localization of a reason is 
something different from the reason itself, it is a place where it is 
found, a place corresponding to the subject of the conclusion. The rea
son must be present upon it in order to convey (the predicate). <I 

When its localization is uncertain, (the fact itself) becomes uncertain. 

I This point is especially controverted by Candrakirti, cpo my Nirval}a, 
p. 118 ff. 

II This is one of the methods of expressing the theory of Universal Momen
taxiness or constant change. Every moment in the existence of a thing is regarded 
as a separate existence detached from the preceding and following moments (piirva
apara-'kcaa-kala-'1)t"kala'lj, k§atta'lj,); it then appears that at every momelJt the thing is 
produced out of nothing and reverts again to nothing. 

S Cpo above text, p. 33.10 it and 44. 20 ff. Trans!. p. 9. 1 ff. and 120 ff. 
4 Lit., p. 64. 5-6. «And its localization, i. e., the loca.lization of this reason; 

loealization means tha.t the reason is lodged in it, a substratum of the predicate 
(siidhya-dharmin) is indicated which constitutes the locus, wbich is different from 
the reason».- Unreal is not the fact corresponding to the reason, but the fact cor
responding to the minor term (dharmin) . .All fallacies of an «Unreal» (asiddha) rea
son are what we would cal! fallacies of the minor premise, they refer to the ab
sence or doubtfnl presence of the middle term upon the minor, i. e., to what is here 
called, cpo II. Ii, the first aspect of a logical ma.rk. 
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(64.8). (The author) proceeds to give an example (of an unreal 
reason represented by a fact which is) uncertain in itself. 

64. If s 0 met h i n g iss u s p e c ted tor e pre sen t 
(n 0 t s m 0 k e, but) va p 0 u ret c., and if it is add u ~ 
ced as a proof for the presence of fire, it will 
b e a nun rea ~ b e c a use u n c e r t a i n, rea son. 

(64.11). Vapour etc. means either vapour (or smoke or fog or 
dust) etc. When something is suspected to represent either vapour or 
(smoke), it is an assemblage of material elements, an assemblage of 
the solid (the liquid, the hot and the gazeous atoms).l When (some
times) one is uncertain whether something represents vapour (or smoke), 
and when it is adduced as proving the presence of fire,2 it becomes an 
unreal reason. 

(64.13). The following is meant. (Supposing we think that we per~ 
ceive) smoke, but we are not sure whether it may not perhaps be vapour. 
Then it is unreal (as a reason), since it lacks the proving force of 
certainty. ~;i.tat is ascertained as being smoke, since smoke is produ~ 
ced by fire, proves the presence of the latter. But if this is uncertain, 
then it proves nothing. Thus it falls under the head of logical fal~ 
lacies, called (here) unreal reasons. 

(64.16). A.n example of an unreal (fact, because of the uncertainty 
of its) localization, is the following one-

65. There is a peacock in this cave, because 
w e h ear its c r i e s. 

(64.18). "This cave» is the subject (or minor term of the deduc
tion). A cave is a place covered by a rock which streches out horizon
tally and conceals it. The presence of the peacock is the fact to be 

1 Matter (riipa = rupa-skandha) is imagined in the abhidharma as consisting 
out of four kinds of atoms, the solid (prthi1;i), the liquid (ap), the hot (tejas) and 
the levitant (vayu). They are conceived as focuses of energies producing resistance, 
cohesion, heat and motion, the latter conceived as contiguous appearallce of a series 
of discrete moments (nirantara-utpada). The body is then either solid or liquid or 
gazeous (ever moving = satata·gat~) or hot according to the intensity of the force 
(utkar~a), since the proportion of different atoms is constant, always the same, in 
every bit of matter, whether it be solid or liquid or gazeous, hot or cold. Thus 
bhiita-sarTj,ghata or rnaha-bhiJ,ta-sa'lrjghata simply means dome material phenomenon, 
or something physical. Cpo my Central Conception, p. 11. 

2 agni-siddhau is corrected by Dh. into agni-8iddhy-artham. 
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proved. "Because we hear its cries» is the reason. Why is it unreal 
by localization? 

66. The r e can be a ill is t a k e as reg a r d s the 
d ire c t ion fr 0 m w h i c h the cry com e s. 

(65.2). That place wherefrom the peacock's cry comes is called the 
place of its origin, the place wherefrom it reaches us. When there is 
a mistake, or confusion, regarding the place from which it reaches us, 
the basis of the reason is unreal. Supposing we have a number of 
caves contiguous with one another, we might be mistaken whether 
the cry comes from this cave or from that one. This is called unreal 
by localization. 

(65.6). When the subject (minor term) is a nOll-entity, the reason 
is likewise unreal. An example is given. 

67. And when the subject is not a reality, the 
rea son will I ike w i s e b e u n rea 1. E. g., w h (\ nth e 
omnipresence of the Soul (of an individual) is 
deduced from the fact that its attributes may be 
apprehended anywhere, this reason is unreal. 

(65.9). Soul, (i. e., an individual Soul), is omnipresent, to be found 
in any place, i. e., ubiquitous. When this is to be proved, the reason 
adduced is the fact than its attributes can manifest themselves in any 
place. Its attributes such as pleasure, pain, desire, hatred etc. can ma
nifest themselves in whatsoever a place (the corresponding living 
body be transferred to). For this reason (it must be ubiquitous, be
cause a Soul cannot displace itself).l (65.11). Attributes cannot exist 
without the substance to which they belong, because they are inherent 
in the latter. But Soul is motionless. Therefore if it were not ubiqui
tous, how could it be possible that the feelings of pleasure etc. which 
we experience while living in the Dekkhan should be also experienced 
when we move to the Midlands.2 Consequently, (our) Soul must be 

1 The Vaiseeika system imagines the Soul of every individual as an omnipre
sent substance, conterminous with Space, motionless and unconscious by itself « as 
a stone», but capable of producing consciollsness in the corresponding individual 
through a special contact with its interlUl.l organ. When the body of the individual 
moves from one place to another its Soul remains motionless, but the thonghts 
and feelings are then produced in that part of the omnipresent Soul which COrres
ponds to the place which the body has newly occupied, cpo my NirvaJ;l.a, p. 57 if. 

a madhya-desa. 
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ubiquitous. (65.13). Now, for the Buddhists, Soul itself (as a separate 
substance) does not exist, still less does the fact of its attributes being 
perceived anywhere exist. Thus the reason is unreaJ.l 

(65. 15). The difference between the two last cases is that in the 
former one the existence of the subject was doubtful, because its places 
was unknown; in the latter case the subject of the conclusion itself is 
a non-entity. 

(65. 16). Thus it is, that when one form of the reason, the form 
concerning its presence upon the subject of the conclusion (i. e., the 
minor premise), is not real, we have the (material) fallacy of an un
rElal reason.s 

1 According to the Tib. the cheda before tasya, p. 65. 14, must be dropped, it 
then refers not to bauddhasya, but to atma; asiddhau must be then corrected 
into asiddho. 

2 Lit. « substratum», dharmin = a§raya. The ultimate substratum in every 
cognition (cp. comment on sutra 1.12) is the «thing in itself» (svalak~a~), the effici
ent (artha-kriya-karin), the pOint-instant (k~atta), it is the pure substratnm(dharmin) 
with all its a.ttributes (dharma) Iiltripped off, not the empirical thing (samudaya = 
dharmi-dharma-samudaya, cpo comment on sUtra II. 8). This underlyng point-instant 
of reality is problematic in the first case, it is quite absent in the second, i. e., 
when the attributes of sensation, feelings, ideas etc. are taken away there remains 
no point of something real to which the designa.tion of a. Soul could be applied. 
The construction of an ubiquitous Soul-substance, the substratum of all mental 
phenomena, by the Yailie~ikas is therefore pure imagination. 

S The division of logical fallacies (hetvabhasa) which we find in the original 
sutras of the Nyaya and of the Yaise~ika systems, as well, as in the BMeya of 
Yatsyayana, is substantially different from the Buddhist classification which was 
first established ill strict conformity with his theory of the three aspects of a logica.l 
reason, by Dignaga in his celebrated little work «An Elucidation of a Table 
of possible Reasons" - Hetu-cllkra-samarthana. The Bha~ya of Praaas
tapada has then adopted the main lines of Dignaga's classification and all the 
subsequent evolution of this part of the science of Indian logic is infiuenced by it, 
cpo my article «Rapports entre Ill. Theorie Bouddhique de la. Oonnais
sance et l'enseignement des autres €lcoles», in the Mus€lon, Y, cpo also 
Randle's article in the Mind, 1924, p. 405 ff. Since all objects in the whole uni
verse are interconnected and logically dependent upon one another, either as unifor
mities of Coexistence or as uniformities of Succession, every object is eo ipso a 
logical reason and the possibilities of logical fallacies are infinite. Those that are 
not worth considering have been set aside, as we have seen, as impossible theses. 
After that come the fallacies of the reason properly speaking which are fallacies 
of one or of more than one of its three aspects. The cases where the first aspect 
alone is either wrong or uncertain are all fallacies of the minor premise. The cases 
when the second and third aspect of the logical reason are either wrong or uncertain 
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§ 11. UNCERTAIN REASON. 

68. W hen an 0 the r asp e c t 0 f the rea son - its 
a b sen c e inc 0 un t e r-i n s tan c e s - t a ken sin g I Y - i s u n
rea 1, the fa 11 a c y is call e dun c e r t a i n t y. 

(65.18). When another 1 single aspect of the reason, namely its 
absence in counter-instances, is (not supported) by reality, we have the 
fallacy of an uncertain reason. Certainty means one issue. It is the 
aim of (the syllogism), it becomes then conclusive. Inconclusive is 
uncertain. It is a case when neither the conclusion nor its negation 
can be ascertained, but, on the contrary, there remains only a doubt. 

are fallacies of concomitance, or of the major premise. All the cases where the mi· 
nor premise is wrong, i. e., where the reason is either totally or partly absent on 
the subject of the conclusion, or where its presence there is uncertain, are called 
« unreal» (asiddha) reasons. These are material fallacies or fallacies offact,fallacia 
extra dictione. Fallacia in dictione, in the strict sense of the term, sc. fallacies of 
expression, where the thought is all right, but wrongly expressed, are treated 
as wrong examples, cpo below, text 89.8 - na du§~am vastu tatnapi vaktra du~tam 
darsitam. All other fallacies are also, strictly speaking, fallacies of fact, materia.l 
fallacies, since they are fallacies of a wrongly established concomitance, and con· 
comitance is always a generalization from facts. When the presence of the middle 
term upon the whole compass of the minor term is an ascertained fact, comes the 
next step of ascertaining its position between the similar and dissimilar cases. It 
must be present in similar cases Oflly and absent from every dissimilar case, cpo 
siitra II. 6-7. The conclusion is right ubi non reperitur instantia contradictoria. 
This again must be ascertained by facts. But these latter fallacies correspond more 
closely to our fallacies of undistributed middle and of illicit major and can be 
termed logical fallacies in the stricter sense. We thus have two main gronpR of 
fallacies which we can call fallacies of the minor premise and fallacies of the major 
premise. In the monastic schools of Tibet and Mongolia pupils are trained to dis· 
tinguish among these two groups at once, without delay, when a series of quite 
fantastic combinations are proposed to them. If the minor premise is not supported 
by the facts, the answer must be «the reason is unreal» (rtags rlla grub = asiddho 
hetu{l). When the concomitance between the middle and the major terms is not 
warranted, the answer must be «concomitance is not producedu (khyab-pa ma 
?£byun = vyaptir na bhavati). D ignaga distinguished 4 va.rieties of asiddha·hetu. 
The number is here increased to six. Gangesa. and the logic of the united Nyaya
Vaise~ika system have retained the class of unreal (asiddha) fallacies, but the clear 
cut principle of Dignaga's division has been obliterated by useless details and the 
desire to compromise with the fivefold division of fallacies in Got a m a' s siitras, 
cpo Su ali, Introduzione, pp. 393-394. 

1 Read apM'aeya. 
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We call uncertain a reason which makes us fluctuate between a con
clusion and its denial. Examples are now given.1 

69. Supposing we must prove the eternal cha
racter of the sounds of speech or some other 
(p r 0 per t y to be men t ion e d pre sen t I y). If the 
f act 0 fit s b e i n g cog n i z a b 1 e and 0 the r p r 0-

perties are quoted as their (respective) reasons, 
they-being present, either partly or completely, 
in dissimilar cases als0 2 - (are uncertain rea
son s). 

(66.3). ((The eternal 8 character or some other property',. By 
«some other property" (the following three predicates) are alluded to, 
1) the fact of not being produced by a voluntary effort, 2) the fact of 
being so produced, and 3) etemality (once more). 

(66.4). ((The fact of being cognizable and other properties». By 
((other properties)) (the corresponding three following reasons) are 
meant, 1) impermanence, 2) (once more) impermanence, and 3) (pene
trability or) the fact of not being an extended body.4 When eternality 
or the other (three) attributes are predicated, cognizability and the 
other three properties (in the order stated) are uncertain reasons, 
since the absence of all the four facts in counter instances is subject 
to doubt. (We thus obtain the four following patterns of uncertain 
reasoning). 

(66.7). Indeed, (:first syllogism). 

(Thesis). The sounds of speech are eternal. 
(Reason). Because they are cognizable. 
(Major premise). (Whatsoever is cognizable is eternal). 
(Example). Just as Space, (cognizable and eternal). 
(Counter instance). A.nd (not) as a jar, (non-eternal, but not 

incognizable ). 

1 The aspeets"of the logical reason referred to in this section where the logi
cal fallacies are eltlUllined are always those which are esta.blished for internal infe
rence, cpo slItras n.5-7, not those mentioned under Biitra TIl. 1. The latter are 
a.gain taken into account when examining the wrongly expressed examples, cpo 
below, text p.88-89. 

2 Lit. (cin both the similar and dissimilar cases)). 
S Read nitya instead of anitya in 66. 1, 66.3 (bis), 66.6 and 66. 7. 
4 amurla = lU8-can-ma-yin·pa, «not possessing a body Il, miirta means posselil

sing 11 definite limited dimension, = paricchinna-pari~mavat. 
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The reason (( cognizability» covers similar as well as contrary 
cases, (eternal objects, like Space and impermanent ones, like jars 
etc. It is inconclusive). 

(66. 8). (Second syllogism). 

(Thesis). The sounds of speech are not produced by an 
effort. 

(Reason). Because they are impermanent. 
(Major premise). (Whatsoever is impermanent is not pro

duced by an effort). 
(Examples). Just as lightning and as Space, (both not pro

duced by an effort, but the one impermanent, the other eternal). 
(Counter-instance). And (not) as jars etc. (which are so pro

duced and hence ought to have been permanent, but are imper
manent). 

Impermanence is present in one part of the similar cases (i. e., 
in objects not produced by an effort). It is present in lightning etc., 
but it is absent (in the other part of them), in Space etc. And it 
includes all the contrary cases, since it is present wheresoever there 
is production by an effort.a 

(66.10). (Third syllogism). 

(Thesis). The sounds of speech are produced by an effort. 
(Reason). Because they are impermanent. 
(Major premise). (Whatsoever is impermanent is produced 

by an effort). 
(Example). Just as a jar (which is so produced). 
(Counter-instances). And (not) as lightning and Space (which 

both are not so produced, but the one is impermanent and the 
other eternal, whereas if the reason were right they ought to 
have been both eternal entities). 

1 No such syllogism, of course, has ever been advanced bona fide, but the idea 
of the MimaJ'!l.sakas about eternal unmanifested sounds is twisted in every possible 
way for exemplification of logical rules. The Indian and Tibetan logicians think 
that in order to get the real force of the syllogistic formulae, it is much better to 
practise on propositions which are quite wrong, so strikingly wrong that they never 
have occurred to anybody. 

2 The dissimilar or contrary cases are objects produced by an effort, as jars 
etc. The contrapositioD of the major premise gives the proposition - «whatsoever 
is produced by a conscious effort is eternal». 
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Impermanence is present in one part of the contrary cases,l it is 
present in lightning etc., but absent in Space. It is moreover present 
in all similar cases, since everything produced by a conscious effort is 
impermanent. 

(66.12). (Fourth syllogism). 

(Thesis). The sounds of speech are eternal. 
(Reason). Because they are not limitedly extended bodies. 
(Major premise). (Whatsoever is not an extended body of 

limited dimensions is eternal). 
(Example). Like Space and like atoms (which both are 

eternal). 
(Counter-instances). Contrary 2 to motion and to a jar (both 

of which are impermanent, but the first is non-extended). 

The attribute of «not being a limitedly extended body II is partly 
found both in similar and contrary cases. It is present partly in both, in 
(eternal) Space and in (impermanent) motion, (both are not bodies of 
limited dimensions). But in atoms which represent one part of the simi· 
lar (eternal) cases, and in jars etc. which represent one part of the con· 
trary (non-eternal) cases, it is absent. Jars as well as atoms have 
limited dimensions. That atoms are eternal is a tenet admitted by 
the Vaise~ika school, therefore they are included in the similar cases. 
(66.15). In these four examples, the (condition of) the absence of the 
reason in contrary cases is not realized, therefore they produce falla
cies of uncertainty.s 

1 i. e., ill some of the objects which, although impermanent, are not produced 
hy any conscious eifort, like lightning. 

2 Lit. (e like )). 
3 These are in Dignaga's system the four varieties of an overwide, or not 

exclusive enough (avyatirekin) logical mark. They have all that featlu-e in common 
that the mark is not excluded from every dissimilar case. While being present, either 
partly or totally, in similar cases-this is only as it should be in a correct reason
it is nevertheless present, either partly or totally, in the dissimilar cases also. The 
third aspect of a logical reason, mentioned in sntra II. 7, is not realized. In order 
clearly to show the position of the reason between the similar and the dissimilar 
cases Dignaga begins by giving an example where the reason pervades all things 
cognizable, i. e., all similar and all dissimilar cases together. This is tne absolutely 
overwide reason (sadharatta-hetu), This would correspond to an inference of the 
form «Socrates is immortal because he is a cognizable object)), au inference which 
by itself would not be worth considering, but it is introduced in vI'der better to 
show the full score of the possible situation of a reason between siIllllar and dissi
milar instances. The second variety will be when the reason pervades the totality 
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70. When this aspect of the reason is dubious, 
the fall a c y i s Ii k e w i s eon e 0 fun c e r t a i n t y. 

(66.17). When this aspect of the reason, its absence in contrary 
cases, is unreal, the fallacy is one of uncertainty. And similarly, when 
this aspect is dubious, the (resulting) fallacy is likewise one of uncer
tainty.l 

An example-

71. Sup p 0 sin g we wi s h top r 0 vet hat ace r t a i n 
person is non-omniscient, or that he is subject 
top ass ion s. If the fa c t t hat h e i sen dow e d wit h 
the faculty of speech (and other attributes of a 
man) is q 11 0 ted a s are a son, its a b sen c e inc 0 n
t r a r y cas e s (i. e., wit h 0 ill n i sci e n t b e i n g s) b e c 0 ill e s 
pro b 1 e mat i c.2 

of the similar cases and moreover trespasses partly upon the domain of the dissi. 
milar ones. This would give us an inference of the form « Socrates is a man because 
he is mortal». The reason mortality not only pervades the whole domain of men, 
but trespasses moreover upon the forbidden ground of the dissimilar cases, i. e., of 
non·men. It is the VO'T8QO'V nQ(fJ7:8QO'V of Aristoteles. In Dignaga'sTable it occu· 
pies the place of the second uncertain reason,' (the place at the right corner of the 
Table). Here and in the Nyaya-pravesa it is given the third place, but below, 
text p. 76.13-14 (8andigdha-vipak~a-vyavrttlka) it is rightly placed as the se
cond. The third variety (here placed as the seeond) will be when the reason perva
des the totality of the dissimilar cases and only one part of the similar ones. This 
would give us an inference of the form « Socrates is not a man, (is a non-man), 
becanse he is mortal D. Here the similar cases, the non·men, are partly mortal, and 
the dissimilar ones, sc. men, which shoulll be all immortal, are, on the contrary, all 
mortal. Finally the last combination will be when the reaspn is partly present on 
both sides. This would give llS an inference of the form « Socrates is immortal, 
because he is an ideh. Excluding all ambiguity in the terms and assuming that 
Socrates is taken in the sense of a man, we will have an uncertain reason, because 
there are ideas on both sides, mortal and immortal ones. All this schema is devised 
only in order to show the exact position of the right reason between the similar and 
dissimilar instances, as in the inference « Socrates is mortal, because he is a man ». 

1 Thus an uncertain 01' problematic judgment is always a case of incomplete 
induction from particular cases, counter-instances being producible. 

1I The syllogisms would have the following forms, 

1. Whosoever is a man is non-omniscient. 
This one is a man. 
He is non-omniscient. 

2. Whosoever is a man is non-passionless. 
This one is a man. 
He is non-passionless. 
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(66.21). The predicate to be deduced is «non-omniscience)l (i. e., 
limited knowledge). IIA certain person)), is a person whom the spea
ker has in view. This is the subject of the conclusion. A second pre
dicate is the fact that be is subject to passions. When the fact of 
limited knowledge or the presence of passions are asserted, such attri
butes as the faculty of speech, (or such animal functions as) the opening 
.and closing of the eyes etc. are inconclusive. Their absence in contrary 
cases (i. e., in omniscient beings) it is impossible to prove. (67.3). 
The contrary case is omniscience. Whether omniscient beings possess 
that faculty of speech (and other attributes of men), or whether they 
do not possess them, it is impossible for us to decide. Consequently it 
is never known whether a speaker is omniscient or not. Speech is an 
uncertain mark.l 

(67.6). But (it might be objected) that there are altogether no 
omniscient speakers in existence, why then should we entertain doubts 
regarding their faculty of speech? 

72. A neg a t i v e j u d g men t 0 f the for milt her e 
are n 0 0 m n i sci e n t s pea k e r sin e xis ten cell c 0 n
c ern s a fact w h i chi s e sse n t i ally bey 0 n dan y 
possible experience. Therefore the absence of 
i;ipeech and (human attributes in omniscient 
b e i n g s, i. e.) inc a s esc 0 n t r a r y ton 0 n - 0 m n i sci e n c e, 
can not b e war ran t e d.l 

(67.9). For this very reason the negative judgment "there are no 
omniscient speakers in existence II produces uncertainty. For what 
reason? Because it refers to an object whose essence is to be beyond 
any possible experience, and this (always) leads to uncertainty. (67.11). 
When a negative judgment refers to an object unaccessible to expe
rience, negation then does not produce a necessary conclusion 2 but 
a problematic argument.s The absence of the faculty of speech in omnis
cient beings is therefore uncertain. Omniscience is the counter-instance 

1 About the origin of this example see above, p. 56. The idea that an omnis
cient being should necessarily remain silent, since human speech is incompatible 
with omnisCience, because it is adapted to express relative, but not illimited know
ledge, this idea is now being pressed in different combinations merely in order to 
exemplify logical rules; cpo N. KaJ}.ika p.ll1 ff. and the concluding part of 
Tattvas. 

2 '1/,iSca,!!a.het~tlJ-. 

3 Cpo above, ch. IT, sutra 48-49. 
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in regard of limited knowledge, (a case where the absence of the mark 
is ascertained).1 

(67.15). (The opponent may rejoin 2 that) it is not (experience, be 
it) negative experience, which induces (him) to maintain that omni~ 

scient beings do not speak, but (he maintains it) because (human) 
speech is incompatible with omniscience? 3 

(We answer: No, because -) 

73. The con t rap 0 sed pro p 0 sit ion, viz., « an 0 m n i s
cient being does not resort to speech" cannot 
b e pro v e d b y neg at i vee x per i e n c e, n e i the r ( can 
it be deduced from incompatibility with speech), 
because there is no contradiction between OITl

n i sci e n c e and the fa c u 1 t y 0 f s pee c h, (om n i sci -
en c e) be in g pro b 1 e mat i c.4 

(67.16). There is no incompatibility between omniscience and the 
faculty of speech, and for this reason the contraposed proposition can
not be established. (67.17). The contraposed concomitance 5 is (now) 
quoted. «One who is omniscient (does not speak»)). The subject is the 
negation of the predicate, i. e., omniscience. The predicate is the nega
tion of the subject, i. e., ccthe absence of the faculty of speech)). Thus 
it is intimated that the negation of the predicate is invariably conco
mitant with the negation of the subject, and the :first is thus subal
tern to the second. 

(67.19). Such an inverted concomitance (of the form «whosoever 
is omniscient is not a manl) could be accepted as established, if omni-

1 Lit., p. 67. 11-12. «Since non-cognition whose object is irrepresentable 
(adr6ya) is a cause of doubt, not a cause of certainty, therefore is the exclusion of 
speech etc. from omniscience, which is the contrary of non'omniscience, douut· 
ful». 

II Lit., p. 67. 15. «Not because of nOll· cognition do we declare that speech is 
absent in omniscience, but because of the contradiction of speech with omnisci· 
ence». This proposition must precede the antra III. 73. 

3 Cpo N. KaJ}.ikli., p. 111. 11 - sarva-jilataya atyanta-parok~aya~ kena cid 
Qpi saha pratya~a.pratitena virodhiinavagate~. 

! Lit., p. 67.13-14. (cAnd because there is no opposition (virodha) be
tween the faculty of speech and omniscience, even if there is no experience (adar-
6ane'pi) of «whosoever is omniecient does not speab, the contraposition does not 
really exist (na Bidhyati}, because of doubt». 

5 vyaptiman vyatireka~. 
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science and human speech 1 were opposed (by Incompatibility or Con
tradiction). :But that is not the case. Therefore, the inverted conco
mitance does not hold good. Why? :Because it is uncertain. Since there 
is no opposition, therefore the problem (cannot be solved). And when 
uncertainty obtains the contraposed concomitance is not established.~ 

§ 12. T HE LAW OF CONTRADIOTION. 

(67.22). How is it that there is no opposition?8 

74. 0 P p 0 s it ion bet wee nob j e c t sis 0 fad 0 ubI E 

kind. 

(68.2). There is no opposition between the faculty of omniscienCE 
and human speech, because opposition can be only of two kinds, (Effi· 
cient Opposition and Contradiction) and no more. What is this doublt 
aspect of opposition? 

75-76. When (one fact) has duration (as lone 
as) the sum-total of its causes remains unim· 
paired, and it (then) vanishes as soon as ano· 
ther, (the opposed), fact appears, it follows tha1 
both are incompatible, (or efficiently opposed) 
jus t a s the sen sat ion s 0 f h eat and col d. 

(68.5). Possessing unimpaired causes means having the totalitJ 
of its causes present. If something owing to deficient causes ceases t( 
exist, it cannot (efficiently) be opposed by something else,! (since it doe: 

1 The faculty of speech, as is clear from text, p. 67.2, is only quoted as th 
main characteristic of a human being, all other chara.cteristics are equally meam 
we could therefore translate «if omniscience and ma.n were oppose!! by contra 
diction». 

2 Lit., p. 67. 19-21. «Such contraposition implying concomitance (vyaptirniit 
would exist between omniscience and the faculty of speech, if they would be opp' 
sed. But there is no opposition. Therefore it (the contraposition) does not reall 
exist. Why? He says, because of doubt. Since there is no opposition, therefore thel 
is doubt. Because of doubt contraposition is not real (asiddha)>>. 

S In the following exposition we will translate virodha when it refers to bot 
its varieties by « opposition », its first variety by «efficient opposition. or Incompf 
tibility, its second variety by «logical opposition)) or Contradiction, resp. law c 

Contradiction. 
4 Lit., 68. 4-6. «Because of the non-existence, in case another exists, of 

lasting possessor of non-deficient causes, there is a conception (gat.) of oppositiol 
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not exist). This is (the idea) carried by the expression (( unimpaired 
causes)). 

(68.7). But is it not evident that as long as the totality of the 
causes of something remains intact, nothing (in the world) will be 
able to interfere with it? How can it then be (efficiently) opposed (by 
anything else?) 

(68.8). This is however (possible) in the following way. Let the 
sum total of its causes be present, the fact is nevertheless (efficiently) 
opposed by that other fact which, producing a breach in this totality, 
thus removes it.1 If a fact is opposed to another one in t.his sense, it 
always affects it in some way or other. (68.10). Indeed if (an agency) 
producing cold curtails its efficiency to produce further moments of 
cold, it removes cold and (in this sense) is opposed to it. (68.11). 
Therefore to be (efficiently) opposed means just to produce a disappear
ing (phenomenon) by producing a breach in its causes.2 This kind 
of opposition means (Incompatibility), or impossibility of contiguous 
coexistence. (68.12). Consequently contiguous coexistence of such 
mutually opposed facts in the same moment must be impossible. Such 
mutual exclusion obtains between two opposed (phenomena) when they 

«Of a possessor of non-deficient causes» - thus that I)ne is called whose causes 
are non-deficient, are intact. Of whom there is non-existence, through deficiency 
of causes, to him there is no opposition even from whatsoever )). 

1 Lit., 68.8-9. «However thus. Even the possessor of undeficient causes is 
known (gati) to be in opposition to that one through the cause-deficiency-made
by-whom there is non·existence)). Cp.Jayanta, Nyayamanjari, p. 55 - akil(l
cit-karasya virodhitve 'tiprasakti( •. 

II Lit., p. 68.10-11. «Indeed, opposed (viruddha~) is the abolisher (nivar
takaM of cold·sensation which counteracts the force producing cold-sensation, 
(although) being (himself) a producer of cold-sensation. Therefore opposed is just 
the producer of the disappearing phenomenon (nivartyatva) which makes a defici· 
ency of causes). - The idea seems to be that when cold is superseeded by heat 
there is a struggle between two forces. Three phases, or moments, of this struggle 
must be distinguished. Heat is latent in the first phase, although it latently coun
teracts already the forces producing cold, so that in the next phase cold will ap· 
pear in a final moment, in order to be superseded in the third phase by heat. Thus 
it is that in the first phase cold is in a state of latently efficient opposition with 
the forces which will produce heat in the ultimate phase. Dh. thus maintains that 
the causes which produce cold in the next moment, will produce heat in the next 
following moment. That heat is the canse of cold means that heat is present among 
the causes which produce the last moment of cold. This also is an answer to the 
much debated question, in India as well as in Europe, whether the night which 
precedes the day can be regarded as the cause of the day. 
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are neighbours to one another, because if they are located at some 
distance there is no (efficient) opposition between them. 

(68.13). Thus it is that when one (phenomenon) removes the op
posite one, (there is a gradual change, and if the change is abrupt), 
it can do it in no less than in three moments. In the first moment it 
meets it and becomes ready to produce a condition of non-efficiency. 
In the second it (actually) reduces the opposite phenomenom to such 
a condition. In the third it removes and supersedes it.l 

(68.16). If this is right,2 then light, which represents a moving 
substance, occupies space spreading gradually by light waves (in the 
following manner). When it produces the moment of light which fol
lows immediately upon darkness, it (begins) by producing in the neigh
bouring darkness a condition of non-efficiency. That darkness alone 
becomes non-efficient which is contiguous with the light, (first moment). 
When the non-efficient has been removed, (second moment), light 
springs up in the same place, (third moment). In this manner darkness 
can be gradually driven away by light. In the same way a hot sen
sation can be superseded by a cold one. 

(68.19). But when light springs up (abruptly) just in the place 
occupied by darkness, (the series of light-moments is the direct conti
nuation of the series of dark moments, there is no antagonism)? 
(68.20). (However, in that case also there is a moment of darkness 
which is followed by the final moment of it), the moment which 
produces no fUrther darkness, and it is just this moment which 
(must be reckoned as) being also the birth moment of the (future) 
light. The antagonism S consists just in the fact that a condition 
of non efficient (feeble) darkness is produced (after which no further 
darkness appears). (68. 22). Therefore if the change is produced 
(abruptly, with the utmost) speed, darkness has disappeared in the 
third moment from the beginning of the process. (From this third 

1 Lit., 68.13-15. a Therefore who of whom is the remover, he removes him, 
at the utmost, in the third moment. Coinciding in the first moment he is fit to 
produce a condition of non-efficiency. In the second he makes the opposed uneffi
cient. In the third, when the unefficient has disappeared, he occupies its place», 
p. 68.14 read - avaBthiidhiina-yo9Yo, cpo Mallavadi, fol. 95, - asamarthii elisav 
avasthii Ca "ksattanfara-;anana-§akti.(ra)hitety artha~, tasya iidhiina-k~attam, 

tatra '11°9'110 bhavati. 
II tatr" ity evam sthite sat1 (Mallavadi). 
3 nivarlakatvam. 
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moment onwards begins a new series which is) efficiently opposed 1 

(to the preceding series).2 
(69.1). (Now, if efficient opposition- is nothing but a change when) 

one phenomenon produces (or is followed by) another one, this effici
ent opposition will obtain between two phenomena having duration, 
not between two moments? 3 (This however could not be an efficient 

1 viruddho. 
2 The difference between this case of such an abrupt change and the preceding 

one is that in the latter we have two systems of momentary existences running 
parallel and a meeting point between them which can be reckoned as :the begin
ning of efficient opposition, the incompatibility (virodha) is a process (bhavana
dharman). Every change is theoretically constructed as occupying three moments 
(tri-k~a~-paritliima), because there is always an intermediate phase between the 
opposed phenomena, in contradistinction from the second kind of opposition, or 
logical contradiction, where the counterparts are diametrically opposed (paraspara
p(frihiira, parityiiga) and there is nothing intermediate. When light is produced 
jnst in the place formerly occupied by darkness, e. g., by lighting up a lamp, there 
is 110 efficient opposition in the first phase of the process of change, because there 
is as yet no light, nor is there any in the third moment because there is already 
no darkness, (cp. below, Malla viidi's comment). The oppositiou reduces to a simple 
change just as, e. g., the change of clay into a jar, or the destruction of the jar by 
a stroke of a hammer, its change into splinters. According to the Buddhist idea of 
the Universe as an impersonal process of perpetual change where the point-instants 
(k~(t'f}a) following upon one another according to causal laws may be arbitrarily 
united in series (santiina) which receive names, the series of light moments is only 
the continuation of the series of dark moments. Every existence has tbe possibility 
to be followed either by homogeneous or by heterogeneous moments (sajatiya
vijatiya-ubhaya-santati-janq,na-sakti-yukto ghatalf). There is thus no opposition 
between two consecutive moments, but only between the end of one duration and 
the beginning of the other. The so called incompatibility (nivartya-nivartaka
bhava) is nothing but the beginning of a new series (janya-janaka-bhiiva), it would 
be simple difference, no opposition. The question is solved in the se~uel by pointing 
to the fact that there is an antagonism or struggle between two continuous pheno
mena trying to onst one another Op. Mallavadi, fol. 96, - atha yada tatrai'L'a 
pradese utpadyata iilokas tadli ka t:artety aha yadli tv (p. 68. 19) ity adi. tata 
(p. 68. 21) iti, yata~ pradipiidir andha-kiirady asamartham janayan nivartayati, 
tata", karatz.at. atha bhavatu janya-janaka-bhiivena nivartya.nivartaka-bhiiva~l, 
param kim ata~ siddham? ityaha, ataS cetyadi (p. 68.22). ato janya-janakatvena 
nivartya-nivartakatva- - - yad iti yasmad va (?) yo janaka~ k~atz.o na 8a viruddha
desam. a7cramati, vas ciikramati na sa janako 'samartha-viTciirailes, tat kata(ra)yO'l' 
1nrodha ity aha, jany~ty adi (p. 69.1). Cpo also Jayanta's Nyiiyamanjarf, 
p. 60-61 (Vizian.). 

8 Lit., 68. 19-69. 1. « But when light is produced just there, in the place of 
darkness, then, from which moment the birth-moment of the light of the darkness-
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opposition, since causal efficiency belongs to moments only 1 and not 
to artificial integrations of these moments into series? Yes,) but al
though the serial existences are not realities, their. members, the moments, 
are the reality. (69.2). Therefore the core of the problem2 is the following 
fact. There is no incompatibility between two moments, but between 
(two series consisting) of many (moments). Indeed (the incompatibility 
of heat and cold does not consist in simple difference, but in the fact 
that) as long as the moments of heat are present, the moments of 
cold, although being active (forces), are kept down (in a state of sup
pression).s 

(69.4). Efficient opposition is thus marked off by an antagonism 
between two phenomena having duration. All atoms (on the other 
hand, possess mere difference), any pair of them cannot occupy the 
same place,4 but there is no efficient opposition between them, because 
the duration of one atom does not interfere with the duration of 
another one. 

(69.5). (But if light has the capacity of stopping the duration of 
darkness why does it not stop it completely 5)? Light is a moving 
substance, when it occupies a place it stops tIle duration of the con-

place is being produced, just from that (moment) the darkness which is not capable 
of producing other darkness has been produced. Therefore Just the production of 
au unefficient condition (means) doing it away. And therefore in which moment is 
the birth-producer, in the third moment from it the opposed is stopped, if it is 
stopped quickly. (69.1). And since there is relation of producer to produced the 
(Jpposition is of two series, not of two moments». 

1 Cpo above notes on pp. 91 and 121. 1I paramartlla. 
3 Lit., «The moments of cold, albeit efficient (pravrtta) have the attribute of 

non efficiency (nivrtti-dharman)ll.-They are, so to say, kept in)he state of nir'Viitl-lI, 
the Hinayanistic conception of nirvatl-a lleing just a condition when all the forces 
(sa~8kara) of life are suppressed to a condition of non-efficiency, cpo my Nirva~a, 
p. 28 and 197. 

4 Such was evidently one of the cnrrent definitions of contradiction-ayanz eva 
ca 'lJirodhartha(~, yad ekatra ubhayor anavasthanam, Jayanta, op. cit., p. 60. In 
the Vaise"ika-sii.tras, IILl.lO-12,virodha is defined as a variety of sam
bandha and even non-existence or absence was regarded in hter Nyaya as resi
ding in its substratum by 'ViseIJa'l}a-visewa-bhava-sambandha or svarupa-sam
bandha. Cpo Sigwart, op Cit. p. 1.159, - (lein Band welches trennt ist ein 
Unsinn », nevertheless contradiction is a relation, and a relation is a connection 
(sambandha). 

5 Cpo Mallavlidi, f. 97. - atha samipavarty-andhakaram prati pradipiider 
nivartakatve 'bhyupagamyamane sa1·~apa?!araka-madhya·sthitandha7carasya pra
dipader nivrtti~ syiin, na ca d!syata ity asankyaha. 
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fiicting phenomena of that place. Although the light of a lamp stan
ding in one corner of a room is contiguous with the dark (parts of 
the room), it does not remove darkness altogether, because it has not 
the force to produce further moments of light in those parts of the 
room which are still occupied by darkness. 

(69. 7). In order to indicate that this kind of opposition concerns 
only serial existences and is brought about by producing a breach in 
the causes (of a lasting phenomenon), it has been stated (above), that 
(the opposed facts) have « duration)). Duration means lasting for some 
time without interruption. (Such) a series of moments of cold vani
shes when a series of moments of heat appears. 

(69.11). There are some (philosophers) who maintain that the 
relation of (efficient) opposition is not a reality. To them we answer 
(as follows). When an effect is produced, we do not really experience 
causation itself (as a sensible fact). But the existence of it (real) effect 
presnpposes the former existence of a (real) cause, therefore (indirectly) 
the relation is necessarily a real one. 

(69.13). And similarly when something real has been removed, we 
can have no direct sense-experience of opposition itself. But when a 
cold sensation is not followed by any further such sensation, (we know) 
that this is caused by (real) heat. (EffiCient opposition is thus as 
much a reality as the relation of cause and effect).t 

(69.15). The example «just as the sensations of cold and heat" 
must be interpreted according (to the lines traced) above. 

(69.19). Turning to the second variety of opposition the (author) 
says, 

77. T 11 ere is a Iso (0 p po sit ion bet wee n two 
facts) when their own essence consists in mutual 
exclusion, as between the affirmation [LnU nega
tion (of the same thing).2 

1 This passage is of extreme importance as an evidence of that K anti an 
spirit which prevailed in the school ofDigniiga and Dharmakirti. The catego
ries of Oausation, Substance, Quality, Negation etc. are logical, mental constructions 
(7ca/pani7ca, adhya'l:asita, niScita) superimposed (iiropita) upon the absolute reality 
(paramiirthasat) of point-instants (k§at'ba) or the extreme particular «things in 
themselves» (8valak~atvl) incognizable in discursive thinking (jiianena prapayitum 
asakya, cpo N. b. ~, p. 12. 19). 

2 Lit., p. 69.20. «Ur by the fact (·tayii) of baving (bahuw·.) an essence which 
bas its stand on mutu:11 exclusion, as existence and non-existence (affirmation and 
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Mutual exclusion means complete separation (diametrical opposi
tion, without anything intermediate). If two facts have the essence, or 
possess the nature, consisting in such mutual exclusion, they (are 
correlative, they) have their stand in mutual contradiction. 

(69.22). When something on earth 1 is definitely cognized, (some
thing else is always at the same time) excluded, the essence of the 
distinctly cognized has its stand on a contrast with the excluded. 
(70.1). When (a patch) of blue is being definitely cognized, its non
identity a (the non-blue) is (eo ipso) excluded. If it were not excluded 
we would have no cognition of blue.s Therefore existence and non
existence of a reality (its affirmation and negation, are correlative, 
their) essence is mutual exclusion,' (the one is nothing but the nega
tion of the other). 

negation) II. - It is clear that in these words we have a defiDition of the Law of 
Contradiction, so much discllssed in European Logic from Aristotel es through 
Leibnitz, Kaut and Sigwart up to the modern logicians. It is therefore of the 
highest importance to realize the exact meaning of the Indian view. It will be n()ti· 
ced, first of all, that there is no difference between a contradiction of concepts and 
a contradiction between judgments, the terms bhava = fidhi = vastu, Tib. yod
pa = sgrub-pa = dfios-po being synonymous, cpo E. Obermiller'sIndeL ofN. b. t. 
The term «( blue» in logic always means the judgment tfthis is blue », it is a synthesis 
of tfthisness» and tfthatness», it is contrasted with the mere reflex of the blue 
(pratibhiisa), an unascertained reflex which has no place in logic. Thus in the quar
rel between A ris toteles and Sigwart, op. cit.I. 118:tt, on the one side, and Kant 
on the other, the Indian view will fall in line rather with the first party. The con
tradiction is virtually between the judgments ((this is blue» and «this is not blue». 

1 iheti jogati, cpo Mallava:df, f. 97. 
2 iadriipyo,-pracyuti = tadatmya-abhiiva tf loss of identity» or tf non-identity lI. 

The term tiidrupya-pracyuti-vyavaccheda or, as below p. 70.18, sva-pracyuti 
means that if A is A it is excluded that A is non A or, in other words, that the law 
of Identity is the counterpart of the law of Contradiction. From this point of view 
the law of Contradiction expresses the impossibility of contradiction between subject 
aud predicate of the same analytical judgment, this would correspond to the Leib
nitz-Kant formulation of the law. We have seen above, p. 182ff., that Dhar
makfrti, avails himself of the term tiidiitmya to designate also a quite different 
identity, the existential iden tity which Si gw ar t, Ope cit., I. 111, calls law of Agree
ment. (Uebereinijtimmuug). 

S i. e., if the judgment «this is not blue» were not excluded we would not 
have the judgment .this is blue». 

"Lit., 70. 2-3. IITherefore being and non-being of a real object possess an 
essence (riipa = svariipa) having its stand on mutual exclusioDl).-Since the termi 
vastu, MM, bhiZlla (Tib. dnoB-po, sgrub-pa, 'god-pa) are used as synonyms, cpo 
the note above, the sentence means that reality and unreality, affirmation and 
negation, existence and non-existence are correlative. 
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(70.3). Further a thing 1 which is (merely) «other)) than blue can
not avoid being (included in) the negation of blue.2 When we perceive 
a yellow or some other colour (that is not blue), we (eo ipso) do not 
perceive any blue. We then imagine its presence (and on the ground 
of a repelled suggestion) we ascertain its absence (in a negative jud
gment), because 8 just as the blue excludes its ovrn negation, so also 
does the yellow and any other colour exclude 4 the negation (of its 
own self). (70.5). Thus it is that there is a direct contradiction bet
ween affirmation and negation, (between blue and non-blue), and (only 
an indirect) contradiction between (blue and yellow, i. e., between the 
affirmations of) any pair of (different) objects,5 in as much as they 
unavoidably include the one the negation of the other. 

(70.6). But 6 what is it that we can conceive as non-existent in 
something else? Something distinct. Not something unlimited, as e. g., 
the fact of being a pOint-instant,? Since the very essence of all 

1 Lit., «a form II, j·upam. 
2 MalJavadi, f.97, introduces this seutence thus, Vady evam nilam s'Vabhii

"am eva pariharati, na niliibhiivatat-pWidikam it'll aha niretyadi (p. 70. S). 
8 Lit., p. 70.3-4. «Because of an ascertamement of non-existence through 

non-perception of the blue imagined as visible (dr§ya) when yellow etc. is percei
ved»). - Thus our anthor's theory of negation falls in line with his view of Oontra
diction. 

8 c() hetvarthas (MalJav., f. 97). 
4 abhavavyabhicari would mean lit. «invariably connected with non-existence» 

or including Don-existence, but of course svabhava-abhiiva-avyabhiciiri is meant, 
i. e., including the impossibility of its OWl! nOli-existence or excluding its own non
existence. 

5 vastuno~ would mean lit. « between two realities", but this is not quite 
accurate, since below, p. 70. 22, it is said sakale vastuny avastuni ca. 

6 kaBya ceti cal} punararthe, ibid. 
7 An extreme concrete and particular (svalak~atla), or a point - instant 

(k~atla), is «other)) in regard of every thing in the whole Universe (trm1okya
vyiivrtta). it includes no coordination (sariipya), it is something unlimited (aniya
tiiklira). A patch of blue, as including already coordination with oth-er colours and 
duration through a senes of moments (santiina), may be characterized as a mental 
construction under the law of Oontradiction, but if ee lion-blue» is interpreted as 
including every thing in the Universe except this blue, as has been sometimes done 
in Europe (cp. Sigwart, op. cit., r.IS4-1S5), the representation and the judgment 
will be infinite and senseless. H. Bergson, op. cit., p. 317, characterizes the de
nied fact as replaced «pa.r une certaine qua.lite X)), and Bosanqu et fdls in line by 
maiutaining, op. cit., 1. a05, that (e A is not:B may always be taken to = A is x», 
x is aniyata-aTcara. By Dh. the (non-blue" is here chnracterized not as an x, 
not as including all the point-instants of the Universe, but as tho fact of the ah-
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existing objects, (sc. coloured points), patches of blue etc., consists in 
point-instants, therefore this fact has no limits. If we exclude (all) point 
-instants, nothing (real will remain) that could be apprehended. 

(70.9). If that is so, (viz. if this bare form of existence is unlimi
ted and indefinite, its counterpart) non-existence will be equally unli
mited? Why? (Why) indeed should it be unlimited? In so far as 
this non-existence has the (definite) shape of the repudiation of a real 
object (whose presence) has been imagined,l (it is not unlimited).l! 

(70.10). (And since this is an imagined concrete case of non
existence), therefore 3 when we (in a negative judgment) distinctly 

sence of a representable blue on a substratum on which it could have been pre
sent and on which its presence can be imagined. The term niyatakara means here 
exactly the reverse of what is designated above by the term niyata-pratibhiisa, text 
p. 8-9, although akara and abhiisa (= pratibhasa) are quoted as synonyms, 
p. 15.9-10 and N. Kal,lika, p. 184.16. aniyata-pratibhasa is meant. We find the 
term aniyata applied to an object not restricted to a present moment in Ab. Kosabh. 
ad 1. 23. Thus niyatakara correspouds to aniyata-pratibhiisa. The term ntriipa-ab
kava which is also used as a characteristic of the excluded connterpart of an idea must 
be interpreted so that it should not conflict with niyataTcara-abhliva, cpo below, text 
79. lO,-abhavo hi n'irupo yadrso viTcalpena darsita~, cpo J ayan ta, op. cit., p. 52. 3. 

1 va8tu-riipa-vivikta-liklira~ kalpito 'bhava~ =kalpita-anupalambha~ = drsya
anupalab dhi~. 

l! Here eVIdently Dh. hits upon the problem of an infinite or unlimited (unend
lich, unbegrenzt, ao{!t(1'l;o'V) judgment. The judgment «this is non-blue» will be ac
cording to Aristotle, Kant, Oohen and others infinite. According to Sigwart, 
op. cit., 1. 157, the predicate alone is infinite, but the judgment is affirmative, 
This is denied by Wundt. The infinite judgment endnres the taunts of Lotze, 
Logik, p. 61-62 and is highly vindicated by Cohen, Logik derr. Erkenntniss, ch.I. 
According to Sigwart the law of Oontradiction obtains only between the pair of 
judgments «this is blue» aud (cthis is not blueD, the first is affirmative, the second 
negative. Vis-a.-vis this confusion in European logic the position of the Buddhist 
logicians is quite clear: the judgments .. this is not blue» and «this is non-blue II 
are both negative, they refer to the same fa.ct. As every negation they express not 
something unlimited, an IX (abhava-matram = aniyata-akaram), but only the repu
diation of a thing whose presence has been imagined (drfyanupalabdhz). As to the 
problem of an infinite predicate or name, o'vo!w aOQLC1~O')/ it is very much discus
sed by the Buddhists under the head of their theory of naming aeeordingto 'Which 
all names, when viewed from a certain point of view, are infinite or, as Sig'Wart, 
loco cit., puts it, «limitirend Il, not really positive, but only « limiting» (apolla). This 
theory exhibits some remarkable points of analogy with Cohen's view of the 
infinite judgment 88 the foundation of a universal category of thought. Viieaspa
timisra.'s exposition of the Buddhist theory ofnaming (apoha) will be translated 
in an Appendix. 

8 tata iti yatal} kalpito 'bhii'IJllS tata~ karatuit (MalIn, f. 98). 
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cognize (the absence of a definite object) on some definite place. 
we cognize it not in the form of an illimited non-existence, but 
in a definite form, whether this form has been actually experienced 
or only imagined. Thus when we deny eternity (or simple dura
tion 1 of eXIstence, or when we deny the presence) of a ghost 2 we 
should know that (these denied facts) must have a definite (repre
sentable) character. 

(70.11). This Contradiction is a contradiction (or cancellation) of 
Identity.3 1£ two facts have their stand upon mutual exclusion, (if 
they are correlative) they cannot be identical. This Contradiction is, 
therefore, called Essential Contradiction 4 (or law of Contradiction), 
meaning by it that it serves to establish the essence, or the nature, 
of (all) entities.s By dint of this (law of) Contradiction the essence of 
(every) reality is established as something « other», (as contrasted with 
other things). 

(70.14). This (visible contrast between all objects of perception) is 
just the foundation 6 (of our theory of Negation). If, in perceiving so
mething, we (eo ipso) deny something else, we deny it after having (for 
a moment) imagined its visibility. (70.15). Whether, in pointing to 111 

yellow patch, we deny even 7 (its own) non-existence or whether we 
deny that it is a ghost, we can deny only a representable (concrete 
form of non-existence). Therefore negation is founded exclusively on a 
repelled suggestion. (Negation is then decided) after having (for a 
moment) imagined the visibility (of the denied fact). 

(70.17). And if it is so, (it follows that) when an object is being 
definitely circumscribed 8 (by cognition), a representable form of its. 
negation is being (eo ipso) repudiated, (not an illimited, infinite form). 

(70. 17). (Now, when yellow is denied simultaneously with a per
ception of a patch of blue colour, does this absent yellow include, in its 
turn, also a denial of non-yellow? Yes!) The definite form of non-existence 
which, (because it is definite), itself includes (another) non-existence~ 

1 cpo above, p. 83. 1 i. 
2 Cpo above, p. 83.20. 
3 I. e., the law of Contradiction is the counterpart of the law of Identity. 
<\ Cpo J ayanta, p. 59.10. 
5 Here again vastu is used for 'tastu and ava.9tu, cpo p. 70. 22. 
6 ata etJeU vibhaktatva - vyavasthiipaniid eva drsyiibkyupagama - pUrvakam 

ni§edha-111l1lrUpam bhiitayati, nlallav., f. 98. 
7 abhiivo' piti na kevaTo bhiiva ity api-sabda7}, ibid. f. 99. 
8 pariechidyate = pratiyate = jf'tayate. 
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is also repudiated as an imaginable (concrete form of non-existence). 
Therefore those objects which are excluded (according to the law of 
Contradiction, when something is definitely cognized), are excluded 
together with all the negations which they themselves include. Thus 
it is that the identity is denied (of all correlative objects, i. e., of all) 
objects the essence of which consists in mutual exclusion.1 

(70.20). This kind of contradiction does not prevent coexistence 
(in close contiguity). Thus the two kinds of opposition have different 
functions. By one of them the identity of cold and heat is preclu
ded, by the other their contiguous coexistence. They also have different 
spheres of application. The (law) of Contradiction (is logical), it regards 
all objects, whether real or not. But (Incompatibility or) impossibility of 
coexistence refers to a limited number of real (occurrences) only. Thus 
they have different functions and different spheres of application. Hence 
(it cannot be maintained that) they mutually include one another.!! 

1 Lit., p. 70. 17-19. « And the definite form possessing the nou-existence of 
that, it is also excluded as representable; therefore, just as one's own non-existence, 
the possessors of non-existence are likewise excluded. Thus the possessors of an 
essence which has its stand on mutual exclusion are all by this denied to be iden
tical». 

2 Thus the Buddhists have established, 1) a general law of Contradiction 
which has two aspects, a) what can be termed its Identity-aspect according to 
which every thing and every idea excludes its own non-existence, and b) its Diffe
rence aspect according to which every thing and every idea has its own character 
different from others. 2) Besides this the Buddhists have their Jaw of Otherness 
{'Viruddha-dharma-8a1!lSarga), cp above p. 8, note 2, according to which every va
riation of place, time and quality make the object uanother» object, this law 
rednces everything to point-instants and cancels individual identity altogether. 
S) Among the « different» real objects there are some that are antagonistic inas
mnch as the duration of the one is repugnant to the duration of the other (sahana
vasthana).4) Among the non-repugnant attributes there are some that are coinherent, 
belong to the same object, they are declared to be existentially identical, (tadatmya), 
e. g., a tree and an oak. The contrary opposition which is assumed in some Euro
pean iogics hetween the extreme members of a series, as between white and black, 
and the contradiction between general and particular judgments is not taken no
tice of in Buddhist logic. Sigwart, op. cit. 1.178, remarks that an almost Baby
lonian confusion reigns in European logic in the application of the terms contrary, 
contradicting, opposed, repugnant etc. This makes the task of trauslating Indian 
conceptions extreemly difficult. Si gwart himself, op. cit., I. § 22, establishes a 
difference between a predicate which is absent from the subject and a predicate 
which is incompatible with it, this difference, to a certain extent, corresponds to 
the difference established by Dhllrmakirti between general opposition (or contra
diction) and efficient incompatibility. 
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§ 13. THE UNCERTAIN REASON (CONTINUED). 

78. Now, n e i the r 0 f the set wok in d s 0 fop P o
sition does exist between the faculty of human 
s pee c han d 0 m n i s ci e n c e. 

(71. 2). Admitting now that there are two kinds of opposition, (it 
is clear that) neither of them obtains between the faculty of human 
speech and omniscience.1 (It cannot be maintained), indeed, that 
omniscience (as a phenomenon enduring as long as) all the conditions 
(producing it) are fulfilled, vanishes as soon as human speech appears. 
Omniscience is really irrepresentabJe (transcendental). And (according 
to what has been explained above) 2 the absence of something irrepre
sentable 3 can never be asserted 4 (with logical necessity). For this 
reason (alone) efficient opposition with such a (transcendental entity) 
is altogether impossible.5 

(71. 4). Neither (does the second variety of opposition, i. e., logi
cal contradiction, obtain between these two facts, for it cannot be 
maintained that) the essence of omniscience consists in the absence of 
human speech. In this case logs of wood would be omniscient, because 
they cannot speak. Nor does the essence ofthe faculty of human speech 
consist in the absence of omniscience. For if it were so, logs of wood 
would possess this faculty, because they are not omniscient. Conse
quently since there is no opposition (of whatsoever a kind), we cannot 
deduce a denial of omniscience from an affirmation of the faculty of 
human speech. 

(71. 8). Be it so! But if there were altogether no incompatibility 
between (omniscience and the faculty of speech), they could have been 
observed as coexistent, just as a jar and a cloth. This coexistence, 
however, has never been observed. Could we not think, on the ground 
of such negative experience,6 that (nevertheless some kind of) incom-

1 Lit., p. 71.1. «Further this, albeit double, opposition is impossible for speech 
and omniscience». 8a eeti cal: punararthe (M a lla v., f. 99). 

2 Ch. II, siitra 48, cpo text p. 39. 18, transl. p. 193 n. 
8 Read adrsyasya, cpo Ma Un vadi, f. 99 - tata iti (p. 71. 4), yato adrsyasya 

sata~1 sarvajnatvasya nabhiivo 'vasiYCtte raktrtve sati, tata~, kara'1}at. 
4 i. e., no negative judgment (adhyavasaya) in the real seDse of this term is 

pOSSible, cpo above, notes OD pp. 104 If. 
sLit., p. 71. 4. «Therefore there is no knowledge (goti = ,·tog.~·pa) of opposi

tion with it». aneneti sarwljilatvena, ibid. 
6 adarsanat. 
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patlbility obtains between them, and then conclude, on the ground of 
this incompatibility, that (the presence of the one implies) the absence 
of the other? 

This supposition is rejected in the following words.1 

79. Even when a fact has never been observed, 
its non-existence cannot be deduced from the 
pre sen ceo fan 0 the r fa c t, i f the 1 a t t e r has not 
been established (by experience) as incompatible 
with it.2 

(71. 11). Even if (omniscience) has never been actually observed, (in a 
speaker), the existence of the 3 (faculty of speech) cannot be (interpreted) 
as the existence4 of something incompatible (with omniscience). Although 
(it is true) that both facts have never been observed together, this 
does not mean that there is incompatibility between them, because 
incompatibility is not established through the mere fact that they 
never have been observed together. On the contrary (it is established) 
through our conviction 5 that among two (equally) observable facts 
the presence of the one blots out tlJe presence of the other.6 (71.13). 
Therefore although (the gift of omniscience has never been observed 

1 Lit., p. 71.8-9 «Be it (so)! If opposition does not exist at all, (we) could 
also observe theIr coexistence, just as of a jar and a cloth. Bllt from non-observa
tion opposition (would) fullow. And from opposition non-existence (would) follow? 
Having thus emitted a doubt he says)). - The introduction of Vi nit a d e v a, p. 
117. 11-13, is, as usual, more simple: (I Let there be no opposition, if it is never
theless asked whether speech can exclude omniscience also without any opposition 
(between them), the answer is ... » Dh. has complicated the problem by the useless 
example of jar and cloth. In his comment Mallavadi remarks that for the sake 
of argument we must imagine that a jar and a cloth are two attributes predicable 
of tbe same subject, - (ghata-)patayo~1 samanadht7carar:yam syad ity api sam
bhi'lvane (f. 100). 

2 Lit., p. 71. 10. «And from the affirmation of the Don opposed (= non incom
patible) even if there is non-perception, non-existence does not follow n.-The term 
«affirmation» vidhi is here synonymous with (<reality» (vastu) or (( existence II or 
«presence» or a perceptuul judgment, cpo above text, p. 24. 16. 

8 ayam iti t;aktrtvadi~I., l\f a 11 a v., f. 100. 
4 vidhi = bhi'lva. 
5 (adTty-) arasayat, lit. (' through a judgment», in the direct meaning of the 

term judgment, as implying au assertory attitude towards some reality by logical 
necessity. Vinitadeva says, «we cannot believe» (yid-ches-par mi nus-80) in its 
absence" (p. 117.16). 

6 nitartya-nivartaklt-bhat'a. 
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as coexisting with the gift of human speech), the presence 1 of the 
latter (cannot be interpreted as) the presence of something incompatible 
(with omniscience). Consequently the presence of the former 2 does not 
imply the absence of the latter. 

(71. 15). Similarly we cannot deduce the presence of passions (in 
an individual) from the fact that he (is a human being and) possesses 
the faculty of speech. Because, if speech were the result of passion, 
we could then deduce the presence of passions from the presence of 
the faculty of speech, and (vice versa) from the extinction of passions 
the absence of the faculty of human speech. But human speech is not 
an effect of psasions. 

Why? 

80. - b e c a use a c a usa Ire I a t ion bet wee n p a s
sions and speech has never been established. 

(71.18). Since passions etc. have never been proved (by Induction) 
to be related to human speech etc. as cause to effect, therefore (speech) 
is not the effect of passions. Hence we cannot infer the existence of 
passions from the existence of the faculty of human speech. 

(71. 20). Let us admit that human speech is not the outcome of 
passion, it nevertheless can be a coexisting (phenomenon), and then 
the passiolls being extinct, the faculty of speech can likewise disappear, 
(because) the accompanying phenomenon is absent? To this question 
we have the following reply, 

81. We cannot conclude that the faculty of 
speech must be absent when something that is 
not its cause is absent. 

(72.2). If something that is not the cause 3 of speech is absent, 
i.f it is something that merely happens to be (sometimes) coexistent 
with it, then the other fact, viz., the absence of speech, does Dot follow 
(with necessity) Therefore it is (quite) possible that the faculty of 
speech and extinct passions will be found existing together. 

82. T h u s the fa cuI t y 0 f s pee c 11 is a nun c e r
t a i n mar Ii:. It s (n e c e s s a r y) a b sen c e inc 0 n t r It r y 

1 vidhi = sattva = 'god-pa = sgl·up-pa, cpo Tib, p. 162.13, 162.15 and 163.1. 
2 asmiid iti vaktrtvat. Mallav., p. 100. 
:l Read voXara1Jasya ill 72. 1 and 72. 
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cases (where there is the gift of omniscience 
and pas s ion s are ext inc t) iss u b j e c t to do u b t. 

(72. 5). Therefore the faculty of human speech is an uncertain reaSOD~ 
since its absence in (all) contrary cases is subject to doubt. (The con
trary cases are) omniscience which is the contrary of non-omniscience 1 

and extinct passions which is the contrary of efficient passions. 

§ 14. THE CONTRARY REASON. 

(72. 7). After having thus explained the fallacies which are incur· 
red when a single aspect of the logical reason (viz., its first aspect or 
its third aspect) is either wrong or uncertain, the (author) now 
goes on to explain the fallacies which are incurred when two aspectE 
together are either wrong or uncertain. 

83. W hen the rever s e 0 f two asp e c t s 0 f t h € 

(a d d u c e d) rea son is t rue, (t he fall a c y is call e dJ 
a con t r a r y (0 r i n v e r ted) rea son. 

(72.10). When two forms of the reason are wrong, the reason i: 
inverted. But the reason has three aspects. In order to specify (thE 
two wrong aspects), it is asked, 

84-86. What are the two'? Its presence in si· 
mil a ran dab sen c e i n dis s i III i 1 arc a s e s. E. g., t h t 
attributes of being a product, or of being volun 
tar il y pro due e d, b e com e con t r a r y rea son s, i f thE 
eternality of the sounds of speech is to be de· 
d u c e d fro m t 11 e ID. 

(72.14). The two particular aspects are being specified. 
(72.17). They are the presence of the reason (only) in similal 

cases and its absence from (every) dissimilar case. We must conneCi 
(these words with the preceding ones and understand), when the con 
trary part of both these aspects is true! (the reason becomes an inver 
ted one). The fact of being a product is an analytical reason.1! The fac 
()f being voluntarily produced (must be understood here) as an infe 

1 The syllogism is stated in Batra III. 71, the major term is non· omniscience 
the dissimilar or contrary cases are cases of omniscience. 

2 Cpo above, aUtra. III, 13, transl. p. 123. 
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rence from the existence of the effect (to the existence of its 1 cause). 
(72.18). The words «produced voluntarily» may indeed (have a double 
meaning), they may refer to the production (of an object) or t() its 
cognition. Production is identical with the thing produced. But cogni
tion is an effect of the object cognized. The latter is here meant. It is 
an argument from causatioll.2 Both these arguments,S (supposing they 
are adduced to prove the eternity of the sounds of speech), are falla
cious and are proving just the contrary. 

(72.22). Why is it so? 

87. Being 
in dissimilar 
trary. 

absent 
cas e s, 

in 
they 

similar and 
prove just 

present 
the con-

(73.2). It is certain, that neither the attribute of being produced 
nor the attribute of being voluntarily produced, are present in similar 
cases, (i. e., in unchanging eternal entities). On the other hand, their 
presence in contrary cases only (i. e., in impermanent objects) is cer
tain. Therefore the reverse (of what is needed) is established. 

(73.4). Why is it, again, that when the reverse is established the 
reasons are contrary? 

88. They are contrary, because they establish 
just the inverted (conclusion). 

(73.6). They prove the reverse part of the predicate (( eternal», 
i. e., they prove impermanence. Therefore, they are called contrary.4 

1 cpo above, text p. 46. 12, trans!. p. 126, where it was qlloted as an example 
of an analytical deduction of coexisting attributes. 

2 Lit., (Therefore an effect-reason". 
3 For his Table of Reasons (Hetu-cakra) Dignaga wants two varieties of rea

sons to the coutrary, just as he has also two varieties of correct reasons. For the 
details of this interesting question we must refer to the impending edition and 
translation of Dignaga's work. Since he wanted an analytical and a causal deduc
tion to the contrary, he modified the inference sabdo' nity(1~~, prayatnanantariya
katvat into the form of sabdo' nitya~ prayatnanantariyaka.jf!ana-utpadanat. 
anityatva is here the same as sattva, and existence is posited as the cause of its 
willful cognition. The exact interpretation of this strange exam pIe has given rise
to maDy divergent views among Indian and Tibetan logicians. 

4 The author establishes three varieties of the fallacy of a contrary reason. 
Two of them contradict an explicitly stated major, viz., 1) sound is eternal, because 
it is a product, 2) sound is eternal, because it produces knowledge by a conscioll& 
effort. Both reasons, the one coexisting with, (analytical), the other succeeding to. 
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§ 15. A REASON CON'fRADICTING AN ADMITTED PRINCIPLE. 

(73.8). If these two arguments, (the one analytical, the other 
causal), are fallacious contrary arguments, because tIley prove just 
the reverse (of what they were supposed to prove), then 1 the major 
term (of which the reverse is thus being proved, must) be explicitly 
stated in the syllogism, it cannot remain unexpressed. We have how
ever stated above 2 that the point to be deduced is (sometimes under
stood) without being explicitly mentioned. Therefore an argument 
which contradicts a (tacitly) admitted principle will constitute a sepa
rate, (third variety of this fallacy). Alluding to this (circumstance 
the author) says, 

89. There is a third variety of a self-contra
d i c tor y a r gum e n t? T hat w h i c h con t r ad i c t s a (t a
cit 1 y) ad mit ted p r inc i pIe. 

(73.11). Has not a third variety of the contrary reason been 
given? Two of them prove the contrary of what is expressed. The 
thinl is destructive of an admitted principle which is not explicitly 
stated. 

(73.13), An example is given. 

90. T his i san e x amp 1 e -
(T he sis). The sen s e 0 f vis ion and 0 the 

senses are serviceable to another one' 
nee d s. 

(R e a son). B e c a use the y are com 1> 0 sit 
sub s tan c e s. 

(E x amp 1 e). Jus t a s bed s, c l.J. air san d 
o the r r e qui sit e s. 3 

(73.15). « The eye and other sense-organs ~~, this is the subject. 
They participate in the production of a foreign purpose, of another's 
aim, or thC'y really create such an (object). The words Ilthey are servi
ceable to another one's needs~~ - express the consequence. Because 

(causal), the major term, are similar, since they establish the sarno inverted conclu
sion explicitly stated, cpo l\lallavlidi, f. 101, - tata iti (p. 73. 6) viparllaya-siidh
anlid tty anayo~l samanlidhilwra'Y}yam. 

1 Cpo Mallavlidi, f. 101, - uktam ce ti (p. 73.8) cas tathiirthe. 
2 Cpo antra. III. 47, transl. p. 157. 
3 Cpo above, sutra III. 49, transl. p. 159. 
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((they are composite substances)), this is the reason. (73.16). Indeed, 
the eye and other organs (are physical they) consist of an assemblage 
of atoms,l therefore they are called composite. On the other hand, beds 
and chairs etc. are requisites, because they are commodities to be enjoyed 
by man. This is the example which proves the general proposition. (On 
the authority of) this example the fact of having a composite nature 
is supposed to be subordinate to the fact of being serviceable to some
body else. Since beds, chairs etc. have a composite nature and they 
are serviceable to the man who uses them, therefore they are called 
requisites. 

(73.21). How does this reason contradict an admitted principle? 

91. It is a contrary reason, because it proves 
just the reverse of (the principle) admitted by 
the (disputant), viz., the reverse of an existence 
for the sake of a simple substance. 

(74. 2). To exist for the sake of something simple, means to have 
an aim directed towards something simple. This principle, the existence 
of the composite for the sake of the simple, is admitted by the dispu
tant who is a San k h Y a philosopher. The opposite of it is existence 
for the sake of something composite. Since it proves the opposite the 
reason is self-contradictory. (74.4). (Indeed), the San k h y a maintains 
that the Soul exists. The Buddhist asks, why is that? The other then 
adduces a proof for establishing the existence of the Soul. (74. 5). 
Thus it is that the point to be proved is that the sense-organs are 
serviceable to the Soul which is a simple substance. But this principle 
implies just the contrary. Indeed, when one thing helps the other, it 
is efficient in regard of the latter. And the effect is always something 
composite either from the start or gradually. Thus it is, therefore, 
that (the proposition) ((the senses are not independent substances I) 

means, that they exist for the sake of some composite substance, (not 
for the sake of a simple one). 

(74.9). This variety of a self-contradictory argument has been 
established by our Master Dig nag a. How is it that you (D h a r -
m a k I r t i), being the author of a Commentary on his work, have 
omitted it? 

1 E. g., the organ of vision consists in atoms of transparent matter (rilpa-pra
Bada) located on the surface of the eye·ball in concentric circles, cpo my Cen tnl 
ConceFtion, p. 12 :if. 
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92. Why i sit not men t ion e d her e (a s a s epa -
rat e va r i e t y)? Be c a use it is imp 1 i e din the two 
o the ron e s. 

(74.14). It might be objected that thiR contrary reason does not 
prove the reverse of what is expressed. How is it then, that it is in
cluded in the foregoing ones? 

93. It does not differ from them, in that it 
pro v est her eve r s e 0 f the con seq u e n c e. 

(74.16). (It is included in the former ones), because such a reason 
which contradicts an admitted tenet, does not differ from them, inasmuch 
as it proves the reverse of the predicate which it is intended to estab
lish. Just as the previous two forms prove the reverse, so is also this 
one. Whether it proves or not the reverse of the words expressing it, 
does not matter. Therefore it is necessarily included in them. 

(74.19). If someone would object that the predicate to be dedu
ced must necessarily be expressed, and ask how it is then that the 
latter form (of fallacy) is identical with the preceding two in proving 
the reverse of the predicate, the author answers, 

94. There is indeed no material difference bet
wee nan e x pre sse dan dan i n ten d e d pre d i cat e. 

(74.21). Since there is no disctinction, no difference whatsoever, 
between what is expressed as a predicate and what it is intended 
(really to prove), therefore this last form of the contrary reason is 
implied in the former two. Such is our conclusion.1 

(74.22). Every section (in a scientific treatise) is devoted to some 
fact which has been challenged 3 by the opponent. To establish this 
fact is the aim (of the disputant). Whether this aim is explicitly sta
ted or implicitly understood, makes no difference, because (according 
to our opinion) there is no necessity of explicitly stating the point 
which must be established, (when it is understood implicitly).4 There 
is thus no (material) difference (between the last and the former two 
varieties of a contrary argument).5 

1 llpasa7l.zhiirlX . 
.2 apanna. 
8 jiJnasita. 
4 Cpo above, sutra III 47.49. 
5 Lit., p. 75.1-2. (e And what has fallen into the section is objectivized by 

the wish to prove it. A probandum is admitted whether expressed or not expressed, 
but not exclusively just the expressed is the probandum. Therefore no difference». 
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§ 15. ANOTHER FALLACY OF AN UNCERT.AIN REASON. 

(75.4). What fallacy ensues when one aspect of the reason is 
-wrong and the other is uncertain? 

95. When one of the two forms l is wrong and 
the other dubious, the reason becomes uncer

tain. 

(75.4). When the reverse of both these aspects of the reason is 
ascertained, the reason is contrary. When one of them is wrong and 
the other dubious, the reason is uncertain. 

(75.6). What form has it? The author answers, 

96. An example-

(T he sis). So m eon e is pas s ion I e s s 0 r so m e
one is omniscient. 

(R e a son). B e c a use h e p 0 sse sse s the fa -
culty of speech. 

(M aj 0 r pre m i s e). (W h 0 s 0 eve r is a hum a n 
b e in gpo sse s sin g the fa cuI t y 0 f s pee c h, is 
omniscient and passionless). 

The con t rap 0 sit ion ish ere w ron g, the p 0 sit i ve 
concomitance uncertain. 

(71). 9). I( Free from passions H is one predicate, II omniscient ~~ is 
another one. (cBecause he possesses the faculty of speech)) is the rea
son. The contraposition gives a wrong judgment. Our own personal 
experience teaches us that the reason is present in dissimilar cases, 
that a person who has passions and who is not omniscient is never
theless not deprived of the faculty of speech.2 Therefore, the general 

1 The second and the third aspect of the logical reason are alone here alluded 
to, its presence in similar cases only and its absence in every dissimilar case, 
alias the major premise in its direct and its contraposited form. The £rst aspect 
of the reason or its presence upon the subject of the conclusion, alias the minor 
Fremise, is here left out of account, its deficiency has been treated above ill 
siitl'as III. 59-67. 

SLit., p. 75.10-11. ((Just in the self which has passions and is non-omnisci
ent, in the dissimilar case, the fact of speech is seeu. 
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proposition is wrong when contraposited. In its positive form it is 
uncertain.1 Why? 

97. Since omniscience and (absolute) absence 
{) f pas s ion s are una c c e s sib 1 e toe x per i e n c e, i t 
is uncertain whether the gift of speech coexists 
(w it h the sea t t rib ute s) 0 r 11 0 t. 

(75.14). Omniscient beings and beings (absolutely) without pas
sions constitute the similar instances (from witch the generalization 
is to be drawn by Induction). They are unaccessible (to experience),ll 
they are metaphysicaP The faculty of speech, on the other hand, is a 
faculty known from experience. Whether this faculty is present with 
them,4 i. e., with transcendental omniscient and passionless beings, or 

1 The positive form of the major premise will be, 
Whosoever possesses the faculty of speech is omniscient. 
Its cortrapositioll will be, 
Whosoever is non-omniscient does not possess the faculty of speech. 

Although it has been established above, sntra III. 28 fi'., that concomitance and 
its contra position are equipollent and always express implicitly the same fact, 
nevertheless in a fallacious syllogism the one may be wrong and the other only 
uncertain. Here the contraposition is proved by personal experience to be wrong. 
This same experience, one would think, is sufficieut to explode the positive form of 
the major premise modo tollente, but it is here treated as though it had the form of the 
proposition « all omniscient beings possess the faculty of speech)1 and is then rejected 
on the ground that omniscient beings are beyond our experience. It is a matter of 
course that no such syllogism has ever been maintained by any school. The J ai n s 
have maintained that the founder of their religion was omniscient because he has 
preached their religion. Other Jaros are reported to have considered the knowledge 
of astronomy as a token of omniscience, cpo below sutra III. lSI. The Buddhists, 
on the contrary, have maintained that preaching (upadesa-pratwyanam) is a mark 
of non-omniscience, since conceptual thought (vi7callJa) and speech can express only 
limited, imputed knowledge, cpo N. ka:tlika, p. 112-11S. It is nevertheless a tenet 
in Mahayana that Buddha, the Absolute :3eing,is Omniscient, but this cannot be 
established by logical methods. Here the terms are arranged in every possible combi
nation, from a formal stand point, for didactical purposes, without any reference to 
real tenets. It has become usual among Tibetan logicians to choose quite senseless 
examples in order better to impress the rules of formal logic. An inference of the 
form «all goats are sheep because they are cows» is considered to be well Buited 
to exemplify an inference where all the three aspects of the reason are wrong. 

s 'lJiprakar~dt. 
8 atindriyattlit. 
4 tatra. 
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not, (will always remain) a problem. Therefore we will never be able 
to decide whether omniscience can be deduced from the faculty of 
speech or not. The reason is uncertain. 

§ 16. WHAT FALLACY ENSUES WHEN BOTH ASPECTS OF THE 

REASON ARE UNCERTAIN. 

(75.17). It will now be stated, that when both the aspects of the 
reason are dubious, the reason is (also) uncertain. 

98. W hen the rei s d 0 u b t reg a r din g the s e sam e 
two forms of the reason, the fallacy is (also) 
call e dun c e r t a i n. 

(75.19). When the Same forms, i. e., the general proposition and 
its contraposition are dubious, the reason itself is dubious. 

99. (Thesis). The living body is endowed with 
a Soul. 

('R e a son). Be c a use it po sse sse s b rea t han d 
other (animal functions).l 

1 We find the argument inferring the existence in a body of a substautial Soul 
from the presence in it of animal functions, already adumbrated in Vais. S, III. 2. 4. 
It was included by Dignaga. ill his Hetu-cakra as a logical fallacy of a conter
minous (asiidhiiratta) reason Uddyotakara, opposing Dignaga, took it up and 
vindicated it as a valid reason. He thus was led to establish the theory of logical 
reasons supported by negative examples alone (kevala-vyatirekin). He also interpre
ted the Method of Residues (§e~avad-anumi'ina) as an inference from negative in
stances only and applied to it tpe term of a'lJita-Jutu which in the Siinkhya school 
was the current designation of the Method of Difference (vaidhart»I!Jllvat). N. Kan
daH, p. 208, Jayanta, p. 436 and 577, accepts tbe theory. After some fluctuations 
it was finally incorporated into the amalgamated system by Gangeiia, cpo Tattva
cintima~'i,p. II. 582 ff'., and has become one ofthe characteristic features of modern 
Nyliya, cpo on it H. J a co bi in 99 A. 1919, p. 9 If. and art. "Vita lmd A vita iD 
R. Garbe'S Festschrift. As fallacy it occupies in Dignaga's system of possible logi
cal reasons the central position, it is the most barren, 80 to say, reason, so barren 
that it almost is no reason at all. The function of a logical reason is to determine the 
position of a subject between similar and dissimilar cases and thus to connect it 
through similarity with its logical predicate. But in this case there are no similar 
and no dissimilar cases at all, the subject being conterminous with the fact adduced 
as a reason. Since the predicate and its negation contain in themselves all things 
cognizable, the supposed reason, so far it is a real fact, must be contained 
somewhere among them, but there is absolutely no possibility to determine whether 
it is contained thein one part or in the other. The argument, according to Dig-
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(76.2). Ills endowed with a Souh is the predicate. «The bodyH is 
the subject. The ((living bodyn is a q:ualification. When the body is 
dead, the existence in it of the Soul is not admitted (by the advocates of 
a substantial Soul). HBreath" means taking in breath and other attri
butes of a sentient being, like opening and shutting the eyes etc. 
The fact that the living body possesses these attributes is the reason. 

(76.5). This fact gives rise to uncertainty (as to whether a Soul 
really exists in it or not), since it is over-narrow,l (i. e., it is found in the 
living body exclusively, the reason is conterminous with the subject). 

Indeed, the presence of the middle term upon the minor Z produces 3 

doubt (as to the presence there of the major term) owing to two 
causes. (The first is) that a dilemma is produced of which the two horns 
embrace together every thing existing." (The second is) that we do not 
know which of these two comprehensive classes includes (the fact repre
senting our logical reason, or middle term). (76.7). If these two classes 
did not embrace together every thing existing, (if some evidence from 
similar and dissimilar cases would have been available), there would 
be no doubt, because there being other (similar) instances the minor 
premise 5 (would then be confirmed by evidence drawn from them), one 
of the horns of the dilemma would be cancelled and the doubt sol-

naga, reduces to the formula «sound is eternal because it is heard», which is as 
valid as the contrary judgment «sound is non-eternal because it is heard)). Accor
ding to the N aiyayikas there are contrary cases, viz., inanimate things, jars etc., 
from which animal functions are excluded, and this proves by mere dissimilarity 
the existence of a Soul. But according to the Buddhists there is no exclusion from 
dissimilar cases, if there is no inclusion in the similar ones. The Buddhists deny 
the existence of the Soul as a separate substance. Mahayana denies also the exi
stence of all eternal substances and applies the term existence only to what is 
causally efficient (artha-kriya-karin). But the question whether the Soul really 
exists, or whether eternally unchanging substances really exist, is here left out 
of account, and the question is taken from the logical side only, which must be bind
ing even to the advocates of the existence of a Soul. 

1 asadharatl-a. .2 pa~a-dharma. 

8 hetu = karatl-ll = Tih. rgyu. 
4 Viz., the living body possessing animal functions, as according to the law of 

excluded middle, either is or is not the possessor of a Soul. The possessors and non
possessors of a Soul represent together all thlngs existing. 

5 The minor premise (pak~a-dharma) here must be imagined as having the 
form of (I this living hody possesses those animal functions whlch by induction 
from similar cases are proved to be' invariably concomitant with the presence of a 
Soul ». Since there are no facts from which this generalization can be drawn, there 
is no certainty concerning the reason and minor premise. 
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ved.1 (76.9). A fact which points to an indefinite position of the subject 
between two mutually exclusive attributes is a source of doubt. A fact 
which is not capable of doing even that (is no reason at all), it is a 
source of ignorance. A fact which points to a definite position of the 
subject between two (opposed) possibilities is (either a right logical 
reason), or it may also be just a contrary one.2 

(76.11). Therefore, if there are only two all-embracing possibilities 
and no certainty that the subject is present upon only one of them, 
this will give rise to doubt. (76.12). On the other hand, (if there are 
instances) proving the presence (of the reason either in the one or 
in the other class), if we are certain that it is definitely present (only on 
one side), the reason will be, (as stated above, either a right one) or just 
the contrary (of a right one, in any case it will not be indefinite). (76.13). 
But if we are certain that it is indefinite, it then can be either 
1) an overwide mark (pervading not alone the subject of the inference, 
but all the similar and dissimilar instances as well 3), or 2) a reason 
whose exclusion from the dissimilar instances is subject to doubt,' or 

1 Lit., «could not point to a subject non-disjoint from one attribute among the 
two», i. e., could point to a subject disjoint from one of the attributes, and conse
quently conjoint with the other. 

S E. g., both propositions «(Socrates is mortal, because so many persons are 
known to have died», and «Socrates is immortal, because so many persons are 
known to have died» have that feature ill common that the position of the middle 
term «man », althougb right in the first Case and wrong in the second, is in both 
cases defilllte; in the first proposition it is represented as present in aiInilar and, eo 
ipso, absent in dissimilar instances, in the second it is, on the contrary, represented 
as present in dissimilar cases, i. e., in cases of immortality, and absent, eo ipso, in 
similar cases, or in cases of mortality. It is indispensable to mention both these 
combinations because in Dignaga's system of logical reasons they fill up definite 
places assigned to them. 

3 Example see above, text p. 66.7, transl. p. 181, lithe sounds of speech ari 
eternal entities, beca.use they are cognizable D. Cognizable are both the similar eter
nal entities, like the Cosmic Ether or Space, and the dissimilar impermanent enti
ties, like pots etc. The presence of the reason is equally ascertainable on both 
sides, hence no conclusion is possible. 

4 Example cpo above, text p. 66.10, tranal. p. 182, "the sounds of speech 
are willfully produced, because they are impermanent». There are two classes 
of objects, they are either willfully produced or produced without the intervention of 
a personal will. Willfully produced are pots etc., and impermanence is present on 
them. But existing without the intervention of a personal will are both permanent 
objects as the Cosmical Ether and impermanent things like lightning etc. The posi
tion of the reason is nnr.prtain. mnr.P. it iR nnlv nll1'tlv PYrhllt"rl fl'om th" rliRAimilal' 

cases. 
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3) a reason whose positive concomitance is subject to doubt,l or 4) a 
reason whose contraposited concomitance is wrong.!! (76.14). (Finally,S 
when there are altogether no instances) pointing to the presence of 
the reason (either on one side or on the other, when the reason is 
conterminous with the subject of the inference), the reason will be an 
over-narrow, (a too peculiar), uncertain reason:" 

1 Example see text p. 66.8, transl. p. 182, (e the sounds of speech are pro
duced without the intervention of a personal will, because they are impermanent). 
The two mutually exclusive classes are the same as in the preceding example, but 
the position of the similar and dissimilar instances, from which the generalization 
is drawn, is re,ersed. The similar instancell, the objects not willfully produced, are 
both permanent and impermanent. This alone would not invalidate the concomitance 
since the positive concomitance must be supported not by all similar cases, but 
only by some of them (cp. sutra II.6-7); provided there is no evidence to the 
contrary, it will be right. But in the present case the concomitance will never. 
theless be uncertain, because the contraposition will give a wrong judgment. The dis
similar instances, the objects willfully produced are all impermanent. This fallacy 
occupies the third place in Dignaga's system. 

2 Example see text p. 66.12, transl. p. 183, «the sounds of speech are eter
nal entities, because they are penetrable». All objects are either eternally un
changing or perpetually changing (momentary, cpo p. 121 n.). Penetrability is 
represented on both sides, but only partly. The Cosmic Ether is imagined as con
terminous with Space, eternal and penetrable. Atoms are assumed by the VaHle
~ika school as eternal and impenetrable. It is not required that all penetrable 
(amurta) objects should be eternal in order to establish the general proposition 
«whatsoever is penetrable is eternal ». The predicate can be greater in extension 
than the subject. But the canons of inference (cp. sutra II. 7) require that the 
reason should be totally absent in dissimilar cases, i. e., in the present instance, 
that the impermanent objects should be all of them penetrable, and this is not the 
case, because jars etc. are impermanent and impeuetrab1e. Since the contraposition 
does not hold good (asiddha), the fallacy is called fallacy of unwarrauted contra
position. It is the ninth fallacy of Dignaga's system. The logical value of this 
example has giveu rise to a great deal of controversy among the Tibetan logicians. 

3 This fallacy occupies the central position in Dignaga's systematic table of 
possible reasons. There are neither similar nor dissimilar cases. The major premise 
cannot be esta.blished by Induction. Above and beneath it are the two right rea
sons, whose position regarding the similar and dissimilar cases is definite and cor
rect. At the right and at the left are the two cODtrary reasons whose position is as 
definite, but the reverse of correct. In the four corners are situated the indefiDite 
uncertain reasons. We thus have a square table with a centre and three pOints on 
every side making togethp,r 9 items (if the corner points are not reckoned double). 
This remarkable achievement of DigDaga will be fully elucidated by M-r A. Vo
strikoff in his forthcoming edition and translation of Dignaga's Hetucakra
samarthana. 

~ Lit., p. 76. 5-15. «This non-shared (by anything else fact) will be establi
sbed as a cause (ketu = rgyu) of doubt. And the attribute of the subject (ptilc!a-
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(76.15). Therefore (the author now proceeds) to indicate the two 
causes why an attribute conterminous (with the subject of the infe
rence) can produce no certainty. 

100. B e c au see x c e p t the cIa s s 0 fen tit i e s p 0 s
sessing a Soul, and the class not possessing it, 
there is no (third) group where animal functi
ons are found. 

(76. 18). « Possessing a SouIn is an entity wherein the Soul exists. 
"Noll-possessing it" is that wherein it is absent. There is no group, 
different from them, wherein breath etc. should be present as a real 
attribute. Therefore it gives rise to uncertainty. 

(76.21). Why is it that there is no other group? 

101. Because presence and absence of the 
Soul embrace between them every existing 
object. 

(77.2). Presence of the Soul is its existence. It is contrasted with 
non-existence.l Both embrace, i. e., include, every existing reality. 
Where Soul exists, we have an entity possessing a Soul. All other 

dharma) is a cause (hetu = rgy!~) of doubt from two causes (kara!!a = rgyu). 
Because which two forms are the object of doubt in them every existing object ill 
included, ~nd because there is no certainty of (its) presence even in one of these 
two pervasive forms. There is no doubt regarding those two forms in which two 
forms all existing objects are not included. Because when another form occurs, 
the attribute of the subject will not be capable of showing the subject as non-disjoi
ned from one attribute among the two, therefore it will not be a cause (hetu = 
rgyu) of doubt. (70.9) The thing showing an indefinite existence between two attri
butes is a cause (hetu= rgyu) of doubt. But a thing incapable of showing even an 
inde:finite existence among two attributes is a cause (hetl~ = rgyu) of non-cognition . 
.A. reason (hetu = gtan·tmigs) showing a de:finite position is eventually (vii) contrary. 
(76.11). Therefore by which two (possibilities) every tbing existing is included, for 
them there is a cause (hetu= rgyu) of doubt, if there is no certainty of the pre
sence also in one among them. Bnt if there is certainty of presence, if there is cer
tainty of de:finite (-eXClusive) presence in one place, the reason (het'U = gtan-thsigs) 
can eventually be a contrary one. But if there is certainty of Don-exclusive (ani
yata) existence, it will be generally uncertain or uncertain as to the exclusion 
from dissimilar cases Or doubtfully concomitant or wrong as to exclusion. But if 
there will be uncertainty as to it~ presence even in one place, it will be a non
shared uncertain (reason)>>. Note the double translation in Tibetan of hetu either 
by rgyu = kara!!a, or by gtan-thsigs = linga. 

1 Lit., p. 77.2. «The presence of the Soul is its real existence its exclusion is 
its non-existence II. ' 
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entities do not possess it. There is no other (third) grolip. This cir
cumstance is (one of the) causes producing uncertainty. 

(77.5). After having stated that the two groups include everything 
existing, the second (cause of uncertainty) is next given. 

102. Neither can the presence (of the reason) 
in one of these (classes) be apprehended with 
certain ty. 

(77.7). There is no certainty of the presence, or of the real 
existence, (of the reason) in one of these groups, either in the one 
which (is supposed) to possess a Soul or in the one which (is suppo
sed) not to possess it. Neither is there some other place, besides 
these two groups, where the presence of animal functions could be 
found as a real attribute. 

(77.8). Therefore only so much is known that (animal functions) 
are an appurtenance of some entities which are included (somewhere) 
among just these two groups. But there is no certainty about that 
particular group in which alone they are really present. That is the 
meaning. Therefore (the author) says, - (the reason is uncertain). 

103. Sin c e n e i the r i nth e e n tit i e s sup p 0 sed t 0 

possess a Soul, nor in the entities known not 
top 0 sse s sit, i s the pre sen ceo fan i m a I fun c t i -
ons certain.1 

.(77.12). There are no real objects in which either the presence or 
the absence of an (eternal) Soul would be (empirically) ascertainable 
and universally accepted, and in which (at the same time) the absence 
of animal functions would be an established fact. Therefore the reason 
is uncertain, since its concomitance is not ascertained. These two cau
ses make an attribute conterminous (with the subject) an uncertain 
reason. They have been thus indicated. 

(77.15). Every logical reason being present upon the subject of 
the conclusion la (constitutes the minor premise, but it) becomes uncer-

1 In sutra Ill. 103 read aBiddhes instead of asiddhi~, the following words ta
bhyam na vyatiricyate must be transferred to the end of the next siItra, where like
wise a8iddhe~ is to be read instead of asiddhi~. 

la The minor premise (pak§a-dharma) would have been cc the living body posses
ses animal functions». But the a.uthor introduces it in the form of a part ofthe con
clusion, saying in sutra III. 104 «therefort. the breath etc. being present in the living 
body» etc. The term pak~a-dharma is often used as a synonym ofhetu. Dandar 
Lha-ramba calls the Hetu-cakra Phyogs-chos-khor-lo = pak~a-dharma-cakra. 
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tain when it is either overwide (trespassing into the sphere of dissi
milar instances, whether embracing all of them or only a part), or 
when it is over-narrow (conterminous with the subject). The (author) 
now introduces the minor premise, giving it the form as though it 
were a conclusion. 

104. Therefore, since it is not proved that ani
mal functions inherent in a living body exclude 
it either from the class of all objects posses
sing a Soul or from all objects not possessing 
any, (it is impossible to point out that one 
among) these two groups in which they are ne
cessarily absent. 

(77.19). The words «animal functions inherent in a living bodp 
point to the minor premise. Since there is no certainty of the absence 
of the mark in neither of both groups, therefore it does not exclude 
(the living body, neither out of the one group, nor out of the other). 
If it were a real attribute necessarily present in one of the two all
embracing groups, it (eo ipso) would have been absent in the other. 
Therefore it is said, «since it is not established that (animal functions 
in a living body) exlude it either from all entities having a Soul or 
from all entities not having any Soul etc .... ». Animal functions are 
absent in some objects only, e. g., in jars etc. So much alone is certain. 
But we do not know precisely whether it is absent in all objects having 
or in all objects not having a Soul. We do not know that it is ne
cessarily absent in the whole of the one Or (in the whole) of the other 
group. It cannot, therefore, be necessarily excluded out of neither of 
them. 

(78.5). But then perhaps the positive concomitance of animal 
functions w~th one of the two groups is certain? 

105-106. Neither is there any positive concomi
tance, because (the necessary presen'ce of the rea
son) i non e 0 f the g r 0 ups i s a Iso not est a b lis h e d. 

(78.7). No! animal functions are not necessarily concomitant with 
either of the (two groups), neither with the group of those having a 
Soul, nor with the group of those who have none. Why is that? 
(78.10). Because its presence in one of the two groups, either in that 
where there is a Soul, or in that where there is no Soul, is Dot estab
lished That animal functions are a real attribute to be found some-
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where among the two groups, this is certain. But it is not certain that 
they necessarily coexist with a Soul, or that they necessarily are incom
patible with Soul. How can then their concomitance (with the Soul) 
be ascertained? 

(78.13). Now, the Buddhist denies the existence of Soul alto
gether. For him there can be no question whether animal functions 
really exist in those beings which (are supposed) to possess a Soul. On 
the contrary, for him there is only certainty that we can speak neither 
of the presence nor of the absence of such functions in them. (Does 
that mean that he can deny both their presence and their absence with 
the non-existing Soul ?)l This suggestion is answered (in the follo
wing passage), 

107-108. Whether the Soul exists or whether 
it does not exist, we cannot in any case deny at 
once both the presence and the absence of ani
mal fun c t ion s (i n sou 11 e s s b e i n g s), be c au set h e 
d.enial of the one implies the affirmation of the 
o ther.lI 

(78. 17). If there are real beings endowed with a Soul, we can 
impossibly be (simultaneously) certain of both the presence and ab
sence in them of animal functions. (Nor is the contrary possible). If 
there are no (real beings) endowed with a Soul, we neither can deny 
(at once) the presence and the absence (in them of those functions).3 
Why is that? (78.21). Because just the denia1 4 of the one - whe-

1 Lit., p. 78.13-15. <cAnd is it not that for the opponent there is nothing pos
sessing a Soul? Therefore there is neither concomitance nor exclusion of this rea
son in the possessor of a Soul. Thus there is certainty of the non-existence of both 
concomitance and exclusion in the (non-existing) possessor of a Soul, but not doubt 
of its real existence. Having put this question he says). - vyatirika is here used 
not in the sense of contraposition. but of exclusion or absence, = abhiiva, cpo text 
p. 79.7. From the fact that there are no Souls. altogether, the disputant draws a 
deductio ad absurdum, that animal functions whether present or absent will always 
be concomitant with the absence of a Soul. siitmaka means here the supposed pos
sessor of a Soul. 

1I Lit., p. 78, sutras 107-108. «And there is no certainty of non-existence of 
both concomitance and exclusion of it from the possessor of a Soul and from thll 
non-possessor of a Soul, because the certainty of the non-existence of the one is 
invariably concomitant with the existence of the other». 

3 Lit., p. 78.18. cc And the ablative case «from the possessor of a Soul, from 
the non-possessor of a Souh> must be regarded as depending on the word exclusion». 

4 abhiiva-nilcaya. 
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ther of the presence or of the absence - is inseparable from the affir
mation 1 of the other, of the second (alternative). (Denial) necessarily 
implies affirmation. 

(79.1). Such is the condition. For this reason (the Buddhist's Soul
denial is here irrelevant). Since one negative certainty implies the 
(correlative) positive certainty, therefore both alternatives cannot be 
simultaneously true. 

(79.3). Why is it again that the denial of one (alternative) neces
sarily implies the affirmation of the other? 

This question is answered -

109. The necessary presence and the necessary 
absence 2 (of animal functions wheresoever a Soul 
is absent), (these two facts) are exclusive of one 
an 0 the r. Sin c e n e it her 0 f the mea n bee s tab 1 i -
shed, (the adduced reason for proving the exi
s ten ceo f a Sou 1) is un c e r t a i n, (i t pro v e s no
thin g). 

(79. 6). The mutual exclusion of two facts means that the absence 
(of the one is equivalent to the presence of the other). This alone is 
the essences of both (the facts in question). This their relation'" con
stitutes their essence.4 For this reason (the argument is uncertain). 

(79. 7). The positive and the inverted connection (of the middle 
term are here nothing but its) presence and absence. Presence and ab
sence (of the same thing) are by their essence mutually exclusive. 
(According to the Law of Contradiction) when something is delimited 
by its difference from something else, it takes its stand upon this 
contrast.5 (79.9). Now, presence can be defined as an absence of its 
own absence, (as a double negation). Thus the presence of something 
takes its stand upon an exclusion of its own negation. (79.10). Nega
tion (or non-existence) is again, (according to our theory of Negation 6) 
the absence of a (definite) form '1 of it, (a form representable), con-

1 bhava-niscaya. 
2 ant'U-ya-vyatireka = bhCiva-abhafJa. 
~ riZpa = svarupa. 
-llJha'/)a. 
5 Cpo above, text p. 69.22-70. 3, transl. p. 193. 
6 Cpo above, cpo II, sUtra 26 ff. 
7 nirilpa-abaafJa, lit. formless or illimited negation, but here the negation of a 

definite form must be understood, (}therwise the passage would stand in glaring 
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structed by imagination. By contrasting (a given content) with what 
represents its own negation, we cognize that content as a (definite) 
image_ 

(79. 11). If that is so, the denial of the presence (of animal functions 
in beings having no Soul) is equivalent to their absence, and the 
denial of their absence is equivalent to their presence. Therefore, if 
we are certain that they are not present, we (eo ipso) are certain that 
they are absent, and if we are certain that they are not absent, we 
(eo ipso) are certain that they are present. (The presence and absence 
of animal functions in things characterized by the absence of a Soul 
cannot simultaneously be true). 

(79.13). Therefore, supposing (we adhere to the Buddhist view and 
maintain) that the existence of an (eternal) Soul is a phantom,1 (be
cause no creature) in reality possesses it, nevertheless this does not 
mean that we can, with apodictic certainty, deny both the presence 
and the absence of animal functions in these (soulless realities on the 
score that every thing is soulless). (According to the Law of Contra
diction 2) one real thing cannot simultaneously be present and absent 
in another one, and therefore we cannot with apodictic certainty deny 
them both at once, (we can only fluctuate between them). 

(79.15). Nor do we here propose to prove to our opponents 3 (the 
Naiyayikas) that the (eternal) Soul does not exist at all and that real 
beings do not possess it, but (we propose to prove that it is incum-

contradiction to p. 70.9, where a niyata-iikiira kalpita abhava is byed stress on. 
The meaning is rupam paricchidyate nirupatiim (tasya eva rupasya abhiivam) vya
vacchidya. Such also seems to be the intention of the Tib. translators, cpo p-
180.9-11. J ayant a speaks, p_ 52.3, of n'irupa-abhiiva as non-existence possessing 
no perceptible colour. :Mallavadi, fol. 105-106, explains - atna blia'ratu yasya 
t;yavacchedena yat paricchidyate tat tat-parihare'l}a vyavasthitam, param nabhava
vyavocchedena bhavasya paricceda~ syiid ity asankyaha svabhavetyadi (79. 9) .• -
athabhii'rasya niyata-st-arupa-abhat'e leatham tad-vyavacchedena bnava-t'yaM8thiti~ 
8yad ity asankyaha (a)b7IaJ;o hitviidi, (79.10), atha bhavatu nirupo (a)bhava~, 
param na nirii.pam vyavacchi(dya rupam akaravat pari.cchidyata iti). Kamalaatla. 
p. 934. 18, uses the term nirupa in connection with siimiinya in the sense of ni~. 
svabhiiva = sunya. 

1 avastu. 
2 Cp_ above, text p_ 70. 12 if. 
3 The argument here discussed is a.dvanced by the Naiyayika, cpo N'. vart. 

and Tatp. au Nyaya-sUtra, 1. 35, the opponent, pratit-adin, is the Buddhist, but 
Soullessness is a characteristic tenet of Buddhists against which the Naiyayikas 
usually protest, both parties are mutnally the opponents of one another. 
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bent upon them to admit that) logically 1 (the existence of a Soul re
mains a problem). (So far the adduced reason can prove nothing), both 
its presence (in living bodies) and its absence (in lifeless things) are 
not proved. (79.17). Just because there are no facts which could (by 
the methods of Agreement and Difference) establish beyond the possi
bilitq of doubt the presence of an (eternal) Soul (on the one side) and 
its absence (on the other), just therefore (the existence of animal fun
ctions can decide nothing), neither can it prove the presence nor the 
absence (of a Soul). (79.18). But if we had facts establishing beyond 
doubt the impossibility of one horn of the dilemma, these very facts 
would (eo ipso) establish the necessity of the other horn, and there could 
be no doubt at all (regarding the question where animal functions) are 
present and where they are absent. (79.20). But since this is not the 
case, just therefore we fluctuate between an affirmation and a denial. 
Doubt produces an uncertain reason. That is what (the author) has 
expressed (in the aphQrism).2 

1 prama'l}a here in the sense of evidence, of fnets from which a valid conclu
sion is possible. 

2 Lit., p. 79.4-21. «Because concomitance and contraposition (or presence 
and absence) have the essence of mutual exclusion, just therefore, because of doubt 
regarding concomitance and contraposition, it is uncertain. (79.6). Mutual exclu
sion is (mutnal) non-existence. Just this is the essence of them both. Their relation 
(bhava) is their essence. For this reason (the terms) concomitance and contraposi. 
tioD are (here used in the sence of) existence and non-existence. And existence and 
non-existence have both the essence of mutual exclusion. By whose exclusion what 
is defined, by its opposition to that is it established. Existence is defined by the 
exclusion of its own non-existence. Therefore existence is settled through an exclu
sion of its own non-existence. (79. 10). Non-existence, indeed, is formless in 80 far 
it is shown by imagination (sc. it is the absence of an imagined form). By exclu
ding formlessness a form possessing an image is defined. If this is so, the non
existence of concomitance (presence) is contraposition (absence), and the non-exi
stence of contraposition (absence) is concomitance (presence). Therefore, when the 
non-existence of concomitance (presence) is ascertained, contrnposition (absence) is 
being ascertained, and when the non-existence of contraposition (absence) is ascer
tained, concomitance (presence) is being ascertained. (79. IS). Therefore if, for sure, 
the possessor of a Soul is no reality and the non-possessor of a Soul is reality, ne· 
vertheless there is no certainty of the non-existence in them of both the presence 
and absence of breath etc., because. since the existence and non-existence at once 
of one thing in one thing is contradiction, the certainty of the non-existence of both 
is impossible. (79. 15). And the two things having and not having a Soul are not real 
and unreal in accordance with the opponent (the Burldhlst), but in accordance with 
evidence, thus they are both uncertain. Therefore there is doubt of existence and 
non-existence concerning the possession of breath etc. in them both. Just because 
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(79.22). (The author once more states in what sense (the argu
ment) is problematic. 

11 O. N e i the r 
the necessary 
den y i t.l 

can we affirm (on such grounds) 
existence of a Soul, nor can we 

(80.1). Neither can we affirm (the necessary existence of a Soul on 
such grounds) nor can we deny it. (80.2). Because both the direct con
comitance (of animal functions with a Soul) and its contraposition are 
uncertain, we cannot affirm neither the major term (the existence of 
the Soul) nor the other, the opposite fact, (its non-existence). When 
both the presence of the reason in similar cases and its absence ill 
(every) contrary case is unascertainable, neither the predicate nor the 
reverse of it can be established. Nor is there any other (intermediate) 
alternative between these two. Entities either have a Soul or they 
have none. (80.4). We (conclude) therefore that whether in the object 
of the inference, in the living body, a Soul exists or not, cannot be 
ascertained through (the mark of) animal functions. This mark is 
lHlcertain.2 

there is neither somewhere certainty of existence nor certainty of non-existence 
of the direct and contraposed concomitance, just therefore there is doubt of direct 
and contraposed concomitance (of presence and absence). (79.18). But if, albeit 
somewhere, there would be certainty of the non-existence of one among the positive 
and contraposed cOllcomitances (of presence and absence), just this would be the 
certainty of the exir.tence of the second. Thus there would be no doubt at all of the 
positive and contraposed concomitances. (79. 20). But since there nowhere is cer
tainty concerning existence or non-existence, just therefore there is doubt of positive 
aud contraposed concomitance (of presence and absence). And from doubt (the rea
son) is uncertain, thus he says.). - an'Vaya and vyatireka at first mean concomi
tance and its contraposition, cpo text p. 41. 3. Both are characterized as equipollent, 
cpo text p. 43. 1, as mutually implying one another, cpo text p. 52. 20. Here they 
are used in the sense of presence and absence, bhiitCibhCi'Vau, p. 79. 7, and characte
rized as exclusive of one another. Moreover t;yati'l'eka is also used in the sense of 
'Vaidharmya «method of Difference», cpo text 51. 5, hence anvaya also means the 
method of Agreement. 

1 Lit., p. 80. 1. (I Because from this there is no ,certainty of the major term and 
of its counter parh. 

1I The concluding part of the argument, beginning with p. 78. 13, is apparently 
directed against an opponent who had set forth IUl argument like the following. If 
the Buddhists admit the existence in some cases of animal functions and deny the 
existence of Souls altogether, then for them both the presence and the absence of 
animal functions will be concomitant with the absence of a Soul, because Soul is 
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(80.6). After having explained the fallacies which are incurred 
when the three aspects of the logical mark are either wrong or un
eertain, the author draws the conclusion, 

111. Thus there are three kinds of fallacies, 
the Unreal, the Contrary and the Uncertain. 
They are respectively produced when either one 
asp e c t 0 f the mar k sin g 1 y, 0 ran y p air 0 f the m, 
are either unreal or uncertai~ 

(80. 9). eeThus I) means in the manner above explained. When one 
single aspect of them is unreal or uncertain, or when each pair of 
them is unreal or uncertain, we then have the fallacies of Unreal, 
Contrary or Uncertain reasons. «RespectivelY'> means that the fallacy 
is determined by that case of unreality or of doubt which agrees 
with the corresponding unreality or uncertainty (of the aspects of the 
mark). (Respectively" means that to each object on one part there is 
a corresponding object (on the other). 

§ 17. THE COUNTERBALANCED REASON. 

112-113. One more (variety) of an uncertain 
rea son has bee n est a b Ii she d, viz., the (00 u n t e r b a-
1 an c e d) rea son w h i c h fall sin Ii new i t hit sow n 
contradiction, (which is self-contradictory).- Why 
is it not mentioned here? Because it cannot oc
cur in the process of (natural) ratiocination. 

(80.14). But did not our Master (Dignaga) establish one more 
(variety) of an uncertain logical reason, viz., (the counter-balanced 
reason), the reason which falls in line with its own contradiction? It 
falls in line with what contradicts a (principle) established on other 
grounds, it is contradictory. (80. 15). Or else, it is a contrary rea
son, because it proves the reverse of a fact established on other 

absent everywhere. The Buddhist negation of a Soul was mentioned above, ch. 
III. 67, in connection with the fallacy of unreal (assidha) reason. There it was 
assumed that the minor term and minor premise in a. syllogism must be something 
admitted as real by both parties, by the disputant and the opponent. But here the 
fallacies of concomitance are alone considered and the stand-point is one of formal 
logic, all metaphysical judgments are considered as problematic, the Buddhist de
nial of a Soul is not excluded. 
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grounds, and (in the same time) it is a right reason, since it is concomi
tant with its own (special) consequence. Thus it is contrary and right 
(at the same time). 

(80. 17). Quite true I Our Master has established (this variety). 
But I have omitted it here. Why? Because, (a reason simultaneously 
right and wrong), cannot occur in the process of (natural) ratioicna
tion.1 

(80.21) The proper domain of inference 2 is the threefold logical 
tie, (sc. the necessary presence of the reason upon the subject of the 
conclusion, its necessary presence in similar and its absolute absence 
in all dissimilar cases). (This threefold logical connection), as far as it 
is established by positive facts,S (constitutes the domain of inference 
proper). It produces inference, therefore we call it the domain of infe
rence. An inference (or a conclusion) is produced from such a threefold 
connection when proved by positive facts. Therefore this alone is the 
(real) domain of inference. Since (real) inference (alone) is our subject
matter, we cannot deal with a reason which is (at once) right and 
wrong.4 

(81.1). Indeed, when we have proposed to deal with the threefold 
logical connection as far as it is established on real facts, we can 
introduce only such logical fallacies which are (albeit partly) establi
shed ou real facts.s But a (double) reason which is right and contra-

1 The viruddhavyabhicari fallacy of Dignaga has survived in the Nyaya
Vaiseeika united system under the name of sat-pratipaKfa, and a corresponding 
aspect of the valid reason, the a8at-pratipak~a aspect, has been invented, in order 
to save the right proportion between the number of the aspects of a valid reason a.nd 
the corresponding number of fallacies. Prasastn pilda, p. 239. 2-3, includes it in 
tbe category called by him anadhyavasita reason. He admits that conflicting argu
ments, such as pointed out by Dignaga, occur in science (§astra), but he objects 
to the name of a doubtful reason for it. A doubt is produced when we are not 
capable to decide between two aspects of the same thing, and not when an argu
ment is counterbalanced by another one, cpo N. KandalI, p. 241. 13:1t It is clear 
that Prasastaplida's words are a reply to Digniiga's theory. Bodas thinks, Tarka. 
Samgraha p. 307 (Bombay, 1918), that the satpratipa'k~a fallacy is foreshadowed 
by Got a m a's pra7caratw-sama, N. S., 1. 2. 7, but this is doubtfu 1. 

1I It is clear that this is also the only domain of logic in general; logic, infe
rence, three·aspected reason, inva.riable concomitance, necessa.ry connection, all 
these expressions by their implications cover the same ground. 

S pramarta-siddha. 
4 Lit., « There is no possibility of contrary and non-discrepant II. 
S A. fallacy like the one mentioned in ch. III. 60 cannot be maintained to repose, 

albeit partly, on positive facts. The theory of syllogism is better illustrated by fal-
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dictory is not something established on real facts. Therefore, since it 
is impossible, it is omitted (in our system). (81.4). Why should it be 
impossible? 

114. A (real) eontradiction is indeed impossible 
(i nth e do m a i n 0 f the t h r e e va r i e tie s 0 flo g i cal 
d e pen den c e), a s est a b lis h e d b y u s, i nth e cas e s 0 f 
necessary Succession, of neccessary Coexistence 
and 0 f Neg a t i 0 n.1 

(81. 7). Indeed, a (real) contradiction is an impossibility. We have 
already explained what we understand under a causal and under an 
analytical logical connection. Causality consists in the (necessary) de
pendence of everything upon its cause. An analytical reason consists 
in its being contained under the fact which is deduced from it. In 
order that there should be a real contradiction the effect must exist 
altogether without its own cause, and a property must exist some
where beyond the concept under which it is contained.2 (81. 10). And 
negation should then also be something different from what has been 
established (by us). Negation has been established as a repelled sug
gestion of presence. Such negation is also unthinkable without the 
fact of the absence of some real object (on a definite spot). It also 
affords no opportunity for a (real) contradiction. 

lacies, and the Indian and Tibetan logicians largely use quite impossible combina
tions, because they throw a strong light upon the canons of syllogism. What 
the author here wishes to express is not that contradiction cannot partly repose on 
facts, as every fallacy does, but that, although in our natural process of every day 
thinking we can draw fallacious conclusions, we cannot at once draw two dia
metrically opposed conclusions. This is only possible when the constructors 
of scientific theories depart a long way from the safe ground of realitie sand 
dwell in the sphere of metaphysics. This and the adjoining passages are very 
remarkable as a clear indication of the critical tendencies of Dharmakirti's 
philosophy. 

1 Lit., p. 81. 5-6. (I Because there is no possibility of contradiction of Effect 
and Own-existence whose essence has been indicated, and of Non-perceptionll.-The 
author wishes to emphasize that a.ll our thinking, or else all synthesis of thinking, 
consists either in the affirmation of Succession or of Coinherent Attributes, or in 
the affirmation of Absence of something on a bare place. There is no other general 
principle than these three, they control the entire domain of thought. 

2 Lit., p. 81.9-10, (I What is effect and what is own-essence, how could it 
exist quite forsaking its own cause and (its own) pervader, through what could it 
become contradictoryh. 
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(81. 12). All right! But perhaps there is some other possible con
nection (between realities)? 

115. There is no other insepa.rable conneetion. 

(81.14). There is no other inseparable connection than the three 
(above mentioned). Whatsoever logical connection exists is strictly in
cluded in these three. 

(81.15). But then, where has our Master Dig nag a exposed the 
fallacy (of a counterbalanced reason)? 

(Since two contradicting, mutually repugnant arguments cannot ap
pear at once in the natural run of thought) -

11 6. The ref 0 reD i g nag a has men t ion e d ita s a 
mistaken argument establishing two contradic
tin g fa c t s, s u c h a r gum e n t soc cur ri n gin dog mat i c 
systems where inference concerns metaphysical 
pro b 1 ems and is f 0 u n d e don dog mat i c (p rem i s e s) 
and not upon an (un biassed) observation of real 
f ac t S.l 

(81. IS). The self-contradictory reason has been established with 
reference to arguments founded on (blindly accepted) dogmatic theo
ries, because it never occurs in an argument which is founded on the 
weight of real facts. 

(81. 19). When an inference (and) the logical construction 2 on 
which it is founded are dogmatically believed,3 the foundation of the 
argument is dogma. 

(S1. 19). But are dogmatical constructions 4, not also established 
upon some real facts? 

The answer is that they are not naturally evolved out of an (un
prejudiced consideration of real facts, but) they are produced under 
the influence of phantastical ideas.5 

1 Lit., p. 81.16-17. «Therefore the coIitradicting-nondiscrepant proof-fallacy 
has been established with reference to inference fonnded on dogma, not starting 
from observing the force of real facts in pondering over such objects». 

II 1i.nga-t'1'airiipyam 
8 agama-siddham. 
4 trairupyam. 
!i avastu-dariana. 
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(81. 20). The contemplation of non-realities is pure imagination. 
Its force is its influence. When the logical foundation 1 of an inference 
is influenced by (such phantoms) it is not established on real facts, 
but on pure imagination, and imagination is not reality.2 

(82.1). Now, what is the proper place of such dogmatic argu
ments? 

There are subjects 3 which are the proper place for such arguments, 
viz., metaphysical ~ problems, problems unaccessible neither to direct 
observation nor to (correct) ratiocination, as, for instance, the problem 
of the rea lit y 0 f the Un i v e r sal s. When the investigation of 
these problems is tackled, dogmatical argumentation flourishes.s Our 
Master Dig n it g a has mentioned the counterbalanced argument (as 
a special fallacy) in connection with such (metaphysical problems only). 

(82.5). Why again does such a fallacy occur in dogmatic argu
mentation only? 

117. It (often) happens that promotors of 
systems are mistaken and ascribe (to entities) 
such attributes as are incompatible with their 
nature.6 

(82. 7). Promo tors of systems ascribe, or include into entities such 
attributes that are incompatible with them, such as are contrary to 
reality. When this happens the counterbalanced reason becomes possible. 
This happens by mistake, through confusion. Indeed, there are such 
confused scientists who never stop in imagining unwarranted facts.7 

(82.10). But if scientifical authorities can be mistaken, how can 
we believe ordinary men? He says -

118. When the argument is founded on the 
pro per I y 0 b s e r v e d rea 1 con d i t ion 0 f rea 1 t h i n g s, 

1 trairupyam. 
2 Lit., p. 81. 20-82.1. «The contemplation of a non-real object is mere con

struction, its force is its efficiency, from it starting, not from evidence, having its staud 
on mere construction, the three-aspectedness of inference founded on dogma, not on 
evidence. - The Tib. = iigama-.iddha-trairilpya·anumana'lIa apramiit'-yat. 

3 cwtha. 
4 atindriya. 
S .am-bhamti. 
6 Read svaboo'Dasya in p. 82.6. 
7 Lit., p. 81.8-9. «Indeed confused makers of Kcience (or scientific works) 

superimpose such and such unexisting nature». 
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w hen e i the rae a s e 0 f (n e c e s sa r y) S u c c e s s ion 0 r 
of (n e c e s s a r y) Co ex is ten ceo r 0 f A b sen eel is t h u s 
est a b Ii s h P. d, the rei s nor 0 0 m for con t r a d i c t ion. 

(82.12). (Facts) are established as logical reasons not by any 
(arbitrary) arrangement,2 but by their real condition. Therefore when 
the facts of (necessary) Coexistence, of (necessary) Succession and of 
Absence are established as the real condition of real things, there is no 
room for (contradiction). (82.13). An established fact is an ultimately 
real 3 fact. Properly established is a fact established without trespas
sing (into the domain of fancy). Properly established real conditions of 
real facts are the facts which have been thus established. Such facts 
are not founded on imagination/I but they stand as stands reality (it
self). Therefore they do not afford any room for illusion which could 
alone give an opportunity to two mutually exclusive reasons. 

(82. 17). Follows an example of two mutually exclusive reasonings. 

119. An example of this fallacy are (the 
following two contradictory deductions. The 
first is), 

(Major premise). A (thing) which is simul
tan e 0 u sly i n her e n t 4 i n d iff ere n t 0 b j e c t s, w her e
soever they be situated, (must be) ubiquitous. 

(Example). Just as the Cosmical Ether. 

(M i nor pre m i s e). A U n i v e r sal iss i m u 1 t a -
neously inherent in different objects which 
are to be found everywhere. 

(Conclusion). (Hence a Universal must be 
ubi qui t 0 u S).5 

(82.21). «An (attribute) which is simultaneously (and obviously) 
present in a number of objects in which it inheres, wheresoever they 

1 atma-kiirya-anupalambhe~u. Lit., «in self, in effect, in non-perception». 
2 kalpanii. 
3 Ultimately rea.! (paramarlha-sat) is here evidently not in the strict sense of 

a «thing in itaelf», but of something having an ultimately real substratum, cp. 
above trsI. p. 34, note 6 . 

• abhi.8ambadhyame= 8amaveti. 
5 Lit., p. 82. 18-20. «An example for this. What is simultaneously intimately 

(abhi-) connected with those its own intimate containers which a.re resident in an 
pla.ces, that is nbiquitous, just as Ether. Intimately simultaneously connected with 
its own intimate containers which are resident in all places is a Universah). 
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be situated)) - this makes up for the subject (of the general propo
sition). «Is ubiquitous)) - is its predicate. It expresses that the fact 
of such simultaneous presence is invarjably concomitant with omnipre
sence, and therefore, subaltern to the latter. 

(83.2). Now, it has been established by the great sage K a n a d a 
that a Universal is motionless, is amenable to sense-perception and pos
sesses unity. It simultaneously resides in every object with which it 
is connected by inherence. A pu pH of KaI,).ada, named P a i I uk a,l 
has advanced the syllogism (in question) in order to prove that Uni
versals are present in all particulars, and in the intervals between 
them, where the particulars are absent, as well. (83.5). (Just as the 
Cosmical Ether)) - is an example supporting the general proposition. 
The Cosmica1 Ether, indeed, is simultaneously inherent in all the ob
jects which are contained in it, wheresoever they be situated, e. g., in 
trees etc. The words ( a Universal is simultaneously inherent in 
all objects everywhere situated)), contain (the minor premise estab
lishing the fact) that the reason is present upon the subject of the 
conclusion. 

(83.8). The (author) understands 2 this argument as an analytical 
reasoning. 

120. The deduction is an analytical one. The 
rea I pre sen ceo f (a Un i v e r sal) ina de fi nit e p I ace 
is deduced merely (by analysis) of the fact that 
it is inherent in the objects occupying that place. 
Indeed, (the opposite of that is impossible), if so
met h i n g i s a b sen t fro m (a d e fi nit e) p 1 ace, i t doe s 
not fill up t hat p 1 ace by its 0 w n s e If.3 

1 Pail&va and Pai~h au are evidently two invented names in connection with 
the theories ofpilu-piika-vacla and pithara-piika-vacla, the first was later ascribed 
to the Ya.jse~ikas, cpo Prasastapada, p. 107.5, the second to the Naiyayikas, cpo 
Tarkadipika, p. 17 (Bombay, 1918). But no connection between these names a.nd 
the doctrine of the reality of Universals haa as yet been on record. Ka~ada's 
siitra 1. 2.3 is unclear. The doctrine is full blown in Praiia.stapada., p. 314. 21-
antariile ca... avyCIJpadelyani. It is one of the fundamental tenets of the united 
Nyaya-Yaisesika school. From Dh.'s words it would appear that the Pith,ara-piika-
vadins did not share it. 2 yojayan, lit. «construes D. 

Slit., p. 83. 9-10. «The possession of a nature which is present in its place 
depends as a consequence (anubanclhini) upon merely the na.ture connected with 
it (i. e., inherent in it). Indeed what where is absent, it does not pervade its place 
by its own self. Thus a formula of the own-existence reason». - The gist of the 
argnment seems to be that Universals cannot move, hence they mnst be omnipresent 
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(83.11). The essence of a Universal is to be inherent in the (cor
responding particular) things everywhere, (wheresoever) they be situ
ated. This property alone is sufficient to deduce from it the fact of the 
(real) presence (of the Universal) in these places, (i. e., everywhere).l 

(83.14). If something possesses the essence of being inherent in a 
number of other things, it necessarily must be present in the places 
occupied by them. Therefore the fact that a Universal is present in a 
place is deduced from the fact of its being inherent (in the palticular 
things) there situated. 

(83.16). It may be objected that a cow is (intimately) connected 
with its owner, but he does not occupy the same place 1I as the cow. 
How is it then that the property of occupying the same place is de
duced from the fact of being in a (certain) connection with the objects 
occupying it? It is said in answer. 

(83.17). (This connection is one of inherence). If something is not 
present in a place, it cannot contain in itself the objects there situated. 
(83.18). The connection which is here alluded to as existing between 
a Universal and (the corresponding particulars) possessing it, is Inhe
rence. Such a connection is only possible between two entities occupy
ing the same place. According to that (kind of connection, a Universal) 
inhering somewhere comprehends the object in which it inheres in its 
own essence. It thus locates its own self into the place occupied by 
the object in which it inheres.s To contain something means (here) just 
to occupy that very place 4 which is (also occupied by this thing). This is 
Inherence. 

(83.21). Therefore, if something inheres in something else, it per
vades that thing by its own existence and becomes itself present in 
the place (of that object). 

(83.22). The idea (of the author) is the following one. CompreheIlr 
sion involves presence. If there is no presence, neither can there be 

1 Lit., p. 83.11-14. «The nature of a Universal is to be conjoined with those 
things situated in all places. This a.lone, the mere nature of being COnjoined with 
it. It follows on it, it is consequent on it. What is it? He says. The fact of having 
the nature of being present in their place. The place of those connected is their 
place. Whose oWD-existence is present in their place, it has its own existence pre
sent in that place. Its condition is (its) essence ». 

II sannihita here clearly in the sense of ubeing present», not of being near, 
cpo this term in L 13, trans}. and note. 

SLit., p. 83. 19-20. «It introduces itself into the place the object inhered in». 
t desa-riipa = clela-wariipa. 
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comprehension, nor inherence which is equivalent to comprehension. 
But comprehension exists and consequently presence in the same place, 
(i. e., everywhere) exists as well.1 This is an analytical deduction.2 

(84.3). The (contrary) syllogism advanced by P a i t h a r a is now 

given. 

121. The second, (the contra-) deduction runs 

t h u s. 
(M a j 0 r pre m i s e). If s 0 met h i n g per c e p t i b I e 

i s not per c e i v e d u p 0 nap 1 ace, i tis a b sen t 

from it. 
(Example). As e. g., an absent jar. 

(M i nor pre m is e). A Un i v e r sal, a It h 0 ugh 
(s up p 0 sed) to be per c e p t i b I e, is not per c e i v e d 
in the intervals between the (corresponding) 
particulars. 

(00 n cl u s ion). (H en c e it is a b sen t). 

This negative conclusion and the former analy
tical deduction, since they contradict one an
other, produce together an uncertain (conclusion). 

(84.8). What fulfils the conditions of perception, i. e., what is a 
possible object of perception, what may be imagined as perceived -
such is the subject of the general proposition. (( It is here absent)), 
i. e., we can take action 3 without expecting to find it there - such is 
the predicate. It is thus stated that the first is subordinate to the se
cond. The example is an absent jar. 

1 Lit., p. 83.22. «Pervasion of real things situated in this place is subordinate 
to existence in that place. Because if there is no exist~nce in its place, there is no 
pervasion of it, there will be no inherence·connection whose essence is pervasion. 
But there is pervasion, therefore (there is) presence in its place. Therefore this is 
an own-existence reason». 

2 Since Dharmakirti admits only two varieties of deduction, deduction of 
necessary Succession or Causality and deduction of necessary Coexistence or ana
lytical deduction, he evidently could construct the conclusion about the real pre
sence of Universals in the individual things in which they inhere as an analytical 
judgment or judgment of necessary coexistence. The subject of the judgment-the 
faet of inherence - is alone sufficient to deduce the reality or real presence of 
the Universal. The judgment is so constructed that its validity reposes on the law 
of Contradiction alone «wl::at really inheres is really present, inherence is presence ». 

3 vyavahara. 
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(84.10). The words (Ca Universal etc.)) point to the minor premise. 

(84. 11). The intervals between the particulars include other parti
culars, as well as empty space. Although the Untversal ((COW)) is per
ceived in some particulars, it is not perceived in others, e. g., in hor
ses etc. Neither is it perceived in empty space, where there are alto
gether no particulars. It follows that it is absent in these places. 

(84.13). This negative conclusion and the aforesaid (analytical 
deduction) prove (two conclusions) which are contradictory of one 
another - they produce uncertainty about the subject of the inference 
(making the existence of Universals doubtful). 

(84.14). There is no such object in existence which should (really) 
possess contradictory properties. One of the reasons here proves the 
presence of Universals in other particulars and in empty space. The 
other, being negative, proves their non-existence there. 

(84. 16). Now, one thing cannot at the same time and in the same 
place be existent and non-existent, because this (runs against the law 
of) Contradiction. Thus it is, that the (kind of) Universal which is the
oretically constructed has two predicates simultaneously - omnipre
sence and non-omnipresence. The two reasons establishing that are in 
conflict with one another. 

(84.18). Because it is assumed that the same Universal is simul
taneously inherent in all particulars, wherever they be situated, and 
because it is assumed that it is visible, therefore it is concluded -
from the fact of its inherence, that it is omnipresent, and from its 
perceptibility, since it is not visible in the intervals between the par
ticulars, that it is not omnipresent. Thus it is that the promotor of 
the doctrine himself has failed to take notice of this mutual contra
diction. He has constructed two conflicting attributes and has thus 
given a loophole for contradiction to enter. 

However, in (objective) reality such contradiction is impossible. 

§ 18. THE IMPORT OF EXAMPLES. 

(84.22). Different logical reasons, since they are members of syl
logisms, have been examined and, incidentally, fallacious reasons as 
well. Now the question is asked, whether the examples which are also 
members of syllogisms must not likewise be examined, and on this 
occasion false examples as well? 
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122. The exposition of the three-aspected logi
cal reason is finished. Such a reason is quite 
cap a b lea Ion e top rod u c e cog nit ion 0 f the (i n fer -
red) 0 b j e c t. Hen c e the e x amp lei s nos epa rat e 
member of the syllogism. Its definition is not 
g i v ens epa rat ely, b e c a use i tis imp Ii e d (i nth e 
definition of the reason). 

(85.3). The three-aspected reason has been expounded. What is 
the use of dwelling upon the examples? 

However (it may be objected) that the reason alone does not, by 
itself, produce a cognition of the object (of inference)? The (author) 
answers that the reason is quite sufficient alone to produce a cogni
tion of the deduced predicate, (he means) just the reason as he has 
defined it. Such a reason is capable alone to yield a result. Hence the 
demonstration will be complete when the reason alone has been given 
(full) verbal expression. The example does not really constitute a sepa
rate premise, and for tbis rea~on a definition of the example has not 
been given separately from the definition of the reason. 

(85.6). But it may be questioned, how is the invariable concomi
tance of the reason to be established, if there are no examples (to sup
port it)? (The author answers). We do not at all maintain that there 
are altogether no examples (to support it), but we maintain that the 
example is inseparable from the reason, it is necessarily included in 
the reason. That is why it is said that its definition is not given 
separately, it is not (simply) said that its definition is not given 
at all. 

(85.9). Be it so! It is nevertheless a member subordinate to the 
reason. This should (not prevent us) from giving its definition? (This 
however would be useless). Since the import of such a definition is 
implied (in the definition of the reason), its import, its purpose, the 
meaning expressed by the word, are implied. For this cause (it is not 
given).l (85.10). Indeed, when a definition of the example is given, 
this is done in order to produce a clear conception of what an example 
is. Bnt since we already know it just from the definition of the reason, 
therefore the purpose of the definition is (attained), the clear concep-

1 Lit., p. 85.9 .• If so, the definition also of the subservient to the reason must 
be just given, thus be says - because the meaning is known. The meaning, the 
aim. or the expressed part is known, of what the example-definition (shonld be). 
Thus its oondition, esseDce, therefore ». 
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tion of what an example is, is known, is realized, or the meaning of 
the word example, the idea (corresponding to it) is implied (in the 
meaning of the reason). 

(85.13). How is its meaning implied? 

123. The e sse n ceo f a log i c a Ire a son, in g en e
ral, has been defined by us as consisting in its 
pre sen ceo n I yin s i mil arc a s e s, and its a b sen c e 
fr 0 m eve r y dis s i mil arc a s e. Fur the r, we h a v e 
specified that the causal and the analytical rea
sons must be shown to represent, (the first) an 
effect (from which the existence of a cause is 
in fer red), (t h e sec 0 n d, a n e c e s s a r i I Y co e xis tin g 
attribute) which alone is sufficient for deducing 
(the consequence). When the reasons are so re
presented, it is then shown that 1) wherever 
s m 0 k e e xis t s, fir e e xis t s, Ii k e ina kit c hen; if 
there is no fire, neither is there smoke, like in 
con t r a r y cas e s; 2) w her eve r the rei s pro due t ion 
the rei s c han g e, Ii k e ina jar; if s 0 met h i n g i s 
c han gel e s s, i tis not apr 0 d u c t, Ii k e Spa c e. It i s, 
i n dee d, imp 0 s sib leo the r w i set 0 s how the e xis -
tence (of the reason) in similar and its absence 
from (all) contrary cases with the qualification 
t hat we h a v e in t rod u e e d, viz. 1) the c au sal de
d u c t ion (0 f the ex i s ten ceo far e a son) n e c e s s a
ri ly f 0 11 0 w s fro m the ex i s ten ceo f the e ff e c t, 
2) the (analytically deduced) property is neces
sarily inherent in the fact representing the ana
I y tic a Ire a son. W hen t his iss how n, i tis Ii k e -
w i s e s how n w hat a n e x amp lei s, sin c e it s e sse n c e 
inc Iud e s not h i n gel s e. 

(85.22). The essence of the logical reason is (first) given in gene
ral terms, without specification. It means that the general definition, 
equally applies to the causal, the analytical and the negative rea
sons. Now, why is (this general essence which comprises) the two as
pects - its presence in similar cases only, and its absence from every 
dissimilar case - why is it (first) generally stated? The general essence, 
although indicated, cannot be realized (by itself). Just the same 
must be represented as inherent in (every) particular case. (86.2). 
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Therefore it must be stated that (the logical reason), in particular, 
represents either the effect (from which the cause is inferred) Or an 
(essential attribute) from whose presence alone the consequence follows 
(by way of analysis). These two varieties must be represented as in
stances possessing (the general features of a logical reason). (86.3). 
Indeed, when we have clearly realized 1 (an entity as) an effect, we (eo 
ipso) have realized its presence in similar cases only, and its absence 
from every contrary case. (86.4). An analytical predicate must be 
represented as following out of (<its mere presence)), i. e., (out of the 
presence of) the reason. The consequence (in these cases) exists where
ver the reason exists. It is a consequence, i. e., it follows. Nothing but 
the presence of the reason, (lit alone ", means the reason alone, (its 
presence is sufficient for the consequence to follow). The (ddentity)) of 
the consequence (with the reason) consists just in its being present 
(wheresoever the reason is present). (86.6). When something is known 
to possess an inherent property,!! it (eo ipso) becomes known that it is an 
analytical reason which is present in similar cases only and is absent 
from every contrary case. (86. 7). It is just this general characteristic 
that must be realized as inherent in the varieties (of the reason). Not 
otherwise .. The definition of the varieties has been given for that pur
pose. (86.8). What follows from this? It is (said what) follows. Namely 
it follows that when someone wishes to give a general defiinition, it 
must be done by pointing out (its application to) the particular cases. 
This is the general meaning.s 

(86.10). C( Wherever there is smoke, there is fire)) - this is (the 
general proposition) expressing the invariable concomitance of the 
effect (whic-h effect represents) the logical reason. This concomitance 
is established by facts 4 proving the causal relation (of fire and smoke). 
Therefore, the example (( like in the kitchen)) must be given. (( Where 
there is no fire, there never is any smoke)), this is the contraposi
tion of the major premise. It likewise must be proved (by examples), 
((as e. g., in the contrary cases)), (namely in the pond etc.). Indeed, it 

1 vijMte. 
2 Lit., p. 86.6. «When the essence of the p'·obans becomes known •.. )), i. e.~ 

when one fact representing the consequence becomes known as representing an 
essential property of another fact which is the reason, its presence is deduced from 
the presence of the latter. 

3 .ambandha. 
4 prama!la. 
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must be proved that the absence of fire is necessarily followed by thE 
absence of smoke. This can be proved by pointing to instances dissi· 
milar to the case of the kitchen fire. 

(86.13). « Wheresoever (we apprehend) the fact that a thing is pro· 
duced (from causes), (we also observe that) it is impermanenb" thi! 
is (the general proposition) establishing the invariable concomitancE 
in an analytical judgment.l Its contra position is exhibited by the word! 
uwherever there is no impermanence (i. e., no change) there never is an3 
production)) (i. e., no causal relation). (86.15). The facts 1I establishin~ 

the concomitance must be pointed to by an example of similarity 
When the (positive) concomitance has been established, it must bE 
further shown that the reason is absent wheresoever the consequencE 
is absent. Thus the examples (both positive and negative) ujust as ~ 

jar)) and ((just as Space)) must necessarily be given. (86.17). Why is i1 
so? Because it would be otherwise impossible to show that the pre· 
sence in similar and absence in contrary cases, which constitute thE 
general essence (of a logical connection), possess the indicated qualifi· 
cation, viz., that they are necessary. Necessity is the indicated qualifi· 
cation, it consists in the circumstance that the reason is present iI 
similar cases only, and absent in every dissimilar case. Indeed, wher 
the special definitions have been given, the specified character of thi! 
(necessary) presence and of this (necessary) absence of the reason ha! 
(eo ipso) been pointed to. 

(86. 20). And it is impossible to specify the essence of the varietie! 
(of logical dependence) without (pointing to the examples from whicl 
they are drawn). Smoke is a result (of causes and it here plays thE 
part of a sufficient) reason. (Fire is the cause and its necessary pre· 
sence) is the logical consequence. This relation, or the fact of the exis· 
tence of an effect, implies logical necessity,3 because the presence 0 

smoke as an effect, is necessarily dependent upon the presence of fir. 
(as its cause). This necessary dependence of an effect (upon some pre 
vious cause),~ which is the essence (of one) of the varieties of logica 
dependence, cannot be shown otherwise (than by pointing to examples).: 

1 svabhiiva-hetor. 
2 p1·amii1Ja. 
8 niyama. 
4 tat-kiiryatii-niyama. 
5 Lit., p. 86.20-22. «And the essence of the particular cannot he ShOWl 

otherwise. Of this probandum the effect, its effect, smoke. Its rela.tion (bhava), its he 
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(86.22). Neither can the other relation, (the relation which consti
tutes the seeond) variety of logical dependence (namely the analytical 
relation) be indicated (without having in view the examples). This re
lation consists in the necessary concomitance of two co-inherent attri
butes,! the presence of the one being the necessary mark of the pre
sence of the other.2 

(86. 23). Since the relation of Causality or the relation of Co-inhe. 
rence must be established (by experience) on examples like the kit
chen fire (producing smoke), or the jar (being non-eternal), therefore 
in pointing to the facts 3 on which the general proposition 4, is based 
the examples by similarity must (inevitably) be quoted. (87.1). The 
contrary example has the aim of pointing to the absence of the 
effect where the reason is absent, after their causal relation has 
been established (at first by positive examples). (87.2). This is 
just the reason why (the contrary example) is not necessarily some
thing reaL5 The absence of the effect when the cause is absent (since 

ing an effect. Just this is necessity (niyama), because smoke is necessarily depen
dent on fire as its cause. Tbis, tbe uecessity (consisting in) being its effect, as ha
ving the essence (riipa = svaropa) of the definition of (one) variety, cannot be 
shown otherwise». 

1 The linga is svabhiiva and tbe sadhya is svabhava, or else the linga is a linga 
for its own st1abhava, cpo above tbe sutras III. 18-20 and the notes to the trans
lation. 

2 Lit., p. 86. 22-23. «And the pervasion of the own-existence-mark by own
existence which is the probandum, being the essence of the definition of (the other) 
variety cannot otherwise be shown)). 

3 pamatta. 4 vyapti. 
5 According to tbe Naiyayiks a syllogism where the contrary example is not a 

reality is a syllogism without any contrary instance, a syllogism whose major pre
mise is a generalization from positive instances alone, it is kevala-am:ayin, vipakfa
hinalJ, just as tbe Buddhist deduction of tbe non· eternity of the sounds of speech 
from the fact that tbey are products, yathii sarranityatva-riidinam, anitya~ §ab
dalJ, krtakatvad iti, says Uddyotakara, p. 48.12. The counter-example oftbe 
Buddhists is Space or tbe Cosmical Ether which is eterna.l and unproduced, but, 
according to Mahayana-Buddbists, not a reality, since all reality is nOll-eternal. 
T?e Buddhists retorted that if the reason is not absent in the contrary, albeit ima
gmed, cases. it must be present, since non absent means present, and we will be 
landed in the absurdity of admitting the presence of a reality in an unreality. 
This point was then discussed with much scholastic subtlety and great animosity 
between tbe Buddhist logicians and the Naiyayiks, cpo Tatp., p. 114.22 if., Pari
suddhi, p. 708-735 and the gloss ofVardhamana-llpadbyaya ibid. Uday
ana quotes tbe opinions of tbe Buddhists JiianaSri (p. 713) and Prajiii1kara
gupta's Vartikilaxpkara (p. 730). 
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it is an absence) occurs in real as well as in unreal cases. Therefore 
we admit as negative examples real and unreal (i. e., imagined) facts. 
(87.3). Thus it is impossible to indicate either the positive concomi
tance or its contraposition without an example. (87. 4). Consequently
when the essence of the logical reason has been elicited, it has been 
eo ipsol shown, 1) that a positive example being the fact 2 proving the 
concomitance of the reason (with its consequence, must be assumed) 
and 2) a negative example, as wel1, mnst be quoted, because it shows 
(subsequently), after the positive concomitance has been established
that if the consequence is absent, the reason is also a.bsent. 

(87.6). When this (relation) has been indicated the examples 
have been eo ipso indicated also. When it has been shown that such 
and such a fact 3 is to be taken as a fact 4 establishing concomitance from 
the positive side, and when (the other facts) have been shown where 
this concomitance is absent, the examples have been eo ipso given. 
(87.8). If it is asked, why? - we answer, because (its essence) is 
nothing but that. Indeed so much only is the essence of an example. 
For a positive example, it is to indicate the facts establishing the con
comitance, and for a negative example, it is to show that the reason 
whose concomitance has been positively established, is absent where
soever the consequence is absent. 

(87.11). Now, all this is already clear from our explanation of the 
character of a logical reason. What then may be the use of giving a 
(separate) definition of the example? 

§ 19. FALLACIOUS POSITIVE EXAMPLES. 

124. Fall a cia use x amp Ie s are a Iso vir t u ally 
r e j e c ted b y t his (a c c 0 u n t 0 f the rea son). 

(87. 13). The analysis of the essence of a logical reason discloses the 
(function of) examples. It virtually includes an account of wrong, i. e. 
fallacious, examples. When, indeecl, an example has been chosen for 
illustrating (the general proposition), as has been explained above, 
if it nevertheless is not fit to fulfill its own function, it will be a 

1 likhyiirl.lid eva. 
2 pramii!la. 
3 80 'yam artha~l. 
-l pramiitla. 
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wrong example. This is virtually implied (in our account of the logi
<cal reason). 

(87.16). Some instances of wrong examples are now given. 

125. (Thesis). The sounds of speech are eternal 
en tit i e s. 

(Reason). Because they are not impene
t r a b 1 e bod i e s 0 f Ii mit e d dim ens ion s. 

(Examples). As, e. g., motion, atoms or 
a jar. 

These examples are deficient in regard of the 
·consequence or of the reason or of both. 

(87.19). The eternal character of the sounds of speech is the con
sequence which must be established. The fact of not being an (impenet
rable) material body (of circumscribed dimensions) is adduced as the 
reason. The examples of motion, of atoms, and of a jar are quoted as 
similar cases. They are wrong, because they are deficient either in the 
first attribute (the predicate eternity) or in the second (the reason -
(impenetrability), or in both. 

(87.21). Motion lacks the first. The atoms lack the second, since 
the atoms have (infinitesmal) dimension. A body is a substance which 
is not ubiquitous and has (limited) dimensions. Atoms are not ubiqui
tous and are essentially substances. That they are eternal, (i. e., un
changing), is a tenet of the Va i is e ~ i k a school. Thus they are not 
deficient in the predicated attribute. .A. jar is deficient in both. It is 
not eternal and is an impenetrable body of limited dimensions. 

126. The sam e a p p Ii est 0 cas e s w her e the pre -
sence of the predicated attribute and (of the 
reason) is uncertain. 

1. E. g., (T h e sis). T his man iss u b j e c t top a s -
s ions. 

(R e as 0 n). Bee a use he is end 0 wed wit h the 
faculty of speech. 

(Example). As e. g., a man in the street. 

2. (Thesi~). This man is mortal. 

(R e a son). Bee au s e he iss u b j e C t top a s
sio n s. 
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(Example). As e. g., a man in the street. 

3. (Thesis). This man is non-omniscient. 

(Reason). Because he is subject to pas
s ions. 

(Example). As e. g., a man in the street. 

(88.7). The first of these (deductions) has an uncertain predicate. 
(All) are examples where (there is some uncertainty); either the predi
cated attribute is uncertain or the reason adduced is uncertain or 
both are uncertain. 

(88.8). (The following are) examples. In the (first example) the 
existence of passions is the predicate, the faculty of speech-the reason, 
the man in the street-the example. It is uncertain whether he really 
is passionless. 

(88.10). (Again in the second example) Ifmortal)) is the predicate; 
(( this man)) is the subject; « because he has passions)) is the reason. 
The presence of the latter in the example, a man in the street, is un
certain, but his mortality is certain. 

(88.12). (In the third example), the predicate is non-omniscience; 
« because he is subject to passions)) is the reason. Both are uncertain 
in the man in the street, his not being omniscient (since this is a 
transcendental quality which never can be neither affirmed nor denied), 
and his being subject to passions.l 

127. (Next come examples where) necessary con
com ita n c e i s e i the r a b sen t (b e c au s e 0 fin com -
pie t e in d u c t ion) 0 r not rig h t lye x pre sse d (b e
cause of the carelessness of the speaker). 

1. (TheSiS). Whosoever speaks is subject to 
pas s ions. 

(Example). Like, e. g., our Mr. So and So. 

2. (Thes.is). The sounds of speech are imper
man en t. " 

(Reason). Because they are products, 

(Eliample). As e. g., a jar. 

1 For the same reason, i. e., because an absolute freedom from pa.aSl0ns and 
desires is not known from experience. 
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(88.16). Deficient in regard of necessary concomitance 1 is a case 
where the accidental coexistence II of reason and consequence is alone 
indicated, but it is not shown that the reason is logically subordinated S 

to the consequence. An example in which the necessary concomitance 
of (the reason with the consequence) is not rightly expressed, is an 
example where the right logical concomitance (exists in the mind of 
the speaker), but is not put by him in the right form. 

(88.18). An example of the first kind is the following one, (ffwhoso
ever speaks is subject to passions))). II Whosoever speaks)), i. e., the 
facuIty of speech, is the subject of the general proposition. «He pos
sesses passions)), i. e., the attribute of passions, is the logical conse
quence. Hence the existence of the faculty of speech is a fact logically 
subordinated 4 to the fact of having passions. The necessary concomi
tance (of both these attributes) is thus expressed. «Like our Mr. So 
and SO)) is the example. By the word «our))b the disputant and the 
opponent are equally included (i. e., a person is alluded to which is 
well known to them both) as possessing passions. (88.21). What is 
really proved (by this example) is mereiy the fact of a coexistence iu 
M-r. So and So of the faculty of speech together with his passions. 
But the necessary logical subordination (of the first attribute to the 
second) is not proved. Therefore the example is deficient in regard of 
(the necessity and universality of) the concomitance.6 

(88.22). (In the second example) «impermanence)) is the logical 
predicate; If because it is a product I) is the reason. 

(89.1). (The example is) «like a jar)). This (example) is not suffi
cient to express adequately the necessary concomitance (of these two 
attributes). Although the sounds of our speech are similar to a jar as 
regards production, (both are produced according to causal laws), but 
they cannot (on this ground) be necessarily conceived 7 as similar in 
regard of the attribute of impermanence. (The example, as it is expes-

1 an-anvaya. 
II sambhava-matram. 
3 vyiipta. 
4 niyama. 
5 i§~a. 

6 It is clear that Dharmakirti treats here every case of incomplete not suf
ficiently warranted, induction as a fallacy of example, but the term exam~le beco
mes then partly a synonym of the ma.jor premise, not only of induction, a.s is cle
arly seen In the next siltra. 

7 pratyetum = niScetum. 
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sed, proves mere coexistence, not necessary coinherence, and if deduc
tions were allowed on the ground of mere coexistence), every thing 
would be deducible out of anything.1 (89.2). But if it were clearly re
alized that the essence 2 of production implies impermanence, then we 
could deduce the latter from the former. (The syllogism should have 
been expressed thus), ((whatsoever is a product is impermanent". The 
necessary concomitance of production with impermanence would have 
been clearly expressed. And then, in order to prove this concomitance, 
an example should be given whose object it would be to illustrate 
the meaning of the general sentence.s 

(89.5). In that case the example would really serve to illustrate 
necessary coexistence. But in our case the example is given without 
at all expressing the necessary coexistence. Such an example serves 
only to point out some similarity. But the predicate cannot be validly 
deduced upon mere similarity (or incomplete induction). 

(89.6). Thus the function of an example is (to prove the validity) 
of the invariable (and necessary) concomitance. In our case such an 
example is not given. The example as it is given is useless, since it 
proves mere similarity. It is fallacious by the fault of the speaker, 
(not by itself). (89.8). The speaker indeed must here convince his 
interlocuter. Therefore although the real stuff is not wrong, but it has 
been wrongly represented by the speaker. In this sense it becomes 
wrong nevertheless. 

1 atiprasangat, «because of an over-deduction ad absurdum; the term is used 
when the deduction implies giving up of every uniformity a.nd the possibility of 
-everything, cpo N. K aJ;l ika, p. 27. 11 and 28.5 niyamaka-nimittabha1)at sarva
sarribhavalj,-atiprasangalJ. = sarvatra-pravrtti-prasangalJ,. 

2 svabhava here in the sense of an essential attrihute, implying svabhava-pra
tibandha. 

3 In the preceding syllogism the major premise which, being the result of In· 
duction, is regarded as an inherent part of the examples, of the similar and dissi
milar cases, has been given full expression, although the Induction was incomplete 
and the generalization unsufficiently warranted. In the present syllogism, on the 
contrary, the example alone is mentioned, the major premise is not expressed. 
Although the example of the jar is sufficient for the Bnddhist who conceives the 
jar, and every existent object, as a compact chain of momentary existences, it ma.y 
have no sufficient proving forc,e for his interlocutor. Therefore the speaker, for the 
sake of clea.rness, should have appended the major premise emphasizing that it is 
of the essence of every thing produced according to causal laws to be imperma.
llent, i. e., discontinuant or new in every moment. 
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120. This also refers (to an example whose 
meaning has been expressed through) an inver
ted con com ita nee, e. g., 

(Thesis). (The sounds of speech are im
permanent). 

(R eason). (B e ca us e th e y ar e produced 
from causes). 

(Example). (Just as a jar etc.), whatsoever 
is imp e r man e n tis apr 0 d u C t.1 

(89.11). The following is an example (which is in itself quite 
a right one, but the interdependence of the two attributes which it should 
illustrate has been expressed) in an inverted order. This is exemplified 
by the proposition (attached to the example of a jar etc.), (( whatsoever is 
impermanent is a product)). The example should prove (in our syllo
gism) that whatsoever is produced is impermanent. Then the imperma
nent (or momentary) character of things could be deduced from the 
fact that they are produced (from causes). (The reverse has been done) 
in the present case, production has been represented as a consequence 
of impermanence and not (vice versa), impermanence as a consequence 
of production. 

(89.13). Indeed (impermanence can be deduced from production, 
since) production is necessarily subordinate to impermanence. But pro
duction has not been quoted (in the present syllogism) as necessarily 
subordinate to impermanence, therefore impermanence cannot be de
duced from such production which is not quoted as subordinate to 
impermanence. 

(89.15). Indeed, the words «whatsoever is impermanent)) express 
the subject of the general proposition, the words (cis a product)) 

1 Lit., p. 89.10. ((Thus (the example) with inverted concomitance, what is im
permanent is a product». - The formulation of this paslJ8.ge is very characteristic. 
It represents really the major premise, but is here called an example. The major 
premise being always a generalization drawn from particular cases or examples, 
these examples become virtually the equivalent of the major premise. This is why 
,Plirthasarathi sa.ys that the Buddhist syllogism consists only of example and 
minorprem.ise, cpo Sastradipika, p. 239. This, of course, must not be understood as 
intimating that experience and induction from particular cases are the exclusive 
source of knowledge. On the contrary, Dharmakirti puts great emphasis on his 
principle that deduction implies logical necessity (1Iilcaya, niyama) which can ne. 
ver be found in experience alone. 
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express the predicate. This means that if something is produced (by 
its causes), it is so because it is impermanent, and not (as it should 
be), that if something is a product, it necessarily is impermanent. 

(89.17). We cannot, indeed, conclude that something is voluntarily 
produced because it is impermanent, since voluntary production is not 
necessarily consequent on impermanence, (there are impermanent things 
which are not so produced). Just so would it be impossible to deduce 
production from impermanence, because the fact of production is not 
necessarily consequent on impermanence.l 

(89.18). Although, as things stand in reality, the fact of being 
produced (from causes) is necessarily subordinate to the fact of being 
impermanent, (and this is just what the speaker meaDS by his example; 
but he has failed to express himself correctly, since one must under
stand his words as meaning that the first attribute) is not necessa
rily snbordinate to, (and contained under, the second). (89. 19). There-

1 The two concepts of If being produced by causes)) and of « being an imperma
nent entity are really conterminous in Mahayana Buddhism. Existence is defined by 
the Sautrantikas and Yogacaras as causal efficiency (arlha-kriya-karitva). Everyexi
stence is imagined as a continual run of discrete moments of existence, the next fol
lowing moment being the product of the preceding one. Thus to be a product, to be 
impermanent, to be momentary and to exist hecome conterminous expressions predi
cable of every empirical fact. In Hinayana existence, or element of existence (dhar
ma), was split into permanent and impermanent (nitya and anitya), uncaused and 
caused (asa'Y(!skrta and sa'f[!skrta=krtaka), Nirva1}a and SarlJ8ara. In Mahayana all 
permanent elements and NirvaI).& itself were excluded from the sphere of existence 
and this term was restricted to empirical existence alone, cpo my Nirva1,la, p. 41. 
It would seem that the notion of being a product or of being subject to causal 
laws is not contained under the concept of being impermanent. Since both concepts 
are conterminous and necessarily coinherent, the first may be deduced from the 
!lecond just as, 'Vice versa, the second from the first. The concept of voluntary pro
duction is really contained untler the concept of impermanence, it is less in exten
sion and greater in comprehension, than the latter, but not the concept of causal 
production in general. Nevertheless it is here stated that production cannot be de
duced from impermanenc!' and it is a Zapsus on the part of the speaker if he has 
expressed himself so as to suggest the possibility of an inverted deduction, the de
duction of causal origin from impermanence. The explanation of the lamas (and it 
is probably the right one) is that the conception of causal origin is much more fa
miliar to llS than the conception of impermanent or momentary existence which 
can only be established by very elaborate analysis. The lapsus is natural in a man 
profoundly versQd in Buddhist philosophy, but for the sake of the listener it is 
more natural to start with the notion of causal origin and to deduce impermanence 
from it. 
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fore (the example ua jar etc.))) is not wrong by itself, but the speaker 
has made a mistake (in attaching to it an interpretation carelessly 
expressed). It thus does not contain an inverted concomitance in rea
lity, but owing to the carelessness of the speaker (it appears as 
though containing it). In a syllogism which is intended for an audi
ence mistakes of expression must be also taken into account. 

129. (Such are the fallacious examples when 
the s y 11 0 g ism is ex pre sse d) a c cord i n g tot hem e
thod of Agreement. 

(89.23). There are thus nine different species of wrong examples 
in the syllogism of agreement. 

§ 20. FALLACIOUS NEGATIVE EXAMPLES. 

(90. 2). In order to declare that there are likewise nine different 
species of wrong examples when the syllogism is expressed according 
to the method of Difference, (the author) says -

130. The sam e (a p p Ii est 0 de d u c t ion s by the 
met hod) 0 f D i ff ere n c e. The e x a. m p 1 e sin w h i c h 
either the co sequence (or the reason, or both) are 
not absent,1 (as they should be in a syllogism 
of difference), are the following ones - atoms, 
mot ion and Spa c e (r e s p e c t i vel y). 

(90.2). When (the MrmaIpsaka wishes to) prove that the sounds 
of our speech are eternal (entities inherent in the Cosmical Ether), 
(supposing he adduces as) a reason their quality of not being impene
trable bodies of limited dimensions, the negative example 2 of the 
atoms (in the contraposed major premise uwhatsoever is imperma
nent has limited dimensions))) is deficient in regard of the predicate 
(impermanence), since the atoms are assumed (by the Vaise~ikas) to 
be eternal.::! 

1 a"1}atirekin. 

2 'lJaidharmya-dr~~anta. 

3 The deduction (fallacious) is here the same as in siitra m. 125, viz., 
Thesis. The sounds of speech are eternal entities. 
Reason. Because they are not impenetrable bodies of limited di

mensions (amiirta). 
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(90.3). The example ((motion» is deficient in regard of the reason, 
because motion is not a body of limited dimensions. Space (or Cosmical 
Ether) is deficient in regard of both, it is eternal and illimited. 

(90.4). Thus either the predicate or the reason or both are not 
necessarily absent. Their ((non absence» means that they are not in
stances of the absence (of the reason as conditioned by the absence of 
its consequence). In these cases, since they are not (instances of such 
absence), they are deficient in regard of the absence of the predicate, 
of (the reason, and of both together). 

(90. 7). The other fallacies are next exemplified. 

131. Similar are also the cases where the (ne
c e s s a r y) a b sen c e 1 0 f the pre d i cat e, (0 f the rea son 
and 0 f bot h) is un c e r t a in, e. g., 

(T h e sis). K a p il a and 0 the r s are not 0 m n i
scient,l! or are not (absolutely) trustworthy. 

(Reason). Because their knowledge cannot 
stand the special test of omniscience and 
(absolute) trustworthiness. 

An example by contrast is the following one. 

(Contraposed major premise). Omniscient 
o r (a b sol ute 1 y) t r u s two r thy i sam a n who 
tea c h e s a s t ron 0 m y. 

(Example). As e. g., Ri~abha, Vardhamana 
and others. 

The a b sen ceo f the pre d i cat e s ((n 0 t - 0 m n i sci
-ence)) and ((no t a bso I ute trustwor thin e s s» in th e se 
examples, is subject to doubt. 

Major premise. Whatsoever is not an impenetrable body of limited di
mensions is eternal, as motion. (But motion is momentary although not a body). 

Contraposition. Whatsoever is non· eternal is a body of limited 
dimensions. 

Example. Just as atoms etc. 
But atoms are eternal, although they are impenetrable bodies of limited dimen

sions. Therefore the example is wrong, since in this case the example must esta
blish the necessary concomitance of the attributes non-eternity and limited dimen
llion. This alone would allow us then to deduce the eternity of the sounds of speech 
from the fact that they are not bodies of limited dimensions. 

1 vyatireka. 
2 Read yatha8a""~if.a~. 
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(90.13). The absence of the predicate is uncertain in these 
examples. 

(90.14). A negative example, in which the absence of the predi
cate is doubtful, is the following one. (( Not omniscient» is one predi. 
cate. ((Not trustworthy», i. e., not excluding the possibility of a mi
stake, is another one. (( K a p i 1 a etc.» is the subject of the conclusion. 
The words (e because of the absence (of the mark) of omniscience etc.») 
include the reason.l 

(90. 16). The mark of omniscience and trustworthiness, the exclu
sive proof (of absolute trustworthiness), is absent. This exclusive 
proof,!! constituting the mark of omniscience and trustworthiness, is a 
science which some possess. This circumstance is the cause why (Ka
pila and consorts are not omniscient, because they do not possess it). 

(90.19). The higbest proof (which js an indication of omniscience 
and absolute precision is here supposed to) consist in the teaching of 
astronomy. If Kapila and consorts, (the brahminical sages), were really 
omniscient and guarantees of absolute truth, why then did they not 
teach astronomy? But, as a matter of fact, they did not. Therefore 
they neither are omniscient nor guarantees of truth. 

(91.1). In the r6le of a fact S establishing (the rule), we have here 
a negative example, (an example by contrast). Everyone who is om
niscient or (absolutely) trustworthy has been teaching astronomy 
which is an indication of omniscience and a guarantee for truth, as 
e. g., R i ~a b ha, Var dh amana and other teachers of the Dig a m
bar a s. They were omniscient and absolutely trustworthy. 

(91. 3). Now, it is here, on the face of these negative examples' of 
Ri~bha and Vardhamana, uncertain, whether the predicates non-omnis
cience and possibility of mistakes are really contrasting, i. e., absent.s 

Because well nigh might you teach astronomy, and nevertheless 
be neither omniscient nor free from mistakes! Why should these attri
butes be incompatible? This kind of knowledge is casual and not a 
necessary concomitant of omniscience. It cannot prove the existence of 
the latter. 

1 Read ityiidi hettl.~. 
!! pramiitlf1.atisaya. 
3 prama!lil. 
4 fJaidharmya.udiiharall a. 
5 vyatireka = fJylivrtti.· 
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132 • .A negative example in cases where the 
exclusion of the reason is uncertain is as fol
lows. 

(T h e sis). .A Bra h min p 0 sse s sin g the k now -
ledge of the three Vedas should not trust 
M-r So and SO.l 

(Reason). Because (the man) might be 
subject to passions. 

A con t r a s tin g e x amp 1 e (m us till u s t rat e the 
r u let hat) who so eve r is to bet r u s ted is not 
sub j e c t top ass ion s, e. g., G aut a m a and 0 the r pro
mot 0 r s 0 fIe g a I cod e s. The rea son, i. e., the a b -
sen e e 0 f pas s ion sin G aut a m a and con s 0 r t s, i s 
uncertain. 

(91.10). The predicate to be deduced is the fact that a Brahmin 
who knows the three Vedas, the Rig, Sarna an Yajur Vedas, should 
not trust the words of a certain man. The subject is some definite 
person, M-r So and So, e. g., Kapila. ((Because he is subject to pas
sions)) is the reason. Here we have in the r6le of a facti establishing 
the rule an example by contrast. 

(91. 13). An example by contrast (a negative example) is a ease 
which proves that the absence of the predicate is necessarily conco
mitant with the absence of the reason. ((Those whose words are to be 
trusted)), i. e., the reverse of the predicate, is here the subject (of the 
contraposed general proposition). ((They are free from passions», i. e., 
the absence of the reason is predicated. 

'(91. 15). Gautama, Manu and consorts are the authors of legal 
codes. They can be trusted by a Brahmin knowing the Veda, and they 
are free from passions. Thus it is that Gautama etc. are taken as 
contrast to the subject, (men like Kapila who, being unorthodox, can
not be trusted). But the absence of passions, i. e., of the reason, in 
Gautama and censorts is uncertain. Let them be trusted by the Brah
min, but whether they be subject to passions or free from them, is 
not certain. 

133 . .A case where the exclusion of both is 
u n c e r t a i n i s a s foIl 0 W s. 

1 Iusert fJitak~ita before pUl'u~a, cpo Tib. 
2 pramatte. 
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(T h e sis). K a p il a and con s 0 r t s are not f r e e 
fro m pas s ion s, 

(R e a son). Be c a use the y are sub j e c t to 
a c qui sit i v e n e s san d a v a ric e. 

A contrasting example should prove the rule 
that a person who is free from passions neither 
doe sac qui r e nor iss u b j e c t t 0 a v a ric e, e. g., R i -
~abha and consort~ 

The absence in Ri~abha and consorts of both 
the pre d i cat e s, i. e., f r e e d 0 m fro m pas s ion san d 
of acquisitiveness and avarice, is uncertain. 

(91. 23). An example where the absence of both the predicate and 
the reason is uncertain is given. «Not free from passions», i. e., sub
ject to passions, this is the predicate. Kapila and consorts are the 
subjects (of the conclusion). Acquisition is the initial appropriating of 
what is received. Avarice is greediness and envy which follow upon 
the act of initial acquisition. Kapila and consorts take possession of 
what is given to them and do not forsake their belongings. This pro
ves that they have passions. 

(92.4). Here we have in the role of a fact 1 (establishing the ge
neral rule) an example by contrast, where the absence of the reason 
in all cases where the predicate is absent must be illustrated. 

(92.4). The words «every man free from passions)), i. e., the ne
gation of the predicate is made the subject (of the contraposed major 
premise). «Free from acquisitiveness and avarice», i. e., the absence of 
the reason, is predicated. The example (intended to illustrate this con
trast) is Ri~abha and consorts. 

(92.6). Now, it is doubtful whether really in the case of this 
Ri~abha both the predicate and the reason, both the fact of being 
subject to passions and of having the instinct of property are absent. 
Indeed, it is not certain whether Ri~abha and consorts are really free 
from the instinct of property 2 and from passions. 

(92.8). Although in their own school they are declared to be such, 
but this is, nevertheless, very doubtfuJ.3 

1 atra prama~. 
2 parigraha.agraha-yog(l 
3 8andeha eva. 
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(92.10). The last three fallacies are now exemplliied. 

134. A n e x amp len 0 t pro v i n g the con t rap 0 sed 
general proposition l is as follows, 

(Thesis). He is not free from passions. 

(Reason). Because he possesses the fa
culty of speech. 

An example by contrast (should illustrate the 
rule that) if something has no passions, it can
not s pea k,2 as e. g., a pie ceo f s ton e.3 

Although both the attributes are absent in a 
pie ceo f s ton e, (i t n e it her has pas s ion s nor doe s 
its peak), n everth e Ie ss th e n e ga tive pro p 0 s i tio n, 
t hat I( eve r yon e who i s f r e e fro m pas s ion s doe s 
not s pea kn, in its g en era Ii t Y 4 is not pro v e d. T h e
refore (the example is not a proof) for the con
t rap 0 sed (g e n era I pro po sit i 0 n).1> 

(92.14). Not including the contrast is an example (not proving) 
the contraposed general proposition. ((Not free from passions)), i. e., 
subject to passions is the predicate. ((Because he possesses the faculty 
of speech» is the reason. 

(92.15). The contraposition will here be as follows. The words (cif 
a person is not unfree from passions» refer to the absence of the 
predicate, it represents the subject (of the contraposed general propo
sition). ((Neither is the faculty of speech present in him», i e., the 
absence of the reason is the predicate. Thus it is stated that the 
absence of the predicate is invariably concomitant with, (and depen
dent on), the absence of the reason. 

(92.17). The example (illustrating the rule) is a piece of stone. 
How is it that this example does not prove the contraposed proposi-

1 avyatireka. 
2 Read p. 92. 11-12, yatrlivitariigat'l:am nlisti na sa vaktli. 
3 Lit., p. 92. 11-12 . .An example by contrast is «in whom there is absence of 

passions, he is not speaking, like a piece of stone ». - Here again the major pre
mise is regarded as inhering in the examples. 

4, vyliptyli. 
5 Lit., p. 92. 13. «Thus, since exclusion is Dot established pervasively, it is nOD

exclusive ». 
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tion, since both attributes are (admittedly) absent in a piece of stone? 
Let both passions and speech be absent in it, what does it matter? 
A necessary absence 1 of them (inasmuch as the absence of the one 
necessarily entails the absence of the other) is not proved. Therefore 
the example is not one (which could establish) the contraposed gene
ral premise. 

(92.19). What is this necessary concomitance? The words (cevery 
one who is free from passions» indicate the negation of the consequence, 
this is the subject (of the contraposed general proposition). The words 
(( does not speak» indicate the absence of the reason, this is its predicate. 
(92.20). This serves to declare that the absence of the consequence is 
invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason. This (would 
really represent) a necessary concomitance.!! (In the present case) the 
contrast is not established as (necesssry). The function of an example 
is just to prove this circumstance, (the necessity of the connection). 
Therefore, since this example does not fulfil its function, it is falla
cious. 

135. A n e x amp lei n w h i c h the con t r a s tis not 
pro per lye x pre sse dis a s f 0 11 0 w s. 

(ThesiS). The sounds of speech are not 
eternal. 

(R e a son). Be c a use the y are pro d u c e d 
(from causes). 

(Example). (In contrast with) Space (which 
is not IH 0 d u c e dan d e t ern a 1). 

(93.2). An example not (sufficiently) disclosing the contrast is the 
following one. ((The sounds of speech are not eternah, i. e., non
eternity is the consequence. ((Because they are produced)) is the reason. 
((Like Space») is the negative example. Here in a spoken syllogism, 
the meaning must be understood from the words of the speaker. 

(93.4). If it is correct in itsel~ but wrongly expressed by the 
speaker, then it becomes wrong in the form in which it is expressed, 
while the form in which it would be correct, is left without expres
sion. The reason is that reason which is expressed. Thus a reason or 
an example may eventually be wrong in a syllogism through a mistake 
of the speaker's expression. 

1 vyaptya vyatireka. 
2 vyiiptilJ. 
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(93.6). The cognition of the inferred fact is not based on simila
rity or dissimilarity, but on invariable concomitance of the reason 
with the consequence.1 Therefore the general proposition, whether in 
its positive form, or in its contraposed form, must express that the 
reason is invariably concomitant with the consequence. Otherwise it 
would be expressed in a form which proves nothing.2 

(93.8). The rightly expressed concomitance must be shown to be 
established by examples. Thus an example really is the indication 
of the meaning of the general proposition, positive or contraposed.3 

(93.9). But in the present case the general propOSition in the con
traposed form has not been mentioned. (93.10). Therefore (it looks 
as if) the contrasting example has been quoted in order to prove by 
dint of mere similarity. In this form it has no proving force. It could 
have such a force if it were expressed as corresponding to a general 
proposition in the contraposed form.' But this has not been done. 
Therefore an example is wrong through a mistake of the speaker, 
when it is not expressed as illustrating a contraposed proposition (in 
its generality). 

(93.13). A negative example containing an inverted contraposition 
is as follows. 

136. (An example attached to an inverted) con
traposition is the following one. 

(M a j 0 r pre m i s e). W hat i s not sub j e c t t 0 

causal laws is eternal. 

(Example). (As e. g., Space).:; 

1 siidhya-niyatad dheto~, lit. ccfrom the reason which is necessarily dependent 
(niyata) on the consequence (siidhlla)>>. 

2 na gamaka. 
S Thus it is here clearly said that the weight of the major pemise depends on 

the examples in which it is contained. 
4 vyatire'ka-vi~ayat'Vena. 

:; The fully expressed syllogism is here the same as in sntra III. 128, but the 
positive major premise is replaced by its contraposition, viz., 

Thesis. The sounds of speech are non-eternal. 
Reason. Because they are produced (according to causal laws). 
Positive major premise and example. Whatsoever is produced accor-

ding to causal laws is non-eternal, as a jar etc. 
Contraposition and example. Whatsoever is eternal (unchanging) is 

not subject to causal laws, like eternal Space. 
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(93. 15). A general proposition and its contraposition must here 
prove that (the fact adduced as) a reason is invariably concomitant 
with (the fact deduced) as its consequence. But when this relation is 
expressed in the contraposed form, the absence of the predicate must 
be proved to be invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason. 
Then it will be likewise shown that the reason is invariably concomi
tant with its consequence. 

(93.17). But if it is not stated that the negation of the consequence 
is invariably concomitant with, (and dependent on), the negation of 
the reason, then the possibility of the consequence being absent when 
the reason is present (would not be excluded), and then the inva
riable concomitance of the reason with the consequence will not be 
established (as necessary).l 

(93.19). Therefore it should be expressed that the absence of the 
consequence is invariably concomitant with the absence of the reason, 
but not (vice 'Versa), that the absence of the reason is concomitant 
with the absence of the consequence. 

(93.21). Indeed the words eenon-subject to causal laws 2» express 
the absence of the reason, (since the non-eternity of the sounds of 
speech is deduced from the fact that they are produced accor
ding to causal laws). This is the subject. The words ecit is eternal» 
t'xpress the absence of the consequence. This is the predicate of (the 
contraposed general proposition). The meaning is thus the following 
one, eewhat is not produced from causes is necessarily eternal)), (instead 
of saying eewhat is eternal is never a productll). Thus the expression 
means that the fact of not being a product is invariably connected 
with the reverse of the cons~uence, i. e., with eternity, but not (the con
trary, not) that an eternal substance (never is a product, i. e.,) that it 
is invl¥iably connected with the negation of the reason. (94. 1). Thns 
the contraposition which should contain negation of the reason as 
invariably concomitant with, and dependent on) the negation of its 
consequence, has not been (rightly) expressed. 

When the terms of the contraposition are quoted in an inverted order it is 
wrongly expressed. Instead of saying «whatsoever is eternal is not subject to cau
sal laws», the speaker has said «whatsoever is not subject to causallawB is eter
Dab. Cpo notes on slItra m. 128. Her e as elsewher « eternal» means unchanging 
(flityatvam avastMna-miitram), «non-eternal'» means momentary. 

1 M pratiyeta = ria nilciyeta. 
2 ak'{taka = kiirat'air na krtam. 
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This example of inverted contraposition is likewise a mistake on 
the part of the speaker and wrong (in that sense). 

(94. 3). Mter having finished with wrong examples the author 
points to the cause of such mistakes and says, 

137. These wrong examples are not capable 
to demonstrate neither the general character of 
a valid logical reason, viz., its presence in the 
similar cases alone and its absence in every 
contrary case, nor are they capable to demon
s t rat e the s p e cia I c h a r act e r S (of its v a ri e tie s, 
the uniformity of Coexistence and the unifor
mity of Succession).! Consequently it is impli
citly evident that they must be rejected. 

(94. 7). Examples should be given in order to demonstrate that 
the reason is invariably concomitant with the consequence. But these 
(wrong) examples cannot prove that the reason is necessarily present 
in similar cases only and absent in every contrary case. 

(94.9). It is now asked whether the general characteristic can be 
known directly by itself or it must necessarily inhere in the special 
cases? 

Answering this question it is said that if (these fallacious examples) 
would have been capable of expressing the special characteristics (of 
the varieties of the reason), its general characteristic would have been 
expressed (eo ipso). (94.11). But neither can the special characteristics 
(of the varieties) be revealed by (such wrong examples). Therefore it 
is evident by implication, i e., indirectly eVident,:! that they must be 
considered as rejected. (Examples) are adduced in order to prove that 
the reason is invariably concomitant with the consequence. This they 
are here not able to do, therefore they are fallaciou~. Because they do 
not fulfil their function, they are wrong, such is the implication. 

§ 21. REFUTATION. 

(94.13). So far (from the beginning of the chapter) we were dealing 
with demonstration. Next we will (shortly) deal with refutation. 

1 i. e., the stlabhiiva-, the karya- and anupalabdhi-hetu. 
2 artkiipattya = 8iimarthyena = paramparayii. 
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139. To refute means to indicate the insuffi
ciency and other (fallacies in an argument). 

(94.16). What is to 'be regarded as a refutation? An indication of 
the insufficiency of proofs and similar (methods). Through it (the in
sufficiency is indicated. Thus refutation is a verbal expression (of the 
fact that the proofs quoted are insufficient). 

(94. 17). In order to explain refutation, which consists in an indi
cation of the insuffiCiency of the proofs, the author says, 

139. Refutation means exposing the fallacies 
w h i c h h a v e bee n e x p I a i ned abo v e, the fall a ci e s 
con sis tin gin fa i I u ret 0 pro ve so met h in g. R e fu
tat ion pre v e n t s the t r i u m p 11 0 f the d 0 ct r i n e s a d
vanced by the opponent 

(94.20). The insufficient proofs, the fallacies of Unreal, Contrary 
and Uncertain arguments which have been explained, their exposure, 
their disclosure, is refutation. 

(94.21). It can be questioned whether an insufficient proof and 
the other (fallacies) are not (also proofs, because) they prove the con
trary? Why are they then mere refutations? Because they, i. e., the dis
closures of insufficiency in argument, prevent the triumph of the te
nets advanced by the opponent. 

(95.1). A refutation does not necessarilly require the proof of the 
contrary. (A reason proving the contrary is the so called) contrary rea
son. But if we succeed in invalidating the certainty which is the aim 
of the opponent, we then shall have the reverse of (that) certainty. 
The contrary will be established in that sense that the opposite of 
certainty shall be proved. 

(95.3). That is all about refutation. 

140. Wrong refutations are sophistry, (eva
s i ve an swers). 

(95.5). The word sophistry expresses similarity (to reasoning). 
Evasive answers are would-be answers. They resemble answers be
cause they are expressed second in place (where an answer is ex
pected). 

(95.8). Wishing to declare that the similarity with (real) refu
tation consists in that they occupy the place of answers, the author 
says, 
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141. Sophistic answers are discoveries of non
e xis tin g fall a c i e s. 

(95.10). Discovery of a non-existing, an untrue, fallacy (is sophi
stry). It is discovered by words, hence it is a disclosure. Such are 
sophistic answers. They are answers by generic resemblance with 
answers. 

§ 22. CONCLUSION. 

If I may claim to have explained 
Some words and problems in this treatise, 
As pure as moon-rays is my moral merit. 
If a position, prominent and lasting, 
If science and religion 1 I have reached, 
I wish my work will serve alone 
The weal of all the living creatures. 

Finished is this Comment on the « S h 0 r t T rea tis e 0 fLo g i Cn. 

It is the work of D h arm 0 t tar a who has used all his skill for 
throwing it into the compass of one thousand four hundred and se
venty seven slokas (of 16 syllables each). 

1 The fact ('OOstu) described in this stanza is the conclusion of the work, the 
emotion (rasa) echoed (anuratlana-rilpa) in it is either a feeling of resignation 
(Ianta-rasa) or of sympathy (kanttw-rasa). This expression of feeling is the prin. 
cipal aim (angin) of the author, the double meaning ot the word ilharmottara is a 
subordinate (anga) embellishement (alanldira). We have here & case of dht1lJni, 
the lle~a is suggested (i.i~ipta), but not developed (ani'MJ1liZt1ha), cpo D h v anyaloka, 
p. II. 22 if. The Tib. translates jflana by ye-Ies, this would mean «transcendental 
knowledge». 
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Viicaspatimisra on the Buddhist Theory of 
Perception. 





Vacaspatimisra on the Buddhist Theory 
of Perception. 

(N y ay a- v a rt i ka- tat p a rya -t rk a, Vizian. ed.,pp.87.24-95.10. 
Benares ed. 1925, pp. 133.9-144.2).1 

(87.24). (The definition 2 of sense-perception in the A p h 0 r ism s 
oft heN y it Y a s Y s t e m includes the characteristic that) «( it contains 
a judgments)). These words point directly to a fully qualified 4 (deter
mined and complex) perception. Indeed, the terms judgment, ascer-

1 Vacaspatimiara, a native of Northern India (Durbhanga), lived in the 
IXth century A. D. at the court of the king of Nepal. He is posterior to Dhar
mottara whom he quotes several times (Tatp., pp. 109,339 and N. KaJ!.ikli., 
p.257). About him cpo R. Garbe, Der Mondschein der Sankhya Wahrheit, Intro
duction, and my article in Prof. H. Jacobi's Festschrift. He possessed an unrival
led mastery in the exposition of the most difficnlt problems, a vast knowledge in 
brahmanical systems and first hand information in Buddhist philosophical literature. 
His exposition of the Buddhist doctrine of perception is therefore of high importance. 
His text was commented upon by U dayana- acarya, living in the Xth century, in 
a work entitled Nyiya-vlirtika-tatparya-tiki-parisuddhi (quoted here as 
Pl. The latter text was again commented upon by Vardhamana-upidhyaya, 
living in the xmth century, in a work entitled Nyiya-nibandha-prakliaa 
(quoted as V.). The exposition as usual is divided into two parts. In the first the 
Buddhist leads and makes a statement, the Realist passes remarks. In the second 
part they interchange their functions, the Realist answers all the arguments of the 
Buddhist and makes a final conclusion. 

l.I This definition, as interpreted by th e best commentators, runs thus - « Pro
duced by a sensory stimulus (coming from an external) object, a cognition, which is 
not an ~Ilusion, which is (either) an unutterable (sensation) or a perceptual judgment, 
this is sense-perception». 

8 vyavasaya-iitma7ca, lit. (f contains a decision », it will be seen in the sequel 
that a perceptnal judgment of the form « this is a cow» is meant. 

4 savi7caZpaka. 
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tainment 1 and conception 2 do not mean different things. Sense per
ception whose essence and form consist (in a perceptual judgment) is 
qualified perception. 

(87.26). This point, (viz., that sense perception includes the affir
mation of a distinct image of the object) is quite clear, the pupils will 
understand it (by themselves). Therefore it has not been enlarged upon 
by the authors of the Commentary and Subcommentary (on the 
Nya y a A p h 0 r ism s). But we, wishing to follow the path opened 
by our teacher T ri 10 can a,s will give the following exposition (of 
the problem), according to the facts and to the arguments (adduced 
by both sides, the Buddhists and the Realists). 

PART I. 
The Buddhist makes a statement of his views. The Realist 

inserts snggestions. 

§ 1. THE PARTS PLAYED IN PERCEPTION BY SENSATION AND BY 

IMAGINATION MUST BE DISTINGUISHED. 

(88. 1). (T h e Bud d his t). It would be so, (viz., the perceptual 
judgment of the form «this is a cow)) would be included in sense per
ception, if it were produced by a sensory stimulus, but) this is impos
sible, (the definition of the Naiyayikas is wrong), sense perception 

1 niScaya, ascertainment or «necessity» in the sense in which every assertion 
wishing to be objectively real is a necessary assertion, as established by S i gw art 
op. cit.,!. 243. The same term is used to express the necessity of logical de
ductions, cpo N. b. ~., text, p. 19 (sutra II. 7). 

l! vikalpa, .t~~ term, which also means a choice, is applied to the judgment of the 
form «this is that», cpo ':!.'ip p., p. 23.4 - sa evayam iti vikalpasyavasthii ucyate. 
It thus points to «the function by which we identify a numerically distinct and 
permanent sllbject of discourse» and which by W. James, Psychology, 1. 461 (1890) 
is called «conception> or « conceiving state of mind». This same fllnction is also 
called, in Europe and in India, synthesis (IneinssetzllDg, abhediidhyavasaya, cpo 
N. b. t, text, p. 4. 11). Thus the fllDctions of jlldging, ascertaining, necessary, affir
mation, conceiving and synthesiS are here declared to be 80 many names for one and 
the same mental operation whose result is the perceptual judgment of the form 
«this is bllle)) or «this is a cow». It is partly K ant's «Verstand », III VermUgen 
der Urtheile D. 

S Qiloted in the Apoha-siddhi, p. 13 (B.I.). 
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cannot contain a decision 1 (of that form), because such a decision 
would include a (distint) image,2 an image which (always) is utterable.3 

(88. 2). However, our knowledge,4 so far as it is due to a sensory 
stimulus coming from an external object, is a reflex of the object 5 

(alone), (the object) does not possess the power of amalgamating (a 
sensation) with a name. 

(88. 3). Indeed the names are not contained in the objects, (they 
neither are appended to them, nor inherent in them, nor produced by 
them 6). Nor are the objects identical with their names. If it were so, 
we have had already an occasion to remark,? the behaviour of a man 
who never has learned a (given) language would be just the same as 
the behaviour of a man who understands it, (he could get the names 
by looking at the object). 

(88. 4). (If the name of the object) is not to be found in the 
external world,8 (neither can it be found inside us), it is not an 
idea.s It is arbitrarily applied to an object,IO (but this does not 
mean that it can be got out of the object). Indeed knowledge 11 

1 'Vyavasaya, the decision or judgment, e. g., «this is a COW», cpo p. 89.5. 
l! pratibhasa, «image» (=aniyata-PTaUbhasa). 
S Read abhiliipa-sarrsarga-yogya; this is right on the assumption that know-

ledge contains images - BCfka"a-p~e (V). 
4 'lJijnallam refers here to sensation. 
5 arlhavabhasa, viz. niyata-avabhasa. 
6 na santi, Barryogena, sama'Viiyena, karyataya 'Vii (P). 
7 Tlttp., p. 82. I) if. There was a school of Grammarians who maintained that 

names were identical with things (namadheya-tadiitmyam arthiinam), that even 
new-born children and deaf-dumb persons had their ideas from a congenital Name
forming Force (sabda-bhavana = sabda-viisanii), since naming is primary in our 
knowledge, ibid. p. 83. 11 if. To a certain extent they held just as Dr. John 
B. Watson, although on other grounds, that «we do not think, but only talk». 
To this Force as manifested in the eternal words of the Scripture, the school of 
MimiiIpsakas ascribed the origin of our religious and moral duties. 

8 arlha-asarrspa,.Sij a,.thiisamaparsas ca atad'Vfttitvad afadutpattes ca (p.). 
9 sarrvedana-dharmo ;natrtvadilf (P), although there may he a sabdCikiira as 

granyakiira, it is a,.toosarrsparSi, i. e., arthakariisamsparSi. . 
10 niyq;aniit = niyogato yqjaniit = bahya-samiitj4dhikara1Jyena pratite~ (P.); 

niyoga = svecchaya niyoga, cp. K a mal as il a, p. 88. 
11 jMnam here refers to the qualified pereept corresponding to the object as 

the real possessor of all its attributes, arthiit Barilpakiid upaJiiyamanam jfllillam 
'Vikalpa-rUpam (P.). Dignltga has established that this object is a spontaneous 
construction of our mind according to the exigencies of our language, or jll8t of its 
syntax, it is a nama-1calpana. The names are divided in class-names, adjectives, 
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produced by an external object can point 1 only to that object and 

not to its name. 
(88.6). The colour of an object may be associated with a certain 

flavour, but the visual sensation perceives the colour and not the fla
vour. (Similarly our sense perception apprehends the object and not 
the name. If therefore the Realist admits no other origin of our know
ledge than the external world, he ought to conclude that all our ideas 
are unutterable, since there are no names in the external things).2 

(88.6). Therefore the cognizing individual S (really apprehends by 
his senses just a simple reflex, but he) thinks that (his imagined mental 
construction with all its general features also) is present in his ken.' 
This mental construction 5 converts 6 an object which is quite indepen
dent from any association with a name into an object containing (the 
connotation of its) name. (The cognizing individual possesses indeed a 
faculty of sense-perception and a faculty of imagination). When he 
thinks that he perceives a constructed image by his senses, he simply 

verbs and substantives, all constituting together the pancavidha-kalpani'i, cpo Tat p , 
p. 82.6 ff. and 102.2:II. Since the Realist contends that all these categories :Ire 
objective realities, but not mnemo-verbal constructions, the Buddhist deduces this 
view ad absurdum (prasanga). He says that from the standpoint of the Realist the 
qualified percept should only point to the qualified object, but not to its gramma
tically arranged structure-yalo asya pratyakfasysa niibhili'ipa-Baf!!sarga-yogyatii
sambhat'as tasmiid.... vikaZpa-rupam artham eva iidarsayed iti prasanga~, niibhi-

.liipa-sarrtSargitayi'i. If that structure were borrowed from external reality it ought 
to exist there. Just as in European philosophy there was a struggle between the 
advocates of an intellectus archetypus and an intellectus ectypus, so in India the 
Vaiyayikar~as and MimaIj1sakas favoured, so to say, a vox archetypa, the Naiya
yikas - a vox ectypa. The Buddhists maintained, as against this, that if the cate
gories were borrowed from the external world, they must have pre· existed in that 
world. If they did not, the objects would be unutterable, like sensations are. The 
Buddhists then replaced the anadi·sabda-bhi'it:ana of the Mimamsakas by an a'l'1i'idi
vikalpa-ti'isanii conceived as a Biotic Force responsible for the logico-grammatical 
structure of the empirical world. Cpo B. Russel, Outline, p. 254 and 174-5, on 
the connection between syntax and physics. 

1 adarsayet, na cartham upadarsayti, abhili'ipa-satrlsargitvi'id, arthasya ca 
tadabhiit·at (V). 

l! Here ends the prasanga, follows the t"iparyaya. 
8 pratipatti'ira~. 

, Construct vikalpa-vijiii'innm . .. vartami'inam abhimanyante. 
5 m7calpa-vijni'inam. 
6 adarsagat. 
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conceals,l as it were, his imaginative faculty and puts to the front his 
perceptive faculty. This imaginative faculty 2 is the mind's own charac
teristic,S (its spontaneity), it has its source in a natural constructive 
capacity 4 by which the general features 5 of the object are apprehen
ded. Since the image is called forth by a reflex,6 (we naturally) think 
that we perceive the image as present in our ken,7 (but it is really 
constructed by productive imagination).8 

(88.10). Thus (there are two conflicting deductions that can) be 
established. 

I. (First syllogism). 

(Major premise). Knowledge originating in a sensory sti
mulus is unutterable. 

(Example). Just as a simple reflex. \I 
(Minor premise). But (our ideas), the constructed images,t° 

the subject of discourse, are called forth by stimuli coming from 
(external) objects.l1 

(Conclusion). (Therefore they cannot be designated byaname). 

(88.11). This is a deductio ad absurdum.H4 It is a negative a.rgu
ment according to the sixth figure of Negation.ls 

1 tiraskur1!at = adkyavasyat (P). 
l! utprek§a-vyapiira. Read 'Utprek~a p. 88. 8 instead of upekfii. 
)3 miinasam iitmiyam. 
4 vikalpa-vasana, on viisanii cpo notes in the sequel. 
5 aniyatartka in the seuse of aniyata-pratibkasa, cpo N. b. t., p. 8.8,8.15-16. 
6 anubkava-prabkavataya. 
7 vartamanam. 
8 Lit., p. 88.6-10. «Therefore the cognizers falsely impute as a present expe

rience a constructed idea (vikalpa·vij1iijnam ..• vartamiinam) which points to a 
thing (by itself) not connected with a word as connected with a word, by concealing 
its own mental function consisting in imagination, arisen from a natural capacity 
(vasanii) of differentiating arrangement (vikaZpa), apprehending a non-limited (ani
yata) object, and putting in front sensation (darsana), which is a (passive) faculty of 
direct experience (anubkava-vyiipiiram), because it, (i. e., the differentiating arran
gement) is called forth by a direct experience». - The emendation in the Benares 
ed. is wrong. 

9 nirvacalpakam. 
10 vikalpi1lJ. 
11 They are the constructions of productive imagination, but imagination is 

stirred up by a simple reflex, therefore they are indireatly also products of external 
reality. 

lli pra8anga-sadhana. 
18 Cpo above, N. b. t., p. 33. 6 ff., transl. p. 91. 
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(88.12). The denied fact is the possibility of verbal designation. 
It is the contrary of the impossibility of such verbal designation. Sub
ordinate to the latter is the fact of being produced by the object 
(directly, as a simple re:B.ex).l This fact is established 2 (by the prece
ding argument). It proves the impossibility of giving names (to 
our ideas) and disproves the possibility of doing it. (But this is absurd). 
(88.14). Because, indeed, (no one) can deny the obvious fact that these 
(perceived) images 8 are associated wilh their names. For sure, it is 
therefore clear that they are not (mere reflexes), they are not produ
ced by the (genuine) efficiency of the objects (alone).4 

(88.15). Indeed, (we can also draw the following conclusion which 
destroys the foregoing one). 

II. (Second syllogism). 
(Major premise). Whatsoever represents an idea associated 

with a name is not (a simple reflex) produced by a sensory sti
mulus (alone). 

(Example). Just as the ideas of God, of Matter etc. 

(Minor premise). And all our ideas, the subject of our dis
course, are such (constructions).1'i 

(Conclusion). (They are not simple re:B.exes produced by 
the object). 

(88. 17). This is a negative deduction according to the eighth figure 
of Negation.6 What is denied is the fact of being produced by a sensory 
stimuls coming from the object. This fact is subordinate to the fact of 

1 viz., «whatsoever is a simple reflex cannot associate with a connotative 
namell. 

l! upalabdhi~. 

3 pratyaya. 
4 We would throw this counter-argument in the form of a Mixed Hypothetical 

syllogism thus, 
Major premise. Whatsoever is produced by an object (directly as a 

simple reflex) cannot receive a connotative name. 
Minor premise. But our ideas have names. 
Conclusion. Therefore they are not simple reflexes. 

5 It will be noticed that all our ideas as constructions of our faculty of pro
ductive imagination are here contrasted with pure sensation, the limit of all con
structions. The ideas of God, of Matter and other most abstract ideas are, in this 
respect, not different from the idea of « blue» which is constructed by a contrast 
with non-blue and other colours. 

6 Cpo above, N. b. t., p. 34.13 ff., transl. p. 96. 
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not being susceptible to receive a name.1 Its opposite is the fact of 
being susceptible of receiving a name. (Therefore this incompatible 
fact being established, it excludes the possibility of utterable ideas 
being reflexes). 

(88.18). Nor (can it be maintained that simple reflexes may some
times receive a name, and) that the contraposition (of the major pre
mise in the above syllogism, viz., ((whatsoever is a simple reflex does 
not represent an idea associated with a name))) is uncertain.2 Indeed 
what is produced by the object must conform to the real content 8 of 
the object, not to the (different) content of the name, and we have 
already stated 4 that names are not contained in the object nor are 
they identical with them. If our ideas could reflect something 
which is not includecl in their object,S they then could reflect any
thing, and (we would arrive a the absurd conclusion) that everybody must 
be omniscient,6 (his ideas being capable of reflecting anything you like). 

§ 2. THE CONTENTION OF THE RE.A.LIST TH.A.T NAMES CORRESPOND 

TO REALITIES REJECTED. 

(88.21). (T heR e ali s t). Names are associated with things as a 
consequence of an arbitrary agreement.7 When a thing is perceived, the 
name given to it is remembered. Thus it is that a thing is apprehen
ded as associated with a name. 

(88.22). (T he Bud d his t). But then, let a name evoke the memory 
of just the thing about which 8 the agreement has been concluded. (Hu
manity) have concluded an agreement exclusively concerning Univer
sals which pervade 9 (an indefinite number of particulars). But a (Uni-

1 i. e., whatsoever is a sense datum is unutterable». 
II sandigdlza-vyatirekita, means that the rule has exceptions, as assumed by the 

Naiyayiks, since they maintain that the qualified percept is also produced by the 
sensory stimulus. 

8 artha·rupa = artha-svarupa. 
4 C.p. above, Tiitp. p. 88.8 and 82.18. 83. 18 ff. 
5 asambaddha. 
6 Like the Mahliyanistic Buddha possessing «mirror·like» omniscience. 
7 sanketa. - The Buddhist admits only two relations, Identity and Causation 

(tlidlitmya, tadutputU). Names are neither identical with external objects nor are 
they their products. But the Realist remarks that there are other relations, e. g., 
association by an arbitrary convention (P). 

8 Read yatraiva tarkio 
9 anl/fJata = dda.klila-anugata (P). 
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versal) has never been (really) perceived (by the senses). On the con
trary, the thing (really) perceived is the particular,1 the (extreme con
crete and) particular witch is alone the ultimate reality,!! (it is the 
thing in itself shorn of all its extensions). Therefore it (alone) is the 
efficient cause of sensation,S but not the Universa1.4 The (Universal) 
is bare of any kind of efficiency, it is a spurious (reality). 

(88. 25). Thus it is that what is really perceived (by the senses) is 
not the meaning 5 of a name, and what is meant by 6 a name is not 
what is really perceived (by thE senses). 

(88.26). Moreover,7 (that names are given not to reality, but to 
logical constructions, not to sense-data, but to Universals, appears 
clearly from the fact that sensations are unutterable), if sensation 8 

were utterable 9 we would know what heat 10 is from its name, just as 
we know it by actual experience, and if we could feel it from its name, 
cold would disappear (as soon as the word heat would be pronoun
ced),u 

§ 3. THE REALIST CONTENDS THAT THE UNIVERSALS ARE INHE

RENT IN PARTICULARS. THE ANSWER OF THE BUDDHIS1'. 

(89.1). (The Realist). (We agree) that names, just as logical 
marks, refer to Universals, but the Particular possesses the Universal 

1 Bvalak~a~!Q.. 

!! Read paramlirtha-sad atalJ ... 
3 'Vijnanasya. The t-ijillina is produced by svala7c~a'!W which is trailo"'ya-vila

k§ar.w, hut nevertheless darsana-gocam~ sariipa-katvat (P), svasadpla-akara
lidhayakatvat (V), it is not aklira-kadiicitkatva·anumeya (V). 

'" samlinyam artha·kriyayam asaktatvat tan na paramlirtha-sat, asattvlin na 
tad 'Vijillina-janakam,l1;janakatvan na sarupakam, asarupakatvlin na darsana-go. 
caralJ (P). 

5 sambandha. 
6 anugata = deSa-klila-anugata (P). 
7 This argument is answered below in the nd part, text p. !l3. 24-26. 
8 dr§ta = pratyak§a, cpo p. 93. 24. 
9 sabda-vacya = abhiZiipya. 

10 na hy aU?'Yfylid atirikto vahnir nama asti bauddhamate (P). 
11 The usual example is the impossibility to convey by words the knowledge of 

colours to the blind. Cpo B. Russel, Outline, p. 12, «in each case what is really 
a datum is unutterable». P. remarks that heat, although a datum, is not unutte
rable, people understand what the word means, sanketo' pi tatra (V.-8vala7c§a~) 
kenacid upiiyena (V.-fltad-ryii'l-Tttyli) bhavi§yati. But what the word expresses is 
not «really a datum», na ca 'liahni-sabdat snrratlUi tahner apratiti{~, tasmiic 
sabda-kaTpana''llllt1.:hitam G'I:asit' eva tasttiibhasal1l (P). 
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(which is inherent in it), the Universal is also a reality 1 and it is in this 
(united form, together with the Universal) that the Particular produces 
perception (of both). 

(89.2). Thus a simple reflex 2 (or pure sensation) is produced in 
the first (moment) of the sensory stimulus S coming from the object). 
But the real object 4 which is apprehended 5 by it, is endowed with 
class character. When this (double reality) is thus apprehended, its 
name, whose connotation 6 has been previously established, is 
brought to memory and then a qualified perception,7 (or a perceptual 
judgment) of the form «tiris is a cow)) arises. It is produced (initially) 
by a contact 8 between the organ and the object, (but) it apprehends 9 

(ultimately) a thing which is endowed with class-characters and is de
signated by a (connotative) name. 

(89.5). (Kumarila)10 theauthor of the Digest puts it thus, 

The thing perceived is double,ll 
Although 12 evoked by a reflex. 

And further, 13 

1 vastu-bhuta. 

And then a judgment 14, is produced. 
In our mind 15 the thing appears 
With Qualities and Universals. 
This also is a sense percept. 

2 nirvi1calpakena. 
3 ak~a-sannipiita. 

4 vast". 
5 vedanat. 
6 Read upalabdhacara-sambandhasya. 
7 vikalpa-pratyayrilJ. 
8 sanni1car~a. 

9 avagahin = vi~ayi.karoti. 
10 Sloka-viirtika, pratyak~a-sutra, 118. Nirukta is here the name given 

to Slokavartika. 
11 Knmal'ila, kal'.118-119, admits that what is perceived in the first mo

meat is the «purell object (suddham vastu = das ccreinell Object), the object shorn 
of all its extensions and distinctions (anuvrtti.vyiivrtti-rahitam), but it nevertheless 
contains them. 

12 Read bodhe'pi. 
13 Ibid., 120. 
14, avasiyate. 
15 buddhi. 
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(89.8). (T h e Bud d his t). Nol (we do not admit the existence 
of a double reality apprehended by the senses), because the (Universals), 
class-character and other properties, do not exist as separate bodies 1 

(united with the particulars) and are not apprehended (separately) by 
pure sensation.s 

(89. 9). Indeed, Class and its possessor, Motion and the moving 
thing, Substance and Quality, or the Inherence (of the latter) in the 
former - are not present to our mind S as separate things. And things 
which never have produced separately a reflex 4 in our mind, (which 
possess no separate efficiency by themselves), cannot be mixed as milk 
with water, by the man who cognizes them.!) 

(89.11). Therefore we think that the right view is the following 
one. The particular 6 is a unity and has no parts,7 but it is differen
tiated by class character and other prollcrties superimposed upon it 
by our primeval facultyS of productive imagination.9 (This undifferen
tiated transcendental unity) is thus differentiated and imagined as 
possessing such and such (qualities and actions ).10 

1 pi'f!q,a. 

II avikalpakena. 

S cakasati = pratibhasante. 
4 apratibhi'isami'ina . 

., Read tad-vedina; it is a vaidharmya-dr~tanta, milk and water have been 
perceived separately and can be mixed. Pure substance is supposed to be perceived 
in a momentary sensation, but the Categories have no reality besides application 
to sense data, therefore a mixture in a realistic sense is impossible. The example 
can also be understood as a sadharmya-drfPiinta, milk and water are not mixed 
for the swan who is credited with the capacity to drink the milk out of the mixtnre 
and leave the water behind, just as the Sankhya Saint intuits the conscious Soul as 
separated from Matter. The irreducible character of pure sensation and pure thought 
are llsually illustrated by pointing to the iJreducible Indian solid and liquid atoms, 
which nevertheless de jat:to (pratipattiia?t) are mixed in the milk, cpo N. K a I). iki, 
p. 258.1-2. (translated below). 

6 i. e., the extreme concrete and particular, the «thing in itself». 

7 amohiiga = nira'/)ayat:a=nira'!l~a (vastu). 
8 anadi-tasana. 
9 vi7caTpa. 

10 tathii tatheti gU1J.4-karma-gatena siidliiira!,atvena vikalpyate (P), vyiivrttyii. 
bhlisate, M dr§yate (V). 
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§ 4. THE A13SURDITY OF PUTTING UNIVERSALS AND PARTICULARS 

ON THE SAME LINE AS REALITIES. 

(89. 12). (The Bud d his t). And further. Supposing we (reaUy)appre
hend by sense-perception 1 (at once) two 2 kinds of ultimate realities S 

(the bare particular and the Universal), how is it then to be explained 
that there is between them a (possessive) relation as between a characte
rized point and its characteristics. (We apprehend them simultaneously, 
but) when we simultaneously apprehend two of our fingers, they do 
not become (possessively) related so as to be the one a substance and 
the other its quality. (89.14). Indeed, (if substance and quality are a 
combination of two things, these things must interact, we would then 
conceive) the characteristic as the active 4 term of the relation and the 
characterized as its passive term. Otherwise they could not be what 
they are. But they are both contained 5 in the same presentation,6 they 
cannot (consequently) be related (neither logically) as the one intima
ting the existence of the other, nor (causally) as the one producing 
the other. Since they are simultaneous, this would be against the 
rule that the cause necessarily precedes the effect.7 

(89. 17). And further, (let us admit simultaneous causation as be
tween a supported thing and its supporter). Supposing class-character 
and other properties are (really) placed upon a real thing (which 
su,?ports them,S what will be the consequence?). A single thing, (say, 
a tree), will then have to support (the Universals) Existence, Substan
tiality, Solidity, Arboreity and Asoka-ness. (Why is it then), that at 
a distance we do not perceive all these characteristics (at once)? (Why 
is it that at a distance we perceive the Universal Existence alone? If 
all the others are put on the same footing as Existence), then in per-

1 vedanam = anubhat'a = grahalJrt. 
j Benares ed. vastu·traya, viz. vyakti, iikrti andjiiti, P. and V. read dvaya. 
a paro.maTtha.sat. 
4 upakiiralJa. 
5 samiiruq,ha. 
6 viji'iiina. 
7 Read paurt,aparya.aniyamiit = aniyama-prasangat. Since they are simul· 

taneous and apprehended in the same cognition, there is between them neither real 
(svarupataM causality, nor logical (jiiaptita1}) connection. 

s The Bl1ddhist begins by imputing a mechanical union (saf!!yogn), and then 
deduces an absurdity by interpreting it as a natural relation (s'Vabhii'Va.sambandha), 
cpo the refutation in the nd part. 
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ceiving one of them we ought to perceive them alP (89.19). The fact 
of (fsupporting» 2 something is, indeed, pregnant8 with efficiency. A 
plate situated just under an apple which would otherwise fall to the 
ground is a ((supporbl4 (of that apple), it (affects it and) produces 
an apple which does not fall to the ground.s 

(89.21). The same must happen here (to the Universals if they 
are situated upon the substance), the substance will support them (and 
will not allow them to fall away). 

(89.22). Now the following question arises: When the substance 
supports its attribute, is there or not between the two terms of this 
relation a third unity, the relation itself, in the form of a force uni
ting the related terms? Indeed such a unity is impossible, because 
this would envolve us into a hopeless process, we would be obliged to 
imagine a new link connecting the force with each of the terms and 
so on ad infinitum.6 

(89.23). Therefore we must conclude that the relation of a sub
stance to its qualities is a natural one.7 Every substance, as soon as 
it springs up into being from the causes producing it, is such. It sup
ports a great number of Universals (by the fact of its existence alone, 
without special forces or processes). 

(89.24). Acordingly, when nothing but the bare presence of somet
hing has been discerned (at a great distance, the object is supposed to 

1 Lit., 89.19. a When from a remote place there is perception conditioned by 
one attribute (upiidhi), a perception must follow as characterized by all attributes».
But at a distance we can discern the mere presence of something iudefinite, we nei
ther can see II trea nor an .Asoka tree. Cpo N. b. t., text, p. 48.8, trans!. p. 134. 

2 lidhlira-adheya-bMva. 
3 upakara-garbha. 
4 lidhiira. 

5 .According to the Buddhists the apple is a (( string of events» (k§atlika), the 
apple in the basket is an altogether different event (k§atla) produced by different 
causes. The realist, although believing in the stability of the apple, admits ca.usa
tion of the basket which stops its downward movenent and counteracts gravita
tion (gati-nivrttim gurutva-pratibandham ca . . , vidadhat. P.). 

6 Lit., p. 89.22-23. «And not does it help by other forces, because, if it would 
help by an otber force, there would be also faIling into infinity by imagining (ever) 
other forces». - This is exactly Br adley's (Logic, p. 96) argument against the 
reality of relations. The Realists assume here Inherence as an Ens (padlirtha). 

7 svabhiiva-sambafldha is, e. g., the connection between fire and heat, for the 
Buddhists they are one, for the Naiyayiks two unities connected by svabhliva-sam
bandha, cpo below note on the passage text p. 93. 26 where the argument is refuted. 
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have exhibited) its capacity of supporting the Universal uExistence". 
But just the same essence of the object is supporting all the other 
Universals, Substantiality etc., (since all are supported at once). (89.25). 
Thus it is that all of them, Substantiality, Solidity, Arboreity, Asoka
ness etc., become quite useless, since when the Universal u Existence» 
is cognized, they ought to be cognized eo ipso, they are included in 
the same essence. (In our opinion), the Universal «Existence" is nothing 
but an indication of the ultimately real (element in our knowledge, 
all its distinctness is brought in by productive imagination).l 

(89.29). Accordingly it has been said (by, Dharmaklrti), 
(( If a philosopher admits that in perceiving one thing with many 
attributes, we really perceive many things, then, in perceiving one attri
bute, we eo ipso ought to perceive them all, since all are produced at 
once, by the same forcen.2 

(90.2). «If one is perceived the others become irrelevant. Is it 
possible (under these conditions) that the one should be perceivecl and 
the others not? Surely when one is perceived all are perceived".s 

« If an object with different (real) attributes is apprehended, 4 (( it 
is then split 5 (in a number of realities). But if it is a unity 6 

1 Lit., p. 89.25-27. «Thus just all Substantiality, Solidity, Arboreity, Aiioka.
ness etc., determined by its essence, are objectivized by the idea of Existence (sat
tta-vikalpena) which is merged in the absolutely existing thing». 

2 Lit., p. 89.28-90.2. «For whom (= yasya darsane) the intellect = vikaZpa
dhir) apprehends an object possessing (bhedino = msi§tasya) different additions 
(upadh'J, (f(lr him), if the characterized thing (upakaryasya = 'Vi8e~yasya) being 
the same (ekatmanas) as the force serving to help (upakara-angam ya saJctiQ) the 
different additions, is apprehended at once (sar'Viitmana = sarvair upadhibhis tka
st'nbhat'a), what differentiation there will be, is uncertain (» (P - apitu sarvo
plidhibhir 'ViSi§~o niscita eva syat). These stanzas are found in Dharmakirti's 
Prama\la-vartika in the apoha-section, ch. I, kariklt 54 and first half ot 55 
(foI. 1211.2 of the Sholutai monastery edition). lA. Vostrikoff). 

3 Lit., p. 90.2-8. « If one helper has been apprehended, the others do not 
help (nopakaras = noprikiira7,ii~1 s'liabha'Vii~~), therefore (tato) the others are they 
not perceived while this one is perceived? (read adr§ta ye, ace. to Tib. and TlL t p., 
S89.5, P. adds kim nama?). If this one is perceived, all are perceived». Ibid., 
1. 579. It is interesting to compare what W. James Psychology II.8, says about 
the first sensation of an infaut, ((in a mere «this», or «something tbere» ... it has 
Objectivity, Unity, Substautiality, Causality, in the full sense in which any later 
object ..• has these things». For the Buddhists the «this» is the ultimate element. 

4 dhir. 
5 bhedin. 
6 abllinnii ~man. 
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which is not split in a number of partial forces,l each supporting a 
different attribute, how can there be any clear cut difference 2 among 
the ((supported» (attributes), if they are supported all at once.s If the 
apprehended object 4 is the supporter of one attribute, it (eo ipso 
supports all the others), the others are not supported 5 (separately). 
Whether (every single) attribute has been perceived or not, (does not 
matter). If tlJ.e one is perceived, all the others also ought to be per~ 
ceived». 

(90.3). Now, according to our oppinioD, the distinct perceptions 6 

(or perceived images) are produced 7. (by our Reason's spontaneity), by 
an innate 8 natural constructive capacity.9 What they apprehend and 
what they affirm 10 (in a perceptual judgment) are both mere relations,11 
not (independent) reality.12 They do not in the least touch 13 the ulti~ 
mate reality. But indirectly they are however connected with real 
things, (the efficient point-instants). They therefore guide the purposive 14 

(efficient actions) of men, they help them to reach 15 their aims, 
they lead to successful 16 activity, and this is the reason why, although 
they do not penetrate to reality itself,17 they nevertheless are not 
quite identical with one another, (each construction represents another 
relation). 

(90. 7). And further, (let us concede that our conceptions do Dot 
.apprehend the ultimately real, they nevertheless may be caused by 

1 anga-sakti. 
2 bhedo niScita~. 
S sarvatmanli, lit. « by one essence », = ekena svabhlivena. 
• griihya. 
5 nopakiirii~ = nopa1ciirakii~. 

6 vikalpii~. 

7 -upiidiina(1,. 
8 anadi. 
9 m"kalpa-'Ciisanii. 

10 grh1}anti siimiinya-mlitram, adhyavasyanti santiinam(P). Cpo Tn t p., p. 342. 3. 
11 anya-'IJyiivrtti-rnpa. 
12 aV/lljtu alikatvat (P). 
13 giihate. 
14, pravarlayanti. 
15 'P'·apayanti. 
16 avisa,?,vlidayanti. 
17 vastu-svabhava. 
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reality? No! If it be manitained that) the object and the senses (after 
having been stimulated and) after haviDg pr(\duced a simple reflex,! 
subsequently produce, in collaboration with memory, also the distinct 
image':' (we answer) that this is impossible, because (the two different 
acts of the senses) will be separated by the intercalation of an act. of 
memory, viz., the recollection of the name of the object.s (90.9). This 
has been put (by D h arm a k r r t i) thus, 

cdf a (reflex) of the object has been produced 4 and afterwards the 
recollection of the name appended,s and if we consider (the resulting 
distinct image) as a sense-perception,6 (it is clear that) this object 
(the object corresponding to the image) will be separated (from the 
first))).7 

(90.10). Neither can it be maintained that just the same act of 
the senses which has produced the simple reflex, itself produces, with 
the collaboration of memory, the distinct image.s For it cannot be 
maintained that an act of memory does not separate (the process of 
sense-perception in two parts), because of the rule, that not separating 
is (only) the thing itself,9 (nothing can be regarded as separated by 
its own self). (90.12). (It has been said by Dharmakrrti),1° 

7 iilocita. s 8'.1.vikalpiklim api dhiyam. 
9 Lit., p. 90.7-9. (( And further. Wheu the real object has been indistinctly 

felt (liloeita) by the senses, then the senses (inariyam), possessing a function 
separated by the immediately produced recollection of the name and the object, 
cannot produce (together) also the distinct thought (savikalpiUim api ahiyam)ll. 
Read tadanantarotpannns(cbda . .. 

10 arthopayogalJ = sannikar~a~ (P). 
11 anu-yojanam. 
12 ak~a-dhir. 

13 Lit., p. 90.9-10. (( If the object has been efficient and again there is the 
mnemic subsequent efficiency of the word, if that is referred to sense-knowledge, 
this object will be separated». - This stanza is found in Dharmakirti's Pra
ma~a-viniBcaya, fo!. 154b.6, Bstan-hgyur, v. 95, Ghoui ed. - The problem 
whether sensation (nirvikalpaka), being 'iuite heterogeneous from conception 
(vikalpa), can nevertheless produce the latter, has raised a long controversy. San
tirakeita, Kamalaiiila and others answer in the affirmative, cpo Tattvs., 1806, 
they admit heterogeneous causation, ibid. 1810, but Bhavivikta(?) and others ob
ject, because of bhinna-~ayatva, ibid. 1307. As a consequence of this there was 
also a divergence between the two parties on the character of samanantara·pra
tyaya and manasa-pratyak§a. 

1 vikalpa-pratyaya. 
28vlinga. 
3 This is the first part of the stanza, it is continuaed on p. 90. 16. 
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« If the senses have not produced a cognition 1 at first, because they' 
do not possess the special faculty 2 of doing it, they neither will be 
able to do it afterwards». 

(90.13). Indeed, what is gone by, (what has vanished, will never 
be apprehended by the senses), it is not their field of action,S and 
you may employ thousands of devices, you will never induce them to 
do what is not their own special job! (90.14). Nor can memory 
whose domain is the past ever cognize 5 the present which, has not 
been apprehended before.6 If that were possible, the blind would 
be able to perceive colours by memory. This has been said by CD h a r
m akrrti),-

(90. 16). "Then a visual sense perception 7 would be possible even, 
when the faculty of vision would be lost)).8 

§ 5. THE BUDDHIST OONOLUDES. 

(90. 17). Thus it is that the judgments 9 (which apply to existence 
the Categories of) Names, of Class, of Quality, of Motion (or 
Causation) are excluded (from having their origin) in sensuous 10 

1 buddher. 
2 upayoga·avi8e~atalJ = Vi8t~ta-upayoga-abhiiviit. 
S Cpo N. Kal} ika, p. 258. 1-2 - anubhava - samiiropayor vikalpa - avi7calpa

Tupatayii drara-7cathinatd tiidiitmya-anupapatte~, i. e., perception and imagina
tion (or experience and imputation), being by their essence non-constructive and 
constructive (or passivity and activity) are as opposed as the hard and the liquid 
stuffs are, they cannot be the same thing ». - The Indian atoms are physical, the 
solid and the liquid are ultimate elements. 

4 Lit., p. 90.14. ClAnd not even by thousand contrivances this can be induced 
to act upon the non-domain (of its activity)>>. 

5 gocarayitum. 
6 an-anubhUta.pihvam. 
7 netra-dhir. 
8 This is the continuation of the stanza whose first part is quoted above, p. 

90.9. It is found in Dharmakirti's Pramal}.aviniscaya, fol. 155".1, 
Bstan-~gyur, Mdo, vol. 95. Choni ed. It is there separated into two 'halves 
with the authors own comment between them, just as it is done by Vacaspati. 
The Tib. has arthiipiiye. 

9 kalpanii. This refers to the five Categories established by Dignaga (paflca
tJidha-ka~anii) as exempli:fied in the judgments, «this is M-r SO and SO », «this 
is a cow ll, «this is white ll, «this is the possessor of a jug» and «this is moving », 
cpo Tlttp., p. 82.6 and 102.2 ft'. 

10 pratyak~atvena. 
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(experience). And also, (first of all), the judgments (applying the Cate
gory) of Substance 1 of the form (((this is a brahmin) carrying a stickll, 
(i. e., « this is a sticky thing))). (D h arm a k I r t i has said on this 
occasion), 

« The relation of characterizing Quality to a characterized 
Substance, this foundation of our empirical knowledge, is created 
(by our Reason), it is not (cognized by the Senses))).ll 

(90.19). Indeed this complicated function 3 (of a synthesis of ap
prehension) could never be discharged by (passive) sensitivity, it can 
be done only by (spontaneous) Thought, because the senses apprehend 
only the present moment. They do not think I 

(90. 21). (What D h arm a k I r t i here says with reference to the 
Category of Substance equally refers to the Categories) of Quality and 
Motion, they also are not (ultimately real). It has been said 
above,4 (with respect to the Categories of Substance and Quality, 
that things which have not produced reflexes separately) can not be 
put together like milk and water. Analysis and synthesiS are not 
reflexes.5 

(90. 22). It follows that the qualified percept is not a sense per
ception. 

P ART II. 
The Realist takes np every :Buddhist argument and 

answers. The Buddhist passes remarks. 
(90.23). (T heR e ali s t). We answer as follows. 

§ 1. THE SIMPLE REFLEX AND THE QUALIFIED REFLEX ARE BOTH 

PRODUCED BY A SENSORY STIMULUS. 

(90.23). (T heR e ali s t). First of all twe must consider the Bud
dhist) view that there is an incompatibility between (a simple reflex) 

1 dravya-kaZpanli. 
2 Lit., p. 90. 18-19. « Having grasped the common-sense standing, the charac

teristic, the characterized and the relation, this is understood (by the Reason) in 
putting them together, not otherwise».-This stanza also is found in the Prama.:q.a
viniscaya, ibid., fol.155a. a.-Usually the words of Dignagasartlo'yam anumlina
anumeya-bhiivo etc. are quoted on this occasion, cpo Tatp., p.S9.1S, 127.2 etc. 

3 vylipiira-kallipa. 
4 Tatp., p. 89.10. 
o wf!61ca-sambandhayor. " On the aDa.logy of 89. 10 we would expect rUpa-1lM1,· 

kena apratibMsane. 
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produced by a stimulus (coming directly) from the object 1 and a (com
posite) reflex 2 capable of being covered by the connotation of a name, 
(the latter is a creation of productive imagination). We maintain, as 
against this, that there would be incompatibility, if it were true that 
(every object is but a string of events and the only real object is a 
point-instant of efficiency), the extreme particular,s (the thing in itself). 
But that is not so! (90.25). (The author) will establish in the sequel 4 

that the objects (of the external world are not momentary events, but) 
possess stability, and that they (really possess all their attributes), 
class-characteristics and other (real Universals). (He will establish 
that these enduring and composite objects) are ultimately real, (that 
their content) can be covered by a connotative name. Therefore the 
object itself produces the simple reflex 5 and the conditioned reflex C 

as well. Consequently there is between them no incompatibility. 
(90.27). It follows also that the above 7 deductio ad absurdum 

(which was founded on the supposition that a reflex is always unutte
rable) is wrong, since there are reflexes S which are utterable.9 

1 artha-samarthya. 
2 pratibhlisa = pratibimba adarsa'lJat. 
3 8Valak~a'f.la = k~a'f.la = artha-kriya-karin = paramarthasat = 'Vastu. 
4 Cpo comments on N. S., II, 2.58 ff. 
5 artha-8amarthyaJa?~ (pratibhiisalf = 1I,iyata-pratibhiisalf). 
6 abh!1apa-saf?l-,arga-yogya~ pratibhlisalf = aniyata-pratibhiisalf. as in N. 

b.~., p. 8. 
7 The deduction against the Realist is the one mentioned on p. 88.10, «what 

is produced immediately by the external stimulus, is not accompanied by the con
notation of the name». The contraposition will be, «what is accompanied by the 
name, is not produced by the object». This major premise is not warranted (sa1!l
digdha) by facts, according to the Realist, since according to him, the distinct per
ception is also produced by the senses. 

8 abMliipa-saf?l-Sarga-yogya-pratibhiisa~=niyata buddhi~, cpo Tatp., p. 18.5. 
9 Lit., p. 90.28-28. « First of all, as to what has been said, that there is a 

contradiction between being born from the efficiency of the object and being a 
reflex capable of coalescing with a name, to this we will say, that there would be a 
contradiction, if the own-essence were the only object, but it is not so • .And he will 
tea.ch (read upapliday~yati) an ultimately real object possessing class.cha.racteri
sties etc., possessing stability, fit to coalesce with a. name. Therefore cognition pro
duced by it ill produced by the efficiency of the object and conta.ins a reflex (pra
tiohasa) capable of coalescing with a word. Thus no contradiction. And thus a 
doubtful contraposition {t:yatirekitlij of the deductio ad absurdum •. - It is clea.r 
from this that according to the Realist the logical and grammatical, or syntactical, 
structure of the world preexists, and is borrowed by our understanding from 
objective reality. 
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§ 2. THE ATTRIBUTES OF EXTERNAL OBJECTS, BUT NOT THEIR 

NAMES, ARE EXTERNAL REALITIES. 

(90.28). (T h e Bud d his t's view is that) the attributes 1 are not 
something apart from the substance of the thing,\! but productive imagi
nation 3 constructs 4 them as something different. Thus (the synthetic 
images 5) are not due to a stimulus 6 coming from the obj ect, (but to 
imagination).' 

(91.1). (T heR e ali s t). (This view) is not to the point. We shall 
prove in the sequelS that (the attributes and the Universals) are se
parate 9 (realities connected with the substance of a thing by Inhe
rence 10). (91. 2). As to the names of the things we admit that they do 
not inhere 11 in them. This does not prevent the names and the attri
butes (to refer to the same things 12), there is a conformity of external 
reality (with the structure of language). This we have explained 
above.13 

(91. 3). (T he Bud d his t's view, indeed, is that if) we have (a 
judgment of naming of the form) ((this is M-r So and SOll, the name, 

1 Jatyadi. 
2 dravyiidi, the <ueal» thing has no parts (nimt?Osa). 
3 vikrilpal}. 
4 lcalpayanta~. 

5 vikalpiil}, this term here refers to both the act and the content of productive 
imagination. 

6 artha-siimarthya. 
7 Lit., p. 90.28-91. 2. «And it is not to the point, that the synthetic images 

(vikrilpal;t), which arrange (kalpayantal],) as different the class-characteristics etc. 
which are not different from the things etc., are not born from the efficiency of the 
object». 

8 Cpo comments upon N. S., II. 2.58 ff. 
Il bMda~. 

10 Inherence (samavaya) is imagined in the kindred Vai8e~ika system as a kind 
of omnipresent Universal (paaiirlha), a kind of semisubstantial force which connect. 
the result with its material cause. The result is declared to be something quite 
different (atyanta-bhinna) from the material out of which it is created (iirabdha), 
but nevertheless connected with it by Inherence. The attributes or Universals are 
likewise imagined as separate entities, but connected with their respective Bub
stances by Inherence. 

11 bMM 'pi. 
a siimiiniidhikara!'yam.. 
1S Lit., p. 91. 2-8. ((And how, although there is difference of them, their 

designations possess Clo-substra.teneIB, that has been ta.ught below». Cp. Titp., 
p. 84.8 fl. 
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although designating the person, does not inhere 1 in it, and the per
sonal identity II indicated by the name is but a logical construction 3 

(covering a series of events). This construction 4 is not (a simple reflex, 
it is not due entirely to the stimulus) comingS from the object,6 (but 
to a mental synthesis). 

(91.4). (The Realist). However, this again is wrong! We have 
already had occasion 7 to discuss this point when commenting upon 
the term HUnutterable,,8 (introduced by the Naiyayiks into their de~ 
:finition of sense perception as against a school of Grammarians 9 which 
pretended that the names were inherent in the things 10). (We have 
maintained there 11) that our conceptive thinldng does not represent 
(external) objects as identical with their names. The name is arbitra
rily given. It (means the object amI) is connected with it by a special 
relation of naming. (91. 5). Nor is the name apprehended by the same 
sense-organ by which the corresponding object is perceived. On the 
contrary (what really happens is this). At :first the object, although it 
possesses all its general and special features, produces a simple reflex?~ 

1 bhinnena sabdena. 
2 abheda. 
3 kalpanam, cpo B. Russel, Outline, p. 56. (,Peter really covers a number

of different occurrences and is in a sense generaln, cpo TlHp. p. 84. 8, iJittho nlinli
de~a-kiila·a'Vasthii-safllsr~ta~ 'Pi'l}4a-bheda~. 

4 vikalplinam. 
5 anarthaJatvam. 
6 Lit., p. 91. 3-4. «And it is not right that by arranging non-difference 

abheda-kalpanat) of the object through a separate name «this is l;>ittha)), the arran
gements (or synthetic images-vikalpiinlim) are not born from the object, (viz., are 
not reflexes)>>. 

7 Cpo Tatp., p. 84. 8 ff. 
8 avyapadesya. 
9 The school of Vaiyakaral).a 's, cpo above p. 259. 

10 Read with the Benares ed., •. . yathii na sabhabdedena artho vikalpair upa
da,.syate, ki'l!ltu tatastha eva sabda~ svaviicyataya sa'l!lsarge!la satMninam upalak
~allati, na ca sabdii,.thayor . •. Lit, (it has been said) that non-sensuous thoughts 
(vI7calpa) do not point to the object as non-different from the name, but the name 
is standing quite aside, it points to the possessor of the name by a relation con
sisting in being named». - Thus the relation of the name to the thing is neither 
Identity (tiidiitmya), nor Causality (tadutpatti), nor attribution (viAe!la-vile~ya
bhiiva), but a special relation (viicya-vacaka-safllsarga) arbitrarily established (by 
san'keta). The Dame is not a vi~esa!la, but an upalak§a!IfA (P). 

11 Cpo Tittp., p. 85. 9 if. 
]J iilocite, cpo Tatp., 84.16, prathamam indriyijrtha-8annika"~ad li/ociu .•• 

artha-mlit,., (ccdas reine Objecb). 
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(it is but very imperfectly discerned). Its name is then remembered. 
The name is connected with name-giving, and (indirectly) with that 
condition of the thing which it had at the time when it first, by con
vention, received its name. The name is thus necessarily brought to 
memory, but it does not in the least help to create the perceptual 
image.l Orelse new-born children aud dumb-deaf persons would be de
prived of percepts arising from their sensations, because they could Dot 
remember names. 

(91.9). However, that former condition of the object, the condition 
it had at the time of name-giving does participate (indirectly) in the 
formation of the concept, because the object represents, (not a string 
of events, but) a unity 2 comprising both its present condition and 
(aU its) former conditions, they are united in a synthesis produced 
by the senses.s But the Dame is something accidental, it does not 
penetrate, (so to say, into the interior) of the sense produced image.' 

(91. 11). This (idea) has been expressed thus, 
If I remember Devadatta 
His name is in my heart. 
But that does not prevent my eyes 
To see his frame at present. 

(91. 13). By these words (the author) does not mean that the pro
per name enters into (the composition of the mnemic image), but he 
points to the unity of the body in its present and its former condi
tions, (this unity) being apprehended in an image called forth by a 
visual sensatioD.6 

(91. 14). This also has been expressed (in the following dictum), 
The recollection of the name 
Does not a.dulterate perception. 
From the thing named it stands apart, 
It cannot hide its sensible aspect. 

1 Lit., p. 91. 5-8. «Nor are the object and the word apprehended by the same 
sense organ, but at first the object with its general and special features is glanced 
at; in reminding of its condition which eDsted at the time of agreement, it neces
sarily reminds also of the word which existed at that time; but the recollection of 
the name is of no use for the production of the synthetic image (m7calpa) born from 
senaation (indriya;a) lI. 

S e7casya. 
3 indriyaiena 1likalpena. 
, indriyaia-'II't7calpa-utplidam prati (nasti upoyogalJ, smara1JMya), vya'IJaooram 

!,rati tu asyai1]a upayogalJ (P). 
5 indriyaia-vlkalpa. 
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This means that (the recollection of the name of the object) does not 
llroduce a break in the operation 1 of the senses and of the external 
object,2 (they create both the primitive sensation and the subsequent 
synthetic conception).s 

§ 3. ANSWER TO lEE BUDDHIST THEORY THAT EVERY MOMENT IS 

.AN OBJECT .A1' ART. 

(91. 16). (T h e Bud d his t). The sensible stimulus 4 calls forth (the 
simple sensation, but) not the complex percept,5 because the latter de
pends upon a recollection of former experiences.6 

(T heR e a Ii s t). This is not to the point! (The causes of a 
phenomenon are always complex). You yourself (are responsible) for 
the dictum,' 

From a unique cause nothing is produced. 
From some totality of causes (and conditions) 
Does every (single) thing ariRe. 

(91. 18). If that were not so, the object and the senses could not 
even produce a simple sensation, because they depend on light and 
aroused attention. If the (fully qualified percept) has not been produ
ced in the first moment, that comes because memory has not yet coope
rated. But if the seed in the granary has not yet produced the sprout, 
it will not be prevented to produce it (later on), in cooperation with 
soil, (light, moisture) and all the totality of causes (and conditions). 

(91. 22). (Of course you, the Buddhist, will maintain that the seed 
producing the sprout and the seed not producing it are two different 

1 arthendr;ya = artha-sahitendriya (P). 
2 As assumed by the Buddhist, cpo above, p. 271, text, p. 90. 7 ff. 
S This only means that the sensory stimulus is «lodged in the centre of all the 

factors» (madhyam adhyasinam indriyam) which participate in the production of !I. 

full percept, memory plays an important part among them (P). This the Buddhist 
also a.dmits, because he admits that the synthetic image is indirectly (piirampa
ryeT}a) produced by the senses and the object. Nevertheless, since the external 
object for the Buddhist is a string of events, the synthetic image would have no cor
responding object at all, because it corresponds to an enduring object. Therefore the 
Realist brings forth the next argument based on the stability of the external 
things (P). 

'" indriyiirtha-sannikarsah. 
5 t!ikalpasya = sa'lJikalpaka.pratyak~a8ya. 
6 prag-avasthli, cpo 91. 9. 
7 Most probably by Dignaga, not yet identified. 
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objects, the seed is a string of events), according to the Law of Con
tradiction the same thing cannot be producing and not producing (the 
sprout 1)1 But this is wrong! We will establish that in the chapter 
devoted to the repudiation of the Buddhist theory of a UniversalFlux.:i 

(91. 23). (T h e Bud d his t). There could be (cooperation between 
the senses and memory, if their respective fields of action were not 
quite different). However, (you must admit) that the previous condition 
of the object is not amenable to the senses. The field of action of the 
senses is limited to the present. Neither is the present amenable to 
memory. The field of action of memory is limited to the past.s .A re
collection is produced when the former impresions 4 (which lay dor
mant in our consciousness) are stirred up to activity. (91. 25). There
fore the senses can never cooperate with memory. They both have 
different fields of action. Indeed, even if you take a thousand eyes and 
(a thousand) lamps, they will not help your ears in the perception of a 
sound, (because) their proper field of action (is limited), it is only a 
coloured (surface)! 

(91.27). (T heR e ali s t). However, do you not yourself (admit 
heterogeneous causation). When a visual sensation of colour follows 
immediately upon an olfactory one, (do you not admit) that the latter, 
(as a preceding moment), is one of the causes of the former." But the 
sense of vision 6 perceives only colours, it cannot cooperate with a 
perception 7 which is bent upon odour. If you retort that causation is 

1 Lit., p. 91. 22-23. «And not is it that the mixture of contradictory attribu
tes, consisting in producive and non-producive, is a cause of a break. This will be 
taught in the Break: of the Breaking into moments ). - An allusion to the Bud
dhist theory of Causation which admits only causation as coordination of events 
and transforms every object into a string of events. According to this theory the 
seed in the granary is (( other» than the seed in the soil. 

2 Cpo Tatp., p. 379.25 ft. 
3 purviinubhava. 
4 sarrsklira. 
5 An allusion to the Buddhist theory of causation. Every object being resolved 

into a string of events the foregOing moment is always the cause of the following 
one (samanantara-pratyaya). The visual sensation is produced by the sense of vi
sion (adhipati.pratyaya), the object (lilambana-pratyaya), light (sahakiiri-pratyaya) 
andaroused consciousness, i. e., the preceding moment of consciousness which may 
be an olfactory sensation. Cpo however Tattvas., p. 13.10 and Ka.malasIla.'8 
comment. 

6 Read calc§ii riipa-vi~ayam. 
7jtlanam. 
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proved by the joint Method of Agreement and Difference,l not by the 
homogeneousness 2 of the objects, (we will not object), it is also our 
opinion.s 

(92.3). (T he Bud d his t). But (a qualified percept) refers (also) 
to that condition of the object which belongs to a past time, this pre
vious condition of the object cannot produce a stimulus 4, on our sen
sitivity, how then could it be a sense perception? 

(92.4). (T heR e a Ii s t). The Cosmic Aether, the atoms etc. 
are in a (perpetual) contact with the senses, does it follow that they 
are perceived? Do you (really think Ii) that whatsoever is in a contact 
with the senses ought to produce sense-perception? 

(92.6). Not 6 every contact with the senses produces, indeed, sense
perception, but whatsoever (possesses the nature of belonging to) the 
special domain of sense cognition is perceived through it,' (and the 
qualified object belongs to this domain of perception). 

(92.7). (T h e Bud d his t). But really, how can the senses without 
being stimulated by a contact 8 produce that kind of knowledge? Or 
we may ask, this knowledge, (the qualified percept, if it exists) why 
should it be sense-knowledge? And if it is sense knowledge, does 
your characteristic « born from a stimulation of the senses by the 
object» apply to it? because just that kind of knowledge, (viz., the 
synthetic perceptual image), will not be comprised in the definition. 
(Real sense-perception, in the strict meaning of the term, is only pure 
sensation). 

1 anvaya-vyatireka. 
2 samana-vi~ayata. 

3 Udayana remarks that, as a matter of fact, both parties, the Realist and 
the Buddhist, admit heterogeneous causation, for instance, when an olfactory sen
sation is immediately followed by a visnal one. This fact is known from experience, 
phala-darsanat (Y). But the function (vyapiira) is determined by induction (kiirye1}a 
anuvidhiyamanatii-matra-unneya) which proves that a visual sensation is never 
produced by the olfactory sense, but only by the sense of vision. But the Realist 
thinks that although the sense of vision by itself (jcevala) apprehends only the pre
sent, in cooperating with memory this ftlllction can be altered, it will apprehend 
the present combined with the past. The Realist thinks that such a combination is 
objectively possible, the Buddhist denies it. 

4 sanniknta. 
:; Read tat kim yad . .. 
6 Drop one na. 
'Here the Realist frames his definition so as to include in it a sense-percep

tion of the Universals inhering in particulars. 
f: Read asambaddham. 
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(92.9). (T heR e ali s t). We concede the pointl 1 The previous 
condition of the object is not amenable to the senses, (it is the domain 
of memory)l It is nevertheless apprehended 2 by that our cognition 
which is the outcome of our sensitivity with the collaboration of me
mory, or with the collaboration oflearned reflexes.s (92.11). You can
not indeed maintain that what is produced by our sensitivity i with 
the collaboration of memory is not produced by our sensitivity. Thus 
it is wrong to maintain that our definition of sense perception does 
not comprise (the fully qualified percept or the perceptual judgment).5 

§ 4. THE PERCEPTION OF STABILITY NOT AN ILLUSION. 

(92.13). (T he Bud dh i s t). However, how can a gliding cogni
tion,6 a cognition that apprehends (two) consecutive (momentary) events 
in the object, represent one cognition? The objects are different. They 
are even incompatible, since the one is present in the ken, the other 
absent.7 Indeed, (if we take the perceptual judgment of the form ( this 
is that", e. g., «this is a cow,,), we have in it the element « that» which 
refers to (a Universal, and a Universal is always) beyond the ken. 

1 mii bhut. 
:i t i~ayi-kriyatt. 

3 sa'f!lskara = pi},rva-sa'!'skiira-piipava, traces of former experiences. 
4 indriyartha-sannikar ?etla. 
5 The real intention (iisaya) which the Realist has here at heart is the follo

wing one. The past condition of the object is not totally absent, it is also 
present, since it resides in the object as its characteristic (m§e?a!latayii). The 
present is related to the past, and this relation (sambandha) is a reality, 
hence the past must be a reality (P). The definition of the Naiyiiyiks men
tions a contact between the senses and the object. But the object, according to 
them, contains its characteristics, hence there is also a contact with these characte
ristics, and Wlth the past of the object. This relation is called conjunct inherence 
(sawakta-sarnaviiya). The N yayakal}.ika, p. 256, records the Buddhist argument 
against the reality of relations which is very similar to the one used by Bradley 
and repudiated by B. Rnsssel, Outline, p.263. Whether M-r Russel would 
endorse the Naiyayika view I do not venture to decide. In any case it would be 
wrong to ma.intain that the Naiyayiks «conceive a relation as something just as 
substantial as its termsn. They establish very subtle differences between various 
kinds of relations. 

6 pariimar~a, Udayana., p. 587, accuses the Buddhist of atiparamarla
kusalata desya-atitucchatii ca. 

7 Lit., p. 92.14. «And because of coalescence of the incompatible attributes of 
transcendency and non-transcendency of the ken». 
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The element «this)) is alone (really) present.l When incompatible, 
mutually exclusive, attributes are assigned l! (to things) they cannot 
represent a unity, otherwise (there would be a unity of contradictories 
and) the whole universe would be a Unity.s 

(92.16). And the objects are different,4 because it would be a con
tradiction to admit that the same single object resides in a former 
and in a following space-time.5 (A difference in space-time is a diffe-

1 That the element «this» refers to a datum and is «unutterable» (anabhi
liipya) has been noticed by several European philosophers of different tendencies, 
lately by B. Russel, Outline p. 12, «what is really a datum is unutterable and 
what can be put into words involves inferences which may be mistaken», the 
Buddhist would say «which are always mistaken» (bhriintam anumanam), since 
they lack the immediate evidence of a datum. As to the element «that» which is 
utterable and corresponds to a Universal, U dayana makes the following remark
able comment on this passage,-« Although the compass of the element «tha.t» (in 

the judgment of the pattern «this here is that») is not totally covered by con
structive thought, (V. - some constructions are sense - perceived), nevertheless 
there is a construction in the synthesis (of the elements «this here» and 
«that»). The Realist, the advocate of enduring objects possessing stability, 
should at any price vindicate the reliability of our knowledge concerning the ele
ment «that». Otherwise the whole Universe will be cut to pieces and torn asunder. 
And the opponent likewise should assail that reliability with all his might. Indeed, 
only by repudiating it, will he disprove the reality of Universals, and thus it will 
become an easy task for him to repudiate the reliability of that thought-construc
tion which establishes a link (between the elements «this» and «thah). This is 
the idea (expressed in this passage)>>. 

l! viruddha-dharma-sy'!'sarge. 
3 Lit., «because of the deduction (prasangat) of the Unity of the three worldsll. 

Thus Vacaspati anticipates the path of those European philosophers who estab
lished their Monism upon a unity between contradictories. 

4 U dayana thus expresses the general meaning of this passage-«Although, 
for the Omniscient, cognition is one and eternal, notwithstanding that his objects 
are (infinitely) manifold, (and in this point there is agreement with the Naiyayika), 
nevertheless, if the latter (paro) would also admit that the unity of our conceptions 
corresponds only to momentary patches of colour, blue etc., he would never estab
lish his (realistic) views, nor 'Would we in this case succeed to explain how a (syn
thetic) unity suddenly appears in our cognition, (when the corresponding objects 
axe infinitely manifold). Therefore the unity ( - ~ayatvam asya) of the synthesis 
of our thought is either nothing but imagination or it must be ultimately real. 
If the Naiyayika (paro) admits the first, he will fall in line with us, (but he will 
never do it). Therefore the unity which he aims at is an ultimate unity in the 
object, (a unity of substance) through a variety of changing states. This theory we 
(Buddhists) combate by proving that the object is a manifold (string of events)>>. 

5 Lit., p. 92.16-17. aAnd a break in the object, because of the contradiction, 
of two conjunctions with a former space-time and a following space-time». 
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renee in substance). Indeed it is just as when a precious ruby is per
ceived, its non-existence, (i. e. all non-rubies) are excepted, if they were 
not excepted, neither would the presence 1 (of the ruby) be determined, 
because the one term is the complete negative of the other.s The 
topazes and other precious stones are also eo ipso negatived (when a 
ruby is determined). If they were not negatived, we would be landed 
in an absurdity; the same thing could at the same time be a ruby 
and a non-ruby, because the ruby could then be identical with a topaz. 
or some other precious stone and consequently it would be necessa
rily identical with the non-ruby. 

(92.22). Just so when the same thing is located in a former 
space-time the negation of this space-time is excluded, and in this 
way 8 any subsequent space-time is also excluded, since it is necessa
rily covered by the negation of this space-time. Thus it cannot pos
sess the essence of being located in a subsequent space-time. Conse
quently if a thing would possess another substance than that which is 
located in a given space-time, we would be landed in the incongruity 
of it being identical and non-identical (with itself). 

(92.26). Thus it is proved that the objects (of the simple sensation 
and of the qualified. percept) are different, since location in one space
time makes the thing materially different from the thing located in 
another space-time.4 

(92.27). (T heR e a Ii s t). To this (argument) we answer as fol
lows. If (in the perceptual judgment of the pattern «this is thatll) 
there is a break in the gliding cognition referring to (two) consecutive 
conditions of the object, the one of which is absent and the other 
present, well then! there will also be a break in the (single element) 
« this II which is also a construction. It is also partly absent and partIy 
pres en t, partly a construction and partly a non-constructed (datum) 

1 Read bhlito. 
2 Lit., «because ita essenae (rilpa) is the exclusion of its own non-existence ». 
3 1crame1Ja. 
4 « The notion of substance, in the sense of a permanent entity with changing 

states, is no longer applicable to the world» says a modern philosopher. (B. R u s
sel, Outline, p. 209). Here we have one of the Buddhist arguments. There are 
many others. The one derived from the analysis of causation, as existing only 
between moments, is favoured by Dharmakirti. The Buddhists began by denying 
the Ego at a very early date, they then denied every essence (st:abhiiw), or sub
stance, in the external world. The existence of a thing was by them converted in 
a string of events or in a staccato movement of discrete moments (k~~a). 
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As regards its location in the ex.ternal world it is (an inference 1 and) 
a construction, as regards its subjective side, the sensation, it is present 
and it is a datum.'1 

(93. 2). Therefore ought you not to admit that there may exist 
one cognition notwithstanding some complexity in the object? 3 But 
then, in the present case, what contradiction can there be, if the same 
cognition transcends the ken regarding the object at the previous 
space-time and does not transcend the ken regarding just the same 
object at the following space-time? 4 

(93.2). As to the question that (every point) of space-time makes 
a different object, (thus converting the existence of the object into a 
string of events), this is also wrong! 

(93.3). Right it is that when we perceive the real s ruby we (at 
the same time) negative the opposite, (the non-rubies). If we would 
not exclude the negative, we would not have the other, (the positive), 
because all entities contain the negation of their opposites by implication. 

(93.5). But why are topazes and all other precious stones nega
tived (when a ruby is ascertained)? 

(Buddhist). Is it not because they are necessarily included in the 
non-rubies? 

(Realist). But wherefrom comes this necessary inclusion in the 
non-rubies? 

(Buddhist). From the fact that their identity with the rubies has 
never been appreheuded.6 

1 That the external object is inferred is now generally admitted. In India it 
was a special tenet of the Sautrantikas. 

l! Lit., p. 92.27-93.2. «It also, indeed, transcends the ken and does not 
transcend, it is an arrangement (vikalpa = kalpanii) and a non-arrangement. 
Regarding the object it is transcending and it is an arrangement, regarding the 
self it is non-transcending and a non-arrangement (avikalpa~) ». 

3 Lit., p. 93.2. uTherefore through a break in the object no contradiction, 
if soh. 

4 Read with the Benares ed. «nanv ihiipi tad evaikam vVniinam tasyaivai
kaJJya 'IJllstuna~ piirva-desa-klila-sambandhe 'Parok~am aparok~a1ll ciiparaodeSa
kiila-sambandha iti lUI mrod'hah». 

5 svariZpa refers to the ~ea1ist view that the ruby is 8 positive thing and its 
negation a real absence, while for the Buddhist the ruby is what A. Bain calls a 
positive-and-negative name, since «the negative of a real quality is as much real8s 
the positive II. According to Buddhists all names are in this sense relative (apoha). 

6 Rea.d with the Benares ed., kadiicid api tiidatmyen-anupalambhad iti cet, 
yatra tarhi taaatmyam upalabhyate na tatra ••• 
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(Realist). Well then, (it will follow that), if identity is apprehended, 
,here will be no necessary exclusion. (93. 8). And thns the rnby which 
s apprehended as identical through different space-times in a synthetic 
)resentation called forth by a sensation,l (such a ruby) cannot be 
livided (in itself in a string of events). (93.9). Therefore let there be 
;wo different space-times, or two different locations 2 (of the object in 
;hem), they are (really) mutually exclusive of one another, never have 
,hey been reflected 3 (in our knowledge) as being one and the same. 
But not so the ruby, the precious stone whose substance is embraced 
)y these (different situations). The ruby is a thing apart from the 
,wo (points in time-space in which it alteruately is located). (93.12). 
:f one thing is different, this does not mean that the other thing is 
lifferent too. This wonld lead to the over-absurdity 4 that there would 
)e altogether nothing identical (or similar in the Universe). 

(93. 13). (T h e Bud d his t). A constructed image which embra
~es different conditions of the object (sometimes) arises independently 
'rom any stimulus exercised by the object upon our sensitivity. 
rherefore (it is clear that the images in general) do not originate in 
:mr sensitivity. 

(T heR e ali s t). This is not to the point 51 Because, (it is true), we 
know from experence 6 that a man fallen desperately in love can evoke 
the image of his beloved and his perception will be as direct 7 (as a 
sensation), although there will be no stimulation of his senses (by the 
object). However, it does not mean that aU our images are such, (viz., 
that they are independent from our sensitivity), and that our sense 
data consisting in a feeling of awareness of a pattern of colour, blue 
or other, will also be independent from our sensitivity.s 

1 indriyajena vikalpena. 2 sambandhau. 3 apratibhasanat. 
4 ati-prasangat. 5 na sampratam. 6 drftam. 7 avikalpa"kam. 
8 Lit., p. 93.18-16. «.And not correct is it that also in the absence of a con

tact between the sense organ and the object, beca.use a concept (vitaZpasya) exists 
consisting in touching (pari.imar~a) the former and following condition, there will 
be a non-sense-origination. If that were so, it has been observed, that even without 
any interaction between sense-organ and object there is also a direct perception 
(amh:alpakam) regarding this object, of the love-sick man imagining his belo
ved, therefore it would follow that also direct perceptions (avikalpaka~) consisting 
in experiencing (anubhava) blue etc. will be not sense-originated». - It must 
be remembered that according to Buddhist pbilosophers even the image of a 
blue patch is already a constrnction or a real concept, since it includes the 
opposition with the non-blue or the other colours of the spectre, it is as 
A. Bain puts it, a positive and negative name. Pure sensation, the quite indefi
nite moment, is alone absolutely free from any mental construction. 
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(93.16). And if (the Buddhist) auswers that he makes some diffe
rence between (a datum), the perception (of a pattern of colour), blue 
or other, and the perception (of the mental image) of the beloved 
woman, (we will retort that) from our standpoint there is likewise a 
difference between images originating in sensation and not ~o origi
nating. (The latter are produced) by onr faculty of imagination, (the 
former) by the faculty of perception.1 

(93.19). (T he Bud d his t). (The difference is the following one). 
When we in the image (we are contemplating) feel the action of our 
"perceptive faculty, (when the image is a percept), (we conclude) that 
it contains a layer ~ of pure sensation, provided there is no evidence 
to the contrary.3 

(93.20). (The Realist). The right view,4 (on the contrary, is 
the following one). All the functions 5 (of which our cognition consists), 
without any exception,6 have their origin in our sensitivity. They are 
either (direct), non-constructive 7 or (indirect), constructing and con
trasting.s They all rush upon the same object in an uninterrupted 
stream, everyone concerned only with itself9 and disregarding all 
the others. They come up and down, (appear and disappear), it is 
impossible to discern (any fixed order between them), so that the one 
would necessarily follow the other. Therefore 10 those our images (or 
concepts) which have their origin in sensation (are percepts), produced 
by our faculty of sense perception, they are nothing elseY 

§ 5. ANSWER TO THE BUDDIDST ARGUMENT OF THE UNUTTE

RABLE CHARACTER OF SENSATION. 

(93.24). (T heR e a lis t). (The Buddhist argues 12 that sensation 
is unutterable, if it were utterable we would know what heat is from 
its name, just as we know it from actual experience, and if we could 
really feel it from its name, cold would be removed as soon as the 
word heat would be prononced. To this we answer), the sensation 13 

1 Cpo the same phrasing in the closing word of the first cha.pter of N. b. t, 
text p. 16. 2 upadhi. 8 sati sambhave. 

~ yuktam u~allIama~, p. 93. 23-24. li vrttaya~. e sanJa eva. 
I atikalpaka~. 8 1)ikalpak~ = a'l/,uvrtti-vyavrtti-kalpa1c~. 

11 aham-ahamikaya. 10 Read tasmiit. 11 Read niinye. 
IS The argument is found in the first part, text p. 88. 26-28. 
13 p"aty~a. 
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of heat and its name refer to the same real fact, however the reaction 1 

is different, and this finds its explanation in the fact that the causa
tion is different, the sensation is direct, the name an indirect sugge
stion. Therefore the sensation of cold ought not to disappear from the 
mere idea of heat (when suggested by its name), since an (actual) con
nection with some heat is indispensable. (Consequently the universal 
quality denoted by the name is not a reality per se).'J. 

§ 6. ANSWER TO THE ARGUMENT OF THE UNREALITY OF 

UNIVERSALS. 

(93.26). (The Realist 3). (We will now examine the Buddhist 

1 pratyaya, here a term embracing both sensation and conception. 
2 Lit., p. 93.24-26. ccAnd although word and sensation are intent upon 

reality (vastu), there is not non-difference of cognition, because through a diffe
rence of causes the difference of transcendency of the ken and non-transcendency 
is possible. Nor ought the removal of cold which originates from a conjunction with 
heat arise from knowledge of heat». 

3 In order to understand here the argument of the Naiyayiks we must keep 
in mind that they admitted the reality of relations, 'I,'iz., they admitted that bet
ween the two terms related (sambandhin) there was a third unity in the shape of 
the relation itself (sambandha). The relation of this third unity with the rslated, 
terms was a so called « simple relation» (svabhava-sambandha = tJiSe~a~a-viie§ya
hhiiva), i. e., a relation without a third relating unity. In this way the Indian 
realists escaped from the danger of an infinite process which obliged Bradley to 
deny the reality of all relations as well as of separate unities and to merge them 
all in One Whole. The Indian Realists assumed thus three kinds of relations, 
mechanical or separable conjunction (sa'!lyoga) between substances, inherence or 
inseparable cOnjunction (samavaya) be':ween substance and attribute - these both 
relations real unities - and simple relation (svabhava-Bambandha) without the 
reality of the link. The absent jar, which was for them a reality, resided, they 
declared, upon the empty place, by a simple relation (tJi8e§a1}a·tJiSe~ya-bhiitJa or 
svabhava - sambandha) and was perceived by the senses. The subject - object 
relation (vi~aya-~ayi-bhava) was also a simple relation. The reality of relations 
required as a corollary the stability (3thayittJa) of enduring objects. The Buddhist 
who denied this stability and converted the existence of every object into a stream 
of momentary events (~a!,JcattJa) divided all relations into real (tJii'8tatla) - that 
was the relation of Causality between the consecutive moments (cp. above, Short 
Treatise, p. 69), and logical (lcalpita) - these werE: the relations of the thing 
'With its attributes and motions superimposed (aropita) upon it by productive imagi
nation (kalpaM = llI1calpa-tJasanaj. The first relations can also be called external 
or causa.! (tadutpatti), the second internal or relations of existential Identity (tii
diitmya). The SUbject-object relation was thus a simple relation for the 'Realist, 
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argument 1 that if the bare presence of something is discerned at a 
great distance and if this fact is interpreted as) the perception of a 
substauce supportingll the Universall! ICExistence»,4 why then are all 
the other attributes of the thing, (if they are on the same footing as 
the Universal Existence), not equally perceived all at once? (We ans
wer, - because the thing and its attributes are not a unity). Indeed 
the substance of the thing is characterized by, (i. e. related to), its 
attributes, but neither the attributes nor their relation 5 to the sub
stance are identical with the substance itself,6 (all are different 
unities).7 

(93.28). If what is related to the substance (were nothing over 
and above the substance), if it were the substance itself, there would 
be (in the world) no relations altogether, because the same thing can
not be related with its own self S! 

and a causal relation for the Buddhist. It is clear that the Buddhist never could 
accept the perceptibility of relations through the senses. Even causality as a relation 
was for him a construction of the mind. Only its members, the moments, were real. 

1 Cpo above, in the first part, text p. 89.17-90.7. P. says that this is an 
answer to Dharmakirti's vartika yasyiipi etc, cpo p. 89.28 fI. 

II vi§i~~e = upakarye, cpo p. 89. 24. 
S upiidhi = jati (P). 
4, For the Buddhist this is the only really perceived element and its perception 

the only real sense-p~rception, all the other elements of the subsequent distinct 
image are constructions of imagination. 

s viSi§~atvam = sambandha (P)=samaviiya. 
6 Every attribute is cognized according to the special conditions of its per

ceptibility (V). The Realists have never admitted that the attributes and the rela
tions (araccheda = upakiira) are supported by the substance in its one supporting 
essence (upa7ciira1ca-eka-svabhiivataya), so as to be included in one unity (P). This 
means that the Realist has never admitted a mechanical separable relation (sa,!,
yoga) between substance and attribute, comparable to apples in a basket. This is 
imputed by the Buddhist for the sake of argument (upagama-vado 'yam sauga
tasya). The Buddhist is therefore accused of great skill in extraordinary combina
tions (ati-pa'Tiimarsa) with utter inaneness of real argument and receives at the end 
the advice of sticking to sound realism, p. 94. 15. 

7 Lit., p. 93.26-28. «And not, if this one is characterized by one characte
ristic, the consequence of it's being perceived as characterized by other characte
ristics. Indeed, the substance of the thing is characterized by the characteristicst 

but neither the characteristics nor the fact of being characterized by them are 
the substance D. 

Slit., 93.28-94. 1. II And w:hat is substance-joined is not substance, it it were 
so, no conjointness at all, indeed just this does not join with thisD. - Cpo Bra d
ley, Logic, p. 254-« the terms of a relation must always be more than the relation 
hetween them, and, if it were not so, the relation wonld vanish D. 
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§ 6. THE SUBSTANCE-ATTRIRUTE RELATION IS AS REAL AS THE 

SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION. 

(94.1). Moreover, (if you contend that the substance-attribute rela
tion is contained in a single entity, you may extend 1 the argument 
to the subject-object relation.s Supposing) we perceive a coloured sur
face. It is a subject-object relation. 8 The object is a system of atoms 
(characterized by the fact of their cognition). But they do not consti
tute a single entity (with this cognition).4 If they did, (this would 
involve you in a series of absurdities,5 e. g., the following one). Since 
all cognitions by all observers would be on the same footing (as in
cluded in the atoms themselves), all the atoms would be (always) 
cognized by everybody. 

(94.4). (If you retort that the subject-object relation is distin
guished from the substance-attribute relation in that) the atoms of 
the coloured surface remain as external objects (even if they are not 
perceived), i. e., even if their relation to their cognition (by an obser
ver) does not exist, we will answer no! (the thing cannot be related 
as an object, if the relation does not exist), or else, if a thing could 

1 na lcevalarn kiilpanike t'yavahare tavait'am sarnarthanam, api tu para
marthike' pi (Pl. According to the Sautrantikas the relation between svalalqa'f,la 
a.nd jnanakara is paramarthika, - Cpo with this Bradley's difficulties in con
sidering the subject-predicate relation, when a character is assigned to Reality, 
Logic, p. 484. 

2 t'i~aya-vi~ayittory pamsparanl vit6§atta-'l:ise§ya·bhiival} (V). 
3 1)i~aya-graha'lj.a-dharmanl; acc. to V. we must read - dharma, cpo Si d

dhanta-kaiimudi, § 863. 
4 Lit., p. 94.1-2. cc}Ioreover the cogmtlOn of colollr is an attrlbute of appre

hending an object, intent upon a multitude of atoms, it is not the essence of the 
atoms (01', the atoms are not its essence) ». - P. says that paramattu-8vabhavary is 
a §a~thi-tat'pu!'~I§a, 'but he admits also the interprefation paramattavo jiUinasya 
s'Vabhavi'i?&. V. explains this remark by the fact that on the analogy of vi?aya
graha'i}a-dharma which is a bahuvrihi, we would expect - 8vabhi'ivam. 

5 Other absurdities could be deduced, if cognition were included in the object, 
1) if the cognition included in the atoms were one cognition, the atoms would be 
known only to one person, a second person would never know them, since his 
cognition would not be included, or else 2) there would be as many cognitions as 
there are atoms, S) if the cognition were one, the atoms would be one atom aud the 
thing would be invisible; the Buddhist would be bereft even of the constructed nnity 
of the thing which would become imperceptible, 4) if the atoms became identical 
with their cognition, there would be only one atom and again an invisible thing, 
5) the thing would be immaterial. Since these absurdities are too obvious, the 
author has neglecteu them (P), 
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remain an object of cognition (naturally), without entering into a spe
cial relation to an observer, every one would be omniscient,! (since 
every thing would be his object). 

(94.5). (T h e Bud d 11 i s t remarks), - '( Is not the subject-object 
relation II and ultimate fact 3? The (essence of the external) thing is to 
be an object, and (the essence of) cognition is to be the subject, 
(there is no third reality between them in the shape of a relation). 

(94. B). (The Realist). Well then, (let us admit for the sake of 
argument) that the relation of substance and quality 4 is also, just as 
the subject-object relation, quite an ultimate fact; it will then be 
nothing over and above the terms related.5 However, in the chapter 
devoted to the repudiation of the Buddhist theolY of a Universal 
Flux,6 we will prove (the contrary, i. e., we will prove) that the rela
tions are (something real, something) over and above the things related.7 

(94.8). Thus, (the above Buddhist argument against the reality of 
the Universals, viz.), if one Universal, (say simple Existence) is per
ceived (at a great distance), all other attributes (if they are on the 
same footing 8,8 realIties) ought to be equally perceived, (this argu
ment) is wrong.s 

§ 7. Is IT POSSIBLE THAT TWO SEP .!.RATE REALITIES SHOULD 

BE COGNIZED IN ONE PRESENTATION? 

(94.9). (T heR e ali s t). (As to the other Buddhist argument 9 

against the reliability of our qualified percepts and the reality of the 

1 This over-absurdity (atiprasanga) is already mentioned above, text p. 88. 20. 
The Yogacaras, falling in line with some modern philosophers, have deduced from 
this consideration that the objects do not exist when we do not look at them, and 
the real world of the Realist is nothing but a dream. 

2 artha-ifainayo~. 

3 srabhiiva eva, i. e., st'abhiiva-sambandha, cpo p. 287 n. S. 
4, upiidhi-upiidhimator api. 
5 svarupa-abhedaQ. = svabhiit'a-anatirikta = lm;tbhiit'a-snmbandha. 
6 k~a'fJi1ca~va, this theory transforms the world-process into strings of events 

developing in a staccato movement, cp. Tatp., p. 379.27 :If. 
7 In the Nyaya-kal]ika, p. 256.3, Vacaspati also records a Buddhist 

argument against the reality of reI lit ions which is just the one used by Bradley 
(Logic, p. 96, Appearance, p. 32). 

S For the Buddhist JiUiniIrthaycr sambandha is kiirya-kii"ar,ta-bhiit'a and sra
bhiiva-llambandha;for the Realist there is svabhiira-sambandha in the ca.ses ofbhiita
abhiivayol}, samaf:iiya-tadootoQ., vi~aya-~ayi'lfo~l, but a real link (anubhUlIamiina. 
sambandha=vigrahavan Bambandhali) in dra'l)ya.gu'{Ia-karma-jan-tadm,tiim (P). 

9 This argument a.ppears in the first part, text p. 89. 12-17. 
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Universals which are reflected in them, the argument, namely that, if 
substance and attribute are two realities), the one characterized by the 
other,l they cannot be included into the compass of one presenta
tion,!! (since two separate things are always perceived in two separate 
presentations, this argument is also wrong). We answer as follows.3 

(94.10). Neither would such a relation be possible, if sub
stance and attribute were perceived in two separate (independent) 
presentations. Indt\ed, an (independent) cognition of the characterizing 
attribute, if it at the same time knows nothing about the characte
rized substance, will never be fit to determine this substance, and 
(vice versa, an independent) cognition of the characterized substance, 
if it knows nothing about the characterizing attribute, will not be 
able to determine its own object, because (ex hypothesi) they know 
nothing about one another.4. (Consequently there must be one quali
fied percept corresponding to a characterized substance). 

(D u d d his t. The substance and quality relation is logical, it is 
not ultimately real, the ultimate reality is something unique, undivided, 
but) a congenital capacity 5 (of constructive imagination, OUr Reason, 
imputes upon it a double aspect as substance and quality. It is to this 

1 m8e~a!l-a-tis~~ya-bhava. 

2 ika-vidnana-gocarakepi (read thus with the Benares ed). 
3 Lit., p. 94. 9 -10. « And that between two objects of one cognition there is no 

relation of characteristic to characterized, to this we say». 
4. This is not a bona fide positive argument, but a dialectical retort called 

pratibanda = prahbantIi-karar:a = desya-(or codya-)-abhiisa = tulyatii = tulyata
apadana. 

5 «We do not deny the empirical usage of those Categories, but we explain it, 
to a certain extent (yathii-katharrtcit), by assuming Ii special creative Force (wsanii) 
of our rea.son. Those for whom their empirkal use is founded on objectivtl reality 
must explain it by its correspondence to that reality (artha-dviir~a)) (P). - tii
bhyam viisanii = vise~ya-vi8e'!at!,;ibhyiim vasana, the same idea as in the text p. 89. 
11-12 is here laconicaIly expresse d. Thus the differenee between the realistic and 
nominalistic view-points reduces to a shade - visi§ta-'l!yamhiiram upapiidayan 
saugato naiyiiyikam eva iisrayate. (V). The Realist finds the origin of our knowledge 
in the objective world (artha) and passed experience (sa'tlskara = viiBana), the 
Buddhist finds it also in the same two places, but the objective world for him are 
only the momentary things, the point-instants of efficiency (8'I.'a-lak~a~ = ~a~), 
and past experience (vaBanii), replacing the Sonl, assumes the role of a transcen
dental Force of Illusion (avidgii-vaBana = maya) crellting the categories as cdic
tions of the mind ••• which a common delusion erroneously takes for independent 
facts» (Bradley, Logic, p. 96) 
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capacity of our Reason) that the logical relation of substance and 
quality is due. 

§ 8. THE REALIST CONCLUDES. 

(94.14). (T heR e a Ii s t). Let us for the present leave off consi
dering the reality and the ideality 1 (of the Universals and their 
relation 2 to particulars)! We will take up this subject later on.s 
However, (let me tell you) that it would be better for you if all the 
efforts you are making to prove their 4 ideality 5 were bestowed on 
the proof of their (reality and) amenability to the senses.6 If you 
would have done it, you would have (certainly) succeeded in establi
shing with clear evidence 7 that (substances and their qualities really 
exist and are picked up) by our faculty of perception,S (they are not 
constructed by our faculty of imagination g). (94.16). Otherwise, (if 
you are not willing to do this, there is nothing left for you than) to 
imagine 10 an under-stratum 11 of pure :,ensation 12 (corresponding to a 
thing in itself13 upon which these categories have been erected by our 
Reason). 

(94.16). (Th e Bud d his t). (You maintain that these catego
ries are produced from sensation). However, the senses do not think,H 
(they only react)! How could they put together 15 all (the complicated 
edifice of the categories), Substance, Quality and others? 16 

1 at'astat'a = miinasatV(6. 
2 viz., vi§e~ana-vUe~ya-bhiiva. 
3 ~. S., II. 2.58 ff. 
4 asya = vi8e~a'I:,a-t'i§e§ya-bha'l:asya. 

5 miinasatva. 
6 indriya.jatvCl. 
7 sak~at, but P. has - asya indriyartha8annik((r~((jatve svabhavikam sak§at

Karitvam eta pramiitta!n ity artha~. 
8 dar~ana.vyaparatva (from darsana·vynpiira as bahuvr.) = indriyajat'Va. 
9 darSana-vyapara is here evidently contrasted with utprek§7i.vyapara, cpo 

above text p. 88.8-9 and the concluding passage of the first chapter of N. b. ~. 
10 kalpyeta (sc. bhat'ata), i. e., vmn prama~ena (P). 
U Itpadhanarn. 
12 nwtikalpaka. 
13 svalak§a'f,la = pararnarth((sat is evidently understood, cpo N. b. ~., 1. 14. 
14 avicaraka. 
15 3amlikalayet = vikQZpayet = utprek~eta etc. 
16 rise~a~.vise~y(l-aai. 
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(94.18). (T heR e ali s t). Well thenl do you really think that 
your Reason 1 can construct them? 

(94.19). (Th e Bud dh is t). Yes, it doesl because the Reason (is 
not limited in its objects as the senses are), it apprehends every 
object. 

(94.19). (The Realist). (If you confine the function) of the 
Intellect to (the cognition) of the past,2 how can you tell that) it can 

1 miinasam jniinam = viciirakam, sa~kalanakam jiianam, i. e. Reason as con
structive, logical, even mathematical (8a~kalana= ga'l!0na-rupa) thought, thought 
integrational of diferentials (k§atla). It is a spontaneous capacity of our Reason to 
create the Categories under which l'eality is subsumed by cognition. 

:I Manas as m'kalpa-viisanii may be assimilated to Kant's Reason (san;iirthiin 
kalpayi~yatt). Here perhaps the role assigned to the Intellect (manas) in early 
Buddhism, which is quite different, is alluded to. There it is a synonym of vijniina 
and citta, they all mean pure sensation (tijiiiinam prativijnaptil},). It is classified 
as the sixth sense, the inner sense (iiyatana .NQ 6). The qualified percept, termed 
sarroi'Lii, is a special faculty (one of the sa~skiira8) which is classified under iiyatana 
>I~ 12, (not among the indriya's, but among the v1§oya's), and under sat?lskara
Bkandlla. As to the combining, creative force of the Reason it is rather to be found 
in the element (dharma) called cetana «Will» which, besides its function as the 
personal will of individuals, has a cosmical function and is a synonym of karma. 
This meaDing the term cetanli has only in Buddhism. When all the elements 
(dharmas) are classified in 18 dhiitus, the intellect (manaB), for the sake of sym
metry, as is expressly stated, occupies two items, the dhatu J\! 6 (mano-dhiitu) 
and the dhiitu N! 18 (mano-vijnana-dhiitu), they represent the same element of 
pure sensation (the same dharma), but they are distinguished in that the first is the 
preceding moment of consciousness, the moment preceding actual sensation 
(sparla), after sensation comes feeling (vedanii) and after feeling the image or 
qualified percept (samifla). All these three mental phenomena are again classified 
under ayatana N! 12. In this arrangement manas, although participating in the 
cognition of every object, fulfills the very modest part of a preceding moment of 
consciousness, it cannot be charged with the burden of constructing th~ Categories, 
Substance, Quality and others. The Sautrantika-Yogacara school has brushed 
this whole construction of the Yaibha~ikas aside, and replaced it by two facul
ties, sensation and cOllception, also called direct and indirect cognition, or sense-per
ception and inference (pratyak?a-anumana). The alaya-vviiiifla of the old Yogaca;
ras has been rejected. The functions of our Reason belong to indirect cognition; it 
is variously determined as arrangement (kalpallli), imagination (utjwek?ii= iiropa), 
dialectical arrangement ('lJikalpa=atad-vyavrtti), judgment (adhgat'asaya) etc. Ima
gination is helped by memory and memory is founded on impressions (saf!l8kal'a) left 
by past experience. For the Realist who admits a Soult these impressions are resi
ding in the Soul as qualities belonging to a spiritual substance. For the Buddhist, for 
whom there is no Soul and no substance altogether, the impressions become autono
mous, they then receive the name of viiBana (probably borrowed from the Smkhyas) 
which is sometimes explained as pUrt:am jrtiinam, sometime~ as samarthyam, i. e., a 
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apprehend every object, (since it does not apprehend the present)? Ac~ 
cording to our system the Intellect 1 (or inner sense), although not 
limited in its objects (like the other senses), is nevertheless by itself 
just as unconscious (as all senses are). It does not think.2 Conscious is 
the Sou 1 alone. The Soul is the receptacle of all cognitions and of 
all the traces S which are left behind by them (in our experience). 
The Soul puts on record every sensation and arranges (past experience 
in suitable combinations). 

(94. 22). (K u m it r il a 4) has expressed this idea in the following 
words, 

The Soul alone contains all knowledge,5 
The Soul is known as the cognizing Ego, 
It has indeed 6 the force of recollection, 
It has the force of combination. 

(94.23). It is, indeed, the Soul that (at first) in a sensation 7 

throws a glance 8 at an indistinct 9 object, the (actual) possessor (of 
those general attributes which are not noticed in the first moment). 
It then awakens the dormant traces 10 (of former experience and) cre-

force, or the Force, the Force par excellence, which creates the world as it appears to 
naive realism; vikalpa-vasana can thus be compared with Reason when it is charged 
with the task of a.n autonomous creation of the Categories of our Understanding. It is 
clear from the context that much of the business which in realistic systems devolves 
upon the Soul, is in Buddhism entrusted to viisanii or '1.;ikalpa-viisanii. We mayaccor
dingly translate it in this context as Reason. On the theory of cognition in Early 
Buddhism, cp.my Central Conception, p. 54. P. and Y. explain-yadipu1"I:a
kam V\jiUinam 7I!ana~ pratipatty-amtbandhitayii na sarva-'1;i~ayam, and the fol
lowing acetanatayii as sakala-saft'Skiira-anadharataya, i. e., na iilaya·vijnanatayii. 

1 manas. In the Nyaya-Vaiseijika realistic systems all consciousness is an 
appurtenance of an omnipresent substantial and eternal individual Son 1. The sen
ses are physical (bhautika). There is an inner sense, or Intellect (manas) which is 
also imagined as physical, having the dimension of an atom. It is swiftly moving 
between the senses so 8S to establish their connection with the Soul. It may be, to 
a certain extent, likened to a nervous current. 

2 na vicCirakam. 
3 samskara. 
4 Sl~kavart., pratyakija, 122. 
5 sthitamjiUinam =jfliina-vasanii (Pl. 
6 co hetau (P). 
7 indriya-artha-sannika'1'~'iit. 

8 'iilocyu. 
9 l1ammugdha. 

10 satr'8kiif'a, in Buddhism replaced by 'lJiisana which discharges the same func
tion without a Soul. 
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ates a recollection of formerly experienced things.l Armed with this 
recollection, it creates, but again necessarily 2 through the medium of 
the senses, the judgment 3 «this is a cow!». 

(94.25). This idea has been expressed in the following (stanza 4), 

The senses are the instrument of knowledge, 
The conscious Agent is the Soul alone, 
And since it has the faculty of recollection 
It will arrange 5 all things in combinations. 

(94. 27). Therefore, although we agree that it is impossible to 
distinguish in a single presentation two different parts, the one 
causing the other, in as much as the one suggests the existence of 
the other,6 nevertheless (a single cognition of a substance with its 
attributes is possible). There is in every percept an element of sen
sation,7 and an element of former experience.s They are (as though) 
the one characterized by the other. Both these elements together pro
duce the qualified percept. This is the sort of efficient production 

1 purva-pi~uta-anusmrti. 

2 prag eva, P. refers priig to iilocya. 
3 Vll;alpayati; vikalpa = adhyavasiiya = niScaya. Thus, in order to save the 

quallfieu percept (sam"kalpaka), the senses activated by the Soul are credited not 
only with the faculty passively to react (graha~a), but also actively to construct 
(kalpana) the object as substance and qualities. The senses think and judge, 
because the Soul thinks and judges through the senses (!). 

4 The first part of it is found in Slokavart., pratyak~a, 121-
5 kalpayi~yaU, the same function which p. 94.23 is called sa~dhiina «syn

thesis II. 
6 upakiirya-upakiiraT.·a-bhava is a term which embraces both logical sugge

stion (jiilipya-jitiipaka-bhiiva) and real causation (kiirya-kiirar.w-bhiiva). Here only 
the first is mentioned, but it is an 1tpalak~af.la, both are meant (P). niisti is explai
ned as na sarvatra asti, kvacit tu dratya-gulJa-karma'(lam asti, because according 
to the Xaiyayiks there is a special quality or force (sambandha) uniting the sub
stance with its qualities. P. remarks that there is no upakara in the vi8e~a~a
vise$ya-blliiva, since it is sviibhiivika, i. e., svnbhiiva-sambandlw, cpo above notes 
on text p. 98. 26 a.nd 89.22. The upakiira is therefore limited to atad-adhikara'{la
vyavaccheda-pratiti-jananam eva, what seems to be nothing but our old friend 
apoha. U da ya na adds that since no upakiira is needed in a 8viibhiivt7al relation, 
we must understand the term to be used according to the majority of cases (sambh
aoo-prlicurye"!-a), i. e., according to the substance-quality relation where a salll
bnndha = upakiira is needed. Evidently the problem of the relation of sensation to 
a perceptual concept is insoluble on realistic Jines and U d a yana rightly points to 
the contradictions in Vicaspati's expressions. 

7 IIrthlilocana. 
S anugata-smara'{la. 
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which we here admit, (but not the causation between two parts of an 
indivisible presentation).1 

(95.1). Indeed, (in the external world) we see colours and things 
which possess them. Both these parts are real separate entities. Reality 
as it stands consists always of these two things.2 It is wrong to main
tain 3 that reality only appears in our knowledge in this (double as
pect of Substance and Attribute), and that our Reason is autono
mous 4 in creating them. On the contrary, they are reality itself,S 
(they appear as they exist). 

(95.2). (The circumstance that both parts are not grasped in full 
at the first moment of cognition is irrelevant. Nothing warrants us to 
expect) that whatever exists must be apprehended (in full at the first 
moment). If only one part of the reality is seized at first, this does 
not mean that the cognition is wrong. (95.4). The full complex per
cept 6 is produced by (two) causes,7 (sensation and memory), as has 
been stated. It may very well be a constructed image 8 in which the 
colour will be assigned the role of an attribute, and the possessor of 
the colour the role of a substance. It will be a sense-perception 9 

nevertheless, since, although representing a later stage, it is also pro
duced by a sensory stimnlus.10 (95.5). (In our opinion the circumstance 
that a part is later produced does not make it an « other II thing). 

1 Lit., p. 94.27-95.1. «Therefore, although there is no relation (bhava) of 
producing and being produced as a relation of intimating and being intimated, 
when something is apprehended in a single presentation, nevertheless efficient pro
duction (upakarakatvam) consists in being the efficient cause (utpadakatvam) in 
rega.rd of a cognition which apprehends (avagiihi) the relation of characterizing 
attribute to characterized substance (tli§e~at}a-vi8e~ya-bhava), between a glance at 
the object (arthiilocana) and a recollection of its extensions (anu.gata-smaratfa)lI. 

l! arthau. 

3 as the Buddhist have done in India and Kant in Europe. 
4 apata-janman «born nobody knows where ll; since in this context this charac

teristic is understood as the opposite of artha-st'ariipa-janman, it is clear that au 
autonomous intellect is meant, an inteTiectus archetypII.8 as contrasted with au 
empirical knowledge, an intelleetus ectyp'U8, 

5 svariipa-matretta. 
6 sam'kalpakam. 
7 Bamagri, « totalit] of ca uses and conditions» = hetll.-T.,ara'!ta-8amagri; here 

two causes are meant. 
8 kalpayet. 
9 pratya~a. 

10 indrilla.arlha-8annikar~a-P"abha'l:ataya. 
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Things possess duration,! and (during the time their existence lasts) 
they gradually produce their results, by successively combining with 
the totality of causes and conditions 2 which create together a (stable) 
result. This our Theory of Causation will be established later on3 (as 
against the Buddhists who admit causation only between moments 
and no duration at all).4 

(95.7). Thus (we can throw our conclusion in the form of the fol
lowing syllogism 5 which can be considered) as proved. 

1. (Thesis). The qualified percepts,6 (the minor term), the 
subject of our discourse, are sense perceptions with respect to 
(all facts constituting) the proper domain 7 (of perception). 

2. (Reason). Because they are produced by a sensory sti
mulus 8 with which they are invariably concomitant. 

3. (Major premise and example). Whatsoever is thus (inva
riably concomitant with a sensory stimulus) is a sense-perception, 
just as a bare sensation.9 

4. (Minor premise). The (qualified percepts) are such, viz., 
(invariably concomitant with a sensory stimulus). 

5. (Conclusion). Therefore they are such (sense-percep
tions). 

1 ah·amasya. 
2 sahakari-bheda = het'U-karatla-Mimagri. 
3 In the chapter on the theory of Universal Flux (k?a1}ikatva), Tatp., 

p. 379.27 ff. 
4 Lit., p. 95. 1-6. «Indeed two things are also standing in a relation of colour 

and the possessor of colour, they are not thus apprehended by knowledge which is 
born adventitiously, (i. e., nobody knows wherefrom), but (they are both so appre
hended) in their bare essence. Indeed, not is it that whatsoever exists, so much 
must be apprehended, therefore if one part is apprehended there is no want of 
reliability (aprama1}ata). But qualified (complex) perception born from the mentio
ned complex may (nevertheless) arrange (kaZpayet) class-character etc. ns the 
colour, the thing as the possessor of colour. It will be taught that also a non-gra
dual (thing) does its effect by degrees, owing to the gradual taking up of the co
factors ». 

5 The syllogism is here inductive-deductive, 5 membered, the form admitted 
in the Nyaya.-Vaiseijika !choo1. 

8 t'ikalpii~ = sam7calpakam prat'Yak~a'm. 
7 s1Jagocare; the proper domain of sense perception is thus, for the Realist -

the thing together with its qualities, for the Buddhist the bare thing without any 
qua.lities or relations. 

8 indrigiirtha-sannikar?a-ja. 
9 lilocanam. 
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(95.9). Thus it is established that the words «containing a per
ceptual judgment I» (have been inserted into the definition of sense 
perception in the aphorisms of the Nyaya system) in order to include 
among sense perceptions, (not only pure sensations, as the Buddhists 
contend, but) also the qualified percepts, (or perceptual judgments of 
the form «this is a COW))). 

1 vyavasiiyiitma.ka. 
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Vacaspatimisra on the Buddhist theory of a radi
cal distinction between sensation and conception. 
(pramaJ;La-vyavastha versus pramaJ;la·samplava). 

§ 1. PRELIMINARY. 

The Indian realists, Naiyayikas, MimiiIp.Sakas etc., admitted two kinds of sense
perception, a primitive, simple sensation without participation of conception (nirt'i
kalpaka), and a more determinate, complex perception with participation of concep
tion or construction (savikalpaka). The difference between the two kinds of percep
tion was for them one of degree, of distinctness and clearness. Dignaga starts, 
Pramana-samuccaya, 1.2, by establishing a radical, essential and even, as will 
be seen, transcendental, difference between pure sensation and conception. The 
latter in his system includes judgment and inference. What the realists call per
ception and inference is by Dignaga replaced by sensation and conception; 
although he retained the terms, but gave them another interpretation and mope. 
We have thus in his system pure sensation and pure conception and the correspon
ding distinctions of pure object, which is identified with reality itself, or the thing 
in itself, and pure Universals. According to the realists the Universe contains par
ticulars, universals and mixed things (vyakti-jati-iikrti). They are apprehended by 
different sense faculties and by ratiocination. The same thing may be cognized in 
many ways. There are no strict distinct limits for each source of knowledge. 
Dignaga opposed to this a sharp distinction between two sources corresponding to 
two kinds of objectivity. The objects are either Particulars or Universals and the 
sources of knowledge are, accordingly, either Sensation Or Conception. Particular 
and Universal are empirically (siif!lvyavaharika) conceived by the realists, transcen
deiltally (para",iirthata~) understood by Dignaga. His Particular is the point in
stant, the thing in itself, absolutely undifferentiated and radically different from 
all constructions of the conceptive faculty of our mind. The concrete individual 
thing (8vabllava-viSefa), being a meeting point of several Universals, is nevertheless 
treated as a particular in European logic, for the Buddhists it is a construction 
and therefore treated as a Universal cognized by inference. The presence of fire 
is perceived, according to the Realists, by two sense-faculties, the visual sense and 
the tactile sense, or it may also be inferred from the presence of smoke. This fire 
is the concrete, empirical, physical object fire. For the Buddhists the sense of 
vision apprehends only colour, the tactile sense only heat, and the distinct image 
of fire is a construction of productive imagination (kalpanii), a Universal, a concep
tion by dint of its sameness with similar points of reality and its contrast witb 
every thing dissimilar. Such construction by similarity and contrast is the essence 
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of indirect, conceptual or inferential knowledge. It will be seen from the examples 
given by Vacaspati that even the perceptual cognitions of the form «this is 
bluen, «this is a jar», «this is a cow» are treated as perceptual judgments, as 
conceptions, i. e., conceiving states of mind and, therefore, inferences, cpo Tatp., 
p. 338.0, sa ca vikalpanam gocaro yo vikalpyate, desa-kiila-avastha-bhl'dena eka
tvena anusandhiyate and U dayana adds anumunatmakatt'ud vikalpasya. -Accor
ding to Sigwart, Logik, II p. 395, the perceptual judgment «this is gold» is an 
inference, - (I sobald ich sage «es ist Gold », interpretire ich das Phamonen durch 
einen allgemeinen Begriff, und vollziehe einen Subsumtions-schluss». By a broader 
definition of inference all conceiving activity, all comparing knowledge (siiriipya
pramii'(1a) is called indirect, i. e., non-sensuous cognition or inference. The Bud
dhist view receives the name of a «radical distinction» between the sources of 
our knowledge (pramar,ta-vyat'astha), the Rea.list maintains the view which is 
called their «coalescence» (lJramatta-samplava). 

§ 2. A PASSAGE OF UDDYOTAKARA'S NiiYA.-VARTIKA, 

ed. Calcutta, 1897 (B. I), pp. 5. 5-5.12. 

(5.5). (The Bud d 11 is t) objects and maintains that the coopera
tion 1 (of the different sources of our knowledge in the cognition of 
one and the same object) is impossible, since each of them has its own 
special field of action. This we (Naiyayiks) deny, because we do 
not admit that (each has its own special object). There is indeed such 
a theory. Every source of our knowledge is supposed to have a special 
object. Sensation l! apprehends particulars (only), inference 8 apprehends 
universals (exclusively). That alone is an object of our knowledge 
which is either a universal 01' a partiCUlar. Sensation is not intent 
upon a universal, and never is inference 4 intent upon a particular.5 

(5.9). This we, (N a i y it Y i k s), deny, because we do not agree (with 
the reason). We neither admit that there are only two sources of 
knowledge, (sensation and conception 6), nor that there are only two 
(quite distinct) objects of knowledge, (the particular 7 ancl the univer-

1 Or mixture - sam1l7a'Ca = sankara = ekasmin vifaye sarf}e~iim pramar,tii-
niim pravrtti~. 

:I pratytik§a, sense-perception according to the realists. 
S anumana, according to the Buddhists it includes conception. 
4 The Buddhist understands I(conception». 
5 The Buddhist understands «the ultimate particular, the point-instant»: the 

Naiyltyik understands the empirical CODcrete thing. 
6 The N aiyayik understands «sense-perception and inference». 
7 i. e., the ultimate particular. This fundamental feature of the Buddhist sys

tem has been noticed and very welJ expressed by the learned editor of the T a tt va
sangraha, Introduction p. 43, - s'l:alak~a'l)asya at'iicyatvam ... , atyrmtika-
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sal), nor do we maintain that they cannot coalesce. Why? The sources 
are four in number, (perception, inference, analogy and testimony). 
The objects are of three kinds, the universal, the particular and the 
individual thing as possessor 1 of Universals, (concrete universals). 

§ 3. THE COMMENT OF V:ACASPATIMISRA. 

Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika, Vizian. ed. pp. 12.16 ff., Benares ed. (1925), 
pp. 17.16 ff. 

(12.16). There is a theory (of the Buddhists according to which 
Perception is Sensation, and Inference is nothing but Conception, they 
represent two originally independent sources of our knowledge), each 
apprehends a special, originally independentl! (element) in the cogni
zed object. When a reference to them is made in the plural (and not 
in the dual), their subdivisions are meant. (12.17). Sense-perception, 
being produced by a stimulus coming from an object, is intent upon 
that object, (because it is produced 8 by it. But moreover) only that 
thing is an object of perception whose presence invariably calls forth 
its image.4 (12.18). A Universal cannot produce the same (results, it 
neither can exercise a stimulus, nor can it call forth an image of the 

vibhedas cej jeiter i~taQ, svalak~a'~at, the particular is conceived aa something 
unique and inexpressible, because possessing no connotation. 

1 tadvat = siimanya'Vad-t-ise~alJ, it is really a «particular universal II, a contra
dictio in adJecto, just as sensation-imagination. 

l! It is not enough to state that perception and inference have special (viSi
~ta) objects of cognition, these objects represent originally independent (bhinna) 
elements, since empirically there is an element of sense perception when we infer 
the presence of fire on the hill, and there is an element of constructive thought in 
every percept, thus pratyak~ayor anumiinaylYr vii samplav6 na Mdhakam tiktam 
(f)iSi~ta-sabdena), tathiipi viJiit'iya - pramii~a - samplata - niriikara~ - paro' yam 
granthalJ, (V). 

3 It is not enough to mention that cognition is intent on the objeet (artha
gocaras) in order to imply that it is produced (artha-siimarthya-samuttha) by it. 
This would be the standpoint of the Naiyayiks and the {Iniversala would be in
cluded among the eauses of perception. Therefore emphasis is put upon ariha-
8limarthya. Only an efficient object, only a particular is a cause (hem) producing 
perception. This again is not enough, because there is always a plurality of causes. 
Therefore that cause alone is the object which calls forth in our cognition its own 
image (iiklira-lidhiiyaka) (V). 

4. Lit., p. 12. 17-18. «That object alone is the field of perception whieh obli
ges ita own knowledge-refiex to conform with a positive concomitance and its COn
traposition». - jf!ana-pratibhCisa = inlina-iikiira (V); aniyata-pratibhiiBa is meant 
in the sense of N. h. l., p. 8. 8. 
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object), since it is altogether devoid of any kind of (direct) causal 
efficiency.l (12.19). (Nor can the empirical II Particular, which is the 
meeting point of several Universal&, do it. But the transcendental) 
Particular can. This alone is (pure reality), reality in the ultimate 
sense, (the thing in itself), because the essence of reality (according 
to the Buddhists) is just the faculty of being causally efficient. (12.20). 
It is a point-instant (in time-space, it transcends empirical space and 
empirical time 3), it is just the thing in itself shorn of all its exten
sions.4 It is not an extended body.5 The ultimate reality is not a thing 
which is one and the same in different points of space.6 Nor has it 
duration through different instants of time. Therefore sense cogni
tion,7 (sensation) apprehends the point-instant of reality,S (the effi
ciency moment, the thing in itself, which alone 9 possesses the faculty 
of affecting our sensitivily),lo 

(12.22). That a Particular (of this kind) should also be cognized 
(by the conceiving, synthetic, faculty of our mind, or) by inference, is 
impossible. (The sphere of absolute particulars is not the sphere of 
inference). The latter cognizes relations,11 and relations are of two 
kinds only, (either logical or real), either Identity or Causation.lll In 
an absolute particular no relation can be found. (UniformaUy) related 13 

1 This is against the Naiyayiks who admit that sense perception apprehend~ 
the particular and the Universals inhering in it as well, thus admitting a complex 
(samplava), qnalified perception which the Buddhist denies as sense-perception; 
'!;isi~ta·vi§(tyatvam nbhipretya sumanyasya pratyak~a-a~ayatvam u7ctam CV). 

2 sa!,{!vyat'ahfin7cam svala1c§atwm (P), = vyavahara-matra-vi~aya~=aviistat'am 
(V). sii!'{!vyavahfirika(~= aniidi-viisana-f)iisit~ (N. Kandali, p. 279.15). 

3 artha-1criyii-samarthyena eva vastutva-vyiivasthiipanat, 7cimartham tasyct de
sady-ananugama~~ (V). - desa-kala-ananugatam viciira-saham tty artha~! (P). 

4 asiidhiira'fJa. 
5 adesatmaka. 
6 desato 'nanugamena. 
7 pratyak~am. 

S 8Valak~a'fJa = ~·§ana. 

9 artha-kriyii-swdhy-artham tad-abhidhiinam (V). 
10 Lit., p. 12.20-22. «This alone is its own non-shared (read asiid"iira~am) 

essence, that there is ultimate reality of the one which possesses an un-spatial 
Ego by not being extended (ananugama) in space (or by not being repeated in space), 
and there is momentariness by not running through (ananugama) time». 

11 grhita-pratibandha-hetukafll. 
1ll Causation between «strings of events» (santana) is also constructed, cpo 

N. b. t-. p. 69. 
IS pratibaniIha~ samanya-dharmiiv asrayate. 
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are always two Universals. (12.24). (But a real Universal is an impos
sibility).l A thing cannot represent a unity and reside in different 
places, at different times and in different conditions. (12.25). (Since 
Universals a.re thus illusory realities, and inferential knowledge has to 
deal with Universals only, does this mean that their knowledge is 
altogether objectless? lI). The Universals are indeed (not realities 8), they 
are logical constructions produced by a congenital capacity (of our Rea
son 4); we must admit that their objective existence in the external world, 
belongs (only) to the domain of our inferential knowledge, it is either 
a dialectical (superstructure upon reality) or an objectivized image.5 

(12.26). Their essence,s indeed, (is not positive, but relative, since 
they always contain) a correlative negation.7 (This is proved by 
three 8 facts), 1) (reality is not their essential attribute), they are 
positive and negative,S 2) (although internal mental constructions 
they have) resemblance with external reality, and 3) they are distinct 10 

1 paramiirthasat slimiinyam viciira-asaham (P), klirtsnya-ekadesa-v'(tti-niriisiit 
(V); the Buddhists admit a vyiitJTtti-rupam, a1Mcam, aniidi-vikaZpa-vasanii-vasitam 
siimiinyam. 

2 tat kim, siimlinyasya asattl7lit, svala~a!Ul ca pratibandha-graha-asambhavad 
anumlinam nirvi~ayam eva? (P). 

3 vi7calplidh~thiinam = (m7caZpa)-~ayo 'li7cam iti yiivat (V). 
4 •••••• adh~thiinam vikaTpliklirosya vii alikasya biihyatvam anumlina-go

caro . •• V. thinks that alikabiihyatvam and tn7caJpiikiiratvam refer to two different 
ideas (matiintaram), the first refers to an objectivized image, the second, as is seen 
from the sequel, - to a dialectical superstructure, having indirect reality. 

5 Lit., p. 12.23-26. "That indeed is caused by the apprehended mark of a 
(uniform) tie. And the tie consisting in identity-with-that and origination-from-that 
cannot be grasped in a particular as its object, it thus reposes on two Universals. 
And the one Universal cannot reside in different places, times and conditions. 
Therefore it is the place of construction originating from a beginningless Force, it 
must be assumed that the sphere of inference is tbe externality of a (didectically) 
constructed form or an objectivized image (alikasya)>>. 6 ni~~hii = 8varupam. 

7 anya-vyiivrtti=apoha, anya-t'Ylivrtt'-ni~tham-'pratiyogi-ni~edha-svarUpam. 
8 Cpo the somewhat different formulation ofthe three points Tat p., p. S40. 611., 

translated in Appendix V. 
9 Cpo B ain, Logic, 1. 54 if. - Existence, is not their essence, their asiJ,dhij· 

ra'f}IJ-dharmo, in contradistinction from an ultimate particular (svaZa1c§a'f}iJ) in 
which existence is inherent, which is only positive, since we cannot say" something 
is noh, becanse this "something» is nothing but mere existence, pure reality. 
Cpo Titp., p. S38. 1 and F. Brentano, Psychologie, II, p. 49 if. 

10 niyata-praUbhiisa = niyata-liklira as in N. b. t., p. 70.6, = anya-vya'lJ1'Uya; 
it is exa.ctly the opposite of niyaia-pratibhiisa in N. b. t., p. 8-9, where it is = 
artheruz, indriy/l'f}lJ va, niyamita. 
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images, (i. e., they contain a sharp distinction from, or negation of, 
all other things). 

(As regards the first point the argument can be thrown into the 
form of the following syllogism). 

(Major premise). Whatsoever can alternately be affirmed 
and denied (has no existence in itself, but becomes existent rela
tively), as distinguished from something else. 

(Example). As, e. g., the fact of not being a body of limited 
dimensions.l It is found in consciousness (which is not impene
trable and) exists, and in the horns on the bead of a hare which 
do not exist (and therefore are also not a body). 

(Minor premise). .A (Universal, being) a mental construc
tion,2 can be alternately affirmed and denied, «there is a jar)), 
If there is no jar)). 

(Conclusion). (If Jar" is not existence «in itself)), it exists 
relatively to other things). 

(Veri1ication). If ajar l) were existence in itself,S the words 
<<<it is)) would never be used, being superfluous; nor would the 
words ait is not)) be possible, because they would contradict 
(the existence which would then be included in the thing ujar))). If 
it were non-existence in itself, the same consequence would follow:" 

(13.4). (A.s to the second point, it should be noticed that the Uni
versal) is devoid of every direct efficiency, it is an (imagined) illu
sive Ens. There is no sameness between it and the point of absolute 
reality (represented by the element uthisn, so as to produce the 
perceptual judgment If this is a cow,,), except the fact that both exclude 5 

the negation (<fnOn-cowH).G 
(13.5). (As to the third point, it must be noticed that) the distinct 

image of «a cow", and the definite connotative designation ffa cow)), 
would never be possible without (having present in the mind its) 
distinctions 7 from horses or other (animals).8 

1 amuna. II 1Jikalpa-gocaro. 3 a8iidhiira!W-bhiiflo. 
4 Cpo Bradley, Logic, p. 121, dt may be, after all, that everything «is II just 

so far as «it is not», and again <I is not» just so far as it "iu. 
5 Instead of manyate' nya-vyiifJ'{'tte1J read anyato' nya-vya"Tffe1J or anyatra 

vyafJ'{'tteQ-. 
6 Cpo Bradley, ibid. KIf everything thus has its discrepant in itself, then 

every thing in a. sense must be its own discrepancy». 
7 Cpo Bradley, ibid. «Everything is determined by all negation». 
8 Lit., p. 13.5. «And the definite idea and designation «cow» not without the 

exclusion of horse etc.». - What is here called niyatii buddhi~ refers to the Slme 
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(13.6). Therefore the Universal is nothing but the Negation of 
the Correlative,l it is (therefore) an interna12 (mental construction, 
but related to external reality, since in our behaviour) we do not 
notice the difference,3 it is quasi-included in external reality 4 and 
thus gives reality 5 to our (conceptual, or) inferential knowledge. (13. 7). 
Being thus indirectly connected with external reality, it has efficacy,6 
it becomes consistent experience.7 Although it is an illusion of reality, 
it is nevertheless a source of right knowledge, in so far it belongs to 
a man who thinks (and acts) consistently.s 

(13.9). Thus it is that the particular (as the ultimate reality) is 
not the object on which inference (or conception) is intent. That 
sensation, on the other hand, is not intent on Universals, has already 
been pointed out. Nor is there any other sour~e of knowledge (except 
these two, sensation and conception). Whatsoever (has a claim to 
be) a source of right cognition is included in these two, or, if it is 
not included in them, it is not a source of right knowledge. Nor is 
there any other object of cognition different from the particular, 
(viz. the ultimately particular) and the Univer,;al, (there is no mixed 
entity in the cognition of which) both sources of our knowledge could 
participate. 

thing which above p. 12. 27 was designated as niyata-pratibhasa. It is evident that 
niyat(~ is here used in the sense of «distinct», niyata-pratibhasa = niyatii bud
dhil} = niyata-likiira, not in the sense of (( limited» niyata = arthena indriyetm va 
niyamita as in N. b. t., p. 8.9 and 8.20, cpo above, p. 305 n. 10. 

1 anya-vyavrtti-rUpam. 
2 abahyam. 

8 biihya-bheda-agrahat, i. e, we do not think that « a cow» is not an exter-
nal object. 

4 biihyatr:etla aVUIliyamanam. 

~ pravartayati. 

6 prapayat. 

7 SCl1{Iviidakam sat. 
SOur conceptnal knowledge is thus a dream accompanying real facts. This 

theory will be expounded with mOre detail in Apppndix Y. - Lit .. p. 13.6-8. 
«Therefore the Universal whose essence is distinction from the different (anya
"!Iavrtt~), being non-external, being plungpd in the exte-rnal through non-percep
tion of the difference from the external, dirpcts inference towards the external; 
and by being indirectly tied up to the external, it makes us reach the external; 
being consistent, although wrong, it is, by being located in the cognizer, a mean. 
of right knowledge ». 
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§ 4. TEE ANSWER OF UDDYOT.A.KA:aA. 

NylLyaovart., pp. 5.9-14. 

(5.9). This is wrong! We do not admit it. We, first of all, do not 
admit (the limitation) of two sources of knowledge, nor of two kinds 
of object, nor of the impossibility of their mixture. Why? The sources 
of our knowledge are, indeed, four in number, (perception, inference, 
analogy and testimony). The objects are of three kinds, the particu
lars, the universals and their mixture. (5.11). A mixt (knowledge) is 
possible in that sense that the same object can be apprehended by 
any source of knowledge, as e. g., by the senses (etc.). (5.12). A 
sense faculty is a source of knowledge, it illumines, (as it were), the 
objects. Sometimes it is limited, sometimes mixed. It is limited, e. g., 
in the cognition of odours (which can be apprehended by one sense 
faculty only). It is not limited in the co~nition of solid bodies which 
are cognized by two sellse8, (by vision and touch). As regards the 
perception of Existence or of the fact of possessing attributes, (i. e., the 
Categories of Substance and Quality), this is cognized by every sense. 

§ 5. COMMENT OF VICASPATIMISRA. 

TlL tp., p. 13.12-13. 

(13.12). In saying ((this is wrong!" (the author of the Vartika) 
rejects (the Buddhist theory) and explains (the reasons for doing it). 
That the theory is really such, (i. e., wrong), will be (repeatedly) sta
ted here, (in the course of this our work). 

(Remark of Udayana, p.114). If the Universal is unreal and 
the Absolute Particular alone ultimately real, the latter cannot be 
mixed with the former, because a combination of the real with the 
unreal is impossible. (The empirical individual thing is thus founded 
on an absurdity). The author says, ((that this theory is wrong, (will be 
proved later on)". He wishes to say that the path (of Buddhist philosophy) 
leads into great depths (and cannot be lightly dealt with at present). 

(Remark of Va r d ham it n a, ibid.). Since the (BuddhIst) onslaught 
leads into great depths, if the author would undertake to refute it 
here, it would make his text very heavy (reading 1)1 

1 Thi!:! is the .first short statcrucllt of Buddhist Idealism in the Tatparya
pka.. Its different phases will be repeatedly expounded a.nd refuted in detail in 
the course of the work wheresoever the opportunity of doiug it will present itself, 
cpo pp. 88 if., 100 if., 127 ff., 144 if., ]82 ff., 268 if., 338 if., 379.25 if., 463 if. 
etc. etc. These subtlest Naiyayiks, U dayana and Var dhamana, deemed Buddhist 
philosophy an "impervious path », gahanal} panthii!l. 
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The Theory of Mental Sensation 
(manasa-pratyak~a). 





The theory of Mental Sensation. 

I. 

Pre Ii ill ina r y. 

The genesis of sensation according to the Abhidharma can be represented thus 
(cp. my Central Conception, p. 54 ft".),-

1-t current 
the object 

(vi§aya) 

"" "" "" 

2·d current 
the organ of sense or 

nervous matter 
(indriya) 

I 
I 

/ 

"'-, // 

'-'-,- 1/ 

/ 
,/ 

SOd current 
the Mind 

(vijiiiina = manas) 

/ 
/ 

o - meeting point (trayii!;Uim sannipii-
I ta~), sensation (spar§a). 

I 
o feeling (vedanii). 

I 
I 

o - - image (samjiiii). 

The moment of sensation (sparsa) has 1) a homogeneous cause (lJausa materi
alis = samanantara-pratyaya) in the preceding moment of the Mind, or of conscious
ness in general, including latent consciousness, 2) a predominant cause (causa 
efficiens = adhipati-pratyaya), in the special sense-organ (indriya), and S) an object
cause (iilambana-pratyaya), say, in a patch of colour for the sense of vision. The 
interconnection of these cooperating elements is imagined in early Buddhisnl 
according to the prevailing view of causality (pratitya-samutpada) as functions of 
one another, as cooperators or cooperating forces (safllskiira = sambhuya kiiritla~), 
because a cause never works alone (na ki'f!wid ekam ekasmat). The elements are 
not pulling One another, but appearing contiguously (nirllntara-utpanna) as func
tions of one another. In Mahayana the conception is radically changed. All ele
ments of existence have only relatire (sunya) reality, as «the long and the shorh 
(dirgha-hrasva-t'at), cpo my Nirval].a, p. 30 ft". The separation of the unique 
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current of consciousness into subject and object is already an impntation (iiropa = 
kalpanii = grahya-grahaka-kalpana). Instead of the three real currents produ
cing together sensation in early Buddhism, we now have in the Sautrantika-Yoga
cara school only two constructed ones. Their cooperation can be represented in the 
following table, -

Moments of 
the object 

I 
I 

Moments of 
consciousness 

I ' 
1. 0::::::::::::..-----------------1 

----__.. I 

2. 0----- -----::::6 A. pure sensation i--_____ I I 
both as yet in

cluding no 
synthesis, 

nirvikalpaka. I --_ 
3. 0:.:...--------------=:::::::.0 B. mental sensation 

i -----___ i i ---.. _____ I 
i ------0 c. 

I' i i 
i i 

{

cognition including synthesis with 
the following moments, 8avikal

paka, i. e., image. 

1 is the object (iilafllbana-pratyaya) of Aj it is also the substrate (upadana) 
of 2j it precedes A in time. 

2 is the object (iilambana = vi~aya = gocara) of B, but it is contemporaneous 
with Aj it is also the substrate of S, it precedes B in time. 

3 and its continuation are the object of the constructed image (savikalpaka), 
they represent the duration (santana) of the object 1-2-3 etc. 

A is produced by 1; it is contemporaneous with 2; it is the substrate-cause 
(samanantara-pratyaya) of B, it follows in time upon 1. 

B is produced by 2 in collaboration (sahakarin) with A which is its substrate; 
it is also a flash containing no synthetic imagination and therefore not capable of 
illusion or mistake; it is contemporaneons with S and follows upon 2 in time. 

3 and the following moments, as well as C and its following moments, represent 
the parallel duration (santana) of the object and of its qualified cognition. 

1 = s'Vala7c§atlam =prathama-k~a7fa7J,=rUpa-7c~at!iintaraBya upadanam=in
driya-viJnlina-vi~aya7J, = tasga ca iilambanam = nirvikalpa7ca-janalcam. 

2 = rupa-7c~a1Jiintaram = prathama-k~atJasya upadeyam = uttara-k~aryJ7J, = 
nir'lJikalpa7ca -jrtiina- 8amana -k01aTJ, = nirvi7calpaka- indriya-viiflasyaBya sahakiiri 
(manasa pratgak~a-utpada-7criyiim pl·att) = miinasa-pratyak~a-vi§aya7J, = lasya ca 
iilambanam = miinasa-pratyak§a-jana7cam. 

S etc. = santana. 

A = inilriycrja-vidniinam = BVala~a'{!a-01ambitam = samanantara-pratyayal} 
(manasa-pratyak~af1t prat£) = rUpa-k~a~ntarasya sahakari = vi§adaoham = nit'
'IJikalpaka-pratyak§O/In. 

B = mano-viJnanam = manasi-ki.ira~ = rUpa-~a1Jiintara-alambitam = riipa-
7c§arJijntara-sahakarif.W. indriya-vidMnena janitam = nirvikapakam = vi§adii
bham =manasa-pratya7,~am. 
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C = savikaZpakam .inanam = santanalambitam = adhyava8ayatmakam = sa
riipyatmtikam = anya-vyavrtti-rupam = anumanatma7cam = nirvikalpaka-jiUina
utpannatviit pTatyak~am api. 

In the DOW following translations from the TippaQ.i, from VacaspatimiSra's 
Nyaya-kal}.ika, and from Jamyaii-shadba's Blo-rigs a vivid pincturecan be 
gathered of the controversies that raged in India and Tibet on this interesting 
problem of a gap between a simple reflex and a constructed mental image, a problem 
not yet solved by modern epistemology. 

II. 

The Nyaya-bindu-trka-tippaI}.I on the Theory of 
Mental Sensation. 

(N. b. ktippal].i, ed. B. B., pp. 29.15-31.11). 

(29. 15). Further, is it sure that as long as the outer sense faculty 1 

is engaged, the existence of a mental feeling (concerning the same 
object) is excluded? Answering this question (Dharmottara) 
says, (C as long as the sense of vision is engaged whatever (bit) of 
cognition (of the presence) of a patch of colour (in our ken) we may 
have, necessarily depends on that sense (alone)".2 

(30. 1). The following question is then raised. Although two homo
geneous cognitions cannot exist at the same moment, (two heteroge
neous ones can). Therefore a sensation of the outer sense 3 may exist 
at the first moment (and continue to exist) in the second moment when 
a mental feeling will (also) arise, notwithstanding the fact that the 
organ of vision will continue to be engaged? 4 To this (D h arm 0 t
tar a's) answer is as follows. « (This is impossible, since) otherwise, 
says he, no such sensation as depends (exclusively) on the sense of 
vision would at all exist))':' (i. e., there will be no pure sensation, no 
simple reflex althogether, there will always be a germ of mental 
synthesis present). 

(30. 3). What he means is this. If we assume that in the second 
moment (the outer sense, e. g.), the sense of vision, is engaged just as 
it is engaged in the first moment, its function will also be the same, it 

1 calqufi. 
2 sarvendriyalritam in 29. 16 is meant for sarvam indryiUritam jnanam. 
S indriya-vijMnam. 
4 vyCiparavati cak~u§i. 
:; Cpo N. b. i., p.IO. 21. 
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will make the object present in our ken; why indeed should then pure 
sensation not arise in the second moment also, why should not both 
moments receive the same name of a sensation of the outer sense (or 
of pure sensation)? 1 

(30.5) . .Another question is then asked. If mental sensation 2 is 
really something different from pure sensatioD,3 this must be estab
lished by positive facts, by observation, (experiment 4 or other proofs). 
(If that cannot be done), then its definition, so far it is not at all 
founded on facts,5 will be (useless, it will be as thougb) non existent. 
CD h arm 0 t tar a) answers,s « tbe existence of snch mental sensation 
is a postulate of our system, there are no facts to prove its existencell.7 

In describing the character of this (mental sensation) as something 
similar to sensation in generals and in stating that its existence is 
assumed as a postulate of the (whole) systeme, D h arm 0 t tar a re-

1 Lit., p. SO. S-5. «When the eye is engaged, why, for sure, should cognition 
by the outer sense not arise, (a cognition) homogeneous, since the second moment 
would (also) be making amenable to sense? therefore why should not both be called 
sensations of the outer sense? ».-W e would expect yogy'i·karar;,e instead of yogya-
7cara1Je = saksat-kiiri1Ji, cpo above p. 8.10. Dharmottara says, p. 10.22 if., that 
if we do not admit, or postulate, a difference in kind between the first and the se
cond moment of sensation, there will be no pure sensation of the outer sense alto
gether. The 'I;'ipp. explains this as meaning that either both moments will equally 
be pure sensation or non!). Dh. insists that we have no empirical proof of the exi
stence of mental sensation in the second moment of perception, because we cannot 
isolate it and observe it, but if we will not assume its existence, the whole system 
falls asunder, since the system requires a radical difference between the world of 
pure sense and the constructions of imagination. The arguments in favour of the 
existence of mental sensation imagined by Jiianagarbha and others Dharmot
tara does not admit as valid, cpo below. 

l! manasam pratyak~am. 
3 indriya-jnaniit. 
4 As has been pointed out in the Introduction Dharmakirti establishes the 

existence of pure sensation by what may be called a. real experiment (pratya7c§a) 
in introspection, pratyak§am kalpanapoqharn pratytik~efJ.aiva sidhyati. 

5 yavata prama1Jiisiddham eva. 
6 N. b. ~., p. 11. 1. 

7 MallavlidI, f. 31, introduces this passage thus, nanu indriya-tiiffiina.vya
tiri7cta-lak~at}Q"ka8ya adal'lanat lak~a1Jam ayuktam e'l:ety a§ankyaha etac cetyCEdi 
(p. 11.1). The existence of a mental sensation following immediately on the sen
sation of the outer sense is thus regarded as something transcendental (sin·tu Tkog
pa = atyanta-parok§a). 

8 indriya-tijrtana-sadrsa. 
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pudiates the argument adduced by J fi a nag arb hal and others for 
the sake of establishing its existence, (viz., the argument that) mental 
constructions spring up 2 (from mental sensation which is something 
intermediate between pure sensation and conception). (He repudiates 
this argument) indirectly," (without mentioning it), simply by emphasi
zing" (that no direct proof is needed). 

(30.9). They, indeed, give the following explanation. Both the pure 
sensation and the mental one arise while the sense of vision is ope~ 
rating. It is not right to maintain that two sensations cannot exist at 
the same time, because two sensations of the same sense really can
not, but not two sensations of two different senses. It has been estab~ 
lished (in the Abhidharma) that six (different sensations) can exi~t 
simultaneously.s Therefore (there is no impossibility that) two sen-

l.!carya Jiiitnagarbha is the author of a short treatise Satya·dvaya. 
vi bhanga.karika and its vrtti. A block print of its Tibetan translation, prin
ted at the monastery of Bde-ch en-lh lln·gru b· glin (Aga in Transbaikalia) is in 
my posession. There is in the Bstan-4gyur, Mdo v. 28, only a commentary OD it, the 
Satya~dvaya~vibhanga·paiijika, by Slintirakfjita. Whether it is the same 
person as the celebrated acarya. Bodhisattva is doubted by Tliranatha, cpo his 
text p.l6S. Tsoii-kha.pa denies it, cpo Legs.bsad~siiiiibo, f. 70b• 2. Ka:rika 14 
(mula f. 2, vrtti f. 7) deals with causality in the usual Mudhyamika style-« a manifold 
Ens is neitht'r produced from It manifold, nor from a unity, nothillg is prodnced from 
a unity, nor a unity from a manifold». The vrtti explains, that if many causes did 
not produce many things, they would cease to be causes, since every cause, in order 
to be a cause, must produce something. The perception of colour, being produced by 
a double cause, the sense of vision and the intellect (8amallantara-pratyaya = ma~ 
na8), the result is also double, as containing a sensation and a conception. On the 
other hand, the percept of a colour is a unity (ekarn vi.jnanom). As a MMhyamika 
the author evidently rejects the momentarines of being (k?aYJikatl:a and 8m}a7c~a1Ja), 
he conditionally may admit the parallel run of sensation aud thought. It seems that 
some of those logicians who were MiIdhyamikas at heart admitted the possibility 
of a paralIc 1 similtaneous ruu of sensation and tbought, but not Haribhadra, 
cpo below, p. 339 n., lind this has given rise to much controversy in. India. and Tibet, 
as will be seen from the Blo.rigs of J amyan-shadba, translated below. In the 
T a ttvas., p. 391, SiIntirak~ i ta and Kamalasila admit heterogeneous causation, 
cpo also PariSuddhi, p. 609 W. 

i fJikalpodayat are evidently the first words of a karikii by Jiilinagarbha or 
some of his followers, it is repeated below, p. 30.17, in the words 8amana-jatiya~ 
vikalpodayat. 

8 bhangya. 4 afJadharat'ad eva. 
1) According A bh. KoSa·bh., 1.28, a great number of mental dharmas can 

arise simultaneously. The idea of the Sankhyas is also that different sensatioDs 0 

different senses may be present to the mind simultaneously, the idea. of the 
N aiy!yiks is that this is quite impossible. 
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sations (of different origin), of different senses, should arise simulta
neously. 

(30.12). Nor is it right to maintain that mental sensation, since 
it is not apprehended as existing separately, does not exist at 'all. (Its exi
stence is proved by the fact that) in the next moment something homoge
neous with it, viz., the image of the blue patch of colour,2 is present 
to the mind. If there were (nothing intermediate), no mental sentation, 
then the constructed image of the blue 1 patch, which immediately follows 
in its track,2 could not arise. A mental constrnction can arise out of 
something homogeneous with it, out of something mental,S not out 
of a quite heterogeneous simple reflex.' (30.15). Just as when a patch 
of blue is apprehended 5 (by the senses in the stream of thought 
called) Devadatta, the judgment 6 «this is blue)) is produced (in the 
same person), not in the (different) stream called Yajnadatta. The 
difference between mental sensation 1 and the enduring phenomenon 
of a mental image 8 is not the same, (not so radical), as between the 
two streams of (passive) pure sensitivity and of the stream of a 
(spontaneous) mentality.9 Indeed, both (the mental sensation and the 
mental image) do not represent (passive pure) sensitivity, both are 
called mental. 

(30.17). Our reply to the upholders of this theory is as follows. 
You maintain that a mental construction 10 must arise out of something 
homogeneous with it, and you deduce from that the necessary existence 
of a mental (element, although unobservable directly). This deduction is 
unwarranted, because experience proves 11 that things can (also) originate 
out of elements heterogeneous from them. This cnn be established by 

1 tlila-vikalpa; thus the perception of a definite colour is considered to be a 
mental construction by way of contrasting the blue with the non-blue; it is also a 
perceptual judgment «this is blue». 

2 tat.pr~tha-bhiivi. 
3 manasatmano. 
4, indriya-vijooniit. 
5 grhite. 
6 ni§cayo. 
7 manasa- viz. pratyak?n. 
8 mano-vikalpa-santana. 

9 mano-vijoona-santiina, in the opinion of Jilanagarbha it is a 8antana, in 
the opinion of Dharmottara it is a k?a'l}a. Instead of tathendriya ...... bhinnatvat 
read yathendriya. •• bhinnat1;am na tatoo . •• 

10 tJikalpa. 
11 dar§anlit. 
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positive and negative examples.1 Nor is the origination of a mental 
element possible as long as (the stream of consciousness) is engaged 
in a visual reflex. Indeed, we never have experienced the simultaneous 
appearauce of two simple refiexes,2 two bare sensations, of the same 
patch of blue colour at once. This has never been witnessed. 

(31. 1). Therefore a constructed image 3 can be called forth by a 
simple reflex 4 (or pure sensation), not withstanding it is heterogeneous. 
Consequently the production of a mental image does not prove the 
existence of a mental (element in the form of a mental sensation). 
(31. 2). Nor is it right to maintain that a simple reflex and a mental 
image 5 belong to two different streams of existence,6 just as the two 
(personal) streams called Devadatta and Yajfiadatta are. (If that were 
the case), it would make 7 the origination (of the mental image) from 
the quite heterogeneous simple reflex impossible. (31. 4). Both (pheno
mena, the bare sensation and the constructed image), belong to the same 
stream of consciousness; we must therefore necessarily admit the (par
tially) heterogeneous origin of the mental image, because (D h arm a
kIrti), the author of the Vartika,8 has stated, 

« When the one, (the simple reflex), is apprehended, (the other fea
will tures) also will apprehended, they be appear by the force of a 
conscious (germ),9 and by the force of memory which has ist own 
function to achieve )). 

Here in the words « a conscious (germ»)) just a simple reflex 10 is 
referred to, not something mentalY (31. 8). And therefore if it is asked 
how can a constructed mental image, (i. e.), something remembered, 
be called forth by a simple (passive) reflex, (we answer, that this is 
possible), because heterogeneous origin (is also possible). (31. 9). Nor 

1 N. KaJ}.ikli, p. 121.11, gives the example of the cognition of something 
refreshing which follows in the track of a sensation of white colour produced by a 
piece of camphor, white colour and refreshment are heterogenous. 

2 nirt'ikalpakayor. S vikalpakasya. 
4 indriya-v;'jiUiniid et;a~ 5 aam'kalpaka-nirvikalpakayor. 
6 bhintla-santana-vartitvam. 
7 The cheda before yena must be dropped, and one after na syat inserted. 
8 Not found in Pr.-vart., but Pr.-viniiicaya (Co-ni, f. 158".8) has - don 

mthofi-baoflid mthoii-ba-la, myoii-bai-rnthu-las byuii-ba'1li, dran-pasmthoii-bar lJdod
pa'1lis, tha-sitad rab-tu Mug-pa-yin. (A. Vostrikoff). 

9 sarnvit-samarthya. 
10 indriya-viiflanam eva. 
11 miinasam. 
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would it be right to assume that the mentioning of consciousness I 

(in the above aphorism of D h arm a k r r t i) refers to something 
mental,2 (not to pure sensitivity), since the point at issue 3 (in this 
passage) is whether pure passive sensitivity 4 (without any mental 
spontaneity) Can guide our purposive actions,S and whether it can 
be reckoned as a source of right knowledge. (31. 10). Indeed, how is 
it possible to consider a simple passive reflex 6 to be a source of right 
cognition? (0, yes!). It is (a source of right knowledge), if it accom
plishes its own function. And its function is just the function of 
evoking a mental image of its own object.7 

Consequently this (argument of J riii nag arb h a and consorts) is 
negligible,S because a mental construction can be evoked from a hetero
geneous source, (from a simple reflex). 

Ill. 

The Nyaya-ka:Q.ika of Vacaspatimisra on the 
the 0 r y 0 f 11{ e n tal Sen sat ion. 
(Reprint from the Pandit, p. 120.7-120. 17). 

(120. 7). We (Buddhists 9) do not favour (the theory according to 
which) the Mind is a special organ 1Q (of sense), an organ to be put on 
the same line as the organ of vision etc.u But we maintain (that the 
Mind is a stream of thought, and in that stream) every preceding mo-

1 sal!'t'~t. 
2 manasam. 
3 cintyatvat. 
4 indriya-vijnana8ya. 
5 vyavahiire~a. 

6 indriya-vijf!linasya. 
7 svavifaye vikalpa-janakatvam. 
8 yat kin.'cit. 

9 I. e., the Yoglicilra-Sautrantika school, cpo Tatp., p. 97.1. The other Hina
yltnists reckon 6 organs of sense, 5 of the outer senses and one of the inner sense. 
They also have a series of 22 indriyas, but then these organs have quite a diffe
rent function, cpo Abh. Kosa, I. 48. The realists, Nyaya, Vaiseeika, Mimitljlsaka., 
and the Sankhyas characterize manas, the Mind, as a sixth organ. The Madhya
mika-Buddhists and the Vedantins, very characteristically, falI in line with the 
realists. According to W. Ruben, Die NyuyaslItras, An. 55, 56, the author of 
these siitras did not regard manas as au indriya., but according to the Bhiieya, he 
admitted 5 outer and one inner sense, jus as the other realists. 

10 kin:cid indriyantaram cpo Tatp., p. 97.28 ff. 
11 cak~urlidit1at. 
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ment is (the cause, viz.), the substrate·cause,! of the next following one. 
This preceding moment, indeed, is called (by us) the ((homogeneously 
immediate cause". It is homogeneous as a (moment in the same 
stream) of consciousness, and it is immediate, since it is separated by 
nothing. (120.10). This (second moment of cognition) is created,2 
(not alone by a stimulus coming from the object upon the senses, 
as the first moment of sensation is, but) it is created by the next 
following moment of the object,S in collaboration 4 with the Mind, 
(i. e., according to our theory) with the preceding moment of consci
{)usness, the moment of pure sensation.5 This second moment of the 
object is contemporaneous 6 with the first moment of sensation, or 
with the simple reflex, produced by the first moment of the object. 
The first moment of the object is (also) the substrate·cause (or causa 
materialis)7 of the second moment of the same object.s (Thus there are 
two consecutive moments of the object producing two consecutive mo
ments of cognition; the latter are, a simple reflex, and a flash of men
tal feeling). This (mental flash) comes after the moment of pure sen
sation has passed.9 It is (not an abstract mental cognition, it is~ 
vivid 10 (as a sense·cognition). It has its own external object, namely 
the second moment of the object, the moment which collaborates in 
producing it. Such is mental sensation. It is not pure sensation 11 

(which is a simple reflex upon the outer sense), because it springs up 
when the simple reflex 12 is over. 

(120.14). Neither (can it be characterized) as an intention upon 
something interna~ 13 because the object upon which it is intent is the 

1 upiidanena. 
2 Janitam, p. 120. 12. 
3 ,.upa·k~-a~a-antare~a, p. 120. 11 to be corrected from rupek~a~a-. 
4 8ahalcari~ii, p. 120. 11. 
:; indriyaja-vijnana (p. 120. 10) = nirm7calpaka-praty~a. 
6 samana·kalena, p. 120. 12. 
7 It is clear that the samanantara-pratyaya, also called upasarpa~prat'!laya 

is the counterpart of the samavayi·7ciira~a of the N aiyayiks. 
s indriyaja.(vijnanasyal-'Vi~aya-k~a~a.upiidanena = prathama-f)i~aya.k~a1}a. 

ul'lidanena, viz., rilpa-k$ana·antare'!'a, i. e., dvitiytma 7c~a~a prathama.k~a1}lL
uplidanavata. 

9 uparata-ind,iya-vyapara8ya (sc. puru~asya), cpo lit. trans!' below. 
10 viJadabha = msadabMsa. 
11 indriyajam. 
li tad-( -indriya-)-vyapiira-. 
18 antara. 
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second moment of the external object, this second moment of th& 
object being a product of its preceding, first, moment and the first 
moment, (as has been just mentioned), is the object grasped by pure 
sensation, (the object which has produced the simple reflex).! 

(120.15). And it is not true that there would be no blind and no 
deaf persons, (if they could perceive external objects by a reaction 
upon their inner sense).!! The sense faculty,S (the organs of the outer 
sense), are absent with them, hence they have no pure sensation,4 (no 
simple reflex) produced upon the senses.!) They, consequently, (will 
have no mental sensation, since) the latter is a product 6 of the for
mer. Nor can it be objected that (such a secondary mental flash) is not 
a sensation. It is a sensation, because it is vivid, (it is not an abstract 
thought).7 

1 The compound indriyaja-v4aya ...• must be aualysed thud - indriya
jasya ( = nirvikaZpa7casya) yo t1i~aya~ (= svalak~a~am), tasya yad vijnanam (niroi
kalpakam), tasya (nirvikalpa7casya) yo vi~aya-7clfa~al} (= 8vala7c§a~am = prathamo 
vi~aya-k~a.ryi',,), tena yaj ianitam k~atlantaram (= rUpa-7c?a~!iintaram = dvitiy() 
vi~aya-~a~a7],), tasya gocaratvam, tasmat. The upshot is very simple, the second 
moment of cognition apprehends the second moment of the object. But they are 
not contemporaneous, since the moment of the apprehended object precedes the 
moment of consciousness which apprehends it. 

2 Cpo N. b.1., p. 10.20. 
3 indriya. 
4 -vijiiana. 
5 taj-ja-. 
6 Lit. «because there i3 no .substrate»). 
7 Lit., p. 120.7-17. «We do not favour (the thing) called the Mind as some 

other organ, the eye etc. But we say that it is just the preceding (pure) conscious
ness, the substrate of tbe following one. Just this, indeed, is similar as sensation 
and immediate as non-separated, it is called a homogeneonsly immediate cause. 
Here it is created (janita) by another moment of colour (riipa) having as its sub
strate (upadanena) the object-moment of that-Bense-produced (tad-indrya-ia.), with 
whose sense-produced consciousness (vijnana) as a homogeneous precedent it is 
working together, having as object the moment which is its own producer, a vividly 
shining cognition (of the man) whose sense-function is over, this is mental sensa
tion. It is not sense-produced, since it appears when the function of the latter is 
passed. An it has no object in the internal, (it is not intent upon internal facts), 
because it is intent (gocara) upon another moment, produced by the object
moment of the consciousness of the object of the sense-produced, (cp. a.bove the 
analysis of tbe compound). Nor is there absence of the blind and deaf, because 
of the circumstance (-taya) that they have no organs, (and) because through not 
having consciousness by it produced, a substrate is lacking. Nor is itnon-sense-per
ception, since it shines vividly». 
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In the sequel, pp. 120.21-124.6, Vacaspatimisra,commen
ting upon the corresponding passage of M a 1). ~ a n ami s r a's Vi d h i
v i ve k a, ibid, pp. 120.3-122.6, sets forth a series of arguments 
against the theory of a momentary mental sensation. They all centre 
in the realistic v:iew that the object of cognition has duration, that it 
is a real unity which cannot be split into moments. This unity of the 
object, as V 11 cas pat i puts it, (<is consecrated by Recognition)),l in the 
perceptual judgment "this is the same crystal (which I have seen be
fore) H. M a 1). 4 a n ami Sr a says,2 «the object is not present to the 
senses as split into moments, it appears to the senses as a unity; mo
reover we repudiate your theory of momentariness, (or universal flow 
of all existence)H.3 And Vacaspati winds up' the discussion by 
stating, /(thus it is established that the senses do not reflect separate 
moments, therefore it is not possible that the intellect should grasp the 
moment following upon the moment which has produced the simple 
reflex, but, on the contrary,5 the intellect grasps just the same object 
as has been grasped by the senses H. 

On these grounds the Realists establish the theory of what they 
call the «duplication)) of the sources of our knowledge (pramiit)IJ
samplava).6 The same object is apprehended twice, at first by the 
senses dimly, and then a second time, by the intellect with more clarity 
and distinction. 

IV 

The Grand Lama Jam~yan-shadpa on the theory 
of Mental Sensation. 

Blo~rigs,7 f. 28". 3-S1b. 4, (Tsu.gol). 

The second (variety of direct cognition) is mental sensation (or 28&. S 

non-sensuous feeling of the presence of an object in our ken). Its defi· 
nition, its own varieties, and the peculiarity of its genesis, these three 
points, (will be examined). 

l1bid., p. 126. 9, pratyabhijna bhagavafi 8thapayi~yati (abhedam). 
2 Ibid., p. 122.5-6. 
8 k§at}-lkatva.pratik§epat. 
4 Ibid., p. 126. 4-6. 
5 Read kif!! Ca instead of kif!!cid. 
G Cpo above, Appendix II. 
7 The Grand Lama Jam-ya1i-shad-pa (I.Ijam-dbyaii.bsad-pa Nag

dbau-brtson·grus) lived in the XVIIth century (1648-1722). He is the founder 
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§ 1. DEFINITION. 

28a.5 By a mental sensation (or non-sensuous feeling) we understand a 
(peculiar) sensation of the presence of an external object, a sensation 
following upon the sensation of the outer sense which itself evokes it; 
it apprehends the second moment of the object seized by the (outer) 
sense, and (it is also) characterized as excluding aU constructive 
imagination and (hence) incapable of illusion. This is its defini
tion. The fact falling under this definition 1 is, (e. g.), the mental 
feeling 2 of something blue evoked by the outer sense (of vision) when 
the latter wntains the reflex 3 of a patch of blue colour. Incidentally 
the words of the definition ((it is a sensation apprehending the second 
moment of the object seized by the outer sense which itself evokes it)) 
do away with the query, whether (it is not a recollection, whether) it 
apprehends its own object, an object present to it,4 or whether it is not 

28&. G (already) a clear and distinct cognition.5 Indeed, ccT he Lan g u age 
of D i ale c tic s 6)) says, "it is excluded that it apprehends the already 
apprehended, because it seizes the second moment)). Since it is (also) 
defined as a moment of consciousness immediately following the prece
ding moment (in the same stream ofthought), it is distinguished from the 
direct perception of the Mystic, (whose direct perception of the Absolute 
is also an intelligible intuition, but not at all homogeneous with the 
moment which precedes the moment of illumination). In telling that 
mental sensation is produced by, (and follows on), the sensation of the 
outer sense, an objection urged (upon this theory) by non-Buddhists is 
answered, (the objection namely) that there would be no blind and no 

of the monastery La-brang, a very celebrated seat of learning in Amdo (Eastern 
Tibet), and the anthor of an enormous amount of scholastic literature very much 
studied in Mongolia and Tibet. 

1 mtshan-gzhi. 
2 snon-(!dzin yid-mnon. 
3 snar-snan dban-mnan. 
4 it really apprehends the moment of the object which immediately precedes 

ill time the moment of mental sensation, cpo above table on p. 312. 
5 bead-IeB = paricchinnam jilanam; the definition of clear and distinct cogni

tion is given in the :BIo-rigs, 10".2. On f. ab• 1 This kind of cognition is mentioned 
as one of the Beven diJferent kinds of mental processes (bIo-ngB). 

6 Btog-ge-Rkad=Tarka-bha~a, a. work by MahitpaJ;I.(Jita Bhikeu 
Mok~aka.ragupta (Cordier has Gbiibriyakaragupta du grand Vihiira de Jagat
tala) = Thar- pai-~ byuii-gnas-kyi-sp a.s- Pa.i it is incorporated into the Batan
l}gyur, Mdo, vol. 112 (ze), the passage quoted is found f. 380b• 6 (Narthang). 
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deaf persons, if they could perceive ex.ternal objects by a mental sensa-
tion.l The (same) ((Language of Dialectics» has it, ((since it is said that 281>.2 

it is a intellectual fact, (but) produced by sense-cognition ... » begmning 
with this passage up to the words - (( ... by telling that it is exclusi-
vely produced by a homogeneous preceding moment, the confusion of an 
(ordinary) mental feeling with the intuition of the Buddhist Saint, 
(the Mystic), is ex.cluded 2". Thus it is that the fact of being a mental 
sensation is necessarily subordinated to the fact of being produced by 
a sensation of the outer sense. This is (also confirmed) by the ((Lan
guage of Dialectics}l, where it is said that ((mental sensation is pro
duced immediately after the sensation of the outer sense 3 ll • 

§ 2. THE VARIETIES OF MENTAL SI<]NSATION. 

There are five varieties of mental sensation, viz., mental sensation 28b.3 

grasping colour (and lines), mental sensation grasping sounds, olfactory 
mental sensatioll, flavorous mental sensation and tactile mental sen
sation. 

§ 3. THE PECULIARITY OF 'l'ml GENESIS OF MENTAL SENSATION. 

THREE THEORIES. 

The (author) of the "Mine of Logic1l4(Saskya-pal~~ita) 28b.4< 

and his followers maintain that (there are three different solu-
tions of this problem, viz.) -

1. (First theory). At first one moment of pure sensation, (a simple 
reflex produced by a stimulus sent out by the object) arises. After it 
one moment of mental sensation is produced. After it, one moment of 

1 Cpo N. b. t'l p. 10. 20. 
21bid., f. 38Ub• 6 - 3818.1. 
:1 This quotation is probably an abridgement of the passage - mn-gi yuZ·gyis 

(le-ma-thag lhan-cig-byed-pa-can-gyi dban-poi ses-pa mtshana-pa-de-ma-thag-pai 
rkyen-gyis bskyed-pa yid-gyi 'I'nam-pa'l'-ses-pai zhes pao, ibid. 

4 Rigs-gter = Nyaya-nidhi, a concise treatise in mnemonic verses by Sa
skya-pat;u;lita Kun-dgaJ~-rgyal-mtshan, held in high esteem by the Tibe
tans as their oldest original exposition of Buddhist Epistemology. Copies of the Lhas9, 
block print are very rare, no one is available at Leningrad, but a commentary by 
Rgyal-tshab is found in the Mus. As. Petro The author lived in the XIIth cen
tury (1182-1251) A. D. in the celebrated Sa- sky a monastery, south-east of Lhasa. 
He is also the founder of a sect which had many votaries and monasteries, at present 
either in decay or turned over to the dominant Ge-Iugs-pa sect. According to 
tradition his work was originally written in sanscrit. 
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pure sensation (again) arises, and so on, pure sensation and mental 
sensation (of the object) are alternately 1 produced. This is, (they main
tain), the opinion of the author of the A I a Ip. k a r a, (i. e., of P r aj fi a
k a r a gupta). 

2Sb, 5 2. (Second theory). At first one moment of pure sensation arises. 
In the nex.t moment there is a double sensation, a }lure one and a 
mental one, it is the second moment of (outer) sensation, together 
with the first moment of (internal) mental feeling. They are conditioned 
by the immediately preceding moment of consciousness, playing the part 
of a causa materialis, and the sense-faculty, playing the part of a causa 
efficiens. In accordance with these conditions, (both sensations) run 
simultaneously (making two parallel streams of sensation), beginning 
from the second moment of pure sensation up to the end (of the per
ceptual process). During it (we must distinguish) three elements, a 
double element of sensation of the ex.ternal object and one element 
of internal self-consciousness. This three-partite sense-perception is 
advocated, (they maintain), by the brahmin San k a r a 11 and a.s 

29".2 3. (Third theory). Finally, Master D h arm 0 t tar a maintains that 
(a mental sensation) necessarily arises just when pure sensation is at 
an end.l 

From among these three theories the first and the last, (says the 
author of the «M i n e 0 fLo g i cl»), are wrong. That one in the mid
dle is alone the right one. It is there stated,5 

1 spel-mar, lit. ((mixed UP))' 

2 PramiiQ.a-vartika-ala!Jlkara, a work by Prajfiiikaragupta usually 
quoted as Rgyan -khan-po = AlaIJ1karopadhyaya. The work contains a 
commentary on books II-iVof Dharmaklrti's PramiiQ.a-vii,rtika and fills 
up the vols 99 and 100 of the Bstan-lfgyur l\Ido. The author lived presumably 
in the Ixtb century and initiated a new school in the interpretation of DLarma
kirti's philosophy. 

3 Bram-ze Bde-byed-dgal~-pa, author of an independent commentary on 
the PramaQ.a-vlirtikaofDharmaklrti called PramiilJ.a-vartika-tika. The 
work was planned on a very large scale and has been left unfinished. The extant 
part 'covers only the first book of Dharmakirti and fills up vols lOB and 104 of 
the Bstan-~gyur, Mdo. The author was a Kashmir brahmin, he is usnally 
quoted as the Great Brahmin, Bram-ze chen-po. 

4 dban-mnon-gyi rgyun-mtha{l-kho-narj rgyu'II usually means duration, but 
here it is apparently used in the sense of no-duration or duration of a moment. 
It is just the opinion mentioned N. b. t., p. 11. 1. 

5 Since no copy of the Rigs-gter is available, this quotation could be 
identified only in Rgyal-tshab's commentary, where it is found f. 91&.1. The 
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«Both the alternation (theory of Prajnakaragupta), and the 
substitution (theory of D h arm 0 t tar a) contain contradictions I). 

(Such is the view of Sa sky a - pal). ~ ita and his followers) 

§ 4. EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY ASCRIBED 1'0 

PRAJiAKARAGUPTA. 

Now, it is wrong to impute to (the author) of the Alarp.kara, 291l..4 

(P r aj fi a k a rag up t a), the alternation theory. Not in a single Tibe-
tan translation of the commentary and sub-commentary on this work 
can it be found. 

(R h a i - 4 u b)l in his « E 1 u c ida t ion 0 f the s eve n T r e a
tises» says, «That the author of the A\a1p.kara favoured the alter
nation theory, (according to which the moments of pure anel of mental 
sensation follow one another in turns), this is founded ex.clusively upon 
a tradition current among scholars. Not in a single work, as far as 
they are translated in Tibetan, does it appear, neither in the text of 
the A I a 1p. k a r a itself nor in the literature following it». 

And (Rgyal-tshab) in his Comment upon the «Mine of 29".5 

Logic» ~ says, ((the alternation theory is not to be found in the trans
lations of the A 1 a 1p. k it l' a existing at present». It seems that the 
alternation theory is a great mystification,3 because it is pregnant of 

full title of this commentary is Tshad-ma-rigs-gter-gyi rnam-bsad legs
par-biiad-pai sidii-po, but it is also kuown under the abridged title of Rigs
gter-dar-tik; we read there - Rgyan-gyi bzhed-pai spel-tna-dan-ni Chos-

o 0 0 0 

mchog-gis bzhed-pai rgyun-gyi mtha~-tnat· gcig-'kho-nar skye-ba gnis-ka-la-yan 
000 0000 

gn<Jd-byed yod-par thal, etc. The words marked by 0 will make np together the 
o 0 0 

verse quoted. 
1 Mkhas-grub, a pupil of Tsoii-kha-pa; the work quoted is a commentary 

upon the seven logical treatises of Dharmakirti, its full title is Tshad-mll
sde-bdlln-gyi rgyau yid-kyi mnn-sel, the passage is found on f. 117".4 of 
the block print made in the Aga monastery, Bde-chen-Ihun-grub-gliii. 
Tsoii-kha-pa (1357-1419), the founder of the now dominant sect, had three 
celebrated pupils, Gyal-tshab (HgyaI-tshab, 1364-1462), Khai-iJub (Mkhas
grub, 1385-1438) and GenduniJub (Dge-~dun-grnb, 1391-1474). The latter 
was the first Dalai Lama. All have written logical works. The Commentaries 
of Rgyal-tshab are renouned for original and deep thougbt, they are usually 
called dar-tik=vistara-iika's, those of Khai-iJub are distinguished by detailed 
discussion, they are called tik-chen = mahiitiki's. 

~ Rigs-gter-dar-Fk, f. 91b• 6 (Aga). 
8 tha-chad. 
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many mistakes and it contradicts the standpoint of P ram a 1.1 a -
29b• 1 va r t i k a, (although everyone pretends) to speak from this very stand

point. (If it be objected that) this is not clear,! (that the P ram a 1.1 a
va r t i k a is not explicit enough, we will answer that), (on the alter
nation theory) the alternately arising sensations (of the outer sense) 
will not be able to apprehend the object continually, just because the 
moments of the outer and the inner sense will be mixed up. And it is 
also impossible to admit (that there will be a continuous apprehension 
also on the alternation hypothesis), because it is stated in the P r a
m a 1). a -v art i k a,2 (( if a thing would be apprehended in turns, we 
would not have the experience of its continuous contemplation)). 

(Moreover the contention) that the Ala Ip. k ii r a favours the alter
nation theory cannot be correct, because (we know that) it assumes 
simultaneity of the sensations of the outer and inner senses, (their pa-

29".2 raDel run). That tbis is really so,s (follows out of the circumstance that) 
this :Master did admit in mental sensation a germ of constructive 
thonght,4 and he did not deem it a contradiction to admit the simul
taneous existence of pure sensation 5 with constructive thought. Indeed, 

29b• S he delivers himself as follows, (( the element U (( this )) (of the judgment 
"this is that»)) which arises in us with regard to something lying in 
our ken before we have recognized 7 in it (an habitual object), we 
reckon as a mental sensation, since its (function) is to make the thing 
present to our senses S». It is also true that D h a rill 0 t tar a has 
a quarreJD with him (on this point), as will be detailed later on. 

,,29".4 If we compute the elements present in such sense-perception (as 
ascribed to the author of the A 1 a Ip. k ii r a), we will really find that 
they are three, (viz. an element of pure sensation or simple reflex, an 
element of mental feeling including some imagination, and the element 

1 ma-grub-na. 
2 Pro vart., ch. III (on sense-perception), karikii 256, f. 18Sb.2 iii the Aga 

block-print. 
3 der-thal. 
~ rtog-pa gcig = kalpanii kacid. 
5 dbaii-miion dus-su, lit., «that at the time of sensation of the (outer) sense 

((onstruction is produced D. 

6 §es-pa =jnanam in the sense of ill~ta'inanam.. 
7 goms-/as mdun-na gnas-pa-las = abhylisat priig arasthiinat) this evidently 

refers to anabhyiisa-daAii-apannam ji'iiinam, cpo Tiitp., p. 8--9. 
8 This quotation could not yet be identified. 
9 Cpo N. b. t., p. 11. 1 and the rip p. translated here. 
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of self-consciousness). (However) this theory (of the author) of the 
A 1 a Ip. kIT r a cannot be accepted (as a correct account of the part) of 
the senses (in perception), because, as a consequence 1 of it, we will be 
obliged to admit the presence of (a germ) of constructive imagination 
in direct cognition,2 (i. e., in a simple reflex), whereas (our best autho
rities), the Sutra 3 and the Vartika, establish that sensation, (i. e., the 
part of the senses in cognition, or the simple reflex) does not contain 
any mental construction. This and other objections (can be made 
against this theory). However, from the stand-point of the Ext rem e 
Relativists, (the Priisangika-Mitdhyamikas), it will be 
quite acceptable.4 

§ 5. EXA:ilIINATION OF THE l'HEORY ASCRIBED '['0 

SANKARANANDA. 

Further, it is not true that the (G rea t) Bra h min favoured the 2llb. tJ 

theory imputed to him (by Saskya-pal.upta), because neither the 
translation of his works nor the authorities of the Holy Land 5 point 
to it as favoured by him. It is a bare affirmation (on his part). (K h a i-
(~ u b) in his « E 1 u ci d a t ion 0 f the 8 eve n T rea tis e s)) says,B 
« It is a mere tradition among the ancient (teachers) that the G rea t 
Bra h min favoured such a view. Not in any ofthe Tibetan translations 
of his works is the source (of this mistake) to be found)). Moreover, you 291).6 

(8 ask y a-p a 1) g. ita) assume that this (sensuous part of cognition 
which you imagine as having been analyzed by 8 a n k a r it nan d a) 
necessarily always contains three elements.7 We objet:t that the precision 

1 thal-ba dan. 
2 8grub-Muu-pai rtog-pa;the realistic Vaibh~ikas admit a germ of imagination, 

called by them svabhiiva-vitarka in every sense-cognitIOn, cpo Abh. Kosa, I. 33. 
The Mndhyamikas would probably fall in line with the realists. 

:) Sutra, in this context, refers to Digniiga's Pramii~UI-samuccaya. 
4 The MMhyamikas cannot admit the absolute reality of the (cthing in itselh 

(8valak§a~a), because this wonld mean a deadly blow to their Universal Relati
vism. As a consequence of this they cannot accept neither the theory of sense-per
ception, nor the separaten~ss of the two sources of cognition (pramatta-vyavastha), 
lior self-perception (svasan.lt'edana) ect., cpo my N irvlilJ. a, p. 135 if. They are obli
ged to accept the realistic logic of the N aiyIT.yikas with a proviso concerning itll 
relativity and worthlessness for the cognition of the Absolute. 

;, ~phag8-yul = arya-de8a, India, iirya means here a Buddhist Saint. 
ij Op. cit., f. 123b.6. 
~ viz., sensatiQn of the outer sense, mental sensation and self-consciousness. 
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of these mathematics 1 is questionable. You may, if you like to, reckon 
seven elements, it will even be more accurate. Really it is SO,2 because on 
the side of the object there are five elements, (its :five sensible quali
ties), with the element of sensation and the element of attention/ 

50a• 2 this will really make seven elements. (R g y a 1- t s h a b) in his Com
mentary upon the ((M in e 0 fLo g i CIl says,4 II if we reckon the ele
ments in the object, they will be five, and if we add the elements of 
sense and of the intellect, it will make seven I). And (K h a i - ~ u b) 
in his ((Elucidation of the Seven Treatises) also says,5 
((there is no great ntility in computing how many elements there are 
in this genesis (of mental sensation), therefore there can be no preci
sion in the work of computing themn. 

80".4 And further. It is a very great mistake to imagine that in the 
stream of thought which constitutes the ordinary man,6 at the time 
when his sensitivity is engaged in apprehending an external patch of 
colour, there is (simultaneously with it) an intelligible feeling clearly 
apprehending this same patch. This is in glaring contradiction with 
all the passages of the S eve n T rea tis e s and their commentaries 
where the definition of mental sensation is taught. Not enough of that, 
it is directly denied in passages like the following ones, 

30&.5 1. (Allthoug heterogeneous (sensations) may arise simultaneously, 
but one of them will be (always) predominant in clarity. It will then 
weaken the force of the others and will not allow any other to appear 
over the threshold of consciousness ".7 

1 rtsi-dgos,pll. 
2 der tool. 
S yid.byed = manasikara, here mental sensation (mana8a-pratyak~a) is simply 

called attention, which is one of the citta-maha-bhUmika-dharmas. 
4, Rigs-gter·dar-tik, f. 91b. 5. 
5 Op. cit., f. 124&.2. 
6 prthag-jana. The holy man (iirya) is credited with exceptional intuition. 
7 Pro vart., III ch., kariTcii 521, f. 230·.5 of the Aga block-print. Only the 

first part of the kar~'kii is quoted by Jam-yaii, the second part is, 

nus-pa nams-par byas-pai-phyir, 
kun-gzhi-las glOOn ~yufi-ba min. 

The term kun-gzhi = iilaya in this pla.ce has given rise to a great deal of con
troversy among Tibetan commentators. The majority are not inclined to interpret it 
as meaning iflaya-!Jijitiina in the sense in which that term is used by Asanga and 
Vasubandhu, i. e., as implying the doctrine of a Clstore·honse-consciousness» 
where all the traces of former impressions and all the germs of the futnre ones are 
stored up. They therefore interpret here lilaya as meaning only mano-!Jijitiina, and 
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2. l( When consciousness is engaged in cognizing one object, it is 
incapable of cognizing (at the same time) another one", etc. eic.1 

The first 2 (circumstance, vis., the circumstance that the theory of Boa. 6 

the simultaneous presence of two different sensations is in glaring 

the passage as meaning «there is thus (in that moment) no other consciousness than 
mental sensation D. It seems however possible to assign to alaya here the meaning 
of consciousness in general without referring it to a special theory. As a matter of 
fact the Prama¥n-vartika never mentions the iilaya-vijnana doctrine and there 
is evidence enough to maintain that D h armakir ti rejected it as a Soulin disguise. 
Jam-yaii-shadpa says, Phar-phyin-mtha~-dpyod, vol. na. (rnam-rdzogs), 
f. 61 b.3-62 &3 (Aga) - yan kha-cig, kun·gzhii sten·du tshogs-drug 1}1.hor-bcas·pa 
gag.pa-la ~dod.pa mi-!&thad-par-thaZ, skab$-~dir kun·zhi mi ~dod-pai-phyir. 
1}grel-chen-du, lan-gsegs-1.yi Zun, rnam-par·thar-pa (read ses-pa) bryad·nid dan 
zhes drans tsam ma-gtogs kun-zhi dan non·yid-kyi Mad·pa med-pai·phyir. 1.hyab
ste, ~phags.Sen dan sde-bdun skabs-su 1.un-zhi ~(lod-pa mun-mda1} yin-pai
phyir. Zhi-lJ.tshos 1.yan, dbu-ma-rgyan dan ran-~J"el las, de dag-gis ni gan 
sna-phyi med-par sems-gnis ~byl£n-ba ~Idi-ni gnas·med-do nas, lun dan 1}gal-ba 
bzloy dkao, zhes dan. rnam-lJ,grel-las, rtog-gnis cig-car mthon-ba med, ces gsuns-pai 
pllyir. sde-bdun·rgyan-Zas, sde-bdun.gyi skabs-su kun-gzhi 1.has-len-par 1}dod-pa 
de-dag-ni ran·nid ma-rig-pai dmus Ion zhes-80. This means-Further, some main
tain, that it is wrong to hold that all six kinds of consciousness with the accompa
nying mental phenomena (citta-caitta) are locked up in a store-house-conscious
ness, because in this case, (i. e. from the standpoint of the Svatant rikas) the 
« store-house D doctrine is not accepted. With the exception of the Lanka vat ilr a
sutr a and some purely metaphorical (drans = neyya) expressions neither the 
«( store house» nor the klifta-manas are ever mentioned. This is right, because 
both Arya (Vimuktasena) and Haribhadra, and also (Dharmakirti) in his 
Seven Treatises hold that the theory of a ((stored consciousness» is an arrow 
shot into darkness. Moreover, Santirak~ita in his Madhyamikala!Jlkara with 
his own comment, says, «a double sensation (sems-gnis) which appears (at once) 
without succession from two (different sources de-dag-gis) canllot exist», and he 
continues up to the passage « it is difficult to deny that this rnns against Scrip
ture,.. And again Prama~a-vartika says "two ideas (1.alpana-dvayam = rtog
gnis) cannot exist simultaneously». «The ornament of the Seven Treatisesll 
(by Gend un4u b) says, «those who maintain that in the system of the Seven Trea
ti s e s the «store·consciousness» doctrine is admitted are blind men (living) in the 
darkess of their own ignorance!». - The passage quoted from Sintirakqita's 
MadhyamikaIamkIira is found f. 15b.1-16&. 2 of the blockprint (Aga), and the 
passage from Gendun4ub (the real title of tIle workisTshad-ma-rigs-rgyan) 
is found f. 96b• 3-97&. 2 of the block·print (Aga). (A. Vo s trikoff). 

lIbid., II ch., 1.iirikii 113, f. 9Sb• 5 of the Aga block-print; the sec()nd quar· 
te r 0 f this kiin7ca is, 

nus-med don-can mi-lJ,dzin-phyir. 
The block'print of the Sliolutal monastery reads don-gzhan. 

2 The words dan-po grub·ate usually point to a dilemma mentioned precedently, 
viz. to the first part of the dilemma with the closing words gan·zhig. 
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contradiction with all the passages where the definition of mental sen
sation is taught), is quite right, because (this theory) contradicts all 
the characteristics of that (mental sensation), viz., 1) tbat (mental 
sensation) is called forth by the sensation (of the outer sense), 2) that 
it apprehends the second moment of the object which has been (in the 
preceding moment) cognized by the outer sense, etc. With all these 
characteristics the theory of the simultaneous presC'nce of two different 
(currents of) sensation is in contradiction. This is quite clear. 

1301'.1 And further. You, (8 ask y a - p a I). tP t a) maintain that from the 
standpoint of the Brahmin (8 an k a I' it nan d a) there is at first a 
moment of sensation by the outer sense and, after it, a double sensa
tion arises, an outer one and a mental, inner one. (And you also main
tain) that, according to his stanllpoint, sensation always necessarily con
sists of three elements. This is not right, because (the supposed theory of 
the G rea t B I' a h III in) requires us to admit that there is a double 
kind of sensation, the one consists of two elements, the other includes 

50)'.2 three. It is really so/ because the one kind of sensation, (the first moment) 
which 2 must be characterized as consisting (only) of two elements, 
is endowed by you with three parts. That the first circumstiLllce is 
right,3 (viz. that the first) mOlltent (is dipartite), mast be adltlitted, 
because in the first (moment), when the single moment of sensation 
(by the outer sense) is produced, it consists only of two elements. It 
is really SO,4 since at that time there is no other sensation than 1) this 
sensation (of the outer sense) Hnd 2) self-consciousness. If you do not 
admit that," (and insist that sensation is always three-partite), then 
you will have to assume the double sensation, (outer and mental, 
already) in this (first) moment, and many other incongruities will ensue, 
(you will be obliged to admit the collapse of the whole theory). 

§ 6. VINDICA1'ION OF DHABMO'l'TARA'S THEORY. 

30b. 4 Therefore, in our opinion, the view of the great scholar D h a r-
mot tar a is the only right one. He has the proper view of the genesis 
of intelligible seusation as established (by D h arm a k I r t i) in his 

1 der thal. 
2 fJan-zhig here also points to the first part of II dilemma which in tbe-

sequol will be ·alluded to 1)y the words dan-po grub-8te. 
3 dan-po g1"ub'8te. 
l der thai. 
;. ma gmb ncr. 
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S eve n T rea tis e s, (viz., that mental sensation) arises immediately 
after pure sensation, when the run of (pure sensation) has vanished. (Pure 
sensation is one moment). This is (the only plausible way to realize) its 
procedure? since (all other attemps to describe it) are proved to lack 
logical consistency, viz., 1) the theory according to which mental sen
sation continues to exist after the moment following on pure sensa-
tion,~ 2) the alternation theory, 3) the theory that pure sensation con-
sists of three elements, 4) the theory of the A I a 111 kit r a, that (every) 
sensation includes (a germ) of constructive imagination. These last, 
four theories evidently have (no great importance), authoritative 3 

is only the first one, (that one of D harmottara), because that 
cognition of an ex.ternal object, where the predominant part4 is played 
by the intellect, is not reckoned as sense-perception, (i. e., it is not a 
sensation). Indeed, the (A b hid h arm a) -s U t r a says, « the appl'e- 30b• r 
hension of colour (and lines) is double, as conditioned by the sense (of 
sight), and as conditioned by the intellect 5 », and the P ram a J~ a -
samuccaya 6 (confirms this) in stating that the intellect also when 
it apprehends an object (in a mental sensation, does not possess the 
character of constructive imagination). Thus, in the moment of pure 
sensation (by the outer sense), intelligible sensation is not yet present, 
but when the first has vanished, the second immediately arises. It is 
immaterial whether at the time of both these sensations the totality 
of causes producing the pure sensation is complete or not, because, 
(albeit they be complete), the change is produced by the efficiency of 
a conflicting factor (the intellect, or attention), which may be present 

1 The construction of this sentence is worthy to be noticed, gan-zhig here also 
points to the first part of a dilemma of 1ive parts, it will be in the sequel indicated 
by the words dan-po grub-ste. Lit. « ••• because just such is its genesis on the one 
hand (de skye·ba gan zhig) and because (on the other hand) the existence of men· 
tal sensation after the second moment of (outer) sensation, and the alternate origin, 
and •..•.. are proved to be wrong. The last arguments are easy (to understand 116 

wrong). The first is right». 
2 Mental sensation lasts only one moment, the moment of aroused attention, 

and this moment is the moment following the outer sensation, its continuation is 
constructive imagination, the real function of the intellect. 

a grub-ate. 
4 dban-rkyen = adhipati-pratyaya. 
5 According to the A bhidharma sensation (sparsa) arises at the meeting 

point of three things, the object, the sense-organ and consciousness (sc. bare con
sciousness-v\j?iana). The next step is a feeling and a distinct cognition (vedanli
samj?iii). 

6 Cpo Pro sam uce., I. 6. 
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31" 2 or absent. We read l in the ((Elucidation of the Seven 
T rea tis e s» (by K h a i - c). u b), -

((It does not matter much for the continuity of pure sensation, 
(without any participation of mind or attention), and for its discon
tinuity, whether all causes (and conditions) producing it are completely 
present or not, but it is not indifferent whether some counter-acting 
agency has appeared or not, because as long as there is nothing to 
stop the run of (the moments of) pure sensation, it will go on endu
ring without interruption, and the entrance-door for intelligible sen
sation will be closed ». 

31'.3 Mental sensation appears for not more than a single moment, 
because if it were a lasting phenomenon (it would apprehend a distinct 
image in a perceptual judgment), and we would have clear and distinct 
cognitions produced straight off by the force of a simple reflex, (we 
never would have illusions), and the constructed judgment ((this is not 
rightJ) would never arise.2 This is quite right, (i. e., it is quite right 
that, if mental, direct sensation could last more than a single moment, 
an error would be impossible, since truth would arise automatically). 
Therefore, since the matter is quite transcendental,S (the existence of 
this moment of mental sensation) is assumed (more or less) dogmati
cally.4 We read in the (( Commentary upon the Short Treatise 5 II (by 
D h arm 0 t tar a), (( This mental sensation is merely a postulate of 
our system. There are no facts which could establish its existence 

31a.5 (directly)). And (Rgyal-tshab) in his "Commentary upon the 
Short Treatise of Logic 6» delivers himself as follows, ((Now, this 

1 Gp. cit., f. 121". 3. 
2 Lit., «Mental sensation does not appear after one moment, because, if a dlU'a

tion (rgyun = santana) did appear, certainty (ries-pa = ni§caya) would appear by 
the force of a simple rellex (myon-ba = anubhava = pratibhasa) and the imputa. 
tion (sgro-~dogB = aropa) (( this is not rightll would not be produced ». Cpo D h a r· 
makirti's words quoted Anekantaj aya·pataka, p. 177, - na pratyak~am 
kasyacid ni§cliyakam, tad yad api grh?lati tan na ni§cayp.na, kim tarhi tat.prati
bhiisena. 

3 Bin-tu-lkog.lfgyur. 
4 The Nyaya.bindu·pka is evidently quoted under the name of ij:thad

ldan-ch un·liu «The Small Commentary», since the passage is f()und on p. 25.9-
'11 of onr edition of its Tib. translation (B. B. VIII). The ee Great Commentary JJ 
would then be the same author's comment, RamaQi, on Pramli:Qa-viniiicaya. 

5 luii-gi tshad-ma8 = agama-pramatlsna. 
G Rigs.thigs-dar.tik. The full title of this work is - Tshad·ma.rigs

thigs.kyi ~grel·ba legs-biiad-siiili-poi gter, the passage is found f. 14& 6 
of the block.print of the La-brang monastery. 
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(theory) of mental sensation must be accepted as founded on dogmatic 
assertions, although subjected to a threefold critical 1 purification; 
there is no other (direct) evidence (establishing it empirically) ". 

To this (contention, that mental sensation is something transenden- 31".6 

tal), some (philosophers take exception). They maintain, that mental 
sensation is present in every ordinary 2 man. It cannot be transcen
dental 3 (or occult) in these ordinary men, because its existence is 
proved by their own direct perception.4 And the fact that it really is 
so 5 is established by introspection which exists in their personality 
and which apprehends this (their own mental sensation). This (again) 
is really SO,6 (simply) because they are conscious beings.7 

This is not right! 8 31'.1 

It really is right,9 because every consciousness is self·consciousness.1o 

Nevertheless (your argument) is not right,ll because, althougb 31b.2 

we really can by introspection establish (as a rule) that knowledge 
having dnration and (every case) of right cognition 1lI (in general) is 

1 The threefold scrutiny (dpyod = mcara = mimii'l!lsa) which every sacred 
text or trustworthy testimony must undergo is 1) the test of experience (pratyak~a), 
2) of inference (anumana) and 3) of non-contradiction (aIJirodha). Accodingly the 
objects arE! divided into 1) evident facts (pratyak§a), 2) inferred facts (parok§a) of 
whom we have formerly had some experience, 3) very much concealed facts (atyanta. 
parok~a = sin-tu-lkog-pa) which are either transcendental, unimaginbble entities, 
or else facts never experienced, but nevertheless not unimagina.ble. 

2 80-8o-skye-bo = prthag-jana, i. e., not a Saint, not the man who possesses 
direct intuition of the Absolute, something like Kant's «intelligible Anshauung» 
as contrasted with asinnliche Anshaung» of ordinary men. 

a sin-tu-lkog-gyur = atyanta-paro1c~a. 
4 This argument is here thrown in the nsual Tibetan form, viz., 

2\'Iinor term - mental sensation in the rnn of consciousness of every 
Ordinary man. 

Major term and Example-it is not at all quite so transcendental in 
an ordinary man. 

Middle term - because its presence is established by yonr direct 
perception, (i. e., introspection). 

5 der tool. 0 der tOOl. 
7 Lit., «because there is knowledge in his continuity, (stream of thought-san

tana)>>. 
8 ma·khyab, lit. there is no invariable concomitance (between the middle and 

the major terms~ 
9 khllab-par-thal. 

10 Lit. «if it is knowledge it is pervaded by self-grasping self-knowledge u. 
11 yan ma-khyab-ste, «no concomitauce again». 
12 i. e., every santana and every p1'a.ma!la. 
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accompanied by self-perception, we (by no means) can maintain that 
every cognitive phenomenon (without exception) is susceptible of being 
grasped by introspection.1 Alltl even that is n, concession made 2 (by us 
to the advocates of introspection). 

Sll>.2 Moreover, if we take our stand upon (the ideas of these advocates 
of introspection, we will be landed in the following absurd consequence). 
(Let us take as wbject, or) minor term, the fact that the consciousness 
of an ordinary man contains (nevertheless a feeling of) its own ulti
mate unreality 3; (we then must take as predicate, or) major term, 
the fact that this feeling must be cognized directly in the conscious
ness of this ordinary man, bec::mse he has introspection, for we haYe 
admitted an invariable concomitance (between introspection and cogni
tion of external objects).4 It is really so, because this feeling is nothing 

1 Jam-yan establishes in the Bro-rigs seven varieties of meaning for the 
term uthoughtn (ulo-rigs-bdun). Prof. B. Erdmalln, in the Ch. Sigwart. memo
rial Philos. A bh alldlungen (Tubingell, 1900), has endeavoured to determine 
the various meanings of th'J German term «das Denken». Tho historian of philo
sophy will perhaps he tempted to make a curious comparison 

2 The comment i\dds that the if introspection were not fallible, the Carviika 
would know that he makes inferences; he nevertheless denies it, hence his intro
spection is not sufficient to establish even the presence of (\ pramuJ.I(t. 

:; In tile A bhis amayala1llkilra I, this germ of the idea of §iJmyata is called 
prakrti-stham [lot1'arJl. Jo-nau-pa, the predecessor of TRoii-khi1-pa, went all 
the length of maintaining, in his Ri-chos.iies-don-rgya-mtsho, that every 
man is a real Buddha, and therefore the teaching of the Path is useless. 

<I, I.it. (the text p. 339. [j: ae-la kho fT.). « 011 this they say, mental sensation in 
the consciousness (rgyud) of an ordinary man being the subject (ehos-cll.n), It will 
follow (yin-par-thal) that it (= '~'hyod) is not very occult in the ordinary man, be
cause it (= khyod) is establish('d by a perception in his consciousn(~ss. (31 b. 1). 
(Again) this f(lilows (deT thai), becaasl! this is established by introspection graspIng 
it in his consciousness. This (ag,\in) follows, because in his consciousness ther~ is 
knowledge. No concomitance! Concomitance follows, because wheresoever there is 
knowledge, it is invariably concomitant with the presence of self-grasping intro
spection (31 b. 2); if (this is maintained), again no concomitance because, albeit in 
the (cases) of continuous knowledge and of right cognition (Mntiinrr. and pl'£!'I/lU~/(!) 
there is concomitance with (the fact) of being estahlishp,"\ by introspection, but there 
is no (such) concomitance with being cognized by introspection in every case of 
knowledge. And even this is a concession (!lo·thob) made. Moreover, for them 
(31 b. 3) the subject being the knowledge characterized by personal unreality in the 
consciousness of lin ordinary man (thsur-mthoii-gi rgyud), it will follow that it 
(= khyod) is cognized by the perception of the ordinary man, becanse it is cogni
zed by his inu·ospection. This concomitance (the}") admit. (And) this follows (del' 
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but a case of cognition of external objects, and it is maintained 1 that 31b.3 

every cognition is also self-cognition (of whatsoever may be found in it). 
If (the argument) is admitted,2 we will have the absurd consequence 3 

that (every ordinary man) mnst be a Saint! 4. They have accepted it! 
All other points are easy to understand. SIb, 4 

The text of the translated part of the Blo-rigs 
Tsu-g(\l block-print, BID-rigs, f. 28a. 3-31b. 5. 

grus-pa, yid-(kyi) mnon-(sum) 10. mtshan-ilid, dbye-ba, skye-tshul
gsum. clan-po nL ran-1).dren-byed-kyi dban-mnon-las byun zhiii, dei 
bznn-don skad-cig gfiis-pa 1).dzin-pai, ran-ilid rtog-bral rna 1).khrul-bai 
cha-nas bzhag-pai gzhan-rig mnon-sum-de (28a,5) dei mtshan-iiid. 
Rnor snan dban-mnon-gyis drans-pai sn0n-I~dziTl yid-m0.on lta-bu dei 
mtshan gzhi. dei mtshan-nid-kyi zur-du ran-1).dren-byed-kyi dban-mnon
gyi bzun-yul skad-cig gili8-pa 1).dzin zhes smos-pas (28a.6) ran yul da
ltar-ba l}.dzin nam siiam-pa dan, de bead-ses yin nam sllam-pai log-rtog 
sel-te, R tog - g e - s k a cl-las, skad-cig giiis-pa 1).dzin-pai-phyir bzun
zin-pa l}.dzin-pa-iiid bsal-Io, zhes gsuns-pai-phyir. (28b.I) mtshuns-pa 
de-ma-thag smos-pas rnal-1).byor mnon-sum bsal-zhiii; dban-poi rnnon
sum-las byun zhes-pas phyi-rol-pas lon-ba dan 1).on-pa-sogs med-par 
t.hal-bai log-rtog bsal teo R tog - g e i - s k a d -las, dban-(28b, 2)-pai 
ses-pa-Ias skyes-pai yid yin-pas, zhes-pa-nas, mtshuns-pa-de-ma-thag
-pai rkyen-gyi khyad-par-gyis kyan rnal-1).byor-pai ses-pa yid-kyi mnon
sum-ilid-du thal-ba bsal-te zhes-pai bar gsuns-pai-phyir. des-(28b.3)
-na yid-mnon yin-na dban-mnon-gyi rjes-su byun-bas khyab-ste, R tog -
g e i - s k a d -las, dbaIi-mnon 1).das-ma-thag-tu yid mnon skye-bao, zhes 
gsuns-pai-phyir. 

tha~, because it is (nothing but) his knowledge of tIle external world. (31b. 4). This 
concomitance (they) admit. If they admit (the argument), it will follow that (the 
ordinary man) is a Saint, since they have accepted it. The remaining is easy to 
understand )l. 

1 khyab.pa.khas. 2 ~dod-na. 3 thaI = prasanga. 
4 In order to have a direct intuition of the irreality of the phenomenal world 

and of the non-existence of an Ego, an educated man must have nndergone a long 
COUl'lle of philosophic studies and after that practice concentrated meditation. If 
illumination comes, he wiIl contemplate the absolute truth directly and become a 
~!lint iii.'t';}(J.\. tm_ mv Nirvii.nll._ D. 16 ff.. 
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gms-pa. de-Ia dbye-l.la-na. gzugs-~dzin yid-mnon, sgra-(28b• 4) 

l).dzin yid-mnon, dri-1).dzin yid-mnon, ro-l).dzin yid-mnon, reg-bya-~dzin
pai yid-mnon dan llla yod. 

gsum-pa. skye-tshul-Ia. Rig s - g t e r rjes-J.tbrans-dan-bcas-pa na re, 
dan-por dban-mnon skad-cig-ma (28b.5) gcig skye, de rjes-su yid-mnon 
skad-cig-ma gcig skye, de rjes dban-mnon skad-cig rna gcig skye-ba
-sogs dban-yid spel-mar-skye-ba R g Y an - m k han - }J 0 i lugs-su byas
pa dan. yan dan-por dban-mnon skad-cig-ma (28b.6) gcig skye, dei 
rjes des de-ma-thag-rkyen dan dban-pos bdag-rkyen byas-nas, dbaii
-:rnnon skad-cig-ma gfiis-pa dan yid-mnon skad-cig dan-po gfiis, rIryen, 
mtshuns-pas skyed la, dban mnon skad-cig gnis-pa-(29a.l)-nas mthar 
J}gags-pai-bar dus-mnam yin-pa, lfdi-Ia phyir-Itai mnon-sum gfiis dan, 
nan-ltai ran-rig-gi J.tgros-gcig dan gsum ste. mnon-sum ~gros gSUlll-pO 
lJ.di bram-ze (29&.2) B d e-bye d-d g a h-b a-am 8 a rp.-a k a r a - n a n
d a i lugs-su byas-pa. yan dban-mnon-gyi rgyun mthal). kho-nar skye
ba slob-dpon C h 0 s - m c hog - g i lugs. gsum gyi sna-phyi gffis mi
l).thad-Ia, bar-ma l).thad zer-te. Rig s - g t e r -las (29a• 3), 

ces-so. 

spel-ma dan ni rgyun-gyi mthal). 
gfiis-ka-Ia yan gnod-byed-yod, 

R g Y a n - gyi lugs spel-mar l}.dod-pa mi-l).thad-par-thal, de R g Y a n
gyi l}.grel-pa l).grel-hsad bod-du ~gyur-ba gcig-Ias-kyan mi ~byun

(29a.4)-pai-phyir-te. S d e- b d u n-y i d-k y i - m u n - s e I-las, dban-yid 
spel-nas skye-bar R g y an - m k han - p 0 s bzhed-do, zhes mkhas-pa
rnams la grags-pa tsam-du zad-kyi, bod-du l).gyur-bai R g Y an rjes
l}.brans-dan-bcas-pai gzhun-(29u• 5)-lugs gan-na-an mi gsal-lo, zhes dan; 
Rig s - g t e r - dar - t I k -las kyan, spel-mar skye-ba da-lta l;tgyur-bai 
R g Y an - gyi l).grel-pa-na mi snan-no, zhes gsuiis-pai-phyir. spel-mar 
skye-ba tha-chad yin-par-thal, gnod-byed man-(29a• 6)-Ia, Rna m
l;t g reI lugs-las phyir 1)gyur kyan, de lugs-su smra-bai-phyir; ma 
grub-na, dban-mnon rim-gyis skye thse-bar-ma-chad-par yul mi l).dzin
par thaI, dban-yid skad-cig-ma spel-rna dei phyir. l;tdod-mi-nus-te 
R n am-If g r e 1-(29b.l)-las, 

rim-gyis l;tdzin-na de myon-ba, 
rnam-chad med-par snan mi-l).gyur, 

zhes gsuns-pai-phyir. des-na R g y a n - g y i lugs-l a dban-yid spel-mar 
l}.dod-pa mi-l).thad-par-thal, R g y an - g y i lugs-la dban-mfion yid-mnon 
clus-(29b.2)-mnam-pa bzhed-pai-pbyir. der thaI, slob-dpon des yid-
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mnon-Ia rtog-pa gcig hdod-pas, dban-mnon dus-su yan rtog-pa skyed
pa mi-~gal-pai-phyir-te; R g y a n -1 a s, 

goms-las mdun-na gnas-pa-Ia 
«l;!dio)), zhes-(29b.3)-IIi ses-pa-gan, 

mnon-sum byed-phyir de-Ia ni 
yid-kyi mnon-sum yin-par-~dod, 

ces gsuns-pai-phyir dan, C h 0 s - me hog dan rtsod-tshul-yan yod-mod
kyaii, gzhan-du spro-o. Mir l;tgros brtsi-na ~gros gsum-par (29b.4) 
bya-o. R g y an - g y i lugs de mnon-sum-du mi run-bar-thaI, de-Ia 
sgrub-l}.jug-gi rtog-pa yod-par thaI-ba-dan, mnon-sum rtog-bral-du 
M d 0 dan S d e - b dun - gyis Mad-pa mi l;tthad-par thal-ba sogs-kyi 
skyon yod--pai-phyir. thaI-(29b.5)-J;tgyur-bai phyogs yin-na run-bar
-l}.gyur-ro. 

yan Bra m- z e i bzhed-par lfdod-tshul de yan mi l;!thad-par
thaI. de Bra m - z e i gzhun-l;tgyur-ba-dan, l}.phags-yul-gyi mkhas-pas 
dei bzbed-par ston-byed med-pas, dam-beal;! (29h. 6) tsam-du l}.gyur
-bai -phyir-te. S d e - b dun - y i d - k y i - m un - s e I-las, Bra m - z e -
- c hen - poi bzhed-pa-yin zhes sna-ma-dag-Ia grags-pa tsam rna-togs, 
Bra m - z e i bod-du l}.gyur-bai gzhun-Iugs gan-na-an khuns-med-ciii, 
zhes gsuns-(30a. 1 )-pai-phyir. 

gzhan-yan. khyod-kyis de Ia ~gros-gsum nes-can byas-nas, rtsi
-dgos-par l}.dod-pa mi-l}.thad-par-thal, :Q.gros-bdun-kyan rtsi-l}.dod-na, 
brtsis chog-pai-phyir. der thaI, yul-gyi sgo-(30a• 2)-nas ~gros liia dan 
dban-po dan yid-byed-kyi 1)gros gfiis dan bdun yod-pai-phyir-te. 
Rig s - g t e r - dar - t r k -las, yul-gyi 1)gros sbyar-na liiar ~gyur-Ia, 

db an-po dan yrd-kyi ~gros bsnan-na, bdun-du-1)gyur-ro, zhes (30a.3) 
dan, S d e - b u u n - y i d - k y i - m u n - s e 1 - las, skye-tshul 1)di-la. 
l;!gros-du yod brtsis-pa-Ia dgos-pa-chen-po yod-par ma-go-bas, l}.gros
du-rtsi-dgos-pai nes-pa-med-Ia, zhes gsuns-paj phyir. 

gzhan yan. mig-gi (30 a.4) dban-miion yul-gzugs-Ia l;tjug-bzhin-pai 
dus-su so-skye-dei rgyud-Ia gzugs gsal-bar mthon-bai yid-mnon l}.dod
pa sin-tu tha-chad yin-par-thaI. de-ni S de - b dun rtsa-l}.grel-gyi yid
mnon-gyi mtshan-fiid ston-(30a• 5)-pai gzhun thams-cad dan l}.gal-ba. 
gan-zhig der rna zad; Rnam-~grel-las, 

zhes sogs dan, 

cig-car rigs-mi·mthun skye yan, 
sin-tu gsal-bai sems gcig gis, 

mam-ses dan gzhan zhugs-pa-yi, 
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zl.J.es-(30a• 6)-sogs du-ma dan dllos-su l}.gal-bai-phyir. dan-po grub-ste, 
dban-poi rgyu byas-pa-dan, dban-mnon-gyi bzun don skad cig gfiis-pa 
bzun-bar bsad-pai rgyu-mtshan thams-cad dan I}.gal-bai-phyir siB-tu 
rtogs sla. 

(30b. 1) gzhau-yan. Bra m - z e i Iugs-Ia khyod-kyis dan-por dban
mnon skad-cig-ma gcig kho-na dan, de rjes dban-mnon dan yid-muon 
gfiis skye-bar l}.dod-pa dan, dei lugs-la milOn-sum l}.gros gsum-pa-kho
nar byed-pa mi-(30b• 2)-l).thad-par-thal, de-ltar-na mnon-sum l).gros
giiis-pa dan l).gros-gsum-pa gfiis-kar l}.dod dgos-:pai-phyir. del' thai, 
mnon-sum 1)gros giiis-pa gcig dgos-pa gau zllig-l}.gros gsum-pa khyod
kyis khas-blans-(30b• 3)-zin-pai-phyir. dan-po grub-ste, dan-por dban
mnon skad-cig-ma gcig kho-na skye-dus muon-sum l).gros gnis-pa yin
pai-phyir; der thaI, de dus db an-muon dan ran-rig gfiis-Ias mnon-sum 
gzhan med-pai-phyir. (30b.4). ma grub na, mnon-sum l).gros gnis-par 
dei-tshe l}.gyur-ro sogs skyun-du-ma l).phen ses-par bya. 

des-na ran-Iugs-Ia S de - b dun - gyi yid-mnon skye-tshul paI),-chen 
C h 0 s - m c hog -Itar dban-mnon-gyi rgyun-mthar skye-ba yin-te; de 
skye-(30b.5)-pa gan-zhig, dban-mnon skad-cig gnis-pa phan-chad 
yid-mnon yin-pa-dan, spel-mar skye-bo. dan, rtog-bral-gyi mnon-sum 
1)gros-gsum-du skye-ba-dan, muon-sum rtog-bcas R g Y a n Ita-bu
-rnams mi-l).thad-par bsgrubs zin-pai-(30b• 6)-phyir. rtags-phyi-ma-rnams 
sla, dan-po grub-ste, yid-dban-gis bdag-rkyen byas-pai gzhan-rig 
mnon-sum mi bzhed-pai-phyir-te; M do-las, 

gzugs ses-pa-ni rnam-gfiis te, 
mig dan yid-la brten-pa-o, 

zhes dan. TShad-ma-(31a.l)-kun-btus-las, yid kyan don dan, 
zhes gsuns-pai-phyir, dban-mnon dus-su yid-mnon mi-skye-Ia, de rdzogs 
rjes de-ma-thag-tu skye-ste, de-dag-gi dus-su dban-mnon skye-bai rgyu
tshogs tshan-mo.-(31a• 2)-tshan mtshuns kyau l).gal-rkyen yod-med dbaii.
-gis yin-pai-phyir-te. S d e - b dun - y i d - k y i - m un - s e I-las, l}.di rgyuu 
dan rgyun ma rdzogs gon la rgyu-tshogs thsan-ma-thsan mtshuns-kyan, 
l).gal rkyen yod med mi-mtshuns te, rgyun ma-(31&. 3)-rdzogs gon-du 
dban-ses bar-ma-chad-par l}.byun-bas, yid-mnon skye-bai sgo bkag
pai-phyir-ro, zhes gsuns-pai-phyir. yid-mnon skad-cig-ma gcig-Ias mi
skye-ste, rgyun skye-na myon-stobs-kyis nes-par l}.gyur-bas, mi-1;tthad
(31a.4)-do, zhes sgro-l}.dogs mi-byed-pai-phyir. khyab-ste, des-na de 
sin-tu lkog-gyur yin-pas lun-gi tshad-mas grub-po.i-phyir-te. 1}: t h a d
I dan - c h u Ii - n u -las, yid-kyi mnon-sum de-ni grub-pai-mtha1;t-Ia 
grags-pa tsam yin-kyi, l}.di grub-par-(31 3• 5)-byed-pai tsha.d-ma-ni yod-
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pa-ma-yin-no, zhes dan. Rig s - t h i g s - dar - t r k -1 e g s - b sad - r i n -
p 0 - C he i - g t e r -las, yid-kyi mnon-sum de-yan bdag-cag-rnams-kyis 
dpyad-pa-gsum-gyis dag-pai Iun-Ia brten-nas rtogs-par-bya-(31a.6)-ba
yin-gyi, tshad-ma gzhan-gyis rtogs-par mi-nus-so, zhes gsuns-pai-phyir. 

de-Ia kho na reo so-skyei rgyud-kyi yid-mnon chos-can, khyod so
-skye-Ia sin-tu lkog-gyur ma-yin-par-thaI, khyod dei rgyud-kyi mnon
sum-gyis grub-(31b.l)-pai-phyir. der thaI, dei rgyud-kyi de-~dzin-pai 
ran-rig-mnon-sum-gyis grub-pai-phyir. der thaI, dei rgyud-kyi ses-pa
yin-pai-phyir-lla. ma-khyab. khyab-par-thal, ses-pa yin-na ran-l;1dzin
pai ran-rig yod-pas khyab-pai-phyir-(3Ib.2)-na, yan ma-khyab
-ste, rgyun-Idan-gyi ses-pa dan tshad-ma-Ia ran-rig mnon-sum-gyis grub
pas khyab-kyan, ses-pa-tsam-Ia ran-rig-gis gzhal-bas ma-khyab-pai
phyir. l).di-yan go-thob byas-so. 

kho-ran-Ia l;lo-na, tshur-mthon-gi rgyud-gyi gan-(3Ib.3)-zag-gi
bdag-med-kyis khyad-par-du-byas-pai ses-pa chos-can, khyod tshur
mthon-gi rgyud-kyi mnon-sum-gyis rtogs-par-thaI, dei rgyud-kyi ran
rig-mnon-sum-gyis rtogs-pai-phyir. khyab-pa-khas. der-thaI, dei rgyud
kyi gzhan-(31b.4}rig-gi ses-pa yin-pai-phyir. khyab-pa khas. l;ldod-na, 
l}.phags-par-thaI, l;ldod-pai-phyir. des lhag-ma-rnams rtogs sla-o. 
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Vasubandhu, Vinitadeva, Vacaspatimisra, U dayana, 
Dignaga and Jinendrabuddhi on the act and the 
content of knowledge, on the coordination (sarupya) 
of percepts with their objects and our knowledge 

of the external world. 
I 

Vasubandhu on Coordination (sarupya) between 
images and their objects. 

Abhidharma-Kosa, book IX, Bstan-lJ.gyur, Mdo, vol. 6S, fl. lOSb. 7-105b. 1, 
transl. by L. de la Vallee-Potlsllin, Abh. kosa, IV, p. 273 ff., and by me in the 

Bulletin de l'Academie des sciences de RU8sie, 1919, p. 852 ff. 

(VatS"iputriya). Now, if there absolutely is no (permanent) Soul, how 
is it then, that the detached moments of consciousness can remember 
or recognize things which have been experienced a long time ago? 

(Smdrantilca). Consciousness, being in a special condition and con-
nected with a (previous) knowledge of the remembered object, produ
ces its recollection. 

(Vatsiptdfiya). What is this special condition of consciousness which 
is immediately followed by remembrance? 

(Sautrantika). It is a condition which includes 1) attention directed 
towards this object, 2) an idea either similar or otherwise connected 
with it and 3) absence of bodily pain, grief or distraction etc., impai
ring its capacity. But supposing all these conditions are realized, con
sciousness nevertheless is not able to produce remembrance, if it is 
not connected with a previous experience of the remembered object. 
If on the other hand it is so connected, but the above conditions are 
absent, it likewise is not able to produce it. Both factors are neces
sary - (9. previous cognition and a suitable state of mind). Then 
only memory appears. Experience shows that no other forces are ca
pable (of evoking it). 

(Vatsiputriya). But (if there were absolutely nothing permanent, it 
would mean that) one consciousness has perceived the object and an-
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other one remembers it. How is this possible? In this case things 
experienced by Devadatta's consciousness would be remembered by 
the consciousness of Yajnadatta. 

(Sautrantika). No! because there is no connection between them. 
They are not mutually related as cause and effect, as is the case het
ween moments belonging to the same stream of thought. Indeed we 
do not at all maintain that one consciousness perceives and another 
one remembers. (The stream of thought is the same). On a previous 
occasion 1 we have explained the manner in which a complete change 
is gradually taking place in a cbain of consecutive moments. Thus it is 
that a consciousness which did perceive an object formerly, is (gradu
ally) producing a consciousness which remembers it now. What fault 
can you find with this argument? 

As to recognition it is simply the consequence of a recollection, 
(and requires no further explanation). 

(Vats'iputriya). If there is no Soul, who is it that remembers? 
(Sautrantika). What is the meaning of the word ccto remember "? 
(YatS'iputr'iya). It means to grasp an object by memory. 
(Sautrant'ika). Is thIs ccgrasping by memory" something different 

from memory? 
(YatS'iputr'iya). It is an agent who acts through memory. 
(Sautrantika). The agency by which memory is produced we have 

just explained. The cause producive of a recollection is a suitable state 
of mind (and nothing else)! 

(VatS'iputriya). But when (in comomn life) we are using the expres
sion C( Caitra remembers" what does it mean? 

(Sautrantika). In the current (of phenomena), which is designated by 
the name Oaitra a recollection appears. We notice the fact and express 
it. It is no more! 

(Vatsiputr'iya). But if there is no Soul, whose is the recollection, 
(whom does it belong to)? 

(Sautrantilca). What is here the meaning of the Genitive c~whosell? 
(YatS'iputr'iya). It denotes proprietorship. 
(Saut1·antika). Is it the same as when somebody enquires, of what 

objects who is the proprietor? 
(Vatsiputriya). It is just as when we say ccOaitra is the owner 

of a COWl). 

(Sautrantika). What does it mean to be the owner of a cow? 

1 .A bh. KoSa, II. 36. e. 
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(Vatsiputriya). It means that it depends on him to employ her 
for milking or driving purposes etc. 

(Sautrantika). Now, I should like to know to what place must I dis-
patch my memory, since it is supposed that I am the master of it. 

(Vatsiputriya). You must direct it towards the remembered object. 
(Sautrantika). What for shall I direct my memory? 
(Vatsiputriya). In order to remember. 
(Sautranti7ca). Hallo! I must employ t.he very thing I already pos

Bess in order to get it! Indeed that is well spoken! Great is the merit 
(of such discoveries)l And then I should like to know, in what sense 
memory is to be influenced: in the sense of its being produced, or in 
the sense of its being dispatched, (like a servant)? 

(YatSiputnya). In the sense of production, since memory cannot 
move (like a servant). 

(Sautrantika). In that case the proprietor is simply the cause and 
the property will simply be its effect. The cause has a rule over the 
effect, and this rule belongs to the Cil,use (only in the sense of its pro
ducing) a result. Memory is the property of something which is its 
own cause. As to the name of an owner given to the united elements 
of Caitra with respect to those of the cow, this name has been given 
only because it has been observed that there exists a relation of cause 
to effect between him and the movements and other changes in the 
cow, but there is no real unity whatsoever neither in Caitra nor in the 
cow. Consequently there is in this case no other proprietorship than 
a relation of cause to effect. The same argument may be applied to 
the questions «who is it that perceives?», (cwhom does perception 
belong to?)) and other similar questions: (who feels, who has notions, 
who acts etc.?). The difference consists in the fact that (instead of 
the described state of mind producing memory), the corresponding 
conditions for a perception are: activity of the senses, presence of the 
object and aroused attention. 

(VatSiputriya). There are others who argue as follows: (a Soul must 
exist), because wherever there iR an activity it depends on an agent. 
Every action depends on an agent as, e. g., in the example (cDevadatta 
walks)) there is an action of walking which depends on Devadatta, the 
agent. To be con~cious is likewise an action, hence the agent who 
cognizes must also exist,! 

1 Yaiiomitra supposes that the view of the grammarians is here alluded to,: 
bha'l:asya bhavitr-apek~atviid iti vaiyfikarat;tM. But Hiuen Thsang thinks that 
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(Sa~~trantika). It must be explained what this Devadatta is. 
(Vats'iputr'iya). It is an Ego. 
(Sautrantika). That is begging the question! 
(Vats'iputr'iya). It is what in common life we call a man. 
(Sautro.nti7ca). This does not represent any unity whatsoever. It is 

a name given to such elemests (of which a man is composed). The ele
ments are meant when we say «Devadatta walks)). When we say that 
« consciousness cognizes ll, it is just the same. 

(Vats'iputr'iya). And what is the meaning of the expression «Deva
datta walks ll, (if there is no individuality whatsoever)? 

(Sautrantika). It is an unbroken continuity of momentary forces 
(flashing into existence), which simple people believe to be a unity, 
and to which they give the name of Devadatta. Their belief that De
vadatta moves is conditioned. (by an analogy with their own experience, 
because) their own continuity of life consists in constantly moving from 
one place to an other. But this movement is but a (series of new) 
productions in different places, just as the expressions afire moves)), 
«sound spreads)) have the meaning of continuities (of new productions 
in new places). They likewise use the words «Devadatta cognizes', in 
order to express the fact that a cognition (takes place in the present 
moment) which has a cause (in the former moments, these former mo
ments being called Devadatta). (But is it simple people alone whose 
language is so inadequate?). Great men have likewise condescended to 
denote the (mentioned facts) by such (inadequate) expres~ions, when 
they were pleased to use the ]unguage of common life. 

(Vatsiputr"iya). But we read in Scripture: «consciousness appre
hends)). What is consciousness here meant to do? 

(Sautrantika). Nothing at all! (It simply appears in coordination 
with its objective elements, like a result which is homogeneous with 
its cause). When a result appears in conformity with its own cause it 
is doing nothing at all, nevertheless we say that it does conform with 
it. Consciousness likewise appears in coordination with its objective 

this controversy a.bout the reality of a subject is directed agaInst a Siiljlkhya. 
philosopher. The aim of Vasubandhu is to establish that there are cognitions, but 
nO real cognizer. This may be directed against the SaIp.khya system where Citman 
is the cognizing principle, but it does not agree with it inasmuch a8 the itman iii 
passive, not an agent. We retain the designation of Vatsiputriya as adversary, be
cause, as usual, he may start questions not only in accordance with hi8 own views 
(swmatena), bnt also from the stadpoint of an other system (para1l!atam ;iArityo). 
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elements. It is (properly speaking) doing nothing. Nevertheless we 
say that consciousness does cognize its object. 

(Vats'iputr'iya). What is meant by coo r din a t ion 1 (between 
consciousness and its objective element)? 

(Sautrantika). A conformity between them, the fact owing to which 
cognition, although caused (also) by the activity of the senses, is not 
something homogeneous with them. It is Faid to cognize the object and 
not the senses. (It bears the reflection of the objective element, which 
is its corollary). And again the expression «consciousness apprehendsll 
is not inadequate, inasmuch as here also a continuity of conscious 
moments is the cause of every cognition. (((Consciousness apprehends)) 
means that the previous moment is the cause of the following one). 
The agent here also denotes simply the cause, just as in the current 
expression (( the bell resounds)) (the bell is do in g nothing, but every 
following moment of sound is produced by the previous one). (We can 
give) an other (illustration): consciousness apprehends similarly to the 
way in which a light moves. 

(VatS'iput'r'iya). And how does a light move? 
(Sautrantika). The light of a lamp is a common metaphorical de

signation for an uniterrupted production of a series of flashing flames. 
When this production changes its place, we say that the light has 
moved, (but in reality other flames have appeared in another place). 
Similarly consciousness is a conventional name for a chain of con
scious moments. When it changes its place (i. e. appears in coordina
tion with another objective element) we say that it apprehends that 
object. And in the same way we are speaking about the existence 
of material elements. We say matter (Cis produced)), (cit exists», but 
there is no difference between existence and the element which doe s 

1 Slidrsya(= sariipya = tad-akaratii = vi~ayatii) is here not simple simi
larity, but a Buddhistic technical term, «coordination)) which is here meant to 
explain the connexion between consciousness and its object. It is clear that there 
is no «grasping» or ft apprehending» of the object by knowledge according to Va
s u bandhu. The objective element is appearing simultaneously with the flashing of 
consciousness, both are independent, but there is a mutual correspondence between 
them; cpo my Central Conception, pp. 55-56, and Prasastapida, p. 112.20. 
The latter explains so,riipyiit by vi8e~atla-sambandham ( = sama'/;o,yam) antaretta 
and contrasts Va is. S. VIII. 1. 9 which implies that the attribute, e. g., colour inhe
res in external reality and is the cause producing our cognition of it. Thus the 
term 8arupya implies an indealistic view of attributes, or of Universals, and iscontra
sted with the term 8amaviiya which implies a realistic one, Op. below, p. 355 n. 2. 
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exist. The same applies to consciousness, (there is nothing that doe s 
cognize, apart from the evanescent flashings of consciousness itself). 

(Sa11)khya).l If consciousness is not a product of a Soul, (if it has no 
other cause than consciousness itself, if it is only a string of conscious 
moments), the following moment springing up from the preceding one, 
then how is it to be explained 1) that it does not remain perpetually 
just the same, and 2) (if there be a change), why not in a fixed order 
{)f succession, like a sprout, a stem, leaves etc. (produced from a seed)? 

(Sautrantika). (As regards the first point, we answer that) all ele
ments which partake in the process of life are characterized by a con
stant change, (they have no duration). They constitute a stream in 
which the next moment is necessarily different from the preceding one. 
Such is the inmost nature of every thing living! 

(Sa11)khya). (There are exceptions I e. g. in cataleptic states neither 
body nor mind undergo any change). 

(Sautrantika). If there really were exceptions (to the principle of 
Universal Change), and if the ascetics after being merged in transic 
medidation and having reached the climax of it would really appear 
in a state of perfect identity of body and mind, (without absolutely 
any change in them), then there could be no difference between the 
last and the first moment of such a state of mecUdation, and there 
could be no spontaneous awakening from the trance in the last mo
ment. (Therefore there is an imperceptible constant change going on 
even in such states as catalepsy). 

(As regards the second point we maintain that in the continuous 
stream of ideas) there positively is a fixed order of succession: if one 
idea springs up from another one, it does so with necessity. There is 
a certain affinity (between ideas), in virtue of which there are ideas 
somehow related to others and having the power of evoking them. 
As for instance, when the idea of a woman is immediateiy associ
ated (in the mind of an ascetic) with the idea of an impure body, or (in 
the mind of a married man) with the idea. of husband, son etc., and 
if later on, in the changing stream of thought, the same idea of a 
woman reappears, it has the power of evoking these ideas of an im-

1 According to Yasomitra the opponent is here a SJinkhya philosopher. 
That system admits the existence of two substances only, the one spiritual (pu~a) 
representing the Individual's Soul which is an eternal light of pure conscious
ness, unchanging and motionless, and the other materia.l (prailhiina), perpetually 
changing (nitya-pari~min) according to causal laws. The question would theQ 
mean: «yonr «consciousnesll (vijMna) must be either puru~a or pradhlina?ll 
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pure body or of a husband, son etc., because they are associated with 
it, but it has not the power of evoking other (ideas, not so associated). 
Again the idea of a female may be followed by various ideas arising 
one after another, (but if we examine them, we shall find) that only 
such ideas really appear which are either very common (in the corres
ponding stream of thought), or most intensely felt in it, or (at last) 
have been experienced at a very recent date. The reason for this is 
that the Vital Energy 1 of such ideas has more power (to the exclu
sion of other influences), except (of course) the influence of the pre
sent state of one's body and the immediate objects of cognition. 

(Sa~khya). If this Vital Energy (inherent in ideas) has so powerful 
an influence, why does it not produce perpetually (its own, ong and 
the same) result? 

(Sautrantika). Because, (as we have said above), the elements 
partaking in the process of life are characterized by a perpetual change. 
In conformity with this principle of Universal Change the Vital Energy 
itself is perpetually changing and so does its result (the idea). This is 
only an abridged account of all the modes (of association) between 
ideas. A thorough going and full knowledge of them belongs to Bud
dha. This has been stated (by R a h u I a, the Elder) in the following stanza: 

Every variety of cause 
Which brings about the glittering shine 
In a single eye of a peacocks tail 
Is not accessible to limited understanding. 
The Omniscient knows them all! 

(It this is true in respect of complicated material phenomena), how 
much more is it with respect of immaterial, mental phenomenal 

II 

VinItadeva's Comment on the siitras 1.18-21 of the 
N yay a bin d u. 

(Tibetan text ed in the Bibl. Ind., Oalcutta, 1918, pp. 52.1-54.10). 

(52.1). In order to repudiate the (current) misconception of a (se
parate) result (in the shape of a content cognized by the act of sense
perception, the anthor says), 

1. 18. T his d ire etc 0 g nit ion is its e If the res u It 
o f (t his) way 0 f cog nit ion. 

1 bhavanii = waana; = karma = cetalla = sUI!lskiira. 
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The mealling 1 of this is the following one. If you adhere to the view 
that sense-perception is an instrument of cognition, then there should 
be a result of (the act of cognizing by this instrument, a result) in 
the shape of a definitely circumscribed 2 patch of colour or some other 
(sense-datum), just as an axe (being an instrument through which the 
act of cutting wood is carried into effect) must have, as experience 
shows,s a (separate) effect in the fa(·t that the piece of wood which is 
being cut becomes separated into two pieces. (Every action has its 
instrument and its result). (52.7). Therefore, (in opposition to this view), 
it is said that ((this perceptive cognition is itself the result of (this) 
instrument of cognition II. This perceptive cognition, (the instrument), 
is just itself (also) the result produced by the instrument, there is no 
other separate result, (the act of cognition and its content are the same). 

(52.10).lt is now asked, how is it (to be understood) that (the act) 
possesses the essence of a result of sense-perception? To this it is said, 

I. 19. Because it has the essence of a distinct 
cognition of the object. 

A distinct cognition is (here a perceptual) judgment.4 When sense
perception possesses this essence, or this nature, (it is said) that it 
has the essence of a distinct cognition. This condition 5 is 1ust the 
fact that sense-perception receives a definite form. Therefore, because 
(the act of) sense perception appears in the form of a distinct cogni
tion, (there is no difference between the act of being intent upon an 
object and the resulting content of the cognition of that object). 
(52.15). This (should be understood) in the following manner. 
If we artificially construct a relation 6 between the cognizing (act of 
cognition) and the cognized (content of cognition), then we (really) 
shall have a result in the shape of a perceptual judgment on that 
object. Knowledge is indeed of the essence of a judgment 7 regarding 
its object, and sense perception also is regarded as being of the essence 
of knowledge (52 19). Therefore, sense perception, so far as it possesses 

1 ~ibrel-ba = sambandha. 
2 Read yons-8u-bcad-pai instead of yons-su-dpyod-pai. 
;) mthon-ba-bzhin·no. 4 gtan-la phebs-pa=nMcaya. 
5 dei dnos-po-ni = tasya bhava~. 
6 tshad-ma dan gzhal-byar tha-sfl.ad btags-pa=pramii'!a-prameya-vyr.wahiilra

-iilropa. 

7 =jiiiinarn artha-ni§cayana-svabhavam, pratyak~am api jflana-svabhiivmn 
i§tam. Cpo Bosanquet maintaining, Logic p. 32 if., that cognition is a perpetual 
judgment. 
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the essence of a (perceptual) judgment regarding its object, receives 
the character of a result, (of a distinct image, the presence of which is 
called forth by the senses). So is this to be understood, this is estab
lished (by the author). 

(53.3). (Now, from this point of view), if we consider the phenome
non of sense - perception I in its resulting phase,2 what shall we then 
regard as the instrument, (through which the act of cognition arrives 
at this result)? To this it is said, 

1.20. (The instrument) of cognizing consists in co
or din a t ion (b e t wee nth e i mag e) and its (r e a 1) 0 b j e c t. 

Coordination is similarity.s nIts (instrument))) means the instru
ment of perception. That sense perception which is a perception of an 
object representing a dip-tinct image, this its (coordinated image) is 
the (real) instrument of cognition.4 (53.8). 
What is the meaning (of the assertion) that coordination (of the 
image) with the object, (or the sense of sameness) is the (real) source 
of (all) our knowledge? To this it is said, 

~.21. By the way of it a distinct cognition of 
the 0 b j e c tis est a b Ii she d. 

Since by the way of a coordination ofthe object, its distinct cognition 
is ascertained (in a judgment), this coordination, (or this sense of sa
meness), is the (real) source of (aU) our knowledge. 

(53. 11). Indeed we then have (the judgments) ((this is distinctly blue)), 
« it is not yellow ll. The source of this definiteness (is the sense of sa
meness) and we can maintain that this is the (real) source of our 
knowledge, (when we make an imputed distinction between the act and 
the content of knowledge). 

(53. 15). Indeed the senses cannot produce this definiteness (by 
themselves), because the (pure element of) sensation, although it is 
the cause (of our cognitions) is the same in all cognitions. How 
could it then (by itself) possess the force of distinguishing every 
separate cognition (from all the others)? (54.1). If a given (pure) sen-

1 mnoll-8um-nid = pratyak~a-/jhava. 
2 ~bra8-bui ran-bzhin = phala-svabhava. 
a Coordination (sliriipya) first of all means the connection between the object 

and its image, but it implies the difference of the image from all dissimilar ones 
and its connection, owing to the sense of sameness, with all the similar ones. 

4 tshad-ma = pramaf}a in the sense of B1idhakatama-Tairaf!.a = pramli-kararw 
(cp_ Tarka-bha~l, p. 10, Poona ed.), =prakmopakaraka (cp. N. b. t. '):'ipp., 
p. 42. 3), the nearest psychological antecedent, the causa efficiens par excellence. 
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sation could produce a cognition (of the presense) of a blue patch, 
and could not produce a cognition of a yellow or of some other patch 
of colour, then it would possess the force of producing distinctness. 
But since as (pure) sensation it is (everywhere) present 1 and (always) 
the same, it is not the cause producing distinctness. On the other hand 
coordination is not always the same, it is therefore the cause produ
cing the distinctness (and clearness) of every single cognition. (54.6). 
Indeed, when we cognize something as being blue, it is then the image 
of blue, (its sameness with other blue objects), which produces (clear
ness and) distinctness, because (we then are aware) that it is not yel
low or of another (colour). 

(54.8). Because, when we have (constructed) the image 2 of the 
blue, we can judge 3 ((this is a cognition of blue and not of yellow)), 
therefore this coordination (or coordinated image is the real) source 
of (all) our knowledge:i 

III 

V a cas pat i m i s r a 0 nth e Bud d his t the 0 r y 0 f ide n
tit Y bet wee nth e act and the con ten t 0 f k now 1 e d g e, 
and on coordination between our images and 

ext ern aIr e ali t y. 
Nyayakapika, pp. 254. 12-260.22. 

§ 1. REPUDIATION OF THE MniA.'MS.A.KA THEORY OF A PURE, 

IMAGELESS OONSCIOUSNESS. 

(254. 13). The opponent, (viz., the Bud d his t), now raises another 
problem.s It is impossible, (says r.e), that our cognitions should 
( exactly) correspond to external objects, 6 because of the following (inso-

1 ne-ba = sannihita. 2 rnam-pa = iikara. 8 sflam-pa = mati. 
4 By pure sensation we have knowledge of the presence of a blue patch, but 

we do not yet know that it is blUe, it is nilasyajfla'1lam, but not nilam itijiliinam. 
~ In the preceding passage the theory of the origin of our knowledge through 

direct intuition (nirvi~alla-'Pratibhii-'Viida) was discussed. Although on this theory 
knowledge is autonomous, independent from experience, neverthe~~ss for the sake 
of argnm~nt (diqar/iibhidhitsaylt], the problem was divided, and it was asked whe
ther these direct intuitions correspond to external reality or not, cpo p. 254.8 ft'. 
Mandanamiara and his commentator Vacaspatimisra seize this opportunity 
to discuss the various phases of Buddhist Idealism, pp. 254.18-268.15. 

6 Read bah1la-~allam. 
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luble) dilemma. Is the cognized object 1 apprehended by pure conscious
ness or is it apprehended by a consciousness which includes the image 
ofthe object2? The first is impossible, because (really, what does it mean 
to be an object?). None of its definitions will apply to such an object (of 
pure consciousness)! (254. 16). Indeed, (we have the definition that to 
be an object means simply to exist, whatsoever exists is an object). 
This means that every thing becomes an object (automatically), because 
it exists.s But (on this theory), since all things (of the universe) exist 
equally, all will equally be objects of our knowledge, (all will be 
cognized because they exist), and every body will be omniscient! 

(254.17). Now, (take another definition), a thing which produces 
knowledge is its object. We thus evade the absul'd consequence (just 
mentioned), because (a cognized object) will be only a definite thing, 
for a definite person and for one definite! cognition only. (254.19). 
But another absurdity arises, (viz.), the organ of vision and all other 
sense-organs are also factors producing cognition, they (will fall under 
the definition and thus become, not organs, but) objects of cognition. 
(254.20). A further absurd consequence will ensue, viz., that (by this 
flash of pure consciousness) we will never be able to cognize something 
present, since at the time of (this flash) the thing which has pro
duced it will be just gone by; (according to our system, all efficient 
things) are moments,5 and (the moment of) the effect can never be 
simultaneous with (the moment of) the cause. (254.21). The simultane
ousness of the object (and of its cognition can be saved, if we assume 
that the object) is contained in the one totality 6 (of causes and con-

1 tad-ri§aya~, viz. artho vijiiiina-1J1:§aya~. 
2 Lit., p. 254. 13-15. «The opponent takes up the second part. Is it not that 

consciousness (~niina) possessing (bahuw.) an external object (read biihya-~ayam) 
is impossible, because it cannot stand before the dilemma, whether its object is of 
the non-shaped (niriikiirasya) consciotlsness or of (consciotlsness) possessing 
shape ?». 

8 Read sattayii. 
4 Read ka'tl cid eva. 
5 Drop the cheda before k~M}ikatvena. 
6 The Buddhist assails the Mima!p.sa.ka in urging upon him the fact that since 

his pure consciousness will be posterior to the object that called it forth, it will 
illumine nothing, the momentary object will be gone. The MimalJlsaka in defence 
appeals to the Sautrantika theory of cognition (para-matam iiSritya). The cognized 
object is not the preceding moment (purva-k§a!l4), but the next following one
contained in the same «totality" of factors which are simultaneous with cognition 
(eka-siimag'l'i-vartamiina-jMna-samana-kalina-tJi§aga-k§a!l4). The four factors (pra-
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ditions producing together the act of cognition), but then (the for
mer objection remains, viz.), the organ of vision and the other organs, 
since they also are contained in the same totality, will be simultaneous 
with cognition and will be, (according to the definition, not the organs 
producing cognition, but the objects) apprehended (in that cognition). 

(54. 24). (M I m it Ip. s a k a). Be that as the case may be l Knowledge 
(is knowledge)l It is a special faculty which is produced by its own 
causes, (and obeys to its own laws). It throws light upon some objects 
only, not upon every object, and only upon an object present (in 
its ken). Such is its sovereign power (that cannot be questioned)! 
(This is enough to explain why) the senses are not objects, (but or
gans), of cognition! Accordingly it has been stated that {(the essence of 
cognition is to cognize its object)). 

(255.2). (The Bud d his t). Now, let us consider the following point. 
(You maintain that) cognition is a certain (mental) activity whose exi
stence is conditioned by its own laws. (We will then ask) what is the 
object upon which this activity is intent? 

eM I m IT IP. s a k a). The object which this activity is intent upon is 
the cognized thing. 

(The Bud d his t). And ho w is this thing affected by that activity? 
Is it {(turned out», as a figure shaped by the SCUlptor, or is it modified 
as rice corns arc when they are crushed in a mortar, or is it consecrated 
as the pestle and other sacrificial implements are when they are sprink
led with holy water, or is it acquired as milk is by milking (the 
cows)? 1 

(255.6). (M r m it Ip. s a k a). What is the use of these imputations 
which are out of question! I maintain that cognition has the power 
to reach the object. 

(T h e Bud d his t). And what is this « reaching » (of the 
object)? 

ty'~ya), the ohject (aZQmbana-), preceding consciousness (sumal'lantara-), the predo
minant factor or the sense faculty (indrya=adhipati-) and light (sahakari-pratyaya), 
unite accidentally in one totality (sarnag,.?:) and become cooperating forces (saha
kiirin = eka-karya-ka·rin). Nobody knows who produces whom, but when they meet 
cognition is produced, cognition is their function, it is a case of pratitya-samutpada, 
asmin sati idam bTiavati, cpo my NirvIJ}.a, p. 86. The Buddhist idealist answers 
that if the object is defined as the cause prodncing cognition all the four members 
of the (( totality» being equally causes, they all will fall under the definition and, 
according to it. all will become objects. 

1 An allusion to the old scholastic division of the objects into objects produced, 
modified, consecrated and reached, (utpadya, m7ciirya, 8a,!,skarya, pra11la). 
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eM 1 m it l~l sa k a). It is the fact of being rightly cognized, it is an 
<1ttribute of the thing cognized, (its illumination).! It exists (neverthe
less) only in regard of a definite cognizer, just as the numbers, two 
(three) etc., are qualities (residing in the objeet), but they exist only 
relatively to the individual mind who counts them. (This attribute of 
being illuminated by knowledge) ceases to exist as soon as cognition is 
over, just as the numbers, two, (three) etc., exist no more (apart from 
the separate unities) when the cognition which has counted them is 
0\er.2 

1 The Indian Realists, Mimamsakas and Naiyayika s, held a kind of anti
conceptllalist doctrine of knowledge. They denied the existence of concepts, or ima
ges, altogether and imagined cognition as a pure light of consciousness which is 
not in itself affected by the form of the object cognized, just as the light of a lamp 
is always tbe same and docs not cllange accordmg to the object illuminated. Ac
cording to the MimaJp.sakas knowledge produces in the external object a new 
quality called (e cognizedness» (jiiiitati'i) or «illumination» (= artha-pralriisa), which 
disappears as soon as cognition is over. The realists deviseu this theory probably 
wishing to escape all the consequences of the fact of coextensiveness of existence 
and knowledge (sahopalamb7Ia-niyarna), urged upon them by the idealists. They 
also denied selfconsciousncss (sva-sa'!lt'edana) alld direct introspection, and main
tained that we have no direct experience of our knowledge at all (lJij1iiinam atyanta
palok:<arn), but when the quality of «cognizedenessll is produced in an object, we 
by an inference conclude of the presence in us of knowledge, cpo Slokavart. 
sunyavTIda, 76 - suddham eva niriilriiralll griihakam saf1ltid asti hi. 

2 The idea that number (dtitviicli-sankhyii) as well as position in time aud 
space (paratva-oparat'va) are relative, and hence subjective and notional, seems to 
he an early concession of Indian Realists to Buddhist criticism. These notions are 
said by them to owe their origin to the Principle of Relativity (apelr~ii-buddhi
janya), cpo Prasastapada, p. III ff. and 164 if. But for the Buddhists relative 
means unreal (iipel,~iko'yarn t'ise§ana-tise?ya-bhiivo, na t'iistava~), for the Realists, 
all Universals being realities, relations are a.lso real in spite of being relative 
(iipek~iko t'iis/avas ca, cpo N. Kandali p. 117.25). Number two is imagined as a 
full blown reality c.omfol'tably residing in two things, in two different. places. The 
Buddhist contention that they are purely notional, merely signs of reality (jf!i'i
l,aka, laingika, jnanamiitram), is rejected by Prasastapada on the score that all 
attributes, or all Universals, are real, cpo ibid. p. 112. 16. He says tbat the characte
ristics (viAe~atla) of an object cannot owe their origin to mere « coordination» 
(s'firilpyiit), but to « characterization II (visesana-1:i8e~ya-sambandha). Both terms, 
although they gramatically mean the same, are used, the one as connoting an ide
alistic interpretation, the other-as an extremely realistic one. 'The Indian realists 
have gone in tlleir tendency to infer realities from mere names a considerable bit 
further than their European matches. The Mim8.rpsakas follow the same tradition 
when they assert the real production by the pure light of knowledge of a r<'aI 
.quality in the shape of the «cognizednesllJ) (jf!iitatii) of the object. This theory is 
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(255.9). (T he Bud d his t). I may open my eyes (as wide as pos
sible), I do not arrive at perceiving this attribute of «cognizednessl) 
in the same manner as I perceive the attributes « blue II etc. Moreover 
it will follow (from your theory) that objects past and future will never 
be cognized, because it is unthinkable that a thing should be :3 bsent, 
while its attribute (its «cognizedncssl» should be present.l 

(255.13). (M rm alp. s a k a). But if I maintain that this attribute 
of illumination by cognition is nothing different from cognition itselfl 
On the contrary, it is just the light of cognition! And the light of 
cognition is but cognition itself! 

(T h e Bud d his t). How is it that the illumination of one thing 
becomes the illumination of another one, (the luminosity of knowledge 
becomes the illumination of its object.)? 

(Mrmarp.saka). (2il5.15). Because such is the specific chn,racter 
of their nature. Indeed, physical objects like colours etc. (have their 
own laws), as they spring up from the causes producing them, they do 
not throw any light (of cognition), neither upon themselves nor upon 
others. But knowledge, as it springs up from its (specific) causes,s has 
the power 3 to throw light upon its own self and upon others. Know
ledge cannot begin its existence without an object, and then unite 
with an object at a later date. An axe, (e. g., obeys to other laws), it 
springs up from its causes and exists (at first) alone, it then combines 
with a fissure (by t produced) at a later date.4 But (knowledge) is 
always combir with an object, this fact cannot be questioned (or 
explained). deed the axe also, according to the causes which have 
produced it, consists of iron. There is no special reason for this fact 
and its explanation is never asl,ed. 

(255.20). And although the (double faculty) of throwing some 
light on its own self and on others is the quintessence of our know
ledge, (this does not mean that the ohject is immanent to knowled~e 
and that this d.ouble) faculty is objectless. When we contrast it with 
otller things, (with inanimate things which are unconscious, we say) it 

here compared with the Vaise~ika theory of number and Sridhnra accordingly 
deals with the whole Buddhist theory of cognition in his section on Number, cpo 
N. Kandali, p. 122.33-130. 19. 

1 Read apratyutpanno dhanlli dharmas ell • •• 

2 Read S1:a-pratyaya-samiisiiditet _ 
II Read pra7ciilana-sam artli am. 
4 This is according to the Realist, but Dot according to the Buddhist, cpo uelow, 

the translation from UdayanR. 
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is a light which illumines itself and others. When we contrast it with 
other faculties (we say it is) a power of throwing light upon itself and 
upon others. (In the first case) we more or less imagine it as a result., 
(as a content). (In the second case we, on the contrary), imagine it as 
an instrument (or as an action produced by) cognition. The differenti
ation is more or less imputed, (the fact is the same, but in this way) 
there is a faculty of cognition and there is an object of iLl 

(T he Bud d his t). (255.24). To this we reply as follows. What 
meaning do you attach to the assertion that knowledge posseses the 
power 2 of throwing light upon itself and upon others? If you mean 
that such is its own nature,S we agreeJ But if you mean that there is 
a real mutual relation (between the object and the subject), we will 
ask, of what kind is this relation? 

(MlmaIp.saka). It is a subject-object relation. 
(T h e Bud d his t). (256.3). The consequence will be that this 

relation, (if it is something real) must inhere in the object as well as 

1 Lit. 255. 20-23. C( And illumination of self and other (read sva-para-prakii
lanam) having its own nature by a contrast (nivrttyii) with non-illumination, in some 
way or other (katham cit) receives (bahuvr.) an imagined differentiation as <ea re
su.ltl>j the power of illuminating self and other, by a contrast with non-power 
in some way or other becomes through an imagined exclusion «an instrument of 
knowledge)), thus the power is not without an object». 

The MimaI)lsaka is here represented as compelled to admit that his light of 
pure consciousness and the illumination of the object by it are not two facts, but 
one, because knowledge is never without an object, such is its nature that can 
neither be questioned nor explained. The Buddhist avails himself of the opportu
nity to bring home to the MimaI)lsaka his favorite idea of the identity of image and 
object. The light of knowledge, if it is the same thing as the illumination of the 
object, is in danger of having no object at all, since the object will be immanent 
to knowledge. It is just what the Buddhist wants, and he represents the Mimaljlsaka 
as admitting self- consciousness (sva-para-pra7casa = sva-sa9!1-vedana) and an ima
gined difference (7calpita-bheda) betweeen the act and the content, the instl'ument 
and the result, or between the object and subject, of cognition cpo below the transla
tion from Jinendrabuddhi. 

II Read sva-para-pra7cMana-samartham. 
3 Both the MimaI)lsaka. (cp. above, p. 254.15) and the Buddhist admit tha.t 

the essence of cognition is to include an object and to be self-conscious, but the 
Buddhist explaines it as the same fact which in different contexts can be differently 
characterized, according to the view we take of it. The MimaI)lsaka, although 
very near to that view (cp. above, p. 255.20-24), nevertheless, as a realist, admits 
a real relation, a real tie (sambandha) between object and subject, something 
like a chain which resides at once in both the related things and unites them. On 
relations and their reality cpo above p. 287 n. 3. 
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in its cognition, (i. e., in ,two different places), and then it will be 
itself different, just because it resides in different places. (There will 
be no union at all, object and subject would be separated as before). 
Therefore only these two different entities will remain, (their suppo
sed uniting tie is itself disunited).l Moreover, as already mentioned, 
the past and the future (could never be cognized on this hypothesis, 
since) how could this one uniting tie reside in objects (separated by 
time). (256. 5). But if you admit, (as you are now bound to do), that 
the subject-object relation is immanent to our knowledge alone, how 
can it then be connected with external objects? Thus it is that while 
you are expatiating on the capacity of our knowledge to throw a 
light upon itself and upon others, you are driven against your will to 
admit the identity of (the exeternal objects), the patches of blue etc., 
with their cognition. (256.7). And thus it is that if you maintain that 
knowledge contains no images, we will never arrive to know what it 
means to be an object of this pure imageless consciousness,s (i. e., what 
union there can be between thi~ internal light and an external 
object). 

(256.8). We must conclude that the external object corresponds 
to a cognition which includes its image. 

(256.9). Moreover, (the theory of an imageless consciousness leads 
to an absurdity). If, (as you maintain), the illumination of the object (by 
knowledge) is nothing but the fact of the self- luminosity of knowledge, 
the difference among the objects must be then detC'rmined according 
to a difference between their cognitions. But cognition (according to 
this theory) contains no differences, since it contains no images, (it is 
always the same). (Neither will the objects contain any differences). 
We then will not be able to distingnish, «this is our consciousness of 
something blue)), «that one, of something yellow)). People wanting to 
take action (in pursuit of their special aims will not know how to do 
it, and) will commit no purposive actions at all. 

1 cpo Bradley, Appearance, p. 33. «The links are united by a link, and 
this bond of union is a link which also has two ends ... this problem is inso
lnble». 

2 Lit., p. 256.7-8. « And thus, since the essence of an object of knowledge is 
averse (ayogiit) to imageless consciousness, the (external) thing is an object of 
image-containing conscioll~ness ». 
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§ 2. CONSCIOUSNESS CONTAINS IMAGES COORDINATED WITH 

EXTERNAL OIlJEOTS. 

(256.12). On the other hand, if we admit that our cognitions 
contain definite images, then the coordination of the blue patch 1 (with 
its image), being the cause which imparts definiteness to it, will be 
the source of our right cognition, and its aspect of being a content of 
our consciousness which receives, (as it were), definiteness in the shape 
of a patch of blue colour will be the result (of that act of cognition).2 
(256.14). And although (on this theory) coo r din a t ion (of our know
ledge) and that knowledge itself are just one and the same reality, ne
vertheless they can be differentiated (in imagination), by imagining a 
double aspect of the same thing, the aspect of an act of cognition and 
the aspect of its content. The essence of cognition is settled by one 
principle contrast (of cognition to non cognition). But many other 
differentiations may be imagined which are an included in it, and thus 
an imagined differentiation is creClted, according to dtfferent stand
points, so far the fact of cognition is differently viewed and differently 
contrasted, (as an action when it is contrasted with other actions, or as 
a content when it is contrasted with other contents).s (256. 1 (3). It has 
been said (by Dig n IT g a) 4 ( the mere existence of pure consciousness 
is not yet the definite consciousness of an object, because it is always 
the same, and (if there were no images), we woulcl arrive at the con
sequence that all our cognitions must be undifferentiated. But the sense 
of sameness introducing itself into our consciousness, . brings in 
coo r din a t ion Il. 

(256.18) (We now have a good definition of what an object of 
cognition is). An object is the cause which produces cognition and 

1 i. e., the indefinite point of external reality will become a definite patch of 
blue only for us, only owing to the existence in us of an image corresponding to it 

2 Here apparently Ya,caspatimisra borrows his expressions from Dhar
mottan, cpo N. b. t., p. 15.20 ff. 

SLit., p. 256. 14-16. «Although coordination and cognition is (here) just the 
same thing, nevertheless through constructions ('Cikalpair) whose essence is an in
tention (avagahana) of the shape contained in one contrast, (i. e., many secondary 
differentiations can be evolved from one chief differentiation, or chief feature), it 
reaches the condition of sources and result of cognition, (this condition) being an 
imagined difference, produced by a difference of things to be excluded, (or to be 
contrasted with)>>. Cpo ibid., p. 262.2. 

4 Quoted also in the N. Kandali, p. 123.24. 
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corresponds to its image.1 Thus the senses, (although also being 
producers of cognition), are not its objeets.2 (As to the simulta
neousness of cognition and object, they are also explained on this 
theory). To be conscious of an object 8 means to be conscious of its 
image which has been evoked by the object. The images are present 
at the time of cognition, thus their simutaneousness is explained. It 
has been said (by D h arm a k Ir t i) -

cdf it is asked, how can an (absent) object, separated from us in 
time, be perceived, we will answer, to be perceived rightly, means 
only to be the cause of the (corresponding) image, to be the moment 
(capable of) evoking the mental image ll•

4 

(256.23). And thus, in this sense it is right to maintain that the 
(external) object is felt, (i. e., cognized). For this reason the Sa u
t ran t i k a s teach that the (external) things are the objects of our 
cognition, but their (definite, constructed) form is immanent to know
ledge. 

§ 3. CONTESi' WITH EXTREME IDEALISM. SE~SE PERCEPTIO~ 

DOES NOT WARRANT THE EXISTENOE OF ~ EXTERNAL WORLD. 

(256.25). (The Yogacara). All this is wrong! Because, in
deed, if you maintain that images are inherent in our knowledge and 
they refer to (external) reality, we shall ask, (how do you come to 
know this?) Do you know it by direct evidence or by inference? 

(257.1). First of all, you cannot invoke direct awareness,5 because 
your awareness testifies to the presence in you of the image of so
mething blue, this image is locked up 6 in its own self, (it cannot 
make a step beyond, in order) to grasp another blue thing, (the blue 
object). Indeed the reflected image is one blue thing, not two blue 
things, (the image and the object)? 7 And we have already called 

1 cpo N. Kandali, p. 124.9. 
II Lit., p. 256.18-19. «And owing to an objectivity through coordination-with

it and origination-from it there is no deduction· of-it upon the senBes etc. II. 
8 artha-vedanam. 
4 Quoted Tatp., p. 101.14 with the readiDg - k~amam instead of - k~a-

~am. 

Ii The discussion of the first part of this dilemma is finished below p. 258. 15. 
6 Lit. (ds quite finished in its own image merely». 
7 Among modern Europeans B. Russ el is, e. g., is opposed toathe intrusion of the 

idea between the mind and the objectll, cpo Mysticism, pp. ISS and 222, Analysis 
of Mind, p. ISO. He will consequently be a ni"iikiira-viidin, just as a Mlmamsaka. 
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attention 1 to the fact that it is impossible to be at once (out of the 
cognition and in the cognition), to be a separate thing (from know
ledge and to be cognized by it as) its object. 

(Sautrantika). (257.4). Let it be so! However the object of 
cognition is double,2 the prima facie apprehended (in sensation), and 
the distinctly settled (in a perceptual judgment). (257.5). Now, in 
respect to sense-perception, what is immediately seized (in a sensation) 
is only one single moment, but what is distinctly settled (in a percep
tual jUdgment) is a compact chain of moments) (the constructed thing), 
the object of our purposive action. (257.6). If that were not so, cogni
tion could not guide the actions of those who act in pnrsuit of defi
nite aims.s (When we speak of) knowledge guiding 4 our actions and 
leading to successful attainment:; of aims, we only mean that know
ledge points 6 to an object of a possible (successful) action.7 Now, the 
moment of sensation is not the moment of action,S since the latter does 
not exist any more when the action takes place. But the chain of mo
ments, (the continuity of the object) can be (the aim of purposive 
action). (257.9). However, (a chain of moments) cannot be grasped 
directly (in sensation), and therefore we must admit (the importance 
and conditioned reality) of the constructed 9 (chains of moments). 

(257.9). The same applies to an inferential judgment.lO The objec1 
it is prima facie intent upon is a Universal, (an absent thing constructed 
in imagination), whose essence is to represent a contrast with some 
other things.ll But the (corresponding) judgment 12 refers that Universal 
to (some particutar point of reality 18), which becomes the object of oUI 
purposive action and is capable of being successfully attained. (257.11). 
Both these ways of cognition, (direct perception pro ceding from the 

1 cpo above, p. 255.14 if. 
II Here again Vli:caspati's phrasing seems to be influenced by Dharmot-

tara, cpo NBT, p. 12.16 ff. 
3 Read artha-k'·iyarthina~. 
4 pravartaka. 
;:; prapaka. 
6 upadarsaka. 
7 pravrtti-vi~aya. With this passage cpo NBT, p. 3.6 ff. 
8 Lit. (cDot the object of action I). 
9 adhyavaseyatva1n = vikalpitatvam. 

10 anumiina-vikalpa = anumita-adhyavasaya. 
n Read anya.vyavrtti-lii,pam. 
12 adhyavaseya8. 
13 i. e., 8valak?a!ta, cpo NBT, p. 12. 20-21. 
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particular to the general and inference proceding from the general to 
the particular), are right means of cognition only in respect of Sllccess
ful purposive action, as has been stated (by Dig nag a 1), «a man 
"ho has distinctly delineated his object by these two modes of cogni
tion in a judgment,2 takes action, and is not lead astray». Thus it 
is that the external (real object) is not accessible to our direct 
knowledge, but being indirectly ascertained (in a judgment) it is an 
object (of cognition nevertheless). 

(Yogaci1ra). (257.14). All this is wrong!S You do not know at 
all what a judgment is! 

(8 a u tr ant i k a). A judgment is a mental construction 4, (of the 
form ((this is bluel)).5 Indirect cognition (or inference), because in its 
e~scnce it is nothing but constructive thought, is conterminous with 
(judgment).6 Direct cognition (or sense-perception) is also a judgment 
because it calls forth a thought-construction.i 

(Y 0 g a cIT r a). (257.16). But a construction also, since it is intent 
upon the image (produced by it and cannot make a step beyond it), 
how can it judge, (or execute constructions regarding external reality)? 

(Sautrantika). (257.17). (This is however possible), if you 
accept tthe following explanation). The image (which a man feels 
inwardly present in his mind) is bis own. It is not something (artifi
cially) constructed 8 (by combining in thought). On the contrary, it is 
something intimately and directly felt.9 Indeed, a mental construc
tion is something arranged (by our mind's initiative). The true 
essence of a thing is never an arrangement. It is always (something 
unique), something not standing in any relation to whatsoever,lO 
(something unutterable), something that cannot btl designated by a 
(connotative) name. It is (also something concrete and vivid), a gla-

1 TLis quotation has not yet been identified. 
2 adhyamsiiya. 
8 Read tan na. 
4 'l:ikalpa, cpo Ta: t p., p. 87.26, 338. 15 and 'fi p p., p. 23. 4-5. 
5 A fuller beJillition of a perceptual judgment (vikalpa = ad7lvavasaya) is 

found Tatp., p. 338.15, translated below in Appendix V. 
6 1)ikalpa-~'iipat'l:lit tad-vi?ayam, cpo Udayana, Parisuddhi ad Tatp., 

p.338.15. 
7 vikalpa-jananat. 
8 Lit. «the domain of choice or arrangement II. 
9 sa!!!t'edanam. 

10 sarvato Minna cpo Tattvas., p. 390.25, trailokva-'l:ilak~CI'lJa, cpo Tiitp., 
p. 388,17. 
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ring reflex,! (non-operated upon by the mind). (257.20). Thus it is that 
images are not mental arrangements (for a consciousness which feels 
their immediate presence) in itself. But the mind projects the inward 
reflex 2 into the external world and guides the purposive actions of 
those who are desirous of dealing with these external objects, in direc
ting them towards this or towards that thing. Nor are the people (who 
arc thus guided by images projected into the external, world) deceived 
(in their aims, since experience does not contradict them), because 
indirectly (these images, although themselves subjective and notional), 
are produced by external (reality); and since they are related to reality, 
the real aims are successfully reached. Accordingly, it has been stated 
(by D h arm 0 t tar a 8), (judgment or inference guides the purposive 
actions of men), because «the course it takes consists in having prl:ma 
facie to deal with mental contents of a (genenal) unreal character and 
in ascertaining througb them some real fact)).4 

(257.24). (Yogacara). Please explain what is meant by the 
words (((knowledge) constructs (in a perceptual judgment a kind) of 
reality out of that unreality which is the image present to it 5 )). 

1 Cpo N. b. t, p. 12.3 (= spufabha), and N. KaI},ika, p. 281. 6 - sak~iitkaro 

visadata. - visada-pratibhiisa refers to the same thing as niyata praUbhasa in 
N. b. t., p. 8. 10. 

la 8vabhiisam dkalpayantal:. 
8 Cpo N. b. t., p. 7. 13. 
4 Lit. 257. 17-23. «If it is opined that one's own shape is not the object (or the 

domain) of constructions, (of choice, of combinations), but of intimate feeling (gmt!
vedanasya) which is immediate (direct), (drop the c7!eda before pratynk~asyil, and 
put it after that word, and insert sa before hi). An object of m~ntal construction is 
something that is being arranged combined and contrasted), but the essence of 
something is not being constructed, because it, being excluded from everything, 
cannot be (combined with a name, lind becanse it is a vivid reflex. Therefore, not 
being in themselvps constructions, tlley arrtlnge their own shape as being external 
and direct, here and there those who wish to deal with them. Alld since mediately 
they are produced from the external, because they are connected with it, because 
they reach it, they do not deceive the people. As has been said (c because it operates 
(read pra'Vrtter) in ascertaining an object in a non-object which is its own (imme
diate) reflex D. 

5 When the cognition of a blue patch I1rises we experience internally a modi
fication of our feeling and project it into the external world in an internal judg
ment «this is the blne». The words of Dharmottara qnoted by Vlicaspati 
refer in NBT, p. 7.13, to inference, bnt p. 18.9 if. he also maintains that there 
is in the resulting aspect of inference no difference between perception and infe
rence, since both are judgments asserting a coordination (sariipya) between an 
image and a point of reality. 
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(S aut ran t i k a). Does it not mean that it imagines a real object, 
(i. e., some efficient point-instant producing a possible sensation)? 

(Yogacara). What is the essence of constructive thought? Is it 
an imagined sensation II or some other function? The first is im
possibilel (An imagined sensation is indeed a contradictio in ad
jecto). Sensation and imagination being the one passive and the 
other active,S (the one non-constructive and the other constructive, 
imaginative sensation) would be as it were a liquid solid stuff.4 (Con
structive thought or imagination) is a function different (from sensa
tion). The question is whether it operates after (sensation) or simul
taneously with it? The first is impossible, because cognition 5 being a 
momentary6 :flash) cannot operate by degrees. Even those schools who 
deny Universal Momentariness,7 even they maintain that thought, as 
well as motion, cannot operate intermittently 8 and therefore (sensation 

1 Read p. 257.25 -258.1, kim vikalpasya svariipam, a'llubhavaropa uta vya
pariintaram, and drop the following sva1·upiinubhava~. 

2 anubhava-al'opa = pratyalc§a-aropa = pratyak~a-vikalpa, this would involve 
a samplava between the two quite different sources of knowledge in contradiction 
to the Buddhist principle of pramattQ-vyavastha, cpo App. II. 

S vikalpa-avikalpa, the order of these two terms is here inverted in keeping 
"With PaI)ini, II. 2.34. 

4 Lit. p. 258.1-2. « Because of the impossibility of identity between actual 
experience (anubhava) and construction (samiiropa) whose essence is non-differen
tiation and differentiation, just as between the solid (read kathina) and the liquid».
The solid and the liquid elements are, according to Indian conceptions, ultimate 
elements, not two different conditions of the same stuff. When milk coagulates into 
curds this is explained in assuming that the solid element which was always pre
sent in milk becomes prominent (utkr~ta). Only the Sankhya would explain it as 
a paritliima. In the eyes of the Buddhist as well as of the Naiyayik the simile 
means that sensation and thought are different in principle and cannot be mixed up. 

5 vijriinasya. 
6 For the Buddhist every existence is motion, and motion consists of a chain 

of absolute iufinitesimal moments (pilrva-apara-kala.7cala.vikala-7c~a!!-a), for the 
realists the things are either moving or stationary and every unit of motion, as well 
as of thought, consists of three moments, the moments of its prodnction, its existence 
and its extinction. 

7 The Mim~ljlsaka and Nyaya-VaiBe~ika schools are first of all meant. They 
deny that the existence of every object is split into pOint-instants. In fact all s hools 
~:x:cept the Buddhists deny the Universal Flnx, and among: the Buddhists tbe MF
dhyamikas also deny it, on the same gronnds 8S the Yedantins. TheSankhyas 
with their paritUima-nityatva of ptadhana come very near the Buddhist 7c8a~~.[
katva. cpo Ceutral Conception, p. 80 and Introdnction. 

8 viramya-vyapara. 
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and imagination), cannot operate alternately, (when something is feU 
and imagined at the same time). (258. 5). But if you assume that sen
sation and imagination work simultaneously, we can admit this, with 
the proviso 1 that the object 2 is immanent 8 in cognition; because if we 
suppose that what we feel is (not in us), but out of US,4 the term 
(cieeling)) will loose itself every intelligible meaning.5 

(258. 7). And thus, what is really immediately felt in us is the 
(double) snbject-object aspect of our knowledge,6 and what is constructed 
in imagination is the (external) object. (258.8). Our own self, what WE 

internally feel in us, is not something constructed in imagination,7 (OD 

the other hand the external) object, since it is constructecl in imagi· 
nation, is not the thing actually felt in sensation.s (258.9). (We can· 
not know) whether the (external) object exists or does not exist, bui 
(what we call) construction (of an object) is nothing but the (imagi· 
ned) ((grasping)) (aspect of its idea).1l It has been already mentionec 
that to ((grasp)) something external to our knowledge is impossible.1j 

(258.11). (Sautrantika). (We also assume a kind of) imputec 
externality,ll (viz.), our images (coalesce with external objects in tha1 
sense) that we are not conscious of the difference,lla aud that is whJ 
our purposive actions, (when guided by our judgments), are directe( 
towards external objects (and are successful). 

(258.12). (Yogacara). But (when they coalesce), is the externa 
object also cognized at that time or not? The first is excluded, accor 
ding to what we have just said, viz., that (real) (( grasping») is al 
impossibility. But if no external object is really apprehended and WI 

simply dont feel the difference (between the external thing and al 
imagined idea), this undiscrimination alone could not guide our purpo 

1 k(t'alam, 
2 vedyal:. 
8 iitma-bhiiva-avasthita. 
4 para-boova-vedanc. 
5 svariipa-vedana-anupapattilJ. = 8t'arupe!'-a reda'llasya anupapatti1!. 
6 Read griihya-grahaka-akaro 'nubhuto. 
7 Lit., p. 258. 8-9. ((But the self is not snperimposed upon the non-felt», 
S pratyak~a-f)edya1J.. 
Il Lit., p. 258.9-10, (e And this superimposition is nothing but (eva) the gral 

ping of something either existing or not existing II. 
10 Cpo above, p. 256.1-6. 
11 bahya-sa1l1iiropCls. 
~ bhedagraha = likhyati, this celebrated principle has been also adopted t 

Pra bh lkara for the explanation of illusions, cpo Tltp., p. 56 tf. 
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sive actions towards a definite aim, since (undiscriminated from our 
image will be not exclusively one definite object, but aU) others will 
be also undiscriminated at that time, and the consequence will be that 
(our image) could direct IlS not towards the definite object to which it 
corresponds, but) to another one.1 

(258. 11). Thus it is that our immediate feeling cannot be relied 
upon as a proof of the reality of an external world. 

§ 4. IMPOSSIBILITY TO PROVE THE REALI1'Y OF AN EXTERNAL 

WORLD BY RATIOCINATION. 

(258.16). (Yogacara). Neither can (the reality of the external 
world) be established by inference. It has been, indeed, sufficiently 
explained that, just as simple awareness, inference cannot seize the 
external object neither directly, nor inclirectly.2 There is no fact from 
which its existence could be deduced with logical necessity.s (If such a 
fact exists), it must be either an effect (of external reality from which the 
existence of the cause could be necessarily deduced) or a fact possessing 
externality as its inherent property, (the existence of this property 
could then be deduced analytically). There are no such facts.' 

1 Lit., p. 258. 14-Hi. ((But if it is not grasped, there will be no definiteness 
of action by not grasping the difference, because, since other ones are at that time 
not grasped, towards another one also activity will be consequent». - For a more 
detailed explanation of tbe principle of bhedligraha or Neglected Difference and 
tbe use which is made of it in order to make intelligible our perception of tbe 
external world cpo preliminary note to Appendix Y, 011 apo71a. 

2 According to the Sau tran tika s tbe direct function ohense perception is the 
awareness of the presence of something in one's ken (grahfl~a), its indirect functi
on - the evoking of its general image in a perceptual judgment (pratyak§a
ballid utpamlena vikalpena adhyavasaya~). The dirp.ct fllnction of inference, on the 
(lther hand, is the construction of I/, general image, its indirect function is the 
ascertainement of the presence of something in our ken, cpo auove p. 207.4 ff. and 
N. b. h p. 7.13, 11. 12 and 12.16 ff. The Yogaclira of tbe old school and the 
Madbyamika-YogTIcTIras reject tbis theory. 

3 Siuce there are only tlVO kinds on Uniformity in nature, Uniformity of Suc
cession or Uniformity of Co~xistence) a neccessary deduction is only possible eitber 
from a following effect or from a subaltern quality, but no sucb successive facts 
or coexisting facts can be found from which fhe externality of our objects could be 
deduced. Tbe SautrTIntika will presently apeal to Solipsism as a fact inberent in the 
dellial of an external world. 

4 Lit., p. 258. 17-18. It And tbere is no such probans dependent (read prati
baddhas) upon the external, neither its identity nor its result». 
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(258.18). (S aut ran ti k a). However there is one! Yourself, you the 
Yogacara, deny Solipsism, and you admit the influence of a foreign 
stream of thought upon my stream of thought. When the perceptions 
of walking and speaking arise in my mind (anfl they do not refer to 
my own walking and speaking because they) are not preceded by my 
own will to walk and to speak, (we assume the existen~e of another 
person who walks and speaks). We then can throw the argument in 
the following syllogistic form), 

(Major premise). If something appears accidentally in a 
combination otherwise constant: it must depend upon a special 
cause. 

(Example). Just as my perceptions of external purposive 
movements and of (foreign) speech, which depend upon the pre
sence of another personality. 

(Minor premise). Such are the perceptions of external ob
jects, the snbject of our controversy. 

(Conclusion). (They are due to a special cause). 
This is an analytical judgment,l (since the predicate, the necessary 

existence of a special cause, is an inherent property of the subject, 
the occasional change in our stream of thought). And this special cause 
lying outside our subjective stream of thought is the external object. 

(258.23). (Y 0 g a car a).2 (The external object is superfluous, there 
is an internal) Biotic Force 3 which accidentally becomes mature and 

1 Lit., p. 258. 18-22. « Does not the following (proof) exis L? All things thal 
are accidental, if something exists, depend npon I/, cause additional to it, just as thE 
ideas reflecting cut-off-walking-and-speech (read ticchinna-gamana-~,acana-) depenc 
upon another stream, and such are also the subject of controversy (= the minol 
term), the six (kinds) of outwards tnrned ideas (pmvrtti-vijniina), while the strean 
of the store of inwardly turned ideas (iilaya-vljiiana) exists. Thus a reason of own· 
existence». - Cpo the same argument as quoted by Vacaspati in Tatp. 
p. 464..12 ff., and by Jinendrabuddhi, in an abridged form, in the followinl 
translation in tbis A ppelldix. The pravrtti. and iilaya-t'ijiliina are thus defined h 
Tatp., p. 145. 17-pilrva-cittam p1'avrtti-~ijiliinam yat tat ~ac]-vidham, paftca 
fupadi-jftiinany avikalpakani, ~a~tham ca vikalpa-vlj~1iina7n, tena $aha jiita?~ sama 
na-7caZa~ cetana-t'i§e~as tad alaya-viJnanam ity ucyate. 

II Beginning with 258.23 the Yoglicara assumes the r6le of a purvapa7c~iJn. 
3 vasana, often anlidi-t:a8alla, sometimes explained as = pWrvam jftiinam, c1 

Sanfanantara-siddhi, sutra 65, sometimes as=samarthyam, cpo Kamala 
sila, p. 1367.21. It performs in the Bnddhist system of Idealistic Monism th 
function of explaining the origin of phenomenal plurahty oul oftraoscendental unit 
and is in many respects similar to the karma = cetanii of the early Bnddhists, th 
maya of the Miidhyamikas and Yedantins, the viiMna of the Slinkhyas, the bhii 
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evokes an idea; this idea is also accidental (and changing concomitantly 
with a change in its cause). 

(258.24). (8 aut ran t i k a). But is not your Biotic Force (in this 
case simply) the force of subjective thought, contained in one continuous 
stream, the force to produce out of itself corresponding objective thoughts. 
Its (so called) maturity is its (perfect development and) readiness im
mediately to produce its effect. Its cause is the preceding moment of 
the same stream, because you (the Yogacara) do not admit (in this 
case) causality between different streams.1 (259.3). But then, either 

vana of the MimaJpsakas, the adr~ta, apurva, abhyasa and 8a~lskara of all shools. 
The Sankhyas derive it from the root vas eeto perfume», the Buddhists from the 
root vas «to live». In the Abh. Kosa, IX, it is nsed identically with bharana as a 
designation of the universal force which propels life. We have accordingly tried to 
render it by the Bergsonian elan vital, since it seems to possess some of its conno· 
tations. Vasana is sometimes divided into anubhata-rasana and avidya-vasana or 
anadi-(avidyii)·vasanii. The first = satpskara = smrti·janaka-8amagri, means the 
influence of former experience, habit, habitual way of thought and life in general. 
On the difference between tiisana and satpskiira cpo S. N. Dasgupta. The· 
Study of Patanjali, p. 111. (Calcutta, 1920). This notion implies the reality of the 
external world. The term atidya-tasana OI anadi-tiisanii, on the other hand, 
implies an idealistic view of the Universe, different in the old Yogaclra and the 
new Yogacara-Sautrantika schools. The importance of former experience is by no 
means denied (viisanii = purvam jiliinam), but the existence of a duplicate world 
beyond the world of our sensations and ideas is deemed problematic and metaphy
sical. It is thus an internal, spiritual force creating the illusion of this external 
world and might also be called the Force of Transcendental Illusion, similar to the 
maya of the 'Vedantins. Every idea is impregnated or perfumed by that force 
(vastrader .mrga-madadina vasyatvam yathii). The extreme Yogacaras apparently 
denied the doctrine of 8valak~at;ta-siirUpyam, they maintained that (na) dma
arthakriyii-svala7c~at;ta-8?ilak~at,lyen.a (= siirilpyttUl), (api tu) anadi-vii8ana-'I)a~lit 
(alikasyaiva diiha.p1ikiidika-8amarthya-iiropa~), cpo Tatp., pp, 145.9 if., 4.64. 11 fi'j 
N. viirt., p. 69 - §akti-vi§i~ta~. cittotpiido vii8anii. We have seen above, p. 296, 
that when the origin of the the Categories of our understanding is found in former 
experience, the force prodncing them is called anubhata-t'asana, and when it is 
ascribed to a spontaneoulil faculty of our Reason, it is called vikalpa-viisanii. Thns 
Empiricism may be called anuD7tava-tlisana-tada, and Rationalism - vi'kalpa
va8anii-viida. The extrem Idealism of the Yogilcaras may tben be called atllanta
or ekiinta-vikalpa-l:asana-viida. Our Reason in the role of the creator of the illu
sion of an external empirical world would he then called avidyii-t'asanii, our Rea
son as containing innate ideas - Qniidi-vlkalpa-t"i;isanii, the empirical 'World as 
contrasted with transcedental reality - is then an.iidi-vii8anii-tii8ita~ 8iif!lf!Ya'M
hiirikaTJ pratyaya~ cpo N. Kandali, p. 279.15. 

1 Dharmaklrti admits tlJat the presence ofanother personality is tbe predo
minant cause (bdag-rkyen = adhipati-pratya1la) or causa ef:ficienB of our presenta
tions of external purposive m6vements and speech, cp,Santanlintarasiddhi, p.63. 
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every (moment) in the subjective stream of thought will be a «cause 
of maturity", or not a single one, because (as moments of subjective 
thought all are in this respect) equal. They are equal, because if you, 
according to your intention, chose in the subjective stream one mo
ment as ready (to produce out of itself a given objective thought), 
all other moments will be just in the same position! 

(259.5). (Y 0 g a car a). (No!), because every new moment has a diffe
rent force. Since the moments change, their effects are also changing. 

(259.6). (8 aut ran t i k a). But then, (if every moment is different), 
there will be only one moment capable of producing the image of a 
blue patch or 1 capable of arousing it from (its dormant condition in 
the store-consciousness). No other moment will be able to do it, (the 
image of the blue patch will then never recur in the same individual). 
Or, if (other moments) will also be (able to do it), how is it that every 
moment (is supposed) to have a different efficiency? (If it is not diffe
rent), then all the moments of the stored up subjective stream of con
sciousness 2 (uninfluenced by external objects, being in the same posi
tion), will have the same capacity; and, since an efficient cause being 
present, cannot postpone 8 its action, (aU the moments will then pro· 
duce just the same image of a blue patch).' 

(259.10). If all our ideas have the same origin in the subjectivE 
stream of thought, they must be always the same, (since their caUSE 
is always the same). But this (constancy) is incompatible with thE 
(actual) changing character of our ideas. 

(259.11). (If there were no external cause), there would beunchan
ging constancy of thought, which excludes change. (But change exists 
and) is thus proved to depend upon an external cause.1I Thus it is tha 
an invariable concomitance (between the change of thought and it: 
external cause) is established. (259.12). Neither do you, Idealists, 
admit all our knowledge of the external world 7 to be produced b: 
the influence on us of other minds,S you admit it only (in order tl 

1 Read veti. II iilaya-santana. 8 Read ca . .. anupapatti~ 
4 Cpo the same argument developed in Sastra-dipikii., p. 180 ft'.,- sartXI 

daiva n"ila-V'iiftCinam sgat; and SDS., p. 26. 
5 This would be a negative deduction according to thp 4th figure, niitra kii;u 

citttlam, sadatanatva8ya p1'a8angiit, or according to the 6th figure, niitra sadat~ 
natvam, hetva'lltarapek~attlat, sadiitanattlasya yad f)iruddham kadacitkattlam, ten 
yad vyapgam (vyiipakam?) hettlantarapek~attlam, ta8ga upalabdhi1J,; cpo NB, 1 
S5 and 87. 

6 vijffanaviidin. 7 pravrtti.vijffiina. 8 santiiniintara-nimittatfllltn. 
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avoid Solipsism) in regard of some of our (external) perceptions, (viz.), 
the perceptions of external purposive movements and of (another man's) 
speech.1 (259.14). Moreover, even asguming, (for the sake of argument, 
that every occasional external perception) is produced by the infiuenee 
of a foreign personality, the effect cannot be changing, since such a 
personality is constantly present. (259.15). (You cannot maintain that 
the other personality is sometimes present and sometimes absent), be
cause the chain of moments constituting the personality is quite com
pact i and cannot be occasionally relegated to a remote place, since 
according to (your) Idealism,s space as an external entity does not exist. 
And because thought is not physical, (the foreign personality which 
is only) thought, never does occupy a definite place. (259.18). (Nor can 
a stream of thought be occasionally present) in respect ofthe time (of 
its appearence), since you do not admit the appearence of something 
(new, of something) that did not previously exist. Therefore our syllo
gism proves the existence of external (physical) objects.8 

(259.19). (Yogacara). This is wrongl Although (in our opinion) 
the origin of all our external perceptions is exclusively to be found 
in our internal stream of thought,4 there is nevertheless an occasional 
variety of perceptions. The reason (in your syllogism) is fallacious, it 

1 Read gamana-vacana-pratihhiisasya vijrtanasya. 
2 siindratara. 
3 The solution of the problem of Solipsism by Dharmakirti in his Santa

nlntarsiddhi is that, from the point of view of absolute reality, there is only one 
spiritual principle undivided into subject and objer,t and, therefore, no plurality of 
individual existences. But from the empirical point of view there are necessarily 
other personalities existing in the external world, just as there are external objects 
existing and cogni2ed by the two sources of our knowledge, sense-perception and 
inference, as they are characterized in Dignaga's and his own epistemological 
system. Nevertheless he himself calls his view idealism (~nana'tJadi and yogacara) 
and maintains that an idealist can speak about other personalities and an external 
world just as a realist does, but for the sake of precision he ought to speak not 
about other personalities, but about « his representations» of other minds, to spp,ak 
()f other minds is only an abbreviation OUI ideas, in this system, are not cognitions 
()f reality, but constructions or dreams about reality. They are indirect cognitions 
just as dreams are, since dreams are also conditioned by former rea] experiences, 
but feebly recollected. in a morbid state of mind. Hence Dharmakirti and 
Dignaga are represented here as Sautrantikas, although in their own opinion 
they are Yogaclras. They are therefore called Sautrlintika-Yoglicliras. Their 
opponents are the old Yogiicaras of Asanga's school and the later Madhyamika
¥ogacaras. 

40 sva-santiina-miitra-prabhat'e'pi = iilaya-V\jftana-prabhave 'pi. 
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is uncertain,! its absence in contrary cases is uncertain,2 (since the 
change of our perceptions can be explained from within) .........• 
(260.11). Moreover, when you maintain that to be an object of know
ledge means to be, 1) (a point of reality) producing cognition, and 2) to 
be coordinated with the respective image (by the sense of sameness),8 
(we will object that all the other causes and conditions of our know
ledge are also to a certain extent coordinated with it through a sense 
of sameness, viz.) when a perception of colour is produced the sense 
of vision produces the limitation 4 (of it to the visual sphere), light 
produces the distinctness 5 (of the image), the previous moment of 
consciousness 6 produces the following 7 one. Since all these causes are 
coordinated with their respective results by (special kinds of) coordi
nations,8 and since they are the causes (of our perception of a blue 
patch of colour), they (according to your definition) must be also ob
jects, (not only causes), just as the blue patch (is an object, because it 
is a cause). (260.18). And if you maintain that the object is absolutely 
the same 9 (as its image), and that that is it what makes it an object, 
then (we will answer) that the preceding conscious moment,1° the mo
ment preceding our perception of the blue, possesses still more same
ness than the (external) blue object, and that it consequently (will 
fall undpr your definition and) constitute an object of our image of 
the blue patch I (Hence your cc coordination» explains nothingl).H 

(260.20). (S aut ran t i k a). To be an object of our knowledge does 
not only mean to be (a point of reality) producing it and coordinated 
with its image, but it also means to be established as such by a per
ceptual judgment,lll (ccthis is the blue))). This judgment refers just to 
an external thing, not to something else. (The sensation or feeling is 

1 anaikantika. 
2 sandigdha-'Vipak~a-vyiivrttika. 

3 utpatti-siiriipyiibhyiim vi~ayatte (sah), cpo Ta tp., p. 463.25 - na siif'upya-
samlltpatti api vi~aya-lak§a't}am. 

4 niyama. 
5 Read 8pa~!atii. 
6 sa1[l8kiira here evidently in the sense of samanantara-pratyaya. 
7 jftiina. s siiriipyai1,l-. 9 atyanta-siiriipyiit. 

10 nila-tJijMna-samanantara-pratyayasya. 
11 Lit., p. 260. 15-18. «Moreover, if objectness comes from origin and co

ordination, eye, light and sa1!!Skiira also respectively, throngh the coordinations of 
limitation, clearness (read spa?tatii) and consciousness, and through origin from 
them, must be grasped just as the blue ». 

III adhyavasiiyiit. 
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purely internal, but in the following moment we have constructed an 
image, projected in into the external world and identified it with 
a point of external reality, i. e., we have judged). 

(Y 0 g a car a). No! We have already answered this. We have pro
ved above 1 (that neither by immediate awareness nor by inference 
can the reality of the external world be established). 

IV 

Udayan,l.-acarya on the Buddhist theory of an 
ide n tit Y b ct wee nth e act 0 f cog n i z i n g and the c 0 n

tent of a cognition. 
Ny1iya-viirtika-tatparya-!.iJ,:a-Parisuddhi, ed. Calcutta 1911, pp. l!i2-155. 

(152.1). A source of lmowledge 2 (is compared by the Realists 
with) an instrument. It is the special cause (of a mode of cognition), 
its predominant cause,s (such as the senses in sense perception). 
When the result is achieved the-re is no need of such an (instrument) 
to produce (the result a new),4 just as, when (the tree) has been cut down, 
there is no need of a.n axe (in order to cut it down anew). Therefore, 
just as the function of an axe consists in cutting down the tree which 
is not yet cut down, just so does the function of our sensitivity and 
of the other (sources of our knowledge) consist in cognizing an object 
which is not yet cognized. This is the opinion of the M i m a f!1. s a k a s. 

(152.6). However, there is another theory, (the Buddhist one). 
(The ultimate cause producing cognition is the fact of) a coordination 7 

1 Cpo above, p. 257. 4 ff. 2 prama~la. 

3 karafJa = s7idhakatama-kara't)a = prakr~ta-uprikaraka=adhipati-pratyaya. 
4 Lit. «And when the thing to be produced is produced, there is no produciug 

for its like ». kara1J4-jatiyasya indriyiiae~ (V). 
Ii Lit. (e Therefore, just as the axe becomes fuuctioning with respect to cuttiug, 

because of the fact that its object is the nOll-cut, just so ... )). 
6 The definitiou of pra11!ii?,1a as anadhigata-artha-adlligantr is accepted by 

both the Buddhists and the MimliIJISakas, but the latter understand under object 
the empirical object which has stability and, in the continuous run of its perception, 
receives iu every moment a new time-characteristic. The Buddhists understand the 
transcendental object which has no duration, which is (C other}) in every moment. 

7 sarupyam, cpo Tat p., p. 14.13, the fact that a constructed mental image 
with all its inhering attributes corresponds to the utterly heterogeneous (atyanta
vilak~a~a) point-instant of efficient reality, the transcendental object. In Appen
dix V, on (]!polla, it will be explained that this coordination is founded on relati
vity (anya.'VyavrtU). 
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(between a mental image and the real) object (corresponding to it). 
What indeed is the result produced from a source of knowledge? 
It is (knowledge itself), a distinct cognition of the object. Nothing 
else is meant by the content of right knowledge.1 A source of know
ledge has, indeed, nothing else to do with respect to its object than to 
cognize it. (To attend to the object and to ((fetch» it are the same). 
The ((fetching II 51 of the object by our knowledge is nothing but the 
focussing 8 of our attention on it, and the latter is nothing but the 
cognition of an aim of our possible purposive action.4 

(152.10). Therefore a source of knowledge has no result over and 
above the distinct cognition of its object, (the result of cognition is 
cognition, the act and the content of cognition are undistinguishable). 
This has been expressed by D h arm a k I r t i (with respect to sense
perception) in the following words,S 

uJust this direct cognition is itself the result of (the act) of cogni
zing, as far as it has the form of a distinct cognition». 

(153.1). That alone is a source ot right knowledge what deter
mines the object (in distinguishing it from all similar and all dissimilar 
ones). And that alone determines the object what restricts its image as 
belonging just to this object. If it is not restricted to the right object, 
it will belong neither to that object nor to any object, and thus the 

1 p'l'ama = p'l'amiti-k'l'iya = a'l'tha-p'l'atiti-'l'upa, evidently here refers to the 
«content». k'l'iya, when distinguished from ka'l'at}-a, will be its result. If the senses 
are compared with an instrument, sense-cognition will be the result. The Mimalll
sakas assume three consecutive steps in cognition, the following being the result 
of its predecessor, sensation, attention and «fetching)) or conce ption (dr~~i-pravrtti
praph). The ultimate result (priipti = pratiti) is evidently the «content» of cogni
tion, it is called here pramiti-kriyii = p'l'amii = pratiti-rilpii only with the respect 
to the simile of the axe - the instrument, and its result the act of cutting (eke
dana). If the senses are the instrument, sensation is the result; if sensation is the 
instrument, attention is the result, and if attention plays the part of an instrument, 
conception will be the result. That these three steps exist empirically the Buddhist 
would not deny, but cognition is for him the correspondence of an image construc
ted by our productive imagination according to the forms, or categories, of our under
sta.nding with a point-instant of external reality. This is siiriipya, conformity o/the 
image (a7ca'l'a), and this is also the image itself, there being no real distictnion bet
ween the image and the fact of its coordination with the object, cpo NBT ad 1.20-21. 

2 p'l'apti = adhigati = pratiti = boaha, the ultimate result, the «content». 
3 p'l'avrtti, the «act» proper, vis. jfiiinasya pravrttilJ" cpo NBT, text, p. S. 5 ff. 
4 pravrtti-yogya-artha = artha-k'l'iyii-samartha-artha. - pra1Jftti here in the 

sense of a purposive action, not of an act of objective cognition. 
sOp. NB, I. 18. 
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distinct image will n()t be coordinated with the object. (153.5). If it 
did produce a cognition of some indefinite object, how could it be 
called a means of right knowledge? 

Now, such (passive sources of our knowledge as our) senses are, 
although they belong to the causes producing knowledge,! cannot (alone, 
by themselves impart distinctness and) determine our cognition as 
referring just to the right object.l! 

(153. 7). Indeed, a sensory stimulus produced on the visual sense 
by a patch of blue cDlour, is not yet a cognition of the blue as blue, 
because pure sensation produced by a patch of yellow colour (so far 
it is only pure sensation) is just the same. It is the concept (or the 
image) of the blue alone which makes the stimulus produced on the 
sense of vision a real cognition of the blue patcb.!! 

(153.9). Therefore it is the image 4 of the object alone, the image 
contained in our understanding,5 which determines our cognition as a 
cognition of a definite object.a It also determines the (cognized external) 
object. Therefore it (can be compared with) an instrument, (with the 
ultimate cause) of Cognition, since it determines (and distinguishes) 
the objects of our knowledge (between themselves). 

(153.12). This has been expressed by D h arm a k I r t i in the 
following words/ 

ccThe source of cognizing consists in coordina,tion (between the 
constructed image and its real) object. Owing to this a distinct cogni
tion of the object is produced ". 

(153.14). The words cca distinct cognition of the object is produ
ced» mean that a distinct cognition of the object is determined, and 

1 Read jnana-karat!air. 
2 tadiyataya = ni'!lata-vi~a'!la-sambandhitaya (V). 
3 Lit., p. 153.7-9. «Indeed, the blue-knowledge of the blue is not simply 

because produced by the eye, because of the consequence ofsuchnes8 of the yellow
knowledge, but only from being the form of the blue there is blue-knowledge of 
the bluel). - The difference between a pure sensation produced by something 
blue (nuasyajfUinam) and the definite cognition or judgment «this is blue» (nilam
iti jf/anam) is found already in the Abhidharma-sutra, it is quoted by Dignaga 
in his bhi~ya. onPr. samucc., 1.4, by Kamalasila in TSP, p. 12 and his NB.
-pfirva.-pak~a-sank~ipti and in other texts. 

4 artha-lilcara = artha-saruP1/a. 
:> budilhi-gata = manasa = kiilpanika. 
6 taa'1lataya = ni'!lata-vi~a'!la-sambandhita'!la. 
7 NB, I. 20-21. 
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thus it also means so much that the (external) objects of our know
ledge are being distinguisbed (between one another). 

(154.1). (It could be objected that one and the same thing), a 
thing undivided in itself, cannot represent (at once) the instrument 
and its result, (i. e., the instrument and the action which is expedited 
by the instrument. This would be a contradiction 1). However it is not 
a contradiction. (There are cases when this is possible). The relation 
between an instrument and the work produced by it II is, indeed, 
either (real) as between the possessor of a fnnction and that function 
itself,s or (logical) as between a logical antecedent and its conse
quence.4 

(154. 3). The axe, e. g., is a (real) instrument (only at the moment 
of its) contact with the tree (which is to be cut). It is called an (dn
strument" in common life because of this (future) contact which is 
its function. (154.5). But the contact itself is not really a unity 5 

different from the axe at the moment of contact.6 (The instrument 
and its working are at this moment just the same event). 

(154.6). On the other hand, we surely know 7 cases when the logi
cal antecedent and its consequence are included in the same concrete 
entity. Such is, (in the mental field, the subject-object relation inclu-

1 Cpo NBT, text, p. 15.11, trans!. p. 4l. 
II karaz!a-phala-bltava. 
3 '1lyapara-vyapari.bhava. 
4 gamya-gamaka-bhava. 
5 vigraliavan = prama1Ja-siddha~ (V) = na tuccha~., just as the abhata accor

ding to the Realists is vigraha'Can = na tucchalJ,. According to the Buddhists the 
utmost that can be said is that it is a name - api tu vyataha?·tavya~ param, 
Tli. t p., p. 389.23. 

6 sarp,yujyamana eta. For the Realists the axe is an object possessing stabi
lity, a substance (sthayi-dravya). The operation of the axe must be, therefore, 
something real, in order that the operating axe be distinguished from the non
operating one. As B radl ey, Logic p. 254, puts it, (( the terms of a relation must 
always be more than the relatioll between them, and, if it were not so, the relation 
would vanish II. The Indian Realists, therefore, boldly assume a real relation (vigra
lIavan sambandha~) as a third unity between the two unities related. Cpo above 
p. 287 n. 5. But for the Buddhist the axe is a string of events, the axe at the mo
ment of contact is another entity than the axe outside that moment. The axe is a 
construction of our mind, real is alone the string of contacts, i. e., the string of 
effiCiencies, of which the axe is an integration. For the same reason there is no 
difference between the «( contentJ> and the «intent» of every cognition. 

7 dt'f!a eta. 
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ded in every) self-conscious idea 1 and (such is) in the external field, 
(the relation of some logical marks to the fact deduced from them, 
e. g., when) we deduce that whatsoever is an Asoka is also a tree. 
(154.8). The tree is, indeed, not something different from the Asoka, 
nor the Asoka different from the tree. Their difference lies in the lo
gical field, (the conceptions are alone different). (The same thing can 
be differently conceived from different standpoints). It is then diffe
rently contrasted,2 (as contrasted with other trees it is an Asoka, and 
as contrasted with other plants it is a tree). The same applies to the 
difference between (an instrument: or) a factor 8 (in general and the 
function) produced by it. There is no difference at all, (it is absolutely 
one and the same thing). This is the theory of the Sa u t l' an -
tikas.4 

(155.1). The author 5 quotes another (Buddhist) tlleory: pure 6 

knowledge containing in itself no image at all has the capacity (like 
a lamp) to shed light both on its own self and on the nOll-self, (i. e., 
on the external object. This capacity) is the source of our knowledge. 
That, indeed, is the source of light knowledge whose function it is to 
throw light upon the objects (of our cognition). By light-throwing we 
understand the essence of consciousness, it is the attribute of those 
(beings) who are conscious. (155.3). But such sources of our knowledge 

1 sva-prakiise vijiiiine. V. remarks gamya-gamakJJyor yadi vi~aya-vi~uyi

bhiiva8 tatriiha, 8va-prakasu iti, atha jniipya·jl1iipaka-bhiitJa8, tatriiha, biihY8 ceti. 
II 'D!Javrtti-bhedas. 
S karaka is more general than karatta, the latter is the ( instrumental factor », 

tIl cases, except the Genitive, express some «factors ll. 
4 Lit., p. 155. 1-11. ((Alld there is no contradiction of instrumellt and result 

being found) in an undivided self. This, indeed, is either the relation of II. function 
;0 the possessor of the function or of the conveyed to the conveyor. Indeed, only the 
axe which is conjoined with trees etc. by conjunction, by function, is calJed in 
common life an instrument. And there is, for sure, no conjunction possessing a body, 
(a thing) different from the coujoined axe. The relation of conveyed to conveyor also 
has been surely (eva) experienced in a self-luminous cognition and in an external 
tree suggested by siJ:!lsaplL. Indeed the tree, for sure, is not something other than 
the iiiJ:!lsapa, nor the siIl1sapa (other) than the tree. But in imaginative dealing,just 
as there is a difference of exclusion, just so between II. factor II.nd itp possessor, thus 
no difference whatever, thus the Sautrantiklis)). - The Sautrantika-Yogii
caras are meant, since Dharmakirti is quoted. But in the 9th KoSa.-sthanll. 
Vasubandhu speaking from the standpoint of the Sautrantikas emits similar 
views, cpo my Soul Theory of the Buddhists, p. 854. 

S Tiltp., p. 14.14. 
6 eva. 
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as the senses are,l are different, because they (by themselves) are 
unconscious. Now there is no other conscious (substance) besides (the 
flow) of consciousness itself. Therefore this consciousness itself being 
the (only) conscious (element) II and ('xercizing the function of appre
hension, is the source of (all) our knowledge. As to the difference 
between a function and (something stable) possessing that function, 
there is none at all, just as in the case of the axe at the moment of 
its contact with the tree. S This is the 0 pinion of the V a i b h a ~ i k a s 
and of other (sects) who deny the presence of images in our cogni
tion.4 

V 

Dignaga and Jinendrabuddhi on the act and the 
content of knowledge, upon the coordination of 
ideas with their objects and our knowledge of 

the ext ern a 1 W 0 rId. 

§ 1. PRAMANA-SAMUCCAYA, 1. 9, AND THE AUTHOR'S 

EXPLANATION. 

Bstan-lJ.gyur, Mdo, vol. 95, f. 95b• 5 ff. 

Here also,6 the pro c e s s 0 f cog nit ion iss u p p 0 sed to 
h a v ear e suI tin g (c 0 n ten t), be c a use it is i mag i
ned 7 as being an acl 

1 indl'iyadini. 
II i. e., no Soul being admitted. 
3 i. e., there is no substantial axe different from the flow of efficient moments 

ima.gined by our Reason as being a stable thing. The non existence of a Soul is de
duced from the general principle of the non-existence of anything stable, is existent 
what is efficient and efficient is only the moment. V. remarks - tasya (cetanasya) 
sthiratt'e artha-kriyaya abhavat. 

4 The Vaibha~ikas even denied the existence of images in dreams. They 
tried to prove that even in dreams we somehow perceive real external objects. 
This their theory is ridiculed by Dh armaklrti in his Santanlintarasiddhi. 
The satpdna was considered oy them as external (vi~aya) to pure consciousness 
(1)ijnana), cpo my Ceniral Conception, p. 97 and 100. 

5 Denying the presence of ima.ges in Oilr cognition, anatdira-vadinas, are 
among the Brahmanical systems chiefly the Mimalllsakas, a.nd among the Bud
dhists - the Vaibhasikas, i. e., the early 18 sects. 

6 The kiin'kii must have been something like this, pramiitJa-phalatvam ~tam 
k1'iyaya saM kalpanlit, pramii!tatvena caropa~, 'kriyam 'Vina ca nasti tat. 

7 Read rtog-pai-phyir instead of rtogs-pai-phyir. 
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We do not follow here the realistic (philosophers) in assuming that 
the result of cognition differs from the act, because the supposed 
result is only the image of the cognized object and (this image) is 
wrongly imagined as separated into an act (and a content).l 

It is a metaphor, when we assume that our 
ide a s are ins t rum e n t s 0 f k now led g e, and (w hen 
we ass u m e) t hat the y can not ex is t wit h 0 ute x h i
bit i n g a n act i vi t y. 

As for instance, when corn is produced, it agrees (in kind) with 
its cause (the seed), and people say that it has ((takenl) the shape of 
its cause. The same thing has happened also here, (when people think 
that cognition) is also not debarred of activity, (they think it ((takes,} 
or cc grasps') the form of its object). 

§ 2. COMMENT OF JINENDRABUDDBI ON TElS APHORISM. 

BBtan-~gyur, Mdo, vol. 115, if. 34°.6-36".7 (Pekin})l 

(34b.6). The words (chere alsol) mean (caccording to our opinion,). , 
The words CI because it is imagined as possessing activity I) mean ((be-
cause it is imagined 8 (as a thing) together with its activity I). This is 
the cause why the role of an instrument of knowledge is metaphori
cally imputed 4 (to cognition). The (supposed) instrument of cognition 
exists only as a result, i. e., the cognizing activity of this instrument 
of knowledge 5 is (its own) result, and it is (the result) just itself, in its 
own identity. Tberefore there is here no difference (between the act 
of cognition and its resulting content). Here, (in this system), there is 
110 result of cognition separately from the instrument (or the act) of 
cognizing, as this is the case in the realistic 6 (systems). In this (sy
stem) no such fault as they alone have committed! The words ((only 

1 ~bras-bur gyur.pai les·pa = phala-bhuta-jfl.ana, lit. ({ because this cognition 
has arisen as possessing the form of the object». 

2 Jinendra buddhi is the author of a very thoroughgoing and detailed com
mentary on Pramal;1a-samucc aya which fills the whole ofvol. 115 of the Bstan. 
~gyur, Mdo. He is presumably the same person as the author ofthe grent grammatical 
work Kiisika-vivaral;1a.-pafijika, also ca.lled Nyasa, and lived, according to 
the editor of that work, S. C. Cha.kravarti, in the middle ofthe vm~h century A. D. 

3 Read rtog-pai-phyir instead of rtogs-pat-phyir. 
4 ne-bar-7}dogs-pai rgyu = upaciirasya ka1·a~am. 
"i tskad-mai rtogs·pa ni. 
() phyi-"ol-pa-rnams = biihyiilJ" non-Buddhists. 
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as a result)) etc. lay stress upon this meaning. There is (immanent in 
cognition) not the slightest bit of the distinct nature of a thing pro
duced and of its producer. Indeed our ordinary idea (of causation), of 
"producer» and ((produced)), is in any case not far away from having 
the nature of an imputation.1 (35a.1). And this is really also the case 
here 1 Cognition, so far it possesses the character of something attai
ned,i evokes the idea of a thing produced, and thus it may be ima
gined S as (a kind of) result. (But the same fact is also) imagined, and 
spoken 4 of, as an instrument of knowledge, because it (as it were) 
also ((grasps)) the image of the (object) and appears thus (in the r61e) 
of something exhibiting activity. (35a. 3). Thus it is that this cogni
tion, so far it ('grasps)) the image of its object, although it (really) 
has no activity, receives the name of an action, consisting in cognizing 
its own object, but not otherwise. And thus the image of the object, 
since it is identical with the (supposed instrument), is itself called an 
instrument of cognition. 

(35a.4). And this is rightl because, when we say (Can action is 
being produced)), we do not at all refer (to the universal interconnection 5 

of all elements of existence according to which) every thing is the pro
ducer of every action and every action is being produced by all (the 
elements of the Universe), because (from this point of view) there 
would be no definiteness,6 (we would never know who is whose pro
ducer). But if one thing springs up without an interval,immediately 
after another one, t.hen we say that the former is the producer 7 and 
the following is alone the action produced by it. (35 a.6). Now, (sup
pOSing) we have a patch of colour and a stimulus 8 produced (by it on 
our senses), we then (immediately) have a feeling of its presence in 

I Read rtog-pai no-bo-las; cpo NBT, text p. 69. 
2 llzag-par rtogs-pai no-bo = adhigama-rupa. 
3 tie-bar gdags-par-bya~o. 
4 ne-bar-gilags-te, tha-sfiad-du byao, i. e., a metaphor is C()nstructed by our 

imagination, and this metaphor is the foundation of our usual way of thinking and 
speaking (vyavahlira, cpo NBT, p. 29.22). 

5 The kara'lfll-hetu, causal connection, is probably here referred to, according 
to it all elements of the Universe are the causes of a given phenomenon with 
the exception of its own self, because nothing can be its own cause, but every thing 
else can, cpo A b h. K 0 Sa, II. 50, 8vato'nye kiWa!!fJ-hetu~. 

6 thug-pa-mea-par thal-ba = anat!t1stM-pra8anga. 
7 Read yin-te, instead of yi1. zhe-na, the latter reading is repeated in the N ar

thang edition f. 87&. 7. 
8 Ias-la, in the sence of don-byea nus-pa-la. 
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Qur ken and a consciousness of its coordination with some external 
object, (a sense of sameness) according to which we can distinguish 
and determine ((this is a cognition of bllle ll , "that one is of yellow». 
(Our cognitions) then receive these (definite) shapes.1 If this were not 
the case, any cognition would refer to any object and no cognition would 
refer to a (definite) object, because there would be no differentiation.2 

(35a• 7). All determination (maintains the San k h y a) is evolved 
from an undifferentiated S (primitive) condition of all things and (qua
lities as having their root in primitive Matter). But this we cannot 
admit, because 1) (primitive Matter) is inanimate/ 2) all cognitions 
as having the same cause (would not be differentiated). Moreover there 
is (according to the Sa 11 k h y a system) no interaction:; (at all bet
ween Matter and Consciousness). This alone would be sufficient to 
make any perception of objects 6 impossible.7 (35b.1). Without (assu
ming) a ((coordination I) (of the image) with its object no perception 
of objects is at all possible, since definite knowledge consists just in 
this (coordination). Therefore, the definiteness of (our judgments) 
((this is my cognition of blue)), ((this one is of yellow" is due to the 
fact of a coordination (between our image) and its object, it is (imme
diately produced) by the latter, and there is nothing else that could 
{;reate it. 

(35b.2). Therefore just this (coordination through the sense of 
sameness) is (predominantly) the producer 8 of a distinct cognition of 

1 Lit., f. 35&.6-7. ((There, by what cognition (§es-pa gan-gis) having the es
sence of coordination (~dra-ba = sarUpya) with the essence of immediate feeling 
(nams-su myon-ba = anubhava) concerning the action (las-la in both ed.) of colour 
etc., (by what cognition) the distinctness ((this is a cognition of blue », «this one is 
of yellow» is produced, by that (its) essence of a producer of what is being defini
tely settled, is this being made to appearll. 

2 Coordination through our sense of sameness is thns the real source of cogni
tion, if we at all al'e to distinguish between cognition as a source of knowledge and 
cognition as its result. This (inexplicable) sense of sameness is thus much more 
the cause of cognition than the coarse concept of a supposed «grasping» of the 
object through the instrumentality of the senses, because it appears as the most effi
cient feature, the sadhakatama-kiirar,ta = prakr~popa7;iiraka = adhipati-pratyaya. 

3 mi-gsal-ba = avyakta. 4 ses-pa ma-yin-pa-. 
5 phmd-pa = sannikar~a, sa'Y[1l!Joga, sa1?,lSarga. 6 don-Ia Ita-ba. 
7 The reason why Sankhya views are mentioned in this context is perhapil 

that this school also constructs a kind of siirupya, cpo my Central Concep
tion, p.64. 

8 Cpo the definition of adhipati-pratyaya A h. K 0 Sa, II, and Mad h. v:r t t i, I. 
p. 86, cpo my Nirval}.a, p. 17.6. 
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the object, because when all the causes (and conditions) of a cognition 
have united and (the sense of sameness) has arisen it immediately is 
followed by the coordination cc this object - that cognition II. (35h.3). 
And further, (when we maintain that this coordination) ((produces" 
(cognition), we mean that it produces it so far it is the foundation of 
distinctness, we dont mean that it really creates it (in a realistic 
sense), because (it represents the essence of cognition itself), it does 
not differ (from cognition). 

(35b.3). Let it be so! But is it not a contradiction to assume in 
one undivided reality, in the same fact of knowledge, two sides, of 
which the one produces the other? No, there is no contradictionl 
Because we just maintain that in reality there a.re here no (two) 
different things, (there is but one thing differently viewed), two (ima
gined) different aspects have been superimposed on it, the aspect of 
something cognized and the aspect of an agency cognizing it. 

(35b.5). And because (the same thing) can indirectly appear as 
different, if it is differently contrasted (either with one thing or with 
another). Although there be no difference in the (underlying) reality. 
the conception 1 of it may be different, it can then appear either in 
the role of a ((produced" thing or of its ccprOdUCef)).2 (35b.6). For 
example (we say) « that honey which makes you drink it, is being 
drunk by you", "I myself oblige myself to grasp my own selfn, ICmy 
mind grasps (its own self))). In all these cases there is in reality no 
(two) different things of which the one would be definitely only "the 
agent)) and the other only c,the thing produced». (This is clear), in 
such cases there is no quarrel (on that question). 

(35h.7). But how is it that (in this other case, viz. in the case of 
cognition)? Although there (also) is no act (of cognition different from 
its content) it seems as though there were (an action)? The author 
says, ccfor instance etc.)). What is immediately felt (in the case of per
ception) is just one thing, the image, blue or other. We must necessa
rily admit that this represents the essence of our knowledge, that 
otherwise it could not be connected with an object (which trans
cends it). (35b.8). No external reality different from it, whether 

1 vijfUina-pratibha8a. 
II Lit., p. 35h• 6-6. «And because of an imputation of different exclusiOns (ldog

pa = vllavrtti), albeit there is no difference in reality, by a. di1ference oftha rell.ec· 
ted idea (rnam-par·les-plli snaji·ba = V'ijflana-pratt'bhiiBa) it is shown as distin
guished in the llroduced and the producer D. 
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baving the same form or not, can at all be found. (35a.1). Neither is 
an external support for it logically admissible.1 Why? This question 
we will discuss in the sequel, on the occasion of an examination of 
the opinion of (Vas u ban d h u) the author of the ((Va d a
vidhana)).2 

(36a• 1). As to the (usual) argument 3 (of the S aut ran t i k a s in 
favour of the existence of an external world), it is the following one. 

(If an instance in which a visual) perception is the result, (and an 
instance in which) it does not occur,4 have every circumstance in com
mon save one)5 (that one occuring only in the former; the circumstance 
in which alone the two instances differ) is clearly the cause of our 
perception. And such is the external object, (since an intact faculty of 
vision, the presence of light and aroused attention 6 do not produce 
perception in the absence of a patch of colour, but they do produce 
it as soon as a coloured surface is present). Thus it is that by the 
Method of Difference 7 the existence of an external world is proved.s 
This (argument) is not well-grounded, because the absence of the 
effect in the shape of a perception (in the second instance) can be also 
explained (without imagining an external reality), by the circumstance, 
(namely, that at the given moment), the Biotic Force 9 (which controls 

1 dmigs-pa ~thad-pa yan ma-yin-te = alambanam api na ghatate, i. e., llicarya
manam buddhau na arohati. 

2 Pro samucc., I. 14ff. 
3 Lit., «constructionll, rtog-pa = kalpana. It is, in an abridged form, the same 

argument as the one mentioned in the N.Ka~lika, 258.18ff. alld the Tiitp., 
p. 464.8 ff. 

4 I,tbras-bu ses-pa mi-skye-btU ni. 
S rgyu-gzhan-r.nams yod-pa-yan = kiira~lintarli~i santy api. 
(] The kara'Jiinlarat1-i «every circumstance in common save one» are 1) adM

patl-pratyaya = cak§u~, 2) saha7cari-pratyaya = liloka and 3) sa?nanantara-praty
aya = manasikZira or sat[ts7ciira, the one additional and decisive is 4) liZambana
pratyaya = artha. 

7 vaidharmya = ldog-pa. 
8 Lit., f. 36&. l-~. ((Albeit the other canses be present, since the result, the 

cognition is not produced, another ca.use is elicited. That is the externalobjech.
It will be scarcely doubted that, leaving alone the extreme laconicity of the Indian 
author, his argument as formulated according to the Method of Difference agrees 
exactly with J. S. Mill's method of that name, cpo Lo gic I, p. 452 (1872). This is 
also a glaring example of hew misleading literal translations are, if it is desired 
to have an idea of the full connotation present to the mind of the Indian thinker. 

\) bag-ch(lgs = 1:iisana, cpo above, p. 368; avidyli-vasana is here meant. 
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the evolution of life) was not ripe to produce (the perception in 
question). 

(36a.3). Therefore, what we really experience are only our own 
(sensations and) ideas? except them nothing at all (can be really expe
rienced). But just these (our sensations and) ideas are self - con
scious. Self-consciousness, therefore, (can be regarded as a kind) of 
result. 

(36a.4). Now, let there exist an external object! (Whether it exists 
or not is irrelevant), because even in that case, (even if it really exists), 
it is (for us really) a definite object only as far as we have had an inter
nal experience of it. Therefore this alone, (i. e., the self-consciousness 
of our ideas alone, not the cognition of an external object) can be 
rightly deemed to represent the result of our cognition, since it can 
be distinctly cognized in that form only which is its own, definitely 
settled, (internal) form. To experience (internally) an (external) object 
according to its own (external) essence is impossible. (Otherwise,. if 
our perceptions were passive, if they did represent the external object 
as it is), they always would have (exactly) the same form. But (we 
know that) our sensations 2 (of the same object) have different degrees 
(of intenSity). (36a.5). We observe, indeed, that different persons, can 
have respecting the same object various sensations, either acute or 
feeble or otherwise shaped. But the same real object cannot appear in 
different forms, because it would then be different in itself, (it would 
not be the same object).s 

(36a.6). However,4 although convinced that there is no possibility 
of cognizing the (external) object in its real essence, (the author) is 
desirous so to formulate his view of the problem of the resulting phase 
(in the process of cognition) that it should satisfy both the Realists who 
maintain the existence of an external world and their opponents who 
deny it.s He says, 

1 rnam-par-ses-pa = vUllana, the term evidently embraces here sensations as 
well as conceptions. 

l! rnam-par-rig-pa.rnam8 ni = sattl-vedanlini. 
3 Cpo N. Ka~ika, p. 265.13-14. 
4, dei-phyir, lit. « therefore D. 

5 phyi-roZ-dan.cig.808.kyi phyogs-dag.la mod-cig kho·nas ~bras·bui kkyail·par 
rnam-par·bshag·pa bytd-par bshed-pas = bahyetara.paqau bhavatii'11l ella iti 
phala-vise~a·vyavastham ci/i;ir~ur aha, « He says with the desire to determine 
the special result from whatsoever of the both standpoints, the external and 
the other». 
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§ 3. DIGNAGA'S APHORISM, PRAMANA-SAMUOCAYA, 1.10 AND 

BIS OWN CO:MMENT. 

(Bstan'l;lgyur, vol.~95, f. 95b• 7 if.). 

We can also envisage the internal feeling 
(of something either desirable or not) as a kind 
of resulting content in the process of cognitiont 
since the object (and the consequent purposive 
action) are determined 1 by it. The image of the 
object will in any case assume the rale of the 
source of cognizing it. Through it alone some
thing is cognized.2 

(95b.7). The self-feeling S can be also 4 (constructed as a kind) of 
resulting content (as against the act of cognizing). Every cognizing 
(mental state) is here (from one side) the reflex 5 of an object, (from 
another side) it is a reflex of the (cognizing) self. From among these 
both reflex.es, the second, that one which represents self-feeling, (can 
be regarded as a kind) of result. Why? Because the object (and the 

1 The aphorism is quoted by Piirthasarathimisra in his comment on 810-
kavartika, p. 158, but the order ofthe padas is inverted and tlidriiplIat = de''!Ii 
no·bo-las must be read iustead of tad·dvaye, (which is probably due to a desire of 
contrast with the t1'ayam of 1. 11). 

sva-8atfltntti~ phalam clisya, tadrfipyad arlha-nilcalla~, 
tn§ayaklira evasya prama!lam, tena miyate. 

Lit., «Its resnlt is also self-feeling, according to its form the object is deter~ 
mined, just the image is the source of knowledge, throngh it it is cognized». - The 
words tadriiplllid a1't'ha-nUcaya~ are reminiscent of artha-Barfiwam aBya pta
mattam, N. b., I. 20, cpo Tlitp., p. 84.7 and KamalaSIla, p. 560.18, tlimpyad 
iU sariZpylit. Bnt here the term refers to a coordination between feeling and the as
certainment (nUooya) of the object, and evidently also to the snbsequent purposive 
action, not between the point instant of reality and the image as in the Nl3. 
Parthasirathi thinks that the opinion of the Sautrllntikas is here expressed, 
jfl,linasya tn§ayCikli1'o n'ila-pitadi-rilpo (instead of·riipli) arthena jfl,ane lihita1} sa 
pramli~am, cpo Tlltp., p. 14.12, where the same theory is allnded to - ~aya
Bi.iriipyam Biiklirasya vijflanasya pramattam, and N. Ka~ika, p. 256.14 (transla
ted above). 

2 don.nu=arlha,-nwcaya is explained as don rlog8.par.byed=artha,-adhiga
ma, and ari'ha-adhigama is explained in NBT, pp. 8. 9 and 15. 4 as the attitude 
of the cognizer, his possible purposive action. 

n ran.rig-pa = sfJa.sa1{lvedana. 
" C( also» (00) pOints to a possible arrangement, rnam-par.rtog-:pa. 
5 Bnan-ba = pratioMsa. 
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consequent purposive action) are determined by it. When (we attri
bute the role of) the object of cognition to its idea together with the 
cognized object as immanent in it,l then a self-feeling corresponding 
to it arises, a feeling which determines the object either as something 
desirable or undesirable. But if we (attribute the role) of the object 
of cognition 2 to the external thing alone, then (we must attribute the 
role) of the source of this cognition just to the image (we have of it). 
Although the self-feeling still exists in our cognition, but this its 
feature is then disregarded, and the image of the object (plays the 
par~) of the source of its cognition, because this object is its (corres
ponding) cognized part. Whatsoever be the image reflected by our 
cognition,s whether it be the image of something white or non-white 
or of any other colour, this image together with the object possessing 
this shape will have the function of producing 4 the cognition. Thus a 
variety of functions is attributed metaphorically to (what essentially 
is but the same fact of) cognition. They can be differently arranged 
(either as a content or as an act), either as a cognizing agency or as 
its object, (but merely) in imagination, because (in absolute reality) 
all elements of existence 5 are devoid of any causal efficiency.6 

1 Lit. «( If the object (don = at·tha) is the knowledge (ses-pa =jnana) together 
with the object (yul = vi?aya)). 

:I gzhal-bya = prameya. 
3 ses-pa-la snan-ba =,jfliina-pratibhiisa. 
4 ~jal-bar-byed-do = pramiipayati. 
5 cllOs-tharns-cad ni bya-ba dan bral-ba = nirvyiipiirii~. sarve dharmii':, (pra

titya-samutpannatviit). The old Buddhist formula of causation as «( dependently
together-origination») is here alluded to by Dignl1ga, this fuudamental idea of 
causation from which the whole millenia] later developement of Buddhist philo
sophy started. The elements of existence are coordinated (asmin sati iliam bOO
vati), they cannot encroach or obtrude upon one another, cpo my Central Con
ception, p. 28 and my Nirval.la, p. 39 ff. 

6 Sar{lvedana = sar{lvit = sar{lvitti = rig-pa = rnam-l)ar-rig-pa is usually de
fined as one of the synonyms of jnana, cpo Kamalasila, p. 563.11, but the sub
jective side of knowledge, its immediate data as revealed in introspection are more 
especially meant, hence it is often used as a synonym of anubhava = myoii·ba. It 
is evidently closely related to vedana = vedanii-skandha = tshor-ba in the sense 
of the feelings of pleasure and pain. According to the Abhidharma these feelings 
are external (vi~aya) with respect to consciousness (citta). In Nyaya they are exter
nal (m?aya) with respect to cognition (buddhi), although inhering in the Soul. The 
Sankhyas went the length of declaring them objects of the external world, against 
which theory both the Naiyayiks and the Bnddhists protested, cpo NBT, p_ 11. 9 if. 
The later Bnddhists, on the contrary, identified them with the Ego. They admitted 
no other Ego than the feelings of desirability or non-desirability. They insisted on 
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§ 5-12. COMMENT OF JINENDR.A.BUDDHI. 

(Batan l;1gyur, v. 115, ff. 36&. 8. ff.). 

(36a. 8). At first the role of the resulting content of cognition was 
attributed to the cognition 1 of the objective (part). (Now it is attri
buted to the subjective part), therefore the word « also ", pointing to 
an alternative arrangement,:! has been inserted. The word "herel> 
points to sense-perception (which is the subject matter) of the prece
ding passage. (36a.8). (The author) mentions a subjective part, (the 
self-feeling of either desire or aversion) and an objective part, (the 
object-feeling of something either white or of another colour). «Its 

this double division, abandoning thus the third item, the indifferent feeling admit· 
ted in .A.bhidha.rma, cpo Abh. Rosa, 1.14, evidently becanse the indift"erent state, 
the state Wlthont any feeling, would be nohody's state, the substitute for the Ego 
being absent. Although the NBl', p. 11. 6 ff., defines 8vasaf[lfJedana as joonasya 
anubhava, it clearly defines it as 8ukhlidy-aTriira~~ a.nd insists that there is absolute
ly no such conscious state from which every feeling would be absent. The «feeling» 
of the presence in us of a perception is evidently conceived as belonging to the 
emotional sphere and is put on the same line as the feeling of pleasure or ease. 
Jinendrabu ddhi explains it also as ses-pa-yi ni ses-pa =jiUinasya jflJinam (cp. 
Mdo, vol. 115, f. 37b.l), with reference to Dignaga's words that the result of 
cognition is self-consciousness (8vasaf!!vitti), as a feeling of something either desira
ble or undersirable. But he seemingly makes some distinction between the sensation 
of ease and the «sense ofsllmeness» -siirilpya-vedana, cpo below p. 394. Partha
sarathimiSra. pregnantly remarks, loco cit. p. 158, tJi~ayiikiiro tJi~aya-vifaya~., 
8l:asa1!'-vittis tu tJ.iJi!iina-'lJi~ayii. Thus cognition is cut off by 8va-8af!!vitti from its 
owner, the cognizing Ego, but at the same time it is also cut off from the external 
world. For the Realist the result of cognition is the full perception of an external 
object; the object, for the Buddhist, being immanent, the result is also immanent. 
This has been expressed as essential identity of cognition and its result, of the 
cause and the result of knowledge (pramii~ and pramii~-phalam). This celeb
rated Buddhist theory evoked a unanimous protest of all other schools and was 
very often misunderstood. There being only one fact of cognition, tbere is no sepa
rate cognizer and no cognized object, no object external with respect to cognition. 
What the other schoolS conceive as cognizer and cognized become all merged in 
cognition. Keeping this in our mind we may arbitrarily differentillte this one fllct of 
cognition by diverse analogies and metaphors as an agent, an act, an instrument 
and an objeet. Previously «coordination» artha-slirilpyam was established as the 
source of knowledge and artha-pratiti as its result, although both are the same. 
But other arrangements are also possible, e. g., BtJa-slJ1{ItJitti may also be construc
ted as a kind of result. The Realists have inherited this theory of a double resilit 
which according to them is either pramii or hliflopculiina·butltlhi, cp f§ 10k a vir t., 
pratyakea, Kar. 68 ff., and TarkabU,a, p. 28. 

1 Lit., «a feeling of the object», yul-rig-pa = ~aya."edanam. 
S rnam-par-brtag-pai don = tJikal~tijrthalJ,. 
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reflex itself 11) means its own reflex, itself, the real reflex itself,! also 
(appearing) as « grasping I) aspect. (36b• 1). It is the reflex of this cogni
tion as cognizing just its own self. Thi'S means that this aspect of our 
cognition is a reflex from within,S which has the form of the cognition 
of a cognition, i. e., (of sel£-cognition), the cognition of its own self. 
(36b.2). As to the expression «(the object-feeling»), «the reflex of the 
objectll, it admits of a (double) interpretation. (If we, siding with the 
Realists), take our stand on the existence of an external world, it will 
mean an image 4, corresponding to an (external) object. If not, (i. e., 
if the existence of an external world is denied), it will (simply) mean 
the representation,5 (the idea), of that object. Indeed, the object is 
then the «graspedll part (immanent) in cognition, since that is what in 
common life is called 6 an object, (and both the realist and the idealist 
likewise call it an object). 

§ 6. THE RESULT OF OUR COGNITION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF 

THE IDEALIST. 

(36b.3). The words (<in that case 7 (the result will be an image 
corresponding to an external object)) contain the following (implica
tion). The question whether an external world exists or not is otiose.s 

In either case what we really have an experience II of, are (sensations 
and) images.10 (Its SUbjective part), the self-feeling, the experiencing of 
the Ego,ll (may be regarded) as a result.12 (36b. 4). The (author) asks, 
why? i. e., for what reason? It would not be right to attribute to this 

1 ~tdii snan-ba ran ilid-do = asya pratibhiisa~ svaymn eva. 
:I ran-gi no-boi snaii-ba = svariipa-prq.tibhasa. 
S ran-nid-kho-nas snan-iio = svasminn eva bhasate. 
4, yullta.bur snan-ba = vi~aya'Vad bhasate. 
I> yul ~dii snan-bao = asya ~ayasya pratz'bhasa~t. 
6 tha-srtat1-byas-pa = vyavahriyate. 
7 dei ZMS pa evidently refer to dei tshe ..• 
8 Lit. «whether the external object exists or also not, whatsoever (the case 

may be) .•. ». 
9 nam$-SU; myon-la = anubhUyate = vedyate. 

10 Bnaii-ba-can-gyi les-pa = iikiiravaj-jrtanam, sensations are of course also 
meant. 

11 ran rtams-BU myon-ba. 
111 The Realist and the Idealist can agree in visualizing this fact as a kind of 

a relative result, they will disagree, if the cognition of an external object is sup
posed to be the result. We must understand that the feeling evoked by the idea 
with the object included in it will be the result. 
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internal aspect of our cognition the role of a result for the simple 
reason that self-consciousness exists.1 The Realist will not admit it, 
because (be has an other result in view, viz.), the function of our 
sense-faculties, (according to him), is to cognize the external objects, 
and not (mere) ideas.:! (36b• 5). And (from his standpoint) it would not 
be right to maintain that the cognition of an object is nothing but 
the cognition of its idea, since (for him) the object is different from 
the idea. Therefore he will never admit that the self· consciousness of 
the idea is the result (arrived at in cognition). This is the meaning of 
the question. (The author) answers: (for the Idealist it is a result 
nevertheless, be c a use 0 u r b e h a v i our) tow a I' d s the 0 b
ject is determined 3 by it. Such is the reason; the follo
wing words (of the author) are only an explanation on that meaning. 
The word ff indeed)) 4 means (( because I). Because, when the cognized 
object is immanent 5 in cognition, the cognizing individual cognizes 
something either desirable for him or not, according to what h~ inter
nally feels.s Therefore it is right to attribute the role of a result to 
this internal feeling. 

(36b.7). The object immanent (in cognition) means cognition to
gether with the object. ((Together with the object)) here means an 
object whose essence is equivalent to the « grasped)) aspect of the 
idea,7 it refers to the standpoint (of the Idealists), of those for whom 
(cognizability is cogitability), every thing cognizable is internal, since 
this alone is the ascertainable object. 

(36b. 8). Because, even from the standpoint of the Realist, even if 
we admit the existence of an external world, since every thing here 
is nothing but sensation (and image),8 there is nothing real beyond 
our ideas,9 therefore, if we only have a mental state in which a desire 

1 because everything is the result of something. 
2 rnam-par-S88.pa = vijftana. 
3 nes-pa= niyata. 
4 ni = hi; gan·gi tshe ni = yada hi, the text in the Peking Bstan-:iJ.gyur, Mdo 

vol. 95, f. 96&. 1 omits ni. 
5 yul-dan.bcas-pai don yin·la. 
6 ran-rig-pa dan rjes-8u mthun-pai don = sva-sa1?\vedana-anuriipa-artha. 
7 gZltn-byai cha-sas-kyi mtshan-fUd-wn-gyi grub-gyi ••• 
S rnam-par-rig-pa.tsam = sa1?\vedana.matram. 
\) ses-pa-las tha.dad-pai dnos-po med.pai-phyir = .:jitanat prthag vast"' 

abhiivat. 
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is felt, we then have a jUdgment regarding the object desired 1 (and 
the possible purposive action). In the contrary case we have neither 
(judgment nor possible action). 

§ 7. THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF 

THE IDEALIST. 

(37a.2). But how is it then that our knowledge experiences its 
own self2? Is it not bad logic 3 to assume the immanent existence in 
one real entity of the relations of object, subject and instrument 4, (or 
process) of cognition? 

(37a.2). This can be explained in the following way. From the 
stand-point of Absolute RealityS the relations of object (subject and 
instrument of knowledge) do not exist at all. But there is no contra
diction in thus using these 6 (expressions) in common life, although 
they are (really) identical 7 (as referring to the same reality), just as 
(we say, «light) illuminates (by its lustre ,), instead of simply saying 
«there is lightll). (37a. 3). Light, indeed, does not depend on something 
else, (e. g.) on a lamp,S in order to light up (an object). A (separate) action 
of ((lighting uP)) does not exist in reality. Light, as soon as it appears,9 

1 = buddha'/) eva yada iccha anubhuyate, tadii artha-icehii niSciyate. 
II ei-ltar ses-pa bdag-nid-l.yis bdag-nid ;Iams-su myon = 'katham jiLiinam at

manii iitmiinam anubhavati? 
S rigs-pa rna-yin-pa = na yujyate. 
4 = tasminn eva lcarrna-kartr-lciiral'}a-bhii'Vo na yujyate. - We usually speak 

of a cognizing Ego and a cognized object, or of an act of cognition and its content. 
The Hindns in the first case Use the triplet (triputi) of agent, object and instru
ment, corresponding to the grammatical notions of a Nominative, Accnsative and 
Instrumental case (karta, karma, kara!la, all are kiirakas in dift'erent degrees). In 
epistemology they correspond to pramiitr, prameyam, pramii~am. In the second 
ease the Hindus speak of instrument (pramlil'}am = pramli-kara~am = pramli-sli
dhakatarna-karal'}am=pramli-prakr?ta-upakarakam) and result (pramii~-phalam= 
pramli = pramli~asya kriyli). Thus the Hindus Ilse the expression c<instrument. 
when we would speak of an act, the expression the «instrument's result», or the 
act when we would speak of a content (pramiti = pramii = pramiti-kriyii = pra
mlil'}a-phalam). 

5 don-clam-par = paraflliirthata~. 
6 = tatra tathii lJyavahliro na lJirudhyate. 
7 dei bdag-nid-kyi-phyir = tlidatmyiit. 
8 rab-tu-gsal-ba sgron-me = prakiisa-pradipa. 
\) rab-tu-gsal-bai bdag-nid-du skye-bzhin-pa. 
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is nothing but the action of lighting up. It is a mere lacon de parlet· 1 

when we say that light does shed light. (37a.4). In the same manner 
we can in common life make use of the expression «knowledge 2 en
lightens something)), but knowledge as soon as it appears is nothing 
else but the (fact of) our awareness 3 of something. (There is no diffe
rence between the act of being intent upon an object and the corres
ponding content of that knowledge). (Neither is there in reality any 
external object clifferent from the content of our knowledge). Even if 
we take our stand (on Realism and maintain the existence of an) 
external world, (we must confess) that our knowledge of an (external) 
object goes only as far as our sensations gO.4 T 0 fee lin t e r
nally the object as it really is (externally), is 
impossible. This has been already pointed out above. (3,/a.5). 
The intention of the author is here the following one. In the prece
ding part of his work he has established that self-consciousness, (or 
introspection), is one of the varieties of direct knowledge, (just as 
sense-perception is in regard to external objects). It has been also 
stated that the essence of knowledge consists in the fact that it is 
self-conscious. If after that the author speaks of a result, we could 
naturally imagine that the result of this variety of our knowledge 
alone is meant. Thus the words ((something is cognized which is desi
rable or undesirable accordingly as we internally feel it» - these 
words could be misunderstood as referring to introspection alone. 

(37b.1). But the result is (our attitude towards the cognized 
object, the possibility of a corresponding purposive action, and) 
this refers to all the varieties of direct knowledge, (not to intro
sllection alone). The:refore, in order to repudiate the doubt, the author 
says, ((when the idea with the object included in it is the thing cog
nized, etc. I). The words (I thing cognized)) refer to the content of our 

expression yathiirthiinubhava is nsed by the Realists as a. definition of right know
ledge, cpo T ark a-san graha, § 35, just as the above mentioned blo = buddhi = 
jfUina is their term of predilection for knowledge, cpo tbid § 34. 

1 = v/Utt;-atmilcii prak"iisana-kriyapi niisti, pfakiisa·iitmakatvena jayamanalf 
svayam eva pra"kiisam karoti iii tacana-miitram(= brjod-pa-~balr'hig-go). 

II blo = buddhi. 
3 myon-bai.bhag-nid-dl£ skye-bzhin-pai blo = anubhaviitmattJena jiiyafniinii 

buddhi~. 

4 myoii-ba ji-lta-ba-bzhin kho-nar don rtogs kyi, don ji-lta-ba bzhin myon-blJ 
ni 'lna-yin-no = yathiinubhavam eva artha-pratitir, ria tu yathiirthiinubhat·am. 
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knowledge. And the words «with the object included in it)) refer to 
all varieties of direct cognition without exception. 

(37b.2). Thus the meaning is the following one. When our know
ledge is visualized as ft content produced by an act of cognizing, we 
then may envisage the result as a cognition which determines our 
attitude in regard to the thing cognized, (whether it be an ('xternal 
object or its mere idea, does not matter). However this will not repre
sent a special result of introspection, but whatsoever be the content 
of our cognition, it will also be included in this result.l (The content 
of a cognition in so far it determines our purposive actions may 
be envisaged by both the Realist and the Idealist as its result, 
since we only artificially distinguish between the content and the act 
of cognition).2 

(37b.3). When we here, (as Idealists), maintain that the result of 
knowledge is not the cognition of an external world, but self-con
sciousness, (in the presentation of an object we feel desirable), we must 
attribute. the function of the means (by which that result is attained) 
only to the grasping aspect (of that same representation). 

1 Lit., 37a• 5-3jb. 3. "But (read ~w-na with Narthang instead of kho-na in 
Peking ed.) what is the use, without telling just this « a thing is cognized which is 
either desirable or undesirable in accordance with self-feeling ", in (telling) this
«the thing is together with the object at that time))? There is an aim (dgos-pa = 
prayojana)J Because self-feeling was previously said to be a source of knowledge 
and by it just the own form of knowledge is being felt (=}iiana-srm'upam era ve
dyate)j thus, after having clearly ascertained that it is a result of just self-feeling, 
after that also when it is said « a thing is cognized which i~ either desirable or 
undesirable in accordance with self-freJing I) this result. is settled exlusively in 
regard to self.feeling-direct-perception (= si'aSaf!l'1:edarw-p'afyak§a), thus there 
might be some aim. Thus it is the aim of all (this) source oflwowledge. Therefore, 
in order to repudiate that (aim), it is said «when (!jaii-gi t.<7ze nil knowledge 
together with the object (= vi?aya) is the thing (= ctrtha) I). And this word « thing)) 
expresses «(the cognized (thing) I). And these (words) «(together with the object» are 
no exception with regard to the totality (of perception). Thucfore thus it is said 
( when cognition is referred to as something cognized from the source of know
ledge (= prami'i~a8ya prarneyml! yadii apek~vate), at that time a thing is cognized 
according to self-feeling, thus it is not exclusively the result of self-feeling, but 
thus ((when it is also an object then also»". 

2 We must thus distinguish between two Rinds of introspection (sua-satp:L'edana), 
a fully developed One consisting in a conscious observation of our internal life, and 
a feeling of the self whicb, according to Bnddhists, is immediate (nirvikalpaka), 
always present, belonging to the nature of our consciousness, because every con
sciousness is necesslirily sclfconscious. The Realistll denial refers to the latter kind. 
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§ 8. THE RESULT OF COGNITION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE 

REALIST. 

The following question then arises. If such can be the result from 
the standpoint of the Idealist, how can it be the same from the stand
point of the Realist? 

This question is answered by the following words of the author, 
(( w hen t 11 e ext ern a lob j e c talon e i s cog n i zed, 
(when the object is not immanent in our know
ledge), then this its image becomes (in its tota
lity) the means of cognizing it)). 

(37b.5). From the standpoint of the Realist we can nevertheless 
imagine the fact of self-consciousness as a kind of result. But then we 
will not ascribe to the (I grasping aspect!! of the image the function of 
a llilleans!! of cognition, as the Idealist does. We will assume that the 
whole mental image of the object takes up the role of a means of 
knowledge,l (viz., of asource of our cognition of the external world). 

(37b.6). But does not the Realist likewise admit the existepce of 
a « grasping aspect» of our images, since its existence is revealed by 
introspection'? Why then should he not admit that the role of a means 
accomplishing the act of cognition appertains to this grasping aspect 
only? In answer to this question we have the following words of the 
author, -

II the n, a 1 tho ugh s e If - con s ci 0 usn e sse xis t s, (t h e 
image of the object relHcsents the means of 
cog n i z i n g i t, the fa ct 0 f s e If - con sci 0 usn e s sis, 
the nne g 1 e c ted" ). 

1 Lit, f. 37b• 8-6. «Here, if there is no external object, self-consciousness 
(ran-rig-pa = 81Iu-su'!IVcduna) being established as the result, the grasping form is 
",aid to be the instrument of knowledge. And therefore, if the external object does 
not exist as the thing to be cognized, just as, self-consciousness being esta.blished 
as the result, the grasping aspect is admitted as the meanS of knowledge, just so, 
also if the external tbing to be coguized exists, the grasping aspect alone is the 
means of knowledge, - this is questioned. Therefore, in order to repndiate this, it 
is said (I at what time etc.». When the external thing is cognized, although we also 
establish self-consciousness as the result, but the mental fact (ies-pa) of the image 
(pratibhiisu) of the object is wholly (lJIatram) assumed to be the means, and not its 
gra.sping form, as it is the case of mere internal kn.owledge». 
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That our knowledge is self-conscious both the Realist and the Ide
.alist equally admit,1 but if the object of cognition is represented by 
a really existing external world, it would not be logical to represent 
self-cognition as the means of cognizing it. This aspect of our know
ledge is, accordingly, neglected, and our images of the external things 
are alone considered to be the means of cognizing them, not the 
simultaneous image of our internal life, since in regard to the exter
nal obiect the latter cannot be logically constructed as a cause produ
cing its cognitiou.2 

(38a.I). Because the feeling of eases (has its own object), it has 
not an object of something foreign to it. If the 1/ grasping» aspect, (of 
the idea is turned upon itself), if its object is the idea itself, how can 
it then constitute our means of cognizing (not this idea, but) the 
external object? If cognition has for its object one thing, it becomes 
impossible to declare that it is the means of cognizing another thing! 

(3Sa.2). (The following words of the author contain the answer to 
this question). He points to the cause of the distinction.' (( Because, 
says he, this (external) object is the cognized part (corresponding to 
its cognition»). «Cognized» means ascertained 5 (with logical necessity). 

§ 9. No REAL KNOWLEDGE BEYOND SENSATION. 

(The author further says): « W hat s 0 eve r (b e the i mag e 
reflected in our cognition, whether it be the 

1 The Naiyayikas have anu-vyavasaya as self-consciou~ness of knowledge, the 
MimliIpskas jnatataya jnana-anumanam, cpo above p. 355 n. 1, but this they both 
distinguish from the perception of pleasure and pain which they consider to be 
direct (p~'atyak~a), cpo above p. 391 n. 2. 

2 Lit., 37b• 6-8. "But the thesis being «(when the external object is the thing 
cognized », then also do we not necessarily assume a grasping form (=grahakiikara), 
since we are internally conscious of it (= sva-sa1?lviditatvat)? Why do we not at 
that time establish it as the means of cognizing? To this he says «(at that time 
altbough we are internally conscious of cognition etc .... » Cognition is being inter
nally felt (sva-sa1?l1'edyam instead of sva-sa'f?!vedanam, as in Dignaga's text?), thus 
are the words to be connected. Although the self-revealed self-form (ran-fig-par 
bya-bai ran-gi no-ho = svasaf!l1!edya-svabhava) exists at all times, nevertheless, 
independently from it, t.here being an external thing cognized, the reflecting (snan
ba-nid = pratibhasitvam) of the object cognized alone is the means, the reflectiug 
of the self (sva-pratibhi'i8itvam) is not, because when there is an external object, it 
is not logical that this should be the producer (=tasya siidhanatvam na yudyate) ». 

3 Peking ed. mi-rig-pa ni, Narthang ed. yi-ran-ba ni. 
4 mtshan-ma-1iid-la rgyu gsuii8-pa. 
5 = prameyam iti niScetavyam ity artha~. 
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image of something white, of something non
white or of any other colour, this image toget
her with the object possessing that colour will 
have the function to produce the cognition))). 

(3Sa.2). The meaning (of this passage) is that our knowledge of 
the external (world) reaches only so far as our images gO.l (The Rea
list also cognizes only the image, albeit he speaks of the object). It is 
here just as in the case (of inference). When we say that we have 
inferred the presence of fire from the presence of smoke, we, as a mat
ter of fact,l! do not at all infer it from (smoke itself), but from the 
image of smoke which is produced by (something corresponding to it).8 
In the same manner, when (the Realist) says that the means of co
gnizing the external object is its image, we must understand that it 
is our internal sensation stimulated by the (object).4o 

(3Sa.4). (Initially) we have only the feeling of something either 
pleasant or unpleasant, so far it is only self-feeling, (not object-feeling). 
Whatsoever be the object, say, a patch of colour, it (initially) appears 
in the sbape of some personal feeling. Then another feeling arises 
which (we call the sense of sameness) consisting in coordination 5 

(between an image and the initial sensation). This our sense of same
ness determines the object (and onr possible reaction to it). It is not 
otherwise. In this sense only have we in our images (something like) 
an instrument of cognizing the external world.6 

(3Sa.6). However, in so saying do we not admit that only an 
image is cognized as produced from an (initial) sensation 7? Why then 

1 Lit., f. 38&.2 I( Knowledge indeed ascertains the external object by the force 
of the cognized form ». 

2 dn08'8u = tastuta~. 
S rgyu-can-gyi du-bai ses-pas = hetumad-dhuma-jil,anena. 
4 dei-sgrub-par.byed-pa.can ran-rig-pas = tat-sadhakavaia sva-sa1!lvedanena. 
:; ~dra-bai bdog-;iid-kyi ran-rig-pa = 8iirupyiitmaka·Bva8a~lJecZana. 
6 Lit. f. 38&.4-6. «Thus indeed, howsoever the form of the object is definitely 

settled in knowledge in the form of pleasant, unpleasant etc., thus thus self-feeling 
displays itself; howsoever it appears, thus thus the ol)ject, the pleasant, unpleasant 
colour etc., is determined. Because if it is born in this form, then there is self
feeling whose essence is sameness with it, and from it., through its influence, the 
object is being determined, not otherwise, therefore the reflex of the object is the 
means ofcognizing». 

7 yul dan ~dra-ba-nid ran-ri,q·pai flOr sgrub-par-byed-pa-ftid = arthena Baha 
8ariipyam st'asaf?\redana-rUpetul siidhakam (prama?}am), cpo N. b. 1. 19. 
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has the author not simply said «an image appears), instead of saiyng 
(the object is cognized through its image))? The intention of the 
anthor was to point to the fact that self-feeling assumes here the 
function of object-feeling, and this produces the perceptual judgment 
(in the form (this is a blue patch»). But this does not interfere with 
the obvious fact that only a substitute for the external object is co
gnized and this alone is the result of (our knowledge of the external 
world).l 

(380.. 8). Thus it is that our representations of an act of knowledge 
(as intent upon the cognition of an external object) and of its resul
ting content (are different views taken) of the same fact. (The result 
is not a knowledge of the external world, since even the Realist must 
admit) that all our proofs for the existence of an external world are 
nothing but our sensations.!! 

§ 10. THE ULTIMATE REALITY. 

(38h.1). But (if the parts of an act of cognition and of its result 
can be arbitrarily assigned), why then has it been said (by the author) 
that the result (of the act of cognizing) is self-consciousness? 

This has been said from the s tan d poi n t 0 f U It i mat e 
Rea Ii t y.3 Self-consciousness represents the result. because (there is 
nothing beyond it), it is identical 4 with our knowledge (in general). 
It is not a contradiction, when it is said that the cognition of the 
object can be regarded as a result because artificially Ii (we can diffe-

1 Lit., f. 8Sa.6-S. «However, is it not here admitted that the coordinlltion 
with the ohject in the form of a self-feeling is cognized as the producer? Therefore 
he ought to have said « because this appears through its influence»); why there he 
has said ((through It that object is cognized»? There is an intention! Since that 
self-feeling, which represents the function of object-feeling, produces the ascertai
nement of the object, therefore he has thns said, in order to make clear that just 
the feeling of the substitute of an object (= upacarita-artha-vedanam eta) must be 
considered as the result». 

:I Lit., f. 88h• 8-380. 1. (Thus instrument and result of knowledge have no 
different object (or domain yul = vi~aya), because it has been said that there is a 
self-feeling of just that what is a proof far whatever is external (= yasyaiva biihya-
8ya siidhanam tasyaiva BVa-sat[lvedanam iti 'lJacaniit)>>. 

3 dlm-dam-par = paramlWthata~. 
4 aei-bdag-f£id-kyi-phyir = tiidiitmyat, because of « existential identity) which 

must be distinguished from « logical identity)), cpo NB,:!" trans!. p. 69 if. 
Ii f£e-bar btags-pas = upaciirat, «metaphorically». 
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rentiate it in a process and a result and then the supposed cognition 
of the object will be the result). (3Sh.2). Here, since there is nothing 
existent beyond mere sensations (and images) 1 the Ilgrasping» aspect 
Df the image is said to represent the act 2 of cognition and its ((gras
ped») aspect the object 3 of cognition. 

(38h• 2). The controverted (point) is here the following one. How 
js it possible that from the standpoint of a philosopher who denies 
the existence of an external world, there nevertheless is a differenti
ation of the ( grasping I) and the «( grasped») aspect in that knowledge, 
which in itself does not contain any differentiation of a source and (a 
result) of cognition? Therefore, in order to solve this doubt, it is said 
«( thus it is (that our knowledge appears in different aspects))). 

The general meaning of this passage is the following one. From 
the standpoint of «(T his n e s s 1),4 (i. e., of Absolute Reality) there is 
no difference at all! But hampered as we are by T ran s c end en tal 
III u s i 0 n,5 (we perceive only a refraction of reality). All that we 
know is exclusively its indirect 6 appearence as differentiated by the 
construction of a difference of a subject and an object. (3Sh. 5). There
fore the differentiation into cognition and its object is made from the 
empirica1 7 point of view, but not from the point of view of Absolute 
Reality.~ 

(3Sb. 5). But how is it that a thing which is in itself not difteren
tiated appears as differentiated? 

(T h r 0 ugh ill u s i 0 nl) Just as, when our faculty (of vision) is 
damaged by magical interference or other causes, we deem to disting
uish separate bodies of elephants ancl other animals in what are 
simply clumps of clay, and just as in a desert at a great distance we 
may perceive (fata morgana) and small objects seeming to be large; just 
so this our consciousness, because we are blinded by a Transcendental 
Illusion, appears ill a form which in reality it does not possess. 

1 rnam-par-rig-l)a-tsaln-nid-Ia = sa1[lvedanu-matre eva. 
2 prama;~a. 

3 tyrameya. 
4 de-kho-na-nid = tathata. 
5 ma-rig-pa = aVidya. 
6 mtsl!on·pa ~bllh-zhig ate = lak~yate eva. 
7 yatlUi-dr~tam. 
S yatha-tathutam. 
9 ma-rig-pa = avidya = a'Uldya-va8anii. 
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§ 11. THE STRUCTURE OF EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE. 

(38b. 7). (Objection). We cannot imagine that those (forms of our 
consciousness) which actually exist are produced by a force (compa
rable to) magic or (disease), because those whose facruty of vision is 
normal and who observe the objects at close distance are free from 
such (illusive) perceptions. 

(38b. 8). (This is answered in the following words), "t h u s the 
foundation of our multiform cognitive consci
o usn e s s (i sit s d 0 ubi e asp e c t ass u b j e c tan d 
object), (and on this foundation a further) con
struction is raised in the double shape of the 
two methods of cognitionl and their respective 
two different objects. 

The word "thus» points to the two aspects of om' consciousness 
(its subject aspect and its object aspect), which have just been menti
oned. I(Cognitive consciousness)) is consciousness as it is engaged in 
the action of cognizing. What about it? It is "multiform)), i. e., it is 
differentiated in (two) forms. Those forms are meant which the (above 
mentioned) Transcendental Illusion exhibits as our distinctly differen
tiated consciousness,l! i. e., as its (grasping)) aspect and (its grasped 
aspect). 

(39a.2). When it is said Iia further construction is raised in the 
shape of the two methods of cognition and their respective two diffe
rent objects)),3 these words mean that, first of all, we have as (one) 
subject aspect, pure sensation 4 without any other mental construction 5 

and its (respective) object 6 the (absolutely concrete) particular,7 (the 
thing in itself), a vivid simple reflex,8 representing the object-aspect. 

1 Lit., II And on the substratum (tie·bar-blatls·nas = upadaya) of the multiform. 
cognitive consciousness it is being arranged (ne-bar-~!aog!J = upacaryate) as the 
cognizing and cognized parts thus and thus». 

l! Thus the (I clear and distinct)) cognitions which Descartes thought to be a 
guarantee of truth are here just the reverse of truth; in this ideal:stic system, only 
empirically true; and eo ipso they are trascendentally an illusion. 

sLit., «when thus and thus etc. is said». 
4 mnon-sum tshad-ma ::: pratya7r~a-pramii/(ta. 
5 rnam-par-rtog-pa dan bral-ba = ni,·vikalpaka. 
6 gzuii.bai rnall!-pa = griihya-iikara. 
7 ran-gi nttshan-nid = 8Valak~afJa. 
8 [J8al-bar snaii·ba = sphutiibha. 
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Further we have another subject-aspectl in the shape of inference' 
(or judgment) which is produced by a logical connection 8 (and we 
have its respective) object, the Universal' which is a non-vivid (ab
stract) reflex following upon the specific vividness of the sensatiOll
reflex.:> It (also) represents an object-aspect.s 

(39a.4). The words ((this construction is raised)) means it exists 
empirically.7 These words contain the following suggestion. They are 
an indication of what the essence of a source of our knowledge and of 
its (respective) object are from the empirical point of view.s (And this 
indication is made mainly) in order to clear up the deep obscurity of 
misconceptions.9 (39 11.5). Only that knowledge which transcends the 
(boundaries) of the empirical world 10 is free from Transcendental 
lllusion.l1 It is the cognition of the immaculate,12 genuine 13 Absolute.14 
Its exclusive domain is the (absolutely) real object,15 (the real thing 
in itself). 

(39a. 6). (The act of cognition 
content, moreover) because all 

cannot be distinguished from its 
elements of existence 

1 Zidzin-pai rnam·pa = grahaka-akara. 
2 r}es-su-dpag-pa tshad·rna = anumana-pramalJa; it is clear that whatsoever 

is not pure sensation is thrown into the category of indirect cognition or inference. 
The perceptual judgment (this is bJue» or the negative judgment «there is here 
no jar» are- also included in the category of judgments (adhyavasaya) and arc not 
sensations, sensation (nirvikalpaJca-pratyaTr~a) is only an element in the perceptual 
judgment. 

S rtags-las skyes-pa = lingad utpanna, Zinga is the trirupa-Unga or invarial>le 
connection. 

4, spyii-mtshan-nid = samanya-lak~a'l)a, it is clear that every thing possessing 
general features is included in the category of general essences or U uiversals. 

5 gsal-bai bye-brag-la rjes-su-hgro-ba-lta-bu mi-gsaZ-bar snan-ba = sputatva
f)ise~am anugacchann iva asputa-praUbhasa~, i. e., the image and the perceptual 
judgment which follow the first moment of pure sensation contain already abstrac
tion or (t Don-vividness )). 

G gzuii-byai rnam-pa = grahya-aJcara. 
7 = upacaryate iti vyavahriyate. 
8 = vyavaharasya pramiirta-prameya-svarupam. 
9 Zog-par-rtogs-pa-rnmns-kyi kun-tu-rmcn8-pa bsa!-bai ched-d,~ = vipratipatti-

nam sam-moha-niriikiirartartharlt. 
10 Mi,q-rten-las Mas-pa kho-na = atindriyam eva, lokottaram et'a. 
11 rnam-par-~khru!-bas span-pa = vyaghata-sunyam. 
12 d·ri-med = amala. 
18 nams-par-med-pa-anupahata. 
14 don-dam-pa = paramiirtha. 
15 yan-dag-pa ni gzhal-bya-o = samyak-prameyam. 
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have no causal efficiency, (they simply appear in mutual 
coordination without obtruding upon one another).l These words sug
gest that the (supposed) cognizing activity of cognition 2 is an 
illusion. 

(39a.6). The empirical condition of existence, the essence of which 
is not to appear in one aspect, (but always in the double aspect of a thing 
and of its efficiency), this condition cloes not exist as absolute reality, 
because (Monism), not Plurality is that aspect of the Universe which 
is ultimately rp,al. 3 Plurality is nothing but illusion 4 and (we, worldly 
beings to whom absolute) knowledge non refracted into the (double) 
form of subject and object is inaccessible, must be regarded a.s blinded 
by (the glamour) of Transcendental Illusion! S 

§ 12. KNOWLEDGE AND EnRen. 

(g9 a.8). But now, if all the knowledge of those beings to whom 
absolute knowledge is inacr.essiblo 6 is incomplete, how can it be that 
we nevertheless determine what is right and what is wrong cogni
tion? 7 

(39a.8). To this objection we give the following reply. Although 
the Biotic Force (which propels our sensations independently from all 
external world) creates illusion (with regard to cognition of absolute 
reality), it nevertheless contains a (fundamental) difference, (according 
to which some of our cognitions are right and others are wrong)} 
When, e. g., a perception of water has been produced and it is followed 

1 This is eqnivalent to t.he general formula of prat~tya-samutpaaa. 
2 ses-pai rig-pa-de = etaj jrianasya vedanam. 
:3 de-kho-na-iiid-du cho.~-gajl-la-yaii rnam-pa-gcig-min-pa mthon-bai bdag-nid 

kyi tha-snad srid-pa-rna-yin-te, rnam-pn-rnams yons-su ma gl'ub-pa,-nid-1cyi-phyir 
ro = tathatayii y((sminn api dharma aneka-akara-darsana-atmaka-vyavaharo HI 

sambhavati li7clira~lim aparini?pannatvat, lit. «In absolute existence (tathataya 
the empirical condition (vyavah'iira), whose essence is to perceive not-one fon 
(i. e., plurality) does not exist with resped to whatsoever an element (dharma 
because the forms are not the absolute aspect Il. 

4, de-ni lfkhrul-ba 7d1O-na-8te = te hi (sc. a7cafa(/) mit711!Ja eva. 
S rna-rig-pas lon-ba-rnams ni gafi rig-par-bya-ba dan rig-pal'-byed-pai rnal1i 

pa-med-pai ses-pa-la '!Ian de·ltar bltao= avidyaya h' Ve andhiis tatha vedya-vedako 
iikara-rahita-jnaru;r,m api pasyanti. 

6 de-7cho-na-nid rni ses-pa-rnams-kyi = tathatam ajanatam. 
7 tshad-ma dan cig-sos rnam-par-bzhag = prama'lJ-8tara-vyavastha. 
S ne-bar-bslad-pai bag-chags-kyis khvad-par yod-par gyur-ba-las te, lit. (Itl 

difference exists owing to a defective Biotic Forcell. 
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by the (corresponding) tactile sensations,l and then by the sensations 2 

of drinking and of satisfied thirst, (these sensations) do not deceive 
us empirically 3 and on account of that they are right knowledge. 
Different sensations would not agree with such a (normal) Biotic 
Force,4 and on account of that they are wrong cognitions. (From this 
standpoint right knowledge is knowledge uncontradicted by experience, 
without any regard to its absolute truth). 

(39b.2). However, (if our knowledge refers only to ideas), how is 
it that we infer the existence of a cause from the existence of its result? 

Why should this be impossible? 
Because (in this case, in the case of inference), the idea of smoke, 

e. g., always comes first and the idea of fire follows, since (in this 
case) we do not experience any sensation of fire before the sensation 
of smoke. Therefore we necessarily should conclude that smoke is not 
produced by fire (but, on the contrary, that smoke produces fire, since 
the idea of fire arises after the idea of smoke, smoke comes first)? 

(39b.3). This objection it; not founded! In the uninterrupted run 
of conscious moments (which makes up our personality), a special 
moment arises when the Biotic Force produces it, sensation of fire, from 
this sensation the sensation of some smoke is produced/' it is not pro
duced at random by any sensation. Therefore the idea of smoke is 
suggestive of the (idea of fire), it points to the appearance of an idea 
having the form of fire which is (also) clearly evoked by the Biotic 
Force in the cognizing individua1.6 

(39b.5). Here the fact representing the cause is inferred, just as 
from a certain taste etc. we can infer the existence of the colours and 
other (qualities which always go together). Thus there can be no 
quarrel (regarding this question). 

1 reg-pa = sparta. 2 rkyen-mams = pratyayalJ,. 
s srid-pa tha-8nad-la mi-slu-ba = bha.,;a-tyavahCitra-amsaf!!vadin. 
4, rnam-pa-de-lta-oui bag-ckag8 dan bral-bai-phyir = tadrsa-iikiira-f)iisa'llii

abhaviit. 
Ii mei rnam.pa-can-gyi sa-pa-bskyed-pai bag-chags-kyi khyad-par-dan-Zdan

pa-kho-nai sems-kyi rgyud-ni du-bar snan-bai blo skyed-par-byed-kyi, gafi-C'i-yan
rttfi-bas ni ma yin-no = agny-iikiiravaj-jniina-utpiidaka-viisana-vise§asyaiM cUta
santana dhiima-pratibhiisa-buddhim janayati, na tu yena kenacit (janitam). 

6 de rtogs-par-byed-pai du-bai ses-pa-ni 'I'togs-pa-poi bag-chags geal-oar sad
pa-can mei rnam-pa-can-gyi blo lJ,byufi-bar-lJ,gyur-ba go-bar-byed-do = taj-jnapaka
dhiima-j niinam pratipattr - tii8ana -spa§ta - udbodhanavantam agny -iikiimtJantam 
buddhy-utpadam gamayati. 
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Vacaspatimisl'a on Buddhist Nominalism 
(apoha-vada). 

Nyaya-vartika-tlitparya-1;Ika, Vizian. ed., pp. 338.11 ff., 
Benares cd. (1925) pp. 483. 18 ff. 

It P A.RT. 

§ 1. PRELIMINARY. 

Indian philosophers have devoted a great deal of attention to the problem of 
Error or Illusion, and a series of solutions have been proposed by them. The school 
example of an illusion is the erroneous perception of a piece of glittering nacre 
which at a distance is mistaken for a piece of silver. What happens in that case, 
according to the realistic schools of Nyaya and VaiSe~ika, is nothing more that 
what is expressed in language, one thing is mistaken for another, both being real. 
This doctrine is called anyathii.khyati, or mistaking one thing for another. On the 
other extremity of philosophic opinion we have the Buddhist school of Madhya
mikas and the brahmanical Vedantins. For them all our cognitions are relative 
and, therefore, illusions. All cognitions are just as wrong as the perception ofsilver in 
stead of nacre, sarvam jffanam mithya. The only non-relative, i. e., absolute, reality 
for the Vedantins is the Cosmical Soul, or Brahma; for the Madhyamikas-the Cos
mical Body of Buddha, or Dharmakaya. The first of these doctrines is termed anirva
caniya-khyati, cognition of the Unutterable, the second asat-khyati, cognition of the 
Unreal. There is a third solution which is called the Non-Discrimination theory 
·(akhyati) or the theory of Neglected Difference (bheda·agraha). This theory is endor
sed by the idealistic Buddhist Logicians (nyaya-vadino Bauddhfil}) and by the Pra
bhakara section of the MlmalJlsakas. According to Prabhakara error does not 
-exist, Barvam jilanam prama~m. Knowledge is knowledge, it is not and cannot be 
error. What happens in the case of nacre and silver is simply the fact that we do not 
sufficiently discriminate between them, we neglect their difference. The per
ception of a glittering surface is at the bottom. It is all right, it is not error, it is 
knowledge. But it is also not the whole of the p08slble approach to truth, there is 
a difference between the glittering of silver and the glittering of nacre, a diffe
rence which we have failed to perceive. Having failed to perceive the difference 
(bheda.agrahiit) we identify the one with the other. The Brahmanical and the Bud
dhist Logicians are here opposed to one another in that tbe first maintain a positive 
«cognition of non-difterence» (abheda-graha), the second, on the contrary, maintain 
.a «non-cognition of difference» (bheda-agraha). The Realist8 assnme that the cogni
tion is positive because non· difference or non-existence is for them nevertheless 
something real, a «meaning II (padartha). According to the Bnddhists we hav·e a 
.anon-cognition» of the difference, an imputation of identity, an imputed similarity 
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of things absohltely dissimilar (atyanta-vi7aklfa?Janam saTakl}a?Jyam, or sarUpyam). 
The silver and the nacre are quite different, but by a common contrast, in as much 
as both contain the repudiation of the non-glittering, they can be viewed as iden
tical. They are more or less (kathaftlcit) united by a commou contrast (eka-vya
vrttya); by further contrasts (vikalpa-antaraily,) they will be discriminated, cpo 
N. KaI;lika, p 256.15 ff., and 262.2 ff. Thus the terms anya-vyiivrtti, apoha, 
sarilpya and bheda-agraha are convertible. V 11 c as p a ti m i S r a has devoted in 
Tat p., p. 54 ff. a piece of exceedingly subtle dialectics to the repudiation of the 
bheda-agraha theory, this passage being only a snmmary of a more detailed expo
sition contained in his, till now unrecovered, work Brahma-tattva-samik~a. 
The same principle is applied by the Buddhists in order to clear up the mystery 
of the agreement between the mind and the things. The things are non determined 
by the mind, neither is the mind determined by the things, nor is there between 
them any pre-established harmony, but although they are absolutely heterogeneous 
and different, we mistake the one for the other, just as we mistake nacre for silver, 
by not perceiving their difference. We thus identify ourimages-which are internal, 
notional, logical constructions of our Reason, dialectical, positive-negative products 
of productive imagination - with the absoluteJy real things in themselves, the 
point-instants of external efficient reality. 

The same principle of Neglected Difference (bhedagraha = apoha.) is also 
resorted to in order to solve the problem of the relation between the Universal and 
the Particular. For the Universal is always an image, a logical constrnction, a dia
lectical distinction, the Particular, on the other hand, i. e., the extreme concrete 
and particular, the point-instant of efficient reality, is not constructed, hence it is 
the thing as it is ill itself. There is between them no similarity at all, but by ne
glecting all their difference and by a common contrast we can identify them. Jnst 
so there is no similarity at all between two cows, they are « other» entities, but by 
neglecting this there difference and by fixing our attention upon their contrast 
with, e. g., horses, we may say that they are cows, i. e., in this case, non-horses. 
If there were no objects with which they could be contrasted they would be quite 
dissimilar. 

The importance of this theory lies in the fact that it radically eliminates every 
attempt to maintain the reality of Universals, whether as real entities (satta), eternal 
and ubiquitous, residing in all attaining particulars (s'l:avi~aya-sar'l:a-gata), or as 
«meanings» (padartha), having whatsoever objective reality. Universals are purely 
notional, their indirect reality is, so to speak, dynamic, as a guide of onr purposive 
actions directed towards some point of efficient, external reality. 

The theory of apoha has been first started by Dign1iga in the 5th chapter of 
bis Pramana-samuccaya. The first chapter of Dharmakirti's PramliJ;la
vTIrtika is partly devoted to it. Dharmottara has written a special work on it 
(Bstan-hgynr, Mdo, vol. 112). A short tract Apoha-siddhi by Ratnakirti 
(written in one night and, probably for this reason, lacking Clearness) has been edi
ted among the Six Bu ddhis t Nyltya tracts, Calcutta, 1910 (.8. 1.). San tirak~ita 
has devoted to it a chapter - Sa bdTIrtha-p arlkea - of his compendium Tatt
vasangraha and Kamalasila has commented upon it. The Tibetan litterature 
dealing with the problem is very vast. Among the Brahmanical authors besides 
Vacasptltimisra whose exposition and critique is translated here, we find chap-
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ters on it in the Sloka-vartika, in the Sastradlpika (p. 3i8 ff., Benares 1908), 
in the Nyaya-vartika, Nyaya-maiijari, Nyaya-kandali etc. etc., scarcely 
any older Nyaya-work omits to devote some remarks to it. Haribhadra·siiri 
the Jain (not to be confounded with the Buddhist acarya Haribhadra, the author 
of Abhisamaya-alankara-aloka) discusses the problem in ch. IV of his 
Anekanta-jaya-pataka. 

§ 2. NAMES A.RE CONNOTATIVE OF MENTAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

OR UNIVERSALS. 

(338.11). The following (theory) is here noteworthy. Names 
indeed, are (not signs of ultimate reality, but) of mental constructions. 
The objects named are the same as the objects of these constructions.l 
The latter are the cause of the former, (but) we understand both as 
containing the same objective reference.ll However these our mental con
structions have (various degrees of unreality, from this point of view) 
they can be divided in four classes inasmuch as their objects are either 
1) real substances, as e. g., a cow, or 2) unreal substances, as e. g., God,s 
3) real attributes, as e. g., blue and 4) unreal attdbutes,4 as e. g., 
eternal, (i. e., never cbanging).:> (338.15). The proper function 6 of a 

1 This is au indirect reference to Dignaga's words, vikalpa-yonayri'!8abda~ 
vikalpii~ 5abda-'!I0naya~, cpo Anekantaj., p. 318. 

II Lit., p. 838.12-13. «(Words have indeed an origin in constructive thought 
('!n'kalpa-yonaya~). They are directly intent (abhi-nivi5ante) upon just that what is 
the field of mental constructions (vikalpanam), because cause and effect are under
stood as having co-substrateness (8amaniiilhikOJra~~yam))). - This vikalpa is further 
explained as synthesis (anusandhana), but it also means differentiation, and it is 
also, a synonym of kalpana (= yo,jana) arrangement, construction, mental const
ruction or imagination, «productive imagination», because the fnnction of the mind 
is conceived as differentiation, comparison and unification, synthesis. As synthesis 
it is then a characteristic fnnction of all judgments, it tbus becomes a synonym oj 
adhyavasiiya judgment and ni5caya ascertainement. Its real function is to affirm 
identity in difference, as here stated, bnt the differentiation, refraction, of an origi. 
nal concrete ullity seems to have beeu its most primitive function, cpo Ta.t p.: 
p. 89.11- ekam avibhagam svalak~a~am .. . tatha tatha vikalpyate;KamalasIla. 
p. 284. IS. - bah11~v aniyata-eka-samudiiyi-bheda-availharrl'J;wm vikalpalJ" ano 
Madhy. vrtti, p. S50. 12 ff. 

a i§vara. 
4 Read sad-asail-dharmi.sail-asad-dharma. 
I) Lit., p. 8S8. 13-14. «And fourfold is this class of constructions, as referring 

to existing and non existing substances, existing and non-existing attributes, cow, 
God, blue, eternal etc. II. - Cow and blue, although images aud constructions, are 
here characterized as realities, inasmuch as they refer to real external substrates. 

6 Read sa ca vikall1aniim. 
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mental construction (or judgment) is to construct 1 (a unity in difference), 
to represent as a unity what includes a difference of place, time and 
quality,2 (or simply to produce jUdgments of the form) ((this is that)). Such 
mental constructions are alone capable of receiving a (connotative) 
name. The connotation 8 of names is the result of an arbitrary agree
ment.4 (They consequently are all Universals). The particulars, (i. e., 
the ultimate particulars, the things in themselves) are not (synthetical) 
mental constructions. In all the universe of things they are unique, 
(shorn of all relations, they are unutterable).5 The Universals, on 
the other hand, (although they can be named), are not (external) 
realities, they are not real objects. And this is just the reason 
why the absolute particulars do not possess them. Since the Universals 
do not exist (as efficient points of reality), neither does their n pos
session)) by the particulars also really exist.6 

§ 3. THE ABSURDITY OF REALISM. 

(338. 19). Further, let us admit (with the Realists) that Universals 
exist (as external realities and that the particulars (( possess)) them). 
They are, however, supposed (by the Realists) to be etel'llal (never 
changing) entities which cannot be efficiently acted upon (so as to be 
modified by causes). They therefore cannot be (really) {(supported" 
by the particulars, because a «support« is always a cause. (To be sup
ported means to be modified by a special cause). Apples ete. which 
naturally would fall down to the ground are transformed in !lon-

1 Read vi7wlpyate. 
2 Lit., p. 338.15-17. {(And that is the field of melltal construction (vikalpa;

na11!) what is put into relations (vikalpyate); what through a difference of place, 
time and condition is afterwards (anu-) put together in a unity, «(this is just that». 
And this alone is the field of words, since in respect of them an agreement is 
possible». - On vikalpa = anusandh7ina cpo aboy~ p. 405 n. 2. 

8 Proper names (yadrccha'8abdo ijittha iti) will also include It certain amount 
of connotation (vika1.pa) since they also are designations of' unity in difference, cpo 
Tatp. p. 102.3. 

4 These judgments are again either perceptua.l. e. g, « this is blue», or infe
rential, e. g., «thel'e must be a fire on that hill», or negative, e. g., {(there is here 
nO jar,). 

5 Lit., p. 338. 17. (I And the own-essences (8vala~'~a~ani), being dissimilar from 
the three worlds, are not such, hence they are not the domain of mental construc
tions, (of productive imagination)lI. 

6 According to this terminology, an individual cow, e. g., being a synthetic 
image, will be a Universal. 
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falling-down objects when they are supported by a basket. But an 
eternal (never changing) Ens cannot be transformed? and therefore 
cannot be supported (by a substratum). 

(338.23). (Nor could it be possible for one particular to (suP
port» several Universals). Thus the facts 2 of u being a tree), and of 
« being an Asoka-tree» are two separate Universals, each has its 
own (separate) name. They, consequently, cannot be possessed in com
mon by the same supporting (particular), just as a cow and a horse 
do not represent (two characteristics) posE'essed by one (common sub
stratum). 

(338.24). But let us admit (for the sake of argument) that even 
an eternal (and unchanging) Ens can be influenced and supported by 
a particular substratum (upon which it resides). The following dilem
ma S then arises. The given 4 particular, (the efficient point instant), 
does it influence the fact of « being a tree)) by just the same its own 
intrinsic nature by which it also supports the fact of (( being an Asoka
tree» or by another (moment) of its existence? If the latter is the 
case, (if both these Universals are supported by different moments 
of efficient reality), then, since there is an existential difference,s there 
will be, two particulars), one particular supporting the Universal «tree)) 
and another particular supporting the Universal uAsokal). (The result 
will be) Just the same (as before; the two Universals) cannot have in 
common the same supporting particular, (they will be different enti
ties), as a cow and a horse. 

(338.28). Let us then suppose that the Particular influences all 
the (attaining) Universals (at once), by the same act of its existence, 
(what will be the eonsequence?). There will be no existential difference 
between all these Universals. If one of them will then be suggested 
by a name or by a conception,!! all the remaining ones, since their 
existence will d('pend upon the same cause, will also be eo ipso sug
gested and they practically will all become synonyms. Thus the Uni
versals Existence, Substantiality, Solidity, Arboreity and Asoka-ness, 

1 kriyate = vikriyate. 
2 -tva. 
8 'Cikalpa here in its original sense of a dilemma. 
4 tat. 
~'According to the Buddhists the relation is an analytical one (svabhiiva

linga), which reposes (In existential identity (tiidiitmya). 
tl 'Cikalpena. 
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(if they be realities produced at once by the same cause), must have 
the same meaning.1 (D h arm a k r r t i) puts it thus,2-

((If one supporter (for many Universals) is known and there are 
no other supporters, then all will be equally known when one is 
known; those that at that time are not perceived will nevertheless be 
known (as synonym~»). 

(339.6). Thus (it is wrong to maintain that) our conceptions cor
respond to individual things possessing general characteristics. Neither 
do they correspond to (extreme, bare) particulars.8 Hence it is also 
wrong to suppose that they correspond to (real) forms of the external 
objects which are picked up by our thought. 

§ 4. THE SYNTHETIC FUNCTION OF A PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT. 

(339.7). What is the meaning of (D h a rill 0 t tar a's) words that 
a perceptual judgment represents as real a subjective image which is 
(objectively) unreal? The perceptual judgment (of the pattern (this is 
that») is intent upon a subjective image which has nothing external 
in it. However it is identified with an external object. This (quasi-) 
external object is thus nothing but an (objectivized) image.4 

1 Lit., p. 339.1-4. ((And then, since the own-nature will not be different, and 
when a particular possessing one Unh"ersal, among the Universals whose own 
existence depends upon the support of this (particular), becomes apprehended by 
one word or by one mental construction, because all the Universals, whose own 
existence depends upon the one snpport of it, will be (also) apprehended, there will 
be a deduction of synonymousness of the words and of the constructions Existence, 
Substantiality, Solidity, Arboreity, Asoka-ness». - Cpo the similar argument used 
by the "Vedantins for establishing Monism by proving the synonymity of all Uni
versals, cpo Sri-bhliijya, ad I. 1.1, (Thibaut's trans I. p .. 32). 

II Cpo above, p. 89.28-90.3, cpo there the literal rendering. 
SLit., p. 339.6. «( By revudiating the objectivity of single extreme particulars 

(8Valak§a~-bheaa) the objectivity of mentally cognized forms (jfliina-griihya
iikiif'a) is also rejected». - According to the Buddhists « objectivity» or intentness 
upon an object (vi~ayata, Husserl's «Intention») is produced by II coordination» 
(sariipya) between a point of external reality and an image, cpo Tatp. p. 463. 26-
siiriZpya-samutpatti api vi~aya-lak§!I~tanl. This view is contrasted with the stand· 
point of naive realism according to which universals (iikiira =.iiiti), particulars 
(8vala7."~a1fa = vyakti) and their combinations (sa11lanyavaa-bheda = alq·ti) are all 
external real objects cognized by special contacts with the senses. 

4 Lit., p. 339.7-9. «In ascerta.ining its own non-external form as external, a 
mental construction (viz.) a perceptual judgment «this is thah) has an external 
object in its own form; is that so? according to what has been said, «it operates 
in ascertaining a real thing in the non-reality which is its own form?,). Cpo 
N. liaJ}.ika) p.259 23, Kamal aaila, p. 289.3. 
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(339.9). Now, what is the meaning of the term "to identify (in a 
judgment «this is that»)? Does it mean 1) to (grasp)) 1 (the object), 
or 2) to produce (a change 2 in it), or 3) to subsume 3 it (under a 
class), Or 4) to impose 4 (a mental construction upon an external 
reality). 

(The first and the second of these alternatives must be rejected, 
because) how could our construction apprehend an unreal image as a 
real thing Or how could it convert (the first into the second)? If so
mething is yellow (by its nature) it cannot be apprehended as blue or 
converted (in something naturally blue) even by hundreds of skilled 
men! 

(339. 12). Nor is (the third alternative better). (In the perceptual 
judgment of the pattern «this is that», the element (this)) refers to 
the thing itself, the element ((that)) to a constructed image). Since 

1 graha~6am, the Naiyuyika. doctrine of extreme realism according to which 
the senses travel to tbe place where the object is situated, come in contact with it, 
seize its (dorm» and travel back with that booty. This is followed gradually by a 
clear and distinct cognition or perceptual judgment (adhyavasiiya) and a correspon
ding introspective c'lUsciousness (atiu-vyavasiiya). 

2 According to the Mimill)lSakas a cbange is produced in the object by its 
cognition, a new quality {( cognizedness» (jnatata = prakasa) is created (kal'a?/-a = 
v~'krti). Thought is pure, imageless (niriikiira) and immediate self-consciousness 
(svasattwedana) does not exist. Cognition is revealed to the cognizer through an 
inference from the fact of the change existing in the cognized object, cp N. Ka
J;lika, the passage translated above p. 335, and p. 267.12 -

purvam sa (jiliitata = iikaratit) grhyate, pascad 
jilana1l! taj-jilatata-vasat. 

3 yojanii, {( combination» of a point of reality with a Universal, of the element 
«this» with the element {(that», or subsumption of an individual uuder a class 
notion. This is the usual interpretation of vikalpa = adhyav(!saya, cpo Tipp., p. 
23.4 - :(sa et,ayamll ity anena vikalZJasyiivastTla ucyate, cpo above Tatp., p. 
33S. 16. The interpretation is here seemingly rejected in order to characterize the 
mental operation of an existential judgment more precisely. 

4, iiropa = adhyasa «imposition» or «impntation» is a term very much usee 
by Buddhists and Yedantins to express the relation of a mental construction 01 

image to tra[J scendental reality. It is here a.lso seemingly rejected in order to 
emphasize its meaning of a wrong imputation. Ta ttvs., p. 285, mentions that some
philosophers have admitted an imputation of mental images upon external reality 
without denying the reality of the Ohtegories (dravyadi~u paramiirthike?v adhyastam 
buddhyiikaram paramiil·thata!l sabilart1wm icchanti). For the Buddhists the reality 
is transcendental Itnd our language is not capable of expressing it at all - na 
kif!ICid bha~'ato 'bhidhiyate sabdai!l (ibid). Although some kind of imputatioH is 
admitted on both sides, the difference between these two theories is capital (mahan 

vi:~esaM· 
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the particular thing is (in itself) uncognizable, how could a judgment 
cause it to coalesce with an image which is a construction. (This 
would mean that the thing in itself is cognizable in a judgment). 
However we have just established that it is uncognizable.1 

(339.14). (The fourth alternative must be also rejected, since the 
words that our knowledge) imposes its own categories 2 which are 
(objectively) unreal upon an object which is real, have no (intelligible 
mealling). It is impossible, first of all, to impose an image before 
having apprehended it. We must begin by accounting for the percep
tion of the image. (Supposing we have succeeded in explaining this), 
the question then arises, whether the imputation of the image follows 
on its apprehension or whether both operations are simultaneous 3? The 
first (hypothesis must be rejected), because constructive thought is 
momentary, it cannot perform the (operations) of perceiving (an image) 
and translating (it to another object) gradually. 

(339.17). On the second hypothesis, (the hypothesis of simultalleity, 
we are faced by the following incongruity). The constructed image is 
something internal, whose presence in DS we feel by an immediate 4 

introspective feeling. If transferred into the external world, it would 
loose its own natural place.5 We cannot conceive it as existing in the 
external world, separated 6 from us. Nor can we conceive it as united 
with a particular, with (a point) of external (reality), because, (as has 
been already stated), this external (absolute) particular (is uncognizable 
in discursive thought).7 

1 Lit., p. 339.12-14. (( Nor can a juagment (vi7calpaN proauce coalescence of 
its own form with the (ultimate) particular which has not been grasped. Ana it has 
been established (p. 338. 17) that the (ultimate) particular is not the object of a 
judgment (vikalpa-gocara)). 

2 sm-iikiiram. 
3 Lit., P 339. 14-16. «And it does Dot impose its own form, the non-object, 

upon the object. First, the non-grasped own form cannot be imposed, thus its 
apprehension must be found out; does it then impose after baving grasped or does 
it impose just then wben it grasps?». 

4 avikalpa-8t'a8a'!1'l)edana-pratyak~at; it must be noticed that constrnctive ima
ginative thought is constructive with respect to the ext<'rnal particular (balIycM,ha
pek~aya savika1pakam), but for our introspective feeling it is an immediate non
constructed object (8T;;jpe~'f}aya liva-8011widitam nirvikalpakam). 

5 St·ugocaro. G Read bhinnaQ.. 
i Lit., p. 339. IG-21. (( At first, not the former alternative. Indeed constructive 

thonght (vikalp((-jFlftnam) is momentary, it cannot produce the gradual grasping 
and superimposing. Dut on the second alternative, a conception (vi~'alpo) which is 
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(339.21). Thus we are driven to the conclusion that the object 
corresponding to our mental construction is neither external nor is it 
a (real) cognition, nor an image (of reality). It is an illusion. Accor
dingly it has been said by the venerable D h arm 0 t tar a,t 

(f The object 2 cognized by productive imagination 8 as sepa
rate from others (particulars) is an idea, it is not objective 
reality 4)). 

(It is an unfounded beliefl). 

§ 5. How IS PURPOSIVE ACTION GUIDED BY UNIVERSALS 

POSSIBLE? 

(339.23). (Objection). But then, people striving for conscious aims 
would not be able to take action directed towards external objects 
when guided by their thoughts 5? 

(339.24). (Answer). Therefore is it that the objects of our mental 
images are illusively projected 6 into the external world. (They are in
ternal), their externality comists in overlooking the difference 7 (between 
external and internal), not in perceiving something (internal) in 
place of the external.s If the external (image) would represent a 
(real) object of our conceptive faculty,9 (if conceptions would be as 
immecliate as sensations), illusions 10 would be impossible. (339.26). 

transferred (8amiiropyama~o) from the constructed image (vikalpakarat), whose 
place is the Ego, and which is immediately felt (pratyak~at) by It non-constructive 
immediate self-feeling lavikaTpa-s'C(tsaT!l'Cedana-praiya7c?ai) is not an object, not its 
own (na8'Cagocaro, viz. is not non-internal), it caunot be cognized as something else 
(read bhinna~t). Nor can it be cognized as united with the external particular, be
cause constructive imagination (vzlmlpa-,jiianena) does not reflect the external (abso
lute) particular ». 

1 This passage is not fonnil in the NBT, it is probably a quotation from 
Praml1\la-vinis caya-PU. 

2 TUpa. 
s bu(/rlhy1i ~·(t7pikrty(i. 
4 Lit., p. 339.22-23. ((That form which is touched (ullil.:liyate) by constrnc

tire thought as different from others is our thought, not external ». 
5 Lit., p. 539.2:1-24. «And thus from constructed knowledge (vika/p(,-.jf'l.anat) 

there would be no action directed to the external by those who wish it». 
6 alikct-blih yam. 
1 bheda-agraha. 
8 abheda-graha. 
II !:Ocalpa-gocare bahye. 

10 abheila-grakrt = anyathfi-khyiiti, the perception of one thing instead of 
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Therefore our conceptions, which follow on our pure sensations, clont 
seize the difference between the external object of a pure sensation 
and the internal image of thought-construction. But since our images 
are indirectly products of external points of reality, they are capable 
of directing the purposive actions of men towards these points of 
reality, and thus they are (indirectly right knowledge, since) they do 
not contradict the immediate human experience. 

(339.28). Now, the mutual difference between the objects of the 
same mental construction is not included in that construction, nor are 
there other (special) conceptions (for apprehending the particularity 
of every object). Therefore, overlooking the difference l! (of all concrete 
particulars belonging to the same class), we wrongly think that they are 
identical. Having thus established the identity (of a Universal), we ima
gine the identity of a series of repeated perceptions,S and from this iden
tity a further identity is (imagined), the identity of their causes, the 
momentary sensations.4 The objects corresponding to them, the real 
particulars 5 (the moments of reality) become then also identical 6 

(or similar), as has been stated by (D h ar m a kIr t i), 

1 Lit., p. R39. 24-28. «(Therefore thf'ir object is the wrongly external, its 
externality consists in not-grasping the difference from the external, but not in the 
grasping of the non-difference from the external. If the external were the object 
of constructive imagination (vikalpa), the grasping of its non-difference from that 
would be impossible. Therefore conceptions (vt'kalpa~) which arise on the back of 
pure sensation (nirvikalpaka), not grasping the difference of the illusion (al'ikasya), 
which they grasp, from the external particular which is introduced by it (tad
upanita = nirvikalpaka-upanita), direct the acting persons towards them (towards 
the particulars); and because of an indirect connection with them, since there is 
success (prapter), they do not deceive people». - Abont the theory of bhediigraha 
cpo prelimina.ry note. 

l! bheda-agraha. - Tattvas.,:p. 317, says, thatjttst as there are many reme
dies against fever, which are quite different, but hJ.ve the same efficiency (eka
artha-kiiritaya siimyam), so there is a repetition (pratyavamarAa) of cows without 
any rea.lity of the genus (( cow II (antaretliipi vastu-bhutam siimanyam). 

8 avamar?o =pratya'l:amar?o, cpo Tattvas., p. 317.6. 
4 avika7tpa-dhi. 5 sva1.a1c,a'IJ-a. 
6 When we have a series of simil ar perceptions, (( a cow», "a cow I), «a COW).l 

etc. etc., we ~ ccording to the European philosophers, concentrate onr attention on 
the similar features, abstract them and thus construct, or perceive, tbe Universal 
« cow-ness». Thi~ is also the view of early Buddhism when it defines our concepti
ons (sa~jna) as abstractions (nimitta-udgraha'f}a), cpo A bh. Kosa, 1.14. The Indian 
Realists, Naiyayiks, Vaise~ikas, Mimltxpsakas a.nd others, (but not the Siinkhyas) 
admitted then the existence of real ubiquitons and eternal Universals and their 
perceptibility through a special contact (sa1]1yukfa-8a1lZa'l:iiya-sanni'kar~a) with the 
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«The sensation of sameness is produced by a repeated series of 
the same perception and the sameness of particulars is the conse
quence of the fact that they produce the same sensation 1 lJ. 

§ 6. ALL NAMES DENOTE RELATIONS. 

(340.5). It is thus established that a quasi-external world l! con
stitutes the object of our conceptions and of our speech. And these 
(quasi-external objects are essentially relative, they always have two 

senses. They laid down the rule that the organ which apprehends a thing through 
a contact also apprehends the Universal inherent in the thing and its negation, or 
absence, as well. The Mahayana Buddhists and the Sautrantikas replaced the 
realistic. conceptions (satr\jna) and the real Universals (samanya, jati) by names and 
images (sabda-t"'t7calpau). They were consequently Conceptualists and at the same 
time Nominalists of a special kind. It would perhaps be more adequate to call them 
Constructionists or Rationalists, because there mam point is that the forms of our 
cognition are due not to experience, but to an inuate constructive capacity of the 
Reason, to vikalpa-vasal1'ii, not to anubhata-tasana or satp,skara. The formation of 
concepts they did not explain by a process of abstraction of similar featnres, be
cause this implied the objective existence of these similar features or Universals, 
but by a process of «neglecting the difference" (bhed'iigraha=agrahar;,a=akhyati). 
The Realists deny apoha, because it must be conceived as a svarupa-apoha 
not as an apoha-apoha, cpo Tatp., p. 344.18 - 8varupe~a era apoho vacya~,na ca, 
Ctpoha-apohena. There is absolutely nothing silUilar between the abstract idea, say, of 
water and the efficient moment, say, of drinking water. The first is imagined, rela
tive, ullreal, unefficient in itself. The second non-imagined, real and efficient. But 
there is a coordination (sarupya = anya-ty'iitrtti = apoha) between them, owing 
to which the abstract idea of water receives an indirect reality as leading to a 
successful purposive action. We could say that it is not a direct reflex, but a «con
ditioned », indirect reflex. The efficient particular point is really a particular, i. e., 
unique (svalak~a~am na deae na kale anu,gacchati), the «repetition» (pratyava
mar:~a) of the same points is a construction (mi'inasa-jiiana), a kind of illusion 
explained by the prmciple of «neglected difference) Ibhediigl·aha). 

1 Lit., p. 339.28-340.5. «And the mutual difference of these ohjects of men
tal constrnctions is not grasped neither by these very constructions (vikalpai~) nor 
by other mental constructions. Thus man imputes a non-dtfference, because he does 
not seize the difference. And from their non-difference a non-difference of repeated 
perceptions. And from their non-difference the non-difference of their causes, the 
non-constructive thoughts (avikalpa-dhi). A.nd from their non-difference the non
difference also of the particular essences (8talak~a'f}a) which are the objects of the 
non-constructive thoughts; as has been said, «Because of the causality of the 
repeated perception of one thing the thought is non-different and there is non
differenllP. of the nartillulars throllllh beinll the cause of one tholl~ht". 
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sides, and if we attend to the one) we exclude the other.l (That they 
are not realities in themselves, but only relations), is proved, 1) by the 
fact that they are subject to both affirmation and negation,S 2) by the 
fact that they create a kind of sameness between things absolutely 
dissimilar,s and 3) by some immediate experience of relativity.4 

(340.7)' Indeed, (as to the first point we can throw it into the 
form of the fonowing syllogism). 

(Major 11remise). If something can be (alternately) affirmed 
and denied," it necessarily is relative.6 

(Example). As e. g., the quality of not being an extended 
body of limited dimensions 7; this property is equally to be found in 
consciousness 8 and in the (imagined) horns on the head of a hare.9 

(Minor premise). And such are the objects corresponding 
to our images, the subject of this discourse, the jars, cloths etc. 
(They can be both affirmed and denied). 

(Conclusion). (They are relat.ive). 
This is an analytical deduction 10 (the relativity being deduced from 

the possibility of both affirmation and denial). 

1 anya-vyavrtti·rupam = apoha-rupa1ll. 
2 bhava-abhava.sadharar;,am. 
3 atyanta-Vtlak~a'f}a, sc. 8t:alak~a~a = (Jnanya-bhi'ik=a8adhara~la cpo Kama

!asila, p. 378.19. 
4 tadrupya = 8firupya = anya·vyavrtti, ibid., p. 560. 18. - According to 

A. B a. i Il, Logic, I p. 55 it would be more precise to charasterize the Names foun
ded on Relativity as Positive and Negative names with the understanding that 
«negative» has always a real existence, no less than the «positive». It will be 
seen that the Buddhists liI!cwise put the negative and positive names on the same 
level, but relativity for them means just relativity, i. e., want of independent 
reality in itself, 8unyatva = 8vabhar;a·sul1yatva. In this sense the Yoga caras and 
Sautrantikas are also §ul1ya-vadins. - The three points are somewhat differently 
formulated in Tatp. p.12 cpo transl. above. 

5 bhava-abhii,va-saaha'(Jr;,a-graha~am. 

6 anya-t-ya'Vrtti-riipam eta = apoha-rupam eva, merely correlative, nothing in 
itself. 

7 murtatva impenetrability, materiality (=sap'I'atigliatm = altdlfrikaka = pa
ricchinna-pari!llimaIJattva), a relative quality. 

8 vijilane. 
9 i. e., we can imagine thiugs real as well as unreal, such that are connected 

with a point of reality (8valakfa~a) and such that are not, non-materiality wiIl be 
the common property of consciousness and all unreal objects. 

10 The judgment «whatsoever can be alternately affirmed and denied is rela
tive» is an analytical one, since the predicate is contained, although not very ob
'Viously at the first glance, in the subject. 
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(340.10). Indeed the object of our conception « a cow)) is equally 
fit to be affirmed and to be denied (in the existential judgments) 
«this is a cow", «this is not a cow)). If it were always existent l as 
the extreme concrete and particular 2 (thing in itself), which is essen
tially affirmation,S then the predicate cds not)) could not be applied, 
because it would be a contradiction. Neither would there be (any 
need) to apply the predicate «is)), since this would be a useless repe
tition. 

(340.13). The circumstance that a thing can be (alternately) affir
med and denied (points to contingent existence). It is not without a 
eauRe, nor does it depend upon an un definite cause.' If, on the contrary, 
something is subject to real affirmation only or is essentially nothing 
but affirmation itself,S (it is not contingent, since) it is not possible 
to find a cause for thus receiving the additional characteristic of an 
affirmation, (in the form of «existence is))), (this characteristic would 
be superfluous).6 

(340. 15). Thus the possibility of affirmation-negation 7 is a mark 8 

of contingency,9 (whatsoever is existence in itself, as the real particu
lar is, cannot be denied). In the contrary cases,lO (i. e., in the domain 
of absolute existence, the «thing in itself" there is only existence), 
no non-existence, no contingency,ll contingency as a predicate 12 is 

1 Read bham-sadhara'rfye. 
2 s'IJa-lak?a~la. 

3 Lit., « Being pervasively (siidhli,·a'rfye) existence, just as tbe self-essence 
(sva7akfa'~!a) whose essence (l'upa) is affirmation (vidhi)>>. - According to the 
Realists the genus Existence (satta) is inherent in the «cow l>. The Buddhist evi
dently wishes to say that if «existence» were inherent in row, tbe judgment «the 
cow in nob> Or eethere is no COWl> would be a contradiction. 

, Lit. «another ca use ». 
5 vidhi-rupa.t"i~aya is a tatpurufa fa?thi-samasa compound, and vidhi-smrupa

t!ifaya is a karmadhCimya, the first implies a difference of st"alak?a'IJa as object and 
n;r'I.>ikalpaka as subject, the second their identity vidhi-8va'l'upafl~ eva vifaya?, 

object and subject coalesce then ill 8'1:alak?a'IJa, cpo my Nirv!\J}.a, p. 14-4. 
6 Lit., p. 340.13-14, «Indeed the condition ofa cause is impossible thrre for 

an object of essential affirmation or for an object which itself is affirmation)). 
7 sadhiirar;,a-graha1fa. 
8 vyapta. 
9 nimittamtta, «being contingent on a cause l>. 

10 vipakfiit. 
11 nimittaratt'l:aRya. anupala.bdhya. 
12 'lYl/apaka. 
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absent. Therefore this impossibility 1 (of affirmation-negation in regard 
of real existence) proves the invariable concomitance 2 of affirmation
negation with relativity, (whatsoever can be alternately affirmed and 
denied is correlative), its essence 3 being a negation of the coun
terpart.4 

(340. 17). Moreover (as regards the second point, we can throw it 
in the form of the following syllogism), 

(Major premise). Similarity between things absolutely dis
similar can be established (only relatively), only by the (com
mon) exclusion of the counterpart.l 

(Example). Cows, horses, buffaloes and eleph8.Itts, although 
as dissimilar by themselves as possibly may be, possess the com
mon feature of not being lions, (they thus belong to the class 
of non-lions). 

(Minor premise). And such is the sameness of the abso
lutely real 5 external thing (in itself),6 the (pure) form of affir-

1 vyiivarlamiina. 
2 pratibandha. 
3 vi~aya, lit. Ie object» of the operation of excluding the counterpart. 
4 Lit., p. 340.15-17. «Therefore the common perception (of existence and 

non-existence) is subaltern to the fact (-tayii) of having a canse. By non-per
ception of the container (t'yapa7ca), of the fact of having a cause, it is excluded 
from the dissimilar cases, it is contained in the fact of being the object of an exclu
sion of the other (anya-vyiivrtN), thus the establishment of the connexion II. - The 
major premise (anvaya) will be yatra yatra bhaviibhiiva-Badhara~a-graha/IJamt 
tatra tatra nimittavattvam. Its contraposition (vyati'l'e7ca) will be, yatra yatra ni
mitta'lJattvam niisti, tatra bhaf)(ihhii'Ca-sadhara~-grahar;am api naBti. The 8apa~a 
is nimittavattvam 01' contingent existence, the vipak~a is animittavattvam or abso
lute existence. Since in the absolute there is no possibility of affirmation-negation 
(nopalabhyate 8adhara~a-graha1}am)1 everything we can alternately affirm and 
deny is excluded (vyavartamanam) from the domain of real (vipaksiit), i. e., abso
lute, existence. The particular, 8vala7c~atla, is existence itself, pure Or absolute 
existence (bhiiva-svarUpa = vidhi-Bvariipa), we cannot sa.y «existence does Dot 
exist». The Universal is not existenee in itself, it can be affirmed and denied, it is 
contingent, it is relative or correlative, being a refraction of reality in two mutually 
exclusive counterparts. According to the Realists Existence is the summam genus, 
according to the Buddhists it is the thing in it self. 

5 parama'l'tha-8ata~. 

6 b'iihyasya, the external point of efficiency, the substratum of the universal 
image. 
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mation,l the (extreme concrete and) particular,2 with the abso
lutely dissimilar,3 transcendentally unrea1 4 (constructed object). 

(Conclusion). (This similarity is not real as being produced 
by the common exclusion of the counterpart). 

This (again) is an analytical deduction.s 

(340. 20). Indeed, (what is the similarity between the external 
thing in itself) which is pure existence 6 (and the Universal cow which 
can be affirmed and denied? It is the fact that both are) not non
cows. If the constructed object 7 « COW)) is nothing beyond its 
contrast with non-cows, the similarity (with the point of reality 
expressed in the element «this))) becomes possible (and this 
explains the possibility of the existential judgment II this is a cow»). 
Not otherwise! (340.22). Here also similarity is the mark 8 of contin
gent existence.9 In contrary cases,1° (i. e., in absolute existence, in the 
points of reality which always are unique) there is no 11 (similarity). 
The impossibility 12 of similarity in absolute existence establishes its 
invariable concomitance (with contingent existence), its own predicate.13 

Contingent existence is thus relative (as consisting in the negation of 
the counterpart).14 

1 vidhi-rfipa. 
2 svala7c~a'f}a. 

3 atyanta-vilakfa'f}a. 
4 aparami'irtha-sataJ:,. 
;; 8vabhi'iva-hetu~. The judgment «similarity is established by a common con

trast, or common negation» is an analytical one, since similarity aud common ne
gation are identical. 

6 vidhi-rii!Pa = satti'i-mi'itra. 
7 tikalpa-viljaya. 
8 vyiipta. 
9 nimitta'l:attii. 

10 vipakfi'it. The vipak~a is svalakfa'f}a which is tratlokya-",yi'ivrtta• 
11 rrnupalabdhyii. 
12 vyiivartami'ina. 
13 svasiidhyena. 
14 Lit., p. 340.20-23. «Indeed the external, although being in its essence 

(mere) affirmation, is excluded from non-cow. And the object mentally constructed 
(vikalpa-~aya), if it is excluded from non-cow, therefrom comes similarity, not 
otherwise. And thus Similarity is also subordinate to the condition of having a 
cause. .8y non-perception of this, being excluded from the contrary cases, it is 
__ .L ____ .l L_ !L _ ____ .... _ .. __ •• ___ .... L. ________ :"" ____ : ... __ ... _ .... ...:J_ 
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(340. 23). Moreover 1 (our immediate feeling testifies to the fact) 
that determined perceptions B are directly felt S as something distinct, 
something whose essence consists in the negation of other objects.4 

Indeed, if that were not the case, if the objects of determined percep
tion were not reflected directly:; (as negations of other things), then 
(the following would happen). Supposing a man has been ordered to 
tie up a cow. If the cow were not immediately present to his mind as 
something implying the negation of a horse, the man could proceed 
to tie up the horse (instead of the cow). But if this negation is at 
once present to his mind,6 how is it possible to deny that the nega
tion of Hnon-cows)) is not present in the reflex? Therefore Names as 
well as Universals 7 are relative as implyng the negation of their 
courterparts. 

(340. 27). This theory is alluded to by the author of the Va r
t i k a 8 when he says, I( both these (Names and Universals) operate in 
the manner of a negation of non-existing things, (their counterparts, 
and) they refer to one thing (as their substratum»)). This means that 
in a perceptual judgment they determine 9 one particular (point of 
reality). A perceptual jndgment,1o as has been stated, consists in the 
non-differentiation, (or in the mental association), of its object, (the 
Universal), with the particular (point of reality),u 

1 This is the third argument in favour of the relativity of Names since all na
mes are at the same time positive and nf'gative. In the passage above, p. 12. 27, 
cpo transl.. above p. 305-306, where also a set of three arguments in favour of 
relativity was brought forward, the third argument is different (niyata-prati
bhasatvat instead of tadriipya-anubhavat). The argument here seems to be in con
tradiction with the one put forward in p. 340. 1. 

II m7calpa-t>ifaya, lit. «object of mental construction)), an object of determined 
perception (sa1Ji7calpaka-pratyak~a) is meant, an object whIch is constructed by pro
ductive imagination. 

S anubhuyante = pratibhasante. 
4 (anya-) t'Yiit'!'tti.rUpa~. 
5 tad-apratibhasena = anya-t'Ya~'rtti-ananubhavena. 
6 pratibhase vii. 
7 Lit. «mental constructions I! (vikalpa). 
8 Cpo N. Va r t., p. 331. 12. 
9 adhyavasyatalJ, = adhl7curuta~, drop the chula before ekam. 

10 adhyavasaya = vi7calpa as haa been defined above, p. SS8. 15. 
11 The Buddhist theory of Names and of Universals aims a.t bding out a link 

between reality which is but a string of point-instants and our conceptions which 
are intended for things having stability, cp. Tattvas., kil". 906. The Universals 
are not external, they are internal mental constrnctions, but their difference from 
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IId PART. 

The answer of the Realist. 
(341.1). (The Realist). Our answer (to these arguments) is as 

follows. 

§ 1. THE UNIVERSALS AND THE P A:RTICULARS ARE EQUALLY REAL. 

(341. 1). That the Universal 1 is a real entity, has been proved (by 
us above).!! Consequently the possessor of the Universal, the (quali-

the external points of reality is overlooked and we through all inveterate habit 
(anadi-vasanli) deem them to be external. The external world is moreover split 
in discrete point-instants which are «particulars», i. e., individually distinct, dis
continuous. Purposive action of sentient beings is directed towards some point 
when it is similar to what has been previously experienced by them as plea
sant. The Universal, the imagE', canuot attract our action because it is unreal, 
unefficient, neither cau the particular do it because it is unique and dissimilar. 
The problem is solved by assuming a «coordination» (sariipya) between the point
instant of reality and the imugined Universal. Bllt this coordination consists in a 
negative similarity ~anya-t'Yai;Ttti = apoha = s/irupya). Just as the Universal 
«cow» is nothing but a negation of «non-cow»,just so the point of efficient reality 
is also a negation of «non-cow», thus the unity in difference, the similarity between 
the absolutely dissimilar, is supposed to be explain~d and the judgment (<this is a 
cow», the union between the particular «this» and the universal «cow)) becomes 
I,ossible. The Realists objeeted, cpo Tatp., p. 342.27, that the unique point instaut 
is not only a negation of non cows, but also a negation of any other object, thus 
all objects would coalEsce if such common negation were sufficient for establishing 
a coordinatiou. They coalesce indeed in the Absolute, but empirically every point
instant has its OVin efficiency, it calls forth a corresponding ima ge. Thus the 
Universal is explained as.a non-difference of the particulars (jatimatta = vyaktinam 
abhinnatii), not as a onity of them, bhedagraha, not abheda-graha. Pra bhakara 
draws the consequence that, strictly speaking, error does not exist, sarvam,jnanam 
prama!,am. The Buddhists, on the cnntrary, think that all knowledge of Universals 
and the process of life is transcendentally an illUSion, II continuous dr~am. If we 
could awake to transcendental knowledgt', as the Buddhist Saint is sllpp08~d to do, 
we would view plurality as adl'eam and intuit the essence of the Universe as one un
differentiated motionless whole. But owing to a Force (tiisana), which is variously 
imagined as the Biotic Force driving the world dream or the Force of Transcen
dental Illusion (a'Vidyi'i-t,iisanii) or an inveterate habit (abhyasa), the Dniverse 
appears as a moving plurality. This illusion also consists in the fact of overlooking 
the difference (bhfJdagraha) between reality and imagination. 

1 jati = Blimiinya, it is a «meaning" (padiirtha), it does not possess the 
genus satta. 

II Cpo N. S., IT. 2.58 fr. 
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fied) Particular, is an ultimate reality 1 as well. The relation between 
such a Particular and such a Universal is a natural (primary) one.lI 
There is no need of a (special) agency 3 (in order to bring their union 
about). 

(341. 3). That (such a Particular with its inherent Universalst 

being) a thing of limited duration,4 can efficiently (and gradually) be 
changed 5 (under the influence of special causes ann conditions), this 
will be moreover proved by us in the section devoted to the refuta
tion of the Buddhist theory of a Universal Flux.6 

(341. 4). (As to the Buddhist argument 7 consisting in putting 
emphasis on the fact that at great distance) we discern only the mere 
presence (of something indefinite), while all the other Universals 
(whkh are supposed to be just as real as the Universal Existence) 
ought to be equally perceived, since as characteristics of the thing 
(they are on the same footing with the Universal Existence) - this 
argument has been already refuted in the section devoted to the 
examination of the definition of sense perception.s 

§ 2. No COORDINATION OF n.1AGES WITH EX'l'ERNAL POIN'l'

INSTANTS, BUT IMAGES ADEQUATE TO REALI'l'Y. 

(341. 5). The problem of a Coordination 9 between the imagined 
Universal and the absolutely real Particular, has already been touched 10 

by the author of the Va r t i k a 11 when he insisted that an illusion is 

1 paramartha-sat'i. 
2 s'liabham7ca here refers to samat'aya, not to a s'liabhava-sambandha, cpo P a

riiiuddhi, p. 624. 
3 upalcara here refers to a slJ'f[Iyoga relation, or to an efficient conjunction in 

genel'al. Substance and quality are conjoin~d by inherence as soon as the thing 
springs into being «from its own causes». However Tarkabhllil, p. 28, admits 
that in the first moment of its existence the substance appears without its qualities. 

4 anityasya, e. g., ghatasya, fot the Realist it will Dot be a k~a'!la. 
I> upa7caryata, lit. (ethe fact of being efficiently affected». 
6 Lit., «And also the fact of being efficiently-affected of the non-eternal will 

be proved in the break of the moment.break », cpo TU p., p. 879.25 if., where it 
will be ,proved that causation obtains not only between moments, but also between 
things possessing duration and stability. 

8 Cpo above, text pp. 89. 24 if. and 93. 26 ff., transl. pp. 268 fr. and 287 if. 
9 Tatp., text p. 88.1 tl:, transl. in Appendix I. 

10 Read sarilpyasya pratha; sariipyam is bhedagrahalJ for the Buddhist, abhe
da-graha"Q = anyatha-7chyati for the Naiylyik, cpo Tltp., p. 54.1 ff. 

11 N. Vart., p. 25.10 ff. 
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always founded on some (positive) similarity, beCltuse an absolutely 
non-existing thing can be similar to nothing.1 We have also commen
ted upon that.1I 

(341. 7). Therefore, the conceptions (of our thought) and the mea
nings (of our language) are intent on particular things In which the 
Universals are inherent, i. e., these (particular things) with (the Uni
versals) inherent in them constitute the (positive) form (of the objects, 
their form) which is distinguished from the objects not possessing the 
same attributes. 

(341. 8). If therefore a man is ordered to bind up a cow (he goes 
and binds the cow, but) not the horse, because when he has under
stood the word «COW)) (an image is called forth in his imagination, an 
image which adequately represent.s the real external object cow), but 
not alone a negation of horses etc.3 

§ 3. REFUTATION OF THE BUDDHIST THEORY THAT ALL CONNOTA

TIVE NAMES ARE RELATIVE, BECAUSE 'rHEY ARE POSITIVE AND 

NEGATIVE.4 

(341. 9). Nor is it right to maintain that if the Universal were (a 
reality) expressed in its name, the name could not be positive and 
negative, (as admitting equally a connection with existence and non
existence ).5 

(341. 10). A Universal, indeed, is by itself an eternal (unChanging) 
~ntity, but as residing in an infinite number of particulars scattered 
about in space and time it can be alternately affirmed and denied. 
We can sometimes say (,it is)), and sometimes "it is not)). Its exis
tence is nothing but its actual presence in a particular thing, its non
existence is (its absence, i. e.), its residence in a past or in a future 
space-time. (341. 13). Thus the proposition (whatsoever can be alter-

1 Lit., p. 34!. 5. «And by nobody there is cognition (pratha) of the similality 
of the absolntely non-existent». 

2 Tl tp., p. 53 fr. 
8 Acrording to the Buddhist the image corresponds to a bare point-instant of 

.efficient external reality. 
4 Answer to p. 340. 24 of the text. 
S E. g., «a cow is », "a cow is not»; we cannot say «something is », « something 

is not», because something is a thing and «is» by itself, cpo Tat p., p. 3S8. 1. 
According to the Naiyayiks the genus Existence (satta) is inherent in a cow, it 
must then be inseparable from it. According to the Bnddhist Existence or «Some
thing» existent is the tr3uscendental snbstratum of a cow's reality. 
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nately affirmed and denied (is unrealh this proposition cannot be 
admitted as proved,! since its contraposition, (viz., the proposition 
«whatsoever is real cannot be alternately affirmed and denied ll) is 
not proved. It is even wrong,ll (since we bave given an explanation 
of the fact of an alternate affirmation and negatioll). Thus the parti
cular with the inherent Universals is an (external) object (adequately) 
corresponding to our distinct perceptions,3 it is not a mere conception.4 

There is consequently no need of having recourse to the principle of 
a resemblance from the negative side,5 ill order to explain the coordi
nation of a Universal 5 with a particular.7 

§ 4. THE THEORY OF A RELATIONAL AND NEGATIVE UNIVERSAL. 

CRITICIZED. 

(341. 15). (T heR e ali s t). And further, what similarity can 
there be between a point-instant 8 and a Universal,9 if the latter differs 
from the former in every respect? (The first, you maintain), is (the 
focus of) efficiency, the essence of every affirmation,10 (the second) an 
idea.ll devoid of any kind of causal efficiency,12 

(~h e Bud d his t). (The Universal is nothing but) the Distinc
tion 13 (of a given point'instant from all) other (point instants). 

1 Lit., p. 341.13. «Thus the community of existence and non-existence is not 
absolute (flnaikiintika), because of a doubtful contrapositionll.- anatkiintikatva = 
sa'!ldigdha-t"!latirekita, cpo Tit t p., p. 143. 17. 

2 asiddhii1·thata= anyatlza-siddhiirthatii, cpo Tatp., p. 143.19. 
8 tikalpa = sam'kalpaka-pratyak~a. 
4 alikam = atastavam = alika-biihyam. 
5 anya-vyiivrtti·rupaia = apoha-riipaiii = /mediigralwlJ = sa'l'upyflm. 
6 alikasya = siimiinya-lakfa1).a~ya. 

7 'l:astuna = paramarthasatii = smlak~a'IJena. - Lit., p., 341.14-15. «For 
the sake of whose similllrity with the real, the idea (ri:Zpatii) of the exclusion of the 
different is assumed ». 

B svalak~a1).ena = kIJa'IJena. 
9 alikasya = alika-biihyas,!/a =jiite~. 

10 t'idhi-rt'7pa = a.lti-rupa = sat = drat 'Yam, cpo Tlitp., p. 338.1. 
11 alikasya = na tiisia!'asya = manasasya = kiilpanikasya = alika-biihyasya, 
1ll Lit., p. 341. 15-16. «Moreover what resemblance is there between the 

;purious, which is devoid of every efficiency, which is absolutely dissimilar, and 
the efficient OWD-essence which has the essence of affirmation». 

13 anya-vyiiV'{tti = apoh(1, a given point-instant is being distinguished from all 
other point-instants, it does not at all possess an inherent real unil'ersal, e. g., a 
cow in absimcto is the negation of all non-cows. 
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(The Realist). Now, is this Di~tinction a real entity, (or is it 
a mere idea)? If it is real,l is it identical with the point-instant, or is 
it something else 2? It cannot be identical,3 since the point-instant 
is llositive, (and distinction is negative), there would be it contradiction. 

(341. 18). If you deny this contradiction, the affirmation (of the 
point-instant) and the negation (included in the Universal) will be 
one and the same thing. Why do you then deny the positive character 
of the Universal? It becomes quite superflous to establish its negative 
(relational) character in order to explain its coordination with the 
positive point-instant of reality, (since it is then identical with the 
latter).4 

(341. 20). (T h e Bud d his t). This is impossible! The positive 
particular cannot coalesce 1) with the negative (Universal).6 

(T heR e a lis t). Well, there must be then a negative essence 
in the particular (point of reality 7) also, in order that it should 
resemble to the negative Universal! S And thus you will be assuming 
for the same particular (point-instant) a combination of two incompa
tible natures, the one real, the other unreal! You are wonderfully cleverl 
You are really the beloved of the gods! 

(341. 24). (T he Dud d his t). The (principle of) Distinction of 
all other (point-instants from the given) particular (point-instant) pro
duces a coordination of the universal idea, which also contains the 
lll'gation of all other (point-instants), with the given particular (point
instant). 

(T heR e a Ii s t). No! If that were so, a donkey coull! produce 
similarity between a fly and an elephant! 9 

1 Rt'ad bhiiriki cet. 
2 (//lyo vii = dharmo vii, cp. below p. 341. 25. 
3 fat-svabhiiva = 8valak~n!la-s'Cabham. 

4 Lit., p. 341. 18-20. «And if there is no contradiction, then, because of' the 
unity of affirmation and negation, it is useless to establish the negative (anya
vyiivrtt,) nature of the unreal (Universal), for the sa.ke of Its similarity with the 
j)articnlar (81'alak~a~la), through a negation of its affirmatioll-llature». 

5 s(frupyfim is here = samiiniidhikarawam. 
6 LIt., p. 341. 20-21. « How is the similarity of the inane with the not iuane 

pUss~sslJr of the affirmation-essence h. 
i 8~'al((k~a(lasya = 1c~(!'/)asya. 

S alikasya = sfimiin'!J(t-lak:~a!I((8ya. 

U Lit., p. 341. 24. « And the negn tion of (every thing) different from the own
essence, cannot make the non-real which is a negation of (every thing) different 
similar to the own-essence; if that were so, the ass would make fly and elephant 
similar». 
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(341. 25). Nor is negation an appartenance of the point-instant.! 
You indeed do not admit that a point-instant of reality could possess 
an attribute 2 (in the shape of a negation of something). 

§ 5. THE EMPIRICAL AND THE TRANSCENDENTAL PARTICULAR. 

(341. 26). (T h e Bud d his t). This would be so, (i. e., there 
would be nothing in common between the efficient point-instant of 
external reality and the general image which is internally constructed 
in our mind, if the particular point, as it appears in a perceptual 
judgment, were the transcendental reality. But it is not so!). The par
ticular (point), as it appears in a perceptual judgment,S is not the 
thing ultimately real,' it is also a thought-construction.5 Therefore, 
there is nothing contradictory for such a particular to be (alterna
tely) asserted and denied. Contradictory attributes cannot belong to a 
real entity, but an (imagined), unreal one can possess them.6 There
fore such a particular is similar to a constructed, unreal Universal; it 
also can forsake the positive form and assume the negative one. (342.2). 
Such is the meaning (of Dig nag a's?) words when he says, (( (the 
element «this!» which has been cognized directly (in a sensation) and 
(the element "that).) which has been ascertained (in a perceptual 
judgment), these two (elements, when joined in one cognition), both 
refer, not to the ultimate reality, hut to its relations II.; 

1 This is the second part of the dilemma stated p. 341. 18 - anyo va, read 
na ca dharmo. 

2 The point-instant as the limit of all thought-constructions possesses alto-
gether no attributes. 

8 adhyava8iyamanam. 
4 na paramlirtha-8at. 
5 kalpitam. 
6 The teJ'ms «a thing» (dravya) and (I assertion» (cidhi) are synonyms with 

existence (Bat), they contain no negation, they are repulsive to negation, cpo 
Tlitp., p. 998.2. The term «COWl> is relative or negative since it implies a distinc
tion from horses etc. The terms uthis COWl) or «this something is a cow» contains 
an illicit synthesis of pure affirmation in the element «this» (idaf!lta =vidhi-
8variipa = 8valak~a1)a) with the negative i. e. rela.tional, «thatll (tattii = apoha-
8varupa = 8limiinya-lak~a1}Ct). 

'1 Lit., p. 842.3. « What is grasped and what is judged, these both are two 
exclusions of the different, (i. e., are relative), not two realities (read vIlBtuni). -
The same quotation we find, in a. slightly modified form, in N. Ka\lika, 
p. 148.1-8, - 'gad anumiinma (sic!) grhyate, 'gllC Ciidhyavaaiyate, te dve apy 
a,.ya-vyiiv,-tti, na vastuni, B~alJll-avagahitve abht'liipa'8a7!uarga-yogya·prati-
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(342.4). (T heR e a lis t). (But then, you are assuming a second, 
unreal particular!). What will be the result of so assuming a commu
nity between an unreal, (imagined) particular and an unreal, (imagined 
Universal)? No purposive action, (which is the test of reality), could 
be directed towards it, because an unexisting (object) cannot be the 
aim of an efficient action. 

(342.5). The real aim 1 (is the underlying point of efficiency but 
it) has nothing in common with the unreality (of the image). If there 
were some trait d'union between them, it would be superfluous to 
admit a (second, empirical) imagined particular. 

(342. 6). (T h e Bud d his t). We do not resort to a second, ima
gined particular. (The burning and cooking efficiency is the only test 
()f a real fire), but this burning and cooking we fictitiously connect 
with the image of a fire as it is contructed (in our mind).2 The latter 
is not the (ultimately real) particular, because the real particular is a 
thing shorn of all extensions,s (it is unique in itself), it is unutterable,' 
it is unimaginable,5 (it is transcendental). (The cooking and burning) 
which we can name and which we can extend (to every cooking and 
burning) is not the (real) particular. 

(342. 10). Thus it is that the function of our empirical conceptions is 
to call forth human activity with its various aims, by imputing efficiency 
to an unefficient (image) with its extensions 6 and distinctions.7 (And 
because our empirical conceptions, constructions though they be), are 
indirectly 8 related to reality, (they are to a certain extent real), they 
therefore lead to successful action in regard of a causally efficient 

bhliBatva-an1~papatte~. UsuaIly the terms grah and adhyavasa are used in opposi
tion to one another, the first refers to direct perception by the senses, the second 
to judgment or thought construction, cpo N. Kal}., 257.4 if. (translated above) and 
NBT, p. 12.16. But in savikalpaka-pratyak§a both sources of our knowledge 
coalesce, anumanatmakatvad vikalpasya; the Buddhist will not admit that they 
coalesce really or transcendentally (vyapara-anubanahitayii), but they coalesce 
empirically (pratipatti-anubandhitaya) 

1 Read pravrtti-t'i?aYf1,sya. 
2 i. e., in accordance with the categories of our understanding and with the 

grammatical categories of language. 
S sarvato vyii'Lrttya. 
, abhiliipa-sa1'{lsarga-ayogya. 
5 vikalpa-jitana-pratibhiisa-abhiiva. 
6 Bva-ant.ayino = aWcasya = samanyasya. 
7 anya-vyiitrtti-rupasya = 'L"!Jaracchinna-rupasya 
8 through pure sensation (nirvilcallJaka-prafyak~a). 
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reality,l thus bringing about (the efficacy of thought and) producing 
consistent human experience.s This, in our opinion, is the right view! 

§ 6. THE IM.A.GES ARB 8HAPED .AOCORDING TO EXPERIENOE. 

(342.12). (T heR e a Ii s t). (You maintain) that there is an impu
tation of causal efficiency no that 4 (image of a fire, which being a 
thought~construction) does not (really) possess any. 5 (The question 
arises, whether in so doing) we are influenced by former experience, e 
or we are doing it (a prior(), on the basis of a primordial Biotic 
Force 7 (hidden in the depth of human Reason)? (342.14). The (real) 
particular thing, indeed, is a thing shorn of association, being (merely) 
the faculty of affecting 8 (our sensitivity), it possesses nothing in com
mon with the image which contains (all kind) of extensions (in space, 
time and characteristics), and which is absolutely devoid of every kind 
of causal efficiency. (342.15). (You maintain) that there is a link,!) a 
nega.tive one 10 (in as much as the image of a fire contains a distinction 
from all non-fire, and the corresponding point of efficient reality also
contains the negation of all non-fire). (We answer) that this implies 11 

a correspondence also on the positive side betweeen (the efficient point 

1 samartham taBtu priipayanto. 
II na viBar(lviidayanti. 
3 Lit., p. 342.10-12. «Therefore, by imagining the efficacy of the Don effi. 

cient, of the self-extended, whose essence cOllsists in the exclusion of the different. 
the common life ideas proceed in propelling (reaup·ravartaya1ltaM the acting beings 
which are desirous of this and that, in making them reach, through an indirect 
connection, the efficient thing, they do not deceive people, this we regard as being 
right». 

4 asya = aiikasya. 
5 ataa = na tasya i. e., alikasya arthakriya. 
6 ar~ta-arthakriya.s'l;alak~a'l)a-8adharmye'l)(! = II through similarity with for· 

merly experienced particular (cases) of causal efficiency». - It must be clearfrom 
the the text translated in App. I that only the forms of our ideas, the Categories 
of our understanding, are admitted by the Buddhist to owe their origin, not to 
experience, but to a spontaneous capacity of our Reason. Their contcuts are sen
sations which are even (if we disccunt the griihya-grahaka-kaZpanii) the very stuff 
of reality. But here the Realist, evidently for the sake of the argument, imputes to 
the Buddhist a wholesale rationalism. 

7 alllidi-vasana-va8iit, on vii.ana see notes on pp. 867-8. 
8 samarthena; it is akiira·iidhaya7m. 
98arupye. 

10 anya·vyii-qityli (read so). 
11 prasanga. 
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and the image). We have already establishecl that there is no diffe
rence between the positive and the negative formulations.1 

(342.16). But if the connection l! (between a fire-image and the 
corresponding focus of efficiency) is produced by an innate capacity 3 

(of our Reason), then a man arriving from another continent,4 (who 
never has seen a fire), must (a priori) be cognizant of its faculty to 
burn and cook, although he sees it for the first time (in his life)! 

(342. 17). (T he Bud d his t). We impute to the uureal (imageci 
fire) that kind (of burning and cooking), (simply) because we neglect 
its difference from, (and identify it with), the particular (point-instant, 
the focus of that energy) which is the real producer of burning and 
cooking. Is it not so? 

(342. 18). (T heR e ali s t). But is the particular (point instant, 
the thing in itself) cognized, (at that time) or is it not cognized? The 
first is impossible, because, as you maintain, (the ultimate reality is 
uncognizable), it is not an imaginable object! 5 It produces a momen
tary sensation 6 which apprehends the thing itself,1 (but nothing about 
the thing), it cannot introduce this its object, (the bare thing without 
any attributes), into our conceptual thinking.s The one is as different 
(as possible) from the other, they know nothing abut the existence of 
one another. 

(342.21). Neither can our conceptual thought seize the (absolute) 
particular, even if we assume (Yfith the Buddhist) an indirect function 9 

of the immecliately preceding sensation,l° because, as has been stated, 
(conceptual thought) apprehends only such objects (as are utterable), 
whose images are capable of being designated by a (connotative) 
name. 

(342. 24). ~The Buddhist). (The first moment in the cognition 
of an external object) is pure sensation. The image follows immediately 
in its track. The particular (momentary thing) is not the object ade· 

I cpo A P 0 bas i d d h i, p. G - apaha-sabdena anya-apoha-'fi§i~fo vidhir ucyate 
l! aropa. 
8 aniidi-t·asana. 
4 Lit. (! from Nilrikera-d'lfipa ». 

s t-ika7pa.jniina-gocaratta-abha'l:iit. 
6 tat-sarnaya-bhavi. 
7 tattvanI. 
8 m'kalpe. 
9 vyapara-paramparye 'pi. 

10 aamananta·ra.utpanna-nirtJikalpaka. 
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quate to the image, but it appears as though it were its object, be
cause indirectly (the image) is produced from it,l (the image is the 
indirect function of some focus of external efficiency).11 

(342.25). ('1' heR e a lis t). (Quite right!). This is possible,s but 
only (on the empirical hypothesiS, i. e., if you admit that our images 
are constructed) from traces left in our consciousness by former expe
rience,' (and that our images thus correspond exactly to external rea
lity). It becomes, on the contrary, (quite impossible on the hypothesis 
of rationalism, i. e., if we admit that the forms of our thoughts) have 
nothing corresponding to them in the external world, that they are 
created (by our Reason) which is a Force producing the (transcenden
tal) Illusion (of an empirically real world).5 

(342.26). And even if you admit that (our conceptions are partly) 
produced by the force of (former) impressions,S the illusion that we 
perceive in them (a genuine reality), this illusion cannot be explained 
simply by the fact that they are (indirectly) produced from a (sensory 
stimulus), if reality itself continues to remain uncognizable.7 

(342.27). (We also cannot admit the principle of Identity) through 
Neglecting the Difference.s If the fire as an ultimate particular remains 
uncognized and our image of a fire is nevertheless (wrongly) indenti
fied with it, because their difference is neglected, then the whole Uni
verse might also be identified with it, because there is no reason for 
limitation.9 

1 Lit., p. 342.24-25. «Since it is produced from sensation (avikalpat) as its 
immediately preceding homogeneous cause (sam-anantara-pratyayiit), tbrough the 
lDedium of its function, although not its object, it appeal·s as though it were its 
object». 

II But the external objects are nevt>rtheless really moments of a motion, not 
stable substances having attributes and duration. 

s b1Iaved apiyam gatil}. 
4 anubhava-vii8ar/ii-l)rabhave~u (read thus), i. e., 8ar{l8ki'ire~u, cp above notes 

on vasanii, p. 367-8. 
5 Lit., p. 342. 25-26. ~But not is it possible (with concepts) merged in trans

cendental non-existence, originating in the Force of (transcendental) Illusion». 
6 anubhava.viisanii. 
7 Lit., p. 342.26. «Moreover even for (the image) originating from the force of 

experience, the illusion of the objectivity of it, (i. e. of the particular), while it is 
llot cognized, simply because it is produced by it, (i. e., the image by.tbe particu
lar) cannot arise u. 

S bheda·agraha = akhlli'iti. 
9 Lit., p. 342.27. «But if the particular flssence of fire is not gl'asped, if its 

form is imputed through not apprehending the difference from it, the conseqt1enc 
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(343. 1). If the fire as a thing in itself 1 is not cognized at the 
time when (we have its image present to us), the whole Universe is in 
the same position. If the limitation consists merely in the fact of the 
origin of the image, (in its origin) from the sensation produced by 
the real fire, well then, there will be no limit at all, there will be no 
reason why the ideas of a God, of Matter (as it is imagined in the 
Sankhya-system) etc., these ideas which also have their origin in a 
(congenital) Force of Illusion, (should also not be identified with the 
point-instant representing the real fire, through neglecting their diffe
rence). And we have just mentioned that to explain the correspondence 
of the image to the point-instant of external reality by the principle 
of Neglected Difference is inadmissible. Consequently it is idle talk to 
assume that the object corresponding to our conceptions is (an objeti
vized mental image) and that its presence in the external world is 
not true.! 

§ 7. THE BUDDHIST TEORY REDUOED AD A:BSURDUM. 3 

(343. 5). (T heR e a lis t). And further, (you maintain that our 
concepts, and the names expressing them, are not intent on external 
reality, but upon our objectivized images. We answer), neither is the 
objectivized image the object on which our conceptual thinking is in
tent. (It fares not better than the un cognizable) thing in itself or the 
(relational and negative universal) image.' It depends, indeed, upon an 
act of our productive imagination. When this act is produced, it 
(viz., the concept) quasi arises; when the act is over, it quasi vanishes. 
It apparently changes with every change in the activity of our con
ceptual imagination. (Hence it changes constantly), and can never be 
conceived I> as a unity (in the shape one idea having relative stability). 

will be the imputation of the form of the three worlds, since there is no cause for 
limitation ». 

1 vahni-sralak§a(!a; it must be clear from all this context that the transcen
dental cause affecting our sensitivity is meant. 

2 aTikasya biihyatvam. 
a The Buddhist theory i8 that reality, being a constant flow of momentary 

events, cannot be named and grasped by conceptual thought, or by imagination, 
because images Of concepts require stability and duration. Viicaspati now turns 
the Buddhist argument against itself. He says that imagination also consists of 
momentary events, hence the images or concepts having no stability cannot be 
named. 

4 likiira-cat = pratibhiiswvat = na tu niAcayatat. 
;, Read pratipattum. 
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(T he Bud d his t). By neglecting the difference (a relative stabi
lity is produced). 

(1' heR e a Ii s t). But then its essence, (the unity of this objecti
vied image) will equally be neglected? 

(The Buddhist). 0 yesl it will! 

l The Rea 1 i s t). Then it neither wIll be imagined, (since the 
image is a unity). 

(T h e Bud d his t). But the discontinuity of the image is not 
real. (When we talk of an object as a string of momentary events) we 
mean reality, its discontinuity or continuity, but not (the discontinuity) 
of the objectivized image. 

(343.10). (The Realist). We can concede the point. The dis
continuity of the image is not ultimately real. But you must admit 
that the objectivized image depends upon an act of our imagination. 
It changes whenever there is a change in the latter, or else it would 
not depend 1 on it. (343.11). The depelldence of the image upon the 
act of imagination consists just in the fact that it follows every chan
ge, or non-cbange, in the latter. If it did not so depend,2 it would not 
be imagined, and it would not be an image erroneously (projected into 
the external world). (343.13). Therefore let us leave alone the ques
tion about the reality of the continuity or of the discontinuity of the 
image. However, what depends on a changing imagination cannot ap
pear to us as a unity, it must appear as being discontinuous, (as 
split into discrete moments). 

(343. 15). Consequently (the following syllogism can be) established, 

(Thesis). The objectivized image (being a unity) is not the 
obj~ct upon which our conceptual imagination is intent. 

(Reason). Because that image (must be) unutterable. 

(Example). Just as a momentary feeling of pleasure 3 or 
(pain is unutterable). 

(Major premise). (Whatsoever is unutterable is a moment 
which is not the object upon which our conceptual imagination 
is intent). 

1 Read iad-anadh'inatva.iipatte~. 
2 Read tad-anadhinatve. 
3 8ukhadi.s'Vala/c~a1,la~\at. 
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(343.16). It is indeed impossible to give it a name, because it is 
impossible to agree (upon its connotation), just as it is impossible (to 
express in speech) what the momentary feeling 1 of pleasure or 
(pain) is. 

(343.17). We can really give a name to something when we can 
agree on its connotation. (The name) is concomitant with (such an 
agreement), otherwise we would be landed in the over-absurdity (of 
every name meaning anything). 

(343. 18). Since there is no such (possibilit.y of agreement) upon 
the import of an objectivized image which changes with every (mo
ment of) our imagination, there neither can be any possibility of 
giving names (to the objectivized images constituting the external 
empirical world). It is thus proved that whatsoever is conceived is 
unutterable, (i. e., just the contrary of the Buddhist idea that what
soever is transcendentally real is unutterable).2 

§ 8. A FIKAL ARGll'l:ENT AGAINST THE BUDDHIST THEORY. 

(343. 20). (T heR e ali s t). (You maintain that the genus II cow II 
is an objectivized image and is relative, being merely the negation of 
all non-cows. We then ask), this negation of all nOll-COWS is it the 
image itself3 Or only its attribute? If the essence (of the image) is a 
negation of non-cows, this cannot be understood without assuming the 
reality of (the positive counter part), the cow. Non-cow is but a nega
tion of cow. Its reality depends upon the reality of the cow. You can
not escape being accused of a hopeless circle, (cow being dependent 
upon non-cow, and non cow upon cow). 

(343.22). But if it is only an attribute (of the image), the genus 
({COW» must be positive, and its attribution also positive. And thus an 
end is made of the objectivized image which is (supposed te be) nega-

1 Rea.d s'l:alak~a!wvat. 
2 Lit.: p. 343. 18-19. (cThis (impossibility of agreement) being excluded from 

the spurious externality (of the image) which is different with every (moment) of 
imagination, produces also an exclusion of the possibility of coalescing with II 

name, thus the cOllnectiou is established». - This is a negative deduction formula
ted according to the ad figure of negation (vyiipaka-anupalabclhi), cpo NBT, 
p. 32, text. 

3 Cpo Lotz e, Logik § 40, according to whom unon-eows» would be «ein wider
sinniges Erzeuguiss des Schulwitzesll. 
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tive in essence. And we have (eo ipso) discarded the theory that its 
attributes are identical with it, (i. e., the theory that there is no sub
stance-attribute relation which would be transcendentally real). That 
such a Universal can be (alternately) asserted and denied we have 
already explained. 

(343. 24). Wishing to escape redundancy we are afraid to have 
fallen in still greater verbosity! We must nevertheless have an end 
with this process of tempering the arrogance of the Nihilists! 



APPENDIX VI 

Corrections to the texts of the N yaya-bindu, 
Nyaya-bindu-~ika and Nyaya-bindu-tlldi-1'ip

panl printed in the Eibliotheca Buddhica. 





Corrections to the text of Nyaya-bindu and tika. 
7.12 before the words bhriintam hy anumiinam the following pas

sage must be inserted in accordance with MSS and the Tib. 
translati<m: tathabhranta-grahaty-en-iipy anumanam nir'astam 
syat, kalpanapo~ha-grahaty-am tu vipratipatti-nira karaf}iirtham. 

11.23 insert arthasya after bhiivyamiinasya. 
13 . 15 insert eva before vastunah. 
15. 2 insert griihyad before arthad. 
15. 3 drop the cheda before sa eva. 
18. 9 siitriipy instead of atrapy. 
19. 2 jnanotpadapek§a » » jnanapek§a. 
23.16 insert matra before bMvini. 
25.15 tasya instead of tasya-. 
25.17 insert na before so,. 
28 . 19 » bhutale )) bhasamane. 
38.19 bhavabhavasiddhelj, instead of bltavasiddhelj,. 
38 . 21 drop the cheda after sidhyati. 
46. 4-5 vyatiriktavis~ana- instead of vyatiriktam. 
47 . 13 krtakatvam ») I) katakatvam. 
50. 1 vaidharmyavatalj, )))) vaidharmavata~. 
50. 1 upalabdhi- )))) upalabni-. 
50. 6 drop the cheda after asattva-nivrttiS ca. 
50.16 )) )) I) )) uktal}. 
53.18 etam eva instead of evam eva. 
56.13 etena I))) etane. 
56.21 aho- )))) oha-.. 
65.18 tathiiparasya 
66.1, 3 (bis), 6 nityatva 
66. 7 nityal} 
67 . 10 sarfJdeha 

instead of tathii parasya. 
)) )) anityatva. 
)) )) anityalJ,. 
)) )1 sadeha. 
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68 .14 avasthaa~ana-yogyo instead of avasthana-yogyo. 
70. 7 'rtho » » 'tho. 
70 11 insert ca after evam. 
71. 3 adrsyasya instead of adr?tasya. 
71.14 vidhi~ »}) viny,dhih. 
72.1,2 vakarat}asya instead of va karat}asya. 
72. 7 rupasiddhi }) » rupadisiddhi-. 
72.16-85-86 »» 86. 
7 6. 8 vi.!/uktam »» aviyuktam. 
77 .10 asiddhe~ }») asiddhi~. 

77.10 drop the words tabhyam na vyatiricyate and insert them in 
77 . 18 after asiddhelJ (instead of asiddhi~). 

78.20 nantariyakatvat instead of -vatvat. 
82. 6 svabhavasyo- }) » svabhavo-
85 . 23 insert a checl(l after punas tat. 
90. 8 yctthasarv()jna~ instead of yatha sarva-. 
90. 16 'ityadi hetuZ~ » » ityadihetuh. 
92.12 insert na before sa. 
95.2 niscayabhavo }) )J -abhavau. 



Corrections to the text of Nyaya-bin.du-tIka 
Tippa¢. 

8.13 read pradarsal.:am and pravartanadikam. 
11. 7 -avayavyader instead of avayavader. 
l2. 1 read svapnaj,'ii'inena pri'ipti7}. pri'ipti-ki'ila-bhedena. . . . . 
12. 12 -siintirak~itiibhyi'im instead of-si'intabhadrii-. 
12 . 13 -uttaratriipi "" atri'ipi. 
16 . 16 trirupi'il instead of virupi'il. 
18. 4 read silchi'i-lak~a'Y}am. tathi'i pratyak$am anudya . ..•. 
19.4-5 yogiiciira-matena instead of yogiiciira-rnate. na .. ~ 
19. 8 abhranta-sabdo II )) hhriinta-. 
19 • 13 prasiddha- )) » siddhi. 
20.13 tatriisaty abhriinta- (fat type») II tathii sati. 
20.16 tathabhriinta-grahary,enetYi'idi fat type. 
21.14 ity avirodha7} instead of iti nirodha7}. 
22.14 read yathii cak$ur-vijniinam. 
22. 5 ya7} instead of ya. 
26. 6 bhri'inter »)) bhri'ifnte. 
27. 5 na santi II II na samprati. 
29 . 16 sarvam ·indriya- )J I) sarvendriya-. 
30 . 15-16 read yathendriya. . .. bhinnatvam na tatha . ..• 
37. 5 insert na before bhavati. 
37. 3 n?:Za- instead of nilam. 
40 . 12 abhinnatvam » )) bhinnatvam. 
42. 4 nimitta-bhavo 
42 . 14 eva'f!lsamsitayii 

)) 

II 

» nimittiibhiivo. 
)) evaf!lStl1?"sitaya. 
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868, 369, 370, 872, 414. 

Yogacitra-Sautrantika, 6, 318, 293, 8U 
318, 370, 376. 

III. Sanscrit Works. 
Anekiota-jaYR-pat.'tka, 18, 22,43,94,121, 

332,405. 
Apoha-siddhi, 258,404, 427. 
Abhidharma-Kosa, 6, 17, 20, 21, 22, 29, 

31, 61, 126, 195, Sll, 314, 315,327, 
331, 343, 344, 368, 874, 375, 376,379, 
8RO, 386, 386, 412. 

Abhidharma-siitra, 331, 374. 
AbhisamayllatpKara, 3S4. 
AbhisamayllalPkltrltloka, 405. 
Kathlvatthu, 94. 
KiSika-viva~a-pa.iijikit (= NYlsa), 378. 
Tattva-cintlmal}.i, 171, 208. 
Tattvasangraha, 4, 16,17,19,20,21,28, 

25, 46, 83, 98, 163, 185, 271,279,404, 
409,412,418. 

Tattva.sangraha.paiijikli, 374. 
Tarkabhilija, 68, 351, 381, 386, 420. 
Tarka-sangraha, 221, 390. 
Tarkadipikii, 226. 
Dhvanyaloka, 253. 
Nirukta, 265. 
Nyaya-KaJ?ika, 19, 22, 82, 41, 42, 56, 80, 

185, 186, 195,207, 239, 266,281,313, 
318, 352, 382, 383, 384, 404, 408,409, 
425. 

Nyaya.kandali, 43, 132, 161, 170, 208, 
221, S04, 365, 356, 359, 360, 368,405. 

NylYII.-tracts, Six Buddhist, 404. 
NyllJa-dvlra, 19. 
Nyilya.nibandba·prakiiBa, 257. 
Ny1ya-prav~~a, 170, 184. 
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Nyaya-bindu (Nb), 369. 
Nyaya-biudu-lika (N. b. t., N. B. T.) 192, 

193, 261, 262, 274, 286, 292,303,305, 
307, 318, 314, 3ll0, 323, 324, 826,359, 
363, 866, 373, 379, 380, 384, 385, 386, 
395, 411, 425, 431. 

Nyaya-bindu-tika-1;ippaQ.i, (Tipp.), 4, 5, 
6, 8, 9, 10, ll, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 28, 25, 28, 29, SO, 31, 33, 34, 35, 
36, 38, 39, 41, 46, 50, 52, 143, 258 
273,313,314,326, 351, 362,409. 

Nyaya-hhli§ya, 154, 179. 
Nyaya-mailjari, 188, 190, 405. 
Nyaya-vartika, 154, 156, 159, 161, 162, 

164, 170, 217, 302, 308, 368, 405, 
420. 

Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika, 1, 3, 5, 6,7, 
8, 10, 14, 18, 19, 28, 32, 33, 34, 39, 
41, 53, 68, 69, 71, 80, 101, 121, 127, 
130, 133, 184, 139, 154, 156, 159,161, 
162,163,164,168,170,217,234,257, 
259, 260, 263,269, 272, 278, 274,275, 
276,279,290,297,305, 308, 318,326, 
360, 362, 865, 367, 368, 871, 376,379, 
403, 404, 405, 408, 409, 418, 414, 419, 
420, 421, 422. 

Nyaya- vartika- tatpllrya - tika-parisuddhi, 
16, 234, 257, 315, 420. 

Nyaya·siitra, 15, 114, 150, 161, 217, 257, 
258,275, 318,419. 

NyiLss, (= KiLsika-vivaraQ.a-psiijikiL), 378. 
PramliQ.a-mimaQlsa, 36. 
Pramj[~a-vartika, 269, 317, 324, 326,328, 

829. 

Pramu!).8.-vartika-a!anklira, ISO, 824, 825, 
326,327, 831,404. 

Pramli!).a-vinj~caya, il, 67,271, 272, 317. 
Pramal].8.-vmiscaya-tika, 11, 17, 121, 273, 

332,411. 
PraUI~a-samuccaya, 17, 19, 20, 25, 43, 

48, 49, 50, 114, 901, 8S1, 374,877, 
378, 382, 384, 404. 

Brahmll-tattva-samik~li, 404. 
Madhyamika-avatara, 32. 
:Mlidhyamika-vftti, 7,21, 84, 162,380,405. 
l'iladhyamlkalankara, 329,405. 
Rama!).i, 382. 
Lankavamra-&utra, 32!). 
Vada-vidhana, 161,382. 
Vidhi-viveka, 32l. 
Yaise~ika-si1trll, 208, 347. 
Sabdartha-pank~Ii, 404. 
Sastra-dipikil, 152, 240, 369, 405. 
Srjbhii~ya, 408. 
Sloka-vilrtika, 5, 265, 294,295, 355, 381, 

384, 386, 405. 
::;atya.dvaya-vibhanga.-kli.rika-vrt~i, 315. 
Satya-dvaya-vibhanga-paiijikil, 315. 
Santalliintara·siddhi, 9, 32, 34, lOB, 36~, 

36R, 370, 377. 
Santauantara-8iddhi-~ika, 23_ 
Sarva-darsana-saugraha 34, 67, 94, 121-
Sankhya-karikil, 159, 161. 
Sankhya-tattva-kflnmlldj, 78. 
Syadvlida-maiijarj, 43. 
Hetu-cakra- (samartbana), 179, 202, 208, 

211,213. 

IV. Sanscrit Words and Expressions. 

akil!lcit-kara., 188. 
alq-taka = karaJ;1air na Iq-ta, 250. 
akrama, 297. 
ak~9., 18. 
ak~a-dhi, 271. 
ak$ara·catuij~aya, 162. 
ak~a-8annipata, 265. 
akhyati, 403. 
agni, 400. 
agni-siddha, 177. 

agni-siddhy.artha, 177. 
agny-akiira-vijiiaua, 400. 
acetanatii, 294. 
ajanakatva, 264. 
ajiiana-svabhiiva, 25. 
atad-adhikar~a, 295. 
atad.utpatti, 259. 
atad.vrttitva., 259. 
II.tad-vyayttti, 264. 
atad-vyiivr.tti-riipa, 40. 
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ati-kriinta, 12. adhyasta, 409. 
ati-tucchata, 281. adhyasina, 278. 
ati-paramarb, 288. adhrnvabhlivin, 94. 
ati-paramarsa-kusalatlt, 281. anatikramya, 34. 
ati-prasakti, 188. anadhigata-artha-adhigantr, 372. 
ati-prasanga, 23, 75, 239, 285, 290. anadhina, 4S0. 
ati-prasanga = sarva-sambhava, 239. anadbyavasita, 221. 
ati-rikta, 264. ananugama, S04. 
ati-vyapty-avyapti, 161. aniUltara-klirru;ta, 10. 
atlndriya, 107, 174, 224, 398. an-anvaya, 159, 238. 
atindriytva, 162, 207. anapek~a, 120. 
atyanta, 368. anabhidhlyama.na, 144. 
atyanta-parok~a, 186, 355. anabhiliipya, 282. 
atyanta-parok~a = sin-tu lkog-pa, 314, anartha, 18, 21, 38, 65. 

333. anarthaja,tva, 276. 
atyanta-bhinna, 275. anartha-saipsaya, 3. 
atyanta-vilakealfa, 372,404, 414,417 anarthantara,80. 
atyanta-sariIpya, 371. anavastha-prasanga, 379. 
atyantika, 302. anavasthana, 191. 
a~arsana, 186, 198. anakalita-keaJ}.a-bheda, 43. 
adraya, 65, 92, 107, 108, 119, 186, 198. anakara-vadin, 377. 
9.drsya-anupalabdhi,63,77, 78, 83, 92, 118. anadi, 270, 368. 
adrsya-anupalabdhi-sambhava, 78. anadi-vlisana, 266, 367, 419, 426,427. 
adrsya = svabhliva-viseea-vipraknta, 79. anadi-vasanu-vasat, 368. 
adrsyamann, 65. anadi-vasnuli-vasita, 304, 368. 
adreta, 269, S68. I anadi-vikaipil-vasana, 260, 368. 
adr~ta-svillakeQJ}.a, 78. anMi-sabda-bhavana, 260. 
adesatmaka, S04. anasritya, 7B. 
adhigama-riipa, 379. anasrava, 136. 
adhipati, 62. anitya, 94, 113, 181,234, 241,420. 
adhipati (= indriya), 42. auitya = keallika, 94. 
adhipati-pratyaya, 279,311,331,368,380, anitya=prakrtya eka-keru;ta-sthiti-dhar-

382. maka, 121-
adhltya-samutpiIda, 27. anityatva, 94, 121, 136,202. 
adhyavasa, 424, 425. anityatva-svabhava, 132. 
adhyavasaya, 45,46, 71,80,144, 198,199, animittavattvu,416. 

293, 362, 366, 37l, 398, 405, 409. uniyata, 22, 212, 261. 
adhyavasaya = kaipana, 74. aniyata-akara, 21, 194. 
adhyavasaya = niscaya = kaJpana=bud- aniyata-eka-samudii.yi- bheda- avadhara-

dhi = vijii~na, 50. J;lam = vikalpa, 405. 
a.dhyavasaya=niscaya=vikalpa, 89, 418. aniyata-pratibhusa, 21, 195, 261, 30S. 
adbyavasayatmaka, S13. auiyatartha, 261-
adbyavasu = adhikr, 418. anirakrta, 162. 
adhyavaB&, 34, 270. anirvacaniya, 32, 56. 
adhyavasita, 192. anirvacaniya-kbyati, 403. 
adhyavaseya = prapaQ,Iya, n. anirvyiIqha, 253. 
adhyavaseya-svariIpa, 18. aniscayakatva = ajiiipakatva, 89. 
adhyavaseyatva = vikalpitatva, S61. ani~ta, 162. 
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aniijta-dharma, 156. 
anipsita, 162. 
anugncchati, 398, 413. 
nnugata = desa-kala-anugata, 263, 264. 
anugata-smaraQ.a, 295, 291). 
allugamya, 15, 43. 
anupl1patti, 20, 369. 
anupapadyamana-sadhana, 154. 
anupnlabdba = adrsya = aprl1tyak~a, 92. 
allupalabdhi, 60, 62, 7S, S8, 84, 86, 116, 

162, 415, 417. 
I1llupalabdhi = pratyakija-nivrtti-matram, 

78. 
I1nupall1bdhi-lak~aQ.a-prii.pta, 108. 
anupalabdhi-hetu, 251. 
anupalambhl1, 85, 189. 
anupasazp.hitrin, 123. 
anupabatl1, 898. 
anubaddba, 140. 
anubandhl1, 129. 
anubandhin, 226. 
anubbavl1, 46, 285, 364, 380, 386. 
anu bhl1va-liropa, 364. 
anubhl1va = pratibhasa = myoii-ba, 832. 
anubhava-prabbavata, 261. 
anubhava-vasl1na, 36S, 413, 428. 
anubhl1va-vasanii-prabhava, 428. 
anubhava-vasanli-vada, 368. 
anubhava-vyapara, 261. 
anubhava-samaropa, 272. 
anubhavatmata, 390. 
anubhl1vliropa, 364. 
anubbiIta, 365. 
anubhilyate = vedyate, 8S7, 889. 
anubhiIyante = pratibhasante, 418. 
anubhliyamlina-sambandba~ = vigraha van 

sambl1ndba~, 290. 
::mumati,81. 

anumana, 17, 18, 21, 49, 77, 81, 282, 802, 
303, B05, 3BB, 424. 

anumina-anumeya-bhliva, 19, 273. 
anumana-gocara, 305. 
an umana = pl1rarthli:numana, 131. 
anumlina-pramalfa, 898. 
anumana-viruddba, 163, 
anumlinatmaka, 302, 813, 425. 
anumeya, 58, 62, 109, 170. 
anu-yojana, 271. 

anuraQ.l1na-ri'ipl1, 253. 
anuvada, 62, 138. 
anuvidbiyamanatli-matra-unneya, 280. 
annvrtti-vyavrtti-rahita, 265. 
anu-vyavasaya, 393, 409. 
anuethana, 10. 
annsandhana, 405, 406. 
anusandhlyate, 302. 
anudyate, 117. 
anekl1-akara, 399. 
annikantika, 55, 37, 422. 
anaikantikatva = sandigdha-vyatirekita, 

422. 
anga, 47, 253. 
angl1-sakti, 270. 
angin, 253. 
nntariila, 226. 
anta~kara~a, 160. 
andba, 899. 
andha-karo" 190. 
anya, 64, 129. 
anyatha-kbyati, 403. 
anyathanupapatti, 115. 
anya-vyavrtti, 306, 807, 372, 404, 416, 

423, 424, 426. 
nnya-vylivl'tti = aroha, 305, 422_ 
anya-vyavrtti = apoha = sariipya, 419. 
nnya-vyavrtti-lli~!ba = pratiyogi-nieedha-

svariipa, 305. 
anYI1-vylivrtti-riIpa, 270, 307, 31S, 861, 

414,418. 
anya-vyavrtti-riIpa = apoba-rupa, 414. 
anya-vylivrtti-riIpa = vyavacchiona-rilpa, 

425. 
nnya-vyavrtti-riIpatli = apoba-riipatlt = 

bbedagraba = sarupya, 422. 
anyl1-vyavaccbeda (= apoba), 161. 
anvaya, 57, 109, 110, 129, 142, 148, 160, 

219, 416. 
anvaya-abhliva, 145. 
anvayn-gati, 144. 
anvaya-vlikya, 143. 
anvaya-vyatireka, 28, 58, 280. 
anvaya-vYl1tireka= bhltvn-abhliva, 216. 
anvayn-siddhi, 149. 
anvita, 140. 
apl1ra, 154, 180. 
apara-desa-klila-samballdbn, 284. 
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aparini~pnnnntva, 399. abhiHlpa-kltIpana-apo4ha, 48. 
nparok~a, 284. abhilapayitum, 23. 
aparthaka, 166. abhilapa-BaIp.Sl1rga, 20. 
apekeate, 19, 127. abhilapa-sarpsarga-yogya, 165, 259, 274, 
apekijii-buddhi-janya, 355. 425. 
apekeyate, 391. I1bhilapa-sarpsarga-yogyl1-pratibhiisatva, 
I1poha, 154, 156, 161, 169, 195, 269, 295, 424, 425. 

366, 372, 404, 413. abhiIapa-sa!Jlsarga- yogya-pmtibhasaq. = 
I1poha-apoha, 419. niyata buddhi~, 274. 
apoha = anya-apoha-visi~~o vidhi., 427. abhilapa-sarpsarga-yogyata, 260. 
apoha-vada, 401, 403. abhilapa-sarpsargitli, 260. 
apoha-vadin,40. abhilaea, 10. 
apracyuta -anutpanna-sthirl1ikasvabhava, abhi-sambadhyate = samliveti, 225 

94. abheda, 276, 321. 
apratighatva = audarikatVI1 = pariCohin-

1 

abhedl1-adhyavasaya, SS, 258. 
na-paril}.amavattva, 414. abheda-kalpana, 276. 

apratibandha-vi~aya = ma-I).brel-pai yul, I abheda-graha, 403, 411, 419. 
71. abheda-graha = anyathli-khyliti, 411, 420. 

apratibhlisana, 266, 273, 285. abhyasa, 101, 368, 419. 
apratiti, 264. abhyasat prag avasthana, 326. 
apratyak~a, 19, 65. abhyupagama-siddhanta. 156. 
aprapakatva, 39. abhyupagamyamana, 191. 
aprapti, 61. abhranta, 4, 19, 25. 
apramlilJ.a, 147. amaIa, 398. 
apramlil}.atli, 297. amiirta, 181, 211, 242, 306. 
apramaJ?ya, 167, 224. a-miIlya-dana-kraya,41. 
abahya, 307. a,yoga, 358. 
ablidhita-viijayatva, 170. ayukta,314. 
abhava, 1, 8, 68, 77, 78, 104, 163, 195, artha, 2, 5, 10, 23, 33, 62, 82, 143, 148, 

196,198,215,217,377. 170, 189,224, 235,259,260, 276,291, 
abhliva-niscaya, 78, 86,215. 292, 305, 353, S84, 385, 891, 393, 
abhava-niilcaya-abhava, 79. 394. 
abhava-pratipatti, 106. artha-likara = artba-sariIpya, 374. 
abhava-mlitram = aniyata-likara, 195. artha-adhigama, 384. 
abhava-vyavahlira, 68, 79-83, 86, 107. artha-avabodha, 4. 
abhava-sadhakatva, 86. artha-asarpsparsa, 259. 
abhidheya, 1, 2, 113, 115, 143. artha-kriyli, 9, 46, 264, 377,426. 
abhidharma, 173, 174, 177. artha-kriya-kliri-kenJ;la, 33. 
abhidba, 112. artha-kriya-karitva,7, 121, 241. 
abhidhaDa, 2, 304. artha-kriya-karin, 41, 68, 179, 209. 
abhidhana-vyaplira, 87,112. artha-kriya-keama, 16, 
abhi-nivisnnte,405. artha-kriya-jiiana, 10. 
abhinna, 69. artha-kriya-nirbhasa, 10. 
abhinnatman,269. artha-kriyiirthin, 361. 
abhipretya, 304. artha-kriya-samartha, 10, 35, 37, S04. 
abhimata, 5. artha-kriyli-samartha-artha-pradarsana, 
a bhimanyate, 260. 7. 
abhi1apa, 19. artba-kriya-slidhana-samartha, 10. 
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artha-kriya-siddhy-artha, 804. 
artha-gocara, 303. 
artha-Juana, 68, 290. 
artha-darsana, 4. 
artha-dvara, 291. 
artha-prakliila, 355. 
artha-pratiti, 15, 886, 390. 
artha-niscaya, 884. 
artha = bhiItlirtha, 83. 
artha-matra, 8, 276. 
artha-rupa = artha-svarupa, 263. 
artha-viniilcaya-svabhava, 49. 
artha-vedana, 360. 
artha-sabda-viileea, 28. 
artha· saIp.saya, 3. 
nrtha-sampratyaya, 166. 
artba-sambandha, 18. 

artha-8iik~lit-kliritva, 13. 
artha-samarthya, 274,275, 303. 
artha-sariipya, 884, 886. 
artha-siddhi, 10. 
artha-svarITpa-janman, 296. 
artha = paramarthasat, 35. 
artbakarasalj\sparsa, 259. 
arthapatti, 115. 
arthapaya, 272. 
arthlipattya = samarthyena = parampa-

raya, 251. 
arthalocana, 295, 296. 
arthavabhasa, 259. 
arthendriya = artha-sahitendriya, 278. 
arthopaynga~ = sannikar~a~, 271-
arhati. 170. 
alankiira, 253, 
alIk:a, 305, 368, 412, 413, 426, 429. 

alika = na viistava = manasa = kalpa-
nib = hahya, 422. 

alika-hahya, 411. 

aUka = avastava = alika-babya, 422. 
alikatva: 270. 
alika = sii.miinya-lak~aJ;la, 422, 428. 
alilra = alika-hahya = j1Lti, 422. 
aliklika:ra, 81-
avakalpate, 168. 
avaglihana, 359. 

avagahin =vi~ayi-karoti, 265, 296. 
avaccheda = upakara., 288. 
avadharru:ta, 315. 

avamarea. = pratyavamarea, 412. 
avastn, 194, 196, 217,264, 270. 
avastu-daraana, 228. 
avastha, 258. 

avasthana-matram (= nityam), 250. 
avasiyate, 198, 265. 
avasiyamana, 807. 
avacyat.va, 302. 
avastava, 304. 
avastava = manasatva, 292. 
avikalpa, 284. 
aVlkalpa-dhI, 412, 413. 

avikalpa-svasaIp.vedana - pratyakea, 410, 
411. 

I1vikalpaka, 266, 285, 286, 367. 
avicamka, 292. 
avidya, 868, 396, 399. 

avidya = avidya-vasana, 396. 
avidya-vasana, 868, 382, 419. 
avidyi1·vasl1na = maya, 291. 
avibhaga, 405. 
avibhaga = niravayava= nirarpsa (vastu), 

266. 
avirodha, 333. 
avisarpvadayanti, 2;0. 
avisaI}lvadi, 80, 400. 
avltaragatvam, 247. 
aVita-hetu, 208. 
aVyl1padesya, 226, 276. 
avyatireka, 247. 
avyatirekin, 242. 
asaktatva, 264. 
I1sakya, 33, 192. 
asakya-samaya, 23. 
asrava\la, 162. 
asarpskrta, 114, 125, 241-
asaIp.slq-ta-dharma, 92, 114. 
asat-kal pa, 45. 
asat-khyati, 403. 
asat-pratipakea, 221. 

118al-prati pakeatva, 170. 
asattva, 264. 
asattva-llivrtti, 139. 
Qsad-vyavahlira, 119. 
asatl-vyavahlIrn.-hetu, 82. 

asannidhana, 35. 
asaml1rtha, 189, 190. 
asamartha-vikura, 190. 



asambaddha, 268, 280. 
asartipl1katva, 264. 
aaarvajIia, 245. 
asiidhiiraJ;la, 54, 208, 209, S04. 
118adhiirl1J;la-kiirl1J;la, 19. 
asadMrl1J;la-dharma, S05. 
asadharl1J}.a-bhiiva, 806. 
asiddha, 8S, 119,145, 172, 176, 179, 180, 

187, 211, 220. 
asiddha.hetu, 180. 
asiddharthata = anyatha.siddharthala, 

422. 
asiddhi, 104, 215. 
asphnta-pratibhasa, 598. 
asmin anti idam bhavati, S85. 
aham-ahamika, 286. 
likara, 84, 40,41, 195, 352, 373,399,400, 

429. 
likara-lidhliyaka, 308, 426. 
likara-kadlicitkatva-I1Dumeya, 264. 
[kara = jati, 408. 
likara = pratibhlisa, 19, 429. 
likaravnJ-jiiiinam, 887. 
likaravat, 217, 400. 
lkasa, 114, 127, 134. 
ajqti,40, 267. 
iikramati, 190. 
liJrljipati, 161. 
akijipta, 106, 147. 
iikeipta = sOJpg:rhita, 147. 
iikhyana, 235. 
akhyiiyate, 98, 94.. 
agama, 28, 172, 174. 
agama·prnmal).a = luii.gi.tshad-ma, 

332. 
agama-viruddha, 163. 
iigama-siddha, 174. 
iigama-siddha-trairiipya-auumitna, 224. 
atma-karya·anupalambhe,u, 225. 
atma-pratyakQa-nivrtti = vadi-prativadi-

pratyakija.nivrtti, 79. 
itma-bhava·avasthita, 365. 
lidari3anl1,314. 
ltman, 23, 179, 846. 
l1tmiya, 261. 
idarsayat=11padarilayat,6, 166, 260. 
Idaraa-vat, 22. 
ldi= kir&J;lam, 128. 

iidhlina·keal}.a, 189. 
ldhar a, 268. 
li.dhara.-adheya-bhliva, 268. 
adhara.riipa, 97. 
li.dhiyate, 94. 
iipatti, 430. 
apanna, 12, 205. 
iipata-janman, 296. 
apek~ika, 355. 
abMaa, 41. 
abhasa = pratibhlisa, 20, 41, 195. 
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abhasa = pratibh!l:sa = pratibimba, 20. 
liyataDa, (MM 7-11) 185, (MJ-I; 6-12) 

293. 
ayul}.-sarp skara, 174. 
arabdha, 275. 
lirudlfa,74. 
aropa, 332, 377, 427. 
aropa = adhyasa, 409. 
aropa = kalpaua = griihya- grlihaka. kal-

paua, 312. 
aropita, 192, 287. 
11rohati, S82. 
lirya, 30, 31, 327, 335. 
lirya-deaa, 327. 
aIl1mbana, 4, 42, 62, 35', H82. 
alambana-pratyaya, 27, 279, 311, 312. 
lilambana-pratyaya = artha, 382. 
alambana = vi&aya = gocara, 312. 
alaya, 328, 329. 
lilaya-vijiilina, 173, 293, 328, 329, 367. 
alaya-santana, 369. 
aloka, 88, 190. 
alocana, 297. 
liJocita, 271, 276. 
iilocya, 294, 295. 
asaya, 281. 
iisrayate, 291. 
asritya, 346, 353. 
lisaiij 1 ta, 2t!. 
abita. S84 
ieeM,389. 
itara-abhava, 106. 
idarpt&, 80. 
idarpta = \ idhi-~varlIpa =svalak,aJ}.l1,424. 
indriya, 20, 174, 271,278,298,305,311, 

3lti, 3II'l, 320. 
iDdriya = auhlpati, 354. 
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indriya-Ilrtha-sanniko.r~a, 276, 278, 281, 
294. 

indriya· artha-saunikal1a-ja, 297, 292. 
indriya - artho, - sannikar~a. prabhavata, 

296. 
indriya-jatva, 292. 
indriya-jiiana, 15, 28, 314. 
indriya-bhrlinti, 19, 25. 
indriya-viji'il1na, 22, 26,28, 312, S18, 316-

S18. 
iodriya-viji'ilna·vi$a.ya, 812. 
indrlya - vijiiana - vyatirikta. lak48J].aka, 

314. 
indriya-vijiilina-sadrsa, 314. 
indriya·vrtt4 162. 
indriyaja, 277, 285, 819, 320. 
indriyaJa·vikalpa, 277. 
Indriyadi, 372, 377. 
indriyltntara, 318. 
indriyasrita, 313. 
iivnra, 405. 
utkar~a, 177. 
utkr~ta, 364. 
uttarakl1Ia, 94. 
uttara-k~al}.a, 312. 
utpatti-81riipylibhylim, 871. 
utpadyo,te, 64, 190. 
utpanno., 366, 398. 
utpasya, 286. 
utpitda, 271. 
utpadaka, 400. 
utpiidaka.hetu, 53. 
utpadakatva, 296. 
utp8.dya, S54. 
utprek~lt = aropa, 298. 
utprek~al}.a-vyltplira, 6. 
utprek~a-vyapara, 261, 292. 
udaya,28. 
ud§.haral}-a, 92. 
udahara!la·upanaya, 152. 
udbodhana, 400. 
upakara!la, 267. 
upakiiro" 295, 420. 
upakara-ango., 269. 
upakarakatva, 296. 
upaklira-garbha, 268. 
upaklirya-upakliraka-bhltva, 295. 
upnkliryatli, 420. 

upakarya = viiieijyn, 269. 
upagama-vlida, 288. 
upaclra, 126, 127, 395. 
upacarita.artha-vedana, 395. 
upacaryate, 397, 398. 
upacarasya karaJ;la, 378. 
upajayo.mlina, 259. 
upadars, 147, 260, 276, 861. 
upadaraano, = vipsa, 61. 
upade!\a-prR!J.ayana, 207. 
upadhlina, 292. 
upapaday, 274, 291. 
uparata.indriya.vyapara, 319. 
upalo.k~aJ;la, 276, 295. 
upaJabh, 284. 
upalabdhacnra-sambandha, 265. 
upalabdhi, 6::!, 138,262, 869. 
upalabdhi = jiiana, 60. 
upalabdhi.lak~8J].a-prltpta, 65, 103, 120. 
upall1bdhi-1 ak~al}.a-prltpta = julina-vi ~ o.ya. 

bhiita, 117. 
upaJabdhi = vidhi, 62, 90, 100. 
upalambho.-pratyaya. 64. 
upalnmhha-riipa, 149. 
upasaljlhara, 53, 137, 205. 
upasarpal}.o,-pratyaya, 319. 
upayoga, 2, 277. 
upayoga. avise~atal]. = visi~ta - upayoga-

abhavltt, 272. 
upadlina, 270, 812, 819, 320. 
upadana-kIi8.J;la, 43. 
upltdaya, 397. 
upitdeya, 26. 
upadhi, 35, 122,124, 127, 128, 268, 269, 

286. 
upiidbi-upadhimat, 290. 
upldbi =jati, 288. 
upiya, 264. 
ubho.ya, 191. 
ubhaya·naya-samltlirayeJ;la, 4. 
ullikhyate, 411. 
u~magata, 81. 
eka.artha.kltritl1, 412. 
eka-vijiiana-gocaratva, 291. 
eka-vyavl'tti, 404. 
eka -8iimagri • vartamana • jiiana - sama.na

kliJina-vi~aya-k~a!la, 358. 
ekatra, 191 



ekatvadhyavasaya, 46. 
ekatviibhava, 94. 
ekatmakatva-virodha, 94. 
ekatman, 269. 
ekinta.vikalpa-vasanil:-vlida, 868. 
kathina, 864. 
katbarpcit, '04. 
kathita, 139. 
kadacitkatn., 369. 
kadlcittvam, 369. 
kar~a-Bidhana, 19. 
kar&J;la = vikrti, 409. 
karUJ;la-rasa, 258. 
ll:artn, 389. 
karma, 160, 889. 
l!:arma·kartr-kliraJ;l.a-bhil:va, 889. 
karma = cetana, 867. 
karma-sadhana, 69. 
kaJpanl, 6, 18, 21, 82, 33, 71, 80, 225, 

272, 276, 298, 5195, 801, 377, 882. 
kalpana kacid, 826. 
ll:alpanl·dvo.yam = rtog·giiis, 829. 
kalpanlipodha, 15, 17-19,814. 
kalpanii = vikalpa, 6, 20. 
kalpana = vikalpa-visanli, 287. 
kalpanl = yojana, 20. 405. 
kalpika, 411. 
kalpita, 19, 21, 167, 168, 195, 217, 287, 

424. 
kalpita-bheda, 85-7. 
kalpita-hheda. = vika.lpa-vi~aya, 128. 
ka.lpita = vikalpita = samaropita = 

vikalpa-lrD4ha = niscaya.-aru4ha = 
buddhy-avasita, 74. 

klika-dant&,l. 
klyika, 84. 
karaka, 867, 889. 
kiraka-hetu, 4, 10. 
kiralJ.a, 126, 190, 195, 198, S89. 
klir~a-jlttIya, 872. 
klr&J;la-pbala-bhltva,876. 
kltr~a~.ldhakatama-kltr&J;la==prakr~ta-

upakaraka = adhipati·pratyaya, 872. 
kiralJ.a-hetu, 62, 379. 
kltr&J;liintara, 94, 382. 
kltrtenya-ekadeSa.·vrtti-nirasa, SO!!. 
k8.l-ya, 81, 251, 259, 280. 
klrya-klir&J;latva, 104. 

klirya.kiralJ.a·bhiiva, 116, 290, 295. 
kiirya.karaJ}.a-bbiiva-nimitta, 137. 
kltrya,svahhlva, 148. 
karylnupalabdhi, 81, 82, 168. 
kiirylinumana, 70. 
kiila-ananugata, 8. as. 
klllpanika, 192, 289. 
kiJpeid idam, 35. 
krtaka, 118, 125. 
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Iqtakatva, 127, 182, 185, 162, 284. 
kevala, 81, 85, 86, 148, 196, 280, 289. 
kevala-anvayin, 284. 
kevala·pradesopalambba. 81. 
kevala-bhiitala-grlthi.jilltna·rllpa, 88. 
kevala.bbiitala-griihi-pratyak~a, 81, 82. 
kevala-vyatirekin, 208. 
krams, 283. 
kriyate = vikriyate, 4!)7. 
kriya, 5, 20, 378, 877. 
kridadi, 8. 
kli~~-mana8, 829. 
k~OJ].a, 8, 14. 21, S8, 41, 46, 61, 64, 67, 

68, 121, 190, 192, 194, 268, 288, 298, 
316, 819. 860, 420. 

k~a~a'Bantlina, 121-
k~aJ;la.-svalak~8.!J.a., 28. 
k~aJ;llintara, 820. 
klll8.!J.lintara-janana-sakti-rahita, 189. 
k~aJ;lika, 46. 89, 268. 
k~aI).ikatva, 81, 92, 93, 121,287,290,297, 

815,853. 
k~al}.ikatva·pratik~epa, 821. 
k~anti, 81. 
k~oda·k~ama, 27. 
gakltrMi, 127. 
gati, 144, 187, 188, 428. 
gati-dharml1n, 8. 
gati-nivrtti, 268. 
gati = rtogs.pa, 198. 
gamaka, 68, 69. 
gamaka - bhiita- sam bandha -pramil}-a-pra-

titi.apek~a, 180. 
gamana-vacana-pratibhliBa, 870. 
gamayati,400. 
gamikl1, 88. 
gamya-gamaka-bhava, 71, 72, 875. 
gabaoaJ?, panthlil}., 80s. 
gahate, 270. 
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gtu;la, 20, 145. 
gtu;ll1-karmll.-gata, 266. 
gUJ;la-kalpana, 21. 
gurutva-pratibandba, 268. 
grhQ.ati, 83, 270, 832. 
grhita, 816. 
grhita-pratibandha-hetuka, 804. 
go, 18. 
gocara, 802, 320. 
gocaratva, 320. 
goearayitnm, 272. 
gotm,384. 
gaur asti, 81. 
gaur nasti, 81. 
grah8.J;ln, 17, !I0, 41, 116, 144, 295, 366, 

409. 
grahaka, 50, 355. 
grahaka-akiira, 46, 898, 898. 
grahi, 31. 
grahya, 21, 88, 47, 50, 270. 
grahya-akara, 259, 397,898. 
grahya-griihaka-akara, 865. 
grahya-grlihaka-kalpana, 426. 
grahya-gril.haka-kalpa~a-apoQ.ha, 84, 35. 
grahya-grahakatva-vikalpa, 20. 
grlihya-grahnka-nirmukta, 32. 
griihya-riipl1, 28. 
grahya-vi~aya, 18. 
grlihya-svarilpa, 18. 
gha~a, 64, 68, 16B, 420. 
ghata-nbhavn, 78, 81. 
gba\a-jiiana-abhava, 119. 
ghatate, 40, 382. 
ghata-pa1a, 199. 
ghatlidivat, 162. 
ghatanupalambha-karyn-anupalabdhi, 81· 
cal: punar-nrthe, 194, 198. 
cl1kiisati = pratibhasante, 266. 
cak~ur-adi, 65. 
eak~ ur-vijiilina, 21. 
cak~u~, 279, 818,318. 
catu~-koti, 61. 
cae tath,irthe, 201l. 
cak~u~ntva, 54, 151. 
ciklreu~, 388. 
citta, 293, 385. 
citta-caitta, B29. 
citta-mahll-bhuDilka-llbnrma, 328. 

citta-viprayukta-salPskara, 174 
citta-santana, 400. 
cittam = manaJ:t = vijfiana = mana- aya.-

tana = mano-dhatu, 29. 
cittotpada, 368. 
cintyatva, 318. 
citra-gu, 124. 
eaitasika-dharma, 29. 
cetana, 293. 
cetana-viseea, 367. 
co hetau, 294. 
chitti, 39. 
chida, 39. 
cheda, 85, 141, 179. 
chedana, 373. 
jagat, 198. 
ja4a, 175. 
janayati, 190, 400. 
janita, S19, 320. 
janya-janakatva, 190. 
janya-janaka-bhava, 190. 
jala-ahar&J;1lidi-kriya-abhava, 119. 
jaladhara-patala, 121. 
jata, 367. 
jati, 20, 40, 267, 275, 803, 418. 
jatimatta = vyaktInam abhinnati'i, 41!l. 
jati = samanya, 419. 
jatyadi, 19. 
jayamana,890. 
jijiiasita, 205. 
jIvita, 174. 
ji'iapti, 267. 
jiiatrtva, 259. 
Ji'iatata, 855, 898, 409. 
jiiatata = akaratii. = prakaso., 409. 
jiiil.tataya = dr~tataya, 58. 
jiiatatva, 48. 
ji'iana, 4, 6, 10, 1 B, 19, 88, 55, 36, 89, 42, 

46-49, 186, 166, 192, 253,259, 272, 
289,298, 818, 326,352, 355, 8n, 278, 
874,884-386,888,889,894,899,400, 
408, 409, 419. 

ji'iana-anumlina, 398. 
ji'iana-utpanlla-pratyak$a, 313. 
ji'ilina-utpadaka, 58. 
ji'iana.ka,raQ,a, 874. 
jii.lina-grilhYI1-akira, 408. 
jii.1na-ji'ieya-svabhrrva, 107. 



jiiiin8o-pratibhasa., 37, 385. 
jiilina-pratibhasa =jiiana-akiira, 303. 
jiilina-svabhliva, 850. 
jiilin8o-svariipa, 391. 
jiiii.nliklira, 289. 
jiilinlipek~a, 58. 
jiianotpiidnka-apek~a, 53. 
jiiapllJra, 355, 400. 
jiilipaka-hetu, 4, 10, 53. 
jiiapya-jiilipaka-bhiiva, 295. 
jiiiinam artha-niscayaua-svabhavam, 350 
jiieya = vi~aya, 117. 
dittha, 20, 21, 276, 406. 
tatastha, 276. 
tat-kliryata-uiya.ma, 283. 
tat-parihara., 217. 
tat-puru~n, 132. 
tat-pntba.-bhaviu, 316. 
t8ot-pratibhli:sena, 22. 
tat-samaya-bhitvin, 427. 
tat-sariipya-tad-utpattibhyam vi~8oyatvam, 

41. 
tat-svabhiva, 132. 
t8otta, 80. 

t&ttli = apoha-sv8oriip8o = samiiuya-lak~a-
Qa,424. 

tathata, 896, S99. 
tad-anusarin, 85. 

tad -apratibhii.sa = 8ouya-vyavrtti-ananu-
bhava., 418. 

tad-abhava, 260. 
tad-avyabhieara, 71. 
tad-abarjata, 20. 
tad-litmau, 6l. 
tad-utpa.tti, 116, U6, 268, 276, 287. 
tad-vikara-vikli.ritva., 114, 126. 
tad-vedin, 266. 
tad-vyavaccbeda, 217. 
ta.ranga-Dyaya, 8. 
tarn, 138. 
tMatmya, 66, 76, 116, U6, 19S, 196,268, 

276, 284, 287, 889, 407. 
tidittmya.-anupapatti, 272. 
tadatmya-avise~a, 72. 
tidatmya.-tadutpa.tti, 14, 53, 86. 
tidatmya-ni~edba., 94, lOS. 
tidatmya-a.uupalambha, 284.. 
tiidrilpya, 884. 
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tlidriipya-anubhava, 418. 

tidriipya - pracyuti = tadatmya - abhava, 
198. 

tMrilpya. = sliriipy8o, 884. 
tadriipya = sil.rilpya =anya-vylivrtti, 4.14.. 
tiraskurvat = adhyavasyat, 261. 
tuccha, 83, 119, 163. 
trtiya·liuga-parlimar~a, 49. 
tejas, 177. 
tri-k~~a.paril}.1i.m8o, 190. 
tripu~i, S89. 
tririipa-linga, 116, 143, 398. 
trairupya, 118, 223, 224. 
trailokya-vilak~aJ}.a, 264, 362. 
trailokya-vyavrtta, 38, 194, 411. 
than, 10. 
darsaJ}.a, 5, 23, 94, 98, 118, 174, 180,261, 

269,316. 
dariiana - adariiana = anvaya - vyatireka, 

95. 
d8or8a.na.-ittmaka-vyavahara, 899. 
da.riiana-gocara, 264. 
darsana.-vyapiira, 292. 
dar~ana-vyapiiratva = indriyajatva, 292. 
darsitll., 180, 195. 
diib8o-pakadika-s1i.martbya-iropa~, 368. 
dlbidy-artba-kriya, 38. 

dirgha-hrasva-vat, Sl1. 
du~~a, 180. 
dii~a.Qibhidhit8a, 852. 
dnta., 6, 118, 285, 875. 
dnta-arthakriya, 868. 
dnla -arthakriya- 8valak~aQa.-slidharmya, 

426. 
dn~8o = pra.tya~a, 264. 
dn~l.nta, 128, 180, 147, 160. 
dntlnta-dharmiu, 113. 
dnp-pravrtti-prapti, 878. 

dnti-marga, 32, 56. 
drAys., 6S, 82,108,105, 117, 119,120,194. 
dTsya-anupalabdhi, 62, 63, 78, 81-8S, 87, 

106, 116, 118, 195. 
dt'iylnupalabdhi-lingata, 81. 
dt'Sya.-anupalambba., 81, 82, 90. 
dt'iya-a.nupalambha-ui~cay8o, 82. 
drAY8o.a.nnpalnmbha-i!nbda, 85. 
dt'Aya·ghata-abhava, 82. 
drsya.-nivrtti, 81. 
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drilYllmana., 95. 
drsya-siIjlSapatva, 92. 
drsyabhynpagama-purvaka, 196. 
drilyat1E, 191. 
desa.-ananugat!l, 8, 33, 804. 
deila-klila-ananugata, 304. 
desa.-kala-avastha-bheda, 302. 
de Sa.-ka! a-vya tiriktll, 8. 
desa-kala-avabhliva, 65. 
desa-kltla-svabhava-viprakr~ta, 65. 
desadi-vipraknta-vyavartaka, 65. 
desady-ananugama 304. 
deas-rupa = deiia-svarupa, 227. 
desya, 281. 
do~a-prasanga, 28. 
drava-kathiuavat, 272. 
dravye., 20, 129, 275, 409, 424. 
dravya-kalpana., 279. 
dravya-guJ;la-karma, 205 
dravya-guJ;la-karmll-jati.tadvantalt, 290. 
dvaya., 267. 
dvitvlidi-sankhyii, 355. 
dvi-praklira, 145. 
dvaidhi-kara~a, 6. 
dvairupya-abhava, 170. 
dharma, 16, 54, 68, 61, 72, 113, 114,120, 

129,132, IS3, 152,157, 173,175,179, 
241,289, 298, 815, 385, 399, 424. 

dharma-dbarmi-bhava, 58, 129. 
dharma-svabhava, 120. 
dharmatmaka, 16. 
dharmi-dharma-bhava, 18. 
dharmiu, 58, 59, 87, 89, 92,113,129, 150, 

176, 179. 
dharmin = anumeya, 62. 
dharmin = asraya, 179. 
dbatu, 29, 293. 
dhatn ~ 6, 293. 
dMtu .\! 18, 293. 
dhr, 269, 271. 
dhllma., 894, 400. 
dhuma-pratibhasa, 400. 
dhvani, 258. 
na khjlCid ekam ekasmat, 9n. 
na jiiana-jileya-svabhava, 107. 
na pratiyeta = na llisciyeta, 250. 
uana, 8. 
niinii-deSa-kiila-avastha·saIJlSnta, 276. 

niintariyaka, 166. 
nan tariyaka.tva, 52. 
nabhava-vya vaccheda., 217. 
nlima, 20, 170, 264. 
nama.-kalpanii, 21, 259. 
nima-jatyli:di-ka!pana-apo~ha, 95. 
nimadheya-tadatmya, 259. 
nasti, 80, 81, 118. 
nasvagocara, 411. 
nigamana, 149. 
nigamana = aMhya, 110. 
nitya, 94, 154, 168, 175, 181, 202, 241. 
nityam=apracyuta-an utpanua-sthira-eka-

svabbavam, 121. 
nitya-pariQ.amin, 348. 
nitya-rupa, 95. 
nityatva, 250. 
nipiita, 155. 
nimitta, 74. 
nimitta-udgrabaJ;ls, 21, 412. 
nimittavattlt, 415-417. 
niyata, 6, 21, 22, 72, 140, 141, 148, 1U, 

307,868. 
niyata-avabhasa, 259. 
niya.ta-akiira, 6, 21, 217. 
niyata = pratlbaddha, 123, 139. 
niyata = pratibaddha = vyiipya., 140. 
niyata-pratibbasa, 6, 195, 807, 418. 
niyata-pratibhiisa. = D1yata-buddhi=uiy-

ata-akara, 805, 806, 307. 
niyata-pratibhiaa = 8va-pratilJbli.sa, 21. 
niya.ta-vi~ayn, 72. 
niyata.vi~llya-Bambandhita, 374. 
niyata-Bvarupa-abMva, 217. 
niyatitkara, 195. 
niyatlikara-abhliva., 195. 
niya.me., 57, 70, 71, 74, 95, 187, 233, 284t 

238, 240, 371. 
niyamita, 805. 
niyamaka-nimittabh1iva, 289. 
niyojaulit=uiyogato yojanltt= bahya-sll-

mllnadhikara~yena pratite~, 259. 
niyoga = sveccha.ya niyoga, 259. 
ni~avabhava = sunye., 217. 
niradhi~thilna, 19. 
nirantara-utpanna, 811. 
nirantara-utpiida, 177. 
nira.IJlsa, 94, 275. 



nirasta-vidhi-bhava, 81. 
nirikarnJ;la, 17, 92. 
nirikitra, 853, 355, 409. 
nirikara-vadin, 360. 
nirakrta, 170. 
nirasn, 17. 
nirdisyate, 150. 
uirbhasa~ = artha - kriya - sli.dhana - nir

bhlisal)., 9. 
nirviJ;la, 191, 241. 
uirviknJpaka, 13, 15, 38, 42, 46, 261,265, 

271, 292, 801, 312, 318, 317, 320,397, 
410,412, 415. 

nirvikalpaka - indriya - vijnauasyn saha-
karin, 812. 

nirvika\paka = ka\panapoQ.ha, 15. 
nirvikalpaka-janaka, 812. 
nirvikalpaka-jiiaua, 6, 16. 
nirvikalpaka-jiiana-samana-kala, 312. 
nirvikalpaka-pratyak~a, 48, 148, 312, 319, 

398,425. 
nirvikalpakatva, 44. 
nirvikalpakam visadabham, 312. 
nirvi~aya, SOli. 
nirvi~aya-pratihha-vlida, 362. 
nirvedha-bbagiya, 81. 
uirvyapara, 3S5. 
nivartakn, 188, 189, un .. 
nivartana, 166. 
nivartaynti, 190. 
nivartya-uivartakn·bhava, 147, 190, 199. 
nivrtti, 147, 152, 191, 357. 
nivrtti-dharma, 191. 
niscaya, 22, 63, 66, 71, 74, 77, 78, 92, 

lOS, 11S,146, 158, 240, 258, 816,882, 
384, 405, 429. 

niiieaya = adhyavasaya, 22, 108, 111. 
niiicaya-apek~a, 148. 
niaeaya-avasita, 148. 
niileaya-ariiQ.ha, 148. 
niiieaya = kalpana, 45. 
niscaya = kalpanll = vikalpa = adhyava-

saya,84. 
niaeaya = gta.n-la phebs-pa, 350. 
niaeaya = nes-pa, 332. 
niaeaya = niyama, 72. 
niseaya-pratyaya, 44. 
niscaya-pratyaya = kalpana, 44. 

niacaya = vikalpa = kaipana, 134. 
uiiieaya = savikalpaka-pratyak~a, 85. 
niscaya-hetu, 108, 185. 
niacayaka, 53, 332. 
niaeitat 6, 21, 63, 118, 138, 192, 269, 270. 
niscito mrgyate = siddha-sadhanam, 131. 
nisciyate, 82, 389. 
niscetavya, 39S. 
ni~edha-svariipa, 196. 
ni~~a = 8varupa, 305. 
ni~prayojana, 1. 
nila, 16, 28, 194, 352, 374. 
nila-pltadi-riipa, 384. 
nila-bodha, 44. 
niln-bodha-atman, 45. 
nila-bodha = nila-sa!p.vedana = nna-ann-

bhavn = nilam iti vijiianam, 49. 
(nila)-nirbhasa = pratibhlisa = a:kara, 42. 
nila-mano-vijiiana, 28. 
nila-vikalpn, 28, S16. 
nila-vijiilina, 869. 
nila-vijiianam = nilasya vijnlinam, 16. 
nila-vijiilina-samanantara-pratyaya, 371. 
nillibhlivavat-pitadikam, 194. 
Dillidi-vise~a = nillidi-svalak~aJ;la, 138. 
nJriipo, 217. 
niriipa·abhava, 195,216,217. 
niriipata, 217. 
netra-dhi, 272. 
neyya, 829. 
nopakaraJ:t= nopakarakal;t 8vabhaval},269, 

270. 
pak~a, 79, 141, 160, 161, 170. 
pak~a-dharma, 209, 211, 213. 
pak~a-dharmatva, 109, 110, 119. 
pak~a = sadbya, 58. 
pak~ata, 161. 
paiica-rupadi-jitlinani 367. 
paiiea-vidha-k;alpana, 260, 272. 
pata,92. 
pada:ttha, 40, 268, 403, 404, 419. 
padartha-jiiana, 60. 
para, 190, 217, 282. 
paratal)., 7. 
para-bhava-vedaua, S65. 
para·mata., 846, 353. 
paramaJ;lu, 2S9. 
paramaJ;lu-svabhava, 289. 
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paramartha, 82, 112, 129, 191, 898, 409. 
paramartha = bhUtartha, 82. 
paramarthatal)., 23, 85, 82, 138, 301, 389, 

895. 
paramartha-s8t, 15, 192,225,264,267,805, 

4,17,420,424. 
parampara, Ill. 
paraspara, 289. 
paraspara-parihara, 69, 94, 185, 190. 
paraIrrta, 81. 
paramar~a, 281, 285. 
parartha-anumana, 101, 112. 
parok~a, 284, 888. 
parok§a - nivrtti -matra - tuceha - riipa-an u-

paJabdhi, 83. 
parlgraha-agraha-yoga, 246. 
paricehitti, 89. 
paricehidyate, 217. 
paricehidyate = pratiyate = jiiayate, 196. 
parieehinnam jiianam = bead-Bes, 822. 
parieeheda, 101,217. 
pariJ;lama-k~al}a, 78. 
pariQ.li:ma-nityata, 98, 94, 864. 
pariJ;lama-bheda, 78. 
pariJ}.amin, 175. 
parityliga, 135, 190. 
pari~ad, 156. 
pariharati, 194. 
parik~a, 1-
parok~artha, 18l. 
paryudasa, 119. 
paramparya, 106, 278. 
paramarthika, 289, 409. 
pithara-paka-viida, 226. 
piJ;l(la, 266. 
pinda-bheda, 276. 
pisitca-rupa-apek~a, 65. 
pHu-paka-vMa, 226. 
pudgala, 8l. 
puru~a, 2,78, 160,175,245,319,848. 
puru~a-upa.bhoga-allga, 160. 
puru~artha = prayojana, 4. 
purva- apara-npa8li~ta, 90. 
purva - a para - kala - kala- vikalaq k~al}~, 

176, 864. 
purvaka, 4, 10. 
purva-k~aJ;la, 353. 
piIrva-citta, 867. 

purva!p. jiianam, 867. 
purva-desa-k8.la-sambandha, 284. 
pfirva-pak~in, 367. 
pfirva-pil}Q.a-anusnrrti, 295. 
ptIrvanubhava, 279. 
pUrvapara, 46. 
purvapara-k§al}a, 38. 
prthag-jaua, 828, 888, 688. 
prthivi, 177. 
paurvaparya-aniyama = aniyama-pras8D-

ga,267. 
prakata.yati, 81. 
prakaral}a., 2. 
prakaral}a-Sarira, 1. 
prakar&J}.a-8ama, 221. 
prakar~a-paryanta, 81. 
prakasa, 890. 
prakaB8-atmakatva, 890. 
prakisa.na-kriya, 390. 
prakasa-pradipa, 889. 
prakrti, 175. 
pralqti-stha, 8S4. 
prnkrty-eka-k~al}a-sthiti-dharmaka, 94. 
prakr~ta - upakaraka = sadhakatama-kli-

raJ;l8 = adhipati-pratyaya, 50, 350. 
pratik~al}a-paril}ama, 78. 
pratijiia, 73, 133, 149, 155, 161, 162. 
pratijiia-artha = pak~a, 165. 
pratijiia = pak~a, 110. 
pratijiia-]a.k~al}a, 161. 
pratipatti, 1, 101, 266, 429. 
pratipatti-anubandhita, 294, 425. 
pratipatt:r, 260, 400. 
pratibaddha, 70, 71, 76, 140, 366. 
pratibanda = pratibandi-karal}1l = deilra-

(or eodYIl-)-libhasa=tu]yatit=tnlyata
apMllna, 291. 

pra~blludha, 70, 129, 147, 804. 
pra.tibandha-graha-a.sambbava, 805. 
pra.tibandha-vi~a.ya, 71, 72. 
pratibandha = s8.ip.sa.rga., 75. 
pratibhlisa, 18, 19,21, 274,882, 884,887, 

992,429. 
prlltibhasa. = aniyata. - pra.tibhasa, 259, 

274. 
pratibhilsa. = nirbhasa = abMsa = prati

bimbana,6. 
pratibhiis8.-pratiti, 165. 



pratibhasa = pratibimba (Marsavat), 22, 
36,274. 

pratibh1i:sitva, 393. 
pratiyogin = pa.ryudasa, 119. 
prati-rilpaka = prllti-yogin, 171. 
prativiidin, 217. 
prati-vijiiapti, 178, 298. 
prati~edha, 101. 
prati~ edha-siddhi=prati~edha-vyavahara

prasiddhi = prati~edha-vailat puru~ar
tha.-siddhi, 77. 

pratita, 148. 
pratita = niscita=adhyavasita= bnddhi-

grhita, 144. 
pratiti, 19, 20, 39, 101, 150, 164, 168. 
pratiti = adhavnsaya, 42. 
pratUi = adhyavasiiya = kalpanll, 42. 
pratiti = avagama = bodha = prllpti = 

paricchi tti = niscaya = adhyavasllya= 
kalpflDA = vikalpa, 89. 

pratiti = prasiddhi, 165, 170. 
pratiti = bodha = adhigama, 74. 
praUti = bodha = sa!Jlvedanll = vijiiana 

50. 
pra.t1tya, 13. 
pratitya-samutpada, 27, 3ll, 854, S99. 
prlltitya-samutpiida = asmin sati idam 

bhllvati, 126. 
pratitya-samutpiida = nirvyiipiiral). sarve 

dharmii~, 49. 
pratitya-samutpannlltva, 885. 
pratyak?a, 12-15, 19-21, 25, 29, 8S, 3' 

'0, H, 46, 81, 260, 286, 296,297,303; 
304, 314, 832, 338, 350, 363. 

pratyak~a-Iluuplliambha, 187. 
pratyak~a-anumana, 107, 298. 
pratyak~ a-anumiina-niVftti-l~llJ}.a, 107. 
pratyak~a-a.vi~aylLtva, 304. 
pratyak~a-iibhiisa, 17, 19, 25. 
pratyak~a-aropa, 864. 
pratyak~a-Jqtatva, 86. 
pratyak~am-gthJ;liiti 22. 
pratyak~a = nirvikalpaka, 45. 
pratyak~a-nivrtti, 80. 
pratyak~a-pratita, 186. 
pratyak~a-pramaJ;la, 897. 
pratyak~a-bala, 866. 
pratyak~a-bala = nirvikaJpaka-lJala, 44. 
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pratyak~a.bhiiva = miion-sum-iiid, 35t. 
pratyak~a-vikalpa, 86!t 
pratyak~a-vedya, 865. 
pratyak~a-vyiipiira = nirvikalpaka-praty-

ak~a, 85. 
pratyak~ata, 41. 
pratyak~atva, 272. 
I'ratyak~atva-jati, 14. 
pratyak~iidi-viruddha, 170. 
pratyabhijiiii, 321. 
pratyaya, 42, 62, 126, 262, 287, 353, 368, 

400. 
pratyaya-bheda-bheditva, 114, 126. 
pratyavamarsa, 412, 418. 
pratyavamrsati = pratyabhUiiniiti = eki-

karoti, 22. 
praty-ava-mr~, 154. 
pratyetum = niscetum, 288. 
prathama-k~aJ;la, 812. 
prathama-k~aJ;la-upiidiina, 319. 
prathama-k~aJ;lasya upiideyam, 312. 
prathama-vi~aya-k~aJ;la-upadana, 319. 
pratha, 420, 42l. 
pradarsana = Marilaua = upadarsana::;: 

lilocaua. =nirvikalpaka-pratyak~a, 11. 
pradipadi, 190, 191. 
pradesa, 190. 
pradhana, 78, 348, 364. 
prlldhvll.!JlSil, 93. 
pramll, 108. 
prama-karaJ;la, 4. 
pr!l.mit (= prama:r;J.a-phala), 7. 
pmmii = pramiti - kriyli = a.rtha - pratiti

riipa, 872. 
pramaJ;la, 14, 18, 25, 31-S8, 38, 39, 41, 

42,46,48, 50,74,77,79,81,107,108, 
118,119,128,130, 139, 147,160,167, 
218, 232-235, 244-246, 292, 383, 
384, 851, 372, 384, 386, 389, 891,396, 
419. 

pramiJ;la-atisaya, 244. 
pra.mliQ.a-nirasta-vidhi-bhliva, 68. 
pramaQ.8 = pra.ma-kar8.J;la=prama-slidha-

katama-karana=prama-prakfl1ta upa
kiiraka, 889. 

pramiJ;la - prameya - vyavahiira - liropa = 
tshad - ma dan gzhal- byar tha. - sii.ad 
btags-pa, 350. 
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pram ltl.la-prameya-svariipa, 898. 
pramaQI1-phala, 5, 18, 15, 38,39, 46, 49, 

878, 386. 
pramlil}.a-phala = prama = pramliQasya 

kriyi, 389. 
pramlil.la.-viniscaya-v'iida, 7, 52. 
pramaQa.-vyavasthii, 14, 299, 301, 802, 

364. 
prnmag.eoa. Buddha = pramlil}.ena vinis-

cit a, 38. 
pramliJ,.la.-sampIl1va, 14, 299, SOl, 802. 
prnmal.la = samyag-juana, 7. 
pramiiQa = sadhakatama =prakr~ta-upa-

kiiraka, 41. 
pramlil.la-siddha, 118, 221, 814. 
pramal).a-suddha-artha-griihin, 38. 
pramal).atit, 17. 
pramaQatva, 977. 
pramlil}.etara-vyavastha, 899. 

pramlitr, 889. 
pramapayati, 885. 
pramiti - kriya = pramli = pratiti - TUpa, 

373. 
pramiti = pramli = pramiti-kriya = pra-

maQa-phala, 889. 
pramiti-riipa, 40, 42. 

pr<1mudita, 82. 
prameya, 319, B85, 389, 391, 398, 896. 
prayatnanantariyaka - jiiana - utpadan8, 

202. 
prayatnanaotariynkatva, 125, 126,202. 
prayoktavya, 57. 
prayoga, 61, 92, 112, 115, 126. 
prayojana, 1, 2, 115, 89l. 
prayojana-ni~patti, 10. 
prayujyate, 92. 
pravnrtaka, 861. 
pravartana, 5. 
prl1vartaya.ti, 270, 807,426. 
pravrtta, 191. 
pravrtti, 18, 86S, 867, 878. 
pravrtti·nimitta, 18. 
prav:rtti.yogya-artha = artha-kriya-sa-

mn.rtha-artha, 878. 

pravrtti.vijiiana, 867, 869. 

pravrtti.vi~aya, 861, 425. 
prasanga, 164, 260, 261, 282, 869, 426. 
prasauga = thaI, 335. 

prasl1uga-prayoga-vacana-matram, 92. 
prasauga-slidhana, 261. 
prasiddhi, 165. 
prasiddhi = Banketa, 165. 
prag-avastha, 278. 

prapnka, 6, 861. 
prapaka-vi~aya, 4. 

prlipal}.a, 6, 7. 
prapal}.a-yogyi-knral,la, 5. 

prapa~a-yogyi-kara~a-aklira, 46. 
prapayati, 11,38,192,270,307,426. 
prapta, 12, 117. 
prapta = antar.bhtIta, 62. 
prapta =janakatvena antarbhiita, 61. 
prlipti, 8, til, 412. 

prapti = adhigati = prntiti = bodha, 878.. 
prlipya, 364. 
prlipya.vi~aya, 18. 

pramalJ.ya, 7. 
pramlil}.ya-lak~a:Q.a, 8. 
phnla, 5, 27, 884. 
phala·darsana, 280. 
phala-bhiita-jiilina, 878. 
phala-vlile~a-vyavasthii, 383. 

phala- svabhava. = l).bras - blli rail - bzhin, 
951. 

bahutva, 14. 
bahuvrihi, 132. 

badhnm, 303. 
badhaka, lBO, 164. 
badhitll, 164, 170. 
hadhita-hetvabhasa, 171. 
hahulyena, 11. 
bahya, 876, 895, 411, 'IB, 416. 
bahya-bheda-ngraha, 807. 
biihya-vastu-sattva, 16B. 

bahya-vi~ayo., 352, 868. 
babya-samaropa, 866. 
hlihyatva, 305, 807. 
blihya=svalak~al}.a = vidhi-rl1pa ==para-

martha· sat, 68. 
blihylirthilpekea, 410. 

blibyetara.·pak~au, 388. 
buddhi, 265, 272, 882, 389,400,411. 
buddbi-gata = manasa =: kaJpanika, 374. 
buddhi·grhIta, 144. 
buddhi = jii.lina, 8(J0. 

buddhi = sa!pviJ, 143. 



buddhy-ava.sita, 143, 144. 
buddhy-akli:ra, 409. 
buddhy-atman, 84. 
buddhy-ariiQ.ha = niscaya-ariI<).ha = vi-

kalpita, 19, 14B_ 
buddhy-utpada, 400. 
bodha, 44, 265. 
bodha-pratiti, 41. 
bodhisattva, 3l. 
bauddha, 179. 
bauddha-mata, 264. 
bhadanta, 161. 
bhagava.ti, 821. 
bhangi, 815. 
bhavadiya., 88. 
bhavan-mate, 150. 
bhavitf-apek~atvat, 845. 
bbava., 92, 95, 94, 104, 118, 198,196,216, 

217, 218, 233, 288, 296, 345,376,400. 
bhava-abhava, 219, 290. 
bhavll.-abhava-sadharal1u, 414. 
lJhava-abbava-slidh~rana-grnbaJ;la, 414, 

416. 
bhava-uiscaya, 216. 
bhavn = vidhi = vastu, 193. 
bhava-vyavasthiti, 217. 
bhiiva-sadharaJ;l.ya, 415. 
bhava-Bvariipa = vidhi-svariIpa-paramlir-

tha.-sat, 416. 
bhiivana, B67, 868. 
bhavana-dharma, 190. 
bhavanii-prakar~a, 81. 
bhavana = vasana = karma = cetana = 

= sa!Jl.skiira, 849. 
bhavayati, 196. 
bhavika, 428. 
bhiisate, 266. 
bhinna, 276, 303, 362, 410, 411. 
bhinna-vi~ayatva, 27l. 
bhinna - vise~aJ;la - svabhiiva- abhidhnyiu, 

126. 

bhinna-santana-vartitva, 817. 
bhinnatva, 816. 
bhiIta, 117. 
bbiIta-sa!Jl.ghiita, 177. 
bb otl1ta, 78. 
bhiItala, 64, 84, 85. 
bhiItala-jiiana, 85. 

bhiitala-gl'ahi·pratyak~am, 81-
bhiitartha, 31. 
bhiImi, 32. 
bheda, 8, 270, 275. 
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bheda-agraha, 366, 403, 404, 411, 412. 
413, 419, 420. 

bheda-agraha = akhyiiti, 365, 428. 
bhediigraha = agrahaJ;la = akhylti, 41 B. 
bhedligraha = apoha, 404. 
bhedin = vjsi~ta, 269. 
bhautika, 294. 
bhranta, 4, 17, 18, 282. 
bhranti, 25. 
matlntara, 150, B05. 
mati = sii.am-pa, 852. 
madhya, 278. 
madhya-desa, 178. 
madhyastha, 162. 
manas, 31, 160, 293, 294, 318. 
manasikiira, B12, 328. 
mano-dhatu, 293. 
mauo-vikalpa·santana, B16. 
mano-vijiiiina, 28, 29, 312, 328. 
mano-vijiiana-dhiHu, 29, 29B. 
mano-vijiiana-santana, 316. 
mamba, 161. 
maha-kiiruJ;l'ii, 82. 
mahlHlka = tik-chen, 825. 
mabii-bhiita-sa!Jl.gbata, 117. 
matra, 92, 129, 855. 
miinasa, 261, 814, 317, 318. 
miinasa-jIiaua, 41B. 
manasam jiiana = vicara 29B. 
lD[nasa-pratyak~a, 43, 164, 271, 809, ~ 

316, 318, 828. 
miinasa-pratyak~a-utpMa-kriya, 312. 
mauasa-pratyak~a-janaka, 812. 
manasa-pratyak~a·vi~llya, 812. 
miinasatva, 292. 
mlinasiitman, 816. 
maya, 367, 868. 
mithyli, 6, 399, 408. 
mimii!psa = dpyod = vicara, S83. 
mlyate, 884. 
mukhya, Ill. 
mudgaradi, 98. 
miIrta = psricchinnll-pariJ;llmavat, 181. 
mllrtatv8, 414. 
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murdhan, lll. 
mrga-madadi, 368. 
meru,65. 
yathlL-katharp.cit, 291. 
yatha-tathatiim, 396. 
yatha-dr~tam, 396. 
yatha-pramal).l1-svabbavena, 52. 
yatha-prasangam, 92. 
yathartbanubhava, 890. 
yatha-svam-pramaJ;lai~, 130, 136. 
yad-akaram, 34. 
yadrccha-s>\bda, 406. 
yukta, 74, 81, 286. 
yujyate, 883, 389, 393. 
y'0gaciira, 370. 
yogin, 31, 189_ 
yogi-pratyak~a, 30, 31, 32, 33, 56. 
yogya, 19_ 
yogya-karaJ;la= saksat-karin, 28, 314. 
yogya-pratiyogy-anupalabdhi, 77. 
yogyata, 53, 63, 7l. 
yogyatva, 11 7. 
yogyi-karaQa, 314. 
yojana, 6, 20, 80, 409. 
yojaniya, 145. 
yojaya.ti, 226. 
rasa, 253. 
rahita, 399. 
rupa, 16, 23, 63, 134, 154, 173, 194, 217, 

283, 320, 384,411, 415. 
rupa.-ayatana, 173, 175. 
rupa-k~aJ}.a-antara, 312,319. 
riIpa-k~aJ}.antaram = dvitiyo vi~aya-k~a-

J;laJ,l, 320. 
riipa-kijaJ;lantarasya uplid"anam, 312. 
rupa-k~aJ}.antarasya sahakarin, 312. 
l'iipa-k~aJ;lantara-sahakiiriJ}.a indriya-vij-

iianena janita, 312. 
riipa-praslida, 204. 
riipa = rUpa-skandha, 177. 
rupa-viveka, 273. 
rupa-vi~aya, 279. 
rupa-skandha, 173, 175. 
rupa = svariIpa, 18, 36, 74, 94, 193, 216, 

234. 
riipata, 422. 
lak~8J;la, 15, 112, 117,314. 
laksaJ;la = lak~yate anena, 62. 

lak~aJ}.a= samagri = hetu-pratyaya-sama_ 
gri, 61. 

lak~aQ.atva, 36. 
lak~ya, 15, 159. 
lakijyate, 13, S96. 
labhate, 41. 

linga, 48, 53, 66, 85, 109, 115, 157, 234, 
398. 

linga = gtan-thsigs, 212. 
linga-trairupya, 223. 
linga-prastava, 81. 
linga-bhtita, 81. 82. 
linga.riipeQa, 85. 
Jillgnja-vikalpa, 6. 
Iningika, 355. 
loka-prasiddhi-viruddha, 164. 
lokottara, 32. 
laukikagra-dhal'ma, 31. 
vaktr, 180,247. 
vaktrtva, 198, 199, 200. 
vacana, 92, Ill, 161, 395. 
vacana-matmm, 390. 
varJ;la, 16. 
varJ}.utmaka, 16. 
vartamana, 260, 261. 
vastu, B, 14, 36, 37, 6~, 68, 76, 77, 79, 94, 

114, 134, 170, 180, 193, 194,196,199, 
253, 265, 284, 424, 426. 

vastu-abhuva, 38B. 
vastu-traya, 267. 
vastu·darsana-bala-pravrtta, 174. 
vastu = paramarthasat, 35, 68. 
va.tu = paramartha-sat = svalakijllJ;la = 

= k~aQ.a, 76, 422. 
vastu-bala-prav:rtta, 157. 
va~tu-bhITta, 265, 412. 
vastu-riipa, 16. 
vastu-riipa-vivikta-aknral.l = kalpito 'bM

va~ = kalpita·anupalmbha~ = drsya
anupalabdhi~, 195. 

vastu = vidbi, 80. 
vastu-svabbllva, 270. 
vastuta~, 123, 132, 3!)4. 
vastuta~ sat, 121. 
vastutva.vyllvasthupana, 304. 
vastrlidi, 368. 
vastv-antaram, 77, 82, 119. 
vastv-utmika, 390. 



vastv-abhasa, 264. 
vahni, 264. 
vahni-sabda, 264.. 
vahni-svalak~atla., 429. 
vakya, 113, 147. 
vakyartha, 161. 
vaeaka, 19. 
vacya, 19, 159, 413. 
viicya-vaeakatva., 23. 
vacya-vacaka-bhava, 22. 
viicyamana, 167. 
vacya-vacaka-riipu. 3l. 
vacya-vacaka-sal)lsarga, 276. 
varta, 190. 
vas, 368. 
vasanii, 261, 291, 293, 294, 367, B68, 382, 

400, 419, 426, 4:!8. 
vasana = siimarthya, 81l7. 
vasana = piirvam jiianam, B68. 
vastava, 287, 355. 
vasyatva, 868. 
vikalpa, 6, 15, 21, 22, 82, 43, 71, 74, 80, 

195, 207, 258, 261, 266, 270,271,275, 
276, 277, 285, 802, 816, S59, 362,864, 
366, 405, 406, 407,409,410,412,418, 
418, 425,427, 428. 

vikalpa = atad-vyavrtti, 29B. 
vika.lpa = adhyavaaiiya, 262, 409. 
vikalpa = a.dhyavasaya = niscaya, 295. 
vikalpa = anusandhana, 406. 
vika.lpa = vitarka, 20. 
vikalpa-antarll, 404. 
vikalpa.-avikalpa, 864. 
vikalpa-avikllJpa-rupatii., 272_ 
vikalpa-udaya, B15. 
vikalpa = kalpanii, 45, 284. 
vikalpa-gocara, BOG, 410, 411. 
vikalpa-janana, 362. 
viklLlpa-janakatva, 318. 
vikalpa-jiiana, 21, 164, 41.0,411. 
vikalpa-jiiiioa-j{oearatva, 164, 427. 
vikal pa - jiiana-grahya = vikal pa. vijiiiina-

vi~aya, 164. 
vikalpa-jiiana.pratibhasa-abbava, 425_ 
vikalpa = dv,ndhi-karaJ;la, 20. 
vikalpa-dhi, :l6\l. 
vikalpa-pra.ty~ ya, 265, 271. 
vikalpa-yoni, 405. 

vikalpa·rupa, 259, 260. 
vikalpa.riipatva, 362. 
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vikalpa·vasana, 261, 270, 293, 294, 568, 
418. 

vikalpa-vasanli:-vada, 868. 
vikalpa-vitsanii-viisita, 305. 
vikalpa-vijiiana, 21, 164,260, 261, 867. 
vikalpa-viJiiiina = kalpana, 165. 
vikalpa-vi~aya, 21, 417, 418. 
vikalpa = savikalpaka, 297. 
vikalpa =savikalpaka-pratya.k~a, 2 78, 422. 
vikalpaka., 6, 51, 317. 
vikaJpaka = anuvrtti- vyiivrtti - kalpa.ka' 

286. 
vikal pana, 51. 
vikalpayati, 295, 368. 
vikalpasya avastba, 409. 
vikalpiikiira, 305,411. 
vikalpiidhi~thana, 805. 
vikalpita, 38, 861, 386. 
vikaJpotpatti-iiaktimat, 46. 
vikalpyate, 266, 405, 406. 
vigra.havant, 375. 
vigrahavan = pramuJ;la-siddhal). = na. tuc-

chal).,375. 
vieira, 20. 
vicara = mimalJlsa, 398. 
viciira.-asaha, 305. 
vieara-saha, 304. 
viciiraka, 294. 
vicaryamana, 882. 
viechinna-gamana·vacana, 367. 
vijatiya - pralJlil.Qa - samplava - nirakaratla. 

303. 
vijiilHa, 232. 
vijiiana, 5, 6, 16, 20, 21, 22, 28, 81, 99, 

42, 44, 50, 58, 160, 164, 166, 179,259, 
264, 267, 288, 284, 293, 294, 315,320, 
831, 848, 953, 355, 364, 370, 876,877, 
388, 884, B88, 414. 

vijiiaDa.-janaka, 264. 
vijiiiina-pratibhas8, 381. 
vijiiiina = manas, 910. 
vijiiana.vadin, 6, 82, 50, 869, 370. 
vijiiana-vi~aya, 353, 886. 
vijiiana = visit~ta.jiiana, 6. 
vijiiana.skandha, 6, 160, 178. 
vitarka, 20. 
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vitarka = vikalpa, 17. 
Vltti-rupa, 31. 
vitti-aattii, 40. 
vidadhat. 268. 
vidyamana, 129, 152. 
vidhi,62, 68, 69,70,76, 193, 199, 415,424. 
vidhi = bhava, ]99. 
vidbi-rl1pa, 417. 
vidbi-rl1pa=aati.rl1pa = sat = dravya,422. 
vidhi-rUpa-vi~aya, 415. 
vidbi-riipa = satta-matra, 417. 
vidbi = sattva = yod-pa = sgrup-pa, 200. 
vidbi-svariipa, 415. 
vidbi-svariipa-YiQaya, 415. 
vidbiyate, 69. 
Yidbeya, 62. 
vinaiia, 93, 94. 
vinasa-niyatatva, 92. 
vinasa-hetvantara-anapek~a, 92. 
vinailyati, 64, 93. 
vlpak~a, 415,417. 
vipak~a-hina, 234. 
viparyaya, 6, 260. 
viparyaya-aadbana 203. 
viprakar~a, 207. 
viprakr~ta, 65, 78. 
vipraknta-vastu, 77. 
viprakn1a = na ilakya-darsana = Ildrsya, 

64. 
viprakr~!a = tribhir Yiprakar~air vipra

kr~~a=deBa-kala-avabhiva-vipralm~a, 

107. 
vipra.tipatti, 17, 38, 92, 398. 
vipratipatti-nirikara1}.a, 5, 88, 92. 
viprayukta-sailiskara, 61. 
vibbaktatva-vyavasthapana, 196. 
vibheda, 303. 
vibhrama, 17. 
viramya-vyapitra, 364. 
viruddba, 59, 93, 188, 190, S69. 
viruddha-desa, 190. 
viruddba-dharma-sal}lsarga, 61, 128, 135, 

196, 282. 
viruddha·dbarma-aamsn ta, 8. 
virnddhavyabhiciiri, 221. 
virudhyate, 389. 
virodba, 8, 59, 104,135, 186, 187, 190, 191, 

284. 

virodba-kiiryllkiira~a-bhavibhavau, 104. 
virodbartha, 191. 
virodhiinavagati, 186. 
virodhitva, 188. 
vivak~ita, 245. 
viveka-samhandbau, 273. 
visada·pratibhl!sa, 863. 
visadabha, 312. 
visadabha = visadabhasa, 319. 
viaada ta, 863, 
visi~ta, 127, 296, 303. 
visi~ta = upakarya, 288. 
visi~ta-vi~ayatva, S04. 
visi~ta-vyavabara, 291. 
visi~~a·iiabda, 303. 
visi~tatva = sambandha = samavaya, 288. 
vise~a, 23, 59, 125, 400, 409. 
viile~a = dharma, 59. 
vise~aQ.a, 65, 127,276, 355. 
vise~aJ;la-viBe~ya.-bbava, 276, 287, 289,291, 

292, 295, 296, 855. 
vise~~a-vise~ya-bhava-8ambandha, 191. 
viile~aua.sambandha, 347. 
visesaJ;la·vise~ya-sambaDdha, 355. 
viae~aJ;latlt, 281. 
vise~ya-visesa~ll, 291. 
vise~ya-vise~aJ.la-bhiLva-sannikar~a, 77. 
vi~aya, 38, 105, 118, 293, 310, 318, 820, 

31)3,362, S77, 384,385,386,387,895, 
415,416. 

vi~aya-k~aDa, 320. 
vi~aya-grabaJ;la-dharma, 289. 
vi~aya-lak~aJ;la, 37l, 408. 
vi~aya-vipratipatti, SI3. 
vj~aya·vi~aya, 386. 
vi~aya-vj~ayin, 289, 290, 376. 
vi~aya-vi~ayi-bbava, 287. 
vi~ayata, 41, 408. 
vi~ayatva, 41, 282, 371. 
vi~ayiLkara, 384, 386. 
vi~ayi-kriyate, 281. 
viuiscita, 31. 
vl'k~a, 69, 70, 94, 132, 13S. 
vrk~a-miLtram = vrk~a·svarUpa, 16. 
vrk~a-svabbava, 132. 
vrk~a·svabbava = vrk~a-vyl!pya, 70. 
vrk~atva, 76. 
vrtti, 286. 



vedana, 265, 293, 311, 386, 399. 
vedana = anubhava = grahaQ.a, 267. 
vedana = vedana·skandha, 385. 
vedana.saIpjIia, 331. 
vedya 365. 
vedya·vedaka·akara, 399. 
vedyate, 391. 
vaidharmya, 138, 219, 382. 
-vaidharmya·udaharal}.a, 244. 
-vaidharmya·drstanta, 114, 242, 266. 
vaidharmyavat, 208. 
vaiyakaral}.a, 345. 
vyakti, 35, 40, 112, 267. 
vyakti·jati-akrti, 301. 
vyatirikta, 127. 
vyatiricyate, 215. 
vyatireka, 67, 110, 125, 145, 186, 215, 219, 

243, 248, 416. 
vijatireka-vi~ayatva, 249. 
vyatireka = vyavrtti, 244. 
-vyatirekita, 274. 
-vyatirekin, 122, 128. 
vyabhicara, 135. 
vyavacchidya, 217. 
-vyavaccheda, 101, 193, 217,295. 
vyavasaya, 259. 
-vyavasayatmaka, 15,257,298. 
vyaYasthita, 217. 
-vyavaJ.!.rta, 82. 
vyavabartavya, 82, 575. 
yyavahartum = pravartayitum, 85. 
vyavahara, 84, 117, 162, 228, 277, 289, 

318,579, 389, 398, 400. 
vyav!lhara.matra-vi~aya, 304. 
'Vyavahriyate, 82, 387, 598. 
vyakhyata, 19. 
vyagbltta-siiuya, 398. 
vylLpaka, 14, 76, 104, 118, 124, 140, 141, 

142, 369, 415, 416. 
vyapaka - anupalabdhi, 92, 104, 141, 

43l. 
vyapara, 125, 131, 280. 
vyapiira-anubandhita, 425. 
vyipara-kaIapa, 273. 
vyapara-paramparya, 427. 
vyaparo.-vyapilri-hhii.va, 375. 
vyaparantara, 364. 
vyaparavat, 313. 
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vyapta, 76, 93, 116, 1S9, 140, 142, 174, 
238,415,417. 

vyapti, 180, 186, 187.234, 247, 248. 
vyapti-vi~aya-pradarsana, 160. 
vyapti.sadhana.pramjiJ,la·vi~aya, 137. 
vyapya, 61, 104, 118, 124, 141, 142, 369. 
vyiipya-vyapaka·bhiiva, 116, 127. 
vyavrtti, 16, 50, 135, 266, 506, 381, 416, 

425. 
vyavrttl.bheda, 154, 576. 
vyiivrtti'riipa, 305. 
vyutpatti, 1, IS. 
vyutpatti = parik~ii, 1. 
vyutpanna-sanketa, 20. 
ilakti, 112, 269. 
saktimattva, 5. 
ilakti-viBi§ta., 368. 
sakyate, 23. 
sabda, 2, 19,81, 112,104,162, 168, 165, 

202, 234, 276, 405, 409. 
sabda-akara, 164, 259. 
sabda.kalpanii-nllikhita, 264. 
sabda-pratyaya, 166. 
liabda-bhiivana = sabda·vasaDii, 259. 
sabda-bheda-pratyaya, 126. 
sabda-yoni, 405. 
sabda-vacya. = abhiIapya, 2M. 
sabda-vikalpa, 413. 
sabda-vise~a, 23. 
sabda·sva-Iak~3.I}.a, 23. 
Sabdiibhava, 163. 
Sanka-pisiici, 53. 
sarlra, 2, 122. 
santa-rasa, 253. 
sastra, 101, 167, 174, 221. 
s&stra-kara, 155. 
SiIllSa!!a, 60, 69, 70, 132, 153, 146. 
siIll&'1pa-svabhava, 70, 132. 
siIllsapatva, 76, 940. 
snkJa,92. 
suddha, 33, 265, 355. 
suddhartha, 33. 
snddhartba = Bvalak~al}.a = ar~ha-kriya-

kari-k~3.I}.a, 33. 
sunyata, 31, 32, 34, 94, 811, 334. 
sunyata = vijiiana-matra, 32. 
suoyatva = svabhitva-sunyatva, 94, 414. 
Siinya-vadin, 32, 414. 
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8e~avad-anumana, 208. 
se~anumana, 114. 
ilrotra-vijiiana, 23. 
illesa, 253. 
~aQ.-vidha-citta, 867. 
~a~thi-tatpuru~a, 289 
saljlyukta-samaviiya-sannikarqa, 412. 
saljlyujyamana, 875. 
saljlyoga, 259, 267,287, 288, 380, 420. 
saljlv1l.daka, 16. 
saljl vit, S 17, 318, 355. 
BlI.!p.vrti, 25, 32. 
sa!p.vedana, 44, 362, 363, 383. 
sa!p.vedana-dharma., 259. 
sa!p.vedana-matra, 888, 396. 
saljlvedana = sva-sa!p.vedana, 42. 
saljlvedana = BalJlVit = sa!p.vitti, 385. 
saljlsaya, 2, 3, 6, 17. 
saljlilaya-hetn, 107. 
saljlsa:ra, 24,1. 
saljlsarga, 276, 380. 
saljlska:ra, 6, 39, 113, 175, 191, 2i9, 293, 

294, 368, 371, 382, 413, 428. 
saljlskara = purva-salJlskara-pat;ava, 281. 
saljlskara = vasana, 291. 
salJlskara-samiiha, 20. 
salJlskiira. = sambhiiya karin, 3ll. 
salJlskara-skandha, 293. 
sa!p.skara = smrti-janaka-samagri, 368. 
salJlskara = smrti-bija., 83. 
sa!p.skarya, 354. 
salJlskrta, 125. 
salJlskrta =kara:Q.ai1t (=salJlBkarail].) sam· 

bhiiya krta, 125. 
s8.IJlsktta = krtaka., 241. 
aakala, 194. 
sakala-saljlskara-anadha:rata, 294. 
sak~at-kiiritva, 292. 
sankalana., 293. 
aa.nketa, 23, 165, 263, 264, 276. 
aangata, 288, 29l. 
saJatiya-vijatiya- ubha.ya - santati-janana-

ilakti·yukto ghatal:t, 190. 
sanjiia, 6, 21, 166, 293, 311, 877, 412. 
~anjiiin, 276. 
sat, 198, 854, 424-
aatata-gati, 177. 
sati vastuni = prati@edhye sati vastuni, 79. 

satkarya-vada., 175. 
satta, 363, 404, 415, 419, 421. 
sattva, 109, 130, 139, 160, 170. 
sattva-vikalpa, 269. 
sat-pratipak~a, 221. 
satya, 81. 
sad-asad, 19. 
sad-asad-dharmi-sa.d.a.sad-dharma, 405. 
sadatanatva., 369. 
santana, 8, 190, 194, 270, 304, 312, 316~ 

332, 33S, 334. 
santana-apek~a, 8. 
santana-alambita, 313. 
santanantara-niwittatva, 869. 
sandigdha, 274. 
sandigdha-vipak~a-vyav:rttika, 184, 371. 
sandigdha.-vyatirekita, 263. 
sandeha, 246. 
sandbana., 295. 
sannikarqa, 38, 265, 380. 
sannikr~ta, 280. 
sannidbana, 35. 
sannidhi, 105. 
sannipata, 311. 
sannihita., 65, 227, 352. 
sapa.k~a., 130, 416. 
sapak~e eva sattvam = anvaya = vyiipti, 

109. 
saptami-artha, 14. 
samagra-samagrika, 80. 
samanantara, 62, 354. 
samanantara-ntpanna-nirvikalpaka, 427. 
samanantara-pratyaya, 27, 271, 278, 311, 

312,319, 371,428. 
samanantara-pratyaya = manasikara, 882. 
samartha, 5, 426. 
samarthana, 289. 
samavaya, 2M!, 275, 281, 347, 420. 
samavaya-tadvantau, 290. 
samavayi-kara:Q.a, 319. 
samiiknlayet = vikalpayet = utprek~eta, 

292. 
samana,59. 
samiina-kala, R19, 367. 
samana-jaliya, 28. 
samana-jatiytt-vikalpa. 315. 
samana.-vi,aY'Hii, 280. 
saminadhikarlt~ya, 81, 82, 199, 208, 405. 



samaropa, 364. 
samaropita, 74, 133. 
samaropya, 62. 
samliropyamaQ.a, 411. 
samaru(lha, 267. 
samaveta, 13. 
s3.mudl1ya = dharmi - dharma - samudliya, 

179. 
samudayartba., 2. 
samudayena, 116. 
samprati, 31. 
S3.m-pratyaya, 149. 
sam-pratyaya=sama-kaJina.pratyaya, 152. 
sampJava, 303, 804, 364. 
samplava = sankara., 302. 
sambadhyate, 80. 
sambandha, 1, 2, 53, 66, 69, 129, 191, 

232,264, 281, 285, 287, 290,350, 295, 
357,375. 

sambandha = upakara, 295. 
sambandha = pratibandha, 129. 
sambandhill, 287. 
sambandhi-sabda, 155. 
sambhava, 85, 260, 286. 
sambhava-abbliva, 115. 
sambhava-pr1l.curya, 295. 
sambhava-matram, 238. 
sambhavati, 224, 399. 
sambhavana, 199. 
sambbavyamana-pratipak~a, 170. 
sammoba-nirlikaraJ;l.artham, 398. 
aammugdha, 294. 
samyak-prameyam, 398. 
samyag·jiiana, 1, 10, 74. 
samyag-jiiana = pramal}a, 4. 
sariipaka, 264. 
sariipakatva, 264. 
sarva, 38, 82, 113, 165, 175,286. 
sarva-anityatva-sadhana-dharmaq, 127. 
sarva-juata, 56, 186. 
sarvajnatva, 119, 198. 
sarvato-vyavrtta, 88. 
aarvatra-avise,at, 40. 
sarvatha, 264. 
sarvadli, 369. 
sarva-vi~aya, 294. 
sarva-sambhava~ = atiprasangaJ,1 = sar

vatra·pravrtti-prasang~, 239. 
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sarva-akara-jiiatli, 56. 
sarvatmanli = ekena svabhavena, 270. 
sarvatmana = sarvair uplldhibhir ekas-

vabhav~, 269. 
sarvlinityatva-vadin, 234. 
sarvartha, 293. 
sarvartba-vlLcaka, 165. 
sarvartba-vacyatva, 165. 
sarvendriyasrita, 313. 
savikalpaka = pratiti, 46. 
savikalpaka, 15,40, 42, 60, 257, 271, 295~ 

296, 301, 312, 313,410. 
savikalpaka-jiiana. 16, 143. 
savikalpaka-pratyak~a, 425. 
savikalpaka-nirvikalpakau, 317. 
sahaklirin, 312, 319. 
sahakarin = eka-karya-klirin, 354. 
sa.bakari-pratyaya, 27~. 354, 418. 
sahakli:ri-pratyaya = aioka, 382. 
sahakari - bheda = hetu - karana - samagrir 

297. 
sahacarya, 53. 
sabanavasthana. 59. 196. 
sahopaiambha-niyama, 855. 
sliJ!ivrta, 302. 
sal)1vyavabarika, 301, 304-
sakara, 384. 
saklira-pak§a, 259. 
sakara-vadin. 40. 
sak~at, P7, 124, 29~. 
slik~at-kara, 363. 
sak~at-k1l.ritva-vyapiira, 15, 43. 
satmaka, 215. 
sMrsya = sarilpya = tad -aklLrata = vi

Ilayata, 347. 
sadbaka, 4, 394. 
sadbakatama-kllral,la=prak:r~topakaraka= 

adhipati-pratyaya. 380. 
sadhakatama - kliral}.a = pramii: - karaQ.a, 

351. 
sadhana, H9, 132, 150, 170, 395. 
sadhana-dharma, 128. 
sadhana-nirbhasa-jnlina, 10. 
sadhana-vli.kya, 113, 148. 
sadhana-vakya-avayava, 15S. 
slidhanatva, S28. 
sadhanabhava, 141. 
sMharmya-df~tanta, 266. 
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iladharmyavat, 120. 
sadharaJ;la, 55, 56, 415. 
iladharaJ;la-grahaJ;la, 415, 416. 
sadharal).a-hetu, 183. 
sadharanatva, 266. 
sadhya, 62, 66, 69, 73, 119, 132,133, 135, 

136, 140,149, 150, 154, 157,170,234, 
249. 

sadhya-gati, 142. 
sadhya-dharma, 65, 66, 128, 136. 149. 
1!adhya-dharma~ = svabhliva~, 136, 137. 
sadhya-dharmin, 113, 137, 151, 176. 
sadhya-niyata, 249, 151. 
sadhya-nirdesa, 155. 
sadhya-nirdesa = pak~a-nirdesa, 150. 
sadhya-niscaya = slIdhya-vidhi, 140. 
sadhya = pak~a, 153, 169. 
sadhya-paryaya, 170. 
sadhya-pratiti, 9l. 
sadhya-pratipatti-adhikararta, 89. 
sadhyabhava, 14l. 
sadhyabhidhana, 162. 
sadhyatva, 156, 170. 
sandratara, 370. 
sannidhya-anumiti, 65. 
samagri, 62, 296, 354. 
samarthya, 3, 19, 62, 63,81, 82, 86, 143, 

151, 161, 293, 317, 367. 
8amanadhikar~ya, 278. 
s1Lmanya, 19, 23, 36, 40, 217, 264, 304, 

305, 412, 413. 
samanyato-gnta-anumana, 78. 
samanya-dharman, 304. 
sam1LDya-matram, 270. 
samanya-lak§arta, 398. 
s1imanya-vise~asya darsanam, 78. 
samanya. (= sadrsya), 40. 
samanyavad-bheda = akrti, 408. 
siimanyavad-visetJa, 303. 
s1Lmprata, 285. 
s1Lmya, 412. 
sariipaka, 2-59. 
sarilpya, 13, 14, 35, 40, 46, 49, 50, 194, 

347, 351, S5D, 363, 368,371, 372, 373, 
380, 384, 394, 404, 408, 419, 42.0, 426. 

sarilpya= atad-vyavrtti = anya-vyavrtti= 
anya -yoga - vyavaccheda = akiira = ab. 
has a, 51. 

sariipya = anya-vylLvrtti = apoha, 4 
413. 

sarilpya-jiiana, 15. 
slirupya-pramal).a, 38, 302. 
sariipya-lak~al).a, 38, 48. 
sariipya.salpveda.ua, 41, 386. 
sariipya = samallJ.dhikaraQ-Ya, 423. 
sariipya-samutpatti, 371, 408. 
siiriipyiitmaka, 313. 
sarilpyatmaka-svasalpvedana, 394. 
8aJak~artya, 404. 
salambana, 175. 
siddha, 81, 83, 127, 135, 154, 190. 
siddhanta, 28. 
siddhi, 2, 4, 158. 
sidhyati, 186, 314. 
sukhMi-svalak~arta, 430, 431. 
sukhady-ukilra, 386. 
siik~ma = atindriya., 78. 
siik~ma-kala-bheda, 8. 
siltra, 174. 
sthapayati, 321. 
sthltyitva, 93. 
sthiiyi-dravya, 375. 
sthita, 189. 
sthitam jultnam = jiiana-vasana, 29·1. 
sthiratva, 377. 
spars a, 293, 311. 331, 400. 
spa§ta, 400. 
spa~tata, 371. 
sphuj a, 171. 
spbutatva-vise~a, 398. 
sphutabha, 30, 363, 397. 
smaraJ;l.a, 277. 
sm1:ti, 6, 39. 
sm1:ty-upasthana, 31. 
smrti-janaka-samagri, 38. 
sva-anvayiD = alika-sli:ml1nya, 425. 
sva-ak1Lra, 410. 
svata~. 7, 69. 
svatantra, 92. 
svatantra-udahanrta., 92, 357. 
sva-para - prakasa = 8Va. - salJlvedan 

357. 
sva-praakltS, 376. 
sva-pracyuti, 198. 
sva.pratibhasa., 18, 22. 
sva-pratibhilsitva, 393. 



svabhava, 8, 59, 60, 64, 65, 69, 70,72,76, 
87, 93, 122, 124, 125, 127, 128, 131, 
217,224,234, 239,251,283 289,290, 
423. 

svabhava = sadhya, 136. 
sviibhava-abhava-avyabhicarin, 194. 
svabhava-pratiba.n.dha, 69, 122, 239_ 
svabhava-pratibandha = vyapti, 145. 
svabhava-linga, 61,70,407. 
svabh1Lva-vitarka, 20, 827. 
svabMva-visi~ta, 64. 
svabhiiva-vise~a, 64, 125, 30l. 
svabhava-vise&a-rahita, 108. 
svabhava-hetu, 120, 122, 125, 126, 127, 

129, 136, 283, 417. 
svahhava-sambalulha, 267, 268, 287,290 

295,420. 
svabhava-sambandha = vise~aQ.a-vise~ya-

bhava, 287. 
svabhavanumana, 70. 
svabhiivanupalabdhi, 82. 
svabhavantaram, 94. 
svamata, 346. 
svayam-prakitsa, 29. 
sva-rasa-vinuiia-svabhava, 134. 
sva-rasikata, 48. 
svariipa, 15, 23, 60,87,112,154,267,364, 

387, 413. 
svariipa-apoha, 419. 
svariip a- abheda = sva bhava - anatirikta = 

svabhiiva-sambandha, 290. 
svarilpa-matra, 296. 
svarupa-Iabha = svabhava-labha = litma-

bhava, 122. 
8va.riipa.-vitarka, 17. 
svariipa-vedana-allupapatti = 865. 
svariipa-sambandha, 19l. 
svariipanubhava, 364. 
svalak~ana, 14, 15, 22, 28, 32, 41, 51, 68, 

87, 89, 121, 129, 172, 179, 192, 194, 
264, 289, 802, 308, 304-, 305,812, 315, 
320, 327,.861, 397,405, 406,412, 413, 
414, 415, 423. 

svalak~aQ.a = ananya-bhak =a.sadharaQ.a, 
414. 

svalak~al,1a-alambita, 812. 
svalak~alfa-avagahitva, 424. 
8vala.k~ana = k~aQ.a, 121, 291, S04, 422,423. 
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svalak~aJ;la = k~alla = artha - kriya - ki 
rin = paramarthasat = vastu, 274_ 

sva-Jak~al}a-paramartha-sat, 7, 111, 292 
svalak~al}a=prathamo vi~aya-k~aQ.a.l!, 82 
svalak~aQ.a-bheda, 408. 
svalak~aJ;la-sarupya, 368. 
svalak~a~a-salak~aQ.Ya, 368. 
svalak~aQ.a = vastu = vidhi-svarupa, 8, 
svalak~aQ.a = vidhi-riipa=vastu=arth: 

kriya-kKrill, 78. 
svavacana-niriikrta, 170. 
sva vacana-virodhin, 170. 
sva-vacyata, 276. 
Bvavi~aya-sarva-gata, 404. 
sva-sal!lvitti, 384, 386. 
sva-sal)lvidita, 410, 393. 
sva-sal)lvedana, 83, 104, 827, 355, 38 

386, 392, 393, 394, 395, 409. 
sva-sal)lvedana-anurilpa-artha, 388. 
sva-sal)lvedana. = anuvyavasaya, 48. 
svasal)lvedana.-pratyak~a, 391. 
sva - salJ1vedana- pratyak~a -jiilina -siddl 

83. 
sva-salj1vedana-rupa, 394. 
sva-satta-matra, 66. 
sva-satta-matra-bhavin, 65, 66. 
sva-sattaya, 48, 53. 
sva-santlina - mlUra - prabhava = alaJ 

vijiiana-prabhava, 370. 
sva-sadrsa-akara-adhayakatva, 264. 
sva-sadhya, 417. 
sva-svabhava.dharaQ.a, 120. 
svagocara, 410. 
svlipek~a, 410. 
svabhavika, 291, 295, 420. 
svabhasa, 863. 
svartha, 149. 
svarthlinumana, 48, 70, 149, 166. 
8vanga, 271. 
hlina-upadana, 5. 
hanopadana· buddhi, 886. 
hetu, 2, 4, 10, 48, 5S, 62,66,82, 127,1 

136, 141, 159, 212, 213, 24.4., 24.9, S 
heta = kliraIfa = rgyu, 209, 211, 212. 
hetu-karaQ.a-samagri, 296. 
hetu = gtan-thsigs, 212. 
hetu-cakra, 17l. 
.hetu-d1·stanta, 154. 
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hetu-pratyaya, 62, 134. 
hetu-pratyaya-samagri, 62. 
hetumat, 394. 
hetu-satta, 127. 
hetutva, 55. 

hetukrtya, 122, 160. 
hetv-antara, 93. 
hetv-antarapek~atva, 369. 
hetv-arthas, 194. 
hetvabhasll., 179. 




